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aragon aurum. worth its wait in gold

Pure Discrete Class A

External Power Supply

Penny 8( Giles Volume Control

Complementary Circuit Design

Epoxy Sealed Resistors

Balanced 8( Unbalanced

Aragon's new Aurum preamplifier is currently back ordered.
Why? Because if you want a preamplifier with the qualities listed
above you must spend over $6,000. The Aurum is only $1750.
So although you may wait for your Aurum, you can purchase
over half a pound of gold with the money you've saved.
•Also available in black
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CONVENTIONAL W ISDOMS

C

onventional wisdom has it that
the perfect sculpture is present,
but hidden within the raw material. And the same conventional wisdom
similarly applies to magazine editing: all
it needs is careful chipping away at the
extraneous material in the raw tea files we
receive from our authors—sometimes the
barest degree of reshaping, repointing, and
restructuring—and you have afinished
product that both maximally communicates the writer's message and makes the
anonymous artisan-editor proud of ajob
well done.
Perhaps it's because of the similarity
between editing text and editing music that
Igot involved with producing Stereophile's
recordings. The editing of our recent Concert and Test CD 3CDs, however, gave me
cause to consider conventional wisdoms.
Because the office where my music-editing
Macintosh lives is shared by Kristen Weitz
(ever-busy editing writers' raw copy at her
PC) and the magazine's Audio Precision
System One (over whose controls Bob
Harley and Tom Norton serially wield
masterful control), Ido all my everyday
monitoring over Stax Lambda Pro 3electrostatic headphones—longtime denizens
of the Class A department in Stereophile's
"Recommended Components" (at least
until this issue).
The conventional audio wisdom about
headphones is that because they fire the
sound straight into your ears and provide
isolation from ambient noise, they're much
more revealing than loudspeakers. The
editing tasks for our two most recent projects were complex, yet Iwas confident that
nothing would escape the superbly transparent Staxes.
Was Iwrong! Time and time again, I
found that asplice that sounded fine on the
cans didn't work when Iauditioned it at
home on my B&W Silver Signature speakers
(my 1994 birthday present to myself).
Sometimes it was adisturbing discontinuity in the soundstages; sometimes it
was too much of adifference between the
character of the background noises or the
surrounding ambiences either side of the
splice; other times it was simply an amusical jerk in the flow of the melody. But
every time, it was disturbingly obvious
over loudspeakers, all but inaudible over

headphones.'
So much for one conventional wisdom! Are there others that don't bear close
scrutiny?
E

How about system building—an apropos
topic for our "Recommended Components" issue? The conventional wisdom
(in the US at least) is to allocate most of
your budget to the loudspeakers, because
the loudspeakers make the sound. But, as
first explained by Linn's Ivor Tiefenbrun
nearly 20 years ago, this is wrong—very
wrong. An expensive loudspeaker can't put
back what has been destroyed by apoor
source. All it can do is more accurately
show how poorly the amplifier performs
and how little music managed to escape the
grooves and pits. Expensive sonic dreck!
So how do you put asystem together?
What you do first is paramount: You
accurately define your own needs and
tastes. (From the letters we receive, it's
apparent that many people don't do this.)
Second, use our "Recommended Components" to get an idea of what's available,
at what price, and at what level of performance. Look for matches in our capsule
descriptions of sound quality with what
you feel your own tastes are. Then read the
original reviews thoroughly. (Back issues of
the magazine are easily available.) You
should then be able to put together ashort
1My thanks to KW for putting up with me continually handing her the cans to luur whether or not splices
Ithought particularly risky worked. Every 'phile should
have such good ears!
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list of contenders to audition at the specialist retailers in your area.
What you don't do is scour the "Recommended Components" listing and choose
at random, say, Class C speakers, Class C
electronics, and aClass C source. While
they may work together, they may just as
easily have similar, reinforcing sonic
defects. Even worse, you might have the
ready cash to buy all Class A components,
but take little care in setting them up or pay
no attention to the room acoustics. Buy
Class A loudspeakers and use them in a
cubical room with rack-system electronics
and you'll probably get asound that would
fail to qualify for Class E. On the other
hand, get apair of Class D or Espeakers,
set them up optimally in the room on good
stands, use good cable, drive them with
good Class C or B amplification and the
best source you can afford, and you'll have
something that'll make every recording in
your collection take on renewed life.
Listening for yourself is the key to putting together asatisfying system. Stereophile's reviewers may have aecurately
described the sound quality of, for example,
the Martin-Logan Aerius, Thiel CS22, and
Vandersteen 3A (to pick three similarly
priced and recommended loudspeakers),
but it's essential that the reader about to
spend his or her money listen to these three
totally different-sounding speakers before
making afinal buying decision.
In the words of Chris Sommovigo,2
designer of Kimber's impressive Illuminati
datalink, "If you listen to experts, you
might just get your system to sound like
theirs. If you listen for yourself, you might
get something you actually like."
PERSONNEL NOTES
With this issue we welcome Shannon
Dickson to the ranks of the magazine's
writers. Shannon, aresident of Hawaii, has
been astalwart of The Audiophile Voice, the
magazine published by The Audiophile
Society of Westchester County. He contributes an essay to this issue's "Industry
Update" on the European Community's
forthcoming ElectroMagnetic Compatibility Directive.
—John Atkinson
2 In December 1994 on The Audiophile Network.
Modem: (818) 988-0452.
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SLP-94/94L
Full Feature Line Stage Preamplifier

The SLP-94 is one of the most beautiful and
exotic preamplifiers made for the high-end
audio market. It is the result of refining and
updating one of the most exciting
preamplifiers ever made, the SLP-90,
and is aperfect mate for any of the
Cary stereo or mono block
amplifiers.

The musical qualities of the CAD-805 have to be
heard to be believed. The harmonic textures are almost
magical. The CAD-805 is an amplifier that helps you
remember why you love music in the first place. Experience
the CAD-805. We believe it will change the way you listen to
music. Forever.
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Cary Audio Design Inc.
"A Worldwide Statement in Audio Amplification"
111-A Woodwinds Industrial Court •Cary, NC 27511 •Tel: 919.481.4494 Fax: 919.460.3828
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BIPOLAÁRS
ARE NOT
CREATED
EQUAAL!
8 Critics' Choice Awards and
5 Product of the Year Awards* in the past year alone,
and over 40 Awards since 1990 makes Paradigm
the number one choice for critical listeners!

"Stunning!"
The Inner Ear Report on the

"Awesome!"
Audio Ideas Guide on the Eclipse/RI'

Lv, if RI'

Paradigm's spectacular bipolar speakers are
an engineering and sonic marvel! With
years of design expertise and our highly
advanced R&D facility, Paradigm engineers
and acousticians set out to build the
world's finest bipolar speakers, regardless
of cost!

THE ULTIMATE IN BIPOLAR
SPEAKERS START AT AN
INCREDIBLE $499/EA.
These astonishing state-of-the-art bipolar
speakers combine exceptional
spaciousness, precise image placement,
superb timbrel balance, extraordinary
resolution, thunderous deep bass and
tremendous dynamics for absolutely
staggering realism!

The Paradigm Advantage
Bass/Midrange Drive Units:
Diecast chassis with built-in heatsinks
0 (AVS') air-flow ventilation system
0 Ventilated Apical tformers
Symmetrically-focused-field magnet geomeuy
High Frequency Drive Units:
(PAL") pure-aluminum convex domes
Critically coupled diecast chassis
0 Oversized damping chambers
3 Oversized magnetic structures
Cascade' Enclosures:
Sophisticated cascade of interlocking full
perimeter horizontal and vertical braces
() I" thick MDF front and back baffles
() High velocity, low turbulence ports

Combine any of our bipolars with our
Ultra-Clear" center channels, amazing
ADP' surrounds and astounding
PS powered subwoofers for the absolute
finest in home theater!

lwaradigni
ENGINEERED

FOR

BETTER

SOUND

AuDIOSTREAM, MPG BOX 2410, NIAGARA FALLS, NA 14302 e05) 632-0180
t Apical n otrademark of DuPont

IN CANADA PARADIGM ELECTRONICS INC

101 HANLAN RD WOODBRIDGE. ON LAI 3P51905) 850-2889
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The Critics Agree...
Paradigm has achieved the highest
standard of performance in bipolar
design. So don't settle for less, listen to
these sensational speakers today!
* Sound&Vision Critics' Choice Awards
*Audio Video International Grand Prix Awards
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W HERE'S ROSEN?

•

Editor:
Ihave been trying to find acopy of
Nathaniel Rosen's performance of the
Bach Solo Cello Suites you deemed
"Recording of the Month" in the
November '94 Stereophile [Vol.17 No.11].
None of the record stores knows a
thing about John Marks Records, and I
have been unable to order it.
Could you provide an address and
phone number when you review recordings from smaller companies. Isurely
don't wish you to limit yourselves to the
easier procured recordings, but Idon't
wish to limit myself to them, either!
DAVID DOYLE
Via the Internet
John Marks Records are distributed by Allegro
Imports, (800) 288-2007. Good luck in
finding the Rosen Bach, Mr. Doyle—it's a
fabulous-sounding CD ofsuperb performances.
And Ithink it agood idea in such cases to provide the company's address in our reviews. We
will do so in thefuture.
—JA

W HERE ARE THE REVIEWS?

Editor:
Ihave subscribed to Stereophile for one
year. In that time, Ihave read apreponderance of Letters to the Editor
from angry, whining, sniveling, sniping
readers. It's one thing to disagree with
areview, but personalizing the reply by
disparaging the reviewer and the magazine is indicative of a maladjusted
readership.
Because Icount myself among this
maladjusted readership, Iwould like to
take this opportunity to get my licks in.
My angry, whining, sniveling snipe is
directed at your production staff. Yet
again, Ifind aTable of Contents (February '95) that bears little relation to the
magazine. Is your production staffblind?
Can they read? Can they count? Whatever the cause of this problem, please fix
it so your readership can concentrate its
character assassinations on the reviewers.
Tom HOGLUND
Silver Spring, MD

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

As explained in last month's "Industry
Update," due to an error at the printers that
was not picked up at the magazine's proofing
stage, the contents-page listing ofour February
1995 issue (Vol.18 No.2, p.4) contained references to reviews of the Parts Connection
Assemblage DAC-1 and Sonic Frontiers
SFD-2 Mk.II digital processors. While originally scheduled to appear in our February issue,
these reviews had to be held over—the Sonic
Frontiers to March, and the Assemblage to this
issue. My apologies—notjust to Mr. Hoglund,
but to all our readers—for this error. Incidentally, I'm alittle puzzled by Mr. Hoglund's
"yet again," as this is thefirst time Ihave made
such an error in 19 years ofmagazine editing.
It shall also be the last.
—JA

W HERE'S THE RED PEN?
Editor:
Eisenhower returned requests of longer
than one page, saying that "if you
couldn't get it on one page, you hadn't
thought about it." Isuggest you do the
same to your letter writers!
Irealirf that the computer encourages
your writers to save all that prose and
dump it on us all at once; and that, like
academics, Stereophile writers, and lawyers, your letter writers seem to feel more
words increase the weight and merit of
their arguments; and that, after all, paper
is cheap. But, letters should make abasic
point, and not drag on for three magazine pages! Letters of that length should
be printed as small articles or guest
editorials.
And please quit printing letters that
We regret that resources do not permit us to
reply individually to letters, particularly those
requesting advice about particular equipment
purchases. (We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases.)
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed— and we don't
have time to do it anyway! Although all letters
are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication. Please
note, however, that published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they are very
long or address more than one topic All correspondents should include their name,
address, and adaytime telephone number.
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make no point, or that say they are canceling their subscriptions (who cares?),
or do little more than call someone scatological names and do not give an address.
DONALD BISBEE
Columbus, OH
Iam reminded ofMark Twain, who, apologizingfor sending along letter, explained that he
didn't have the time to write ashort one. The
conventional magazine-wisdom regarding
published letters is that they be edited to the
minimum length necessary to communicate the
correspondent's point. Ifyou read The Economist,for example (a publication that Iregard
as one of the best-edited), almost no letter runs
more than 100 words.
With this magazine's "Letters" column,
however, Itake adifferent tack. Given the
arcane and complex nature ofour subject matter, Ithink it appropriate to allow correspondents
the room to tell their tales in full. Where we
edit—and we do edit—it's generally to correct
English usage, tighten arguments, and restrict
each letter tojust one topic If the occasional letter has sufficient content that it resembles ashort
feature, then so be it. You can always turn the
page (but Iwouldn't advise it). The essayfrom
John Ashman near the end of this month's
"Letters,"for example, is well worth reading
in its entirety, long though it is.
—JA

SOMETHING'S MISSING

Editor:
Ihave been areader and subscriber to
Stereophile for about eight years now. No,
Iam not writing to complain or cancel
my subscription. Ifeel, however, that
there is something missing from the
magazine.
It is the voice of the consumer.
Ienjoy it when areviewer has difficulty using aproduct. Often the reviewer
would say, "I spoke to the president of
the company who said ...," or "I was
instructed by Mr. Carver, Mr. Levinson,
Mr. Krell to do the following.. .." Well,
good luck in getting through to them.
We mostly have to deal directly with
dealers.
Iwould like to see acolumn not unlike
Consumer Reports that deals directly with
9
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Which scares you more, ahorror film with the
sound turned off, or ahorror show on the radio?
The answer is easy because it is the movie's soundtrack which carries the pathos and emotion. You
can enjoy sound without pictures, but who wants
pictures without sound?

It's What You Don't
See That Counts.
It just so happens that cables are the part
It doesn't cost
more to do it right!
AudioQuest offers
afull range of
cables, but the
biggest improvement you'll hear
is going from big
fat stranded cable to the
least expensive cables
from AudioQuest. For the
complete story, please call
or write for our Cable Design
book!et —or better yet, visit
an AudioQuest dealer and
listen for yourself.

of your system which can help or hurt the
performance the most... and for the least money.
Whether you have two-channel stereo or multichannel stereo, you have to have cables. You
can't completely fix abad system with good cables,
but you can seriously degrade agood system with
badly designed cables.
You won't see the cables and you won't see the
sound —but you will experience the difference!

oudioquest

P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674 USA TEL (714) 498-2770 FAX (714) 498-5112
Distributed in Canada by Audio Products International, 3641
McNicoll Ave., Scarborough, Ontario, M1X 1G5 Tel: 416-321-1800
WorldRadioHistory

consumer concerns. Not just what to
look for in aproduct, but what to look
for in adealer. What are the most common problems that readers have, and
how have they resolved them? At what
point do you turn to the manufacturer
if you cannot get resolution from your
dealer? If parts for older units break,
where can you go for parts? Are people
happy with buying equipment by mail
order? What are the reliability records of
products or manufacturers? How can we
get companies to produce instruction
books that are complete and easy to read?
Consumer Reports instructs its readers
how to negotiate for anew car. They
even make available the dealer cost of a
new car. Iam not suggesting that Stereophile go quite that far, but some suggestions on how to get the best price for a
stereo system is not abad idea. For example, many dealers will negotiate the price
of asystem; then, after the price has been
set, they'll say, "You need wiring!' and
discuss that separately, not as part of the
deal. Many products, especially digital
ones, lose resale value quickly, so the
only value you can get is adiscount on
the original selling price. ..
You may feel that this is not the purview of Stereophik. Idisagree. The mission
of music-lovers is to get the bestsounding equipment in as many houses
as possible. But so many people are
intimidated by dealers, products, and
installation procedures that this is an
obstacle to achieving this mission.
Let us not forget that Stereophile has
addressed all of these issues as part of
articles or reviews. But the points are not
always expanded upon in an ongoing
column. CR reviews cars monthly, but
once ayear dedicates an issue to the carbuying process. Not abad idea.
From last November's "As We See It"
(Vol.17 No.11, p.3) comes this quote:
"Good magazines. ..
are written and
edited to fulfill the needs of their readers."
Of course, Stereophile devotes agreat deal
of space to the letter writers. And the
thrust of the magazine is still to provide
the best information about products to
your readers. But this would be just one
more way of opening the door to people
who want to enter the world of bettersounding music.
BARRY ANDREWS
East Northport, NY

A PAIN
Editor:
Ithink those who are worried about
plastic jewelboxes miss the point. The
point is that we keep the jewelbox, so it
does not harm the environment. It is
what we throw away that causes damage to our natural habitat. For the most

part, the Earth has already won the battle
of CD vs Environment. The waste
attributed to the "longbox" is now a
thing of the past, leaving the thin plastic
wrapper the sole conqueror of Mother
Nature. Even the new cardboard cases
don't help with that problem, because
they too have the plastic sheath. On top
of it all, the cardboard cases are amajor
pain in the ass, so why should we bother?
BRIAN DEGON
Auburn, MA

to show that the ribbon's response is very
distance-dependent—and, therefore, the
45" quasi-anechoic measurement may
not provide an accurate picture. As Icontemplated this more, Irealized that, as
you increased your distance from the
speaker, the woofer's level would, of
course, drop in relation to the ribbon,
smoothing out the response in that
aspect. However, the tweeter's response
would drop at the same rate as the
woofer, which would worsen the already
poor high-frequency response. Certainly
SEMANTICS
the anechoic response would change at
Editor:
agreater distance, but Idon't see how it
In Robert Harley's review of the Gencould improve.
esis II.5 speaker [V°1.18 No.1, p.84], he
RH cautions us "about reading too
refers to its "ribbon" tweeter. This is
much into the shapes of the curves preincorrect; this is not aribbon driver.
sented here.. ..0f all the measurements
While the Genesis tweeter is aplanar
presented, fig.5 comes the closest to
driver—essentially driven over its full
representing the loudspeaker's perceived
surface like a ribbon—it is clamped
balance." Okay, so let's look at fig.5 (the
around the entire periphery, and is under
in-room response): 100Hz is 17dB
tension, which will produce standing
higher in level than 20kHz. If that
waves across its surface. Ribbon drivers
accurately reflects the loudspeaker's balare line sources clamped loosely across
ance, no thanks.
their short ends, with control of the
Idon't have aproblem with RH liksurface performed by the magnets.
ing these speakers. Or with his comment
Check out the Decca ribbon tweeter
that "Loudspeakers that measure flat
designed by Stanley Kelly.
tend to be too bright, in my experience"
ALLEN EDELSTEIN
—even though this seems to contradict
Highland Park, NJ
the ideal of accuracy.
My beef is with his statement that the
AMAZEMENT
fig.5 curve "could be summed up as 'flat,
Editor:
with lots of bass! "Really? And if the
Ihope Iam not the only person who was
response was 17dB higher at 20kHz than
disappointed in Robert Harley's review
100Hz, would he say, "flat, with lots of
of the Genesis II5 speakers in the January
treble"?
'95 issue.
Certainly, measurements don't give
My reaction to the quasi-anechoic freanything close to acomplete picture of
quency-response graph (fig3) was that
the sound. If RH had said, "These speakof amazement. It looked more like a ers sound very accurate," Imight wonder
representation of the system in a"boom
at his hearing capability, but wouldn't
truck" than a$22k pair of audiophile be compelled to write this letter.
loudspeakers.
But that isn't what he said. He said that
RH states that "the II.5's ability to
the actual graph was "flat, with lots of
reproduce frequencies down to 16Hz
bass!' If he was presented with an idenreveals any spurious low-frequency
tical graph and was told that it reprenoises in arecording!' such as closing
sented the response of an inexpensive
doors and air conditioners. Certainly RH
mass-market speaker, would he describe
has substantial experience with speakers
it in the same manner?
boasting an extended low end. Why was
TIMOTHY C.BARRON
this problem particularly apparent on
Phoenix, AZ
these speakers? Isubmit that these noises
were so prevalent because they were
receiving up to 20dB of boost (!) relative
Two PLUS TWO MAKE ...
to lkHz (based on the quasi-anechoic
Editor:
response).
am looking forward to my next issue
RH reminds us that the large measured
of Genesisophile, er, Stereophile!
depression in the midrange is due to the
To quote Mike Myers, Inearly "chunradiation pattern of aribbon. My underdered like asnowblower" when Isaw the
standing from his article is that, as you
cover of the January 1995 Stereophile.
increase the distance between you and
Does Genesis think Stereophile readers
the speaker, the volume level of the ribwill not see the connection between the
bon only decreases hallas quickly as the
departure of Corey Greenberg and the
woofers and tweeters. He uses this fact
arrival of Genesis as anew contributing
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Inside and out, each PGM Recording
is awork of art.
RICERCAR

W

r hen you purchase a

Compact Disc from the
PGM gallery of early music,
you embark on ajourney of
Musical and Technical
Quintessence:'" Each PGM
release is painstakingly crafted in every
respect— from the choice of music,
performers, interpretation and recording,
to the research, text, and individually
commissioned cover painting.
Produced and manufactured in the
USA by Quintessential Sound, Inc., one
of the finest audiophile recording and
mastering facilities in the world, PGM
Recordings is dedicated exclusively to
the world of early music. Audiophiles,
musicologists, and early music aficionados
alike will delight in the PGM experience
of uncanny reproduction quality and uncompromising attention to scholarly detail.

\
)
Preview System
more than you will
miss the personal touch.
When most direct order
phone operators are
asking unnecessary
marketing questions on
your time, PGM offers a
menu from which to select
samples ofour recordings,
place orders, and obtain
information. The ordering
process is easy and efficient
Simply dial 1-800-997-1750
(entire USA) or 212-767-1750
(NYC and vicinity, and
foreign countries) to use
our system.

PGM is deditated toproviding
‘the discerning listener with a
level of musical performance

The Buxtehude Project
(Cat #PGM-102)

The Buxtehude Project, Volume 1:
and technical eekcellence -,-"_
Sacred Cantatas— subtitled An Exploration
of Cantatas by Dieterich Buxtehude— The
.unrivaled in the World. All of
Composer that Bach Walked Over Two
Hundred Miles to Hear is the first in aseries
!.only
our recordings
after extensive
are produced
musicological : of such explorations. In the winter of 1705,
Johann Sebastian Bach undertook agruelresearch and scholarship, and
ing journey on foot, to witness and study
with Dieterich Buxtehude— then consid'are recorded using minimalist /
ered the greatest organist in Germany.
microphOnte techniques and stateBach was so captivated by Btoctehude's
music that he allowed his four weeks'
of-the-art recording équipment in
vacation to slip from his mind, returning
order to produce an incomparable',i instead after four months.
This release of Buxtehude% vocal and
transcription of amusical event;
choral music is long-overdue. Buxtehude is
not only an underrepresented 17th century
talent, but was also amajor influence on
and inspiration for one of Western music's
Ricercar
greatest pillars.
(Cat. #PGM-101)
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Ricercar, subtitled Keyboard Music in
Germany Before Bach is our premiere CD
release in the PGM early music series.
Featuring harpsichordist Gavin Black at the
keyboard of a1978 Keith Hill instrument,
Ricercar offers an intriguing perspective
into the works of Johann Jacob Froberger,
Georg Biihm, and Johann Kuhnau.
Its name being derived from the early
German keyboard fugues, Ricercar pays
homage to the wealth of keyboard music in
the century preceding J.S. Bach— those
pieces with particular technical strictures
that undoubtedly contributed to Bach's
musical education.

Our 24-hour Automated
Digital Preview and
Ordering System
lets you listen— then
order, without
wasting your
time.

We think you
will enjoy our
listen first,
then order
automated
Digital
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PGM: the growing gallery of
early music CDs.

One of the best things about PGM is
our growing gallery of early music—
not merely aone-time specialty CD
offering, but ameticulously
crafted, ongoing library
for the connoisseur, available direct from PGM and
from aselect network
of vendors.
When you call one of
our Preview and Order phone
lines, you may also register
for mailings updating you
on new PGM releases
and other upcoming
projects. Experience the
fine art of Musical and Technical
Quintessence, from PGM— of course.

Digital Preview and Ordering:

1-800-997-1750

(NYC and vicinity, and foreign countries .+1-212-767-1750)
NSA

;
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Each PGM CD is offered at $16.99 +shipping/handling.
Shipping options include UPS Ground, Second Day and
Overnight service. Due to our unique ordering system,
no refunds or exchanges are allowed, except in instances
of manufacturing defects reported within fourteen days
of delivery.
Dealer inquiries invited. PGM Recordings are produced
and manufactured by Quintessential Sound, Inc.,
1600 OroacÀvay, Suite 610, New York, NY 10019-7485.
(212)586-4200 FAX: (212)586-5339

writer to Stereophile? After years of
achieving outstanding levels of mediocrity, from out of the dark wastelands
appears the apotheosis of sound reproduction: Arnie Nudell!!
In the December issue, Iread of the
departure of Corey Greenberg. Then the
January issue arrived, and Genesis was
on the cover!! Holy blackmail, Batman!!!
While Genesis may produce aproduct
that won't necessarily grate on your
eardrums, their domination of Stereophile
is repulsive. So Corey shared his feelings
about the folks at Genesis, and they
didn't like his opinions—poor wittow
speaker manufactuwers!! (Incidentally,
as of the October 1994 "Recommended
Components:' Genesis components
appeared arather underwhelming number of times: zero!)
After the apparent ploy of Genesis to
manipulate Stereophile, Iam more inclined
than ever not to buy aGenesis product.
It would be difficult for me to have confidence in aproduct developed by thinskinned, even-toed ungulates.
By the way, while Ihad allowed my
subscription to lapse due to Corey's
unabashed anti-Christian demagoguery
(likening Beavis and Butt-head to Jesus
Christ, for starters), Iappreciated his candor. Ihave truly enjoyed some of his
recommendations—eg, Kimber Kable
and the JVC 1050TN CD player.
Thanks, Corey, Iowe ya! Ihope that
Kristen Weitz and others will fill his footsteps without exalting the sickening
depravity of such albums as Out to
Hunch. However, Kristen likes that ultimate wordsmith, Iggy Pop (conveyor of
such wisdom as: "Well, Ihate women—I
mean, why do Ieven have to have areason for that? It's like, why are people
reviled by insects? Iuse 'em because they
are lying, dirty, treacherous. ..",1 and
from his wonderfully touching "Locomosquito": "I got to hit my baby on
Saturday night /you know the Devil
made me do it /Iknow it wasn't right /
I'm sick of hanging 'round with old
transvestites /they stare at my rubbers
/it makes me uptight ...").
So Ihave my doubts.
DOUGLAS W.M AYER
Atlanta, GA
To take Mr. Mayer's points in random order:
The nonappearance of Genesis in the October
'94 "Recommended Components" was due
to Genesis having discontinued the products
that had beenfavorably reviewed by Stereophile. These included the Genre II loudspeaker, reviewed inJanuary 1993, of which
Corey Greenberg stated, "This is areal good
ICreem, November '79, p30.

speaker. ..
[one off the two best speakers of the
group" during his auditioning (Vol.16 No.1,
p.232). CG's departurefrom Stereophile was
not connected with his well-publicized clash
with Genesis's Arnie Nudell at the 1993
Summer CES (Vol.16 No.8, p.113), but concerned more mundane matters such as remuneration and his career development. The decision
to publish interviews with the threefounders
of Infinity, including Arnie Nudell, was
mine—and seemed appropriate, given the
reviews ofloudspeakersfrom Arnie Nudell and
Cary Christie that were scheduled to appear
inJanuary. It was certainly not due to pressure
from anyone at Genesis. Not that it would matter if there were any such pressure. And
regarding the loquacious Mr. Pop, I'll leave it
to KW toJill us in on what it is she loves about
the man and his music.
—JA
Ihave to admit that I, too, canfind the or Igster
repulsive—after all, he's the guy who used to
shit on his balcony at his and the Stooges' house
in Michigan. That said, what Ilike about Iggy
is his blatant disregardfor societaljudgments—
he obviously believes in himse; and could care
less what other people think of him. (I think
more of us would like to be like this than would
admit it.) Ilike Aerosmith's Steven Tylerfor
the same reason—although Idon't know him,
and wouldn't necessarily want to hang out with
him ¡fl did. (PS. Both Iggy and Icomefrom
the Midwest, so there has to be some connection
there.)
But even above that, what Ilove about Iggy
is his music, which is some of the most raw
and energy-packed music I've ever heard. The
Stooges may have sucked technically, but Idon't
care—they had an unequaled ability to convey to me the passion theyfeltfor their music.
That's what's important to me. Besides, I
resolved some time ago to ignore alot of the
lyrics Ihear in some of the music Ilove—after
all, if boycotted all music that has offensive
lyrics, I'm afraid I'd have quite alimited library
of music indeed.
—KW

cause her urinary problems (at the end
of Round One). (It really doesn't become
your publication to use such language!)
Anticipating areal toast, Iturned the
page to move on to the record reviews,
and my eye caught her reference to
Antoine Busnoys on Dorian. Well, I
figured, if she is going to play real music
on those things, I'll read the rest of her
review. On balance, it was agood review,
but it could have been half as long—and
KW should not have used apowered subwoofer for comparison.
I've had many years of pleasure from
yet another Cambridge SoundWorks
item, the Model 11 portable system. To
my eye it is the Ensemble III forerunner.
Iam delighted that you deign to review
equipment we mere mortals can afford,
and am even more delighted to see my
own evaluations endorsed by you pros.
SOREN N. S. LAURSEN
Mahwah, NJ

MIDDLE-CLASS CANDOR
Editor:
In February ("Letters," p.11), Ki Suk Han
complained about the use of "that darned
f-word:' and suggested you replace it
with the euphemism, "f***ing." Iquote
from Paul Fussell, aprofessor at the University of Pennsylvania and a keen
observer of the American social scene,
in his delightful book Class, A Guide
Through the American Status System (1983):
"[The word] toilets does not recommend itself to middle-class speakers,
who prefer lavatories or rest rooms, euphemism as well as elegance being their
hallmarks. One of their treasured possessions is a whole vocabulary of
euphemized profanity and obscenity, so
that when you hear 'Holy Cow!' or
'Holy Moses!' or hear that someone has
done a'whale of ajob: you know that a
member of the middle class is nearby. It's
hard to believe that after the numerous
GETTING REAL
strains and scandals of the mid-twentieth
Editor:
century any relics survive of that class
Isubscribe to Stereophile for the record
that used to say `0 pshaw!' or 'Botherreviews, the annual come-ons, and to
ation!' when it meant not just `0 hell!'
chuckle about abunch of fanatics slaver- but `She. ..
It's the middle class that
ing over specs. Ilove my music, but I
just insists still that pregnant be replaced by
can't see spending the kind of money the expecting or starting afamily, ..
and it has
equipment you review calls for. It's the
virtually legislated that all the rest of us
same with my wine drinking—I get lots
make love instead of what we used to do.
ofjoy from the under-$10 stuff.
But in the face of all this the upper
My own system features the Cam[classes] stand firm.Jilly Cooper reports,
bridge Sound Works Ensemble, so Iwas
`I once heard my son regaling his friends:
intrigued when Isaw that name on the
Mummy says pardon is amuch worse
cover of your February '95 issue. As I word than fuck: "
started to read Ms. Weitz's review on p39,
The astute reader will note that FusIgot restless. Imean, the poor little
sell's point applies equally well to the
thing's fingers were raw before we read writer's use of "darned" as to his comaword about how the speakers sounded.
plaint about "fuck." Now, while IcerIdidn't understand how aspeaker could tainly favor Stereophile's evaluation of
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gratuitousness in any writing which
appears therein, there are instances where
some words make apoint which others
cannot. And, after all, it is what Mr.
Tiefenbrun said.
Iapplaud the editors for their candor,
their avoidance of euphemism, their class
predilections, and especially for representing aspeaker's words accurately.
Besides, Ibet your Copy Editor can sling
the naughty words herself now and then.
PETER BRAVERMAN
Lake Forest, IL

urally bright this cable might not be
good for you.
If you should have ahum and are
using an AC-power cleanup system
(Max1000, etc.), you will need aplug to
convert your three-prong AC power
cord from your transport to atwo-prong
out ...
it plugs in. No wire stripping!
Hum is gone. ..
kaput! Again, Radio
Shack has apackage of two for $1.79. Try
putting the other plug on your DIA converter's AC plug if it is athree-prong
plug.
For roughly $12, you have areally nice
digital cable—and you have had to do no
cutting, stripping, crimping, etc. Just
plug things in. The part numbers are: 3'
75 ohm cable: 15-1541, $7.99; F-BNC
converter plugs (2): 278-251, $1.99; AC
converter plug three-prong to twoprong (optional), $1.79.
Enjoy the music, as RH is wont to say.
LEONARD W ELDON
Douglasville, GA

individual sinewaves cannot predict how
much an amplifier will distort the very
complex, transitory signals of music. Not
only do Ibelieve this to be true in the real
world, but in the mathematical domain
as well.
The standard rationalization is that any
waveform can be constructed out of
sinewaves of different amplitudes and
frequencies. This comes from the math
of Fourier series. However, this math
technique is only useful for exact repeating patterns, called periodic functions.
Some sounds, such as asingle violin or
POTTY MOUTH?
piano string vibrating, approximate a
Editor:
periodic function. But even in these
You finally got rid of Corey Greenclosest-fit cases, the waveform starts and
berg—that is good.
stops, increases and decreases, changes
But now you have potty-mouth Kristen
frequency slightly, and goes through
Weitz. We don't need that kind of
other changes. One might argue that it
trash-talk.
is possible to construct such apiano note
Don't you have any respect for your
out of sinewaves that start and stop at
readers?
GENE LAKE
certain times. But these starting and stopVirden, IL
ping points have to be defined with an
accuracy of at least 30 microseconds, and
Yes.
-JA
Ichecked out the test lead section at my local
they might happen hundreds of times a
Shack: among the myriad 52 ohm cables I second. So you can see that constructSHACK STUFF
found a6', 75 ohm, BNC-equipped cable (part
ing aMathematical model to accurately
number 278-990), which I
found worked great
Editor:
represent just asingle second of amusical
More goodies from Radio Shack! If as acoaxial datalink with the Assemblage
note is agigantic task. And we're not
DAC-1 processor.
-JA
you've found yourself caught up in the
even trying to tackle an entire orchestra
digital-cable merry-go-round, and have
yet. Why do you think they haven't been
found that the cost is becoming abit
THE SINGLE—ENDED SAGA:
able to create areal-sounding piano proridiculous, Ihave good news for you!
EPISODE 634
gram on asynthesizer? They're still tryIf you are fortunate enough to have a Editor:
ing to accomplish that.
CD transport with aBNC connection
In January's "As We See It," John AtkinIf you can't even get atheory to work
as well as aDIA converter with BNC
son's discussion of single-ended ampliin the domain of math, then you surely
connections, you are in luck! Radio
fiers focused on his experience with a cannot get it to work in the real world.
Shack has a true 75 ohm, 3' cable
mediocre-sounding SE tube amplifier.
In other words, if it's very hard for a
designed as atest lead as well as for other
For the record, my home-built SE
human or acomputer to construct a
purposes that truly sounds great. It
amplifier has virtually none of the bad
piano note mathematically out of sinecomes with F-type connectors, but
sonic characteristics that he mentions Of waves, then it must be very hard for an
Radio Shack also has an F-type-to-BNC
course, this Nelson Pass-designed,
amplifier to do in real time, with real
converter plug that screws on to the
single-MOSFET "Zen" amplifier is
voltages. Actually, amplifiers do not do
cable. ..
no wire crimping, etc.
probably very different from the amplithis. That's my point—they don't work
For abit over $10, you have areally
fier that Mr. Atkinson listened to. While
that way. For many reasons, an ampligood digital cable. It presents asoundall SE designs might be low-powered—
fier might distort (change the shape of)
stage that is wide, deep, believable,
mine is 15W—I don't think they can be
asharply rising voltage signal differently
and multi-layered. It imparts another
lumped together into one category of than it would aslowly rising one. It is not
degree of immediacy to your system.
sound. Although, who knows? Maybe
thinking, "Gee, I'll just treat this big tranOne warning. ..
it needs three weeks or
they all share an unparalleled ability to
sient as if it were aphase-coordinated
more of break-in. Until it is broken-in,
pass on detail because of the simpler sigmixture of this and this and this freyou will find that female voices, sibilants,
nal paths.
quency. Now, if Icould only remember
and the upper registers of horns will
What caught my attention more,
what my THD measurement was for
sound harsh and downright unpleasant
though, was the way Mr. Atkinson
frequency x. .."
at times. However, you will notice atimphrased his concern for the relatively
Iwant to know where the stone tablet
brai naturalness and believability begin
high harmonic-distortion levels in SE
is with Commandment #634 chiseled
to creep in, and detail, detail, detail. Peramps. While it is true that SE amps have
into it: "All amps must respond to sharp
haps the detail is due to aslightly blacker
amoderate amount of measured distortransients as well as they do to unchang(quieter) background!
tion, it sounds like Mr. Atkinson believes
ing, single sinewaves." There are some
If you are fortunate enough to own
that standard THD measurements deterserious leaps of faith involved in buying
one of the newer CD transports that have
mine exactly how much an amp will disinto the THD measurement belie& They
a direct BNC connection (one that
tort music. Ithought that the meter
completely ignore any electronic hystebypasses the traditional isolation transreaders were the only ones who still
resis, which would make an amp's beformer in the transport), this cable will
believed that stuff? Ipostulate that
havior different when dealing with
be atrue revelation! If your system is natsteady-state distortion measurements of
signals that truly start from zero. Plus
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they ignore the effect on an amp's disIused to consider myself atypical
tortion of being loaded by the variable
high-end audiophile: armed with asubscription to The Abso!ute Sound, and
impedance of aloudspeaker. And don't
almost every issue of Stereophile published
give me that "but we measured the distortion at 8, 4, and 2ohms. .." hogwash.
after my initiation to high-end some six
Did you measure the distortion at 6.3
years ago. Iwas pretty satisfied with my
ohms, with the impedance increasing at
system, which then consisted of the Eso0.4 ohms/ms because of the rate of voltteric P-500 transport, Wadia 2000 DAC,
age increase? Ididn't think so.
Jadis DP-60 preamp, Jadis Defy-7 Mkil
The conventional set of "distortion"
amplifier, and Wilson WATT 2/Puppy
measurements is nothing more than a speakers. As atypical audiophile, my
hours were spent tweaking the system.
rough estimate of how well an amplifier
can perform. Unfortunately, this is of
Ilistened to Holly Cole's Don't Smoke in
Bed at least 50 times—not to communilimited use to us, since the High End is
concerned with teensy weensy little
cate with the music, but to listen to how
differences. Only the very sensitive and
the bass player moved one micro-inch,
complex measuring system of your brain
and how the soundstage seemed to have
drifted, ad nauseam.
and ears can discern such small differThen Iheard the single-ended Audio
ences. And your measuring system just
Note Kegon amplifier. With an SE sysmight hear less distortion from an SE
tem, even avery modest one like the
amp than it will from an amp with lower
UK-made Audio Notes, my listening
"measured distortion!' Mine does.
M USE KASTANOVICH
sessions seem 1) to last longer, 2) less
Boulder, CO
likely to be concerned with hi-fi aspects,
and 3) to enable me to feel the communication of the performer directly to my
Iagree with Mr. Kastanovich that steady-state
soul. Now Holly Cole seems to speak to
measurements, while convenient and repeatable,
me directly.
do not characterize an amplifier's performance
However, in the case of the single-ended tubed
Having said that, Ihave still not yet
designs we have examined, the levels ofsteadybought asingle-ended system. And the
state distortion are high enough that they must
words of Mr. Grost are haunting. It is
be considered audible. (Nelson Pass's singlevery difficult to find apair of speakers
ended solid-state designs have very-much-lower
which do justice to the most beautiful
levels ofswady-state distortion.) Part of the rea18W of amplifier power in the world
son that this aspect of their performance doesn't
available on the Audio Note Kegon, or
subjectively cripple single-ended tube amplifiers
to the 9W on the Audio Note Meishu,
is that, with atypical music-signal and moderor the 75W on the Wavelength Cardinal.
ately sensitive loudspeakers, the average power
It would be very educational for Stelevel is sufficiently low—around 1W or so—
reophile to review super-efficient loudthat the distortion remains below threshold.
speakers. How about Edgarhorns—or,
There is also thefact that, in asingle-ended
for amore wide-bandwidth design, the
ampl(er, the distortion changes with level in
BLISS system described by Eddy Elecamanner that is totally natural—the louder
tric's Herb Reichert in Sound Practices
the music, the higher the distortion—and will,
(Vol.2 No.1)?
to some extent, be masked by transients. But
Grost seemed to imply in his letter that
Ican't help wondering whether the "beautiful
aloudspeaker like the Klipsch LaScala
midrange" SE amplifiers are supposed to have
is ahorror. Yes, with its 104dB/W/m senis really due to the sonic "fattening" endowed
sitivity, it will sound like hell if you hook
by the presence ofextra low-order harmonics.
it to a300Wpc solid-state amp. But if you
-JA
drive it with, say, the 300B-based
Meishu, clip off the Z,ener diodes "protecting" the tweeter horns, and add some
EPISODE 98.6
damping on the high horns, it is perhaps
Editor:
the closest thing to the absolute sound
In Vol.18 No.1 [February '95], Robert
you'd ever hear.
Grost tells amacabre tale of horror in
The dynamics—explosive and micro
single-ended amplification. While he
—are displayed in all their splendor. The
does get his technical facts and measureutterly beautiful midrange. And the very
ments correct, Ithink he has completely
dynamic bass.
PETER CHONG
missed the point that single-ended
Singapore
amplifiers arefun.
Dennis Had of Cary believes it is "fun,
HOORAY, HISTORY,
fun, fun!' Ask anyone who subscribes
to Sound Practices or Glass Audio if single&COMPROMISES
ended is fun. Ihave not had so much fun
Editor:
with hi-fi since Ibegan myjourney into
Hooray for Robert Grost of Unity
Audio!
single-ended.
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His droll letter to the Editor in the
January '95 Stereophile ([Vol.18 No.1,]
pp.21-24) should be required reading for
anyone getting into this wacky hobby of
ours.
Having been involved in "high-end"
audio since 1972, Iwas privileged to have
met many early audio pioneers like Arnie
Nudell, Bill Johnson, Mark Levinson,
and J. Gordon Holt back when Stereophile
came out of Pennsylvania. Bob's letter
brought to mind some of my early
experiences with products that brought
delight, wonder, and often exasperation.
Those early products, and the experiences audiophiles had with them, also
helped shape many of the attitudes
exhibited by some in the high-end community even today.
As Irecall, Arnie Nudell's Servo Statik
1(also mentioned in the January issue)
did wonders for the harpsichord's
popularity—at least as a"demo" instrument, if nothing else. The "Statik" part
of the Servo Statik would show off its
wonderful transient response and then
arc and spit when played alittle too loud.
And while the servo bass module
exhibited promising new technology and
was very good for its size, it could not
compare with a properly designed
quarter-wave transmission line in the
deep-bass department. (No slam against
the estimable Mr. Nudell; Istill use
RS lBs as the front of my media-room
surround system.)
For years Iowned Magneplanars,
starting with the very early 1-U. When
Ifirst heard it, Icommented to the dealer
(Mel Schilling of Music & Sound in Willow Grove, PA, a pioneer high-end
dealer): "That's the best midrangetweeter Ihave ever heard, but where's the
bass?" As Mr. Grost stated, you were
supposed to be so happy with the 75%
of the music the speakers could reproduce
that you were expected to overlook
things like lack of deep bass and dynamic
range.
It got so bad that, for awhile, you
were considered to be less than mature
if you thought that deep bass and realistic
dynamics were prerequisites for atruly
topnotch system. And power-hungry?
When Iasked Jim Winey how much
power would be good for my Tympani
III As, his answer was: ". ..
oh, akilowatt
aside would be good." A kilowatt aside?!
These babies would barely produce app
with a30W SE tube amp!
But of all the early idiosyncratic products that were on the market, one of the
most tragi-comic pieces of equipment
was, in my opinion, the Decca Mk.V
phono cartridge. Here was acartridge
that was truly magic—magic, that is, if
17
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you played recordings that were not cut
at too high alevel and you only listened to
thejirst three-quarters of the record! While it
required something slightly less than a
ton of tracking force, the inner-groove
distortion had to be heard to be believed!
The variability from cartridge to cartridge was great, and the unit failed early
and often. But, like the "girl with the
cue when it was good it was very good
indeed.
Imention these things not only to
bring smiles to the faces of other audio
"nuts" who have traveled the same path,
but also to make acouple of observations
to those just getting into this great hobby
of ours.
First, reread Bob Grost's letter, and
after you stop grinning:
1) Determine to live only with those
compromises with which you will be
comfortable. The dealer will not be listening to the system. You will.
2) If you realize that, for no readily
understandable reason, you are spending
less and less time listening, let that serve
as awarning of "listener fatigue." You
are getting less satisfaction from your
hobby than you should. A truly highend system involves you in the music and
makes you reluctant to turn it off. Bob
is right. This should be fun!
3) lf, while you enjoy different types
of music, you find yourself reluctant to
play some types on your system, ask
yourself why. A truly high-end system
should not favor one type of music over
another. If it does, that may be acompromise you can live with, but it is avery
large compromise indeed.
4) What JGH and others have always
said is absolutely true. Trust your own ears!
Now, Mr. Grost, just when are you
coming out with that killer speaker system?
THOMAS M ELANSON
Old Sadybrook, CT

HISTORY &HARBETHS

Editor:
It is with special interest that Iread JA's
review of the Harbeth BBC LS5/12A
loudspeaker (Vol.18 No.1, p.117), since
Ipurchased apair of them this past
August. Itoo had alove-hate relationship with the speakers, enjoying the
dynamics, stunning midrange, quantity
of sound, neutrality, quickness, authority, palpable imaging, ability to keep
complex musical passages clear and
unmuddicd—much as he described.
The Harbeths also were impressive
with characteristics not mentioned—
like lack of graininess, and realistic imaging and soundstaging capabilities. Itoo
was able to produce an unpleasant treble emphasis and the BBC "bump" with

avengeance in the upper bass—and,
indeed, alack of bass definition.
But with much experimenting, Iconcluded that these anomalies were not
innate characteristics of the speakers.
Rather, they were characteristics of the
interconnects used and possibly the
means of connecting the LS5/12As to the
stand.
The Harbeth LS5/12As are more
"wire-dependent" than any other
speaker I've worked with. Specifically,
the treble emphasis was resolved with the
introduction of Kimber KCAG silver
interconnects between preamp (Van
Alstine FET valve EC-Hybrid Tube) and
power amps (Van Alstine Omega II-260
with 130-140Wpc). Incidentally, the
speaker wire that worked by far the best
in my system was bi-wired ICimber 4TC
(blue/black).
Conventional wisdom says to couple
the speakers to arigid spiked base with
Blu-Tack. That simply bloats the lower
frequencies on the Harbeths. It was only
after Iisolated these speakers on stands
by turning three cones point up on three
individual 1/
4"-thick pads of Sorbothane
that Igot satisfactory bottom end—with
authority, and reasonable detail down to
40Hz or so. (The British tendency to
understate their specs.)
Two other caveats not touched upon
in JA's review:
•These speakers seem to be designed
for placement in the room well away
from back walls and 3' away from side
walls to maximize their realistic imaging ability.
• They require a long break-in
period—even after 200 hours, they continued to improve.
As abonus, their size and beautiful
cabinetry (as in "teak") make them wife
and living-space friendly (without risking ahernia when moving them).
While these British "ladies" may not
give up all their considerable charms on
the first go-round, it's simply an injustice
to conclude anything other than that,
upon surrounding them with the proper
escorting (another reason good stereo
dealers should love them), they'll lavish
one with musical caressing.
In aworld with asurplus of smallspeaker manufacturers, it's difficult for
Stereophile to spend unlimited time fussing with one product; yet, when an
historically significant manufacturer is
known to be dedicated to the highest
standards of quality and integrity, it is
incumbent upon the most influential
hobby magazine in the US to norture. .
well, let's just say "noblesse
oblige."
M R. HERSCHEL OSTROV
Cincinnati, OH
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SELLER BEWARE
Editor:
Iplaced aclassified ad in Stereophile's
"Audio Mart" in October 1994 [Vol.17
No.10]. Iwas subsequently contacted
by aman claiming to be adoctor (neurosurgeon) who lives in Davie, Florida.
He wanted aproduct Iwas advertising. We agreed upon aprice, Iwas to
send the item UPS Overnight, and he
would pay with abank/certified check.
UPS tried to deliver the item three times
to this man; each time he tried to pay
with apersonal check. He also used a
different name with UPS than he had
with me. UPS would not take this man's
personal check, and finally the product was returned to me (at ashipping
cost of $150).
In the following months, tlearned
from another advertiser that this man
was trying to purchase an item from him
using adifferent name and phone number, but the same address. The man sent
apersonal check, which turned out to be
written on a closed account. To my
knowledge, he has used two different
names and two different phone numbers,
but the address in both cases was exactly
the same. This person appears to be
preying upon unsuspecting advertisers in "Audio Mart" who advertise
"big-ticket" items from well-known
manufacturers. If you feel you have lost
merchandise to this person, you should
contact the Davie, Florida Police Department and file acomplaint. If you suspect
this man of trying to deceive you in the
past, you should still file apolice report
with the Davie Police Department.
JAMES DAVIS
Chicopee, MA

ONLY THE LONELY
Editor:
In the latest "Records To Die For"
(February 1995), Iwas most interested
to see Russ Novak's choice of Sinatra's
Singsfor Only the Lonely listed as "artistically the greatest pop/jazz record ever."
Ican agree that this is Sinatra at his best
with one qualification:
Back in the year 1956, while performing as aDJ at alarge Boston radio station, Ireceived aCapitol LP release for
airing entitled, Where Are You? On this
disc, "The Voice" was accompanied by
Gordon Jenkins and company.
Many of the selections are somewhat
in the same vein as Only the Lonely. One
particular cut, "There's No You," was
worth the price of the album. Ipractically wore this grooving out. It has all
the dramatics and romanticism attributed
to Sinatra. His handling of lyrics and
famous breath control are filly demon19
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strated. For example, the word "soft"
early in the beginning is not merely four
letters. It actually becomes soft in every
sense. The climax is thrilling. Each time
Ihear it, the hairs on my arms stand out.
For many years I sought to see
whether this rendition was still available.
At length Iwas successful in obtaining
it on cassette (4N-16267). However, this
contains fewer songs than the original,
although "There's No You" is included.
Frank's voice is great on the tape, but
Jenkins' backing has asomewhat bassy
sound that detracts slightly.
Happily, this has now been transferred
to CD (CDP 7912092), and all the numbers on the original LP are there. Ihaven't
had the opportunity to monitor this, but,
hopefully, as in the transfer of Only the
Lonely, there is more treble evident in
Jenkins' backing.
RAUL W.ENTRESS
South Windsor, CT

tempted to tell them that Iwas not their
average-Joe customer—that even on old
rock selections, you can hear adifference,
and that the sound from their CDs is
awful. However, Iknew what their
answer would be: that bits are bits, and
if there was any distortion coming out
from my speakers, my equipment was
most certainly at fault.
Then Iread the Katz article and felt
vindicated! On their last attempt to reenroll, Idid speak my mind, and mentioned your article in my letter to them.
Thanks to Stereophile and Bob Katz for
the quality work. As long as you keep
publishing these high-caliber articles,
you can count on me as asubscriber.
FERNANDO GARCIA
Richardson, TX

JITTER ISSUES

Editor:
In recent days there has been much abuse
RECORD-CLUB ISSUES
of the word jitter when it comes to
Editor:
describing real or hypothetical phenomena
Iread with extreme interest Robert Katz's
of digital audio reproduction. It seems
article with regard to sound quality from
that our enemy jitter is being raised to the
record clubs (Vol.17 No.12, p.81), as I status of awesome specter, made out to
have experienced the same problems.
be the digital bogeyman. It's about time
Iinitially joined arecord club lured by
we set the record straight as to what can
the gimmick of the free introductory
be ajitter-related effect of the first order,
CDs and awide selection at your fingerand what, by definition, cannot postips. Almost immediately Inoticed
sibly be.
something unpleasant about the sound;
To claim, as many have, that agiven
I'm at aloss for words to describe it, but
CD pressing "has more jitter" than
it caused ear fatigue. At first Ithought
another is ablatant misuse of the term
it was due to defective source tapes for
in every possible way. Jitter is atimethe record material Iwas ordering (earlydomain phenomenon relating to the
'70s rock'n'roll). However, as Iordered
derivability of astable clock signal from
more and more CDs from the company,
adigital source. A CD has no clock, and
it dawned on me that this harsh sound
therefore has no intrinsic jitter. The
was the norm rather than the exception.
unanswered question, of course, is: Could
Still, Iwas at aloss for rationalizing a jitter present during the cutting ofaCD master
possible explanation for this, and kept create physical anomalies that result in amore
my club membership well beyond the jittery output on playback? The evidence
original 10-CD commitment. Iupgraded points in that direction, but as of this
my equipment twice during this period,
moment we have no proof.
and though the sound improved, I
In fact, not only do we have no proof,
nevertheless could not enjoy the recordbut we don't even have astrong hypoclub CDs as much as Idid listening to
thesis as to how this could happen. How
CDs bought in stores.
would such second-order jitter manage
Then afriend of mine loaned me an
to skirt all of our clever attempts to realbum Ialready owned. As Icompared
clock? Could we perhaps be seeing
it to my record-club purchase, Ifound
strange power-supply interactions?
an astounding difference, as Icould actuCould the servo systems or error correcally listen to and enjoy it!! Upon closer
tion, by virtue of their having to work
inspection, Inoticed that this CD had
harder to read certain CDs, somehow
been produced by another record label.
destabilize the digital output of the transThat was the straw that broke the
port? Ican tell you that, here in the CDcamel's back. Iimmediately canceled my
mastering industry, we still have no
membership. The record club has tried
answers to these very crucial questions.
several times (unsuccessfully) to get me
Iam the first to admit that there is still
back, offering all kinds of sweet deals.
much for us all to learn about why cerThey even sent aquestionnaire in which
tain pressings of allegedly identical
Icould provide feedback on the reasons
master tapes sound different. However,
for my departure. Several times Iwas
there seems to be atrend by everyone to
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995
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blame jitter by virtue of the fact that we
can't think of anything else. ("If the data
is intact, and we hear adifference, it must
be. ..jitter!") Proof by process of elimination is not scientific enough for something as critically important as this. If we
are ever to truly understand the mechanics of what goes on in these cases,
we must all try to understand and observe the phenomena at play—not guess
at them.
It is time for serious research on the
subject—meaning taking our very real
aural judgments and trying to correlate
them with what we can measure (and we
can certainly measure alot). It means
analyzing the two discs at their most
basic physical layer, at the electrical level
of how they affect the servo systems of
avariety of players, and how their decoded analog outputs ultimately differ.
Only when we finally do this will we
begin to understand the mechanics
behind audible jitter.
In the meantime, however, until this
testing takes place, we should perhaps
weigh our words alittle when we feel the
urge to cry out litter!" as soon as we
hear differences between allegedly identical digital sources. The difference between first- and second-order jitter
effects is critically important to recognize.
GABE M .WIENER
Director, Quintessential Sound
New York, NY

DIGITAL ISSUES

Editor:
Readers were not particularly dismayed,
Ithink, by recent reports that different
CDs made from the same digital master also may sound different. Was it not
ever thus for LPs? Besides, now that it
appears that CD "datastreams" are actually agaggle of sinewaves with sensitive
zero-crossing parameters, them ol' analog rules apply in spades! Definitive tests
run by the Gotham Audio Society, with
subsequent Stereophile articles by the
Bobs Katz and Harley, have ineluctably
exposed this strange fruit of that loom
once said to weave perfectly, forever.
Suckers as always, most customers
either swallowed the industry line whole
or spat it out, the latter hunkering down
into extensive collections of vintage vinyl
(or shellac!) and abandoning all hope for
sonic progress. Hoots and taunts from
the jubilant masses further conditioned
them to expect no additional improvement. Then came postcards from the
underground: digital could be mended—
and not just by new computer routines,
but right on the spot! So everyone began
listening again, and today there be ne'er
an audiophile left alive who hasn't tried
21

digital and scoped some neat way to
fix it.
Still, many audible aspects defy conventional analysis. For instance, CD-Rs
often do sound better than the CDs they
were made from. Peter McGrath was
seen jumping up from his chair and
shouting "That's impossible!" after a
demonstration—so obviously the differences exist. (I was present in Brian
Cheney's 1989 WCES booth when Peter
first heard acomparison between his
DAT master and the less-worthy CD just
pressed from it, and truly the man can
shout "Impossible!"). What most astonishes here is not that two similarly denominated discs sound different when
played on one machine—we knew as
much already, or half expected it—but
that the other CD was made by playing
thefirst on that selfsame machine! Isn't this
the kicker?
Adding to the confusion and general
consternation are sonically variant data
cables, gold CDs, CD rings, CD mats,
CD feet, CD polishes, and CD degaussing—all described as "tweaks," all said
to work; and Iagree. That last item especially affords some insight on the controversy. As was first reported in this
space back in November 1992 [Vol.15
No.11], waving tape demagnetizers
over CDs greatly enhances sound by
reducing shrill edginess and improving
the bass articulation. While many
experimenters on Internet and elsewhere
heartily agree, this daft notion—more
accurately termed "decoulombizing"—
hasn't gained academic stature, splashy
column inches in print, or adjustments
from the manufacturers.
For hypothesis, imagine that awhirling static charge on your typical CD
erects amagnetic field that bangs Maxwell's magic hammer against some loose
post in the digital decoding chain. Now
suppose that another sort of disc, perhaps our CD-R, carries no static charge;
thus, plain and untreated, it might not
tilt the read mechanism to produce those
ugly enharmonic distortions from asusceptible and overly excited DAC, such
as those that arise when the charged
original is played. There! An explanation
of why, even with the same bits aboard,
the CD-R might sound better even on
the same transport. But who knows?
Now, what about jitter—very real,
very untweako, but unknown until
recently (although still denied by some)?
Several clock re-timing boxes have
appeared, and they too alter the sound
without modifying data per se. But then
along comes this thing from Audient
Technology called "AUDIT," an ACpowered analog device that drops into
22

the digital domain (right before the converter) and seemingly does the same
stuff.
This peculiar counter-development
compellingly illustrates how fully the
professional audio engineers understand
their child. Nor can these gentlemen
explain how any tweak works, assuming its existence is admitted; mostly they
haven't aclue whether the mechanisms
involved may be digital, optical, electrical, or physical. Nada! Nor have our
professors mooted asensible approach
to investigate these vexing phenomena.
Yet other parties, equally uninformed,
claim, "We need more bits, higher rates:'
Who the hell knows? Digital has suffered
from the start from poor implementation.
One thing for certain, tweaks indicate
paths to improvement. Whoever fails to
learn from them becomes history! Nonetheless, the entire digital realm remains
unresearched in asystem-analytic fashion, while the majors plow ahead with
their various proprietary schemes. Sony/
Philips have just announced ahighdensity CD that can contain Beethoven's
Ninth at 96kHz with 24-bit words—or
Wagner's entire Ring cycle at 44.1/16/PASC.
Their choice. At any rate (!), the technology is being ladled out purely for
commercial gain—in strict tempo, and
oblivious to homegrown improvements.
"NIH! Stay away! We have better plans
for you!"
Well, some time back (in Fanfare,
1987), Ipredicted that CD Mk.II and
Mk.III were already on the drawing
boards, the better to sell us fresh record
collections. Naturally, the subject of
backwards compatibility would arise, I
said. No problemo. These new transports
and converters will play all standard
discs—just as three-speed changers once
could handle 45s and 78s. Still, the time
may come when manufacturers (say,
Sony and Philips) no longer see the need
for such extraneous features, and these
will be phased out, even as 33rpm now
has been. But surely that's many years
down the pike.
CLARK J
OHNSEN
The Listening Studio, Boston, MA

A RETAILER 'SREPORT
Editor:
As amid-to-high-end retailer, it's hard
not to appreciate Stereophilés dedication
to high-quality sound at all price ranges
—especially with magazines like Consumer
Reports telling people that everything
sounds the same. You've achieved alot
in terms of getting people to use their
ears instead of specs—and, yes, even your
own reviews.
Still, as an NAD/NHT dealer, Iwas
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absolutely shocked by how much weight
you guys carry! Stereophile readers have
been beating down the doors for both
brands—not to mention the interest in
Parasound, PSB, and B&K! While it
is great that you tell people about the
things Ialways have, it kills me that you
often carry more weight than Ido as a
salesman.
For instance, Itried to tell one customer for months how great the NAD
502 CD player is and that he should take
it home for an audition period. Then
Stereophile wrote an article, which Isubsequently mentioned. Suddenly there
was interest. Unfortunately, by that time
we were wiped out of 502s and backordered for months. Ihonestly think that
there is alarge group of your readers
who won't buy something until you
specifically recommend it. Itry to tell
people—as you do—that agood review
is just astarting point, and that if acertain
product catches their interest, they
should ask local retailers for similar products or explore adiffèrent product from
the same manufacturer. And just because
Stereophile hasn't reviewed it doesn't mean
it's not an incredible product! And for
your ears' sakes. ..
listen!!!
Unfortunately, the people who really
need to read your magazine aren't quite
ready to hear the things you have to say.
They pick up Consumer Reports, Digest, or
Guide—actually, Consumer's Digest isn't
half bad, since they pay some attention
to the high-end mags!—and proceed to
buy whatever they say is the "Best Buy:'
And, of course, everything Stereo Review
writes about is "comparable to other
products costing two, even three times
as much!"
Probably 95% of the action is in midfi (and lower mid-fi at that). So what can
Stereophile do about it? Maybe more than
you think. Just as your new Guide to
Home Theater will help alot of people
grok surround-sound, you might actually be able to help the masses take astep
forward in discernment with ayearly or
semiyearly "Buyer's Guide to Affordable Audio." It may sound distasteful, but
if you can convince people, with your
usual zeal, that there are differences
between receivers, CD changers, and
cassette decks, they may just start to
question where they can go from there!
You are already aware of alot of good,
affordable speakers, and I'd love to see
them go head-to-head with Polk, Bose,
Klipsch, etc.
Every day, people buy more $800/set
Bose AM-5s than any of the speakers on
your "Recommended Components" list
(combined, I'd wager), and they really
believe they own the best there is! Those
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people may be lost forever, but others
could still be saved. If you could reach
people with such aguide, most would
make better purchasing decisions, and
quite afew might just start reading Stereophile and become "lifers." But either
way, you're planting aseed for the High
End.
In the meantime, the gap between
low-fi and high-end has become ever
wider with the Japanese and Koreans
coming up with ever-cheaper ways to
build components. And with consumers
having ever-lower expectations, it's hard
sometimes to sell a$249 Onicyo receiver
(let alone an NAD 304/402 package)
because it's just too expensive! On the
bright side, our consumers have praised
us for filling the gap between the generic
brands and the ultra-high-end gear,
which means that there's still room for
mid-price quality gear in the marketplace—even though little attention is
paid to it.
Certainly we don't have the kind of
advertising budget that the low-fi peddlers do, and they sell more gear in a
week than we do all year! So to most
people, Sony and Bose are considered
"high-ene and NAD and NHT get
the typical "I never heard of that" Okay,
so maybe it's adream world where NAD
and NHT outsell Sony and Bose and
people seek out specialty stores because
they want good advice and service, but,
hey, you have to have dreams! Imean,
more people buy Honda Accords than
Hyundai Excels, and the Range Rover
density in Santa Fe alone shows that people will pay for quality.
Unfortunately, they just don't know
what quality in audio is, because, try as
we might, the audio industry at large
panders to lowbrow taste, or simply tries
to fool the public with more features,
more power, more negative feedback,
bigger woofers, etc. I've been in milliondollar homes where the stereo was a
$250 Magnavox shelf system, and Iwas
in a$10 million home under construction for which the owner wanted speakers and electronics everywhere, but
couldn't commit to $10-15k for areasonable system WI
oof 1%!).
The point is that, in order to preserve
high-end, Ithink it's necessary to bolster interest in, and sales of, really good
mid-fi/entry-level high-end. Once you
get ataste of quality, it's hard to stop
thirsting for more. Ever since Ibought
my first Volkswagen five years ago (I'm
on my third now), I've been desperately
trying to get to the point where Ican
buy aBMW 325i—not for image, but
because it's areal driver's car! And maybe
it's the best comparison, because car
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magazines fight for first drives of every
single new car that hits the pavement,
while constantly digging for and printing updates of models years away from
production. They have blow-by-blow
direct comparisons in every issue, and
they seem to get around to testing even
the most boring cars within months of
their introduction.
Granted, there are alot more highend, let alone mid-fi, models than there
are car models, but the enthusiasm car
magazines have for every new introduction is undeniable. Sometimes by the
time Stereophile and other magazines
review many products, they are discontinued and their replacements are in the
stores! Idon't think you should rush
reviews, but on the other hand, I've seen
mentions of products under review for as
long as six or seven months before the
review actually hits the press (NAD
208THX, B&K ST1400, for example).
Another suggestion is to have short takes
on equipment that could lead to more indepth reviews, or simply give an idea
whether apiece is worth checking out
or not.
And keep your eyes peeled for what's
new and available. It was amajor travesty when you made abig deal of the
$750 PCM63PJ-based Adcom D/A converter when the $735 '63PJ-based Parasound D/AC 1000 was just as available
and just as hot! Anyway, I'm only making suggestions, because Stereophile is so
close to perfection already. In the meantime, keep up the superb work, and keep
the Real World gear flowing!

J
OHN ASHMAN

Audio Designs
Santa Fe/Albuquerque, NM

The
Model 78
Disappearing
Act
In building the Model 78. our goal is to

malo,

so musical, dynamic, transparent and

"un -boxy that they would simply disappear from your
system in presenting the music.
Almost every reviewer and audiophile who auditioned
the Model 78 at the 1995 Winter CES (driven by 28Wpc
single-ended triode amplifiers) was amazed at the
extraordinary scale and refinement of their performance,
especially on good jazz and classical recordings.
Superlatives like "layers and layers of truly palpable
soundstage". "rich tonal balance","very accurate timbre"
and "dynamic, fast" were heard describing the Model 78.

ERRATUM: MYSTERY SOLVED
The musician incorrectly identified as
Evgeny Kissin on p.215 of the December
'94 Stereophile (Vol.17 No.12) is pianist
Garah Landes. Mr. Landes records for
Koch International Classics and Stradivari Classics. Thanks to loudspeaker
manufacturer and record collector Dick
Shahinian for finally solving this embarrassing mystery.
—RL

What they also could not believe was that this handcrafted. handsome 38" x9" x9" masterpiece sells for
only $2.995 apair! The Model 78 is destined to set a
new standard of performance, craftsmanship and value.
Speaking of value, here are the facts on the Model 78:
•35Hz to 22kHz frequency response, ±3 dB
•87 dB/1 watt/1 metre sensitivity
•8Ohm or higher impedance from 35 Hz to 22 kHz
•Custom-made ScanSpeak and Eton Kevlar drivers
•Drivers matched to within ±0.25 dB in apair
•Star-grounded crossover with ± IX components
•Cardas' OFC/Tellurium binding posts and wiring
•2" MDF front baffle, I" MDF on 5sides, fully braced
•Hand-laid, selected rosewood veneers on all 6sides
US/Canadian Inquiries:

Canoros Inc.
(416) 972-0320 tel
(416) 972-0330 fax

International Inquiries:

Focus Audio Inc.
(905) 415-8773 tel
(9051 415-0456 fax

-FOCUSAUDIO
Pianist Garah Landes

WorldRadioHistory

IT

NEVER

With the constant technological advancements
in digital audio, Sonic Frontiers has never been
content to lust sit back and relax once adesign
has proven itself. The SFD 2 MKII Digital
Processor reflects this attitude and, once again,
sets anew benchmark in digital audio. It is the
culmination of more than ayear's worth of
improvements and revisions to the critically
acclaimed SFD 2, winner of Stereophile's
"Digital Source of 1994" award.
To achieve the goal of improved functionality
and sonic performance, the SFD 2 MKII incor-

LEFT

THE

porates refinements in its industrial design,
ergonomics and analog output stage, plus asignificant redesign of the entire digital stage. The
changes to the digital stage required the development of an all new digital PCB (readily
accomplished due to the SFD-2's modular
design), which incorporates 2 additional digital
inputs (BNC and Toslink); alow-jitter AES21
input receiver and customized D20400A DAC
modules from UltraAnalogt"; and the Pacific
Microsonics PMD 100 HDCD` digital
filter/decoder chip.

DRAWING

The HDCD process is atrue advancement in
digital audio reproduction, providing one of the
single greatest improvements in digital audio
since the introduction of the CD format more
than adecade ago. This sophisticated encoding/decoding system greatly reduces both additive and subtractive distortions in digital recordings, providing aresolution and Freedom from
distortion equal to that of analog recordings. In
addition, the HDCD decoder's internal digital filter provides significant sonic improvements to
non-HDCD source material as well.

Available at these and other fine dealers.
Audio FX
Sacramento, California
(916) 448-3779

Stuarts Audio
Westfield, New Jersey
(9081 232-1263

The Candyman
Nicholson's Stereo
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Nashville, Tennessee
WorldRadioHistory
1505) 983-9309
(615) 327-4312

Audio by Design
Austin, moos
(512) 458-1667

Videotech
Sherbrooke, Quebec
(819) 569-9963

BOARD.

The Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 MKII with its
HDCD decoder/filter chip establishes a new benchmark in digital-playback sound quality... the MKII is
the best-sounding processor I've heard to date..."
ROBERT FIARLEY
Stereophile, Vol.18 No.3, March 1995

Extensive listening sessions confirm the sonic

impact of the HDCD process on the SFD-2 MKII.
Non HDCD recorded material is improved in the
areas of bass quality, extension, weight and
authority; the sound is less forward, while at
the same time more involving and dynamic.
However, with HDCD source material, the SFD 2
MKII's sound is transformed into anew realm.
Soundstage width, depth and height explode;
instrument focus is pinpoint and the musical
soundstage is "blacker", allowing you, the
listener, to be pulled deeper into the musical

experience. With HDCD recordings, the music
just sounds right.
Contact Sonic Frontiers for more information
on the latest benchmark in digital audio reproduction -the SFD-2 MKII Digital Processor (or
for information on our digital upgrade program
for existing SFD 2s). In keeping with today's
constantly changing technology in digital audio,
it is no longer amatter of "back to the drawing
board" -at Sonic Frontiers "it never leaves the
drawing board."

SONIC FRONTIERS
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BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.
2790

Brighton

Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4

- Telephone 19051 829-3838

WorldRadioHistory

- Facsimile 19051 829-3033

welcome to the real world.
Increasingly people are turning to a place NHT has

That's why increasingly people are turning to NHT.

always called home, the real world. Where performance

From the legendary SuperZero, with performance totally

is paramount —and so are aesthetics, function and value.

out of proportion for its size, to the breakthrough Model 33,

Where our design philosophy addresses the challenges

the ultimate speaker. If great audio is your whole world,

of your daily life, not those of an audio laboratory.

explore NHT's corner of it.

USE

YOUR

NM.

Now Hear This 535 Getty Court, Eildg. A, Beeicia, CA 94510
For the NHT dea'er nearest you: (U.S.)

1-800-NHT-9993 (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd., (514) 631-6448

WorldRadioHistory
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US: Kristen Weitz

Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars shouldfax me (don't call) the when,
where, and who at (505) 983-6327 at least
eight weeks before the month of the event—ie,
if you're putting on something injuly 1995,
you should get the information to me by May
1, 1995. Mark thefax cover sheet "For the
attention of Kristen Weitz—Dealer Bulletin
Board." Promoters of Hi-Fi Shows and audio
societies promoting manufacturer visits should
also fax me the details as soon as possible.
Arizona: On Tuesday March 28, the
Arizona Audiophile Society will present
"An Evening with Robert Harley: The
State of Digital Audio," to be held in
Phoenix at the Paradise Valley Community Center, 17402 North 40th Street.
The presentation will be open to the
public. For more information, call Lew
Hallman at (602) 246-9368.
On Wednesday April 19, from 7pm to
8:30pm, Esoteric Audio (4120 N. Marshall Way #1, Scottsdale) and the Arizona
Audiophile Society will sponsor aseminar
featuring Transparent Cable's Doug
Blackwell, who will discuss cabling your
audio/video system. Transparent's new
power products will be examined, and
an A/B demo will compare Transparent's
mid-priced cables with and without their
networks. This seminar is dedicated to
your artistic side. Seating is limited, so
call (602) 946-8128 for reservations.
California: On Thursday April 13 at
6:30pm, Sound Factor (2936 Wilshire
Blvd., Santa Monica) will present Bright
Star Audio's Barry Kohan, who will discuss and demonstrate Bright Star's Isolation Series of vibration-control products. A Little Rock 3will be awarded as
adoor prize. Call (310) 264-5457 for
reservations.
In celebration of their 15th anniversary, Audio Video Today will present a
series of high-end seminars to run
throughout the month of April. These
evening seminars will relate directly to
products to be shown at Hi-Fi '95,
Stereophiles ninth High-End Hi-Fi Show.
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995
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Manufacturers to participate will include
VTI:s Luke Manley, Apogee Acoustics'
Jason and Sara Bloom, NHT's John
Johnsen, Sonic Frontiers' Chris Jensen,
Dunlavy's Geoffrey Poor, and McCormack's Steve McCormack. Call (714)
891-7575 for specific dates and times.
Speaking of Hi-Fi '95, Stereophilds
ninth High-End Hi-Fi Show will take
place at the Doubletree Hotel/Los
Angeles International Airport on April
28-30. (The Doubletree, formerly
known as the Stouffer, was the site of our
1992 Show.) Tickets, covering admission
for all three days, will cost $25 each at the
door; but if you order tickets through the
magazine before April 15—see the
advertisement in this issue for details—
you can get into the Show for $18. Also,
select dealers are selling tickets (see the
separate 1/
2-page ad elsewhere in this
issue for the names and locations of most
of them); if you want to patronize your
favorite local dealers, call to see if they
have Hi-Fi '95 tickets.

to 8:30pm, Transparent Cable's Doug
Blackwell will conduct his last in this
round of seminars, discussing cabling
your audio/video system. Audio Visions
(3953 W. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa) will
host the evening's event, of which Transparent's digital cables, power products,
and high-performance Home Theater
cables will be an important part. There
will also be an A/B demo comparing
Transparent's cables with and without
their networks. Seating is limited, so call
(813) 871-2989 for reservations.

Connecticut: On Sunday March 26,
Roy Hall of Music Hall, importer of
Epos, Creek, and other British products,
will be at The Sound Room (236 Post
Road East, Westport) from 2pm to 5pm.
Roy will discuss why he believes the
Epos ES-25 is one of the best loudspeakers in the history of loudspeaker
production. Call Stephen St. Raymond
or Adam O'Connell for more information at (203) 221-1700.

Idaho: On Monday April 3, from
7:30pm to 9pm, The Stereo Shoppe (8778
Fairview Ave., Boise) will hold aseminar
with Transparent Cable's Doug Blackwell, who will discuss cabling your
audio/video system. Transparent's new
Power products will be examined, and
an A/B demo will compare Transparent's
cables with and without their networks.
If you've ever wondered "What's in the
box?:' you'll appreciate this seminar.
Seating is limited, so call (208)378-0000
for reservations.

Florida: On Tuesday May 23, from 7pm
to 8:30pm, House of Stereo's new store
(4160 Southside Blvd. #7, Jacksonville)
will hold aseminar featuring Transparent
Cable's Doug Blackwell, who will discuss cabling your audio and Home Theater systems. There will also be an A/B
demo comparing Transparent's cables
with and without their networks. We're
told that "if you love music, you'll be
glad you attended this seminar!' Seating
is limited, so call (904) 642-6677 for
reservations.
On Wednesday May 24, from 7pm
WorldRadioHistory

Georgia: On Sunday April 23 at 2pm,
The Music Audio Shop (4920 Roswell
Rd. NE, Atlanta) and The Atlantic Audio
Society will sponsor aCD/LP seminar
featuring Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs,
who will discuss their latest processes
and releases. The seminar will be held at
The Music Shop. Call The Atlantic
Audio Society at (404) 876-5659, or The
Music Shop at (404) 252-5360, for more
information.

Illinois: Select Sounds (1220 W. Ogden
Ave., Naperville) will hold its fourth
annual Digital Audio Clinic from Wednesday April 19 through Saturday April
22. For $29.95, attendees may bring their
CD players in for inspection, cleaning
of the laser lens and belts, lubrication of
the sled rails, and performance evaluation. For $40, attendees may have their
players fitted with the Laser Illusions
Optical Spatial Filter. Manufacturers
participating in the clinic will include
27

Marantz's David Birch-Jones, Rots Jeff
Wilner, Meridian's Norman Steinke and
Sonic Frontiers, the last of which will
present the new SFD-2 Mk.II DIA converter with HDCD®-processing technology. Call (708) 717-1100 for details
and areservation. Admission will be
limited to the owners of the first 100 CD
players needing tune-ups.
Iowa: On Thursday April 13, Audio Video
Logic (3702 Beaver Ave., Des Moines)
will hold aseminar featuring Dunlavy's
Geoff Poor and Audio Research's Mike
Harvey. Time will be 7pm to 9:30pm.
Phone (515) 255-2134 or fax (515) 2552348 for more information.
Massachusetts: As ofJanuary 1, 1995,
Polydax Speaker Corporation, asubsidiary
of Audax Industries in France, has officially changed its name to Audaz of
America. Audax of America is the direct
factory line to Audax Industries, and
covers the entire North American market. Audax manufactures acomplete line
of high-quality loudspeaker components
for the OEM and distribution segments.
Audax of America provides customer
support and technical assistance on all
Audax products. Audax of America
retains its previous mailing address and
phone and fax numbers: 10 Upton Dr.,
Wilmington, MA 01887. Tel: (508) 6580700. Fax: (508) 658-0703.
Michigan: Musical Revelations (1189 Piccadilly, Traverse City) is pleased to
announce its first high-end-audio
dealership in northern Michigan. Call
(616) 943-4551 for apersonal demonstration.
Minnesota: On Thursday March 23 and
Friday March 24, Hi End Audio (740
11th Ave. S., Hopkins) will host Green
Mountain Audio's Roy Johnson, who will
give a seminar on their full line of
speakers—the Imago III, Diamante, and
the new Continuum I—and who will
show other new products. Call (612)
933-4064 for more information.
On Thursday April 6, from 8pm to
9:30pm, Audio Perfection (7410 S. Lyndale Ave., Minneapolis) will conduct a
seminar with Transparent Cables Doug
Blackwell, who will discuss cabling your
audio/video system. Transparent's digital
cables, power products, and new highperformance in-wall cables will be an
important part of the evening's event, as
will an A/B demo comparing Transparent's cables with and without their networks. Seating is limited, so call (612)
866-0083 for reservations.
28

New York: Select Sound will be holding
amanufacturers' seminar on Saturday
April 22, from 11 am to 7pm. Representatives will be on hand from B&W, Krell,
Meridian, Pioneer Elite, Rotel, Tnget, Wireworld, and others. Select Sound is located
on Long Island's North Shore at 6314
Northern Blvd., East Norwich at Oyster
Bay. Call store owner Rich Martinetti at
(516) 624-2124 for more information.
Pennsylvania: On Sunday March 26 at
1pm, Ensemble, Inc. will show their topof-the line system at the Wayne Hotel in
Wayne. This Philadelphia Audio Societysponsored event is open to the public.
Ensemble offers avertically integrated
approach, manufacturing every component in the system—from loudspeakers
to cables. The equipment is handcrafted
in Switzerland and France Please call the
hotel at (610) 687-5000 for directions,
or the Philadelphia Audio Society at
(610) 265-5700 for more information.
On April 30 at 1pm, The Philadelphia
Audio Society will host aseminar featuring Theta's Ed Deitemeir, who will
unveil the new Data III and Basic III CD
transports. The seminar will be held
"somewhere in Merion." All are invited.
Please call (610) 265-5700 for directions
and more information.
Utah: On Tuesday April 4, from 6:30pm
to 8pm, Audition (2209 Highland Dr.,
Salt Lake City) will host, at their new
store, aseminar featuring Transparent
Cables Doug Blackwell, who will discuss cabling your audio and Home Theater systems. There will also be an A/B
demo comparing Transparent's midpriced cables with and without their networks. If music is important to you,
we're told you'll appreciate this seminar.
Seating is limited, so call (801) 467-5918
for reservations.
Washington: This month, Nuts About
Hi Fi (10100 Silverdale Way, Silverdale)
and Wilson Audio's Mark Goldman will
host apresentation on Home Theater
and its relationship to high-end audio.
Call (800) 201-4434 or (360) 698-8585
for exact time and further information.

US: Thomas J. Norton

One of the concerns of those who own
or are considering the purchase of laserdisc players, particularly expensive ones,
is that their investment may become instantly obsolete once Dolby AC-3 Surround laserdiscs become commonplace.
To play back AC-3 discs, the player must
have aspecial RF output from which the
AC-3 datastream is stripped by an outWorldRadioHistory

board decoder.
It therefore comes as welcome news
that at least one small high-end company, MSB Technology Corporation—
who also manufacture their own laserdisc player with an optional RF output—
will modify any existing laserdisc player
by adding an RF output for $385 plus
shipping. While this may not be economical with alow-end player, it certainly will be useful to owners of latemodel, high-end laserdisc machines. A
one-year warranty is offered on the new
outputs only. Ship your player to MSB
Technology Corporation, 14251 Pescadero Road, La Honda, CA 94020. Tel:
(415) 747-0271. Fax: (415) 747-0405.

US: Larry Archibald

The Academy for the Advancement of
High End Audio has announced the nominees for the 1995 Golden Note Awards
—the best in 15 different categories of
high-end audio. The nominees were chosen
by an international panel of knowledgeable journalists from the hi-fi press, including Stereophile's own John Atkinson
and Robert Harley.. The Academy's General Members are voting on the nominees
as you read this. The awards will be presented at the Academy's Awards Banquet, which takes place every second
year; this year it is being held on April
26 at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Marina
del Rey, California (see last month's "The
Final Word" for admission and contact
information). The awards go to the winning products' designers: the nominated
components are listed here in alphabetical order:
Analog Sources: Airtangent Reference tonearm; Immedia RPM-2 turntable; Lyra Clavis CD phono cartridge;
Rockport System H Sirius turntable;
SME Model 30 turntable.
Digital Sources: Accuphase DP-65
CD player; C.E.C. U 1transport; Mark
Levinson No31 transport; Studer D780
DAT recorder; Theta Data II transport;
Theta Data Basic transport.
Digital/Analog Converter Design:
Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Bcot; Denon
DA-S1; Enlightened Audio Design DSP9000; Mark Levinson No.30.5; Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2; Theta DS Pro Generation V.
Signal Processor Design: Audio
Alchemy DTI Pro; Counterpoint HC808E surround processor; Kinergetics
KSP-2 surround processor; Lexicon CP3Plus surround-sound processor; Meridian 565 surround-sound processor;
Proceed PAV surround processor/preamplifier; Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug Jitter Attenuator.
Solid-State Electronics Design:
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

RB990. "Peak al/rent output was 2/1

• Rotel is not atypical audio

alms, almost twice the value °luny

company. Unlike the corporate

other amp/lier in this survey./ To use
the term coinedby Consumer Re-

giants of the audio industry,

ports, this saBest Buy."

Rotel is afamily owned busi-

The Audio Critic (Aug 93)

ness. We don't make video

"The 990 isyet another triumph

recorders, bread makers,

for Rote', proving once again
that the ear is mighikr than

or electric pianos. In-

the slide rule spec in delivering

stead, we have spent the

musicfor the dollar"
IAR Hotline (Jun 92)

last thirty years building
high fidelity components
that meet two rigorous

RB980. "The ineeenshr,
frill-fire Role/ doesn't/allshort
RB99013X 200 watt/channel amplifier

criteria — musical accuracy and honest

ofthe mark when hcomes to
playing music. laves up to hspromise ofpower, but
its capaciefor Woadandthunder doesn't make han

value. While we benefit from low-cost pro-

'Ma

1•111.1113a11110.010.1111C1111...

duction in our own Asian facilities, our de-

amp that impresses solely with its might. It lusty,
hula/so involving andmusically revea/mg."
What Hi-Fi? (Sep 93)

sign work remains in our R&D facilities in
Britain, where an audiophile pursuit

.the RB980BXprowdla be one ofthoseprodRB980BX 120 watt/channel amplifier

reviewers dream 6
.
/,: ..fftore thanjust anaher
modes/beprkedamplifier, competent but

of perfection is apassion. II Rotel

uninviting. Ike Abid. .got up on the high-end

engineers are, first and foremost,

keh-wire withoui anet -andpelormed."
Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile
Vol.15, No.11, Nov. 1992

music lovers who labor over their
new designs like proud parents. They
listen to the results, then tweak and

RC990BX remote control preamplifier

RCD965LE. "Sound quality was superb...
Clarity, transient detail and high-levelpunch a//

adjust until the new product meets

were exemplary. In short, Rote/'s RCD-965LE
dearly delivers CD sound that approaches the

exacting musical standards. • All

highest standards ofthe day, forless -substan-

Rotel products are truly built from the

tially less, in some instances -than many competitive alternatives."

inside out using premium parts. ComRCD965LE compact disc player

ponents are hand selected for their

CD Review (Jan 94)
"...every aspect ofthe '965 has been optimized

sound quality and built by industry leading

with asingle goal in mind -sound quae. It is

suppliers around the world.

thispreoccupation with thefinest detail that is
HOTEL OF AMERICA
P.O. BOX 8II NORTH READING, MA U 01864-0008
PHONE: 800-370-3741 I FAX 508-664-4109

retie/in the player's overallperformance.
Nothing, but nothing, has been left to chance."
What Hi-Fi? (Dec 91)

AFFORDABLE

RLC900 power line conditioner

HIGH
la
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RSS900 speaker selector

TO BUILD THE WORLD'S
BEST SUBWOOFERS, WE
WENT BIPOLAR. AGAIN.
At Mirage, we've proven the

From the compact 100-watt

All feature our new "Auto-On"

sonic superiority of Bipolar

BPS-100 to the flagship

circuitry. And, for the ultimate

loudspeaker design. Now

250-watt BPSS-210, all four

in outboard control convenience,

we're proving it once again

feature dual bass drivers in a

combine any of them with one

with our powerful new line

unique Bipolar configuration.

of our LFX-Series of external

of Bipolar subwoofers.

This eliminates transfer of low

crossovers.

frequency energy to the floor,
amajor source of coloration in
single driver subwoofers.

From the original Bipolar
explorers comes the world's
first complete line of Bipolar
subwoofers, the ideal means of
adding dramatic new depth to
both audio and home theater
systems. Track one down and
explore the possibilities
yourself.

lel

let40111;10SereJlt

illt...

THE ORIGINAL BIPOLAR LOUOSPEAKERTM 3641 McNicoll Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MIX IG5 (416)321-1800 Fax (416)321-1500
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Klyne 7PX2.5 preamplifier; Krell Audio
Standard monoblock power amplifier;
Mares Design Connoisseur HP2.0
phono amplifier; Mark Levinson No33
monoblock power amplifier; Mark
Levinson No.38S preamplifier; Pass
Laboratories Aleph 0monoblock power
amplifier; Spectral DMC20 Reference
preamplifier.
Tube Electronics: Audible Illusions
Modulus 3preamplifier; Audio Research
VT150 monoblock power amplifier;
Jadis Defy-7 Mk.II power amplifier;
Melos SHA-1 line-stage/headphone
amplifier; VAC Renaissance 140 monoblock power amplifier; Unison Research
Simply Two integrated amplifier.
Best Loudspeaker Design: Aerial
Acoustics 1011 B&W Nautilus; MartinLogan Aerius; Thiel CS5i; Wilson Audio
X-1/Grand SLAMM; Wilson Audio
WATT/Puppy V.
Best Loudspeaker Value: MartinLogan Aerius; Spica TC-60; Thiel CS3.6;
Totem Model 1; Vandersteen 2Ce.
Cable Design: ART speaker cable;
AudioQuest Diamond x3; Magnan Vi
interconnect; TARA RSC Master; Transparent Audio Music Link Reference
interconnect; Transparent Audio Music
Wave Reference speaker cable.
Peripherals Design: ASC Tower
Traps; Bright Star Big Rock Isolation;
Grado SR-80 headphones; Gryphon
The Exorcist system demagnetizer; Harmonix/Combak tuning devices; Townshend Seismic Sink.
Aesthetic Design: B&W Nautilus
loudspeaker; Jadis J1 Drive CD transport; Martin-Logan Aerius loudspeaker;
Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage loudspeaker; Sutherland C1000 preamplifier.
Best Reissue Recording: Brahms,
Symphony 4 (Chesky Gold Series
CG906, CD only); Muddy Waters, Folk
Singer (Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs
MFSL-1-201, LP; UDCD-593, CD).
Best Original Recording: Dead Can
Dance, Into the Labyrinth (4AD 453842); Dick Hyman, From the Age of Swing
(Reference RR-59CD); Rebecca Pidgeon, The Raven (CheskyJD105); Trittico
(Reference RR-52); Frank Zappa, The
Yellow Shark (Barking Pumpkin R271600).
Best New Company (including date
of incorporation): Audio Artistry (1993);
Ayre Acoustics (May 1992); Dunlavy
Audio Labs (October 1992); HeadRoom
(November 1992); Metaphor Acoustic
Design (1993).
Most Innovative Technology:
Audio Alchemy, jitter-reduction technology; B&W, loudspeaker technology,
Nautilus loudspeaker; Bag End, ELF
subwoofer technology; Pacific MicroSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

XA standard, which means that aVideo
CD may also play on aKodak PhotoCD player or aPanasonic 3D0 interactive game/education machine.
The market that's really driving the
Video CD is the "multimedia"
US: Kristen Weitz
computer—the home computer with a
Oops! Somewhere, somehow, someone
built-in CD-ROM player, stereo sound,
published the wrong phone number for
and TV-style video. American families
Manley Laboratories. Their correct telebought several million of these machines
phone number is (909) 627-4256. We
last year. Disney and other entertainment
apologize for letting this error slip through
companies jumped into the fray with
our (almost) impeccable editorial net.
interactive videogames in CD-ROM
form (though Disney's Lion King game
US: Peter W. Mitchell
ran only on the most powerful multimeBit-rate compression for audio has been
dia machines, leaving about 100,000
amajor topic of discussion in these pages.
families frustrated when their expensive
But the really big bucks that are driving
new toy wouldn't run). Before long,
developments in data compression are
there will be portable Video CD players
in video, and those developments are
with attached LCD color screens; so on
now coming to ahead. Philips and most
Japanese manufacturers are launching a across-country plane trip, you'll be able
to watch the movie of your choice on a
new product category called the Video
laptop player rather than suffering the
CD, in which severe MPEG-1 data comdim projection and distorted sound of
pression (about 100:1) is used to squeeze
the airplane's system.
as much as 74 minutes of VHS-quality
In earlier demonstrations, the quality
video into aCD, together with comof the MPEG-1 picture was visibly
pressed digital audio. (For details of how
inferior to that of VHS tape, which in
this trick is accomplished, see the
turn provides only half the resolution of
December 1994 issue of Audio.) Two
alaserdisc. The Video CD demonstrasuch CDs would contain afull-length
tions Isaw at CES still had no better
movie, and some movie studios will be
resolution of detail than aVHS tape, but
releasing popular films in this form.
the Video CD has offsetting advantages
Panasonic and other suppliers will sell
that may lead consumers to find it better
Video CD changers which resemble
overall than VHS. Like an audio CD, the
five-disc carousel audio CD changers.
Video CD is conveniently compact,
Marantz designed aspecial two-tray
offers instant start and quick access to any
Video CD player with circuits that autopoint, wear-free (non-contact) play, and
matically begin Disc 2immediately after
has no need to rewind after viewing.
the end of Disc 1, with agap of less than
Pis could make the Video CD apopuasecond.
lar rental medium, but movie studios
hope that you'll buy rather than rent
discs.)
The Video CD even has acouple of
potential advantages over VHS in terms
of video quality. The picture is rockstable, without the slight jitter of tape.
The color picture is stored as a"component video" signal, and is converted to
Beware of confusing nomenclature:
several years ago, Philips launched a N'TSC (or European PAL) by circuits in
the player, which may yield purer colors
short-lived format called the CD-V (CD
Video), agold-colored CD containing
and less chroma noise than tape or laserdisc. With aY/C (S-VHS) DIN-plug
afive-minute MTV-style video clip folconnection, viewers could avoid the
lowed by 20 minutes of music. The
artifacts of N'TSC decoding that affect
Video CD is something new, though it
VHS and laserdisc playback.
was hinted at acouple of years ago when
How's the sound? The audio of Video
Philips introduced its CD-I (CDCD may be better than VHS Hi-Fi, but
Interactive) system. Philips promised that
since MPEG-1 audio is compressed
with the addition of an FMV (fulldown to atotal data rate of only 224
motion video) adapter, the jerky and
kilobits/second for both channels, it's not
cartoon-like imaging of CD-I could be
quite CD quality.
upgraded to conventional TV-type
As Imentioned earlier, the primary
video. The result is the Video CD, which
markets for the Video CD will be in
Idiscussed briefly in November's Indusmultimedia computers and in portable
try Update (Vol.17 No.11, p.47). Video
players. In principle, the Video CD could
CD is an outgrowth of the CD-ROM/
sonics, HDCD® encode/decode digitalprocessing technology, HDCD chip;
Pass Laboratories, solid-state, singleended amplifier technology.

THE MARKET DRIVING
THE VIDEO CD IS THE
"MULTIMEDIA"
COMPUTER.
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also become amajor replacement for the
VHS rental-tape market. But it probably
won't, because consumers are likely to
become confused first. Just ayear or two
after the Video CD arrives in stores,
another CD-like video disc will be
introduced with great fanfare, offering
asharper picture, better sound, and much
longer playing time (no need to change
discs in the middle of the movie). That
format will be the DVD, Digital Video
Disc.
For several years, the international
committees that defined the MPEG-1
data-compression standard have also
been developing an MPEG-2 standard
that would use ahigher data-rate to
deliver video and audio of broadcast
quality. The final MPEG-2 standard was
adopted in December '94. Meanwhile,
disc manufacturers devised numerous
designs for high-density discs that could
carry the MPEG-2 signal. Prototypes
from Pioneer and Sanyo were unveiled
last summer.
At that time, all of the major Hollywood studios—concerned that aformat
war among many disc standards might
delay or compromise the DVD—formed
aDVD Advisory Group, and quickly
announced aset of goals that aDVD
standard must meet. These goals include:
1) long enough playing time to accom-

modate most movies (two hours, 15
minutes) on asingle side of aCD-size
disc; 2) picture quality as good as or better than laserdisc; 3) high-quality sound,
including surround; 4) multilingual
soundtracks, enabling international marketing of DVDs; 5) multiple aspect
ratios, widescreen as well as TV-format;
6) the promise of acopy-prevention system to control video piracy; 7) aparental
lockout feature.

THE SONY AND PHILIPS
DVD FORMAT OFFERS
PICTURE QUALITY CLOSE
TO THE PROFESSIONAL
DIGITAL VIDEOTAPE
THAT'S USED FOR
NETWORK TV.
Since the movie studios own the software that is the reason for the DVD, their
goals acted as atonic for DVD developers. Some developers shelved their
proposals, while others formed mutual
alliances, collapsing the potential format
war from many systems to just two. As
TJN describes elsewhere in this month's
Industry Update, Sony and Philips

fired the first salvo during the Las Vegas
CES, and made an effective case for their
format. It offers picture quality close to
the D1 professional digital videotape
that's used for network TV, on aCD-like
disc that would cast about the same to
manufacture as an audio CD. When I
asked aPhilips executive about the digital
format for 5.1-channel audio, he replied
that the choice was not yet final; there
was enough data capacity for Dolby AC3or Musicam Surround, but if some
other format sounded better (such as
AT&T's MPAC), it could still be chosen
as the standard for DVD.
While Sony and Philips were impressing journalists, Toshiba was demonstrating its system to fellow manufacturers
and to Hollywood executives. Sony/
Philips put on special private demos for
Steven Spielberg and Michael Jackson,
but evidently that wasn't persuasive
enough. Two weeks after CES, Toshiba
and Time/Warner held ajoint press conference announcing an alliance with several major manufacturers—Matsushita
(Panasonic, Technics, Quasar), Thomson (RCA, G.E.), Pioneer, Hitachi, JVC,
Denon, Mitsubishi—and with major
movie/TV conglomerates (MCA/Universal, Time/Warner, MGM, United
Artists, and Turner), all supporting the
Toshiba DVD. According to the L.A.
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Times, Disney and 20th-Century Fox
were also expected to join up.
It's not obvious why the Toshiba/
Warner proposal gained such broad support. Both it and the Sony/Philips DVD
are similar in most respects, including
picture quality (both use MPEG-2 coding) and sound quality (both probably
will use Dolby AC-3). Both provide
component video signals, avoiding the
artifacts of NTSC coding. Both use
variable-rate coding for video; the data
rate may go as high as 10 megabits/ second to retain full detail in complex or
fast-moving scenes, decreasing to alow
rate for simple scenes with little motion.
The obvious difference between the two
formats is playing time: in the Toshiba/
Warner proposal, two half-thickness
discs are glued back-to-back to provide
a270-minute capacity. This could be
used to put two movies on one disc—or
multiple versions of the same film for
international sale.
At the moment, the Toshiba DVD has
the support of many manufacturers and
movie studios. On the other hand, as the
holders of the basic patents for the CD,
Sony and Philips would seem to have an
automatic advantage over the developers
of alternative formats. If nothing else,
Philips has the power to deny alicense
to amanufacturer. Back in the '70s, when
Philips also owned the basic patents on
the audio cassette, several manufacturers
tried to launch four-channel cassette systems for discrete surround-sound. But
for the sake of worldwide standards and
universal compatibility, Philips refused
to license such formats for the consumer
market. In the present case, perhaps
Philips won't try to block an alternative
DVD format, because in CDs, its patent authority is shared with Sony. Japanese manufacturers have atradition of
competing only at the market level,
while they freely cross-license each
other's basic designs so that they all can
share the same technology.
With luck, Sony and Toshiba may
decide to agree on asingle format for
DVD, because no one wants aDVD format war like the battle between Beta and
VHS. During the next few years, consumers will face aconfusing array of
video choices—analog VHS tape, anew
digital videocassette system, the existing 12" laserdisc, the 5" Video CD
(MPEG-1), and the 5" DVD (which
looks like aVideo CD but uses MPEG-2
coding). The arrival of HDTV will add
further confusion, and awar between
two incompatible DVD formats might
poison the market for both. The arrival
of DCC and MiniDisc at the same time,
two years ago, persuaded most conSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

sumers to sit on their wallets and wait to
see whether either format will survive.
A few hours after the Toshiba/Warner
press conference, US executives put on
ademonstration of their Zeta audio datareduction algorithm at MCA/Universal. First there was ademo and press conference for three invited audio journalists
(Gary Reber of Widescreen Review, John
Eargle of Audio, and yours truly). The
DTS Zeta demonstration disc that had
been prepared for the Las Vegas CES was
played acouple of times, and was compared against the discrete multitrack tape
that the disc was mastered from, to show
how effectively the Zeta system duplicates the sound of the original tape. (Later
that afternoon, the Zeta demo was
repeated for senior engineers at Universal
Pictures.) Soft passages were obscured
by the noise of the ceiling-mounted
video projector. But in other respects, the
demo was impressive, spectacular, and
persuasive.

WITH LUCK, SONY AND
TOSHIBA MAY DECIDE TO
AGREE ON A
SINGLE
FORMAT FOR DVD.
For me, the most memorable part of
the demo was not the big noisy spectacles, such as the attack of the T Rex from
Jurassic Park, but the concert scene in
Heart and Souls, in which Charles Grodin
steps into the body of Robert Downey
and sings "The Star-Spangled Banner"
acapella. Heard through matching fullrange Mirage speakers at the front and
rear left/right positions, this scene produced an amazingly lifelike you-arethere impression—the feeling that Iwas
actually in the middle of the hall, enveloped in its soundfield. The impression
of the air around me was almost tactile
—a much more realistic feeling of
enveloping ambience than Iheard when
Isaw the movie in aDTS-equipped
Hollywood theater. This is why I've
been an enthusiastic proponent of
surround-sound for two decades: even
amedium-cost surround system can
provide adegree of you-are-there realism
that even the finest two-speaker highend systems struggle to equal.
After we heard the demo acouple of
times, ors President Terry Beard and his
chief engineer discussed the future of
DTS. Actually, there are two versions of
DTS now, and athird is being developed.
The theatrical version of DTS uses AptX coding. The Zeta version, which was
developed by the same engineers for use

in laserdiscs and surround-sound CDs,
uses adata rate of 240kb/s for each of
six channels—a total of 1.44 megabits/
second, equal to the stereo CD. The third
version of DTS will have avariable data
rate, peaking at about the same data rate
as Zeta code at those times when the
sound is loud or complex, reverting to
alower data rate when some channels
are silent or contain mainly low frequencies. The aim is to achieve an average data
rate no higher than Dolby AC-3
(384kb/s), so that variable-rate Zeta could
replace AC-3 in new media such as the
DVD. Immediately after the Toshiba/
Warner DVD was announced, Terry
Beard made plans to investigate whether
DTS could be used in the DVD in place
of AC-3.
Whatever future DTS may have in
video discs (or not), it has apromising
future in music CDs with surroundsound. Zeta-coded discrete surround
CDs will be formally launched this
month at the Stereophile High-End Hi-Fi
Show in Los Angeles. That's not the only
reason for going to the Show, but it's a
very good one. Recording engineers have
been storing multichannel surround
recordings in the vaults for years, awaiting the arrival of asuitable disc format.
Now it's here. Zeta CDs will play on any
CD player that's equipped with adigital output to feed an outboard Zeta
decoder.

US: Thomas J. Norton

The most exciting demonstration for me
at the recent Winter CES in Las Vegas
was Sony's appointment-only demo of
the new Digital Video Disc, or DVD,
which they have developed jointly with
Philips (there was also an open demonstration of the technology at the Convention Center, along with ademo of the
Digital Video Cassette, which is nearer
to market realization). The Sony/Philips
DVD will accommodate two hours and
15 minutes of video (enough for 97% of
all films, according to Sony) and 5.1
channels of audio on asingle-sided, 5"
disc.
My impressions? Great picture, but I
have concerns about the availability of
only enough space for a384 kilobits/ second data rate for multichannel audio—
the rate used by Dolby in their AC-3
implementations for 5.1-channel laserdisc and HDTV sound. (There was no
attempt to seriously demonstrate sound
at this demonstration—video was the
item on sale.) The disc, overall, has more
than five times the total data-storage
capacity of current audio CDs. The extra
capacity is achieved by using smaller pits,
anarrower track pitch, and ashorter33
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wavelength laser (though not the fabled
blue laser). Future planned enhancements include adouble-layer disc (not
double-sided),' to increase the usable
data-storage capacity from the present
3.7 gigabytes to 7.4Gb.
That the Sony/Philips DVD blew
away the commercial VHS tape with
which it was compared was no surprise.
That it also blew away the commercial
laserdisc (the source was In the Line ofFire)
was more impressive—though this particular laserdisc is not aparticularly distinguished video transfer, in my opinion.
But a direct comparison with the
uncompressed D-1 video master-tape
(all of the comparisons were made with
asplit screen) revealed avirtually identical picture with no obvious artifacts.
Later feedback indicated that others did
claim to see artifacts, but most observers
at the session Iattended seemed as impressed as Iwas. Iwould have liked to
have seen the system on something larger
than the 32" XBR Pro direct-view monitor Sony chose to use, however. But at
least Iwas front-row-center, about 5'
from the screen.
The program material chosen to
demonstrate the Sony/Philips DVD,
while containing significant movement,
was comprised of brightly lit scenes
(darker scenes are more difficult for any
video system to reproduce). And it
remains to be seen if the quality Isaw in
Las Vegas can be maintained in commercial production with commercial players.
Nevertheless, Iwas very impressed by
the system—and Icame to the demo prepared to hate it?
Questions about squeezing imminent
HDTV material onto the small DVD
disc were answered by reference to the
multiple-layer disc and the as-yet laboratory-limited blue lasers. Clearly, some
thought has been given to this, but it's
taken aback seat to more immediate,
commercial considerations. NTSC forever?
There's also acompeting DVD system, developed by Toshiba and Time
Warner, which has apparently aroused
alot of interest in Hollywood. In fact,
shortly after CES, aToshiba/Time Warner
DVD press conference was held there.
The system was demonstrated, and Pio1In proposed multiple-layer discs, data is recorded on
more than one layer; which layer the laser reads is determined by adjusting the laserbeam's focus.
2The currently available CD Video, or CD-V, system,
which was largely responsible for my pre-demo lack
of enthusiasm, represents current commercial technology, uses MPEG-1 (a less sophisticated data-reduction
scheme), and is either slightly better or slightly worse
than VHS—depending on both the program material
and to whom you talk. CD-V is not ahigh-end medium
in any sense of the term. It's also limited to about 75
minutes/disc—the same as an audio CD.

neer, Thompson (RCA/Proscan/G.E.),
Matsushita (Panasonic, Technics, Quasar), Hitachi, Denon, Mitsubishi, JVC,
MGM/UA, and Turner Home Entertainment announced their support.

THE ENTIRE
RING-PICTURE AND
SOUND-WOULD FIT ON
A
FOUR-DISC SET.
The Toshiba disc is also CD-sized, but
is atwo-sided system with even more
data capacity than the single-sided
Sony/Philips DVD (4.8Gb/side, for atotal
of 9.6Gb on both sides, compared with
atotal of 3.7Gb for the single-sided,
single-layer Sony/Philips). In fact, each
side of the Toshiba disc is said to have the
capacity to hold an entire film of up to
135 minutes. As with the Sony/Philips
system, the Toshiba uses MPEG-2 with
avariable data rate. Both systems, in fact,
have apeak video transfer rate of 10Mb/s,
but the higher capacity of the Toshiba
disc means that it can sustain ahigheraverage transfer rate—with at least theoretically higher quality.
If the requirements of the program
material—a fast-action film, for example
—demand afaster-than-average data rate
(the average sustainable transfer rate on
the Toshiba disc is 4.94Mb/s for 135
minutes on aside), the film or other program can continue onto the other side of
the disc. The more static the picture, the
longer the playing time. Which means
that the entire Wagner Ring—audio and
video—could fit on asingle two-sided,
5" disc! Just kidding, but Gatterdammerung would, and the entire Ring—
picture and sound—would fit on afourdisc set.
Both systems are said to be capable of
simultaneously supporting either standard or widescreen (16:9) images. While
the way in which they'll do this is still
under consideration—in coordination
with the software producers—one possible technique would be to transform
all widescreen material to the DVD in an
anamorphically squeezed form. (Anamorphic squeezing is one method used
to squeeze widescreen images onto
35min film. The wide image is squeezed
laterally in printing, and unsqueezed on
projection with a special lens.) For
widescreen playback, this image could
be unsqueezed by widescreen televisions,
all of which currently have an appropriate mode to do this. For standard 4:3
playback, the player itself could unsqueeze
the picture, then perform a sort of

dynamic pan-and-scan—controlled by
adynamically shifting digital code on the
disc itself.
For letterboxing on astandard set (for
those with such sets who wish to see the
film as the director. composed it), the
unsqueezed, full image could be reduced
to fit the 4:3 screen, complete with the
requisite top and bottom black bars.
Thus, the end user could choose to watch
the picture best suited to his or her television set and aesthetic sensibilities—all
from the same disc.
While one person who attended the
conference reported to me that the above
technique was indeed the one proposed,
alater phone call to aToshiba spokesperson revealed that this has not yet been
firmly decided upon. It would certainly
be an elegant solution to the letterbox/anti-letterbox debate, and would
also provide NTSC widescreen fans with
noticeably better pictures than are possible with blown-up letterbox images.
(Anamorphically squeezed images use
the full available complement of scanning lines in the NTSC format; letterboxed images do not.)
As to sound for film, the Toshiba disc
allocates the same space as the Sony/
Philips—enough to accommodate Dolby
AC-3. But they're not necessarily committed to the Dolby system. As Iwrite
this, the multichannel sound format to
be adopted on at least the Toshiba system seems to be up for grabs. According to Gary Reber, editor of Widescreen
Review, who attended the Toshiba press
conference, there was only one question
from the audience—asked by him—
regarding the quality of sound for video
on the Toshiba disc. And this with many
influential members of the Hollywood
creative community present—not to
mention members of the mass-market,
audio-video press. It's depressing that
the system's potential sound quality was
ignored—or worse, taken for granted—
by both of these groups.
Both DVD systems are still very much
in the development stage, though
Toshiba has apparently made test pressings of software. Don't expect to see anything in the stores before 1996 with
either DVD—should they both come to
fruition. Sony wasn't specific about software availability, but Toshiba announced
that Hollywood producers were prepared to support their DVD launch with
250 titles.
Both Toshiba and Sony/Philips noted
that their discs could be used for
HDTV—when and if—with blue-laser
technology (and, for the Sony/Philips,
with double-layer discs).
Most encouraging of all, perhaps, for
35
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audiophiles is that audio-only music
applications were suggested for the DVD
at both introductions. Think of the possibilities for higher data rates and superhigh-definition CDs—using 20 bits or
more, perhaps with ahigher sampling
rate as well! Despite the promise of this,
however, Iwouldn't expect any audioonly applications until the system
became firmly established in the audiovideo arena with asolid base of videobased software. This would then justify
the production of DVD/Super-AudioCD combi-players.
Software and hardware producers will
also probably wait until they perceive
that CD has peaked, and that anew
medium is needed to stoke the commercial fires—that is, until "they" decide that
it's time to sell us all our music all over
again. In aparticularly candid and telling
comment on just this subject, Gerald M.
Levin, Chairman of Time Warner, stated
at the Toshiba/Time Warner press conference that "The DVD will give us the
chance—as the audio CD did in music
—to resell our libraries in higher-quality
formats.. .." My best guess as to apossible audio-only application of DVD?
Probably the turn of the century.
Ido have afew ideas of my own concerning the audio-video DVD—be it the
Sony or the Toshiba version. If the
manufacturers can keep the green out of
their eyes and price the software at alevel
that reflects production and royalty costs
(perhaps no more than 60% of the prices
of current video laserdiscs), thereby
encouraging apurchase rather than an
exclusively rental market, then the possibilities are worth salivating over.
Special-edition DVDs will be more economically practical than are specialedition laserdiscs—perhaps, with popular films, even multiple special editions
could be released covering various
aspects of the film's production in depth.
And Ialso have atotally wild proposal,
which might just be dismissed as thoroughly impractical by those in aposition
to do something about it: Sell the DVD
as designed, with its standard 384kb/s
5.1-channel data rate, for the mass market, which will use astandard, singlewell player. But on the same disc, include
a digital time-code—if indeed one
doesn't already exist—much like the
code printed on DTS films for interlocking with the DTS, CD-ROM-based
soundtrack.
What for? To lock on to asecond disc
in aspecial, dual-disc player. This second
disc could be used for anumber of purposes, and it would be completely optional
—and sold separately, as would be the
special players required to make use of it.

It could be audio-only, in which case it
could carry six non-data-compressed (perhaps
HDCD®-quality), or minimally compressed, soundtrack channels which would
be virtual clones of the six tracks on the
non-data-compressed digital master.
This would allow the market, not the marketeers, to determine the availability of
the best-quality film-sound for the home
Other types of soundtrack special editions might also generate interest: for
example, musical score only. Or bleeped
versions for family consumption—again,
Isuspect there might be an as-yetunreachable market for such an option.
Or, perhaps, other alternate versions,
such as the Dances With Wolves soundtrack without Kevin Costner's flat, dull
narration.

WHAT THE MARKET
NEED IS A
DVD
FORMAT WAR BETWEEN
SONY/PHILIPS AND
TOSHIBA/TIME WARNER.
DOESN'T

The second disc might also include
video and audio, in which case it could
carry special-edition material of interviews with cast, crew, writers, specialeffects people, composers, etc., and could
be configured to flip back and forth in
apre-programed or user-selectable fashion between selected scenes on the basic
film disc and the special material on the
second disc.
Think of the composer describing
how he conceptualized the score, including examples of the rough, preorchestrated piano versions. Perhaps
with documentary shots of the musicscoring sessions—again, with interposed
excerpts of the finished product coming
right off the movie disc, triggered by
digital codes. This could be awhole new
art form—and could be used for soundonly music performances, as well.
Such special editions—and there could
be several, separately available editions
for asingle popular or otherwise worthy film—could be purchased as desired
by the consumer without any need to
make multiple versions of the original
program; the latter would, of course, be
available off the shelf to those consumers
who just wanted their music or movies
straight, on astandard player. Sure, such
ideas could be implemented on the
multiple-layer discs, which will soon be
practical. But at what cost and need for
multiple versions and the retailerdreaded multiple inventory?
Updated special editions in the two-
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disc system would, in most cases, require
the collector to purchase only the extra
disc, not buy the whole movie all over
again, unless the film itself was changed
—as in adirector's cut. Buy the film now,
buy—or rent—special editions (and/or
the super or special soundtracks) at alater
date. With the lower cost of production
of these CD-like discs, such aproduct
mix should be very practical. Certainly
the manufacture of dual-disc players
should not be financially impractical. It's
not hard to imagine that this concept
could create awhole new market, above
and beyond standard DVD issues.
It probably won't happen—I haven't
heard the idea proposed elsewhere. But
anyone can feel free to pick it up and run
with it—I won't demand aroyalty! You
read it here.
But on the basic concept of aDVD
itself, what the market doesn't need is a
format war between Sony/Philips and
Toshiba/Time Warner. The consumer
could lose big time in any such face-off.
Where does this leave the existing 12"
laserdisc? Right where it is today: aformat with thousands of available titles. It
will remain aviable, though specialized,
format for years. And there's no guarantee that the commercial realization of
DVD—be it the Sony/Philips or the
Toshiba—will be technically superior. Or
even all that much cheaper. One thing's
for certain: the next couple of years
should be interesting for both video and
audio.

US: Carl Baugher

Contemporary Ftecords was one of the
West Coast's quality jazz labels in the
1950s and '60s. Its notable success was
attributable to aroster of solid, mainstream talent, and to the insight and taste
of producer Lester Koenig. Recently, the
late Koenig's son John (also aproducer
and musician) formed apartnership with
Classic Records' Michael Hobson/Ying
Tan and mastering engineer Bernie
Grundman for the stated purpose of
becoming "the Contemporary Records
of the 1990s." As one with aparticular
fondness for the Contemporary recordings of Hampton Hawes and Omette
Coleman, Ifind this news exciting.
The new company is called Signal
Enterprises Group. On January 15, 1995,
my friend Gus Hidalgo and Iwere at
Oceanway Studios in Hollywood to
witness the recording of the initial Signal
release—a quartet date under the leadership of bacsiçt Art Davis. Joining the veteran bassist was Marvin "Smitty" Smith
on drums, Herbie Hancock on piano,
and Ravi Coltrane (the late John Coltrane's son) on tenor and soprano saxes.
37
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The take of Thelonious Monk's "Evidence" we heard at the session featured
atight, swinging rhythm section, Hancock's unique rhythmic comping, and
Coltrane's solid soloing. Coltrane,
whom Iheard as astudent several years
ago at Cal Arts, sounds as if he's made
some real progress on his instrument.
From all indications, this should be an
interesting release.
As is the case with the Classic Records
reissues, no expense is being spared to
come up with an optimum-sounding
recording. Grammy-award-winning
engineer Rik Pekkonen was at the mixing board, and producer Koenig was in
full control. Two AKG C12 microphones were used on the 9' Steinway B
grand piano, which was moved from the
old Contemporary studios especially for
this session. This is the same piano
Hampton Hawes played on many of his
Contemporary albums.
A Neuman M49 was used for the saxophones, Cl2s were employed on the
drums, aSony 55P was used on the bass,
and two M5Os were used to capture
room ambience. The signal was direct to
two-track, and was simultaneously
routed to an ATR 1/4" and an ATR 1/2"
(both running at 30ips with no limiting
or compression), a96K X86HS digital
recorder, and aNagra 20-bit with Apogee converter. Decisions will be made
later based on extensive listening as to
which tapes will be used for mastering
the forthcoming audiophile LPs and
CDs. Cardas was the cable of choice.
The records and CDs are expected to
be out for introduction at Hi-Fi '95,
Stereophile's High-End Hi-Fi Show in
Los Angeles this month. Famed jazz
photographer William Claxton is shooting the cover. Based on what Iheard at
the session, these recordings should be
on asonic par with the best (ie, AudioQuest, Mapleshade, etc.).
While audiophile releases usually
sound great, they don't always convey
great performances. As Iremarked to
Michael Hobson on leaving the studio,
"You've got an excellent opportunity to
put it all together here." Given Hobson's
track record to date, it seems unlikely that
he'll squander his chance. Jazz fans and
audiophiles have every reason to expect
good things—welcome aboard, Signal
Enterprises Group.

US: Peter W. Mitchell

In the nearly three years since Dolby
Digital soundtracks using AC-3 compressed-digital code arrived in theaters,
TJN and Ihave often been bothered by
abright, steely quality in certain sounds.
In his "Final Word" last August (Vol.17

No.8), LA cautioned Pioneer against
adopting AC-3 for laserdiscs until it had
been shown to sound good. In his
response, published as aManufacturer's
Comment in September 1994 (Vol.17
No.9, p.180), Dolby's Roger Dressler
promised that the 384 kilobits/second
consumer version of AC-3 would sound
better than the 320kb/s movie-theater
version that we had heard.

I
N
MOST RESPECTS, THE
AC-3PLAYBACK WAS
AUDIBLY IDENTICAL TO
THE DISCRETE TAPE.
When Pioneer announced that the first
full-length laserdiscs with AC-3 sound
would go on sale three weeks after the
Las Vegas CES, Gary Reber of Widescreen
Review planned acontrolled test in which
the decoded laserdisc playback would be
compared against adigital copy of the
original discrete 5.1-channel soundtrack,
and he invited us to attend. (See TJN's
report, elsewhere in Industry Update.)
There was alast-minute hitch in the
arrangements when the discrete soundtrack tape went back to Paramount, its
owner. Luckily for us, both DTS and
Dolby had produced demo discs for
CES. Each was alaserdisc containing
excerpts from several recent movies.
Dolby's AC-3 demo disc placed the
384kb/s AC-3 code in the space normally occupied by one channel of the
analog soundtrack—the same system
that's used for full-length Laser Digital
movie discs. The DTS demo disc
employed Zeta coding, in which six
channels of 240kb/s DTS code (totaling
1.44 megabits/second) occupy the space
normally used for the laserdisc's CDformat stereo PCM soundtrack. The
planned DTS exhibit at CES was canceled at the last minute, but the Zeta
demo disc was played two weeks later at
MCA/Universal for afew members of
the audio press.
The AC-3 and Zeta demo discs were
mostly different in their contents: for
example, the Zeta disc featured an excerpt
from Jurassic Park; the AC-3 disc contained alengthy segment of True Lies.
Luckily, both demo discs contained the
very same excerpt from The Mask. DTS
brought to the Widescreen Review comparison adigital dub of the discrete 5.1channel soundtrack from which the Zeta
demo disc had been made.
We used the test tracks on the AC-3
disc, including anoise signal that circulated among the five full-range channels,

to balance the center and surround channels for the listening test. For our first
critical listening test, we compared the
discrete tape (on aTascam DA-88 digital eight-track recorder 3)to the Zeta
demo disc. They were identical—no surprise here, since both are copies of the
same source, and DTS Zeta coding is
essentially transparent. (See TJN's Industry Update last month.) We conceivably
could have heard adifference between
the D/A converters in the Tascam DA88 and those in the DTS Zeta decoder,
but we didn't.
The next step was to compare the AC3demo disc to the discrete tape. Roger
Dressler had warned Gary Reber that the
Clear and Present Danger laserdisc might
not sound identical to the discrete tape
we had planned to use for comparison,
and that the True Lies excerpt on the AC3demo disc might sound different from
the full-length laserdisc. For example, in
the mastering of the demo disc for CES,
the dynamics or mixing might have been
altered to tailor the sound for the conditions of the show. In fact, we compared
the True Lies excerpt on the AC-3 demo
disc to the full-length laserdisc of that
film, and one version lacked impact and
bass because it had been mastered at a
lower level.
So when we compared the Mask
excerpt from the AC-3 demo disc to the
discrete tape from DT'S, we weren't sure
what to expect; there might have been
differences in sound that were not caused
by the AC-3 coding. So Ilistened carefully for any difference that might have
been introduced by remixing or level
changes. Iheard no change in overall
program dynamics ,
4 nor in the balance
between dialog (center) and M & E(the
music and effects in the left/right channels), nor in front/surround balance or
in the spaciousness of surround
ambience. It seemed likely, at least in the
case of the Mask excerpt, that both the
AC-3 and DTS demo discs were straight
transfers from the original discrete tape,
with no manipulation.
Ideally, we would prefer to compare
adiscrete copy of the actual master tape
from which the AC-3 demo disc was
made. Nevertheless, since the Mask transfers evidently were identical, our comparison of the AC-3 disc to the DA-88
tape from DTS probably was valid. We
ran this comparison several times until
we were satisfied that we had accurately
3The DA-88, acompact Tascam eight-track digital
recorder that uses Hi8 8mm video cassettes as an audio
recording medium, is widely used in the recording
industry.
—TJN
4TJN noted slightly enhanced dynamics in the AC-3
sound, but this may reflect the addition of distortion
during loud high-frequency transients.
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FINALLY, REVENGE FOR
EVERYTHING I
N LIFE BEING O NE
BIG COMPROMISE.
Cehen
-we introduced the C.E.C. TI- 1, afunny thing happened. Criti cs—by and l
arge k
nown f
or th
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r
skepticism — went bonkers. Stereophile said, "The C.E.C. is unquestionably aremarkable transport.
Its smoothness, ease and liquidity set anew standard in digital playback."* It even continues to earn their rare
Class A Recommendation again and again. tit, The TL 1was the first, and only, CD transport to take advantage
of the stability and smoothness of belt drive. The results, not surprisingly, are remarkably
similar to experiencing the best vinyl recordings on the finest belt-drive analog turntables.
With adepth and richness never before heard from compact discs. ède• And now, the TL 1
has company. Introducing the TL 0 and the TL 2. The TL 0 is to the audio world as

The belt .drive
CD transport is so
unique, it's patented.

Michelangelo's David is to the world of art. With aprice tag of $17,500, it should be. On the other hand, the
TL 2is the less expensive alternative designed to open up the wonders of CD belt drive to almost anyone. uk
But whichever model you choose, rest easy. You can be assured that you'll never, ever feel like you could have
done better. C.E.C. Available only at the finest audio dealers.

PARASOUND
Exclusive Nord, American C.E.C. distributor: Parasound Products, Inc. 950 l'ottc-s. Street, San Francisco, CA 94111 (415) 397..7100 Fax (415) 397-0144.
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perceived the differences. The surprising
(and impressive!) result was that the
differences were quite small. In most
respects, the AC-3 playback was audibly
identical to the discrete tape. The differences were of two types:
1) In sounds having naturally complex
natures, such as those of violins, the DA88 tape had asmooth, finely textured
character. In the AC-3 playback, the
same sounds had slightly coarser, more
grainy textures. This led me to wonder
whether the CES demo disc had gone
through extra stages of D/A conversion
and back to digital. When Iasked Roger
Dressler at Dolby about this, his first
thought was that it had not. But Steve
Thompson at Dolby discovered that the
Mask recording, which originally was
done on a Mitsubishi multitrack at
48kHz, was delivered to Dolby on aDA88 tape at 44.1kHz—implying that it had
either gone through sampling-rate conversion, or had been converted to analog and then back to digital. Dolby did
the latter in order to get the sampling frequency back up to the standard proaudio rate of 48kHz before doing the
AC-3 coding for the CES demo disc.
This may not mean anything, or it may
explain the slightly grainy sound.
2) The AC-3 playback was slightly
brighter than the DA-88 tape. But the
brightening wasn't constant; it was noticeable mainly in loud, high-frequency
transients—such as the splat when Jim
Carrey strikes the pavement face-down,
and several seconds later, when the airhorn shatters all the car windows. Transient distortion can produce an impression of excess brightness due to the injection of distortion components around
4kHz, and may also generate an impression that the transients are louder.
While these differences were unmistakable in the direct A/B comparison,
they were much smaller than we had
expected from previous experiences. Last
June, in an excellent dubbing theater at
Sony Pictures, Iheard the transfer of the
Wyatt Eatp soundtrack from 35mm mag
film to AC-3 code (see my Industry
Update in Vol.17 No.8, p.2). Bright percussive sounds such as breaking glass and
shotgun blasts not only were brightened
by AC-3, they also were altered in
character, sounding more shattery and
penetrating. In our comparison of the
AC-3 excerpt from The Mask vs the DA88 tape, the brightening of percussive
transients may have been the same type
of distortion that Iheard in the Wyatt
Eatp transfer; but it was asmaller and less
bothersome change.
In the past, TJN and Ihave also been
bothered by ametallic coloration in male

voices and other sounds. Isearched for
this hard edge in all of the film excerpts
in the AC-3 demo disc, and in the new
AC-3 laserdiscs of True Lies and Clear and
Present Danger. Iwas delighted (and surprised) to discover that it wasn't there.
Roger Dressler's promise has been
validated: AC-3 on laserdisc sounds
much better than any AC-3 sound we've
heard in the past. AC-3 isn't perfect yet,
but it has come along way, and Dolby
deserves applause for this accomplishment. If the AC-3 sound in movie
theaters had been as good for the last two
years as what we heard from laserdisc in
this comparison, we never would have
complained about AC-3.

I
F
YOU'RE SERIOUS
ABOUT HOME THEATER,
ADD AN AC-3DECODER
TO YOUR SHOPPING LIST.
Comparing AC-3 vs DTS Zeta, the
latter sounds better, but only by asmall
margin—small enough to cast doubt on
the commercial viability of specialedition laserdiscs with Zeta coding. Most
people, most of the time, may not notice
any difference in sound between AC-3
and Zeta. If Zeta were obviously better
than AC-3, as past experience had suggested, there would be an audiophile
market for Zeta laserdiscs. But AC-3
appears to be good enough now to make
that aquestionable prospect. The main
figure of DTS Zeta coding appears to be
in multichannel 5" CDs, providing
superb discrete surround-sound for
music.
Is the improved AC-3 sound adirect
result of the 20% increase in data rate384kb/s for laserdisc and HDTV vs
320kb/s for the film version? That may
be part of it; but, according to Dressler,
the improvement is mainly due to
changes in the coding logic. A little history makes the story clearer:
During the initial development of AC3, tests showed that the maximum data
rate on film would need to be limited to
320kb/s in order to guarantee reliable
playback regardless of wear and film
grain. The development schedule was
urgent, because acompeting system was
already in theaters: Cinema Digital
Sound (CDS) from Optical Radiation
Corp., aKodak subsidiary. (I first heard
the spectacular sound of Terminator 2in
aCDS-equipped theater.) Dolby AC-3
was introduced into theaters quickly to
stave off the CDS challenge. The strategy

worked; the Dolby system was adopted
rapidly by hundreds of theaters, and the
developer of CDS went bankrupt the
following year.
While AC-3 sound was generally
good enough for theaters, Dolby's coder
development team knew that their work
was unfinished. From the outset they
planned an HDTV version that had to
sound better because it would be subjected to critical listening in home
environments. (Although it was not part
of the original plan, the HDTV version
also turned out to be practical for laserdiscs.) The cinema system was designed
with a"dynamic downloader" through
which evolutionary improvements in the
AC-3 decoding algorithm can be delivered to each theatrical processor. New
code, printed at the head of afilm, will
automatically be loaded into the decoder
when the film is projected.
The cinema version of AC-3 operates
at only one data rate, and has only one
configuration (5.1 channels). The consumer version needed higher sound
quality, and also needed to function in
avariety of operating configurations
(from mono to 5.1 channels, with
matrixed or discrete surround, with full
or compressed dynamics, et al), since
people watch TV broadcasts in many
environments. Basic development of
AC-3 coding logic continued at full
speed until mid-1994, when the decoder
design had to be finalired for the HDTV
standard. (The entire HDTV standard
was supposed to have been completed
last fall, but there were delays in the video
portion.) The final decoder circuit is version ECO. With its architecture frozen,
the AC-3 team is continuing to refine the
encoding software, teaching it to adapt
its behavior for best results with varying signals. The prototype encoder is
based on three Ariel PC cards containing
atotal of twelve Texas Instruments C40
DSP processors.
According to Roger Dressler, the
improvement in sound was largely a
result of anew bit-allocation strategy.
This strategy not only adapts better to
transients vs harmonically rich continuous tones, it also adapts readily to
changes in the psychoacoustic masking
model. The AC-3 system gains coding
efficiency by splitting the audio signal
into narrow bands approximately 94Hz
wide, then quantizing the signal strength
in each band in binary floating-point
code. The floating-point code uses a
couple of bits to express the approximate
signal strength in each band as an "exponent" (m 6dB steps), while additional bits
(a "mantissa") indicate the signal level
within the 6dB range of the exponent.
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A map of exponent values, even without the mantissa bits, is apretty good
representation of the signal spectrum.
When the signal is acontinuous tone,
its spectrum is coded with full precision;
but codes are transmitted only 30 times
per second. When the signal is changing
rapidly or is atransient, the human ear
itself has poorer resolution in the frequency domain, so the coding is done
more coarsely (with fewer bits per mantissa), and codes are transmitted much
more frequently (at intervals as short as
2.7 milliseconds). The spectrum also is
compared with psychoacoustic masking curves to determine which frequency
bands need not be coded fully. The mantissa bits for those bands become available for more accurate coding of other
bands.
When the supply of bits runs low, the
coder uses another psychoacoustic trick:
the ear is unable to separately detect the
directions of two high-frequency signals
that are closely spaced in frequency. If
two channels contain similar energy in
certain bands, asingle code measures the
combined energy in that band, while
other bits indicate the relative signal
strength of the individual channels that
were combined in that band. The result
in playback is that, in each narrow band,
the reproduced power level from each
speaker matches the original signal
power in that channel. Originally, this
coupling trick was used at frequencies
as low as 3.5kHz; with improved AC-3
coding, it may occur only above 10kHz.
The technical details of AC-3 coding
were discussed at AES conventions in
October 1993 and February 1994.
Reprints of these technical papers can be
obtained by calling Dolby's info line:
(415) 558-0344. Request publications
S93/9951 ("The AC-3 Multichannel
Coder") and S94/10152 ("AC-3: Flexible
Perceptual Coding for Audio Transmission and Storage"). The latter describes
the new bit-allocation strategy.
A final note: We ended our day at
Widescreen Review by comparing AC-3
playback to the conventional matrixed
(Pro Logic-decoded) PCM soundtrack.
I've heard several such comparisons in
theaters, so it came as no surprise that the
AC-3 playback was much more involving and satisfying than the matrixed Pro
Logic sound. In some respects—more
precise tracking of on-screen and offscreen images, specific left- and rightside localization of split surrounds, and
the dramatically increased deep-bass
impact provided by the 0.1 channel—the
superiority of the 5.1 sound was equally
evident in abig theater and in the living
room. In terms of subtler aspects of the

laserdisc (apparently there can be several
versions of such digital masters). Dolby
was invited to attend the event at this
time—which was only fair, as DTS personnel would also be there—but
declined. About an hour after this conversation, Reber received acall from
Paramount (the studio that owns the
rights to the film), who asked for
immediate return of the print master
copy. They even sent acourier the next
US: Thomas. Norton day—three days prior to the scheduled
comparison session—to pick it up.
When Gary Reber, Editor of Widescreen
It would be easy to assume from this
Review, called me in late January to invite
sequence of events that Dolby wanted to
me to acomparison test he was arranging
short-circuit the scheduled masbetween some of the first commercially
ter/commercial-release comparison, as
released Dolby Surround AC-3 laserdisc
we have no way of knowing what actumaterial and digital copies of the origally transpired in the Dolby/Paramount
inal, uncompressed soundtracks from
conversations. When Italked to Dolby's
which it was made, Iwas on the next
plane to California. Well, actually, Ihad
Roger Dressler by phone after the event,
almost two weeks to wait—but Iwas off however, he said that, while he had
indeed called Paramount's head of postto the Stereophile offices like ashot, makproduction, his inquiry was to confirm
ing arrangements for the trip.
which print master was the source of the
What Gary had managed to obtain,
copy in Widescreen Review's possession.
through his contacts in the film indusThat may have been his intent; but,
try, was aDA-88 six-track, discrete,
absent an unlikely approval at the highest
uncompressed digital dub of the first reel
studio level for such ause of the master,
(about 20 minutes) of Clear and Present
the reaction of Paramount underlings
Danger. The AC-3-encoded, commercial
couldn't have been asurprise to Dolby.
laserdisc was due to be released just afew
A large film-studio is, in the end, a
days after he called me. Gary had recently
bureaucracy subject to the inevitable
had his Pioneer Elite CLD-97 laserdisc
CYA attitudes of such organizations.
player modified by MSB, who added the
The Clear and Present Danger comparRF output needed to access the AC-3
ison was thus nipped in the bud. Forsignal on the laserdisc (see elsewhere in
this issue's Update). He also had aTas- tunately, we were still in business. Terry
Beard, remember, was bringing not only
cam DA-88 digital recorder for playback
his DTS demo disc, but DA-88 copies of
of the six-track, digital master.
the uncompressed sound masters of the
Enlightened Audio Designs was going
excerpts on the disc. Included was an
to provide him with one of their new
excerpt from The Mask. That very same
TheaterMaster surround-sound proexcerpt appeared on the Dolby AC-3
cessor-preamps—the first such unit on
demo disc, which EM) was bringing. So
the market with an AC-3 decoder. In
we did have away to compare an ACaddition, Terry Beard of DTS would be
3 laserdisc transfer with an uncomthere with the [YTS demo disc he had
pressed original master, if only in ashort
planned to use at CES before their CES
clip of three minutes or so. For those
appearance was scrubbed. He would also
familiar with The Mask, the sequence
bring his decoder box and the DA-88
begins just before actor Jim Carrey puts
digital, uncompressed master tapes of the
on the mask for the first time, and ends
material on the DTS disc. It promised to
just after the blaring horn bit with the
be an exciting day.
impatient, unsuspecting motorist.
It was all of that, as I'll get to shortly,
Though short, the clip includes alot of
but there was also adisappointment. In
varied material: music, thunder, gunobtaining permission from Dolby to
shots, breaking glass, abouncing alarm
bring along their copy of the Dolby ACclock which gets smashed, the "aoogah"
3demo disc that they and others had
horn from hell, and dialog. It's also wellused in their CES AC-3 demonstrations,
recorded.
Enlightened Audio informed Dolby that
In addition to the above material, we
Widescreen Review had that copy of the
also had the just-released laserdisc versound print master of Clear and Present
sions of Clear and Present Danger and True
Danger and was planning to use it for
Lies, both of which have AC-3 encodcomparison purposes. Dolby called Gary
ing and the standard digital stereo Pro
Reber, apparently concerned that the
Logic tracks. We also had multichannel
digital master (copy) he had was not the
DA-88 digital tapes from Brad Miller of
same one used to master the commercial
sound (greater width of the front soundstage, increased clarity of small details,
and superior reproduction of realistic
ambience), the advantage of discrete 5.1
over matrixed Pro Logic was more
dramatically evident in the living room
than it has been in theatrical demonstrations. If you're serious about Home Theater, add an AC-3 decoder to your shopping list.
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Mobile Fidelity International (not Mobile
Fidelity Sound Lab), and CD-Rs of the
latter, which had been 17n-encoded.
There were several variables in the
setup worth noting. First, none of the
material had calibration tones, so level
matching had to be done by ear with
the program material itself. While I'm
usually leery about such level matching,
we were able to synchronize both the
master and the encoded copy and get a
reasonably reliable level match from that.
Another variable was in the playback
chain. The master tapes were played back
using the DIA converters in the Tascam
DA-88 itself, then fed through aspecially
modified Proceed processor-preamp
(with six discrete inputs) for level control.
The MS playback was via the DIA converters in DTS's decoder box, then to the
same Proceed preamp. Dolby AC-3
laserdisc playback was through the DIA
converters in the TheaterMaster—which
may well have been the best converters
of the lot, though there was no way to
confirm this.
The playback system consisted of four
Mirage M-lsi loudspeakers for the main
fronts and surrounds, aMirage MC-si
center channel, and four Mirage BPSS210 subwoofers (two front, two back).
Amplifiers were by Perreaux, and the
laserdisc player was the modified Pioneer Elite CLD-97. The dedicated bass
channel of the 5.1 systems (the "0.1"
channel) was blended equally into the left
and right rear subwoofers, along with the
surround bass. Iwas very familiar with
this impressive Home Theater playback
system, as Ihad heard it extensively—
with CD and Pro Logic sources—on
three previous visits to Widescreen Review's
headquarters. Attendees at the event
included yours truly, Peter W. Mitchell,
representatives from DTS, Mobile Fidelity International, Mirage, Enlightened
Audio Designs, and Widescreen Review.
Dolby, as noted above, chose not to
attend. While DTS assisted in setup and
operation—some of the equipment was,
of course, theirs—they at no time made
any attempt to influence the proceedings.
We did not, in fact, spend much time
doing aserious A/B comparison of the
DTS laserdisc and the DA-88 copy master. Nor did we feel the need to. Most of
us had experience with DTS's twochannel encode/decode box (see my and
JA's Industry Updates last month), and
were thus already familiar with its virtually transparent nature. We did play the
DTS demo laserdisc, however, along
with the DTS-encoded CD-Rs of the
recordings made by Brad Miller. The
demo laserdisc was superb: spacious,
defined, and with no irritating artifacts.

And Brad Miller commented that the
DTS-encoded transfers of his recordings
were every bit as good as he had hoped.
The UTS material was rewarding, but
the primary focus of the day was to be
Dolby AC-3, with which all of us had
only limited experience (see the CES
reports elsewhere in this issue), and
which no one here had heard—outside
of afilm dubbing stage—in immediate
before-and-after comparisons.
We proceeded to set up an A/B test
using the material available to us in both
uncompressed master (DA-88 copy) and
AC-3 laserdisc forms: the abovementioned excerpt from The Mask. We
began first with synchronized playback
of the master and the AC-3 laserdisc,
which was established with some difficulty. From this we were at least able to
determine that the average levels were
very closely matched. But this sort of
A/B creates amoving target—that is,
when you switch over, you're listening
to adifferent passage.

NEXT TO THE
DISCRETE AC-3,
THE
PRO LOGIC PLAYBACK
SOUNDED SMEARED
AND BLOATED.
Peter Mitchell suggested (he must have
read my mind, as Iwas about to make the
same request) that we play back the two
sources slightly staggered in time, rather
than attempt aseamless synchronization.
This was not only easier to set up, but we
could then hear afew seconds of the
master, followed by the same few
seconds from the AC-3 laserdisc. We
could switch back and forth in this fashion through the entire clip. The picture
was shut off for this—one of the playbacks would be clearly out of sync with
the image, which can be very distracting.
Playback sans picture also allowed us to
focus our attention on the sound—the
main item of interest.
Completists will want to keep in mind
three things about this comparison, all
of which have been alluded to above:
first, it was not blind; second, the electronics prior to the power amplifiers
were slightly different for each source
(different D/A converters, different preamps); and third, as Dolby noted in the
case of the aborted Clear and Present Danger comparison, we could not know for
certain if the master tape—furnished by
DTS—was identical to the one used to
cut the Dolby AC-3 demo disc.

Regardless of these considerations, I
was very impressed by what Iheard from
this comparison. So was everyone else
who heard it, it seemed. The sound
wasn't absolutely transparent; we did note
aslight brightening and extra sheen to
the very top end on the AC-3—an
impression that the upper treble was a
bit grainier and not quite as sweet and
clean as the DA-88 original.
Ialso noted aslightly enhanced sense
of dynamics with the AC-3 playback,
which may have reflected differing
master-tape sources. Inoted this particularly on the "splat" with which our
"hero" hits the pavement after jumping
through the window. The AC-3 playback had just abit more impact. But this
may also have been due to the changes
in the response at the very top end—
which can also produce an impression
of enhanced dynamics in some circumstances.
Totally absent from the AC-3 material, however, was the metallic edge—
particularly on dialog—that I've heard
from the system in theatrical playback
(which uses alower data rate). In all other
important respects, including spatial
qualities and frequency response, the
AC-3 was as good as the original. And
since we don't know for certain if the
master tape was precisely the same as that
used to create the demo disc, it would be
less than accurate to state categorically
that the small differences noted above
were due exclusively to the AC-3 coding.
Since there was also aclip from True
Lies on the Dolby demo disc, and since
we also had the AC-3-release laserdisc
of that film on hand (though in this case
no copy master was available), we
thought it would be interesting to compare those two sources. It was. The demo
disc sounded slightly more dynamic than
the commercial release. When we compared them at the matched levels we had
already established, the demo disc
sounded better—punchier, if you will.
We then raised the level of the commercial disc by 2dB. Both now sounded
equally imposing, but we then noticed
that the commercial disc sounded abit
louder in average level.
When Idiscussed this by phone with
Roger Dressler the next week, he indicated that the dynamic range of the original analog master (film mixes still are
assembled largely from analog originals)
is greater than that of the digital recorders
to which it's transferred prior to disc
mastering, necessitating some dynamic
compression or gain-riding.5 Dressler
said that, on the True Lies excerpt on the
AC-3 demo disc, the average levels were
reduced and the peaks were allowed to
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run free. Apparently, the peaks were held
down abit on the commercial master
(the commercial release didn't sound
squashed at all, just abit less explosive
than the demo). This would explain what
we observed—and also might explain the
observed, though smaller, dynamicrange differences on The Mask (where the
DA-88 copy master may have come
from adifferent source than that used on
the Dolby demo disc).
With the commercial Dolby AC-3
laserdiscs of both True Lies and Clear and
Present Danger available to us, the next
obvious comparison was between the
AC-3 tracks and the two-channel, digital, uncompressed, Pro Logic tracks. We
were able to do this easily with the
Enlightened Audio Theatermaster preamp-processor. It was really no contest.
Next to the discrete AC-3, the Pro Logic
playback sounded smeared and bloated.
It was distinctly less detailed.
Isuspect that, given the not-alwayssweeb-and-pristine nature of soundtracks, there will be listeners who find
the AC-3 playback too detailed and
bright. My initial reaction to this is that
95% of the difference here is due to the
obscuring nature of Pro Logic—not to
something that AC-3 is doing wrong.
Further exposure to awide range of AC3and perhaps DTS material may cause
me to change my opinion. But Iexpect
some early reports will compare AC-3
with Pro Logic, and prefer the Pro Logic
because it's softer and less revealing than
AC-3. The real story is much more complicated than that.
There was also no question that the
bottom end of AC-3, with its dedicated
bass track operating, is much more
impressive than the bass on Pro Logic.
While we found one exception to this—
the THX logo leading off the Clear and
Present Danger disc sounded as if it had
been re-eqiialired on the AC-3 tracks for
amore anemic low end—in general the
bass on AC-3 was potent enough to curl
your hair and hold it 'til Christmas.
While Iwould have liked to have had
more than one excerpt available for comparing AC-3 with an original master—
the nature of data reduction is that
artifacts can be very dependent on the
material and, perhaps, on the playback
system as well—I was most encouraged
by what Iheard. Dolby has clearly been
refining their AC-3 encoders over the
past few months. (I understand also that
further refinements have been made since
5This is only likely to occur, however, when the analog
original has been pushed well into distortion. More
likely is the operator's desire to maximize the transfer
level, necessitating abit of gain-riding to keep from
pushing the digital recording into clipping.

Clear and Present Danger and True Lies
were mastered.)
Ibegan the day at Widescreen Review
anticipating my eventual in-home assessment of the new Dolby AC-3 discs with
real concern, and ended it eagerly looking forward to the experience. If Dolby
was concerned that preconceived notions
about AC-3 would color our conclusions, such concerns proved ultimately
unfounded. Even Gary Reber, who has
been more critical than anyone of
Dolby's reluctance to support beforeand-after comparisons of AC-3 coding
by high-end press and manufacturers,
appeared to be impressed. After the DIN
and AC-3 playback equipment was
packed up and carted away, he stared at
his copies of True Lies and Clear and Present Danger, lamenting the "hidden tracks"
that he couldn't play again—at least not
until he can obtain aproduction decoder.
One monkey wrench in all of this is
the apparently now-inevitable coming
of the new 5" digital video disc (DVD)
(see my and PWM's reports elsewhere
in this issue). As Iwrite this, both Dolby
and DTS are maneuvering furiously behind the scenes to get their system adopted
for the soundtracks on that new format.
In Dolby's case, their current AC-3 system will fit on either of the proposed
DVDs (Sony/Philips or Toshiba/Time
Warner). DIS, however, uses far less data
reduction in their present Zeta codee than
does Dolby with AC-3. Six channels of
the ErIS's Zeta bitstream will simply not
fit on DVD as it's currently proposed.
As Peter Mitchell reports above, DTS
is currently working on avariable-datarate codee which will fit on DVD, but it
will of necessity be very different from
their current format. Its sonic performance remains unknown at this point.
The question of who "wins" the current
laserdisc sound wars might turn out to
be irrelevant. Who comes out ahead in
DVD could take home all the cookies.

US: John Atkinson

Some address and company changes:
Jamo Hi-Fi USA can be found at 425
Huehl Road, Building 8, Northbrook,
IL 60062. Tel: (708) 498-4648. Fax: (708)
498-1948. Marantz America can be
found at 440 Medinah Road, Roselle, IL
60172-2330. Tel: (708) 307-3100. Fax:
(708) 307-2687. Danish amplifier
manufacturer Gryphon Audio Designs
has moved to Industrivej 9, 8680 RY,
Denmark. Tel: (86) 89 12 00. Fax: (86)
89 12 77. As ofJanuary 1, 1995, Gryphon products have been distributed in
the USA by Gryphon America, 285
West Broadway, Suite 150, New York,
NY 10013. Tel: (212) 226-2409. Fax:
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(212)226-3721. And finally, Robert Kay,
the founder of DSP-controlled loudspeaker manufacturer Audile, has
bought his company back from Delaware corporation Cabre Corp.

US: Larry Archibald

With the demise of the official Summer
CES-1995's version, which will still
take place in Chicago, is called the CES
Specialty Audio & Home Theater
Show—the Winter CES has filled up
with so many companies that no one
person could adequately cover it.
One of the areas where this growth
makes itself known is in attendance at the
Stereophile party, which grew to almost
1200 people at this year's WCES. In
addition to there simply being more
high-end companies at the Show, many
people come to the party because they
know they'll be able to see people they've
missed up to that point—j! they can find
them in the crowd!
I'm particularly bothered by the fact
that, even when there's an exhibit Iknow
Iwant to visit, Ihave ahard time getting
there. This year Ihad heard that Bill Low
of AudioQuest was demonstrating the
audibility of different speaker cables on
aboom box. The idea was so intriguing
I
just had to go, but Ididn't get there until
5pm on the last day of the Show—after
the demo had been dismantled.
Fortunately, Bill was able to stop by
Santa Fe on his way from his home in
Vail, Colorado to his business in San
Clemente, California—he does like to
drive—and he put on the demonstration
for Tom Norton and me. The boom box
in question was JVC's PCX130, which
surprised the hell out of me by being
basically pretty listenable—at least on
certain kinds of music (male voice and
simple music, yes; massed strings, definitely no). The cables used were the
entire AudioQuest line, plus some other
manufacturers' cables—so that Bill could
demonstrate that even his cheap cables
are better than other folks' expensive
cables. The demonstration did work in
that respect—he wouldn't have done it
otherwise—but Idon't think it's fair to
include the other cables in this writeup,
since they weren't sourced from the
manufacturer. And we weren't running
the demo—Bill was.
The methodology was simple: play
the same piece of music—about two
minutes' worth—over and over again,
substituting anew cable between the
boom box and its speakers each time.6
6It is possible that the boom-box amplifier had arelatively
high source impedance—see Martin Colloms's feature
on the subject elsewhere in this issue—which might
magnify the audible differences between cables —JA
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The speaker wires that come with the
JVC use mini-plugs of some kind, so Bill
created adapter connectors with banana
plugs for both amplifier and speaker ends
to make the cable-switching easier.
Basically, it would be hard to come up
with asituation where it should be more
difficult to hear cable differences—particularly for me. Iwas in an unfamiliar
room (TJN's Home Theater setup), the
source and amplification equipment was
unfamiliar and it cost less than $250 (for
everything), and the speakers were
unfamiliar. And Iwas sitting so far offaxis that Icould hear only one of the
speakers. Fortunately, Iknew the music:
Doug MacLeod, from AudioQuest's
Come to Find, featured on Stereophile's Test
CD 3(STPH006-2).
Nevertheless, the differences among
speaker cables were audible. Differences
in midbass quality were easiest to
hear—there was no low bass, obviously
—but qualities of integration, coherence,
and high-end sizzle, or lack of it, could
also be determined. The most interesting
finding was that every cable in AudioQuest's line is better than the one just

FROM THIS DEMO,
IT SEEMS TO MAKE SENSE
TO SPEND AS MUCH ON
THE CABLE AS ON
THE WHOLE SYSTEM.
cheaper than it (though TJN disagreed
with me in one instance). Generally
speaking, bass tightened up, the high end
was rendered less tizzy, and coherence
improved as the cables got more expensive. Coherence was the most surprising characteristic to me. Iwouldn't think
there was much coherence to preserve
from aCD player, an amp, and apreamp
that, together with two cassette decks,
an AM/FM tuner, and two speakers, cost
atotal of only $250. But there it was: the
music sounded taken apart and only partially put back together with the cheaper
cables (and some of the non-AudioQuest
competition), and much more together
with those that cost $250 on up (per 8'
pair).
What's the lesson? Good cables matter
no matter how inexpensive the system.
From this demo, it seems to make sense
to spend as much on the cable as on the
whole system; beyond that, the differences are discernible, but seem hard to
justify. Also, AudioQuest has asensible
speaker-cable line, with more money
yielding better performance.

You might borrow aboom box and
several cables from your dealer to do the
demo for yourself: you'll need aspare
boom-box-to-speaker cable to divide in
two and add bananajacks to, plus agood
supply of bahana plugs—two sets for
each kind of cable. Perhaps the current
inexpensive cable from your favorite
manufacturer is better than your twoyear-old expensive cable.

US: Robert Harley

While in the San Francisco Bay area to
interview the designers of High Definition Compatible Digital (HDC13°) for
afeature in the May Stereophile, Imade
apoint of visiting high-end-electronics
manufacturer Spectral. Spectral, which
has been in business for nearly 20 years,
is one of the founders of the high-end
audio industry. Spectral has kept alow
profile in the audio press, preferring
instead to allow their dealers to demonstrate the virtues of Spectral equipment.
Moreover, Spectral is ahigh-quality,
low-production kind of company, and
appears to want to stay that way.
During my visit, Spectral president
Richard Fryer and designer Keith Johnson discussed with me their design philosophy, showed off their products, and
gave me alistening demonstration of an
entire Spectral playback system. Iwas
impressed by what Isaw and heard.
Spectral products are designed and
built to very exacting standards. Because
the company's first product was designed
by an instrumentation engineer, the idea
of applying instrumentation-grade technical quality to audio equipment has been
integral to Spectral's approach. The current Spectral line was developed by Keith
Johnson using his proprietary measurement techniques, and listening evaluations during product development were
made with Keith's first-generation analog master-tapes as asource.
Specifically, the products are designed
for very-wide-bandwidth performance,
extending to several megahertz. Spectral believes that asystem's out-of-band
performance (how it behaves far above
audio-signal frequencies) has alarge
effect on the relatively narrow-band
(20kHz) audio signal. To prevent potential problems of interfacing such widebandwidth products with other components or loudspeakers, Spectral recommends MIT interconnects and cables. In
fact, MIT was an outgrowth of Bruce
Brisson's cable designs for the Spectral
line of products. Richard Fryer and Keith
Johnson made the point that they believe
an entire audio-playback system, along
with the interconnects and cables, should
be engineered to perform together as a

single entity. The company believes that
their products cannot therefore be fairly
evaluated by dropping one Spectral component into asystem composed of other
brands.
The most interesting Spectral product
was the new SDR-2000 Pro digital processor, which uses UltraAnalog DACs
(with an external sample-and-hold circuit) in apush-pull configuration for true
balanced operation, Keith's discrete analog output stage, discrete I/V converters,
passive filtering, an outboard power supply, and an extremely sophisticated
reclocking circuit for aclaimed jitter performance of less than ten picoseconds.
Of course, the SDR-2000 Pro uses the
PMD-100 HDCD decoder/filter, which
was co-designed by Keith Johnson.
Keith told me that the SDR-2000 Pro is
the very best processor he could design,
and that development or build costs were
not constraints. Surprisingly, the SDR2000 Pro's retail price is only $8195.
Listening to the SDR-2000 Pro in an
all-Spectral playback chain (with Wilson WATTs/Puppies) in SpectraPs listening room hinted at how good this processor may be. HDCD-encoded discs
produced alevel of transparency and
resolution that was jaw-dropping. (When
Reference Recordings CDs were played
on this system, the entire recording and
playback chain—from the microphone
preamplifiers at the original sessions to
the playback power amplifiers—had
been designed by Keith Johnson.)

El=
UK: John Atkinson

After eight years at loudspeaker
manufacturer Celestion International,
Ltd., Chairman and Managing Director Gordon Provan left the company at
the end of January. Gordon was also
Group Managing Director of KH
Industries (UK), Ltd., the holding company for both Celestion and KEF for the
last two and half years, and will remain
as aconsultant to that company. He also
continues in his role as Chairman of the
British Federation of Audio.

UK: Ben Duncan

The January '95 issue of Hi-Fi News &
Record Review reported that the UK's
national 240V AC mains voltage (strictly
within ±6% by UK law since 1948)
would be reduced, to center on 230V, as
ofJanuary 1of this year. The continental
European mains supply would rise 10V,
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WHERE DOES THE TWEETER
OF A HIGH FIDELITY
LOUDSPEAKER BELONG?

This question may confuse those who believe that the measure of aloudspeaker is the number of its
drivers. It will also elude those who have never bothered to question conventional driver placement,
which always separates the woofer from the tweeter.
In fact, the most acoustically correct location for the tweeter is precisely at the center of the woofer.
This strategic placement creates asingle sound source, allowing high and low frequencies to reach your
ears at the proper time, regardless of where the speakers are placed or where you are sitting. (No wonder
KEF's patented Uni-Q® is the technology of choice for advanced Home Theater applications.)
Perhaps the greatest benefit of the KEF QSeries speakers is that they sound as good in your home
as they do in the showroom.

K6F Moroni. rof America. Inc., 89 Doug Brown Way. Holliston, MA 01748 Tel 508 429-3600 Fax 508 429-1699
Distribuesd in canada by. Pro-Acoustics Canada Ltd. Tel 514 344-1226 Fax 514 344-4760
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from 220V to 230V. Both changes were
to harmonize AC supplies across the
European Community. However, the
UK's 10 or so large (recently privatized)
electricity suppliers, generators, and grid
operators strongly objected, claiming
that the country's entire transformer
plant would need changing, at acost of
billions of dollars. The UK's electricity
suppliers are continuing to generate
240V, but have diplomatically re-labeled
the supply as "230V +10%, -6%." The
voltage increase necessary in continental,
220V EC territories may cause some
poorly toleranced equipment to malfunction or even expire.

uled to take effect in 1992. However,
since this wasn't enough time to allow
equipment manufacturers to digest the
scope of this regulation and redesign their
products to comply, the start-up date
was pushed back to January 1, 1996.
In the meantime, many industry
groups have informed themselves of the
EMC requirements, and have adapted
accordingly. Unfortunately, both the
pro- and high-end audio communities
seem to be largely in the dark about this
new law; and about its ramifications to
their continued existence—not to mention their good health. (I can't think of
abetter role for the Academy for the
Advancement of High End Audio and
Europe:
the Electronic Industries Association
than to alert and fully inform high-end
Shannon Dickson
manufacturers about this important
There's afull-speed train known as the
legislation.)
European EMC (electromagnetic comIdiscussed this issue with more than
patibility) directive hurtling toward certwo dozen manufacturers chosen at rantain collision with pro- and high-end
dom at this year's Winter CES in Las
audio manufacturers, many of whom are
Vegas. Only two were even aware of the
still skipping merrily along the tracks in
impending EMC regulation. I, too,
the mouth of atunnel, totally unaware
would still be among the blissfully unof what could be impending corporate
aware if not for an emphatic warning
disaster unless they hear the whistle and
take immediate action. If this sounds a from Siegfried Linkwitz after his return
from the Fall '94 AES convention, where
bit like Chicken Little's cry that "The sky
he found asimilar ostrich-like lack of
is falling," that's exactly the intended
awareness among many pro-audio
message. As of midnight, December 31,
manufacturers. (Linkwitz, who is in1995, anew law covering the entire
volved with standards development for
European Community goes into effect,
both ANSI and CISPR, is a senior
preventing the sale of any electronic
engineer with Hewlett-Packard. He is
product that fails to carry the CE markalso co-designer of the famed Linkwitzing. This marking signifies that the prodRiley crossover, as well as the outstanduct has met comprehensive and very
ing new Audio Artistry Dvorak loudtough electromagnetic compatibility
speaker—a groundbreaking, compact
standards.
dipole design.8)
Why all the dire warnings of impending doom? First of all, the EMC directive carries the full weight of law, not just
suggested specifications. It also covers
amajor export market for American
audio manufacturers. All the key players,
such as Philips, Sony, etc., have spent big
bucks in redesign to meet the new
requirements, and will likely make every
effort to ensure that their competition
must follow suit. There will be no grace
period or "grandfathering" allowed. This
means that, as of December 31, 1995, any
gear amanufacturer has on its European
The EMC directive is but aportion of dealers' shelves that doesn't carry the CE
abroad group of legislated specifications
7Iwrote about the possible effect of this pending EEC
dealing with safety and compatibility
legislation on American high-end audio manufacturers
issues designed to "harmonize" into one
in the July 1989 issue of Stenyphile (Vol.12 No.7, p.60).
Iwas alarmed, however, to note that almost no comoverriding group of standards the many
panies seemed concerned at that time.
—JA
individual country regulations of those
8For more information on the awesome Audio Artistry
states making up the European ComDvorak loudspeaker, contact Tom Hoffman or Marmunity—in order to promote more effishall Kay at Audio Artistry, 8312 Salem Dr., Apex, NC
cient and effective commerce among
27502. Tel: (919)319-1375. For technical details, ask for
Siegfried Linkwitz's "Development of aCompact
member states. First issued in May 1989,
Dipole Loudspeaker" paper, presented at the 93rd AES
the EMC directive was originally schedConvention, 1992, Preprint 3431.

THERE'S A
FULL-SPEED
TRAIN KNOWN AS
THE EUROPEAN EMC
DIRECTIVE HURTLING
TOWARD CERTAIN
COLLISION WITH
HIGH-END AUDIO
MANUFACTURERS.
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mark cannot be sold—under penalty of
alarge fine and possible jail term! Short
of asecond postponement of the January
1, 1996 effective date (don't count on it!),
this law is definitely going to take effect.
Because of the scope of the EMC regs,
and because of the major multinational
companies who have had to comply, this
directive will very likely become adefacto
worldwide standard. Fostered by inevitable advertising campaigns by the big
boys promoting the quality enhancements of aCE-marked product, it may
become difficult to market components
that don't have the CE marking—even
in countries outside of Europe.

ASOF DECEMBER 31,
1995, A
NEW LAW
COVERING THE ENTIRE
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
PREVENTS THE SALE
OF ANY ELECTRONIC
PRODUCT WHICH
FAILS TO CARRY
THE CE MARKING.
Note that the EMC directive is not just
asafety stamp, like the UL or stricter
Canadian safety specifications. It limits
agiven product's radio frequency and
electromagnetic emissions, and defines
some extremely tough immunity specs as
well, covering both conducted and radiated RFI and EMI. The latter immunity
stress-levels are particularly onerous, and
will likely pose the most serious threat
to "business as usual" for many high-end
electronics manufacturers. No doubt
about it, meeting the radiated, and particularly conducted, RFI standards in a
manner that doesn't degrade sonic performance will require real EMC knowledge and creative skill on the part of
designer engineers.
Fortunately, this is where aproper
education about EMC design issues can
make all the difference. Actually, these
regulations may be ablessing in the long
run, as they will force greater discipline
from the ground up in component
design. Such excellent books as Henry
Ott's classic Noise-Reduction Techniques in
Electronic Systems (second edition, John
Wiley Press), and Jasper Goedbloed's
outstanding work developed as an offshoot of Philips Research Laboratories'
ongoing EMC education program titled
"Electromagnetic Compatibility" (published in the US by Prentice Hall), should
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W HEN DOES
16

19_6?

Ten years ago Meridian gave music
lovers tne first high end CD Player.
Since then, professional recordists and
audiophiles have enjoyed the benefits of
Meridian's digital technologies.

Meridian 618 Digital Mastering Processors
with High Resolution Analog to Digital
Converters allow 19.6 bit resoluton
information to be stored in the 16 bit
format.

Hundreds of recordings are now

available using these technologies.

Only high resolution playback systems
can enjoy this wealth of new musical
information. Meridian High Definition
CD Systems realize this with:

High Definition Dual-differential Delta Sigma DIA converters
Sophisticated 5th order noise shaping
Super low jitter double phase lock loop reclocking
Precision high output digital amplifiers
Carbon and glass fiber non-magnetic disc clamping
Low acoustic and mechanical feedback disc loading system
Four layer surface mount technology printed circuit boards

There is more music in your collection
than you are hearing. Visit this musical
experience at your Meridian dealer.

BOCDTHRC>YD STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian America Inc.
3800 Camp Creek Parkway,
Building 2400, Suite 112,
Atlanta GA 30331
Tel (404) 344 7111
Fax (404> 346 7111
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be considered requiréd reading. Also,
audio designers will find Ralph Mornson's Grounding and Shielding Techniques
in Instrumentation (John Wiley Press) helpful in avoiding the last-minute "bandaid" approach and other after-the-fact
retrofits that may have mixed EMC
results at best, and which could degrade
the sound of their products in the process. (By the way, Ifound each of these
books at Opamp Books in Los Angeles.
Tel: (800) 468-4322.)
In addition to the books referenced
above, Iknow of two annual periodicals,
ITEM and Compliance Engineering, both
of which contain up-to-date information on the EMC directive as well as articles on effective methods of dealing with
RFI/EMI. ITEM can be reached through
R&B Enterprises at (215) 825-1960.
Those interested in Compliance Engineering should call (508) 2644208.
The problem, as Isee it, is that time is
running out. The majority of high-end
components currently in production
could have ahard time being certified
under the new EMC directive. The cost
of addressing EMC problems can be
negligible, or at least reasonable, in the
early design phase of product development, but rises like askyrocket when
applied after printed circuit boards and
chassis are built. Also, the options a
designer has at his disposal to correct a
given interference problem are fewer in
the retrofit stage than at the beginning
of the design cycle.
Typical high-end products can take
more than ayear to design—and, as of
January 1995, it appears most manufacturers are still in the dark about the 1996
EC EMC requirements! Those who
think they can just skate by because
they're asmall company or because they
don't sell much in Europe should think
again. The absence of the CE mark may
possibly restrict sales and market growth
in all countries—not just in the EC.
My intention here is not to detail the
applicable standards, but rather to ring
the wake-up bell for those not yet aware
of the EMC directive. Concerned manufacturers should contact ANSI at (212)
642-4900 and request copies of EN
50081-1, which covers generic electromagnetic emission standards; and EN
50082-1, which deals with the generic
immunity standards regarding equipment used in residential, commercial, and
light industry settings. CISPR 13 (EN
55013) details emission requirements for
TV broadcast and video receivers; EN
60555 is an important standard defining
allowable harmonics generated on connected power lines by residential electronics and appliances.
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

Specific EC government-appointed
firms in Europe act as "competent bodies" to assist manufacturers in assuring
compliance to the EMC directive. For
example, Technology International, Inc.
of Richmond, Virginia ((800) 242-8399)
is aUS-based firm that works through
its parent company, Interference Technology International, Ltd.,' which is a
"competent body" appointed by the UK
government. These companies, and
others like them, can guide manufacturers through the maze of paperwork
and compliance issues required to secure
the CE marking for their products.

THE MAJORITY OF
HIGH-END COMPONENTS
CURRENTLY IN
PRODUCTION COULD
HAVE A
HARD TIME BEING
CERTIFIED UNDER THE
NEW EMC DIRECTIVE.
It's still not too late to act, if appropriate steps are taken now by high-end
designers whose products don't comply,
to find the best way possible of making
their equipment more EMC-robust
without mucking up sound quality.
Those audio designers whose understanding of EMC is somewhat deficient
—and who are willing to acknowledge
such, then acquire athorough education
—should be rewarded with even bettersounding products than they currently
produce. On the other hand, those who
wait until the last minute and then apply
retrofits based on "word-of-mouth"
engineering are likely to fall victim to
Darwin's Law.
With an ever-increasing array of electronic gadgets and transmitters using
ever-faster digital circuits being used in
people's homes, EMC-hardened audio
gear will become even more important
in the future for meeting performance
and sonic expectations, not just governmental regulations. As the resolution of
our treasured sound systems continues
to increase, so too will our appreciation
for those designers whose skilled attention to these issues allow afiner rendition of musical expression.

Europe: Ben Duncan

In less than ayear's time, on January 1,
1996, any company importing or selling almost any type of electronics—
including complete audio systems, units,
spare boards, power supplies, and electrostatic loudspeakers—in the European
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Community must meet detailed ElectroMagnetic Compatibility (EMC) regulations. These regulations seem fair, as
they determine whether or not equipment generates or is affected by electromagnetic interference, including magnetic fields and electrostatic discharge,
from DC to light. The only products
wholly excepted from these regulations
are software, electronic components, and
purely passive transducers such as phono
cartridges, dynamic mikes, cables, and
unpowered speakers. Passive preamps
and battery-powered equipment may be
partially exempt; eg, interference immunity is still required, though radiation
testing is waived.
Comply or Die: Noncompliance is a
criminal, not acivil, offense. Should any
equipment bearing the newly introduced
"CE" (European Compatibility) label
turn out to not pass the regulations ethe
manufacturer or importer could be fined
or imprisoned. In theory, noncompliant
equipment can be withdrawn and banned
from being offered for sale in the European Community—presently about
80% of the population of Western Europe
Despite having been around as one of
the EC's "New Approach Directives"
since 1989, the regulations are coming
as ashock to many overseas manufacturers—and even to manufacturers
within the EC. Exceptions to the headin-the-sand syndrome are the UK's volume hi-fi manufacturers—Arcam, Quad,
Linn Products, and Naim Audio—who
worked closely with the British Federation of Audio when the EMC regulations were first discussed six years ago.
Led by Naim's Julian Vereker, this trade
alliance managed to pick apractical path
through the regulations—which are
among the toughest, widest-ranging
"cleanup" legislation in the world. There
is no grandfather clause—all products,
old and new, have to comply.
Elsewhere in Europe, with the exception of Germany, it's said that apathy
rules. Some French audio manufacturers
seem convinced the EMC regulations
don't apply to them, while Eire has even
been threatened with legal action, as it
has yet to institute EMC into national
law. It's even being said that laws are
being taken rather more seriously in the
more Anglo-Saxon parts of the EC!
The EC had originally attempted to
make the EMC regulations compulsory
after January 1,1992; but, after strong
objections from the UK and Germany,
9EMC is just one of several regulations required for
most electronic equipment. To prove that acomponent
passes, hundreds of thousands of dollars of measuring
equipment is needed.
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INTRODUCING
DS PRO BASIC III
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

The Future is Here: Theta's new DS Pro Basic III is an evolutionary leap in performance and value,
closer than anything near it's price to the sound of the critically acclaimed Theta Generation V.
The Basic III offers agripping sense of emotional involvement in the music, unprecedented in apopularly priced D to A converter. It's exciting to listen to incredibly dynamic, engagingly dimensional.
The Basic III has the same balanced configuration as the Generation V: balanced in both analog
AND digital domains, and it has Theta's ingenious balanced-to-single-ended summing network.
What About Later? For the last eight ?ears, Theta owners have been able to stay current because we
have always made design improvements available. Currently, any DS Pro Basic can be updated to thL
latest incarnation. We'll endeavor to keep your Basic III current well in:o the 21st Century.

It's time to stop waiting.
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who saw that such acrazed pace would
bring the directive into disrepute, the EC
was forced to add afour-year "grace"
period. Now, even the added time
allowed seems grossly inadequate.
Latecomers: US audio manufacturers
shy about confessing their ignorance of
EMC regulations may take comfort
from the professional-audio community.
Even in the UK, the world center for
mixing-console and monitor-speaker
manufacturing, the pro industry has
dragged its heels. Rather than work with
the BFA to cut asensible path through
the generic specifications, the three trade
associations—SCIF, PLASA, and APRS
—are determined to go for their own
"industry-specific" EMC standard, to
be shared with pro lighting and videoequipment manufacturers. As for those
who wished to formulate apro-audio/
video standard, their proposals are
bogged down in committee with less
than ayear to go. As manufacturers of
complex products need at least one year
—if not two or three—to design and
fine-tune new products to the standard,
it may already be too late for them.
Implications: In the UK, normally
sober electronics engineers are predicting
economic world shock when the effects

of the "all-at-once" CE regulations hit
home in 1996. Across the rest of the
world, many audio-equipment manufacturers are only just beginning to wake
up to the fact that they can no longer sell
into Europe without spending agood
deal of time on homework and redesign,
and without investing in initially complex and quite costly "CE" compliance
testing. Even Japanese giants are unsure
if they want to continue selling certain
products in Europe.
As with the day, what's late in Europe
is early for the US, so Iwonder how
many readers are aware that the same
EMC legislation will automatically
become an LEC standard, and hence law,
in most civilized countries—including
the US. The EMC regulations were
allegedly dreamed up by the "IT" lobby
(alias computer manufacturers—the
world's biggest cause of domestic RF
interference). They were adopted as a
good trade-leveling (harmonizing) law
by EC bureaucrats. They were then made
into standards created by CENELEC—
an autonomous Eurobody not answerable to anyone. Next, the WC will adopt
it. So, who's running the planet?
What the CENELEC experts charged
with creating the EC's standards apparently cannot recognize—since highresolution analog audio equipment is not

excepted from the EMC legislation—is
that, whenever electromagnetic interference affects audio, the cure may be far
worse than the disease. Moreover, as
high-end audio is so dependent on a
clean environment, it's highly unlikely
to be the routine source of any significant EM radiation.
The EMC regulations allow manufacturers to choose the length of their rope,
by leaving it to them to justify the
amount of RF immunity they set as atarget. Applying too much suppression for
ideal immunity will destroy sound quality and/or inordinately increase costs; too
little may make compliance harder to
achieve. EC audiophiles may have to
accustom themselves to reading instructions about how the legally mandated
suppression parts (which will degrade
or limit sonics most if the component has
no RF problem) can be snipped out—in
order to regain intended sonics.
The great benefit that might result is
that most kinds of electromagnetic interference bugging audio and video quality,
and which can cause ABS brakes and
industrial robots to go berserk, will be
vanquished. One exception will be lightning; at any instant, thousands of electric
storms create planetary weather that
make alocal mockery of EMC.

Plinius --- the only solid -state electronics
worthy of association with the Jadis level of
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If it looks like a138N 801
it must be aB&W 805.
The B&W Matrix 805 1., adirect descendant of
the highly acclaimed B&W Matrix 801.
Which explains why you'll find many of the
801's ground-breaking technical innovations
in amonitor at afraction of its size and price.
For starters, the B&W 805 shares the 801's
celebrated Matrix enclosure. Each cell acts
as aminiature anechoic chamber to diffuse
excess out-of-phase energy. The result?
Unsurpassed stereo imaging, low cabinet distortion, and solid sound.
Like the 801, the Matrix 805's bass/midrange drivers are made of Kevlar — to eliminate
resonance and minimize coloration, especially
in the mid-range band. Even the aluminum
dome tweeter is identical to the one used in
the B&W Matrix 801, the loudspeaker used to
monitor more than 80% of the world's classical recordings.
Plus, because we design every component
of the Matrix 805 and make all our own drivers, voice coils, and crossover networks, you
can rest assured the 805 is built to stand the
test of time.
For the name of aB&W dealer near you,
call 1-800-370-3740. And hear how much the
compact B&W Matrix 805 has in common
with the legendary 801.

One speaker has won the prestigious
Speaker of the Year Award from
Audio/Video International for an unprecedented
WorldRadioHistory

seven years running —the B&W Matrix 801.

and sounds like a138N 801,
Our commitment to flawless music reproduction is evident in
every loudspeaker we make. B&W's advanced engineering is
conducted at its famous Steyning Research Laboratory in Sussex,
England, where scientists and acoustic engineers pursue the quest
for perfection begun by founder John Bowers over 25 years ago.
The B&W Matrix 805 is aproduct of this relentless effort.
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B&W Loudspeakers of America, 54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864

tel 1-800-370-3740

Kevlar is a registered trademark of Dupont
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Listen and You'll See

If you appreciate the naturalsounding reproduction of music
made possible by vacuum-tube
technology—but were afraid of
the hassles and the Frohibitive
price—have we got news for
you. Audio Research. the 25year leader in vacuum-tube technology dedicated to music
reproduction has made a
vacuum-tube music system more
affordable than ever. It's the
New LS7 stereo line preamplifier
and VT60 stereo power amplifier,
both featuring new, all-tube
circuits that deliver rich, satisfying sound and world-renowned
Audio Research construction.
Two down-to-earth audio components that are capable of truly
out -cf-this-world perfcrmance.

MODEL L57

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION''
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5740 Green Circle Drive /Minnetonka, Minnesota 55343-4424 /Phone. 612-939-0600 FAX: 612-939-0604

M ARTIN COLLOMS RETURNS TO THE SUBJ
ECT
OF SINGLE-ENDED TUBE-AMPLIFIER SOUND

A

lthough Istill haven't been able to listen to the Cary
Audio Design 805 single-ended tube monoblocks
that Stereophik praised so highly ayear ago (Vol.17
No.1, p.104), I've recently auditioned many other tubed
single-ended designs. Undeniably, agood SE design has a
distinctive quality of harmony and atmosphere in the midrange that reaches well beyond the average attainment of its
solid-state brethren.
Provided that very high sound levels and gut-thumping
bass are not required, Tim de Paravicini's small SE amplifier, for example, works just fine with the relatively kind and
uniform 6olun impedance presented by aWilson WATT V
loudspeaker (used without the Puppy woofer), aided by the
speaker's 91dB/W/m sensitivity. Yes, the WATT Vis slightly
altered in character, and wide-band rock music at realistic
levels is out of the question. However, with the right kind
of music, the result is true high-fidelity, and can often be most
beguiling—in several respects reminding me of my first experience with the original Quad electrostatic: the marvelous
lack of "box" and mechanical "cone" sounds, the inaudible midrange distortion, the lightning-fast transients, and
the low levels of grain.
However, while electrostatics—and, for that matter, good
ribbon speakers—do some things exceedingly well, ultimately they cannot always paint acomplete audio picture.
Iwonder whether SE amplifiers are destined to occupy a
similar niche in the field of high-quality audio.
In using the term "nicher Iam not being derogatory—
there will be many who hear the siren call and will be drawn
in. For them, the purity and fluidity of the amplifier's midrange will be all that they desire It's hard to deny that appeal
if you have yet to experience atruly great system.
A number of recent products have pointed to the future—
in particular, the Wilson X-1/Grand SLAIV1M loudspeaker
system Ireviewed for Stereophile last December (Vol.17 No.17,
p.115). Exposure to the X-1 was arevitalizing experience.
It does so many things that Ididn't think were possible from
reproduced audio that it defines atotality of performance—a

standard of excellence and listener satisfaction over the entire
audible frequency range, not just the midrange.
While it is SE-compatible in that its 95dB/W/m sensitivity
and 6ohm load are surprisingly amplifier-friendly, the Wilson speaker is also kind to average-quality electronics, in that
it gets the best from them. At the same time, however, the
X-1 is highly revealing. Once you have heard X-1 bass in
full song, you will never forget how that disc you're listening
to can sound. You are driven to find amplifiers that are capable
of this, but you don't have many choices—try to name the
tubed SE that's up to the task!
The X-1's tonal balance remains true over awide power
range, provided that the source amplifier remains tonally stable The X-1 has low distortion; at powers over afew watts,
it produces less distortion than an SE amplifier—and this is
audible!
Then there's dynamic range. While the Wilson X-1 can
whisper like the thoroughbred it is—crystal-clear at milliwatt
input levels—there's no doubt that it thrives on sheer power.
And can it take it! Clean, undistorted power elevates the X1/Grand SLAMM to previously unexpected regions of
dynamic range, dynamics, and drama. A few hundred watts
coupled with linearity and control allow the X-1 to redefine musical dynamic range in domestic replay. This is athrilling dimension if you can get it, though it's impossible to
achieve with atubed SE design.
I've used the Wilson X-1 as an example, because its performance is audibly limited by even the finest SE tubed
amplifiers—despite its nominally compatible load factor. In
my own work (I don't own apair of X-1s), Icontinue to find
correlations to my X-1 experience. My Quad ESL-63s are
sufficiently low in distortion to expose SE amplifiers once
the output level rises above afew watts. They also need at least
50W to get acceptably loud. My WATT Vs do play louder
than the Quads, but they're also low-distortion designs:
single-ended amplifiers played reasonably loud sound increasingly thinner and harder tonally, and the second- and
third-harmonic products become increasingly audible.

THE PURITY AND FLUIDITY OF THE AMPLIFIER'S MIDRANGE
WILL BE ALL THAT MANY DESIRE.
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"The PSB Alphas are
simply one of the greatest
buys in audio, providing a
musically satisfying sound for
apaltry $200 ... For their price,
Peb
the PSB Alphas are asensational
audio bargain. Now get out those
checkbooks!"

Jack English, Stereophile,
Vol. 15, No. 7(July, 1992)
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Ihave had more success with higher-distortion loudspeakers averaging, say, 0.3-0.5% THD in the midband—
particularly if they have smooth impedance characteristics
and fairly limited bass extension. With such speakers, the
sonic virtues of SE tube amplifiers stand out more clearly,
confirming my view of their niche-market application.

THE 3.3 OHM AMPLIFIER
OUTPUT RESISTANCE TEST

One of the problems for someone auditioning agood SE
amplifier for the first time is that all audiophiles have apsychological need to hear adifference. Some audio differences,
while important, are quite subtle. Their analysis requires fine
equipment, good circumstances, and, in some cases, extended
listening. However, when compared with aconventional,
solid-state, or push-pull low-impedance tube amplifier, a
single-ended tube amplifier will always sound substantially
different. This is due to the complex interaction of an SE
design with typical loudspeaker loads—as well as their nonlinear behavior at high listening levels. Unfortunately, this
provides immediate vindication for the listeners, reassuring them that they are skillful, sensitive, and capable.
There is therefore the attendant danger in such comparisons
of confusing the acknowledged positive aspects of SE tube
amplifiers with other changes. In fact, there is adistinct danger
of making avirtue out of the entire sonic package.
Accordingly, Idesigned avery simple test to see whether
just one of the variables in this subjective problem can be
evaluated in isolation. That variable is source impedance.
In the days when "specmanship" was the name of the
game, amplifier manufacturers boasted of very high damping
factors—even claiming figures of several thousand in some
cases. Damping factor is the ratio between the speaker load
impedance—typically 8ohms—and the output impedance
of the driving amplifier.
It's atrivial matter for amplifier designers to include asmall
fraction of the output current in the feedback loop: they can
set the theoretical damping factor to infinity, or even make
it negative. Even with azero output impedance, practical
damping factors are typically no better than 50 for an 8ohm
speaker (25 for a4ohm model), due to speaker-cable and
contact resistances. (The load impedance in this discussion
is defined as that existing at the loudspeaker terminals. Iam
treating the loudspeaker as an electro-acoustic "black box"
here, not delving into its inner structure, which includes
several finite resistances.)
As single-ended tube amplifiers have output resistances
in the 2-5 ohm range, Isettled on amedian value of33 ohms
for this investigation. This results in adamping factor (8
ohms) ofjust 2.4.
One detail required resolution: Should the listening test
be conducted with the volume setting unchanged, or should
the average midrange loudness be adjusted to take into
account the attenuation introduced by the resistor? If the
speaker system used could be considered as an 8ohm design
in the region responsible for perceived loudness, then the
drop in level would be exactly 3dB.
Clearly the power level should be raised to take into
account this loss. But by how much? A simple rise in level
is hard to judge, since the loudness gain will be uneven over
the frequency range In practice, as with loudspeaker listening
tests, all the assessors can do is to judge loudness by ear.I
Two loudspeakers were auditioned for the listening tests:
1In Stereophdès comparative loudspeaker listening tests, we have found that equalizing the B-weighted spis does give subjectively similar loudnesses.
—JA

the Wilson WATT V and the Audio Physic Tempo. The
former is anearfield monitor, consequently showing a
forward mid-treble and ashy, well-damped bass. Used in
afree-field position, its quality and character are instantly
recognizable. By contrast, the Tempo (reviewed in Vol.17
Nos.8 and 11, pp.103 and 169, respectively) has afull, welldeveloped bass octave and generally good mid-treble balance—but is perhaps alittle rich in the low-treble range. Fig.1
shows the Tempo's impedance characteristic, fig.2 its on-axis
frequency response when driven by amplifiers with source
impedances of 0.1 ohms and 3.3 ohms, respectively.
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Fig.1 Audio Physic Tempo, electrical impedance magnitude (2
ohms/vertical division).
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Fig.2 Audio Physic Tempo, on-axis frequency response when driven by
an amplifier with an output impedance of 0.1 ohms (top) and 3.3
ohms (bottom). Note overall drop in level and significant change in
midrange balance (5dB/vertical division).

lbst 1, WATT V: The Watt Vis nominally a5-6 ohm loudspeaker. The calibrated loss in loudness due to the simulated
source resistance was therefore asubstantial 3.6dB. (Note
that with an even-lower-impedance speaker, the output
impedance of atube SE amplifier will result in an even greater
loss in loudness.) No sense could be made of the comparison, so Iraised the volume by 4dB to match the subjective
loudnesses.
What afascinating result! The resistor feed dramatically
shifted the tonal balance of the Wilson WATT, with the
general view that it now sounded more like afree-fieldoptimized design. In particular, the bass was louder and better
balanced with the series resistor, revealing pretty good power
61
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Denon's lifelong philosophy of "Design Integrity" has led us to constantly improve audio quality in all phases
of the reproduction chain—including circuitry for Home Theater. As aresult, off-the-shelf IC components like those
used by our competitors, are no longer good enough for Denon's AVR-2500 Audio/Video Receiver. The new Denon
AVR-2500 features Dynamic Discrete Surround Circuitry,

DeS•C

which employs discrete surround circuitry

plus an 18-bit digital converter in the DSP stage. (Most competitors use lower bit converters.)
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Just as discrete components allow an audio system to be optimized for better sound, Denon's DDSC
produces more accurate, more realistic surround sound by reducing Total Harmonic Distortion, by increasing
Signal-to-Noise and minimizing DSP quantization noise.
Naturally, the Denon AVR-2500 also features the latest audio and FM circuitry,
\\ R-1500

such as multi-zone capability for playing different programs in different parts of your home and personal memory
fields for one-button recall of your favorite, custom tailored surround sound stages. The AVR-2500 and AVR-1500
also feature the RDS Smart Radio System, which lets broadcasters offer you additional, invaluable information,
services and conveniences, either on the front panel or via On-Screen Display on the AVR-2500.

*De

Denon AV Receivers: DSP surround sound, advanced features and uncompromised High Fidelity.

RADIO DATA SYSTEM

"SMART RADIO"

Denon Electronics Division of Denon Coworation (USA), 222 New Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054 (201)575-7910
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DENON
The First Name in Digital Audio

I
TISN'T POSSIBLE TO SEPARATE THE SOUND OF AN AMPLIFIER FROM THE

CHANGES IT MAY IMPART TO THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND BASS DAMPING OF A
SPECIFIC LOUDSPEAKER.
and extension. The midrange sounded open, fast, and articulate, the treble airy and sparkling. The balance was alittle
brighter than before, but not to the point of upsetting the
overall presentation. If anything, stereo perspectives were
judged to be superior, with increased spaciousness and amore
holographic projection of midrange depth.
Forgive me if Ipoint out at this juncture that some of these
characteristics are often promoted by the manufacturers of
costly SE tubed amplifiers, and yet here they were achieved
by the simple use of aresistor costing just 50e!
It must also be noted that, while the above does describe
agenuine quality improvement in the case of the WATT V
"misused" in afree-field application, there were none of the
engineering elements present that could be associated with
better sound—such as abetter amplifier.
Test 2, lbmpo: While the calculated loss was 3dB, given its
nominal 8ohm load, the subjective loudness of the Tempo
was not greatly impaired by the 3.3 ohm series resistor. If
anything, certain frequency regions, such as the midbass, were
slightly louder. Overall, without any attempt at level matching, the bass loudness was similar but less even, with aloss
of extension. Interestingly, the bass did not sound significantly boomier or less well-controlled. On amore subtle
level, the listeners perceived losses in bass rhythm and impact.
Perceptible shifts in tonality were apparent—there seemed
to be more presence and edge definition, yet these were
achieved without hardness or glare. The sound appeared to
have opened out somewhat. And, again, afeeling of enhanced
focus was heard in the midrange, though the impression of
depth was now thought to be impaired.
Remember that the complexity of the human hearing process will mean that some of these observed effects result from
subtle loudness changes alone. For example, one effect of a
slight drop in level is to increase the sense of distance from
the perceived soundsources.
For the next set of comparisons, the replay level with the
series resistor was increased by 2.5dB to restore the subjective
impact and loudness of the program material. Now those
previously misleading interpretations of fidelity caused by
level reductions in certain frequency regions were blown
away. This speaker, with its relatively neutral balance, was
recognized as showing clear signs of awarped personality
with the series resistor!
The Tempo sounded less neutral with the series resistor.
Its vocal balance, for example, was lightened and higher
pitched. Cellos were emasculated, sounding more like violas
than cellos, while the treble was projected. This can be attractive on some dull-sounding material, but causes undesirable
emphasis on others. The Tempo's bass was now unquestionably inferior to that with normal drive. Less even and wellcontrolled, the low frequencies were less apart of the whole
sound. By whatever psychoacoustic association was at work,
the bass appeared to lose drive and impact, percussive power
and rhythm.
On the plus side, gains were perceived in the midrange
focus, depth, and perspective—these are the sorts of changes
aspeaker designer can introduce by judicious control of frequency response within aspecified tolerance (see the sidebar).
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

Often aprice has to be paid for such indiscretions, different kinds of music revealing them as false tonal emphases
or colorations.

COMMENT

These anecdotal tests only go to show the remarkable complexity of sound-quality changes that can result from using
an amplifier with asignificant source impedance. Even
experienced critics—sorry, Ido place myself in this category
—find it very difficult, if not impossible, to separate these
physical and acoustic interactions from the overall perception
of sound quality. We have to accept that moderate tonecontrol effects—unfamiliar response changes over limited
sections of the overall frequency range, allied to changes in
level—can significantly alter perceived sound quality in all
its many aspects. And, in my view, it isn't possible with any
confidence to separate the sound of an amplifier from the
changes it may impart to the frequency response and bass
damping ola specific loudspeaker.
A tubed SE amplifier may be of very high intrinsic quality,
but its sound will always be hard to pin down, due to this
unavoidable load interaction. The one exception will be with
loudspeakers that have flat impedance characteristics. However, as such speakers tend to be 4ohm designs, there will be
an undue loss of overall power when they are driven by singleended tube amplifiers—something that is hard to accept given
the limited power delivery available from such amplifiers.
Evaluations of SE amplifiers tend, therefore, to degenerate
into asearch for that one special speaker—generally an offthe-beaten-track design—that has exactly the right response
and impedance characteristics that its sound will be optimized
when driven by an SE amp. Thus, the critic is rewarded, his
skill in "system matching" vindicated, and the SE amplifier
transports him to audio heaven.

SONIC SPEAKER AIL
ORING
It's not readily appreciated that aloudspeaker's treble
balance exercises apowerful control over perceived clarity,
right into the midrange. The perception of aloudspeaker's
quality hinges strongly on the balance the designer has
achieved between the midrange and treble levels—both
in the on-axis frequency response and in the acoustic
power delivered to the room.
This is very critical, and if aspeaker system lacks sufficient clarity, the designer may be led, intuitively or
deliberately, to lift the treble power to improve thine.
It is amazing what can happen with as little as 0.5-1dB
of treble lift, but this is avery dangerous procedure, as
too much treble energy will disturb the neutrality and
tonal accuracy of the sound. Violins become edgy, flutes
breathy, and vocalists have too much toothy or sibilant
emphasis. In addition, treble-dominant sounds no longer
sit back in the soundstage, where the record producer
nded them to be.
—Martin C,olloms
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THE GOLDMUND LINEALTM INTERCONNECT

Introduced in January 1995 the new Goldmund Lineal Interconnect

• New Goldmund "Semiconductor Dielectric" coaxial wire.
• Maximum noise 5pc.
• RF loading network built in the termination plugs.
• Using the Goldmund proprietary "Cold-Soldering" technology.
• Ultra-low high-frequency reflection factor.
• Pre-burned in a 8 hours thermal cycle for crystal restructuration.
• Available in 1and 2 meter pairs as standard length.
• Available in any length on special order.
• Very long connection capability.

GOLDMUND
SWISS MAOE
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A CASE

HISTORY

To close, Ioffer areal-life example oían experienced critic
who got the right musical result with an SE amplifier for the
wrong reasons, and in the process unknowingly corrected
aspeaker problem.
My colleague Ken Kessler and Irecently co-wrote areview
of the Wilson WATT/Puppy V speaker system for the English
magazine Hi-Fi News & Record Review? We ran into some trouble in our assessment of the speaker. The test samples had
been drawn from early production, which had generally been
well-received by customers in the US.
Though the speaker's balance was fine in large listening
spaces—especially in US-style timber-frame houses—a
moderate flaw in the form of an excess in upper bass centered on 90Hz became apparent, even obvious, in smaller
rooms—especially in apartments and houses of concrete or
brick construction.
Ken bravely fought the fight for system matching, discovering that he could optimize the sound of the Wilson
System V. His intuitive solution was to drive the speakers
with single-ended amplifiers: the Cary 805, a Unison
Research from Italy, and the Paravicini-designed EAR 954.
Using these amplifiers, Ken was amazed to find that, contrary to his expectations, the upper-bass excess of the Wilson
speaker had been tamed. "Amazed" because, given the intrinsically good sound quality of these SE amplifiers, we know
that the WATT Puppy is apretty rough load, and that historically it has favored tight, gutsy amplifiers—generally
solid-state.
Ifound the answer to this apparent paradox while per2HFN/RR, January 1995, p.28.

forming the test mentioned in this article. It turns out that,
while the new WATT is close to a6ohm load and is fairly
constant over the main frequency range, the new Puppy is
atougher load than the old, falling to around 2.5 ohms in
the 90Hz region, and typically averaging 4ohms. Now Ken's
results could be explained! The high SE source impedance
acted as an attenuator/damper for the Puppy, depressing its
errant upper bass. In addition, the upper range covered by
the WATT was now attenuated less overall, changing the balance between the two units.
The figures are instructive: assuming a3.3 ohm SE source,
the WATT is attenuated by 3.8dB. The Puppy, however, is
stepped back by an average of 5.2dB, and by 7.2dB at 90Hz.
Given tolerances for the exact value of source impedance in
the frequency range concerned, you have exactly the -3dB
correction this speaker requires?
Ken's story was concluded with Wilson Audio supplying the factory-specified 15 ohm damping resistors for the
Puppy woofers. With these connected across the outputs of
the woofer crossover feeds—an easy retrofit—the system now
sounded bass-light and lacking in slam when driven by the
SE amplifiers, mandating Ken returning to agutsy, solidstate amplifier to complete his evaluation.
It is easy to extrapolate from this tale to other circumstances. Consider, for example, aneutral speaker that is not
optimally placed in aroom. A high amplifier impedance may,
in conjunction with that speaker's characteristic load impedance, deliver abetter tonal result. Most of the credit will go
to the change in amplifier, not to the unseen variable of source
impedance.
3Since October 1994, the Puppy V has been fitted with aresistor to the crossover.
This damps the Puppy's motional impedance interaction with the crossover, thereby
giving 3dB of control at 90Hz—the offending point.

JD-2 TURNTABLE
In the tradition of Jadis ...

A new affordable

transport is available to those who desire the
finest reproduction of CD performance.

NORTHSTAR
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CONTACT NORTHSTAR FOR DEALER INFORMATION
Tel: (212) 987-1724

1255 Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y.
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MEET THE STARS. BE ASTAR

AT HI-FI '95

DOUBLETREE HOTEL/LOS ANGELES AIRP
APRIL 28-30, 1995
Maybe you won't mix and mingle with
Hollywood's rich and famous at HI-FI '95
this April in Los Angeles. But you could
be surprised—you will rub shoulders
with the stars of high-end hi-fi for three
exciting days. They're all coming!
The top designers and manufacturers
will bring the best hi-fi equipment in the
world and set it up professionally for you!
We've lined up agreat cast of exhibitors!
You'll see stars like David Wilson, Jeff
Rowland, David Manley, William Z. Johnson, Dan D'Agostino, Kevin Hayes, Steve
McCormack, Dennis Had, Ron Fone,
Tony Federici, Matthew Bond, John
Dunlavy— the Top Stars of the High End!
For EXHIBITOR INFORMATION
contact: Ken Nelson
Nelson and Associates, Inc.
62 Wendover Road
Yonkers, NY 10705
Phone (914) 476-3157
Fax (914) 969-2746

HEAR MORE EQUIPMENT
IN THREE DAYS THAN
IN AYEAR OF VISITING
INDIVIDUAL STORES.
Shop for all your accessories and hard to-find LPs and CDs. Hear live music all
three days. One ticket admits you to all
three days—pay nothing extra for any of
the special events, including the live concerts! All you have to do is be at the
Doubletree Hotel/Los Angeles Airport
the weekend of April 28-30, 1995.

Don't miss the fun! The editors of Stereophile
will be there, along with other audiophiles
from all over the world. The Stereophile HighEnd Show is amajor international event!
You'll meet John Atkinson, J. Gordon
Holt, Bob Harley, Tom Norton, Larry
Archibald, Dick Olsher, Bob Deutsch,
Jack English, Jonathan Scull, Guy
Lemcoe, Peter Mitchell, Kristen Weitz,
and all the stars of Stereophile.

Plan to have the time of your life in Los
Angeles! The Doubletree has an extraspecial weekend rate for the Show. Call
them directly at (310) 216-5858 to reserve.
Tickets available at the door! Attend all
3days for $25. Show hours: Friday IIAM
to 8PM, Saturday 10AM to 7PM, and
Sunday 10AM to 6PM.
NEW!
Trade-Only Hours
Contact: Maura Rielanc
(505) 982-2366

EXHIBITOR BRANDS (a partial ist)
AID/S I
ACARIAN
ACCLAIM
ADYTON
Airs
ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS
APATURE
APEX
APOGEE
ARCICI
ARS
ARTEMIS
ASTRÉE
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
AUDIBLE I
LLUSIONS
AUDILE
AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIO NOTE
Audi:, POINT
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIODYNE
AUDIOFON
AUDIOPRISM
AUDIOQUEST
AUDIOQUEST MUSIC
AUDIOTRUTH
AVALON
AVI
BEM

BALANCED AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY

BASIS
BEL CAN IO
BLUES AND JAZZ SPECUOIST
BOULDER
BPI
CABLE COMPANY
CALIFORNIA AUDIO L
ABS
CAMBRIDGE
CARDAS
CARVER
CARY AUDIO
CELLO
CHAMELEON
CHESKY RECORDS
CLARITY RECORDS
CLASSÉ
CLASSIC RECORDS
CREDO
DA-LITE
DCC
DEWS
DENON
DMP CDs, LPs, MDs
DUNLAVY AUDIO LABS
DWIN
DZURKO ACOUSTICS
Erlomy
ENERGY
EsOTERIC SPEAKER PRODUCTS
FAROUDJ
A
FoRSELL

GIMELL
GóElra MI
GOLDEN STRING
GOOD CD GUIDE
GRAMOPHONE MAGAZINE
GREEN MOUNTAIN
GRYPHON
HARMONIA MUNDI
HARMONIX
HEADROOM
Hsu RESEARCH
HYPERION
I
LLUMINATI
I
NFINITY
J. ALLAERTS
JADIS
JECKLIN
JEFF ROWIAND DESIGN
GROUP
JMLAB
JOLY
JOSEPH AUDIO
JOULE ELECTRA
JUSTICE
KIMBER KABLE
KING RECORDS:
SUPER ANALOGUE
KLAVIER
KRELL
L
ANGEVIN
LEGEND AUDIO

LINE STAGE
LYRITA
Use SOUND
MADRIGAL
MANLEY
MARTIN- LOGAN
MAVRICK
MCCORMACK
MCI
NTOSH L
ABORATORY
MERIDIAN
METAXAS
MICHAEL GREEN DESIGN
MIRAGE
MIT
MONITOR
MONSTER CABLE
MUSE
MA RECORDINGS
NEW
NAKAMICHI
NBS CABLES
NEUTRIK
NHT
NONSPEAKER
OMNI FLEX
OPUS 3
PANAMAX
P
ARASOUND
PASS
PLATINUM
PLINIUS
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POLYFUSION AUDIO
POPE
PRECISION POWER
PROCEED
PROPRIUS
PSB
PURIST AUDIO
QED
RARE VINYL
REEL TO REAL
REFERENCE 3A
REELECTION AUDIO
ROKSAN
ROOMTUNE
RorEL
RUNCO
SCHWANN PUBLICATIONS
SENNHF.ISER
SHAKTI
SHEFFIELD Use
SHELLY STEREO
SHORELINE
SIGNET
SILTECH
SNELL
SOLO
SONIC FRONTIERS
SONORAN
SONY
SOUND L
ABS
SPECTRAL

SW<
STFREOPHILE
SUTHERLAND
SYMPHONIC LINE
SYMPOSIUM ACOUSTICS
SYNERGISTIC RISEART H
TANNOY
TARA LABS
TARAVISION
TARGET
THEIL
TIMBRE
TOTEM
TOWNSHEND
TRANSPARENT AUDIO
TRANSPARENT CABLE
ULTRA SYSTEMS
V.
P.
I
.
VALVE AMPLIFICATION
PRODUCTS
VANDERSTEEN
VIDIKRON
VTL
WADIA
WATER LILY
WAVEFORM
WBT
W ELL TEMPERED
W ESTLAKE
W ILSON AUDIO
YAMAMURA SYSTEMS

ORDER HI-FI '95 TICKETS HERE AND SAVE $7.
dr•_4°

Send me _

advance tickets to Hl -Fl '93 at 518 each. ticket good for all 3days.

NAME
APT.

ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
HOME PHONE
WORK PHONE
D Check enclosed (Payable mStereophile, HI-Fl '95)

CARD NUMBER
SIGNATURE

CHARGE MY: 17 VISA D MasterCard El AmEx

EXP. DATE

For rooms at the Doubletree call (310) 216-5858. Hotel reservations fax is (310) 670-1948. Mail in postpaid
WorldRadioHistory
envelope to: HI-FI
'95, PO. Box 5529 Santa Fe, NM 87502. (305) 982-2366 Or fax your credit-card ticket order
NOW to: (505) 989-8791.

Ti-10MAS J. NORTON, PETER

W .MITCHELL, J.

GORDON

H OLT, ROBERT HARLEY,

ROBERT DEUTSCH, WES PHILLIPS, JONATHAN SCULL, AND STEVEN STONE
REPORT FROM THE LARGEST—EVER WINTER CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW

THOMAS j.NORTON

T

wo bags for Las Vegas?" the Southwest Airlines
check-in attendant asked, obviously unaware
that my CES cap, CES jacket, CES sunglasses,
CES carry-on bag, and CES decoder-ring/directory could
signal no other early-January destination. A brief look of
bewilderment flashed across her face as she hoisted an empty
suitcase—destined to be filled with literature during the
trip—onto the conveyor belt.
68

ON HIGHLIGHTS
The 1994 WCES was impossibly big. This year, an improving economy promised an even better—and worse—
experience. Better because arobust consumer-electronics
market guarantees new, exciting products; worse because
no singlejournalist, intrepid or otherwise, could even hope
to cover everything interesting—never mind the endless miles
of electronic debris clogging the aisles of the main venue,
the Las Vegas Convention Center.
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This WCES clearly had an overflow of exhibitors, as indicated by the additional exhibits at the Hilton, the Sahara
(high-end audio and "adult" videos), the Mirage (Home Theater and more high-end audio), and various other unofficial hotels, and by the huge tents erected in what used to be
the parking lots of the Convention Center. By comparison,
last Summer's Chicago Show was aflea circus. This year, even
Las Vegas itself was overshadowed. Well, almost.
The mood at the Show was wildly upbeat. Exhibit rooms
were busy, except on the last day (for some reason, this Show
ran Friday through Monday instead of the usual Thursday
through Sunday). The Mirage, in particular, was buzzing with
activity—a clear indication of the growing importance of
Home Theater to the industry. The Sahara wasn't exactly
Boise after midnight, either. If the high-end rooms there
weren't packed in the fashion of aStereophile Hi-Fi Show, they
certainly didn't appear to lack for productive traffic.
All of the "big stories" at CES revolved around technology—present or near-future—which either uses data
reduction, makes more efficient use of the data space available
in agiven format, or demonstrates new formats with more
data space. Some, in fact, use all three concepts.
The first of these challenges to the status quo, and the one
most likely to find its way first into your listening room, is
HDCD. 41 As RH describes in his Show report, most of the
usual suspects demonstrated HDCD-equipped DIA converters this WCES.
The second story, while less likely to trip up the sensoryblitzed attendee on every corner, wasn't hard to find. Eight
separate demonstrations of Dolby's AC-3 1discrete digital,
surround-sound, multichannel (5.1) format were scheduled
—all using identical laserdisc-based prototype program material furnished by Dolby (excerpts from True Lies, Speed, and
The Mask).
The Pioneer and Denon presentations in the Convention
Center, if not inspiring, were at least encouraging. Pioneer's
presentation consisted of their prototype AC-3 receiver
(which is scheduled for summer '95 release) and M&K loudspeakers. The demonstration sounded rather lean and too
crisp, though neither hard nor edgy. On all of the film
excerpts, Iwas struck by the fact that the musical scores were
coming primarily from the surrounds—a distraction Iam certain the filmmakers never intended. Three hours later, Isat
through the demo again, and the result was the same as the
first session.
Denon's demo sounded fuller and richer, although the
vise-like grip these soundtracks should have on the listener
just wasn't there. Ihad a"that's nice" rather than a"Wow!"
reaction. But at least the music stayed up-front in this demo,
indicating that what Iheard in the Pioneer booth was not
aformat problem.
1AC-3—rather than the more correct term, Dolby Surround Digital—seems to
be catching on as the moniker for the system. (AC-3 is actually the name of Dolby's
proprietary data-reduction algorithm which is the foundation of the format.) Spoken
directly, Dolby Surround Digital is amouthful. The more convenient abbreviation,
DSD, was showing signs of public, if unofficial, adoption. But DSD is probably
too similar to DTS—Dolby's prime rival in discrete digital surround in the theater and, soon, in the home—for comfort. Not to mention potential market confusion. Dolby therefore appears to be making no effort to discourage their system
being tagged as AC-3.

The best AC-3 demos Iheard (and Iwas only able to catch
four of them, two twice) were from EAD/Vidilcron (EAD's
Theatermaster decoder, White Audio Labs amplifiers, and
Venture loudspeakers from Belgium—the last of which, as
Iwrite this, are unavailable in the US) and JBL/Runco
(Dolby prototype decoder, JBL Synthesis II loudspeakers).
The latter was the only demo using home THX equipment,
including THX re-equalization (a tapered high-frequency
rolloff) in all channels.
Both demonstrations were strikingly good given their
film-sound origins; the EAD was closer to an audiophiletype sound, the JBL/Runco had amore aggressive, "pro/
theater" sound—though, Ihasten to add, that sound was
similar to that of afirst-rate movie theater using afull-range,
discrete multichannel soundtrack as asource. EAD used
direct-radiating surrounds in the back of the room, JBL used
dipoles at the sides. In these brief demonstrations, Icame out
with no clear surround-configuration preference—dipoles
vs direct radiators—for use with adiscrete surround-sound
format.
As to the possible sonic impact of AC-3's data reduction,
the best demos Iheard were very promising. Iwas particularly struck by the lack of unnatural edge or bite in the
dialog—a problem which has driven me to distraction in
many digital theatrical presentations.
At least two AC-3 discs should be available by the time
you read this: Clear and Present Danger and True Lies, with
approximately 15 titles promised by the end of 1995. Expect
the first AC-3-capable processors and players to be in the
stores by early spring. Expect to find products from EAD
and perhaps Perreaux on the processor end, and Runco, Pioneer, and EAD on the laserdisc-player side. Pioneer, in particular, has awhole new line of standard laserdisc players,
with all but the bottom of the line having the RF outputs
needed for AC-3. Introduction of these players is scheduled
for April '95 or earlier, with new Elite models planned for
summer. There should be aflood of AC-3 hardware by the
end of the year.
In last month's "Industry Update" column (p33), JA and
Icommented on our experiences with DTS Zeta, the datareduction algorithm planned for use by Dolby rival DTS in
the latter's discrete Home Theater format. That algorithm
proved to be rewardingly transparent. Despite my encouraging observations on the AC-3 demos above, nothing about
them told me just how accurately AC-3 replicates the original,
uncompressed master tapes. Until we know that, there will
be no way ofjudging the degree of transparency inherent
in Dolby's system.
DTS was to have held their own demonstration at CES,
but their scheduled demo/press conference room fell through
at the eleventh hour? leaving them without the chance to offer
to Dolby ahead-to-head challenge at akey juncture. Nevertheless, the first 5.1-channel DTS/Zeta CDs were announced
2Two other explanations were heard for the DTS non-demo: that they weren't quite
ready to demonstrate the system, and that Steven Spielberg-1 think you know
who he is—was to be the guest of honor but couldn't make it. It's no secret that
the first DTS-format disc is expected to be aspecial edition ofjurassic Park. Terry
Beard, head of DTS, told me that the system is up and running in Los Angeles.—
where apress event may well take place before you read this—and that roomscheduling problems were responsible for the CES no-show.
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BEYOND YOUR EXPECTATIONS
WITHIN YOUR REACH

Introducing McCormack's
award-winning musicality recreated
in new compact components.
MICRO LINE DRIVE
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MICRO HEADPHONE DRIVE

MICRO PHONO DRIVE
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eadopt circuits and
parts from our full-size
electronics to take

advantage of the many benefits of

MICRO POWER DRIVE

downsizing: shorter signal paths, less
signal processing, limited space
requirements, lower prices.
Contact

McCormack Micros.
Same McCormack sound. Same

McCORMACK

McCormack quality. Smaller size
with an exciting new high tech look.

us for the name of the nearest dealer where
you can see and hear them yourself.
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542 North Highway 101 •Leucadia, CA 92024 (619) 436-7666
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THE 1995 WCES MAY HAVE BEEN THE BIGGEST CES EVER.
(though not demonstrated) at the Show by Mobile Fidelity
International (not the same company as the more wellknown Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab).
The third technological eye-opener, literally, was the proposed Sony/Philips Digital Video Disc, or DVD. To keep

this report to manageable proportions, I've written my
impressions of this system in an Industry Update in this issue.
And even if you're not interested in video, Isuggest you read
it anyway—exciting audio-only implications are possible
with this format as well.

PETER W .M ITCHELL ON HIGHLIGHTS

I

tmay have been the biggest CES ever, with 2000 exhibitors showing more than 40,000 products—so many that
asingle observer couldn't possibly see them all during
the four short days of the Show. Evidently it was avery successful Show for manufacturers and sellers, and many CES
attendees were delighted by the cornucopia of new product
introductions. But Icame away from the Show feeling that
it was largely an experience of disappointments and missed
opportunities. Perhaps my advancing years are merely turning
me into acurmudgeon, but at many demonstrations I
couldn't help thinking how much more impressive and persuasive the demo could have been if it had been done alittle
differently. ..
Take, for example, the arrival oflaserdiscs with AC-3 coding for 5.1-channel Dolby Surround Digital sound. As
expected, major Japanese companies unveiled laserdisc players
with AC-3 outputs, and surround processors with AC-3
decoding. More interesting, several high-end audio companies also demonstrated Home Theater sound with AC3decoding. Iwent to several of these, hoping they would
provide much better sound than what the mass-market Japanese companies were doing, and that they might even show
off how very impressive AC-3 sound can be at its best.
But most demos fell far short of that goal. For example,
whoever set up the EAD demo ignored the psychoacoustic
principles governing the perception of ambient surroundsound. Normally, for best results, the surround speakers
should be mounted on the side walls, and should be high
above ear level so that their sound is diffused by reflections
off the upper walls and ceiling. But EAD's surround speakers
were mounted on low stands at ear-level in the room's rear
corners. Consequently, the perceived level and character
of the reproduced ambience varied greatly with listener
location—good at the back of the room, but weak in the
prime viewing area.
The most impressive AC-3 demo at the Show used JBL
speakers and aRunco video projector. But even there, the
sound of familiar film excerpts lacked the deep-bass punch
I've heard in many Hollywood theaters. Every demo used
the same AC-3 laserdisc, produced by Dolby for the occasion;
but Ihave the distinct impression that what Iwas hearing
was 5.0-channel sound, without the ".1" sub-bass channel
that provides 10dB of extra headroom for bass impact you
can feel. Icame away from the WCES wondering whether
the subwoofers were simply turned down, or whether the
0.1 track had been omitted from the AC-3 demo disc.
Of course, the fundamental problem with the CES demos
is what they did not show. They demonstrated only that AC-3

discrete surround provides more precise localization of sound
images than matrixed Pro Logic can. The far more important
issue is whether AC-3 coding accurately reproduces the original discrete 5.1-channel sound. Dolby could have provided
afar more impressive and persuasive demo had they done
an A/B comparison of adiscrete 5.1-channel soundtrack
(played from an ADAT or DA-88 eight-track digital tape)
vs the decoded playback from an AC-3 laserdisc. Listeners
could then hear for themselves whether the reduction of 5.1
channels of sound to a384kb/s composite code involves any
compromise in sound quality. But no one did this at CES.
(Three weeks later, Widescreen Review performed such acomparison among the AC-3 demo disc from CES, asimilar DTS
demo disc, and adiscrete 5.1 tape in DA-88 format. In asystem that induded multiple subwoofers, the compressed AC-3
code sounded good and the 0.1 track delivered its desired
impact. See this issue's "Industry Update" for areport on
this comparison.)
A similar question applies to the Pacific Microsonics
HDCD® system. During CES, several high-end manufacturers demonstrated HDCD playback by playing Reference
Recordings CDs through players equipped with HDCD
decoding circuits. These demos showed that Keith Johnson
makes nice recordings, but it was impossible for listeners to
judge anything about the worth of the HDCD process. If
HDCD playback actually resembles the sound of a20-bit
master tape, as claimed, why not demonstrate this with a
direct comparison? And if HDCD playback really is better
than conventional 16-bit CD sound, why not show this?
It would be easy to do: Using Johnson's master tapes,
Pacific Microsonics could easily run off CD-R or DAT versions (in conventional 16-bit code) of several recordings that
Reference Recordings has issued on HDCD-encoded CDs.
Then CES attendees could have compared the conventional
16-bit sound against the decoded HDCD, and could have
judged for themselves the improvement that HDCD is
alleged to provide.
Why did Pacific Microsonics fail to provide these comparisons? There is also the question of compatibility: it would
be illuminating to hear HDCD-encoded CDs played with
and without decoding, so that listeners could judge whether
undecoded playback is adequately compatible with the original sound; but this wasn't done in any of the several HDCD
demos that Iheard. As Isaid, maybe I'm becoming an old
grump; but Iget irritated when manufacturers claim asonic
advantage, then repeatedly fail to provide avalid comparative
demo that would enable listeners to evaluate the claim for
themselves.

IGET IRRITATED WHEN MANUFACTURERS CLAIM ASONIC ADVANTAGE,
THEN REPEATEDLY FAIL TO PROVIDE AVALID COMPARATIVE DEMO.
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jitter sources. In addition, the
Cesium features a custom transmitter chip designed to remove
jitter inherent in the S/PDIF data
stream. Jitter can be further
reduced
through
a unique
approach to balanced operation.
The proprietary transmitter allows
the option of operating our
processors as balanced mono

he international standard
for time measurement is the
Cesium-Beam Oscillator, an
atomic clock. Nothing is
more consistently accurate.
When Resolution Audio
began design of aCD transport, we sought to develop
the most accurate, low-jitter
output possible. The Cesium
CD Transport is the culmination of our extensive R&D
efforts.

units by splitting the conventional
left/right data stream into two
digitally balanced signals. The left

Based on the Teac VibrationFree Rigid Disc-Clamping
System (V.R.D.S.) drive mechanism, the Cesium o:fe-s
precise tracking performance. An overhead turntabie
clamps and supports the disc, significantly reducing -racking errors.

and right balanced streams are
then fed to apair of Reference 20
or Quantum processors, one
dedicatec to each channel. By transmitting phase-canceling
data, signal-induced jitter is eliminated at the transmitter.
To learn more about our products call, fax, or e-mail. Then
go listen and hear foi- yourself the potential of digital audio.

While we couldn't use an atomic clock, we did isolate alowjitter crystal oscillator at the outputs, negating up-stream
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J. GORDON HOLT ON HOME THEATER

A

aah, Winter CES. Traditionally held the week following the year's most hectic holiday season, the
Show That's Not To Be Missed seems to roll around
each year with the inevitability of April 15. Nobody seems
to mind, though, because, while most of the country is busily
engaged in making winter, Las Vegas holds out the promise
of blue skies, balmy temperatures, and intemperate partying.
It almost makes the inevitable after-Show flu bug seem
worthwhile.
Except this time it didn't happen. The lovely weather didn't
materialize—save for one bleakly chilly day of depressingly
gray cloud cover, it rained the entire time Iwas there. Neither
did Iget the flu—my post-WCES malaise this time was nothing worse than acold.
Yesterday's paper reported adownturn in consumer purchasing during December, but it appears to have missed highend audio dealers. Ican't remember the last time so many
CES exhibitors were so upbeat about The Biz. If Home
Theater was cutting into their business as much as claimed,
high-end audio manufacturers seemed largely unaware of
it. Dealers were actively seeking out high-end products,
orders were being taken, and everyone seemed to be walking
around wearing an idiotic "What, me worry?" grin.

of complaint. Eight exhibitors were demonstrating AC-3
at the Show: Audio Design Associates, Enlightened
Audio Designs/Vidikron, Denon, JBIJRunco, Kenwood,
Perreaux/Monitor Audio, Pioneer, and Yamaha, with several more showing mockups of AC-3 decoders to come. I
only got to hear the Denon, EAD, JBL/Runco, and Pioneer demos, but what Iheard from those led me to believe
that AC-3 may not be as bad as we had feared. None of them
sounded fabulous, but then neither did most of the other
active exhibits Iheard at this Show. Most important, though,
none of the AC-3 demos Iheard had the steely-hard high
end I've heard in one AC-3-equipped movie theater after
another—including Dolby's own screening room.
Ihave to tell you that, if you've decided you like derived
surround-sound, you're going to wet your pants at discrete
surround—there just ain't no comparison! First off, even at
its best, derived surround effects seem tentative in comparison
with the real thing—as if the effect is sort of at the rear instead
of being definitely and unambiguously there. Even with a
properly calibrated Dolby decoder, the surround effects are
often insufficiently loud or firmly localized. (The front/back
balance adjust in asurround system is likely to get almost
as much use as the volume control.)

I
FYOU'VE DECIDED YOU LIKE DERIVED SURROUND-SOUND,

YOU'RE GOING TO WET YOUR PANTS AT DISCRETE SURROUND.
The ranks of Home Theater manufacturers have swollen
since the last Show, but few of the newcomers are from the
high-end community, and few of the Home Theater products were more than barely distinguishable from each other.
Nearly all the new surround processors offered DSP rather
than ambience extraction for music, and most of the new
loudspeakers were dinky subcompacts for people with
limited space and abudget to match. There's nothing wrong
with aiming low, of course, but it makes for dull reporting.
So Iwon't. Instead, I've included only those cheapies that
seemed for one reason or another different from the common herd.
In Home Theater, the 1995 WCES was the Show when
AC-3 arrived, welcome or not. What? You haven't heard of
AC-3? You haven't read all the diatribes in these pages about
the industry's stampede adoption of a"standard" format for
discrete multichannel sound that none of us has ever had a
real chance to evaluate for sound quality? Well, read on.
AC-3 is Dolby Labs' proprietary data-reduction system,
now being used in many movie theaters for multichannel
digital audio from optical soundtracks. Many critical listeners
have observed an unpleasant treble steeliness in AC-3equipped theaters, and suspect that it may be due to AC-3's
very heavy-handed data reduction. Listeners have been much
more favorably impressed by acompeting system, Digital
Theater Sound, which was introduced with Steven Spielberg's dinosaur epic,Jurassic Park. DTS is loaning out "black
boxes" so that members of the audio press can compare
processed with unprocessed signals. Dolby Labs, however,
has done nothing to dispel the widespread skepticism about
AC-3, except to issue Official Reassurances that it's "essentially perfect!' So, which system does the laserdisc industry choose for discrete surround? AC-3, of course. What else?'
The audio industry has signed on with hardly amurmur
3But DTS is not planning on rolling over and playing dead.

—TIN

And it goes without saying—although I'll say it anyway—
that discrete surround suffers from none of the decisionmaking limitations of logic-steered derived surround. Dolby
Pro Logic can hard-place asingle sound effect at the rear,
but it can't place it at rear left or rear right, and it can't begin
to place two different sounds in those locations simultaneously.
AC-3 has no problem with any number of simultaneous
source directions. Neither does it seem to suffer from the
pumping—direction-hopping—that's sometimes apparent
from steered derived-surround reproduction. In other words,
even if we subsequently find that AC-3 has some serious
shortcomings in the fidelity department, it offers almost
limitless possibilities for the reproduction of real threedimensional space in the home—as well as countless challenging new ways for creative record producers to make a
complete botch of arecording.
But there's agnat in the syrup: AC-3 decoding is useless
with any program material that isn't specifically AC-3
encoded—you'll hear what it can do only from new recordings, which aren't always the best musical performances of
anything. If you want to hear 3-D space from existing recordings, there's still only one way to do it: with derived L-R
information. And most surround decoders still don't do it
right.
See, the industry has this mindset that equates surroundsound with Home Theater. And Home Theater surround
means movie soundtracks with specifically encoded surround, and Dolby Pro Logic decoders with logic steering.
Encoded surround is correlated and recorded in opposite
phase in the stereo channels, but un-encoded surround
information—such as that which occurs naturally and inadvertently on music-only recordings—is uncorrelated and
random in phase, and doesn't take well to logic steering. The
randomness doesn't give the steering circuits anything to lock
on to, and their resulting trial-and-error indecisiveness is
73
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"...Regardless of where
we stood, the presentation
of voices and instruments
remained stable and the
tonal balance correct...
(with the SS-M7ES, Sony)
has achieved an unqualified
success...
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MM phono stage and tape loop, asubwoofer output, and
two S-VHS and four composite video inputs.
Although the Xeta One (of course) includes aDolby Pro
Logic mode, Arcam demo'd it at CES in its "Hall" DSP
mode, because "video is an intrusion on the senses that obfuscates the evaluation ola system's sonic attributes." (I couldn't
have said it more awkwardly myself, but Iagree with the
sentiment—you hear alot more in the sound when your eyes
aren't occupied.)
The Xeta One also has aHafler-type L-R surround mode
for music; a"Dolby 3" mode that drives asteered left, right,
and center channel without surrounds; aDolby Phantom
that's like Dolby Pro Logic, for systems without acenter
speaker; and astraight-through "purist" stereo mode, which
has optional bypass of tone and balance controls. An onscreen graphics display can be invoked to facilitate source
selection and adjustment. All this for $1900.
Classé Audio announced the Model SSP surround-sound
processor, which has remote control, 11 audio inputs, and
five video inputs. Operating modes include THX, Pro Logic,
Stereo, and Mono. The SSP is so new that the blurb sheet
was vague—even the price hadn't been firmed up yet,
although it's expected to list for around $3500. The SSP can
control three different programs, and direct them to three
different listening rooms.
Kinergetics unveiled anew line of soon-to-be-TI-DC electronics bearing the Chiro brand name, after Kinergetics'
prow Tony diChiro. The C-800 surround processor includes
an FM/AM tuner with 16 station presets, two Dolby Cinema
modes, and two music modes, including astraight stereo one,
all for $2000—less than half the price of its Kinergetics counterpart! The C-200, C-300, and C-500 amplifiers incorporate
Kinergetics' "award-winning" ICDP distortion-canceling
circuit, and are all rated at 140W into 8ohms. They differ
only according to the number of channels: the 200 is atwochannel unit, the 300 athree-channel unit, and so on. The
five-channel C-500 lists for $2000, or $400/channel—which
makes it one of the lowest-cost THX amps you can buy.
Luxman was showing (but not playing) their RV-371 AN
receiver, which includes two 75W outputs for the front L
and R, and three 55-watters for the other three speakers. (For
subs, there's aline-level output to drive an external amp.) Its
non-Pro Logic surround modes use DSP instead of L-R
extraction, to simulate "standard" spaces rather than to try
to recover spatial information from recordings. This thing
is about as flexible as you could want, and has multiroom
control for people who never want to be away from their
music. Formerly priced at $2000, it is now $1295.
NAD introduced the $800 model 917 integrated tuner/AV
decoder and controller, which has aunique "Controlled
Dynamic Range" circuit that can compress program
dynamics to permit listening at low volume without losing
quiet speech—a boon to late-night viewers and people with
noise-sensitive neighbors. Surround modes include Dolby
Pro Logic and several other film and music settings.
Onkyo showed three new Home Theater electronics products, all of which have Dolby Pro Logic and anumber of
room-simulation DSP surround modes. The Integra TXSV727DSP A/V receiver delivers 100Wpc of power in stereo
mode, 80W to three front channels, and 25W each to the rear
in surround mode. The receiver has four video and six audio
inputs, and eight surround modes and multiroom/multisource operation—all for $850. The $750 TX-SV525DSP
and $650 A-SVS620DSP are essentially similar but lowerpowered.
Parasound debuted the $850 PSP-1000 A/V processor/

preamplifier, which supplements its Dolby Pro Logic mode
with three DSP music modes (Stadium, Hall, and Club), and
supplements these with something they call "Unified Surround Field," which "blends and contours center-channel
information back into the right and left channels, and provides
amore seamless left, center, right channel soundstage."
0-kaay!
Yamaha unveiled two Pro Logic receivers featuring several
DSP modes, and an "Encore 1" six-speaker Home Theater "starter" package. This is acomplete 5.1, the speakers are
diminutive (the biggest is the center speaker, at 17" wide by
5" high), and the price is $400 for the works. The subwoofer,
with a61
/""woofer," is claimed to deliver "solid bass down
2
to 30Hz." Now there's acredibility stretch!
The $550 RX-V590 is a5.1-channel receiver with surround modes for Pro Logic, Cinema, and digital simulations
ola variety of acoustical spaces. (DSP adds spatial and directional effects in the music modes, rather than just extracting what's on the recording.) It delivers 75Wpc to the three
front speakers, 20W to the surrounds. The ".1" is asubwoofer
output that requires an additional amplifier. The $1500 RXV2090 is an all-stops-out seven-channel receiver that has
Dolby Pro Logic, two Cinema DSP modes (35mm and
70mm), and seven DSP room modes. Rated at 100Wpc for
the fronts, 35Wpc each for the surrounds, it is "AC-3 ready"
in that it has discrete inputs to be used with an optional, outboard AC-3 decoder.
Atlantic Technology introduced the System 350—a
remarkably compact THX loudspeaker system priced at a
modest $3000, which includes two powered subwoofers.
The sub amplifiers are rated at 175W each, and each module
has a12" woofer. The sound was.. .
well, THX, but there
was so much racket from anearby booth that Icouldn't really
tell much else. Atlantic was also showing the new System
220 surround system, aslightly (by $400) more modest version of their $1475 System 250 (see my review elsewhere in
this issue).
Boston Acoustics, whose $1450 THX speaker system
Isomehow managed to overlook in my last Show report,
debuted two Home Theater additions to their Lynnfield line.
he rest of acomplete Lynnfield surround system was
introduced this fall.) The VRS surround, asmall wedgeshaped dipole surround unit for wall or ceiling installation,
is listed at $300/pair including mounting brackets. The $600
VR500 is apowered subwoofer with aclaimed 3dB-down
point of 27Hz, and abuilt-in continuously variable crossover
network.
Counterpoint unveiled acomplete Home Theater system,
including aTHX-certified amplifier, which features the same
high-quality parts as those used in other Counterpoint products: 1% precision metal-film resistors and WIMA polypropylene capacitors. The $1395 HC-808 Surround processor supplements the usual Dolby Pro Logic movie mode
with astraight Hafler-style-plus-delay ambience extraction
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SPECTACULAR SOUNDSTAGE!

By replacing the conventional Rctary Switch with
Analog Transmission Gates for input selection,
we have done far wore than improve reliability.
We have accomplished a significant sonic
improvement, because Electronic Switching
avoids bringing, al' inputs from both channels into
close proximity, which reduces Crosstalk and
vastly improves Channel Separation (greater
than 100dB).
The result is a remarkably open and broad
Soundstage
with
Superb
Accuracy
and
BreathtaKing Depth!

DIGITAL INPUTS

Yes the 940 car be
configured with Direct Digita inputs,, with the
optional 2C-bit, 8 times oversampling DAC
module, providing both coax and optic inputs.
This is the same converter module which is the
heart of our highly acclairredl models 800 aid
900 off board DACs.
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30 Ward Road

Lancaster,
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mode and aDSP "hall" mode for music. There's also astereo
bypass that shuts down the surrounds and their processing,
to deliver aminimalist two-channel signal path.
The $1595 HC-818 Controller is abasic audio source
switcher and volume/balance controller usable with any
audio-only system, but it also offers fixed-gain outputs for
use with the HC-808, which has its own volume and balance controls. It handles seven input sources plus two tape
decks. The HC-828, designed for use only with the 818, is
avideo source switcher with five inputs (S-VHS and composite) that can feed up to three monitors and aVCR. The
828 is still in the design phase and hasn't been priced yet. All
three are controlled simultaneously with asingle remote
control.
Counterpoint's THX-certified Solid la power amplifier
($1395) is rated at 120W. You can save some money by ordering it without the THX logo. The $995 1M is half of the la,
and is intended for driving acenter-channel speaker. The
ultra-compact satellite-subwoofer loudspeakers, named after
famous movie palaces (Bijou, Orpheum, and so on), include
the usual L/R front speakers, asingle-tweeter/double-woofer
center speaker, apair of dipole surrounds, and adual 8" subwoofer and crossover in aspeaker stand, for use only in pairs.
The entire system, including two subwoofers, sells for around
$2500. (A larger, as-yet-unpriced subwoofer—the Carlsbad
—was also on display, but isn't yet available.)

and downplay the video aspect of the demonstration. The picture was
therejust to allow them to cue the video-based program material and
little more.—TJNI
New England Audio Research (N.E.A.R) was showing asuite of compact Home Theater speakers that looked
as if they actually were designed for Home Theater, but their
demonstration was less than impressive. It was hard to tell
what they sounded like, because there was so much interference from adjacent booths; nonetheless, the bass was
unmistakably heavy, loose, and boomy. Bad room? Bad setup?
Bad subwoofers? Icouldn't tell. Nice highs, though. The
video, from Runco's ICÍFV-II system, was excellent, although
the gray scale was typical show-type: purplish lowlights,
greenish highlights N.E.A.R!s Home Theater speakers have
cutesy-pie names reflecting ayachting theme (don't ask why),
and the complete system, induding one "Boom" 5subwoofer,
lists for alittle over $300!
Polk Audio, which has never exactly championed the view
that less is more, was showing the Signature Reference Theater, acomplete seven-piece Home Theater speaker system
comprised of 35 drivers! The surround speakers are switchable from dipolar to bipolar (point-source) dispersion patterns, and the two subwoofers are powered models boasting
300W/side, mounted in enclosures that double as stands for
the front Land R speakers. The $6500 price includes two
subwoofers.

Y

OU CAN SAVE SOME MONEY BY ORDERING COUNTERPOINT'S SOLID iA
AMPLIFIER WITHOUT THE THX LOGO.

Linaeum doesn't claim that its unique looped-ribbon
speakers were designed for Home Theater, just that they're
well-suited for it. They're right. The system they were showing was not exactly for the budget-strapped. The front lefts
and rights were the Linaeum model 9Bs ($17,500/pair), which
comprise separate towers for the main speakers and awoofer
array; the surrounds were the Linaeum model is ($1750/pair);
and the center speaker was an LFX ($425). Their impressive demo had some of the most natural sound Iheard at the
Show.
Linaeum was using aRunco 900 projector with aFaroudja
LD-100 line-doubler, and getting adamned nice picture.
Their projector had the most neutral gray scale of any Isaw.
(All the others had purplish lowlights and yellow/greenish
highlights.)
Magnepan introduced two compact planar Home Theater
speakers for use with their stereo biggies: acenter-channel
unit 30" wide by 10" high, and gently curved for wide dispersion; and aside-wall-mountable surround speaker about
8" wide by 24" high. The surround speaker pivots in its wall
mount, so it can be angled for optimum side-null cancellation or folded flat against the wall when not in use. Tentative prices are $800 for the center speaker and $450/pair
for the surrounds. To show that center speakers should be
as good as regular L/R speakers, the Magnepan demonstration used two of the new center speakers, about 8' apart, as
the front left and right speakers to give aphantom center
channel. However, the relatively minuscule video monitor,
maybe 20" diagonally, was dreadfully misadjusted, and
looked as if the picture tube was on its last legs as well. The
sound was quite good, but as aHome Theater demo, this did
not show Magnepan in avery good light. [Magnepan informed
me prior to the Show that their intent was to put thefocus on the sound

A Home Theater loudspeaker doesn't have to be THXcertified to embody THX design principles. PSB introduced
aStratus C6 center-channel loudspeaker and an Ambient
II dipolar surround speaker—both non-TI-DC, but unmistakably modeled along THX lines. The C-6, for example, uses
two vertically arranged tweeters to narrow the speaker's vertical dispersion—a THX requirement. The surround speaker
is adipole—also aTHX requirement. Acknowledging the
ongoing controversy over dipoles vs point-source surrounds,
PSB's Paul Barton explained (in the blurb sheet) that "extensive study and fundamental research" led him to conclude
that dipoles are "best if you place them properly!' That could
be aquote from the folks at THX. An unusual feature of
PSB's dipole, though, is a"quasi-all-pass" filter that allows
both of the dipole's woofers to operate in-phase at low frequencies, providing better bass extension than is possible from
conventional dipoles. Power response is quoted as aremarkable 75Hz-20kHz ±3dB. The Stratus C6 lists for $750, the
Ambient II for $450/pair.
SSI was showing what is probably the lowest-cost complete surround system available. The Cineplex 1500 packages
everything you'll need to get up and running with remotecontrolled Dolby Pro Logic surround, including all interconnects, for an incredible $300. $800 will buy their Cineplex
1500, which boasts 40Wpc instead of 25—still an absurdly
low price. Even their System 5200 A/V surround processor, with all the usual bells and whistles plus amultimedia
I/O port and motorized volume control, is only $350. These
things must be made by indentured rain-forest pixies to be
able to sell so cheaply!
5Ignore the unfortunate connotation. The boom is the big floppy stick at the bottom
oía yacht's mainsail.
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aluitraca
Proudly Introduces the Best Value in Tube Amplification
Again
The all new Stereo 80 advances the tradition of affordable excellence that made Dynaco tube
electronics the most popular in history. Designed by a team of audio's most gifted engineers. the Stereo 80's
sophisticated circuitry is enhanced by the highest levels of construction and parts quality An aesthetic and
ergonomic masterpiece, the Stereo 80's faceplate incorporates an ingenious bias adjustment system which
allows each output tube to be fine tuned for opimurn performance, while a mode selector switch gives the user
a choice between ultralinear power and triode purity. The Stereo 80, like its legendary predecessors, delivers a
combination of virtues at odds with its modest cost. Once again, Dynaco brings the musical magic of a world
class tube amplifier within reach of every audiophile.
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ROBERT HARLEY ON DIGITAL

T

he 1995 Winter CES will be remembered as the
Show where High Definition Compatible Digital (HDCD®) became acommercial reality. No
fewer than eight high-end-processor manufacturers showed
HDCD-based digital processors, with another eight
announcing plans to include the Pacific Microsonics HDCD
decoder/filter in their upcoming products. The HDCD processors demonstrated ranged from the $795 Audio Alchemy
DDE V3.0 to the $15,950 Mark Levinson No30.5 Reference
Digital Processor—with every price range in between
represented.
Next to the introduction of HDCD-fitted processors, the
most interesting new development shown at the CES was
undoubtedly Sony's and Philips' Digital Video Disc (DVD),
aCD that holds up to 135 minutes of very-high-quality digital video. I'll let Tom Norton discuss the video aspects of
DVD in "Industry Update"; what interested me was the
potential for this new disc format to provide much-higherquality audio than conventional CDs.

T

HE

The possibilities are nearly endless. With adata capacity such
as this, who needs data compression and the audible degradation it imposes?
Before you get your hopes up, Sony and Philips must get
other companies to agree to any proposed formats for this
new technology—see this issue's "Update" Although neither
Sony nor Philips would discuss such a"Super CD" at their
press conference, they did say that "many other applications
are possible in the future!' Isensed, however, that anew CD
audio standard may be in the works for introduction several
years from now.
Back at the Show itself, Audio Alchemy unveiled five
new digital products: two digital processors, two jitter attenuators, and aCD transport. At the low end of the scale was
the $159 DAC MAN, aminiature digital processor that has
integral analog output cables (made by TARA Labs), and uses
the Crystal CS8412 input receiver and the tiny new Crystal
CS4330 DAC described in last month's report from the
Audio Engineering Society convention.

NEW DISC COULD HOLD MORE THAN TWO HOURS OF
20-BIT AUDIO DATA SAMPLED AT 96ICHZ!

While aconventional audio CD's storage capacity is about
780 megabytes, the new Sony proposal increases this to a
whopping 3.7 gigabytes (3700Mb).6 [The Toshiba proposal is
even bigger, at 4.8Gb per side—Ed.] Quite apart from the obvious implications for data storage (such as the proposed High
Density CD-ROM), multimedia applications, and home
video, the new format opens the door for ahigher-quality,
audio-only format. For example, the new disc could hold
more than two hours of 20-bit audio data sampled at 96kHz!
Or five discrete audio channels with fe 44.1kHz sampling
rate and 16-bit coding! Or five HDCD-encoded channels!
6You can calculate aCD's storage capacity by multiplying the 16-bit word length
by the sampling rate of 44,100Hz. The product, 705,600 bits/second, is then multiplied by two (left and right channels) to get the total data rate per stereo second
(1,411,200 bits/stereo second). By multiplying the result by 60 seconds to get the
data rate/minute, we find that the rate is 84,672,000 bits/stereo minute. We can divide
the result by eight to get the number of 8-bit bytes/minute (10584Mb/stereo minute).
Multiplying 10.584Mb by the number of minutes on aCD gives us the CD's total
data capacity (783.216Mb, assuming amaximum playing time of 74 minutes).
Note that CD-ROM holds slightly less data because of CD-ROM's additional
layer of error detection and correction. Finally, you should know that aCD's audio
data capacity is only about athird of the raw data recorded on aCD: the other twothirds is EFM coding, block formatting, error-detection and -correction data, and
subcode.

Audio Alchemy's more ambitious processor—the $799
DDE V3.0, which uses the HDCD decoder/filter—is, to my
knowledge, the least-expensive HDCD-based processor on
the market. When used with Audio Alchemy's transports,
the V3.0 can be connected by the I
2Sbus to completely eliminate the jitter introduced by S/PDIF transmission between
transport and processor.
The two new Audio Alchemy jitter busters are the $295
DTI Plus, aredesign of the original DTI; and the $599 DTI
V2.0, which is essentially aDTI Pro without resolution
enhancement. The two processors and jitter attenuators
should be available by the time you read this.
The new Audio Alchemy transport, the DDS Pro, features
the Pioneer Stable Platter mechanism. This massive transport
is Audio Alchemy's attempt at afull high-end design. The
projected retail price is in the vicinity of $1300.
Finally, Audio Alchemy announced new software for the
DTI Pro that makes the unit compatible with HDCD-based
processors. The new software leaves alone the 16th bit where
the HDCD control code lies. Without the updated software,
the HDCD control code would be changed by the DTI Pro,
eliminating the decode benefits of HDCD. No price for the

ROBERT HARLEY'S 1995 WCES BEST SOUNDS OF THE SHOW
My best sounds were to be found in the Spectral and
Genesis Technologies rooms. Spectral played HDCD
recordings through their SRD-2000 Digital Processor
Pro, DMC-20 Reference preamp, DMA-100 power amp,
MIT MI-350 interconnect and MH-850 cable, and
Avalon Radian loudspeakers. The sound was absolutely
stunning, despite the small hotel room.
In the Genesis room, the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II
processor fed by the Jadis transport drove an Audio
Research LS5 Mk.II preamp and Audio Research VT150
monoblocks. The loudspeakers were the new, $13,000

Genesis Vs. The Genesis Digital Lens jitter-reduction and
reclocicing unit was used between the jadis transport and
the SFD-2 Mk.II.
Two other rooms struck me as having unusually good
sound for aShow. First, the Thiel CS7 driven by Mark
Levinson electronics was impressive The production CS7
that was being demonstrated sounded significantly better
than the prototype Iheard at last June's Chicago CES.
Second, Exposure's Casey McKee got agreat sound
from the Sonus Faber Extremas powered by Exposure
electronics.
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the ultimate
surround sound
Life is stressful. You could spend afew thousand dollars rushing to aweekend getaway at a
rejuvenating retreat. You could mortgage your home for one of those "quiet as arecording
studio" motor cars you've seen on television. Or you can keep the family fortune and
relax in the sanctity of your own home with apair of Sennheiser headphones.
Discover the ultimate in surround sound...at abudget you can easily afford.
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software was available at press time?
The new Crystal CS4330 DAC (used in the Audio
Alchemy DAC MAN) is also found in California Audio
Labs' $350 Gamma digital processor. The Gamma has coax
and TosLink inputs, aback-lit front panel, and separate power
supplies for the analog and digital circuits.
Madrigal Audio Labs, makers of the Mark Levinson
and Proceed products, introduced anew CD transport, a
digital processor with HDCD decoding, and showed an
HDCD upgrade to the No.30.5 Reference Digital Processor. The new No.36 processor and No.37 transport, the first
such products to bear the Mark Levinson name since the
References Nos30 and 31, are priced and styled to complement the company's No38 preamplifier, at just under $4000.
The No.36 uses four Burr-Brown PCM1702 DACs for
true differential operation, and uses aversion of the jitterreducing "smart FIFO" buffer developed for the No.30.5
processor. The Pacific Microsonics HDCD decoder/filter
chip is standard. The No.37 uses anew technology developed by Madrigal in which the output reclocking circuit
slaves all other clocks in the transport. The transport is also
distinguished by the super-slim (
1
/
8") aluminum drawer that
nearly disappears into the front panel.
Just as Isuspected when Isaw that the NPC filter chip in
the No.30.5 was socketed, that processor was designed to
accept the HDCD chip when it became available. Adding
the HDCD decoderater chip to the No305 is simply amatter of replacing the filter chip and an EPROM—see my
Follow-Up in this issue. The upgrade takes only afew
minutes, and, best of all, costs less than $100 (plus labor).
(If you bought a No.30.5 after November 1, 1994, or
upgraded aNo30 to No.30.5 status since that date, the
HDCD upgrade is free.)
The two new Proceed digital products are the CDD CD
transport and DAP (Digital Audio Processor) digital processor. The CDD uses the same reclocking scheme as that
in the Mark Levinson No.37 transport, but with asimpler
mechanism. A final price wasn't available at press time, but
7You can tell if your HDCD processor is HDCD decoding by the front-panel
LED marked "HDCD"—a feature mandated by the HDCD license

the CDD is expected to sell for less than $2500. The DAP
features four Analog Devices AD1860 18-bit ladder DACs
used differentially, five digital inputs (AES/EBU, BNC, RCA,
ST-type optical, and TosLink), and incorporates adigitaldomain volume control for driving apower amplifier directly.
The Proceed PDP and PDT components have been discontinued.
Theta Digital's new product at the Show was the Data
III transport. Like the Data and Data II units, the Data III
is based on avideodisc mechanism, but this time on aPioneer
unit instead ola Philips. The III has three transformers; a
low-jitter output-reclocking circuit; three digital outputs,
including AES/EBU, optional ST-type optical, or Theta's
LaserLinque optical system; and a"CD Direct" mode that
turns off all the video circuits when playing music. Access
time on CDs is much faster on the new mechanism than it
was on the older Datas Iand II. The projected retail price is
$2500.
Melos also showed avideodisc-based transport, the $1295
Digital Drive Deck, which is based on the Sony mechanism.
An upgraded version with a"jitter filter" at the output is
$1795. Melos also showed their $1995 1-Bit processor ("1Bit" is the product's name), which is also available in a
balanced version for $2295.
Accuphase introduced anew CD player anotch higher
in the product line than the acclaimed CD-65 reviewed by
Tom Norton in October oflast year (Vol.17 No.10). The gorgeous DP-75 uses eight DACs/channel (instead of the four
in the DP-65), and sells for $9995.
Krell Digital had one new digital product at the Show,
the Krell Playback System KPS-30i—a less-expensive version
of their popular ICPS-20i. The ICPS-30i integrated CD player
features atop-loading design, software-based digital filter,
isolated laser-suspension systems, and 20-bit differential
DACs. In fact, the $4500 ICPS-301has exactly the same filter,
DACs, and output stage as the $9000 KPS-20i. The differences are mostly in the transport and build. Nonetheless, the
KPS-20i looks and feels like aplayer costing much more.
Incidentally, Krell claims ajitter specification of "0 pico-

Theta Digital Data Ill transport
Mark Levinson No.37 transport

Mark Levinson No.36 D/A processor
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Do you have confidence in purchasing premium caole today ?Do you rely on
the input of friends, reviewers, retailers ... the cable manufacturers ?
Straight Wire has gained an enviable reputation and loyal following by
producing cables of extraordinary performance ana value coupled with service
and consumer support second to none. The Virtuoso series is unique in
offering two versions for precise system matching. Platinum for most solid state
electronics and dynamic speaker combinations. Gold for tube components
and planar speaker systems. Changing your components soon -don't worry Virtuoso-trade in policy allows you to re-select optimal cables for aminimal fee.
Maestro II series advances the highly regarded original Maestro in many ways.
Contact your local dealer for details and afree in-home audition.
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1909 Harrison St. #208 -Hollywood, FL 33020 USA *Phone 305-925-2470 *Fax 305-925-7253
For the dealer nearest you call 1-800-683-4434
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seconds" (!?) for the KPS-30i.
The product which struck me as having the most potential
for offering good sound at an affordable price was Classé's
first digital product, The DAC, which features four BurrBrown PCM63 DACs, the HDCD decoder/filter, adiscrete
class-A output stage, alarge power supply, and aproprietary jitter-reduction circuit located right next to the DACs.
The DAC, designed by ex-Threshold engineer Michael
Bladelius, is housed in abeautiful chassis that has a1
/"-thick
2
front panel. A peek inside the unit revealed very high parts
quality, abeautiful layout, and nice build. Surprisingly, The
DAC's retail price is only $2995.
The Digital Lens, described by Genesis 'Ibchnologies
co-founder Paul McGowan in the interview with him in the
February Stereophile (Vol.18 No.2), made its debut at this
Show. The Lens takes in S/PDIF data from aCD transport,
strips out the subcode, puts the audio data through amemory
buffer, then reconstructs the S/PDIF signal and outputs it
with alow-jitter clock. The Lens also has afeature that allows
the user to add dither. Production is scheduled for this month,
with asuggested retail price of $1500. Although no A/B comparisons were possible at the Show, the sound in the Genesis
room was terrific.
The award for the most attractive, innovative, andfun digital product at the Show was Nakamichi's Dragon CD playback system. The Dragon name has been used only twice
before in Nakamichi's history, and both products (a turntable and cassette deck) brought innovative technical solutions
to bear on what seemed like insurmountable problems. The
Dragon is athree-piece system consisting of asix-disc CD
changer, adigital processor, and apower supply—all finished in drop-dead gorgeous black piano lacquer and rose-

Nakamichi Dragon CD playback system

wood side panels. A unique isolation system suspends the
chassis on the side panels, with additional suspension inside
each unit. The digital processor has no display: instead, the
control and display functions are located on the outboard
power supply. The six-disc capability is based on Nakamichi's
Music Bank mechanism, first used in Nakamichi's 1000 CD
transport (see my review in June 1992, Vol.15 No.6). Ifound
the sound excellent in Nakamichi's listening suite, with the
Dragon at the front end of achain consisting of the Mark
Levinson No38 preamp, No.20.6 monoblocks, and B&W
801s. The Dragon, which has far too many features and
refinements to describe in aShow report, will sell for $9800.
Artech Electronics, importers of the British Audiolab
line of products, showed the Mk.II version of their popular 8000DAC digital processor ($1195), along with the new
8000CDM CD transport. The front-loading 8000CDM
transport ($2175) features the Philips CDM-9 Pro mechanism with adisc clamp, AES/EBU and coaxial outputs, 10
power-supply regulation stages, aseparate clock line for use
with the 8000DAC Mk.II, and acustom display driven by
Audiolab's own software.
The most innovative approach to removing jitter was
shown by Resolution Audio. This young company, founded
by recent MIT graduates, has developed aclever trick to eliminate the S/PDIF interface as ajitter source. Rather than transmitting the left and right channels together, as everyone else
does, the Resolution Audio Cesium transport sends the data
on separate left and right XLR cables, with the data inverted
in one conductor. Resolution's Quantum, or Reference, digital
processors receive this mono, balanced data, and convert the
balanced digital signal to analog. Note that two D/A processors are required for "Balanced Data" operation. The result
is almost complete cancellation of signal-correlated jitter.
Resolution's measurements (using the UltraAnalog S/PDIF
analyzer) show adramatic reduction in jitter using this technique. If you don't have the Cesium transport, Resolution's
Chronos Jitter Attenuator will convert conventional S/PDIF
to the Balanced Data format.8
Spectral showed avery promising new processor, the
SDR-2000 Pro. Designed by Keith Johnson, the SDR-2000
uses the HDCD decoder/filter and custom UltraAnalog
DACs in what appears to be avery well-thought-out design.
The sound of this $8195 processor was fabulous.
Parasound has become an HDCD licensee, and intends
to revamp their digital-processor line to include HDCD
decoding. The company showed amockup of their DAC2000, which uses an UltraAnalog input receiver, UltraAnalog
DAC, the HDCD decoder/filter, and an all-discrete output
stage. BNC, RCA, AES/EBU, and ST-type optical inputs
are standard. The DAC-2000 is projected to sell for about
8Resolution Audio's White Paper on Balanced Data includes an excellent overview ofjitter and how it affects the sound of digital audio. It is recommended reading
for anyone interested in the subject. They can be reached at (408)866-7994 (phone),
(408) 866-7995 (fax), or resaudioOnetcom.com (e-mail).

Audiolab 8000DAC Mk.I1 digital processor

Audiolab 8000CDM CD transport

Spectral SDR-2000 D/A processor
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ebelieve the CS7 sets anew
standard in budspeaker
performance. By combining new

design techniques and materials

with innovations and refinements developed
over the last 18 years, the CS7's
exceptionally accurate reproduction of all
tonal, spatial, transient, and dynamic
musical information provides an
extraordinarily realistic, involving musical
experience. We invite you to audition it with
the music you love most.
The CS7's Coherent Source°design
incorporates several distinctive features:
•Co-axially mounted tweeter and midrange
drivers are used to achieve correct time
alignment, regardless of listener position.
The midrange driver incorporates aunique
"waveguide" mounted to the diaphragm's
surface to eliminate typical co-axial
frequency response problems.

o

•The front baffle is constructed of thick cast
concrete to provide extremely rigid
unting of the drivers and to reduce
ed vibration.
•All drivers are THIEL designed and use
ta Idiaphragms to provide resonance free
ration for very uniform frequency
response.
•All driv

se 0-11EL's short coil/long gap
for extremely low distortion.

•The 12 inch woofer uses avery heavy
10 pound magnet and ashort coil/long gap
motor system with stabilizing copper rings
for exceptionally clean, high output bass
performance extending to 23Hz.

o

THIEL

ultimate performance
loudspeakers
o
Suggested Retail Price $8900/Pair •Call or write for literature and the name of your nearest1HIEL dealer.
WorldRadioHistory
1111EL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky
40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427 •Fax: 606-254-0075

Parasound C.E.0 TL 2CD transport

$2000. Parasound also demonstrated the new $2995 C.E.C.
I'L 2belt-driven CD transport, aless-expensive version of
their popular TL 1($4650).
Adcom introduced their GDA-700, an upgrade to the
popular GDA-600 Ireviewed ayear ago (Vol.17 No3). The
unit features an UltraAnalog AES20 low-jitter input receiver,
HDCD filter/decoder, and Burr-Brown PCM1702 DACs.
This $995 processor should be available in quantity by the
time you read this report.
In the mainstream audio world, CD changers dominate
the market with nearly 80% market share of all CD mechanisms. NAD has attempted to bring audiophile sound to
aCD changer with their new 517, afive-disc CD player with
coaxial digital output. The 517 uses Bitstream conversion,
and carries aprice of $599.
Enlightened Audio Designs (EAD), one of the first companies to embrace HDCD, introduced arange of HDCD
processors at the Show. EAD's processors with the "Series
III" designation have HDCD decoding and filtering, along
with EAD's "Digital Flywheel" jitter-reduction circuit. The
DSP-1000 processor and CD-1000 CD player are available
in both Series II (no HDCD or Digital Flywheel) and Series
III versions. The DSP-7000 and DSP-9000 processors, along
with the TheaterMaster, are available only in the Series III
configuration. The DSP-1000 Series II sells for $995; the
DSP-1000 Series III is $1450; the CD-100 Series II retails
for $1595; the CD-100 Series III costs $1995; the DSP-7000
Series III is $2450; and the DSP-9000 Series III sells for
$5950.
Counterpoint has added HDCD decoding to their DA-10
digital processor. Although the DA-10 was designed to accept
different DAC modules, the unit can also be retrofitted with
the HDCD decoder/filter. A new DA-10 now sells for $2395
with HDCD; owners of existing DA-10s can upgrade to
HDCD for $495. The upgrade price also includes Counterpoint's jitter-reduction circuit, which adds asecond PLL
to the Crystal CS8412 input-receiver circuit.
DPA (once known as Deltec Precision Audio) has
revamped their line of digital processors, and have associated themselves with anew US distributor, Audiophile
Imports. The company's Little Bit and Bigger Bit have been
replaced with the Renaissance ($995) and Enlightenment

ightened Auaio Designs u

-Y4JUli berms

iii

($1395) processors. DPA now makes atransport, the $1195
Enlightenment Drive, along with the $1495 Renaissance CD
player. The Enlightenment Drive has aseparate clock input
for lower-jitter operation when used with DPA processors.
DPA also makes the higher-end PDM Ten Twenty Four
($9995) and PDM Two Fifty Six ($5995) processors.
Wadia Digital introduced anew CD transport, aCD
player, and two digital processors. The Wadia 22 transport
is based on the Pioneer Stable Platter mechanism, and
includes ST-Type optical, AES/EBU, S/PD1F, and TosLink
outputs. At $2000, the Wadia 22 is their most affordable
transport. The Wadia 23, which began shipping late last year,
is the newest and least-expensive ($2750) Wadia CD player.
The unit runs Wadia's custom 16x-oversampling decoding
algorithm on AT&T DSP chips, and features Analog Devices
AD1865 DACs.
In the processor arena, Wadia showed the Wadia 26, a32xoversampling "Digital Decoding Computer" that replaces
the X-32 processor. The $2750 unit has balanced outputs,
and every digital input interface as standard. Finally, the Wadia
25 processor replaces the Wadia 15, the former incorporating
adigital-domain volume control so that the unit can drive
apower amplifier directly without the need for apreamplifier.
The Wadia 25 uses Burr-Brown PCM1702 DACs, and carries asuggested retail price of $4750-

From left to right: Wadia Digital 23 CD player, 22 CD transport, and 12 and 26 D/A processors
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Pure, substantial, permanent.
Platinum's sheen personifies
elegance rather than dazzle.
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Extraordinary in their
sleek, refined appearance.
A masterful command of
the sonic spectrum. English
designer Phil Jones presents
anew generation of
loudspeakers that unite
dynamic agility with the
emotions of music.
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PLATINUV
Platinum Audio Limited,10 Commerce Park North, Unit 12, Bedford, NH 03110, USA Tel: 603-647-7586 Fax: 603-647-7290
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($4950)—a 106-lb. three-way floorstander. Quadrature's
DSP box doesn't have a"Bypass" switch, so Icouldn't tell
what role digital signal processing had in producing the
sound; but, once again, the sound was first-rate: open, clean,
with excellent focus.
Although the vast majority of loudspeakers use dynamic
(je, moving-coil) drivers, the electrostatic principle continues
to attract adherents, and WCES had several new/improved
models to offer. Martin-Logan had the long-awaited
replacement for the Sequel II, the SL3 ($3195), which is still
an electrostatiddynamic hybrid, with avariety of improvements based on Martin-Logan's experience with the development of the delectable little Aerius. The initial demo that I
heard involved Martin-Logan's Home Theater setup played
at such alevel that something (amp or speakers) was audibly
distorting. Played at amore comfortable level, the Mobile
Fidelity Muddy Waters Folk Singer CD (UDCD-593) came
across much better, with the hear-through quality characteristic of the best electrostatics.
Sound Labs' Pristine is now the Pristine III ($6500), and
has acquired arather ungainly looking, but apparently effective, stand. The Pristine III's electrostatic magic was present
in full force with arecording of Bill Evans playing anumber
from Michel Legrand's underrated score for The Young Girls
of Rochefort.
Making their North American debut at WCES were two
new'hybrid models from Audiostatic: the ESH-50 ($2195)
and the ESH-100 ($2995), both of which feature higher
sensitivity than previous Audiostatic models.
Electrostatic Research's Model II ($3295) continues to
evolve, and now has revised electrostatic elements and anew
woofer. Driven by White Audio Labs electronics, they
sounded clean and tidy.
Ithink of ribbons and planar magnetic drivers as occupying
the middle ground between conventional moving-coils and
electrostatics—a touch of the exotic for those who can't quite
accept the idea of having to plug in their speakers. Apogee
Acoustics added three new members—all of which use anewly
developed 4" ribbon—to their range of ribbon hybrids. The
$1000 Ribbon Monitor turned out to be one of the more controversial speakers at the Show—some people Italked to loved
it, others hated it. I'd have to put myself closer to the latter
camp. "Pie Jesu," from Lloyd Webber's Requiem, had way too

Apogee Acoustics Ribbon Monitor loudspeaker

much sibilant emphasis. (Sibilants are generally aproblem
on this recording, but Apogee's new speaker—or possibly
something else in the system—was exaggerating it.)
Iwas quite impressed with the latest version of the ribbon
hybrid, the $2000 AL III, from Carver Corporation (that's
right—the corporation, not the man). The 4' (not 4") ribbon
used in the speaker is the same as the one they supply to Genesis on an OEM basis. The ribbon is combined with a
dynamic woofer. According to Carver's Jim Croft, the
ribbon-manufacturing process has recently been brought
under tighter control, with resulting improvement in the
driver's frequency response; the woofer and enclosure have
been redesigned, and some changes have been made to the
crossover. The AL III looks like alot of speaker for the money.
Driven by the Carver Research Lightstar amplifier and the
new Lightstar passive preamp, the pair of AL Ins sounded
very good indeed until the multikilobuck CD player they
had on loan packed it in. Perhaps they should have used one
of those Radio Shack portables. ..
The claim to fame of Mavrick's new ribbon hybrids is an
endosure designed to absorb the rear wave—a technique they
call CRW (defined as "captured rear wave" in one piece of
Mavrick literature, "contained rear wave" in another). The
latest Nonspeaker Ribbon Reference ($5500) has four proprietary mid/high ribbon drivers, aribbon ultrahigh tweeter,
and two subwoofers.
Speakers with enclosures shaped like boxes may perform

PETER W .M ITCHELL'S 1995 WCES BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW
Traditionally, the highest goal of an audio system has been
to create the illusion that the listener has been transported
from his or her living room to the studio or concert hall
where the music is being played. In that light, the most
impressive sound Iheard at CES was created by the Snell
RCS 1000 six-channel digital room-correction system.
In the October 1992 "As We See It" (Vol.15 No.11), I
described how the two-channel SigTech processor corrected the speakers' amplitude and phase response at the
listener location, canceling room reflections and standing
waves. The $12,000 RCS 1000 applies such corrections
to each channel of a5.1-channel Home Theater array,
providing the most perfect matching of main and surround speakers that I've ever heard. As aresult, playing
stereo CDs through the ambience-extraction mode of
asurround processor, Iexperienced an amazingly holo-
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graphic re-creation of the space where each recording was
made.
The speakers were Snell's flagship Music and Cinema
array, so they sounded quite good even without the correction. The calibration curves on the computer screen
confirmed that, except in the low bass, the RCS 1000 was
applying only small corrections to the system's frequency
response. Yet these small corrections transformed very
good sound into great sound—removing slight timbral
colorations, tightening the focus of the stereo image,
deepening the soundstage, and more convincingly
separating the space around each instrument from the
sound of the instrument itself. Oddly, the processing
seemed to remove constraints on the sound that Ihadn't
known were there—the sound became more relaxed,
open, and free.
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CONRAD-jOHNSON PF2AND MF2300
Solid-State Components Without Solid-State Sound

Too often, solid-state audio components
sound harsh, edgy, grainy, and dimensionless. This is so common among solidstate designs that audiophiles readily
identify this unmusical sonic signature as
"transistor sound". At conrad-johnson,
we have long believed that these audible
distortions are not inherent in solid-state
devices. Instead, they are aconsequence
of circuit design and implementation.
Through innovative circuit design and
the use of highest quality parts, we have
developed arange of conrad-johnson
solid-state products that prove the point.
They do not sound like solid-state. They
just sound like music.

For in()re detailed information on the full range of
conrad-johnson solid-state pirducts write, phone or fax:

conrad-johnson design, inc.
2733 Merrilee Drive •Fairfax, VA 22031 •phone: 703WorldRadioHistory

•fax: 703-560-5360

very well—ditto for panels—but what audiophile isn't
attracted to speakers with truly weird shapes? (Perhaps the
degree of such attraction is ameasure of one's nonconformity—or weirdness.) There were two of these at WCES
that Ifound particularly intriguing. The mbl 111—the prototype of amore affordably priced (ha!) alternative to the mbl
101, with the same tweeter and midrange, but acone
woofer—is atall square-section pyramid (16" by 16" by 63")
that comes to avery sharp point. This was another speaker
that elicited amixed response among attendees—I liked it
quite abit, but not nearly enough to justify the $14,000$17,800 price.
Gallo Acoustics is the latest company to have ago at a
spherical loudspeaker, their $2500 Nucleus looking like an
oversized bowling ball with asmall cylinder (the tweeter)
protruding from the top. (They also have alarger spherical
subwoofer for $2000.) The Nucleus is described as a"perfectly phase correct and time-aligned" design that's also crossoverless. In aquick listen, Iwas impressed by the smoothness
of the tweeter, but didn't quite experience the epiphany that
Gallo Acoustics' literature promised. Still, you have to hand
it to them for offering something that's not a"me-too" product. [I was most impressed by the Gallos' soundstaging, which was
of the "disappearing speaker" type.—Ed.]
Eggleston Works, acompany known for manufacturing speakers styled to look like pieces of period furniture,
have now gone in acompletely different direction with the
$12,575 Instrument. The Instrument is astark-looking, very
substantially built (210 lbs.) speaker that uses the famed
Dynaudio Esotar T330D tweeter, and features Italian granite

in its construction. It certainly played very loud without distortion, but Ifound the sound to be abit on the aggressive
side. [As did I, though the bass was very impressive.—Ed.]
Counterpoint's Cheops (there's some controversy about
whether it's pronounced "chee-ops" or "kee-ops") is another
hernia-inducing speaker, now in prototype form, with price
estimated in the $15,000 range. It was ...
loud.
French speakers have not made much of an impact in the
North American market, but, based on what Iheard at the
Show, this is not because of any sonic deficiencies. The exquisitely finished JM Labs Alcor ($11,000) features an 11.5kg
woofer, apair of them did amost convincing job of reproducing Stereophile's new Concert CD of Robert Silverman performing works by Schumann, Schubert, Chopin, and Bach
(STPH005-2) (Altis digital front end, Pass Labs Aleph
monoblocks).
Leedh, one of the top speaker brands in France, remains
virtually unknown on this side of the Atlantic. Their topof-the line speaker has anewly developed oval gold-coated
tweeter from Audax, as well as new-technology mid and
bass units. The Leedh literature has been purloined, apparently, from my collection by arival speaker manufacturer,
and Icouldn't find the company's listing in the CES Directory, so Ican't tell you the name of the speaker or the price
(my guess: +$10k).
Sonique sounds like it should be the name of aFrench
speaker company, but it's actually Australian. The model they
had on demo was the Encore ($8500), aDuntech/Dunlavyish design (first-order crossovers, drivers positioned vertically
around the tweeter, anti-diffraction damping). It was soniqually (sorry—I couldn't resist!) first-rate.
The folks at Duntech haven't exactly been idle since the
departure of John Dunlavy—they introduced three new

JM Labs Alcor loudspeaker

Duntech Statesman loudspeaker
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Ever wonder why
McIntosh components retain
more of their original value
than any other brand?

In an industry inundated with countless brands, fancy

highest standards of American craftsmanship and engineering.

features and "Models of the Month," one manufacturer's

If the concept of lasting value means more to
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Components of Excellence.

speakers at WCES: the Ambassador ($2995), the Statesman
($3995), and the Viceroy ($4995). My favorite of the three
was the Statesman, which, according to Jack Davis, Duntech's Manager of Research and Development, has aparticularly clean MLSSA waterfall plot.
Symmetrical arrangement of drivers, elaborate cabinet
bracing, filtered backwave bass loading, modular electronics,
and extensive diffraction control are featured in the Model
2, an ambitious new design ($10,000-$12,500) from Moose
River Loudspeakers from Canada. Iwonder if Moose River
is anywhere near Green Mountain ...
It's easy to get jaded going around listening to speakers
at ashow like WCES, and to start thinking of speakers that
cost less than $5k as "budget" models, and to believe you
have to spend that kind of money to get good sound. That,
of course, is elitist nonsense There are some very good affordable speakers on the market. One that particularly impressed

me at this year's Show was Spica's TC-60 (reviewed by JA
in December'94). Driven by YBAs Intégré integrated amp,
the sound was highly musical, with bass that would be hard
to credit to arelatively small and modestly priced ($795)
speaker.
Ialso had agood time listening to the Martin-Logan
Aerius, again driven by YBA electronics. Audio Alchemy
had the prototype ALS-1 ($200), which features acoaxial
driver of their own design that sounded like it could be aformidable contender at this highly competitive price point.
There were also some fine-sounding, moderately priced
speakers from Boston Acoustics. NHT showed their new
NHT 2.6 ($1100), which incorporates design concepts of
the 3.3 flagship; Alón showed their Petite ($950); and Energy
showed their $500 C-2—one of 28 new products from
API—which has the same tweeter as the $6000 Veritas v2.8.
Which is where Icame in.

PETER W .M ITCHELL ON LOUDSPEAKERS

0

Ile of my favorite CES activities is to search for outstanding new speakers deserving of afull review.
For instance, acouple of years ago Iraved about
anew design from asmall Bakersfield, California company
called Speaker Art. The speakers had egg-shaped enclosures
with apolished stone exterior, but their sound was remarkably accurate and uncolored, with astonishing resolution of
detail, precisely focused imaging, and spacious soundstaging.
Unfortunately, they bore an equally impressive price tag:
$15,000. This year, Speaker Art introduced anew model, the
Taurus, which offers much of the same sonic excellence in
amore conventional cabinet and at arelatively affordable
price: $4000 (again, all prices are per pair).
A Sony exhibit in ahotel room featured the floorstanding
SS-M9 speaker. Designed in the USA, the SS-M9 is athreeway system (tweeter, midrange, and dual woofers) in avery
rigid, three-layer trapezoidal cabinet. As far as could be judged
in alarge room with mirrored walls, its sound was excellent.
At $3000 it may be abargain.
The Osborn Epitome is alarge floorstancling system from
Australia that would retail for around $5000. It produced
very good sound, but, during much of the Show, was accompanied by auxiliary woofers. The latter's impressive bass output was an effective tool for pulling passing listeners in from
the hallway, but made the sound too midbass-thick for serious listening. This is an example of aclassic conflict that
occurs at Shows: If asystem delivers topnotch sound only
in the middle of the room, many potential customers may
pause at the door, hear nothing exciting from there, and pass
on; ademo that sounds impressive in the hallway will attract
more customers into the room, but may not satisfy.
Of all the speakers that Iheard at the Show, the most
impressive bargain was the NHT 2.6, which costs $1100,
but sounded better than most speakers at double that price.
Its design is derived from the 3.3, with tweeter and mid on
avery narrow front panel and woofers on the side; it combined remarkably uncolored timbres, precise imaging,
spacious highs, good low bass, and excellent dynamics.
I'm tempted to repeat what Iwrote about in my last year's
CES report (Vol.17 No.4, p.93): Many of the speakers at the
Show seemed to have been rushed to market not quite fin-

A
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ished; their sound was generally attractive, but needed more
fine-tuning to remove small colorations. For example, the
Joseph Audio RM5Osi Reference Standard ($6000) delivered
very impressive dynamics, excellent bass, and aspectacularly wide and deep soundstage. But Iwas bothered by a
severe midrange coloration that altered familiar vocal timbres,
causing me to rate the speakers Unacceptable.
Two hours later, ahumbling experience cast doubt on that
assessment. After hearing the NHT 2.6, Iwent next door
to hear NHT's Home Theater system: two VT-2 left/right
towers ($1700), three VS-2 center/surround speakers ($450
each), and an SW3P powered subwoofer ($1350 including
a250W amplifier). To ensure matched timbres, the five main
speakers use an identical driver array (a pair of 5" midwoofers
straddling a1" tweeter), while the VT-2 left/right towers also
have side-firing 10" woofers. Each VT-2 also has aswitch
that alters crossover overlap, providing focused imaging for
music, or more diffuse imaging for movies (where the center
channel provides all the focus that's needed for on-screen
dialog).
To test NHT's claim that the VT-2 tower speakers are as
well-suited to music as they are to Home Theater, Iplayed
the same stereo CDs through them that Iheard through the
NHT 2.6 afew minutes earlier. The VT-2s were disappointingly congested and dull, with flat imaging—even in their
Music setting. Iwondered if the large projection-TV cabinet
between the speakers was the problem.
NHT's Ken Kantor had abetter idea: he removed two
sound-absorbing cushions that had been mounted at earlevel on the side walls. The sound immediately snapped into
focus with crisp transients, spacious highs, and accurate
midrange timbre. Normally Ifavor using absorbers to kill
side-wall reflections; but in this case, the system sounded
much better without them, thoroughly vindicating Kantor's
claim that the VT-2 is indeed agood speaker for music as well
as for movies.
This experience confirms the rule, cited previously in these
pages, that all judgments made at CES are necessarily tentative. Now Iwonder, for example, whether the midrange
coloration that bothered me in the Joseph Audio demo might
have been aroom problem rather than aspeaker flaw.

MADE AT CES ARE NECESSARILY TENTATIVE.
WorldRadioHistory
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11/ Series' Cable Technology From Monster Cable Delivers
True Performance Without the Nonsense.
Nowadays you hear alot of talk about technology. But only the new M Series by Monster Cable
sspecifically designed for advanced systems that require higher performance cables to bring out
the best sound aid picture from your components. Monstar Cable has developed new
products, in addition to the acclaimea M1000' Mk. Ill urcl M Silver Video"
to complete its renowned M Sehes line of advarced audio ant video cables

The M1000 M11.10

— ensuring you get all the system performance you paid for.
HEAR FOR YOURSELF.

Manned Cable Designs
for the Serious fludiophile

Deeper, tighter bass, increased dynamic .
ange, precise imaging and greater depth
transport -you closer to the original perforrrance. The new M350i audio interconnect
fee ures solid core technology for full, nature sourd and Monster's new
PEX dielectrt that isolates ibration fcr high frequencyclarity. M850i with
precision Time Correct' windings and our PEX dielectric delivers
deadly accurate, refined music eproduction.
SEE FOR YOURSELF.
The new Iv1500v high resolution video cable delivers asharper, brighter picture and
accurate color from your VCR or laserdisc player An expanded range of advanced
AN connection kits are designed to fit any system need. And the M Series
HomeTheatre line includes THX-certified speaker cables; and audio interconnects,
as well as video cables, for the ultimate home theatre experience.
NO' HOT AIR.
Audition Monster's :',•omolete M Series. line teM.uhng innovative
new audiophile and videophile cables at your Monster Cable
M Series dealer. We're talking technology
you can see and hear.
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Delivers Delicate Highs 2 '
MicroFibere
Dielectric Contains 30% Air for Improved Clarity
3) Separate Midrange Network Enhances Natural
Presence 4) Large Bass Conductor Extencs Low
Frequency Response

5'Bandwidth Balanced

Wire Networks Optimize Frequency Response Time
Correcte Windings Provide Improved Sound Stage and
Imaging

1) Isoter Vibration Decoupling Insulation

Cancels Out Cable Microphonics

MultiTwist` con-

struction rejects noise interference II) Non-Slip Rubber
Grip for Easy Handling

9 Polished Gunmetal Finish

11) 12-cut Turbine Design .241( Gold Contact RCA with
Extra Heavy Contact Mass Ensures aPrecision Fit
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55) Split Tip Center Pin Provides Additional

Advanced Cable Designs for Audio and Video

Contact Pressure for the Best Possible Signal Transfer
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W ES PHILLIPS ON THE SOLID STATE OF THE UNION

I

fthe WCES is the electronics industry's prom, then this
year's theme was "Getting Comfortable with Home
Theater!' Everybody—from the oldest, proudest component manufacturers to the most radical cable cosnpanies—
seemed to be showing products aimed at the Home Theater
market. A lot of these offerings screamed "me, too!" to my
jaundiced eye, but Audio Research's and Arcam's gutsy, musically oriented approaches to surround-sound left me considerably more open to the concept than Ihave been in the
past.
The Audio Research demo of the SPD1 non-Dolby sur-

round processor—see JGH's report—and the SDA1 ($3495),
agreat-sounding four-channel 100Wpc amplifier, didn't feature avideo screen. Instead, it concentrated on the use of surround in ahigh-end music system—the sort that they assume
their customers already own. In this setup, Iwas never conscious of the rear channels operating, but boy did Imiss them
when we went back to stereo! It was ear-opening and
thought-provoking—I'm not sold yet, but I've got to admit
that music-only surround-sound has alot more meat than
the sizzle-boom systems I've been shown previously would
indicate.

W ES PHILLIPS: I
NTOWN TO DO SOME BUSINESS
Lost wages, lost wages. ..That old Steely Dan refrain kept
reverberating through my mind as Itook the shuttle from
the airport. It was dusk, and Vegas—like the seedy old
tart that she is—was turning on her neon baubles, hoping
to dazzle the gullible. But /wasn't going to be seduced
by fantasy. Iwas in town on serious business. Right. I
know that I'm not the first to make this observation, but
what aperfect pairing of venue to event: Las Vegas, meet
the Winter CES—five days of high-stakes liars' poker
with aCarny sideshow ambiance.
After all, most of the folks at the gaming tables were
there forfun; if you wanted to see the truly desperate, the
hooked, the damned, the adrenalin junkies—well, for that
you needed to find the high-end display rooms. And the
most hollow-eyed, cotton-mouthed, sweaty-palmed,
desperate stereo deviant of them all? Ahem, that would
have been me.
The Winter Show was overwhelming. Ihit town
running-30 minutes late for the Marantz press presentation—and never caught up. Every time Igot comfortable, seduced by the sound or atechnological breakthrough, Ibegan to fidget, painfully aware that [tick ...
tick. ..
tick ...] time was running out. Taxi drivers recited
the statistics: "Over amillion square feet of display
space. ..
100,000 attendees ...
Elvis has left the building!' And there was always one more (sheesh—more like
five more, ten more) place to go, one more product to see.
Believe me, Iknow how lucky Iwas to be there. I've
read the Show reports for years and fantasized about seeing and hearing all of the new products first, hanging out
with the way-past-cool audio personalities (definitely
the high point), and pointing to the press pass on my
fedora as Ibreeze past the bouncers at the door. It was
everything that Idreamed—and so much more. The more
part—that's the killer.
Right off the bat, you've got to realize that—in the High
End, at least—this Show can make or break acompany.
It costs $10,000 minimum to run aroom. 810k? Easy. Display room, room and board, entertainment (can't appear
desperate to apotential dealer), shipping the product(s)
out, travel expenses, time away from the business—man,
oh man, that's one tough nut.
In addition to the financial outlay, this is acrucial time
to do business on alevel that the public—and frequently
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the press—never even thinks about. This is the prime time
to arrange distribution, take on new dealers, and communicate with an existing dealer network. All while
smiling, shaking hands, answering questions, and demonstrating the products.
It is easy to lose perspective. In many of the rooms, my
Stereophile nameplate caused exhibitors to clear the
premises in order to focus on me. One rep walked over
to an entranced listener sitting in the sweet spot and held
out his hand. The hapless music-lover, assuming he
should shake hands, grasped the outstretched digits, only
to be physically hoisted from his seat and told, "We need
this chair now!'
In some rooms, having determined that nothing
covered in my assigned reports was represented, Ileft
quickly—only to find myself pursued down the hall by
exhibitors desperate to talk to anyone from our mag. Trust
me, there are few writers who could resist such strong
temptation to take themselves seriously. But we must;
the teal story of the Show is the obvious health of the High
End.
There was an expansive mood to WCES '95—folks
were showing lots of exciting new products. Tubes were
everywhere—not just expensive tubed components, but
kits and entry-level stuff as well. Records abounded—not
only did every room with aturntable have awhole pile
of Classic Records RCA reissues, but folks in the halls
were carrying bags from Chesky, Mo-Fi, Analog Productions, and Cisco Music. One highly regarded editor—
who looked mighty nervous in Chicago six months
ago—was walking around with the satisfied confidence
of aChristian holding four aces.
And, most tellingly, the High End finally seems to have
learned how to cope with Home Theater/surroundsound. Audio Research, Arcam, Meridian, and Vandersteen/McCormack all demo'd audio-only surround
systems that made strong arguments for the medium as
an enhancement of the musical experience.' Obviously,
the industry feels good about its prospects.
So do I. And so, since all of this euphoria stems directly
from the retail level, must you.
—Wes Phillips
1No one has been more boneheaded in resisting this realization than Ihave—
and I'm still not totally convinced; but let me add my voice to the growing
chorus that's starting to say, "Gordon, you just might be right. Again."
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Arcam's Xeta One ($1900) illustrated the same point,
although in amuch more modest system. Ilistened to Loudon
Wainwright's live Career Moves CD (Charisma D-153508);
Delos's Beyond Chant (DE 3165)—a Dolby-processed recording; and the organ-recital disc In aQuiet Cathedral (Delos DE3145). Each time Audio Influx's Michael Zeugin switched
out the rear channels, the soundstage collapsed and I
screamed, "Turn it back on!"
But there was no paucity of pure stereophonic goodies
to drool over, covet, or laugh at. I'll touch mostly on the first
two categories—the third is such apersonal judgment that
I'll let you decide for yourself.
I'd never heard the Acurus DIA 100 direct-input amplifier
that Corey Greenberg raved about in the November '93
Stereophile (Vol.16 No.11), but from what Iheard of the
upgraded version ($1095), it's akiller! Driving apair of Alien
by Acarian Systems' new Petite tninimonitors ($900), the
DIA 100 threw ahuge soundstage. The sound had an energetic, controlled low end that simply floored me.
Audible Illusions' new M-150 monoblocks ($4495/pair)
driving ProAc Response 3.5 loudspeakers evinced unusually
relaxed, well-integrated sound characterized by seemingly
unlimited dynamic potential. Elliot Kallen played aCDR of
his band ICLiP performing some of his original compositions—which Ifound challenging and fascinating, and boy,
howdy! did they ever give the system aworkout! Timbrai
accuracy, deep soundstage, and awhole lot o' slam characterized this system—one that Icould truly live with. But it's
the CD that Ireally want.
Audio Alchemy premiered so many new products that
they were issuing acheat sheet just to direct you to them. The
Dahlquist DQ-32s driven by an all-Audio Alchemy
system—DDS Pro transport, DTI v2.0, Digital Line Controller preamp ($495), Overture power amp ($119512)_
sounded mighty fine. Solid imaging, with rhythm and drive,
drive, DRIVE—they made astrong case for Doug MacLeod's
Come to Find CD (AudioQuest AQ-CD1027) as one of the
best-sounding discs of 1994. Affordable, with killer sound,
Audio Alchemy keeps creating must-audition components.
Ialso was impressed with their new HPA Pro Headphone
amplifier (approximately $450), which compensates for that
pesky "inside the head" imaging problem that so plagues
headphone listening.
Maybe it was acoincidence, but every system that incor-

porated the Ayre Acoustics V-3 amplifier ($3450) sounded
fantastic. Iheard it with Monitor Audio's Studio 6loudspeakers ($1995/pair), and found the system—playing one
of Classic Records' RCA reissues on aWell Tempered
Turntable—simply enchanting. Sweet top end, masses of
detail, and arefined (but emphatic) drive had me loath to leave
my chair. Driving Metaphor Acoustic Designs' amazing
new Metaphor 5loudspeakers ($3250), the V-3 produced
abig, vivid re-creation of Peter Gabriel's Sixteen Golden Greats
CD (Geffen 934226-2) that was cinematic in its scope. Completing its hat trick, the V-3 was mated to the Aerial Acoustics 10T ($4995). Goosebumps—this was the most palpable
imaging that Iheard at the Show. You know that old chestnut
about sound so solid "that you could reach out and touch
it?" Well, Inearly tried. Fortunately, Icomposed myself in
time I'm aprofessional—I've got my reputation to consider.
Boulder wasn't showing anything new—other than anew
finish—but the sound of the L5M preamp ($4000) and 500M
switchable stereo/mono power amp ($5450) played through
Westlake C-120s was big and gutsy. Their Leo Kottke disc
sounded detailed and had lots of bite on the strings; my Bernstein/NYP Mahler 3CD (DG 427 328-2) sounded huge and
punchy, yet the hall decay showed delicacy and detail as well.
Good stuff.
Affordable high performance seems to be the watchword
at Bryston, who debuted their new ST-series of amplifiers.
These introduce the sum/gain technology developed by Stuart
Taylor which allows balanced, SE, and bridged amplifiers

12 A second power supply for true dual-mono adds $299.

Ayre Acoustics V-3 amplifier

Metaphor 5loudspeaker
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AS
A
CARD-CARRYING AUDIOPHILE, I
KNOW THAT I'M SUPPOSED TO
RESIST CONVENIENCE WHEREVER IT CROPS UP.
to be used in the same system while maintaining uniform
gain response throughout. Additional benefits include a6dB
drop in the noise floor and lower IM distortion. Prices for
the ST line will range from $795 to $4300.
Bryston also announced the BP-25 remote-controlled preamp (approximately $2000), which will accept aphonopreamp module (price to be announced).
Cello wasn't at the Show, but PopeMusic, anew CD
label, demonstrated its recordings on an all-Cello system.
The Unlikely Silhouettes CD (PM2002-1), featuring Shchedrin's Carmen Suite and Shostakovich's Bolt, made the air
shimmer. The disc, the system, the alignment of the planets—
whatever; it was the most vivid orchestral sound that I
heard at the Show. Maybe ever. When PopeMusic calls
its process "Dynamic Fidelity:' they ain't kidding! Not
being able to afford the system, Itook home the disc. You
should, too.
Classé Audio launched avast array of products—virtually
eveything currently in the line is new. There are four remotecontrol preamps: the CP-20 ($995), asingle-ended line preamp; the CP-30 ($1195), which is differentially balanced;
the CP-50 ($2495), also balanced; and the dual-chassis,
balanced CP-60 ($3495). Five power amps are also available—all are stereo designs that double their outputs when
bridged to mono; model numbers reflect the stereo power
rating: CA-100 ($1395); CA-150 ($2095); CA-200 ($2795);
CA-300 ($3995); and CA-400 ($4995). All appear to be wellbuilt, and all are filled with high-quality passive components.
Conrad-Johnson was showing avariety of solid-state
products. C-J? Well, yeah. Despite their rep as purveyors of
highly regarded tubed designs, Bill Conrad and Lew Joluison

Aerial Acoustics IOT loudspeaker

have been designing solid-state products since 1978—it just
took along time for them to feel that solid-state was capable
of satisfying them. "We're not really wedded to any one technology," explained Lew Jolinson. "We're wedded to results,
and we can get very satisfactory results with solid-state
technology—especially with what we call our auto-linear
circuit." That circuit, afeature on the new PFR remotecontrolled preamp ($2395), takes advantage of the nature
of FETs—which produce only even-order distortion—by
constructing a complementary circuit that cancels it.
Theoretically, you end up with acircuit possessing no distortion and employing no feedback—which, Johnson noted
modestly, "is very interesting-sounding." Since C-J had a
static display, Ican't confirm that from personal observation—but it sure piques my interest.
Through their Sonographe marque, C-J also offers the
SC26 remote-control preamplifier ($995)—a line-stage unit
featuring six inputs, low-impedance regulated power supply,
and fully discrete topology.
Creek was catering to couch muffins like me with the
OBH-10 Infrared Remote Volume Control (approximately
$200). A passive series attenuator electrically driven by a
motor attached to the pot shaft, the OBH-10 "should have
little effect on sound quality—less than most separate preamps, really," explained Mike Creek. As acard-carrying
audiophile, Iknow that I'm supposed to resist convenience
wherever it crops up, but Ican't help myself—I want one.
Casey McKee of Exposure Electronics was running the
Austin Chamber of Commerce (Las Vegas branch), demoing
almost exclusively with hometown musicians. That wasjake
with me, because it gave me achance to rock out with Jimmie
Vaughan's Strange Pleasure CD (Epic 57202) through one of
the most interesting systems at the Show. Consisting of
Exposure's XIV/1X preamp/power supply ($5795), the new
XVI Mono Regulated power amp (approximately $69951
pair), an SME 20/SME 4.5i/Transfiguration AF-1 analog
front-end, Audio Research CDT-1/DAC-3 digital rig, and
Sonus Faber Extremas, the system produced detailed but
relaxed, intensely musical sound.
Exposure doesn't have ahigh profile in this country (the
boxes all have an industrial similarity, most of us don't get
their emphasis on power regulation, and who can remember
those names, anyway?), but every time Ihear their products
Iwalk away thinking, hmmm, this stuff is worth checking out.
The little Exposure XX integrated amp ($1095) was making
great-sounding music up in Stuniko's room, driving aprototype speaker from Vienna Acoustics.
Jeff Rowland Design Group displayed all of their products on pedestals, like fine sculpture, which they resemble
The Coherence preamplifier ($12,800) is atwo-piece noholds-barred design. Machined from solid blocks of aluminum,
the Coherence weighs in at 90 lbs.—further control of
unwanted resonance is effected through the use of individually machined modules for each operating circuit, which
are then elastomer-mounted to the chassis. The preamp is
totally battery-powered—a mode switch on the front of the
unit allows the user to select between battery and AC (where
atrickle charge continues to power the battery). In full battery
operation, the unit will operate for about 15 hours, and it
takes less than eight to recharge.
The preamp's impressive faceplate physically detaches
from the unit, and, with the addition of abattery-pack/ER-
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transmitter, becomes its remote control. The Coherence is
transformer-coupled and all connections are frilly balanced
—allowing for superior isolation and noise suppression.
Three microprocessors are employed: one runs the batterycharge management, the others control the front and rear
panels for the remote operation. All reside in "sleep mode
their oscillators running only during the microseconds in
which they service commands.
Krell introduced the KRC-3 ($2950) line-level preamp—a
discrete, fully complementary, direct-coupled, remotecontrolled preamp that uses digital switching and a300step-ladder volume control, which ensures that none of the
remote features interferes with the audio circuit. There's also
aunity-gain processor loop for surround users.
Krell also announced the KVA-500 five-channel amp
(100Wpc). Any two adjacent channels can be bridged,
producing 400W, and each channel has independent high/low
gain settings. Compact by Krell standards (19" W by 6" H
by 17" D), the KVA-500 is modular, and can be purchased
with anywhere from two to five channels. The amp costs
$4500 fully loaded. The KAV-200 dedicated two-channel
amp (approximately $1700), which is designed for A/V use,
is scheduled for June release. A new version of the ICRC preamp, designated hr (high resolution), replaces the current
model's Penny & Giles potentiometer with amicroprocessordriven digitally switched ladder control that has more than
300 increments.
Madrigal Audio Laboratories announced three new
Mark Levinson amplifiers, derived from their No33 Reference amplifier: the No.331 (100Wpc, $4500); No332
(200Wpc, $6500); and No333 (300Wpc, $8500). All feature
balanced voltage-gain stages, which Madrigal claims lowers
the noise floor and subjectively improves dynamic response.
Fully dual-mono, they boast separate toroidal transformers
for each channel. The Nos.331/2/3 are fully balanced in three
of the four gain stages, so 75% of the signal path is differentially balanced, reverting to conventional topology only in
the output stage. All three new amps accept balanced and
SE input—the latter converted to balanced on entry.
MBLExIdusive 1-li-H Komponenten's model 111 loudspeakers resemble across between alunar landing module
and aPrussian military helmet, with exposed skeletal frames
capped by huge brass spikes. The room was awful, but the
speakers sounded promising driven by mbl's gargantuan 9010
monoblock power amps ($19,500 each). You don't usually
see machinery this massive—unless it's painted yellow and

Mark Levinson No.333 power amplifier
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sports caterpillar treads—but for all of the 9010's hulking
size, it passed cymbal and chime transients through with
astounding rapidity. Power and control should be agiven with
designs this big, but Iwas impressed by the delicacy they
exhibited.
McConnadcjust keeps going from strength to strength—
the impressive DNA-1 and DNA-0.5 power amps have
joined their justly famous Line Drive TLC-1 as transcendental bang-for-the-buck components Their Digital Drive
SST-1, Micro Phono Drive, and Micro Line Drive are currently under review at Stereophile, and now McCormack has
introduced two new components: the Micro Headphone
Drive ($595) and Micro Power Drive power amp ($895). The
Micro series all seem to offer phenomenal sound quality at
their respective price points, which should come as no surprise to anyone who has followed the career of Steve McCormack. After all, the whole point of the Mod Squad was to
allow people to optimize the performance quality of pieces
they'd already bought; but these new components offer performance way out of their price league—or so it seems to me.
The units offer lots of flexibility, the controls feel exceptional,
and the look is strikingly different.
N.E.W. Electronics had three affordable rlags-A amplifiers
on display: the 40Wpc A-20.1 ($898); the 60Wpc A-60
($1398); and the 33Wpc DCA-33 ($1798), which comes with
their D.C.I.B. (DC Isolation Base), providing mass loading
and battery power for isolation from AC contamination. Wait
aminute! Did Isay abattery-powered class-A amplifierfor under
two grand? Yep. Mitch Friedman, one of the amp's designers,
explained that proximity was the key. "L.A. has alot of companies exploring electric automobile technology, so Craig
Goff and I
just availed ourselves of that resource," he said.
The DCA-33, which is capable of 12 hours of continuous
play, hard-charges whenever the unit is turned off—if totally
drained, it recharges in six hours.
Nairn had alot of fascinating technology on display, little
of it—other than the PREFIX phono section (see my analog report)—brand-new. Yet, most Americans are unacquainted with Naim's products and philosophy—a great pity.
Their CD players (three models now) are among the best,
the ARO tonearm is athing of beauty, and the NAT 01 tuner
is—without question—the finest I've ever heard. What was
new, to me at least, were Naim's line of CDs, which includes
two live Charlie Haden discs and avariety of classical and
contemporary offerings. One of the Haden CDs sounded
spookily real; when Ernie Watts came in on sax, it couldn't
have been any other player in the world—it was just palpably
him.
OCM was showing the OCM-1600s ($9200/pair)—an
outrageous pair of 1000Wpc, differentially balanced, crosscoupled monoblocks that showed tremendous authority
without sacrificing finesse. Also new were the dual-mono
OCM-5800 (approximately $4000-$5000) and the OCM20 ($750), the latter asingle-ended-to-balanced converter
sporting amassive power supply.
Onix showed anew integrated amp, the 0A30 ($595),
which almost seemed too remarkably cost-effective to be
true. Worth checking out, I'd say.
Iheard Pass Laboratories' Aleph Ppreamp ($7000) and
Aleph 0power amp ($8500) in the first room Ientered, the
Aids Audio/JM Labs suite. The Alcor loudspeakers ($11,000/
pair), driven by the Pass gear and the Ultima transport and
processor, were very impressive—crescendoes were massive, yet details were delicately portrayed. This room set a
high standard for the rest of the Show—I returned minutes
before the WCES shut down, just to experience it again.
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Quad Model 77 integrated amplifier

Plinius, aNew Zealand-based company that designs classA amplifiers, had three amps on display: the 50Wpc SA-50
($3495); the 100Wpc SA-100 Mk.II ($4900); and the 250Wpc
SA-250 ($6995). Actually, all are switchable—via front-panel
switches—from class-A to class-A/B operation, and all feature
both balanced and SE inputs. These solid-state amps had
purity and dynamic extension in spades—they'll please tubelovers inordinately.
Quad was showing the nifty 40Wpc Model 77 integrated
amp ($1295). Add aModel 77 remote control ($495), and
the unit becomes the control center for any other 77-series
component—even for multiroom, multisource systems. I
found the sound, as always from Quad, captivating and
satisfying.
Reference Line Audio, anew company to me, manufactures the Preeminence One preamp series Il ($1395; $1695
with IR remote volume control)—a passive preamplifier that
Iheard in conjunction with Focus Audio's Signature Series
Model 78 loudspeakers ($2995). Iwas entranced by the sound
of this system, which included Audion's bigger SE triode
amps: faster than the proverbial speeding bullet, yet exhibiting
no edginess or hardness. RLA also offers the Model One
power amp ($4995)—a 100Wpc, pure-class-A, symmetrical,
dual-mono (two cords!), hand-assembled amplifier.
Root/Mines premiered aline of electronics, shown in prototype, that were designed with Michael Green's tuning philosophy as aparameter. Mass was as carefully considered as
component quality, with mechanical grounding conduits
built in at each stage to control the propagation of resonance
The line includes the CD-2 CD player, the BL-2 line-stage
preamp, and the A-150 stereo amp. Prices had not yet been
set as of this writing, but the company projects that each unit
will cost less than $2000. Green's demonstration was
fascinating—I can't wait to hear the production models.
SimAudio's Celeste line of components seemed to offer
alot of bang for the buck. Iheard the P-4002 preamp ($1595)
and W-4070 amplifier ($1600) driving Gershman Acoustics' Enigma 500-X loudspeakers ($2595/pair), and thought
the sound was refined and dynamic—not to mention eminently affordable?
Spectral Audio tends to develop products over along
period of time, frequently soliciting dealer input over the
course of an extended design process. This has been true with

their DMA-150, anew VFET (!) amplifier of which Spectral showed apreliminary sample at the Show. The DMA-150
has been displayed at various points in its evolution for two
years, and it still doesn't have aprojected market date.
Designed to fill the price and performance gap between the
DMA-90 and the DMA-180, the DMA-150 is rated at
150Wpc. Based on what Iheard, it's afascinating amplifier—
fast, yet relaxed and well-paced. It drove the power-hungry
Avalons with panache.
Sumo hasn't been the most visible company in the High
End recently, but that's not because they haven't been busy.
Their product line has depth: nine items ranging from transports to hefty power amps—all aimed at offering alot of performance for the price. Two new products were presented.
The Artemis preamp ($1499), atwo-chassis design, offers
an unusual degree of flexibility. Optional plug-in modules
indude an MM/MC phono section as well as Sumo's Hybrid
D/A converter. The Artemis is fully discrete, utilizes no feedback in the line stage, features infrared remote and Home
Theater-friendly processor loops, and has balanced input/
output. The 240W Ten/M ($3699/pair) class-A differentially
balanced monoblock amplifier showed alot of guts driving the $15,000 Dimensional Research Labs loudspeakers.
The Ten/M utilizes Transconductance Linearization, said to
eliminate the need for global negative feedback.
White Audio Labs is another firm offering considerable
refinement in their affordable products. Totally hand-built—
even their metalwork is done in-house—the entire line is
impressive: the A-50 ($2200) is a50Wpc, class-A, bridgeable amplifier; the A-100 ($3200) is adual-mono, 76Wpc,
class-A design; and the A-250 ($4200) is a150Wpc, classA, dual-mono rig. All of them looked (and sounded) really
impressive, but Igot way too excited over their 35Wpc D35 ($1000/pair) monoblocks, which seem like the perfect
mates for asmall monitor loudspeaker. Ican't wait to glomon to apair of those cute li'l suckers.
White's newest product, the 200Wpc Stereo One Reference
Amplifier ($8000), is pretty radical, using asingle pair of
HexFETs to provide voltage gain and linearity for the six pairs
of bipolar transistors. White feels that HercFETs, for all of
their inherent warmth and musicality, do not stand up to
abuse in the way that bipolars do; by utilizing ahybrid topology, they retain the HexFET's warmth and musicality
without sacrificing ruggedness.
Yatnatnura Systems showed acomplete system, from
the front end down to the cables. The appearance of the components is luxurious and understated. US prices weren't given
at the Show, but the system had to come in at around £25,000
($37,500). Featured were aswitchable line-level preamp,
current-mode monoblock power amps, CD transport/DAC,
electronic crossover, Ariadne subwoofer, and aunique pointsource loudspeaker—the Ariadne, which employs apaper
damper on its sole metal-cone driver. Ifound the sound
natural and calming after my exposure to too much "Show
Sound:' Image size on the violin sonata that Iheard seemed
exact, and was located realistically within the soundstage.
Another Stereophile reviewer disagreed with me totally on
this one, so you might want to divide by two and take the
average—but /could be very happy living with what Iheard.

PETER W.M ITCHELL ON AMPLIFIERS
I've long advocated the use of battery-powered preamps for
low-level signals. In 20 years of concert recording, I've always

I relied on battery-operated microphone preamps and mixers.

I And, like Paul McGowan of PS Audio (see the February
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Stereophile interview with him, Vol.18 No.2, p.45), many years
ago Ibuilt ahomebrew phono preamp that ran on two 9V
batteries and outperformed many commercial products—not
least because of its complete freedom from hum and interference caused by power-line noise and radio signals.' 3 So
at this CES Iwas interested to see two preamps from Japan
which isolate the audio circuitry from the AC power line.
In the 'Dalai= SU-C1000 preamp ($350), scheduled to be
available in September, operating power for the audio circuits
is provided by NiCad batteries, and the AC-power supply
merely keeps the batteries charged.' 4
The Denon PRA-SI ($17,000) takes amore extreme
approach. Instead of merely rectifying and filtering the 60Hz
AC power to provide operating DC voltages for the audio
circuits, the power-supply module uses its DC voltages to
13 Since noise is generated by their chemical activity, batteries are not the quietest
source of CD power. As PWM outlines in footnote 14, the best performance is
obtained from abattery in parallel with alarge capacitor to shunt the self-generated
noise to ground.
—JA

generate anew sinewave power signal, which is amplified
to ahigh level in aMOSFET power-amp stage. This clean
sinewave is rectified and filtered to produce pure DC voltages
for the audio. [The humongous Mark Levinson No33 monoblock
power amplifier alsofeatures this kind ofpower supply.—Ed.] The
audio circuits use balanced-line operation throughout—
as do the companion Denon products, the DA-S1 D/A converter, and the P0A-S1 power amplifier.
14 Incidentally, in the past I've used battery power only for low-level circuits. But
12V amplifiers for automotive use have improved greatly in recent years, so now
I'm experimenting with battery operation for power amplification as well. My
speakers are connected to MOSFET car-stereo amps from Coustic and Earthquake
Sound. Like most mobile amplifiers, each switches its 12V input on and off to produce a40kHz squarewave that's stepped up by atransformer, and this signal is
rectified to produce the high DC voltages that operate the amplifier.
My 12V source is athick wire that passes through the wall to acar battery residing
outside on the patio (because charging generates hydrogen gas as abyproduct).
A trickle charger keeps the battery at full strength. Since high-power transients
may cause momentary voltage drops in the wire from the battery, each amplifier
gets its 12V through aIF (one million microfarads) storage capacitor that's bridged
directly across the amplifier's power terminals. The initial results of this experiment seem quite promising.
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ONATHAN SCULL ON TUBES

C

over tubes? With the greatest of pleasure, but it
occurred to me I'd have been better off accepting
my assignment in Russian, Chinese, and Korean as
well! Imake no apologies for the length of this report—
glowing glass bottles were everywhere at the WCES! Let's get
right down to details tubular of this most relaxed, most
upbeat, and most internationalist of CESes.
LAMM Audio Labs (formerly Madison Fielding) were
playing their 100W class-A M1.1 hybrid amps, featuring a
single 6922 in the output stage. Vladimir Shushurin (or
Vladimir One, as he is known to me) also introduced the new
LAMM tubed preamp, the Ll, which is afull-function,
pure-class-A, single-ended, MOSFET, zero-feedback design featuring atube voltage regulator in the power supply
and aremote-control facility for their amps. Review in progress, Tovarich!
Not to be outdone on the Perestroika front, Yakov
Aronov introduced anew line of electronics described by
Michael Aronov as "More elegant, lowest cost in market:'
The 60W LS-960 power amp is certainly affordable ($1599),
as is the LS-9000 preamp ($1399). Aronov offers afull line
of tube amplifiers—including the LS-960I, an integrated at
ahair under $2k. Catch them before they go Hollywood!
Before my Visa ran out, Ihad the great pleasure of meeting
Vladimir Abramov, President of Inforeom—a hi-fi mag
based in Moscow. And then there was Mischa Kucherenko,
whose store, The Purple Legion, is Moscow's only
Western-style audio boutique—according to David Manley,
whose products Mischa sells and distributes. Mischa, thanks
for the Manley watch!
The Manleys Are Coming. ..
En Masse! Ihad achance
to catch up with the entire Manley clan. Son Luke was heating
up the room with his new VTL 225 triode monos, which
were sporting Shalcti Stones on top of the transformers, and
were being driven by VTI:s top-of-the-line $3k PR1 dualmono preamp. Luke was using 225s to drive various and
sundry Joseph Audio speakers, while the condo-sized VTL
600s, with the help of aCAT Signature SL1 preamp, were
doing yeoman duty in the Diablo Acoustics room.
Eveanna and David Manley of Manley Labs unveiled their
newest amplifier, the 240 ($7k the pair), which features frontSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

panel bias adjusts, the same printed circuit board as the big
440, and 10 Russian EL34Gs per side plugged into their
interiors, operating in either triode or tetrode mode. ManleyClan' were also playing their 50-watter 35 (who knows why
they call it that?)—cute-as-a-button EL84 power for $1750.
Let's Get Real, "%be Amp Dept.: I'm delighted to report
that there were numerous entry-level and cost-effective tube
designs at the Show. I'll start with Jolida, Inc.—a company
from Annapolis Junction, Maryland best known for their
OEM guitar-amp work. Jolida's catalog includes some
unusual Chinese tubes that have incredible topologies and
forms—I thought Iwas looking at photos of restaurant supplies at first. Hansen Huang and Michael Allen enthusiastically showed me their new line of extremely cost-effective
entry-level high-end tube amps—which includes the $935
Model SJ 502A, a60W integrated stereo unit that uses ICT88s;
and the $835 302A, a50W integrated for jazz aficionados
that uses EL34s. The products' modest prices were belied
by their impressive specs.
Korea's SIS Electronics garnered positive comments with
their handsome No.66 vacuum tube power amp, which uses
four KT88s or EL34s, driven by apair of 12AU7s and
12BH7As. SIS Electronics also offers the No.62 tube preamp.
You want approachable friendly electronics? You want
American-made? Ohio-based Sound Values has three Sound
Values"' amps and preamps—all tube, all easy on the pocket.
The entry-level M40 sports apair ofEL34s that make 40W
($399 in kit form). You can run the pretty little M60 monos
($2600/pair with either KT88s or '6550s), which do 60W
using 6550s, in either ultralinear or triode mode, where you
lose about half the power. Harry Klaus—a former Veep of
Engineering at Hafler, and aformer Project Engineer at the
"original" Dynaco—heads the design team. Sound Values
also showed the VTP-100 line-phono/cathode-follower
tubed preamp, and the VTH-110, atubed line-stage/headphone preamp under $900 that'll be out soon.
Another stateside company, Golden 'Elbe Audio, had the
entry-level types jumping with joy. GTA's SE-40 stereo
power amp is apremium-quality, single-ended, pure-class-A
parallel pentode (Sovtek 5881) design that powers out 40 big
ones per side (80 mono'd)—all for abargain price of $930!
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JONATHAN SCULL'S 1995 WCES BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW
My nomination for "Best Sound at the Show" is the
Dunlavy SC-Vs at the Golden Nugget, driven by
Balanced Audio Technology's intriguing VK-5 preamp
and VK-60 power amp (120W monoblocked). The latter
uses those ubiquitous-at-the-Show (and quite unbelievable-looking) Russian 6C33C-Bs in an [deep breath] "alltriode, auto-bias, high-current, single-ended bridged output
configuration (not push-pull), fully balanced differential,
zero-feedback design." You said amouthful, comrade!
The system was world-class—effortless, large, airy,
focused, palpable, timbrally apleasure, and exhibiting that
certain je ne sais quoi in the That's Where It Lives upper
midrange/lower treble. Balanced Audio Technology is
located at 26 Beethoven Drive in Wilmington, DE. Call
Victor Khomenko or his partner Steve Bednarski at (800)
255-4228 for their fascinating White Paper.
For '50s'n'60s-analog-jazz-loving me, aclose second
for "Best Sound at the Show" was the intimate, enveloping acoustic generated by Joe De Philips in the Discovery
Cable room. A full-bore TNT/Grahatn/Clearaudio
Insider fed aCAT SL-1 Signature and apair of Tim de
Paravidni's EAR 549 monoblocks, with Discovery cable
up the bippie. The amps—not exactly your garden-variety
design—make use of the unusual 40KG6 (European
PL509) power pentode.
Ifeel that Joe acted completely irresponsibly toward
me when Idropped in on the last morning of the Show.
He played a1958 Columbia Six Eye, The Sound ofJazz
(CS 8040), with Count Basie, Billie Holiday, and too
many other Promethean jazz giants to list. Iwas riveted
to the chair, and my foot wouldn't stop marking the beat.
Then, to add insult to injury, he played Frank Sinatra's and
Duke Ellington's Francis A. & Edward K. (Reprise 1024).

I've heard good things about these amps on The Audiophile
Network bulletin board ((818) 988-0452).
Olympia, Washington's Audio Power presented their prototype System 060 monoblock power amp—the smaller
brother to their current-production System 120 amp. The
060's driver stages use "sharp cutoff pentodes and directcoupled triode tubes' and the outputs are 7591A power tubes
in push-pull for aconservative 45Wpc. They're priced at
$1599/pair, tube-lovers!
They're Perennially ibbular: Quicksilver Audio's popular M135 monoblocks were cozying up to the inexpensive
GLA (Great Little Amp), the latter a40W self-biasing
EL34/6550/KT88 design for $1195. New at the Show was
their Line-stage Preamp ($975), adual 12AU7, dual-mono,
low-impedance design featuring Alps Attenuators to accompany their more costly full-function unit. Quicksilver's full
range of tubed products sat around looking attractive and
innocent. "Who, me?"
Kevin Hayes at Valve Amplification Company introduced his "modern" amp for the '90s, the PA160 "Universal"
monoblock. VAC-imported Golden Dragon KT88s are supplied, but you can drop in ICT90s, KT77s, KT66es, 6550As,
EL34s, 6CA7s, and 6L6GCs. Be my guest. Calling Dick
Olsher! Tubes for Mr. Olsher! (Permit me to tweak, in an
affectionate way, one of Stereophile's most inveterate tuberollers!) VAC's gorgeous Renaissance amps were out and
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Icouldn't move—how could he subject me to this? Yummy.
Interestingly, later in the day, with JA cocking an ear,
the sensitive German Boy Toy Insider sounded atouch
peaky—when you're playing with statement products
at this level, even the slightest perturbations in the listening
environment can affect the sound. Believe me, Las Vegas
doesn't cause only slight perturbations in the environment!
Duck! Attack of the 50-foot adult-video Barbie-doll women!

Balanced Audio Technology VK-60 power amplifie.

about at the Show—an effort truly making its mark these
recent days.
Ken Stevens of Convergent Audio Technologies was
comfortably showing his long-awaited JL-1 triode amps
powering Shun Mook'd mbl 101s. Inoticed CAT Signature-based systems in more rooms at this Show than I've ever
seen before. When last Isaw Ken in his fine-sounding room,
he was deep in conversation with Victor Khomenko of
Balanced Audio Technology. Ithink they were playing
Carmen McCrae, which is how more of these international
detentes should be forged. "Boris, play that Carmen McCrae
CD Ibrought you and let's get down to business!"
George Bischoff and Charlie Gavaras of Melos Audio
were showing off their new everybody-wants-one SHA
Gold preamp, which has remote control and trick optically
coupled volume and balance control, dubbed the Porzilli
Pho-Tentiometer. Other tubed items making music from this
big-bang-for-the-audio-buck outfit included the Max 3D/A
processor (1-bit differential glowing with apair of 6DJ8/6922
Sovteks), their admittedly tubeless CUT Drive, the updated
202 Stereo amp, and their 333 Gold preamp equipped with
the Pho-Tenfiometer and remote. George, you are such acouch
potato! [insert evil grin here]
Jadis front ends were in place in many rooms, taking center
stage in Victor Goldstein's Fanfare International (importer)
room, and Frank Garbie's Northstar Leading The Way,
Inc. (distributor) room across the hall. Victor was playing
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Another high-end fixture, Arcici's Ray Shab, centered the
sound in his room around the Lon Guyland, New Yawkbased Perfectionist Audio Components (PAC) line
stage—$10k with phono, $7k without. Ray gives new meaning to the term perennial.

Convergent Audio Technologies JL-I triode amplifier

the 3A Suprema loudspeakers with integrated subwoofer
driven by apair of vertically bi-amped Defy-7 Mk.IIIs and
an all-Jadis front end, including the much-revered JP-80MC
and JS1 Symmetrical D/A processor driven by the sexy J1
Drive CD transport (the last two reviewed last month).
Bright Star Audio's Barry Kohan was showcasing his
fine-sounding new speakers using Roger Modjeski's new
Music Reference RIV1-500 ($6750) on the midrange and
top, and aZeus Sunfire amp on the bottom. The RIVI-500
is hand-built, and knocks out 250Wpc from aquartet of
ICT88s per side using AB2 technology. A mono version, the
RIVI-501, will soon be available for $10,750.
Conrad-Johnson's passive exhibit featured all their tubed
and solid-state products, including the newly introduced
MV-55 tube amp ($1995), which delivers 50W (25W in triode mode). Istarted my high-end career with an MV-50 and
aPV-5! Ah, the memories—those were the days ...
Japan's Air Tight showcased their entire line, including
the monoblock ATM-3s at 110W (55W in triode), and the
Alt-2 control preamplifier. Mr. Miura, owner and founder
(formerly president of Luxman USA), was there to introduce
to the seething CES crowds the new ATM-4, a24W stereo
design (50W mono'd) powered by 6L6es in ultralinear mode.
Ialso admired the ATL-10A Passive Remote Linestage controller.
To add to the internationalist flavor, Show regulars John
Hunter and Stirling Trayle from Surniko had on hand
Copenhagen's clean-looking Copland tube electronics.
Tubers Art Ferris and Elliot Kallen from Audible Illusions
were working the halls, their Modulus 3and Modulus L1line-stage/headphone amp drawing the usual rabid attention
from the value-for-money crowd (practically everyone). The
AI preamp has an enormous, loyal following; aproduct
doesn't reach classic status by accident!
The audio-legend-in-his-own-time Emmanuel Go from
Presence Audio was making music with his tubed dualmono line stage, which has stepped attenuators and aseparate
power supply. This version sells for $2850, but you might
twist Emmanuel's arm to sell you one of his all-outjobbies,
which costs $4400 for the "top level."
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They're Cute: Check out Hong Kong's $995/pair Mini
Amps, imported by Golden String. You can get apair of
these little 30W EL34 amps in cuddly yellow, cute-as-abutton cherry burgundy, or elegant gray. "You don't need
the toaster!" Brian Hawkins of Golden String laughed. One
of these days, Alice!
The minuscule Mini Amps were closely followed in the
cute-as-the-dickens department by Audio Advancements'
tubed headphone amp, the EarMax. Almost as cool was their
diminutive 45W class-A TriMax 25Wpc triode ultralinear
monoblock power amp. This 22 lb. small-is-beautiful amp
sports an amusing acrylic vented cylinder covering the output
807, while the coachwork unfolds like Mighty Morphin'
Power Rangers for access. AA's Hart Huschens should
arrange for the panels to open at the push of abutton—like
aFord Sunliner! Hart also introduced the dual-mono (and
built to look that way) PreMax full-function tube preamp.
Four 12AX7s in the line stage, and tubed plug-in modules
for phono (MM or MC). Inoticed in the literature that the
PreMax and TriMax were all designed by one "St. Brocksieper"; but while Beth Huschens admitted they were
"heavenly designs" [badaBOOM], the "St." turned out to
be short for Stephan, not Saint.
They March to aDifferent Drummer: Cary Audio
showed (among all their other single-ended goodies) two
powerhouse behemoths designed to push the likes of the big
Avalons around the dance floor with ease! The SLM-200,
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Three Audio Advancements EarMax headphone amplifiers
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a200W class-A/AB mono monster stuffed with eight ICT88s
or 6550s, first caught my eye. But what truly fascinated me
were the 260Wpc CAD-211M class-A/B pure-triode
monos—a pair of 12AU7s input to apair of 300B drivers,
which power apair of 845 outputs. Come to me, my beauty!
On the opposite end of the power scale was Cary's awardwinning 14W 301SE integrated stereo amp, which was
making dreamy sounds. Dennis Had and Billy Wright were
displaying all their products, including the new SLP74 preamp ($1500), which has abuilt-in headphone amp and an
optional $400 plug-in tube phono stage. Dennis, in his best
conspiratorial manner, showed me aprototype of atubed
tuner that has aseparate (enormous) power supply, and 22
effin' tubes twinkling up from the boards.
Previously marching to their own drummer—but now
almost mainstream, it would seem—are the Mad Monks
from the Shun Mook Planet. Itook alot of heat in Miami
last April over these ebony products, but nine out often wildeyed CES audiophiles and industry persons (not mutually
exclusive) were hugging me, thanking me, and exclaiming
that they don't know how it works, but it works. Ifelt that dotted line on my neck begin to fade. The Mad Monks used
mainstream electronics in their room this year, including the
McCormack DNA-0.5s, aCAT SL-1 Signature, and their
own prototype CD player based on aPioneer PD203.
They March to aWay Different Drummer: Australia's
Sonique showed their gorgeously finished 90Wpc Micrex
M-1 monoblock amp, which again features the unusual
6C33C-B tube—but this time as an input driving MOSFET outputs! Sonique has afull line of interesting electronics,
including the L-1 integrated amplifier, the P-1 power amp,
the super minimalist R-1 tube preamp, and arange of
speakers. Everything is so beautifully finished that Iwanted
to slobber into their ears while murmuring horny epithets.
This stuff is seriously attractive—and if it sounds as good
in the home as it looked at CES, it's areal winner.
He Follows his Dream: Rainbow Electronics' 5 showed
their one and only product: the one hundred thousand dollars
apair Shoreline 800s—I spelled that out so there'd be no mistake. This humongous 800-watter is capable of greater than
6000W peaks, and can swing 450V peak-to-peak into 8
ohms. Dig some of the switches and meters listed in the lit:
Auto On/Off Automatic Start Up Sequence (thank goodness), Plate On/Off Main B+, Plate Voltage Select (Hi 2300V,
Low 1500V), Front/Rear Tube Selector Switch, and Fan
Cooling Mode: Auto/Full Speed. I'll wager the fan was on
full speed ahead for the duration of the Show—it was hot in
there! Ifound myself staring dumbfounded into the belly
of the beast while regarding its brightly glowing complement
of 813s (an American-made "giant KT88" beam powertube). A big sound—take my reviewer, please!
Follow that Dream, Part Deux: From the gigantic to the
petit. Aside from the $1298 P3 tri-tube full-function preamp (pure discrete class-A, point-to-point wiring, all Vishay
resistors, Kimber, Wonder, etc. caps), N.E.W. (Rancho Santa
Fe, CA) showed atubed phono stage retailing at $498 (separate power supply optional), and several small, interesting
solid-state amps. The real shocker was the so-called DCseries products. Included with abattery-powered amp (we're
not talkin' two D cells here) is the DCP 33 ($2298). It's a
single-ended class-A triode tube preamp sitting on the D.C.B.
15 5800 Madison Ave., Sacramento, CA 95841. Tel: (916) 334-7277.
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Isolation Docking Base, which doubles as the storage compartment for the battery-100% full DC operation! Where's
the Energizer Bunny when you need him?!
And Yet Again...Jean-Jacques Van Leeuwen of Audio
Matière in France is an intense guy. His interesting amps,
imported by Ron Hedrich at Mango, are unique in circuit
design, tube complements, and presentation. For example,
the Equilibre is an auto-bias 60W stereo amp sporting EL34s
used in conjunction with either 6550s or KT88s, aquartet
of 6NS7s, and acouple of EF86s thrown in to taste. The
faceplate of the amps is either of stone, or is finished in an
anodized black or gold. The side caps are wood. The
Equilibre looks as if it was designed with Provence in mind
rather than Paris Flash. The 30W Majuscule, which can be
ordered with apassive line-stage built in, uses quartets of
EL34s and EL84s, and acouple of EF86s and 6SN7s. Audio
Matière has other amps and preamps in their très distinctif
lineup; atubed CD player and D/A convertor due tout de suite,
along with aphono stage.
NASCAR's Got Nothing on Him: Scott Franklin of
Wavestream Kinetics was blipping the throttle on his
Triode-V8 power amp, which looks like aHolman Moody
Big Block as rendered by Michael Graves. Among many
other innovative circuit implementations, the output stage
of the Triode-V8 consists of eight ICT90s/KT88s/6550s (roll
your own) configured in triode/push-pull parallel, supported
by aSupercharger Stage' of eight 12GN7s configured as
triode buffers. The amp also features massive output transformers, low internal impedance of the parallel triodes, handwired point-to-point wiring with Cardas, Kimber, or solid
core, depending on circuit position. Innovative and unique,
it sounded powerful yet peachy on Paul Hales the Man's new
speakers.
Best Coffee & Honey Cakes: Imust thank Urs and Anne
Wagner from Switzerland's Ensemble for the best Show
treats. They offered me avery welcome Swiss coffee (black,
please) and asilver tray of Leckerli—a type of honey cake
made from aMedieval recipe written at atime before there
was sugar. Mmmmmm ...The name translates into Little
Palatables —very àpropos! Ensemble understands human
nature.
Ilistened to their hybrid electronics and beautifully finished
digital front-end—all available in two finishes ("The chrome
is for the Germans!" quipped Ken Kessler, snapping photos
and admiring the alternative elegant, dark-gray-anodized
finish. He disappeared in aflash before Urs could correct
him—it's polished brass, Ken!) Urs showed me the newest iteration of their effective Tubesox tube dampers, which have
alogo that turns red when the tubes warm up—very attractive in European soccer equipe. Along with their amusingly
named Primadonna Gold speakers (c'mon Urs—take your
tongue out of your cheek!), Dichrono Drive, and DAC, the
Wagners were making music with their hybrid Virtuoso preamp and 100W Corifeo power amp. Both preamp and amp
have little viewports through which to regard the color
change to the Tubesox inside! Cool! Imean, hot!
The Most Amusing Product Name: (after the Primadonnas, of course) was the Pathos Twin Towers amp from
Italy. This hybrid features so-called INPOL circuitry at 30W
pure-class-A. The brochure says, Inoted with some amusement, that feedback is "absent." Whatever mirth the name
may engender, this equipment is seriously beautiful to behold.
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Details are sketchy, but there's aphoto of aladder-resistor
volume control, which looked as if it had been rendered by
Leonardo himself? The craftsmanship is outstanding. The
wood sides are available in Italian walnut, ash, or padouk,
and the polished stainless steel comes in several different
finishes.
He's Bearing on Air: Doctor Peter Forsell introduced the
Forsell Air Reference The Tube, a60W class-A amplifier
cloaked in typical Forsell black acrylic. The Tube is big, features his constant-current-look topology, and makes use of
apair of KT88s in triode mode and apair ofEL34s in pentode
mode. The Tube amp was backed by anew line-stage preamp, also called The Tube; RIAA phono stage is aprojected
option. Just when Ithought it was safe to move on, Dr. Forsell
touched my elbow and brought me into his second room,
where he was introducing The Statement. I'll say. .$27k
for ahumongous solid-state amp thrashing out some 300400W. Dr. Forsell and importer Jay Bertrand, from Audio
Imports, were making we'll-send-it-to-you noises as I
backed out of the room, holding the door frame for balance.
The Amp that Ate Chicago: Along with their many wellregarded tube products, Sonic Frontiers introduced anew
line of entry-level electronics called Anthem. Chris and Chris
Johnson and Jensen) of Sonic Frontiers also get the award
for blasting the most eyebrows into the ceiling at the Show
with aprototype of their 211-based monster amps, due to
weigh-in at something over $20k when in production.
Best quality, best parts, no compromise—according to
John Sloan, VP Product Development. It's astatement product. "You have to know what's possible to achieve in any
field," he told me while Iwas in the SF Recovery Room scarfing peanuts and scribbling like mad. "With two 211s per
channel used as cathode followers, it makes 100 push/pull
watts." An amp for someone who can't figure out what kind
of tubes they want, as one wag put it, you'll find a4GZ37
high-voltage rectifier (we're in the danger zone with these
amps, whose operating voltage is up around 1200V DC),
a6AU6 negative-voltage regulator, EL34s, 6922s, 6SN7s,
and apair of 6BX7s. The amp is hand-wired point-to-point,
and sports an industrial designer-rendered chassis. It sounded
impressive, notwithstanding some teething problems—
mechanical buzz from the AC transformers.
They're Single: From little acorns. ..What's the singleended experience without avisit to Audio Note USA—
importers of Kondo-San's over-the-top Ong-aku (possibly
the most expensive 27W you can buy) and several other statement products from their full line of electronics known for
purity and price. Of late, we've been getting more downto-earth offerings from Audio Note UK, including the
lovely Meishu integrated (single-ended 300B, 85W, and zero
feedback, at $5795), and akit that'll set you back amere $1150
for ataste of the life of Riley.
The string tone of the Meishu was indeed captivating. In
aspecial way, it was my unofficial Best Sound of the Show,
sounding liquid, open, airy, focused, compelling, and inviting
in the midrange and lower treble, yet plenty fast as well.
"Warm but not carpeted," say my notes, "the violin like nothing I've heard before.. ." Hmmm, we'll definitely have to look
into that.
Across the hall, Herb Reichert of Audio Note New York
gave me afew minutes of the Gaku-On experience. This
amplifier boasts apair of 211 power tubes for 55 purist audiophile watts. The game's afoot, Watson!

Single-ended libidinous cravings were well served by
Italy's Unison Research, who showed up with their gorgeous cast of beautifully built tube products. They had a
lovely phono stage called the Phono One; the class-A Simply
Two integrated amp at 12W RMS per candle utilizing asingle
EL34 per side in pentode mode; the gawd-it's-beautiful Performance One dual-mono, single-ended at 25 big ones per side;
the Smart 845; the 845 Absolute; and averitable plethora of gorgeously finished electronics. They're all so beautiful it hurts.
In addition to their 30W 845 SE triode Orfeo amps, Bel
Canto had several other components in their Operatic series
lit up, including their single-ended Tosca preamp ($1590).
The Celio amp ($2990)—which is a minimalist, zerofeedback, fully balanced, single-ended solid-state amp (!)—
might be considered a"hybrid" if we stretch abit. Its
transformer-coupled outputs maintain the proper bias on
the FETS, with both single-ended and balanced outputs.
Power is rated at between 50W and 150W, depending on the
load impedance, and the outputs can be bridged for mono
operation.
And now for something completely different in SingleEnded Land: the Brentworth Soundlab/Art Audio/Encore
Electronics room. The high-sensitivity Brentworths were
being driven by the beautifully made Art Audio Tempo Mk.II
monoblocks (low-feedback, all-triode class-A, EL34s). This
tube manufacturer hails from Nottinghamshire, England (not
too many places with names like dat in Joisey!), and makes
afull line of front-end components Driven by the mysterious
Luxor pyramids of the Encore HDCD digital front-end, the
fellows were making some very appealing sound in their
room.
They're Single, Too: It was asalubrious occasion, as always,
to see Great Neck, New York's Roy Hall of Music Hall. Roy,
purveyor of fine English goods like Creek and Epos, always
makes available to passing friend and foe alike anip of the
finest single malts. It was hard to know who had the best
cache of the golden elixir—Roy, or New York's own Rick
Rosen, denizen of The Audiophile Network, and admirer
of things Scotchian. Between these two, aided in no small
part by TAN's Official Prickly Conscience Lonnie Brownell,
Imanaged to remain quite well-lubricated for the duration.
They Roll Their Own: Czechoslovakia's VAIC (pronounced vaysch) valve company introduced their direct
replacement for the 300B, the VV30B Type I—handmade
in the old Tesla Research Labs with 114 constituent parts,
each needing afull 120 hours to build. VAIC makes everything, including the glass (a special compound), which is rated
at 7W-11W "linear power output" SE class-A, with an
expected life span of10,000 hours. The tube has areal vacuum
of ten-to-the-minus-tenth torr (sounds impressive), and is
offered in three specifications, including types II (I-ugh Output) and III (Double Output). "Make on amplifier only without music input signal!" Indeed. The VAIC valves, distributed
by single-ended output transformer and custom amp-makers
Electra-Print Audio of Las Vegas, could be heard in the
13W Italian MPR Triode 30 prototype Electra-Print is making custom transformers for this lovely tube, which delivers
an additional 3W-4W over your average 300B. There's also
the VV50B and VV52B—both of whose designs are
patented—which make amaximum of 80W on the plate, 25
RMS. Cool—a patent on atube in 1995. There's hope for
the world!
They Know Who Else is Gonna Roll 'Em: J.C. Morri-
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F OLLOW-UP
SANUS SYSTEMS
COMPONENT FOUNDATIONS

When Ireviewed the Sanus Systems CF45
Component Foundation equipment stand in
Vol.14 No.11, p.184, my primary reservation
was that Ifelt it was not sufficiently rigid to
use with aturntable. Sanus subsequently
addressed the rigidity issue by adding an
additional front-to-back support. The company sent afour-shelf CF35 sample for a
"Follow-Up:' the only model it had available
at the time The CF35 is shorter than the fiveshelf CF45 and sells for $324 for the rack and
shelves (trim kit optional).
Even allowing for the fact that ashorter
rack is inherently more rigid than ataller one,
Iwas definitely impressed by the newfound
rigidity of the updated CF35. When placed
with spikes on aconcrete surface and loaded
down to simulate normal use, it was less
prone to "racking"—a torsional lack of
rigidity—than any of the other equipment
stands Ievaluated in the November 1991 Stereophik, including the Ardd Lead Balloon. It
was also at least as rigid as the fully assembled, welded, Target TT5T racks that Iuse
in my listening room. (In fairness to the
Targets, they're 5" taller than the Sanus.)
Here are some other comparisons between
the Sanus and Target stands:
1) The Sanus is wider and deeper (its usable
dimensions are 20" W by 17.5" D, compared
to the Target's 185" W by 15.5" D), and will
more easily accommodate larger compo-

4) Neither rack has provisions for filling
it with sand, but the Sanus, with its heavier
steel frame, seems slightly better damped.
5) The ready-assembled Target can be up
and running in five minutes. The Santis must
be assembled, and while it is not complicated,
it is arather tedious procedure (it took me
about two hours—your mileage may vary).
One of the decorative trim pieces on our
sample had misaligned holes, and Sanus had
to send us another.
Ican now definitely recommend the Sanus
CF35 for general use as asolid, attractive,
reasonably priced equipment stand. Ihave
not tested the taller, improved CF45, so Ican't
specifically recommend it. But it should be
asimple matter for the reader to check its
rigidity at adealer. —Thomas j. Norton

S

Sanus Systems CF35 with oak trim

nents. The Sanus's shelves are also thicker and
heavier.
2) All the shelves on the Sanus are supported by spikes. Only the top shelf of the
Target is spiked.
3) While there are more crossbraces with
the Target, the steel frame of the Sanus appears to be made of thicker material.

"Overall, however, the Sanus was the
best-looking of the units under evaluation. In the more important functional
area, the Sanus Rack comfortably accommodated anything we wished to place
on it."
"The CF45 is, however, the most suitable as the support for afull-up audiovideo system (with two of the racks and
the optional Video Bridge)."
—Thomaal Norton
"Racking It Up"
Stetrophile, Vol.14 No.11, November 1991

M ANUFACTURERS' C OMMENTS
SANUS SYSTEMS
COMPONENT FOUNDATIONS
Editor:
We would like to thank Tom Norton for his
follow-up review of Sanus Systems' Component Foundations [in October 1993,
Vol.16 No.10, p.245]. Component and loudspeaker supports do not get the attention they
deserve, so it's encouraging to see this product category reviewed. It is even more gratifying when the review focuses on aSanus
product and is extremely positive!
In the November 1991 review, Tom felt
that Component Foundations were the bestlooking of the equipment racks then under
evaluation, and the most suitable as asupport for afull-up audio-video system. The

only real criticism that Tom had for the CF45
was ultimate rigidity.
As Tom noted in the "Follow-Up," the
latest Component Foundations are significantly more rigid. Rigidity and immunity
to resonance are the two most important
elements in component-rack performance.
We are pleased that he places our latest
models at the head of the class in these critical
areas, as well as in functionality and aesthetic
appeal.
Besides enhanced rigidity, there have been
three other noteworthy changes since the last
review. The height of the middle shelves now
has arange of adjustment, two Video Bridges
may now be used, and additional trim-kit
finishes are available. The current list of
WorldRadioHistory

trim-kit finishes includes: Black Lacquer,
Midwestern Red Oak, Missouri Walnut,
Grey Fountainhead, Rose Fountainhead,
Sand Fountainhead, and Emerald Fountainhead.
The review did have one significant inaccuracy. It stated that Component Foundations were not designed to be filled with
sand. Component Foundations may be filled
with sand or shot. Curiously, this feature was
correctly mentioned in the November 1991
review.
J
IM WOHLFORD
Sanus Systems
Fax 612-636-0367
©Stereophile—Vol. 16, No, 10

AT&T/WESTERN ELECTRIC ARE TO REMANUFACTURE THE MOST ENAMORED OF
CLASSICAL TUBES, THE 300B.

son and Komuro-San of Dinosaur, manufacturer of triode
amps and speakers ((212) 982-6421), were working the halls,
and gave me the real story on the big tube news of the Show:
the return of the Western Electric 300B tube. It seems that
AT&T owns the Western Electric name, and it's this suddenly
erstwhile organization that will remanufacture this most enamored of classical tubes. This is certain to affect the audiophile
tube-market in abig way. We shall see. ..
The OTL Brigade: Fourier Components was showing
their higher-power Sans Pareil Mk.III+, sporting ten PL509
pentodes and an improved screen regulator. You want tubestuffed interiors? These Futterman-based 190W behemoths
have 18 glowing bottles illuminating their innards! Color
them devoted. In addition to the regular Mk.III and the Plus
($3895 and $4470, respectively), Fourier offers the Panthere
(a more lofty $6790), a200W triode model based on eight
of those burly Russian 6C33C-Bs again. They also showcased their new Triomphe ($1995), a50Wpc triode design
that uses the 6080 output tube (the industrial version of the
6AS7).
Ihad an enjoyable chat with Fred Abrams of KSS Audio
Engineering in the hallway, where many interesting conversations and business transactions take place. Fred makes
those awesome-looking direct-coupled all-triode Orlis (flat
down to DC!), including the 200S; the 480 MB; adirectcoupled preamp called the DCP; and anew model, the

104Wpc DC200, which is self-biasing, and utilizes nine
6AS7s/channel. There's also anice little phono stage for $1995.
Frank Morris at Gold Aero had aroom chockablock with
interesting tubeophilia, including that great-looking chess
set he keeps lugging to the Shows to drive all right-thinking
tube-lovers mad with lust! The Gold Aero five-volume tube
books are coming along quite well, and volume one, The
Complement and Substitution Guide, is almost ready. This volume will give OEM tube complements for nearly every piece
of audio tube gear sold in the past 45 years, with tubeupgrade recommendations. Gold Aero introduced anew
hybrid phono stage Ihope to hear before too long: the dB60,
which partners the solid-state dB45 already on the market.
This new phono stage—which is designed around a"universal tube op-amp" circuit, as Frank described it—bears watching. Gold Aero's room showcased Jud Barker's Joule Electra
electronics driving Bobby Palkovic's Merlin speakers with
the Mu-Stage Linedrive (with remote) and the 100W Marquis
triode OTLs using those pesky 6C33C-Bs yet again; $10k
the pair.
Pooped but Happy... It was areally great Show. Upbeat,
optimistic, with arelaxed and friendly atmosphere that put
everyone at ease. It was great hanging with my colleagues,
and the Stereophile party was just fantastic—and packed to the
rafters with smiling faces. Audio isfun again, and that's what
it's all about!

W ES PHILLIPS IN THE WCES GROOVE

N

ow this was my kind of Show: there were turntables,
tonearms, cartridges, phono sections, and records
everywhere. Judging by what Isaw in Vegas, analog is no longer just holding on—it's healthy. Did Isay
healthy? Ready to kick some digital butt is more like it.
Why do Isay that? Because, for the first time in adecade,
there's arecord industry out there to support the equipment.
I'm not talking about the remarkable numbers of Pearl jam's
Vitalogy sold—although the media have jumped on that story
like afree drink; I'm not convinced that all of those Pearl Jam
fans have acommitment to the medium—I suspect that, as
atrend, it has the staying power of plaid flannel shirts.
But there are signs, to my way of thinking, that do offer
hope. First, there's the unrestrained greed of the major labels.
While not possessing alist price as such, the new Page/Plant
No Quarter CD carried awholesale price that made stores
treat it as a$21.98 list price disc. Which meant, in my neighborhood, that you could pay $17.99 for the CD, or apenny
less for the German LP. Faced with prices like that, the audiophile LP doesn't seem such an extravagant gesture.
Mostly, though, it seems as though the number of records
available from the specialty presses has achieved critical mass.
John Hunter from Surniko commented: "The true analog
story of this Show is the number of records that we see available. Records have just taken off at aremarkable rate. We've
never been in abetter position to acquire high-quality, consistently good analog software." Transparent Audio's Karen
Sumner, in aseparate conversation, opined that "The `golden
age' of vinyl lasted three decades, but we can probably buy

more superior-quality new pressings right now than at any
time during that era."
Classic Records had aremarkably visible presence at the
Show—any room that had aturntable also had astack of
Classic Records' RCA reissues: Ella Fitzgerald's Clap Hands,
Here Comes Charlie, or the new Johnny Hodges/Duke Ellington Back to Back. No wonder, these discs offer analog's most
spectacular raison d'être: the sheer seductive sound of vinyl
at its finest.
Classic initially estimated that they could release 12 records
in their first year of operation; they ended up doubling that.
If their projections for '95 are on track, they'll end up issuing
60 more: 10 Verve jazz reissues; four pop releases; 30 clagsical
reissues; an original jazz recording—bassist Art Davis leading
an ensemble consisting of Robbie Coltrane (sax), Marvin
"Smitty" Smith (drums), and Herbie Hancock (piano); and
they plan to release vinyl versions ola number of contemporary pop releases (Matthew Sweet's next, 100% Fun) as
well as back catalog.
Imet mastering engineer Bernie Grundman in the Acoustic Sounds suite—he's been one of my heroes for along time.
As Ienthused over the Verve Back to Back, he smiled modestly
and predicted that Iwould be pleased with the Classic reissue.
"Pleased" don't just about cover it! The new vinyl is so spectacular that it's scary. Bernie says that the original mastering engineer elected to filter at 13.5k—which made cutting
the disc simpler, but robbed it of presence and bite in abig
way. This has always been aswinging record, but Classic
has made it asonically superior one as well. Bravo!
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TARALUS

All-Staps
Are coming to LA!

Some of the greatest living jazz
performers conne together for aprivate
show at the Stereophile High-End show
in April. A once in alifetime event
sponsored by

TARALL‘BS
Concerto delta Riproduzione della Musica
by Aton Stimphouic

Adyton introduces the Symphonic Series...Opera, Chorus, Temper, Modus, Cordis 1.6 and Cordis 3.B,
aseries of pre-amplifiers and amplifiers, designed to allow music to be awonderful listening experience.
This is the most innovative technology dedicated to the reproduction of music. Anew generation of
high-end equipment to meet today's music listener demands. Distributed by F.G. Imports,
P.O. Box 118108, Carrollton, Texas, 75011-8108; tel. 1-800-647-6640, fax (214) 361-7200.

I.

PORI

Adyton

Adyton will he exhibited at Stereophile High-End Hi-Fi Show at Doubletree Hotel, room 876, Los Angeles
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Mobile Fidelity has also had abanner year for records.
Late-1993's release of Muddy Waters' Folk Singer (MFSL1-201) was just the beginning of their commitment to vinyl.
Mo-Fi has totally rethought record production—starting
with Nelson Pass's custom electronics on their cutting lathe,
extending to revolutionary plating and metal work from Greg
Lee, and culminating in their own customized recordpressing facility. Mo-Fi's 200-gram Anadisc records are
unlike anything else produced in the age of vinyl, technologically speaking. And they sound spectacular—a conclusion shared by the mobs of people who bought out their
stock at the Show.
Chesky maintained their presence in the record biz with
their ravishing Gaîtè Parisienne (RC110), Johrmy Frigo's Debut
ea Legend (JR119), and Rebecca Pidgeon's eponymous release
(JR115). Another stalwart with agreat new release was
AudioQuest, whose Doug MacLeod record Come To Find
(AQLP-1027) was heard to good effect in room after room.
Analog Productions augmented their reissue program with
one of my favorite records of 1994, Jimmie Rogers' Bluebird
(APO 2001 CD/LP)—a relaxed blues romp that's hard to
resist. And Cisco Music, Inc. had awhole room full of their
super-analog London reissues, which Ihaven't had achance
to hear yet (pant pant), but the selections are tempting. No
wonder the equipment manufacturers have responded so
enthusiastically.
There were new phono sections all over the place. ConradJohnson has had aburst of solid-state creativity (see my
solid-state report), which includes the EF-1 Phono Equalization Preamplifier ($1595), available in March. AJFET
design, the EF-1 features selectable gain (40ciB, 46dB, and
52dB), allowing it to be used with most of the extremelylow-output moving-coils currently in vogue.

masters of outboard power regulation, offer three: the FlatCap ($650); the Hi-Cap ($1250); and the Super-Cap ($3900).
The Prefix was shown in astatic demo, so Ican't speak for
the sonic differences caused by the three power supplies; but
if the differences are as easily audible as those in the rest of
the line—and my guess is that they'll be even more so—
then anyone interested in the unit is in for avery entertaining
demo.
FM Acoustics was demonstrating their ultra-flexible FM222 phono section ($12,000) in the Duntech room—this
baby lets you compensate not only for all of those nonstandard EQs that proliferated in the '50s and on 78s, but
also for every gain option known to man, beast, or audiophile. Ithought the sound was ravishing, although the price
made me blanch. Ensemble's Phonomaster ($740; $260 for
the outboard power supply) is agorgeous little unit. "Like
audio jewelry," JS said dreamily, "you just want to caress it."
Indeed. Everything in the Ensemble room was worth swooning over—the sound, through their own speakers, was so
inviting and natural that Ifound myself copying down
the names and numbers of every disc they played. The
Phonomaster can accommodate low-output MCs (down
to 0.15mV), and has facilities for resistive loading.
Benz's Lukaschek PP-1 phono stage ($1350) has been
extensively revised (22 parts changes)—older units can be
upgraded at no charge. Albert Lukaschek, the designer of
the unit, recently purchased the Benz company, and will continue to support existing Benz product. Lukaschek has
retained Ernst Benz as adesign consultant—although Benz
is likely to spend much of his time at his favorite hobby, soaring. Aha! Now we know why Benz's new cartridge is called
The Glider ($750). An open high-output MC, the reasonably
priced Glider has an output of lmV.

THE NUMBER OF RECORDS AVAILABLE FROM THE SPECIALTY PRESSES
HAS ACHIEVED CRITICAL MASS.
Gold Aero showed the dB-45—a 45dB solid-state phono
stage designed for high-output MC and MM cartridges The
dB-45, which is internally loaded to 100k ohms and shipped
with three pairs of loading jacks (47k, 1k, and 100 ohms),
has an outboard power supply and comes in two versions:
Standard ($799) and Signature ($995), the latter boasting
higher-quality passive parts. VPI's Harry Weisfeld was so
taken by the Standard that he's planning on incorporating
it into areasonably priced turntable, allowing audiophiles
with line-level preamps to plug the 'table straight in to their
systems. Gold Aero also showed the dB-60, atubed version
that has 15dB extra gain, as aprototype. The price will be
set when the phono stage is ready for market, but they're
shooting for $1500-$2000. These are the first products in
aprojected line of electronics.
Gryphon Audio Designs debuted their outrageously
beautiful Orestes phono preamp, which can be had either
as amodule to be dropped into their Elektra preamp ($4700)
or as alimited-edition stand-alone unit ($8500). Flemming
Rasmussen views the limited edition as his homage to analog,
and will produce only 333 units (get it?). The sound from
Gryphon electronics and Graham Engineering's new
loudspeakers was captivating.
Naim was showing their Prefix ($700), aphono section
that mounts at the armboard—a really swell idea that keeps
those low-level signals running as short adistance as is possible. The unit requires an outboard power supply; Naim,
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

ELAC showed an interesting line of cartridges, including the ESG 896—a $225 MM that Iwas pleasantly taken
by. Perhaps the ESG 896 lacked the sweetness of the finer
MC designs—but not by much; and it got alot of air and
detail out of records. The ESG 896 has aboron cantilever
and avan den Hul stylus profile; it seems like alot of cartridge for the money.
Sumiko introduced the SHO (see my review elsewhere
in this issue), ahigh-output moving-coil that resembles
the Transfiguration AF-1—which itself sounded spectacular
in Exposure's room mounted on an SME 20. The SHO
offers refinement and balance at what—sad to say—has
become areasonable price point for an analog product; it
must be admitted, however, that this is one "reasonably
priced" product whose quality of construction reeks of
luxury.
Clearaudio was demonstrating their newest cartridge,
the Insider ($7230), which truly did sound mahvelous in Joe
DePhillips' Discovery Cable room. Ioverheard one (kind
of) competing manufacturer walk out of the door saying,
"That's the best sound I've ever heard from aturntable!" Definitely acontender. Clearaudio now manufactures the Souther
TQ-I ($2200) tonearm, which Steven Stone reviews in this
issue.
Two products that were overwhelmingly present at this
Show were VP! Industries' TNT Mk.III turntable ($5000;
$6000 with outboard motor), and the Graham Engineering
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Four large output tubes
operating at 2300 volts
providing over 6000 watts peak
power output per channeL

See us at HiFi '95, Room 765

"We repair and modify both professional and
consumer audio equipment."

Rainbow Electronics 5800 Madison Avenue, Suite G, Sacramento, California 95841, (916) 334-7277
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WHEN MANUFACTURERS RELY ON THEIR SHOW DEMOS TO GENERATE SALES,
THEY DON'T MAKE SYSTEM DECISIONS BASED ON WHIMSY.
Model 1.5t tonearm ($2900). Room after room was using
one or both of these products—I'd guess that more of these
two were on display than everything else combined. Clever
marketing? Perhaps. But when manufacturers rely on their
demos to generate sales, they don't make their system decisions based on whimsy.
The current incarnation of the TNT sounded mighty fine
everywhere Iheard it. Iwas particularly taken by the sound
in the VPI/Bright Star Audio suite, where Bright Star
Audio's Altair Reference dipole speakers were holding forth.
These D'Appolito-configured transducers were delivering
an incredibly solid image, with the stability augmented by
abreathtakingly low noise-floor. Barry Kohan, designer of
the Altair Reference, confided that filling the speaker's hollow
walls with sand creates atotally uncolored enclosure—
damping its box-mode resonances to an unprecedented
degree. It's possible.
The Graham 1.5t now features aceramic arm wand ($650),
which increases the tonearm's list price by $150—the arm
is still available with the aluminum wand for $2750. Existing
Graham arms can be retrofitted. Isaw this arm with an
ungodly assortment of cartridges—ranging from 16gm
cantilever-less designs to the nudest "grasshopper" designs—
so it has proven its universality. It also accompanied 'tables
from the most stable (VPI, Immedia RPM2) to the most
jiggly (Pink Triangle Anniversary).
Andy Payor showed the Rockport 6000-series tonearm
(no price given), designed specifically for the VPI TNT series
III and Immedia RPM 2turntables. This air-bearing lineartracking arm requires astable platform. Payor has aremarkably profound grasp of physics, as well as awillingness to
share his design philosophy—although when it comes to
physics, I'm not sure that Ican listen as fast as he talks. The
6000 arm is stunningly solid and well-built, with great attention paid to the stiffness of the air bearing itself. The armtube is symmetrically constrained-layer-damped—or, stated
more simply, constructed of four plys of epoxy/carbon-fiber
composite wrapped with opposing grain structures. Stiffer
than steel but lighter than aluminum, the armtube is terminated by aheadshell joined to the tube in amanner that
reduces boundary reflections from groove-driven vibrations.
Mark my words, this one's gonna be akiller.
"It's like having acustom-made armtube for any cartridge
that you buy," Karen Sumner of Tkansparent Audio Products enthused as she described the Well Tempered Reference
Arm. The WTRA features an internally damped adjustable
bearing cup, as well as anew carbon-fiber armtube and anew
massively machined one-piece arm-paddle assembly. All
three improvements control resonances and increase rigidity,
but the adjustability of the damping characteristics—which
allows one to precisely compensate for the mass and compliance characteristics of individual cartridges—is what got
Karen so het-up. The WTRA costs $1595, and is also available
in aturntable/arm package for $4495 (the Reference 'table
is not available without the arm).
At the SCES in Chicago last June, Max Townshend mentioned that he intended to bring ano-holds-barred turntable
to market, and Ifoolishly assumed that he was merely toying
with the idea. Silly me. The project is the culmination of 14
years of work; Townshend Audio was showing aprototype of both the Rock Reference turntable ($5000) and the
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

Excaliber tonearm ($7000)—the latter featuring remotecontrol cueing/liftoff, as well as remote-control verticaltracking/stylus-rake angles! "Really, you need to go back
to the beginning conceptually and totally redesign [turntables and tonearms] according to the laws of kinematic
design," Max theorized. Kenny who?
Kinematics is the science which has grown out of the
requirements of precision machining, aimed at eliminating
mechanical compromises that affect the performance of precision tooling. This science informed Max's design philosophy at every stage of the process. Max was kind enough
to give afantastically detailed explanation, although kinder
by far was his assumption that Icould follow him deep into
the swamps of theory. Briefly, the turntable utilizes three
silicon-damped bronze bellows to mechanically isolate it from
external vibration, and boasts massive PVC/aluminum/leaddamped plaster-composite platter and plinth.
The Excaliber/Rock Reference combo compensates for
record eccentricity, normal pivot-point changes, and recordto-record variations—offering adjustments that are replicable
as well as remote-controllable. Townshend opined that it
should even be possible to interface the arm and 'table with
your PC, which could keep track of the established optimum
setting for every record in your collection. As an example
of what's possible, the Excaliber is absolutely staggering—the
very apotheosis of adjustability. A confirmed believer in Murphy's Law, Iget alittle uneasy when confronted with this
much potential for incorrectly setting up asystem—but I'm
so very impressed by Townshend's accomplishment that I'm
willing to be seduced.
SOTA introduced the $6400 Millennia—their latest assault
on the turntable state of the art. An ultra-rigid one-piece unified sub-chassis design, the Millenia utilizes vacuum holddown, and is driven by a24-pole AC stepper motor that's
controlled by asynthesized sinewave. The motor drives a
700gm brass-pulley flywheel (which will be a$150 aftermarket add-on for other SOTA units). There's alaserpositioning system to optimize the motor's alignment and
distance from the platter—thus ensuring proper belt tension.
(I'm sure that this makes adifference, but Ifound it such a
cool piece of techno-porn that Ireally don't care. Ohhh, pretty
l(hts.) Naturally, the Millenia uses an inverted sapphire bearing assembly and the vinyl ForMat mat/Reflex Clamp coupling system.
Although the prototype shown had asprung suspension,
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the production model won't. sarA has found that many
analog-lovers have become dissatisfied with the shortcomings
associated with sprung sub-chassis. Jack Shafton explained,
"The decision [not to use springs] implies that we expect that
people have taken some efforts toward isolation, whether
through stands or sand boxes or agood isolation table. There
are so many aftermarket devices in use these days which eliminate the necessity for an expensive spring system—especially
if people are nervous about the problems they introducer

liftoff and electronic cueing; and the more ambitious Project
6.1 ($695). All models come completely aligned and have
premounted Oyster cartridges. Two screws release the suspension, and setup is complete—"It takes longer to find the
owner's manual than it does to set the thing up," boasted John
Hunter. Although many people automatically assume that
high-end means high-technology assembly, Hunter stressed
that the Project turntables are primarily hand-built in
Litivel-50km from Brno in the former Czech Republic.

THE PRODUCTION SOTA MILLENNIA WON'T HAVE ASPRUNG SUSPENSION.
SOTA also introduced the LPC-1 ($429), asemiautomatic
record-cleaning machine that seems well thought out. All
materials surrounding the cleaning area are submersible, and
its runoff tank holds afull quart and features an external level
gauge—SOTA points out that, given the volatility of recordcleaning fluids, the tank's contents will evaporate before most
folks need to empty it. Only the most anal-retentive audiophile will be able to empty a32oz tank in acleaning frenzy.
One last item that really caught my eye was the SOFA
Moonbeam ($379), agreat-looking affordable turntable/arm
package that I'm lusting after to review. Simple, cheap, and
handsome, it looks like agood deal.
Speaking of affordable turntables, Stnniko offers three:
the Project 1.2 ($395); Project 1.2e ($495), identical to the
1.2 save for the addition of optically triggered end-of-record

The realities of achangeover to ahard-currency economy
probably account for the high perceived value in the Kuzma
line as well. Kuzma—made in Slovenia, the northernmost
republic of what was formerly Yugoslavia—has made turntables for over 20 years, and currently imports two: the Stabi
($2200) and Stabi Reference ($5500). Both are viscously
damped suspended sub-plinth 'tables; but where the Stabi
utilizes MDF and more conventional materials, the Reference
is composed of hardened aluminum/composite sandwiches,
and features two motors and asuperior bearing. The company also produces two tonearms, the Stagi ($950) and Stagi
Reference ($1600)—both of which resemble the SME arms
in appearance (tapered armtubes), but with the addition of
azimuth adjustability. Guy Lemcoe has aStabi/Stagi setup,
Ihear, and Ican't wait to read what he has to say about them.

THOMAS J. NORTON ON ACCESSORIES &SUCH

I

" vowed early on not to report on new high-end
cables—we could have awhole CES report on them
alone. Suffice it to say there were the usual introductions and new challengers. I'll break my rule only to report
that XL0 received THX certification—the second cable
manufacturer next to Monster to do so—on their audio and
digital cables in their VDO line of audio, video, and digital cables. This happened even as we trod the aisles.
Aside from cables, however, anumber of cable manufacturers introduced new or updated power-line conditioners.
Audio Power Industries' Power Wedges have been extensively upgraded, with high-current IEC 320 (detachable
power-cord) connectors for use with specialty AC cords—
including Audio Power's own. The Power Wedges also now
have tighter-fitting AC receptacles, and the new filter circuitry in the amplifier outlets is said to replicate the effects
of adedicated line.
Transparent Audio showed their 14-outlet PowerLink
Reference Remote Power Bank ($2499) conditioner, which
has aremote, three-stage, turn-on delay with extra isolation
on two outlets, two levels of filtering, and two dedicated ACline inputs to better isolate (at least to the wall outlets) the
power feed for the outlets. This isolation might be useful for
high- and low-level amplification, audio and video, or perhaps digital and analog—depending on how the user chooses
to use the device.
Last year, Esoteric Audio USA purchased connector
manufacturer Tiffany, and renamed the company the TIFF
Electronics Group. In addition to new cables and connectors, TIFF also showed updated versions ofTiffany's former
power-line conditioners: the new TIFF TLC-1050/-1060
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

and TLC-2550/-2560. Features include hospital-grade,
isolated-ground outlets and revised filter circuitry. Prices
were yet to be determined as of this writing.
Tice Audio showed the Power Block III Signature Series
($1350), which has five independent circuits and 16 outkts,
cable-TV isolation circuits, front-panel switching, and powerfactor correction for the digital and small-signal circuits.
In racks, stands, and miscellaneous things to hold your
stuff, Soundstyle (distributed by Audiophile Imports)
introduced anew line of four-pillar equipment racks, which
are roomier than their previous—and still available—threepillared racks. Nice-looking stuff; one of the few lines of racks
available in six finishes.
Magro, whose wall/floor-supported racks were praised
by WP in these pages last February (Vol.18 No.2), showed
their equally unique, attractive loudspeaker stands. And
Rootrffimes now has the Series 2ClampRacks, JustaRacks,
and VideoRacks—all of which have deeper (19") shelves.
Arcici introduced their new "Leadless Balloon" turntable
stand—a change mandated by an EPA edict. Iguess too many
of you are licking your Lead Balloons and it has to stop. The
new model incorporates the Air Head isolation box (available
separately as aretrofit), which fits atop the stand. The Air
Head is simplicity in itself: the turntable support rests on
small, air-filled inner tubes. Arcici argues that this support
is actually superior to the old, more massive one.
From the Italian company Aedon Audio comes the Audio
Carpet. That's right—a line of rugs designed with, it's said,
special sound-absorbent properties. The only surprising thing
is that no one thought of the market potential of this before
The Audio Carpets are designed to be placed on the floor
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your eyes and see

the new improved Arcam Alpha5 system
Close your eyes and see the difference between Arcarn's new Alpha 5

Recommendation in the 1994 What Hi-Fi? Awards.

system uf hi-ti components and anything else in its price range.

Finally, feast your ears on the new Alpha 5 Plus CD player -quite

Ignore the fact that the Alpha 5 amplifier is our best 'budget

simply, the best value high performance CD player ever produced by a

audiophile' amplifier ever, outselling all others in the UK for the past

UK manufacturer. Over the past year the critics have heaped praise on

year. Don't be tempted by its attractive styling or a price tag which

its predecessor, the Alpha 5 CD player, calling it "the player to beat"

looks too good to- be true. Just listen, and discover for yourself aquality

(What Hi -Fi?) and "standing head and shoulders above the rest"

of sound that can only be described as exceptional.

(Hi-Fi News). Now, thanks to new master clock circuitry, the 5 Plus

Next, try the Alpha 5 FM tuner. Again, don't let its surprising
affordability seduce you. Instead, listen to broadcast sound that is natural,

sounds even better and once again sets the standards for other CD
players to match.

clear and dynamic - qualities which gained it a class leading

ARCAM

Just listen. Close your eyes, open your mind, and see the light.

--Aluslio-Snflux-Corporation-IMPORTERS OF AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS

For more infinnation about Arcam products and the name of your nearest dealer, please complete and 'cum this coupan to us.
in addition. if you would like independent reviews of any of our hi-Ii equipment, please state which products and we'll be happy to send you the relevant material.
Audio Influx Corporation PO Box 381, Highland Lakes, New Jersey 07422 Or telephone (201)764-8958 Fax: (201) 764-8479
1am interested in reviews on:

Arcam CD players

First Name(s)

D

Meant tuners

D

Arcam amplifiers D

Arcam's cassette deck

Last Name

Address

Zip Code

In United Kingdom A:d the rem of the world: Arcam, Pembroke Awoue. Waterbeach, Cammidge (1135 91711, England. Tel: 144) 01271 440954 MI hours) Fan :i44) 01223 463384.
In Canada:

D

...../1141—) Audio (to, 101 Hanlan Rd., Woodbridge, Ontario L4L 3P5 Tel: (905) 850 7511

"Arcain"is aregistered trade mark of MR. Cambridge Ltd.
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SHAKTI IS SAID TO DRAW ENERGY FROM THE EMI FIELD AROUND ACOMPONENT
AND DISSIPATE IT AS HEAT.

between the listener and the loudspeakers to deaden the "floor
bounce," and may also be used on walls for reflection control.
They're said to be made of layers of reticulated, open-cell,
and other foam along with viscoelastic resins. The largest
carpet is about 41
/'
2
by 11 1
/'. The patterns come from an Ital2
ian designer collection and look gorgeous—and expensive
enough to discourage you from walking on them. No prices
were given, as the manufacturer was still looking for US distribution.
Stax also introduced anew, super-high-end driving
amplifier for their SR-Omega headphones (see my review
in March). The new SRM-T2 all-tube drive-unit has EL34
output stages and an outboard SPS-T2 power supply, and
will likely go for about $12,000—Omega headphones
included. The "beer-budget" SR1v1-TIS, which Iused in my
review, remains available.
Carver's Z-5 impedance-matching device ($85) is
designed to interface with the output of alow-powered
surround-sound receiver or amplifier lacking line-level outputs. The outputs of the Z-5 are of an appropriate level and
impedance to then allow said receiver to properly drive
higher-power, outboard amplifiers—a nifty option for
pumping some grunt into that anemic audio/video system
until you can afford to buy abetter preamp/surround-sound
processor. Not an audiophile solution, but one you might
want to keep in mind when Uncle Cosmo asks you to help
him upgrade his 5x2OW Super Cruncher Dolby Surround
receiver.
Are you ready for the VPI Magic Brick of the '90s? Here
comes Shakti, aself-contained, so-called-electromagnetic

stabilizer. Shakti, ablack box about an inch thick and seven
inches long (calibrated eye-estimate), is said to draw energy
from the EMI field around acomponent and actively change
it into mechanical energy, which is dissipated as heat. The
device is made up of quartz-crystal oscillators and ferrous
and nonferrous material, and is housed in apoured stone casing. And if you water it, it grows green hair! Well, maybe
not. But the explanation offered for its operation did sound
like something out ola Star Trek infomercial.
Still, Ihave to say that, in abrief demo, Idid hear something
change when Shaktis were placed on the amps and
preamp—even if it was pretty subtle. At $230 each, the Shakti
will either be the latest hot tweak, or the latest piece of ammunition for the next objectivist barrage on the subjectivist camp.
Ican hear cannon rumbling in the distance already. JS has
some of these curiosities on hand. It will be interesting to
hear more about them.
From Bill Rasnake of Clear Image Audio comes another
computer program designed to assist you in setting up your
loudspeakers. Marketing plans for "The Right Place" were
alittle indefinite at the Show, but Bill is working with Snell
Acoustics to possibly get them to release aspecial edition.
Wirevvorld plans to introduce aswitch box that uses highquality components (such as silver-plated slide switches) to
allow for blind comparisons of interconnect cables. While
the primary market for the switch box will probably be
dealers, at aproposed price of about $300, it wouldn't be an
unreasonable purchase for audiophiles (or audiophile
clubs)—especially considering the price of top-line interconnects.

STEVEN STONE ON CES PARTIES

0

h, sure, journalists will tell you that they go to CES
to see and hear new equipment. Right. The real reason journalists go to CES is for the free food and
parties. If ajournalist has any smarts at all, he or she should
be able to survive the entire four-plus days of CES without
slapping wallet leather, except to pay for cabs. Too bad
Stereophile hasn't previously devoted any ink to this important
part of CES.
Festivities started slowly on Thursday afternoon, with only
afew functions for early-bird journalists. Because I'd arrived
in Vegas at 8am, Iqualified. After arequisite trip to the Las
Vegas Convention Center press room—where an enterprising journalist can acquire several line feet of product literature along with acardboard box in which to ship it all
home—I zipped off to Sherwood's press conference at "The
Palm" restaurant in the Caesar's Palace Forum, where they
unveiled exactly two home-audio products: a$150 doublewell cassette deck and a$229 AV receiver. Not exactly highend stuff. The food was pretty good—sesame chicken, jumbo
shrimp, steak tartar, and crudités. But eating food off tiny
plates while standing up in astuffy, undersized room jammed
with fellow journalists isn't my idea of agourmet setting—it's
agood recipe for indigestion.
Infinity's Thursday press conference was at the Mirage,
where they introduced their new surround-sound speaker
system and abunch of car stereo stuff. Luckily, the car-stereo

dog and pony was brief; but both demos took more than 45
minutes, during which time Ihad to balance on my lap asmall
plate of fried chicken strips that was calling out plaintively,
"Eat me, eat me, please:' Ihad time only to wolf down the
chicken irrigated by aCorona, as Ibolted for the next
function.
Marantz and the indomitable marketing maven David
Birch-Jones hosted the next press party, where they only
served ordinary American beer, making me wish I'd copped
another Corona on the way out of Infinity's affair. Marantz
showed their new dual-drive CD-V player. The demo unit
was aprototype that lacked skip and chapter-advance functions, so poor David Birch-Jones seemed almost as perplexed
as an average consumer trying to operate the thing. After a
20-minute demo and another 20 minutes of small talk and
touching bases with fellow Stereophilers JA, RH, RD, WP,
and TJN, acouple of us split for aglamorous dinner at the
California Pizza Kitchen in the Golden Nugget Hotel. The
pesto pizza was killer.
Friday morning began with the Stereophile writers' breakfast
at 8am—it did my heart good to watch TJN and RH consume their "health breakfasts" of high-fat granola and
yogurt j6 I
opted for the French toast slathered with walnuts
and maple syrup. CES is an exercise in burning carbohydrates,
16 But Ihad mine with skim milk.
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"I'm particular."
While engineering recordings for many
cIiernts, among them the Chicaco and
St. Louis Symphonies, Iheard of
Martir-Logan's special electrostatic
precision and clarity from several of
my colleagues. So, Iinstalled apair
in my studio.
What happened next was amazing.
Every change in the recording process
became apparent. Details of space in
the hail„•miCrophone placement and
even, converter qualities were instantly
perceived Yet, he superior dispersion
of their curvilinear transduce allbwed
remarkably easy room placement,
even in my studio.
After usIng klartir-Logan products for
years. Iam excited to introduce the
new advanced SL3, shattering
industry standards yet again.

What else can Isay? Go to
your local dealer and audition
the new SL3. Be prepared for
the experience.
,

$3.200.00 US/Pr

Following is asampling Y Larry's works:
WFMT Fine Ms Network weekly broadcast
of :he Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Eratc,
RCA/BMG. CBS/Sony. Koss Classics,
Marco Polo. New World, Crystal, Peregrine.
Pro Arte,

SLMMit,

Centaur, Orfeo,

MUsical Heritage Society

MARTIn

LoPPm

p.o. box 707, lawrence, ks 66044, tel (913) 749-0133. fax (913) 749-532
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so ahigh-carbo breakfast is amust—as is aregular evening
beer loading, to avoid electrolyte loss. The high-strategy
meeting degenerated when Neil McCarthy from Nicoll Public Relations pulled out athree-page list of manufacturers
who had requested that at least one Stereophile writer pop into
their display rooms. Itried to duck under the table, but JS
beat me to it, so Igenerously volunteered his name to visit
aChinese tube manufacturer located in the Convention Center (affectionately referred to as "The Zoo").
After aday of stomping around the first floor of the Sahara
bi-level complex, the only thing anyone in their right mind
feels like doing is taking off their shoes, putting up their aching feet, and instantly falling asleep. Unfortunately, that was
impossible, since Friday evening was the sixth incarnation
of the "Club Mondiar jam session, held at the Desert Inn
Country Club. The menu consisted of roast beef, roast ham,
or roast turkey, rolls on which you could creatively place the
meat to make mini sandwiches, and awide variety of chips
and dips. Vegetarians need not apply.
The Mondial party is where high-end journalists and
manufacturers jam out. The first set featured Elliot Linen
of Audible Illusions, Stereophile's John Atkinson, Robert
Reina from The Abso!ute Sound, and Allen Perkins of Irnrnedia doing their version ofjazz-lite. After about 35 minutes
of musical good taste, I
joined them on stage for afew blues
standards, and then Kristen Weitz of Stereophile, Corey Greenberg of Home Theater Technology, and Tony Federici of
Mondial joined in, and things degenerated into bar-band
cacophony. Luckily, no one taped this year's debacle.
We took abreak after about 45 minutes, during which time
Don Forbes—Mondial's Northern California rep —
Counterpoint's Michael Elliot, Mondial's Raphael Nevares,
Nakamichi's Derek Davis, and Robert Reina did aquite
respectable country-music set (it's amazing how much practicing, and playing in the same key, can increase the quality of music), which inspired Stereophile's Steve Stoner and
Kristen Weitz to do some mean two-stepping.

when the lights are turned down, you can close your eyes
without anyone noticing), it was time to head over to the
Golden Nugget for Audio Research's cocktail party, where
the Sam Adams was cold and the conversation brisk, and
where William Zane Jolutson hosted an extraordinarily wellbehaved affair.
Over at the Sahara, Gold Aero, Cardas Audio, Joule
Electra, Versalab, and Merlin Music Systems hosted afar
rowdier get-together. Guests spilled into the hallways, and
security guards made several visits to ascertain why everyone
was having such agood time without gambling. David Manley (Manley Labs) and Roger Modjeski (RAM Labs) actually sat on the same couch and talked about (surprise, surprise) tubes. I'm sorry Imissed that exchange, but Iwent back
to the Golden Nugget early to hit the sack, since the prior
evening's late hours had finally caught up with me.
Sunday morning began with abreakfast for the writers
of the Stereophile Guide to Home Theater. After aspirited discussion on the pros and cons of 1000-word product reviews,
we dispersed like well-beaten wheat chaff in the wind. I
bagged aSpica TC-60 demo I'd planned to attend when I
realized that, unless Ishifted into high gear, there was no way
I'd be able to visit the remaining rooms in the Sahara bi-level,
at the Alexandria towers, and in building five of the Sahara
by the end of the Show. All day Itromped around like agood
trooper, occasionally even listening to some music.
By evening Iwas ravenous—the perfect frame of mind and
body for the 5pm Stereophile party at the Golden Nugget.
More than 1000 people poured into aballroom booked to
hold amere 650. The Fosters draft, several much-more-thanpassable wines, and various hors d'oeuvres lasted until at least
8:15, and everyone seemed quite jovial. Besides being the
place to meet with anyone you'd missed so far at the Show,
the party provided ample opportunity to do the trained-seal
bit, clapping for the nominees and winners of Stereophile's
"Component of the Year" awards. LA and JA served as MCs.
The only awkward moment during the refreshingly brief

THE NICE THING ABOUT HOME THEATER DEMOS IS THAT YOU CAN SIT DOWN
AND CLOSE YOUR EYES WITHOUT ANYONE NOTICING.
Frank Doris of The Abso!ute Sound and Michael Fremer
(then still with TAS) arrived around 11:30, and did some serious rocIdng'n'rolling until about 12:45. The only thing that
kept me up on stage playing with FD was agenerous amount
of Heineken—he's the sort of guitarist who makes sober
players with normal egos put away their guitars, with
promises of practicing more in the future. During all this
"music-making:' some folks, including George Bischoff of
Melos, Garth Leerer of Musical Surroundings, and Jonathan Scull, actually tried to have conversations. Good luck—
and pass the earplugs.
Morning brought the Apogee Acoustics breakfast press
conference at the Mirage. Jason Bloom hosted agreat spread,
where all the journalists—except for one, who spilled his coffee into someone else's literature bag—demonstrated that
they can, if hung-over enough, act quite civilly toward one
another. Apogee premiered their Home Theater system and
a$1000/pair hybrid box speaker. Terminator 2 at THXapproved levels at 9:30am after the prior evening's festivities
was brutal—even with earplugs.
After aday of tromping through the Mirage (the nice thing
about Home Theater demos is that you can sit down, and
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

presentation was when Ken Kessler was invited up to receive
an award for Linn (IA explained that, since KK had once
been punched out by Ivor Tiefenbrun, he was the most appropriate stand-in). Ken never heard his name announced,
since he was busy schmoozing in aback room where the
ceremony was inaudible. Rest assured, the PA system next
year will be bigger and better—perhaps horns driven by SE
tube amps?
Monday morning arrived with distressing alacrity. After
ahasty breakfast, Ihit the halls of the Sahara. Perhaps the
recurring dream I'd been having each night since arriving
in Las Vegas had something to do with the unreality of this
last day. In my dream, I'm walking toward aroom at the end
of the same endless hallway. Of course, Inever get to that
room. Do other journalists experience anxiety dreams while
at CES? During afinal dinner at California Pizza Kitchen
Monday evening, Itried polling other Stereophile writers about
their nocturnal experiences—but no one was talking.
We did discuss, however, that, perhaps next year, instead
of covering the Show by product types, we should try covering it by geographical area. The Show has become so large
and spread out that it's impossible for any normal human
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Movie Theatre Performance with Flexibility
ge,

The Bryston 8B THX 9 Amplifier

4411

,
Bryston is pleased to announce our nev.

8B THX SPECIFICATIONS

8B-THX four channel audio power amplifier. With today's interest in quality
home theatre the 8B-THX amplifier provides state-of-the-art performance with

Power @ 8 oh

I" our channels at 120 watts

the unquestioned quality, value and reliability for which Bryston has gained an

onels at 120 watts
nel at 400 watts

international reputation. All Lucasfilm Home THX certification parameters are
easily met for its' intended use within amulti-channel audio/video installation.

channels at 400 watts

The 8B-THX is an extremely versatile and flexible amplifier

ess than 0.01% from 20H
20kHz @ 120 watts or
IM or THD

designed for all THX theatre installations. The amplifier can be instantly connected to provide 2channel, (400 watt output), 3channel, (two @ 120W plus 1@

107 dB below full output,
unweighted, (-86dBr@l w)
or >114 dBA below full
output, (-93 dBr A-Wtdelw

400W), or 4channels at 120 watts output. This provides extreme ease in integrating the power requirements for any THX Home Theatre system. The THX
stipulation thr separate center channel, left and right main speakers, decorrelated
dipole surround channels and one or two subwoofers, is provided in asimple elegant package.

Crosstalk
'41%118.1110141r

'Iewing rate

Among the 8B's notable features is the use of four independent
power supplies, one for each channel, to prevent any signal interaction among the

.
"%iemoo

tion with an almost holographic effect. Other features include both balanced
XLR, 1/4" and unbalanced RCA input connectors to allow for flexibility in awide

ower bandw;

variety of installations. All connectors throughout the amplifier are gold plated to

Damping factor

come. Tri-colored LEDs glow green for power-on, yellow for short-term transient

Input sensitivity
and impedance

clipping and red to indicate continuous overload or any departure from linearity,
Obviously, the goal of all this technology is to transport you to
you were right there in the show. We feel we have accomplished this with all the
new Bryston THX amplifiers. Experience the movie as intended and audition the
Bryston 8B-THX today.

100kHz'
5084)0Hz/8 o ,
.0V in for full outpu
50K unbalanced, 40
balanced

''4141irmmoo

Regulated power supplies
to all voltage gain stages
Over 6400 cm 2 of hea
sinking over 9600 c
with chassis
Gold plated inpiri`
output connectors

All THX amplifiers are available in 17" versions with or without handles.

20 Year INarranty - A Generation of Music

11bur,Ku

Greater than 120 volts
per microsecond in
channel
de

Two independent
Nettiejt.
stereo/mono switches

including shortened-output or strong out-of-band information like RF or DC.
the scene of the movie. Experiencing all the drama, excitement and emotions as if

Greater than 60 volts
per microsecond in

le'r ire," e

individual channels. This provides asonic soundstage with images locked in posi-

provide freedom from corrosion, assuring perfect signal integrity for many years to

,20Hz to
120 watts

0

Lii

Foe more information contact:
Bryston Limited, P.O. Box 2170, 677 Neal Drive
Peterborough, Ontario, Canada K9J 7Y4
Tel: (705) 742-5325 Fax: (705) 742-0882
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diairebob
' alanced
XLR -1/4 inch and RC
unbalanced inputs
20 years pa
one

Asoging

19 x 5.25 x 15.5 inch
48.25 x 13.33 x 39.4
wt. 42 Ibp,48kg

'

being to cover one product category completely. Only Jack
English, with his regimen of four hours of sleep anight (and
no anxiety dreams), can see everything and not collapse in

aheap at the end. Next year I'm bringing acompass, amap,
more than one pair of shoes, and apair of in-line skates for
navigating the expanding hallways.

THOMAS J. NORTON WRAPS UP

H

ome Theater was the hot ticket at the Show. Previously unseen high-end surround-sound processors
from the likes of Citation (Harman will soon
relaunch this classic name—with multichannel amps and
THX loudspeakers), Krell, Audio Research, Mike Moffat
Labs, Audio Design Associates (ADA), Perreaux, and
Chiro (from Kinergetics) caught my eye.
Prices ranged from aChiro at $2198 to aKrell at $7000—
not counting ADA's near-$30,000 gold-plated (no kidding)
tube-based Olympus III. With the exception of the Audio
Research (see JGH's report), incorporation of AC-3 is either
in development or under study for all of these processors.
DTS is also apossibility for all of them when the appropriate
decoding chip (or decoding software information) becomes
available. All of these processors should be on dealers' shelves
by the summer of 1995, though in some cases the AC-3 capability will be alater upgrade or add-on.
Bob Deutsch didn't cover Home Theater loudspeakers
extensively in his report—many of these are worth considering for normal two-channel use. NHT has anew VT-2
($1700/pair), with integral 10" subwoofers that can either
be driven by the main LR amplifier channels, or separately
powered with an outboard amp. The VS-2 ($450) can serve
as acenter channel or as non-dipolar surrounds. The new
SW3P powered subwoofer ($1300) uses the same 12" driver
found in NHT's flagship 33 loudspeaker.

also tantalizing hints in the air about arevival of the classic
DQ-10 in an updated version.
So what hot new stuff really impressed me at this CES?
The Sony/Philips Digital Video Disc. AC-3. Snell's demonstration of their six-channel loudspeaker/room DSP correction system. The Genesis V, Bright Star Altair Reference,
Metaphor Acoustic Designs 5, Thiel CS-7, and Totem
Mani-2 loudspeakers. And, in the under-$1000/pair price
range, Energy's Connoisseur C-2 ($500-$600/pair depending on finish) and Boston Acoustics' VR30 and CR7—
the latter asurprisingly effective little package at $260/pair.
Neither was there any shortage of oddities at the Show,
though only afew of them had any connection with audio—
or video. Ipresent one that did as Exhibit A: Denon's Wrist
Commander remote control. Dick Tracy would be proud.
The Wrist Commander is designed to operate Denon's new
DN-730R cassette deck and DN-600F CD player, and is
intended to [drum roll, please] allow aerobics instructors to
control the music. Ready, class? "Ma-cho Ma-cho Man, step
step..."
Then there's May Audio's neat little Rebound remotecontrol protector, which is astretch band designed to fit
around most remote controls and protect them from damage
when they're dropped. My favorite version is the one that
glows in the dark.

THERE WERE TANTALIZING HINTS IN THE AIR ABOUT AREVIVAL OF THE CLASSIC
DAHLQUIST DQ-IO.

Monitor Audio was demonstrating AC-3 with their new
Audio Gold 900 A/V loudspeaker series, all of them using
the company's metal-alloy, gold-anodized drive-units. The
largest is the floorstanding MAG 903 ($2299/pair in black),
which uses atwo-woofer, single-tweeter D'Appolito configuration. A dedicated center channel, the CC900 ($829
in black) is also available. The MAG 903 is rated down to
35Hz (-3dB), but its small woofers suggest you'll need asubwoofer in aserious Home Theater setup (for which you'll
have to shop elsewhere—Monitor Audio doesn't offer asub).
In other loudspeaker news, B&W now has acompact,
elegant-looking powered subwoofer, the 800ASW ($1600),
which is based on their PCS8 THX subwoofer. Snell has
five new models, including significant revisions to the Types
Jand E (now in the IV iteration), and the new $499/pair
minimonitor Type M.
Definitive Technology announced the BP2000 bipolar tower array which has abuilt-in, 15" powered subwoofer
($2998/pair). The complementary CLR 2000 ($650) can be
used for acenter channel with this system (or, alternately,
as left or right loudspeakers in and of themselves), and the
BPX bipolar surrounds ($798-$900/pair, depending on
finish) round out an impressive Home Theater array.
Dahlquist, which is now joined with Audio Alchemy,
showed two new models: the three-way DQ32 ($2590/pair)
and the four-way, five-driver DQ42 ($3595/pair). There were

But for the truly bizarre, Ican't decide whether to give first
prize to the N.E.S:T. (Naturally Enhanced Sound Transmission) from Bio-Innergy Systems (that's how they spell it),
or the Timisis LifeClock from LifeClock corporation. At
least the former has something to do with audio—however
remote.
You sit in the N.E.ST.—which is alarge, open, geodesic
frame with acushion on the bottom—and music is pumped
to four tiny loudspeakers above you, and to awoofer under
your tushy. There was some new-agey explanation in their
literature about the geodesic shape, only found naturally in
the subatomic meson, transmitting acoustical and body
vibrations in harmony.
The N.E.ST comes with options, such as the Bio-Logic
System—processors which sense "the Bio-Static Field around
your body, transforming your N.E.ST. into an interactive
Bio-Sonic environment." And A.N.D.I. (Analog Neural Digital Interface), which, as "your computer friend, ...
develops
avocabulary, and over time begins to communicate with you
verbally and/or in writing on your computer screen. A.N.D.I.
can whisper or shout, and speak in amale, female, or robotic
voice." Duh.
The LifeClock? It counts down your statistical lifespan
in seconds. Just the gift for your closest friends. Or enemies.
But not your grandmother. Maybe for editors to give to their
writers. Gives awhole new meaning to deadlines.
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CLASSIC RECORDS
DOES VINYL WITH VERVE.

•Limited edition reissue series •Ultra-quiet HO-180 gram vinyl
•Remastering direct from original masters •Original cover art, record labels and liner notes

CLASSIC

RECORDS

(remember the soun(L..)
ORDER DIRECTLY FROM:

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

=-11

RO. Box 1905 •Salina, KS 67402-1905
Phone: 913-825-8609 •Orders: 800-716-3553 •Fax: 913-825-0156
WorldRadioHistory
For acatalog or additional
information, call 800 4-1.5C-LPS.
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The Guitar 1
Artistry of
Charlie Byrd,

NEW
Doc 8, Merle Watson: Pickin' the Blues.
180 gram vinyl pressing I.FLAAPF 026 530
Gold limited edition CD=CAPFG 026 $30

COUNT

NEW

Diny Gillespie: Dizzy Gillespie's Big 4.
180 gran vayi pressing I.P=AAP1 024 530
Gold limited editan (MAP% DI 530

NEW

NEW

NEW

the Guitar Artistry of Charlie Byrd.
180 gram vinyl ptessineP-Atil JZ,530
Gold limited edition COAP16 025 530

flASIE BIG -BAND

Count Basie: Farmers Marko Barbecue.
1811 gram vayl pressing [PAP] 323 530
Gold limitededitio, CO=CAPIO 023 S
Y0

Count Basie: Basle Jam.
180 gram vinyl pressing I.PaAP.1022 530
Gold limited edition CD-CAP1G 022 530

•
,,,uow. Dog- ,

C

NEW
Miles Davis Quintet: (ookin'.
180 gram vinyl pressing OP-AAP1 021 530

NEW

a r;

NEW

NEW

Chico Freeman: Spirit Sensitive
180 gram vinyl pressing 1.l'AVir 020 530
Gold limited edition :D=CAP1C 020 $30

Don Ewell Quartet: Yellow Clog Blues.
18Crgnim vinyl pressing LP=MP1 019 530

Ralph Sutton: Partners or Crime.
180 gram vinv! pressing PAAP1018 530
Gold limded Minced CD ,CAP16 013 S30

e
LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS

Art Pepper: +11.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAR1 017 530
Gold limited edition CD.CAP.IG 017 530

BENNY
CAR FL 1(
" \

Chet Baker: Chet.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPJ 016 $30
Gold limited edition CD=CAP1G 016 $30

Duke Ellington: This Ones For Blanton.
180 gram vinyl pressing L"=AAP1 015 530
Gold limited edition c&col 015 530

lighlnir.' Hopkins: Gain' Away.
81 gram vinyl pressing lP=AAPB 014 530

Benny Carter: Jazz Giiint.
180.grom vinyl pressvig I.P ,ARP! 013 530
Gold limited coition F.04.210 013 530

Art Pepper Quintet: Smock Up.
180 gram vinyl pressing I.P=AAP1 012 530
Gold limited edi;ion CD=CAPIG 012 530

RAVEL

lifido. tot IMehr4ra

Uwe+m elosbee.
hee.roJee Nuesetro.
mood..
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Ben Webster: At the Renaissance.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAP1 011 530
Gold limited edition CD =CAP1G 011 $30

Art Pepper: Meets the Rhythm Section.
180 gram vnyl pressing ir=AAP1 010 530
Gold limited edifier, CE=I alS 010 530

Bill Evans Trio: Waltz for Debbie.
180 gram vinyl pressing LP- 8.611 000 530
Gold kited erldion (it (APIO 009 530

Sonny Rollins: Way Out West.
t
80 gram vinyl presing LP=AAP1 008 $30
Oold knee editor CD ,CRIS 008 530

Ravel: Works for Orchestra.
180 gram vinyl pressing 1P ,AAPC 007 530
Aluminum CD=CAPC 007 516

Copland: Fanfare For the Common MarCodeo,
Ives: be 4th of July/Thanksgiving.
I.P.AAPC 004 $25
CD zCAPC 004 516

Gould: Latin American Symphonene,
Gottschalk: Hight in he Tropics.
00:.
525

Jimmy Rogers: Blue Bird.
180 gram vinyl piesing 1P AAPO 2001 525
Aluminum CD -CAPO 2001 516

1111: Wl'WERS
re id Iwrote:2W

Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances; Vocalise.
Aluminum CD-- (AP( 006 516

Weavers-.
Beur
or negie Hall 1963.
180 won vinyl
_AA1116 5530
Gold limited wince, CD=CAPfG 005 530

For our new Vol. 5 (328 page) Catalog
send $5 U.S. /$10 elsewhere.
Refundable coupon with catalog

TO ORDER CALL:

1-800-716-3553
WorldRadioHistory

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. BOX 1905 •SALINA, KS 67402-1905 USA
(913) 825-8609 •FAX (913) 825-0156

Sodium Pentathol
The Polygraph Test
The WireWorld Comparator
Once every generation
or so, science
amazes us
all by revealin
anew method for
determining the truth.
And so it is with the
WireWorld Interconnect
Comparator,* the truth serum
for audio cables.
Finally, all the old
nagging controversies can be
put to rest. "Which
interconnect tells more of the musical
truth?" Settled. "Is there any difference at
all between interconnect cables?"
Obviously. "Can the value of cables be
proven under double-blind test conditions?"
Certainly!
The WireWorld Interconnect
Comparatortm is an audiophile-grade
switching device which facilitates
double-blind comparisons between
two pairs of interconnect cables or
*patent
pending between one pair of cables and a
reference bypass. It provides the shortest,

cleanest signal path possible, maximizing
your ability to hear even the most subtle
cable differences. The design is so elegant
and direct that even the bypass utilizes
less than asingle inch of ultra-pure
copper wire. You'll prove as never
before that all interconnects degrade
music signals, and
that the better acable,
the closer it sounds to
the incomparable purity of
adirect connection.
The WireWorld
Comparatorun is ascientific tool, essential to
clear assessments of interconnect performance
which lead to the advancement of music
reproduction. We're confident that our
Comparators will lead to better decisions,
including many in favor of our own
critically-acclaimed WireWorld cables.
Audition the Interconnect Comparator and our other new device,
the Powercord Comparator*, at your local WireWorld Dealer.

WIREOCIRLD'

SETTING

THE

WORLD

ON

ITS

EAR

Reference Standard Audio •Digital •Powercord •Video, S-Video and RGB Video Cables
International Distributor of PROGOLD advanced contact conditioning treatment
3230 Griffin Road, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33312 305-962-2650 •Fax 305-962-2603
Canada: Pro-Acoustics, 145 Barr # 11, Montreal, Quebec H4T 1W6 •514-344-1226 •Fax 514-344-4760
Mexico: Sismex S.A. de C.V., Universidad 613, Col. Del Valle 03100 •525-605-8200 •Fax 525-688-7922
WorldRadioHistory
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I
GOR KIPNIS

A

taprice of $17.50 each, these
four volumes, each 192 pages
long, are an attractive start to a
series that offers music-lovers wellconceived biographies of major classical
composers. Chopin, Tchaikovsky, Puccini, and Rossini are scheduled for the
fall; other composers will be forthcoming. Not only are all of these first four
books profusely illustrated, but there is
also an accompanying CD sampler
derived from Philips Classics recordings
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

liFompact Companions
I
llreA Listener's Guide to the Classics

Ii

i
ach, by Christopher Headington
Beethoven, by Stephen Johnson
Handel, by Stephen Pettitt
Mozart, by Neil Wenborn

Each Compact Companion is 192 pp.
with enclosed CD. $1750 hardcover. Published by Simon & Schuster.

WorldRadioHistory

of adecade or so ago.
Though these serve to provide some
effective musical examples in performances that are far more than just adequate, no one could pretend that, as the
TV hucksters would have it, these discs
contain all the Mozart, et al, that you'll
ever need. The choice of selections, of
course, has most likely been governed by
what's available from the Philips midprice catalog, and there are some excellent
items included—as well as, occasionally,
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INTRODUCING BREAKTHROUGH AMPLIFIER
TECHNOLOGY WHICH ACHIEVES VIRTUALLY NOTHING.

T

he consummate audio amplifier provides pure gain. Nothing else.
Nothing added to, nothing subtracted from, the delicate texture
of music.

Now anew amplifier from Carver Research achieves "nothing" to a

degree never before possible. It's called Lightstar, and when you audition
it, you will not hear it. You will hear nothing but transparent, effortless
reproduction of music precisely as presented by the source.
Most astonishingly, it will not matter which loudspeakers you use.
Lightstar is virtually immune to stress induced colorations caused by reactive
loudspeaker loads, thanks to three breakthroughs in amplifier design.
1. High Voltage Power Supply Storage with five to ten times the
usable energy reserves of most comparable amplifiers. Lightstar delivers
full rated power below 10Hz, with perfect doubling of power as impedance
is halved for unprecedented low frequency control regardless of speaker
impedance fluctuations.
2. A Digital TransformerTm which optimizes voltages delivered to
the output devices. Relieved of "fighting" its own power supply, Lightstar
converts voltage to output current with maximum efficiency.
3. High Current, Reactive Load-Independent Amplifier with
over 150 amperes of peak current capability. Revolutionary circuit topology
allows reactive currents "kicked back" from loudspeakers to circulate
freely without inducing stress, enabling Lightstar to track input signals
undisturbed by the vagaries of loudspeaker behavior.
The combined result is effortless, uncolored music reproduction. The
sound of nothing. Call (206)775-1202 to find out where you can audition
Lightstar. If you'd like more technical details, ask for our free White Paper.

CARVER

RESEARCH
P0 BOX 1237, LYNNWOOD WA 98046

WorldRadioHistory

1206) 775-1202, FAX (2061 7/8-9453

afew less-than-great performances.
Leppard's Handel, for instance, has just
the right flavor, but Chorzempa's Bach
Toccato and Fugue in dis downright
stodgy (nor is the identity of the organ
revealed), as is Gulda's lugubrious Prelude and Fugue No.1 .But Jochum's
opening movement to Beethoven's Symphony 5is really splendid, and all the
Mozart selections are well-varied and
admirably rendered.
One cannot, naturally, refrain from
regretting afew choices and omissions:
Handel, for instance, is represented by
not even one opera excerpt, and aset of
variations—any set at all—would have
been amore valid inclusion for Beethoven than one of his less-meaningful
romances for violin and orchestra. Obviously, the majority of larger-scale works
are heard only in excerpted movements,
but at least there are complete movements without fadeouts, if not always
complete pieces.
There is apt to be some frustration due
to the lack of inclusion of recorded
examples of so many works mentioned
in the texts; and, on the subject of texts
(and translations), there are none for the
vocal pieces that are provided on the
discs. However, in all four cases asupplementary list of recommended recordings

is included, mostly (and understandably)
from PolyGram, and leaning toward
European performers.
The reproduction, bearing in mind the
variety of sources, is more than adequate;
but some thought should have been
given to such matters as the uncomfortable volume discrepancy between the
movement from Mozart's K.361 wind
serenade and the much-too-high level
for the "Hunt" String Quartet excerpt
that immediately follows it. The height
of each 192-page book exceeds by only
/ "that of aCD jewelbox; they'll fit
4
1
handily on aCD shelf.
One notes the lavish, well-chosen
illustrations, many in color. The layout
is effective, the printing quality good
(except for too much red in most of the
color prints). Readers in general will
enjoy perusing the biographical sections
—mostly up-to-date so far as recent
scholarship is concerned. Each volume
commendably contains achronological
list of its composer's compositions, those
of Bach being organized rather by their
non-chronological BWV numbers.
Only in the case of Handel, whose
HWV catalog numbers are unaccountably omitted, is there cause for complaint, and there are really many bits of
information missing that Stephen Pettitt

or his editor ought to have included: for
examples, lack of voice specifications for
the cantatas, and instrumentation details
for many solo and chamber pieces. Both
the Handel and Bach works lists have
some spotty moments because of the difficult matter of composition dating.
One must also regret that there are no
indices for these volumes: it would, for
example, have been helpful to be able to
quickly check out the references to
Beethoven's "immortal beloved" letters,
in order to compare the facts with the
inventions of the recent film of the same
name.
Suggestions for further reading are
generally good, though one might notice
the omission of afew important contributions: for example, the Zazlaw/
Cowdery C,ompleat Mozart (WW. Norton,
1990); Robert Marshall's Mozart Speaks
(Schirmer, 1991); Christoph Wolfrs
Bach—Essays on His Lyè and Music (Harvard University Press, 1991); Christopher
Hogwood's Handel (Thames and Hudson, 1984); and Maynard Solomon's
Beethoven (Schirmer, 1977). Still, this is
an interesting, well-written, and in many
ways admirable beginning to aseries
that, because of its minuscule size, might
not unkindly be described as suitable for
the espresso table.

WITHOUT THE COST OF TOMORROW

THE FUTURE TODAY...

A20.1
I' ire (1<is

A Stereo Amplifier

$13913

* "Much to my complete surprise, the
A-20.1 sounded much more like a
respectable S.E. Triode Amp (such as
the Ongaku or Reichert) then the real
live Triode Amp."
Lynn Olson, Positive Feedback VS, No. 3

P3

$1298

LP-3

$498

Single ended Class A Triode Pre-Amplifier
Discrete Class A Phono Stage

* "The NEW

offers agenerous portion

of high end magic at abargain basement price."
Bob Bottman, Bound for Sound, No. 6A/94

OCA -33

01798

100% DC Operation, Pure Class A Amplifier

* The NEW...had asmoothness Idon't
normally associate with inexpensive
Amplifiers.
Robert Deutsch, Stereophile Vol. 17, No. 8
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P.O. BOX 1148, RANCHO SANTA FE, CA 92067
(619) 756-9561 •FAX 756-4099
Dealer and Export Inquiries Welcome
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914-666-0550

DIGITAL
NEW -Micromega Stage Series

Affordable, Upgradable One Piece Players

CALL US FOR ALL YOUR
HIGH-END AUDIO NEEDS!

NEW -Muse Electronics Model Two
Radical, Uni-Block Different/or Stage
Pioneer PD-65

The Audio Outlet Reference Manual/Catalog
is Now Available to the General Public

With Legato Link and Stable Platter

Michael Yee Audio DA -I
Musicality at aReasonable Price

Altis Audio Ultima

THE AUDIO OUTLET

State-of-the-Art Tube Digital

SPRING .95 CATALOGUE

Counterpoint Electronics DA -I1 Drive

TUNERS
Magnum Dynalab FTIOIA
The Worlds Best Selling Analog Tuner

Audiolab 8000T

The Only Audiophile Grade Tuner with AM

Fanfare Electronics FT-I

Reference Tuner with Built-in Remote

We are also FM Antenna Experts

Magnum, Audioprism, Channel Master
And Day-Sequerra Antenna are Available

ANALOG
NEW -Lyra Clavis De Capo

All Aluminum Transport with S.M.C. Option

A New Reference in Phono Cartridges

Call for other brands and models

Sumiko Blue Point Special

AMPS AND PREAMPS

Naked Out of the Box

4

Benz -Micro Glider

NEW -Audio Matière Equilibre

Affordable Benz with 1.0mv Output

The NEVV Tubed Reference Amp from France!
NEW -Audio Matière Paraphrase

Rega RB300 Tonearm

The Single Best Buy in Audio

The Tubed Preamp that Redefines State of the Art

Eminent Technology ETU

NEW Klyne Audio Arts 7LX3
The Ultimate Solid State Line Stage

The Classic Air-Bearing Tonearm

Brown Electronic Labs 1001 Mk. Il

Best Tonearm in the World!

Graham Engineering I.5T2

Now In Stock!

Nitty Gritty Record Cleaners and Fluids

Counterpoint Natural Progression Amps

The Vacuum Cleaning Machine

A Musical Combination of Hybrid Technology

MYA PFE -IPhono Preamp

NEW -AZurus DIA -100 MK II
100 watts/channel, Direct Input Amplifier
Cary Audio CAD 300 SE

High Gain, Musical and Affordable

MEEKS FOR TWEEKS

Single-Ended Triode Operation

NEW -Townshend Audio Seismic Sink

NEW -Melos SHA Gold
Remote Controlled, Even Better Sounding SHA-1

Elegant. Effective Air Isolation Platform

NEW Gryphon Audio Exorcist

Call for other brands and models

System Demagnetizer

SPEAKERS

Fine Audio Components
for the Discriminating Listener

NEW -Reference 3a Royal Master
For Single-Ended Triode Lovers -92 DB efficiency!

XL0, Densen and PAD Discs
54.00

To get your copy of Audio Outlet's Spring '95
Catalog ard a$10.00 discount coupon good on your
first order of $50.00 or more, send $4.00 along with
your mailing address or call with your
credit card information.

NEW -Audiophysic Tempo
High Tech &High End in an Elegant Cabinet

Martin -Logan Aerius

The Affordable "High-End" Electrostatic

CABLES

SUBWOOFERS

van den Hul, BEL "The Wire"

NEW -Muse Model Twenty Two

ASmaller, More Affordable Muse Subwoofer

OCOS,

NEW -Artemis EOS Woofer

AURAL SYMPHONICS, AUDIOQUEST

More Bass Extension

NORDOST— FLATUNE CABLES

STFtAIGHTVVIRE — RHAPSODY, MAESTRO
CARDAS — TVVINLINK, QUADUNK & HEXLINK

Chang L•ghtSpeed Power Filter

High Current. Ultra-fast Line Conditioning

KIMBER KABLE — PBJ, TC, AG &

Tice Audio MBF 3&4

ILLUMINATI SERIES

Affordable Line Conditioning from Tice

SILTECH (FTM4 Gold-In Stock!)

NEW -API PowerWedge

MAGNAN — Illi Mk. II &Vi

Isolates Gear From the Wall and Each Other

I01

MOD SQUAD, COGAN HALL

PRISMA,

POWER CONDMONERS

erm

•

Versalabs Wood Blocks & Red Rollers
Eliminates RFI, Background Noise is Gone!

Ensemble Tubesox

Reduces Heat and Eliminates Microphonics

Kontak Two Step Cleaning System

Clean Up Your Connections For Optimim Sound

Dynaclear Socket Savers

Call for other brands and models

1•

System Break-in and Set-up CDs

PURIST AUDIO DESIGN — AQUEOUS,

gs,

Precision Tube Socket Cleaning Brush

Combak Dots, Belts, and Feet

Removes Colorations from Equipment

Roomtunes Acoustic Treatment

All Shapes, Sizes and Colors

Sonex High Frequency Baffles
Wall Treatment That Works

Sound Anchor, JustaRack, Solidsteel,
Symposium, Target, Arcici, Standesign
Magro, CVVD
Supports and Stores Equipment

WirriairrirreirTr7Teiri
M.A.G.I.C. Box By Mondial Designs
Eliminates Cable TV-Induced Audio Hum

MAXIMUS, COLOSSUS & PROTEUS

Grado Signature and Prestige Series

XL0 ELECTRIC- STANDARD, REFERENCE &

Great Headphones from aMaster

SIGNATURE SERES

Beyerdynamic DT Series
Ultralight and Comfortable

FEATURED AT AUDIO OUTLET:

Grado Signature HPA -I
The Portable Headphone Amplifier

VACUUM TUBES
Sovtek Tubes

Military Grade Tubes from Russia

Golden Dragon Gold Pin Tubes

Replaces Tired Original-Equipment Tubes

Gold Aero Tubes

Yes, the Grado SR-60 is in stock!

Specialty Audiophile Tubes

AFFORDABLE INNOVATION
from

cheniy

AUDAJ

Limited time offer:
SPECIAL PACKAGE
OFFER ON DLC AND
OM/50 COMBO!
Call for Details
izeCTIO,v

OM ISO

j

U
tD10
TLET Inc

69 S. Moger Ave.
Mt. Kisco, NY 10549
4bra

Audio Alchemy Digital Line Controller (DLC)
Remote-controlled, microprocessor controlled preamp
that's the perfect mate for the OM J50 Amplifier
The New Overture OM I50 Power Amplifier
Audio Alchemy's new 150 watt power amp with
over 40 amp.; peak current capability!

914-666-0550
•FAX 914-666-0544
WorldRadioHistory
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* COMPONENTS TO ACCESSORIES *

High End Audio...Made Easier
Call for pre-owned equipment specials.

Hours: Mon. —Fri. 10am-7pm EST
Thurs. 10am-8pm EST Sat. 10am —5pm EST

The new Martin-Logan SL3
electrostats have arrived at
the new Audio Outlet!

Fhe SL3 provides state of the art sound at a reasonable price hear their seamless transparency and admire their classic
beauty at the brand new high end Audio Outlet showroom in
Mt. Kisco, New York -it's Westchester's newest and smartest
audio superstore!

j
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BARBARA JAHN TALKS WITH RUSSIAN BARITONE DMITRI HVOROSTOVSKY

R

ussian baritone Dmitri Hvorostovsky was born in 1962 in
the central Siberian city ofKrasnoyarsk. He learned piano
at an elementary music school, and then, in 1982, moved
to the Krasnoyarsk High School ofArts to study under Yekaterina
Yee!. Four years later, Hvorostovsky graduated and became asoloist
with the Krasnoyarsk Opera. In 1987 and '88, he won first prizes
in international singing competitions, then arrived in Britain to contend
for the title of Cardiff Singer of the Weld in 1989. We spoke last
spring.
142

BarbaraJahn: Tell me about your early musical influences. Iknow
yourfather was musical.
Dmitri Hvorostovsky: He always played piano, and then
he hurt his finger, so he turned to singing—it was amazing.
He sang all different stuff: Russian Romances, Neopolitan
songs, and some arias as well. My mum used to sing, too—I
grew up in avery musical family. Now my father's amember
of aChamber Choir, and he's going on the first tour of his
life, to the Anew Festival, so Iam keeping my fingers crossed

WorldRadioHistory
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for him. He was achemical engineer, so Iam quite happy
that he is getting out of this business, because it poisons him;
he works with dangerous gas. My father is working for his
soul, for his heart, so he feels happier and healthier.
Jahn: You won Cardiff Singer of the World in 1989. Would you
say that your career took off after that?
Hvorostovsky: Yes, everything started after that. A few
months after, Isigned acontract with Philips.
Jahn: Your Verdi was very much admired. How did you learn your
Italian so well?
Hvorostovsky: It is abig tradition in the Russian musical
world to sing Verdi. Russia is—used to be—a most cultured
and educated country, and you were kind of obliged to sing
all this stuff well when Iwas studying in the Conservatory.
But also, because Iwas from amusical family, Igrew up with
ahuge collection of recordings, and it was also pretty easy
to get distinguished recordings—Toscanini, Furtwângler,
Klemperer—very cheap. Iused to spend all the pocket money
Ihad buying these records. Also, we studied Italian in the
Conservatory.. .
badly, because the teacher was avery charming, handsome old man—a mathematician who had lived
in Italy for ages. He was sent to prison in Krasnoyarsk, so
he took his place, when he was retired, in the Conservatory
teaching Italian.
Jahn: Was he Italian?
Hvorostovsky: No, he was Jewish. ..
from Lithuania, I
guess. He spoke at least five or six languages fluently; his
Russian was just amazingly beautiful. We can't talk this language because it's akind of example of perfect Russian from
the beginning of the century. He made us learn Dante, and
opera, and alot of Neopolitan songs. For most of his lessons
we interviewed him, pushing him to talk about Italy and
different countries he had seen. So my Italian isn't perfect,
but somehow Icaught the expression, and Ilove the language
very much and have learned the culture. There was anew
fashion that started at the beginning of the '70s in Russia—to
perform Italian opera in Italian.
Jahn: You heard alot of live performances then?
Hvorostovsky: Not in Krasnoyarsk, unfortunately. ..
but
from the beginning of the century there were alot of Italian operas touring Russia, performing in cities like St. Petersburg, Moscow, Odessa, Kiev, etc. And some singers, like
Caruso and Battistini, are very well-known in Russia still.
Jahn: How do you preparefor recitals and recordings? Do you have
someone in particular with whom you work?

I

say, thank God. Ishould get fed up with being just alyric
baritone. I'm not going to sing alot of bel canto stug because
I'm sharing two businesses—recital and opera—and I've
become selfish, being on the stage on my own and taking
all the applause But the opera roles are going to be quite distinguished, like Don Giovanni, and the Count in Nozze de
Figaro. Later, probably Rigoletto—some really serious and
interesting parts. In afew years, when my German is better, Wozzeck will probably be my part as well. Iwouldn't
take the part of an ordinary opera singer, singing lots of parts
all around the world—that's boring. Ienjoy my own
resources and doing recitals, and Iwant to perform more Russian music.
For the Westerner, even Tchaikovsky or Rachmaninoff
songs are not well-known—this is ridiculous! I'm not even
talking about Georgii Sviridov, whose musical cycle, Russia
Cast Adrift, I've just been singing. This is abeautiful and distinguished work—beautiful melodies and text, and unusually
written. Again, in Russia, this composer is very well-known.
He's still alive—the same generation as Shostakovich and
Prokofiev. Once his music was badly performed and
introduced here in London as the music oía Communist
propaganda composer, and that's not true at all. So I'm anxious to do this stuff, and more unusual opera roles.
Jahn: The Mussorgsky Songs and Dances of Death, which you've
just recorded [Philips 438 872-2], are notfamiliar repertoire. You've
said you spent along time recording this with your Russian compatriots
[Gergiev/Kirov Orchestra] in order to get it just right. Do youfeel
that, as you are all of the same nationality, the cycle will come across
to us with greater impact and understanding?
Hvorostovsky: This cycle has been sung by lots of international, cosmopolitan singers—for instance, Boris Christoff
who was Bulgarian, and Martti Talvela, who was aFinn—
and it had almost nothing to do with Soviets. It was written in the 19th century, when there was alot of connection
between the West and Russia, when Mussorgsky was very
well-known all around the world and his name was on the
first labels, like Debussy or Wagner. And somehow, because
of the Iron Curtain, this music was completely shut off for
60 or 70 years by the Soviet regime It's not actually our fault,
and Ithink now this music has to be produced by someone
who's Russian. But still, I'm very much criticized by Russians, even when I'm performing Russian recitals in Moscow.
The critics are completely split—one side loves it, the other
is completely cross with it.

WOULDN'T TAKE THE PART OF AN ORDINARY OPERA SINGER, SINGING LOTS OF
PARTS ALL AROUND THE WORLD—THAT'S BORING.

Hvorostovsky: Yes. For about four years Ihave been working with Mikhail Arkadiov, my accompanist. He is amusicologist, acomposer, and ascientist, too—a professor. He
also speaks fluent German and French.
Jahn: You haven't recorded with him yet?
Hvorostovsky: Yes, once But the recording is not released
yet. [Russian Romances, Vol.2 (Philips 442 536-2) will be released
thisfall.—Ed.] It is of Rachmaninoff, Tchaikovsky, RimskyKorsakov, Borodin ...
Russian composers.
Jahn: You recently made arecording of bel canto arias [Philips 434
912-2], stating that you needed to do this now, as you may have moved
on to heavier roles in five to ten years' time. Does the voice change
to that extent?
Hvorostovsky: The voice is always changing; the older you
become, the heavier the voice gets. ..
or brighter, Ishould
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Iwas very pleased that Ihad the possibility to record it with
such agreat orchestra and conductor. It was pretty unusual
for me, because there were alot of compromises—my expectations were very different from Gergiev's.
Jahn: Decent in performance or in recording?
Hvorostovsky: We did just one performance with different
orchestration of the Songs and Dances ofDeath, and Gergiev
refused to use this orchestration for our recording. Thank
God—now Ithink so! But for awhile, Iwas very cross with
this. We had alot of arguments, and so what we created was
something in the middle It still surprises me very much when
I'm listening to this recording that I'm pretty happy with
it. I've never been happy with my previous recordings.
Jahn: You said that you would like to make afilm of this piece.
Hvorostovsky: Any masterpiece like this has to be either
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Adifferent shape. Adifferent technolog
See you at the Stereophile Show—Room 426
Merlin VSM speakers driven by the Celeste
W-4070...one of the highest resolution systems that
Iheard at the show.
Steven Stone
Stereophile, vol. 17, Issue 9, Sept. 94

One of the very best sounds at the show...SimAudio
Celeste (70 watts x 2).
Wing Cheung
Audio Technique Magazine, Sept. 94

Critical acclaim for Celeste amplifiers!
Victor Sima puts designers and manufacturers of
other power amps to shame: a S1500 amp which
rivals that of our reference. In many cases Iprefer
the Celeste.
UHF Magazine No. 37, Jan. 94
Built by
•

Celeste is definitely among the very best that Ihave
heard.
Andrew Marshall's Audio Ideas Guide
Summer/Fall 93
The new Celeste, by its musicality, will take more
than one by surprise.
Son Hi-Fi, March/April 93

LJ1111/

3285 — 1st Street, #4, St. Hubert, Que., Canada J3Y 8Y6 Tel. (514) 445-0032 FAX: (514) 445-6626
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Dealer inquiries invited

recorded or filmed, and shown to an audience. When Isang
at the Proms in London, we had just ordinary people from
the streets—not music-lovers—coming in, and they were
surprisingly happy to listen to this music. It seemed to me
they understood its simplicity. This piece is kind of scary,
and Ican make you very unhappy. ..well, Ithink so, because
Iam unhappy when Ising it. It belongs more, you know,
to the devil and to hell. It is very important to introduce music
like this, and Imust not refuse the opportunity to film this
piece, or any other.
Jahn: Do you mean afilm ofyou performing it, or something more
elaborate?

I

Hvorostovsky: [roars with laughter] Yes, they were. What I
found was that they were totally concentrated on the work
they were doing. Kifi, for instance, was, like, paranoid about
this role—she couldn't move, she couldn't talk, because she
was concentrating so much. She recorded Violetta in avery
short amount of time—sessions in the morning and evening,
every day—and somehow she couldn't eat. She was very
depressed when she recorded the last scenes. And again,
Alfredo Kraus showed that very professional type of work.
They were all very nice.
Jahn: Do you think it's important to perform opera before you
record it?

AM A LIBRA, ALWAYS TRYING TO GET THE BALANCE; WHEN I'M TIRED WITH MY
RECITALS, I'M VERY HAPPY TO MOVE TO OPERA.

Hvorostovsky: A professional movie film? Why not? But
in my career, when every single day Ihave to sing and then
move on somewhere else, I
just can't manage this. Just at the
moment we are discussing with afilm director adocumentary
about some Russian music and Russian Orthodox music,
which I'm going to record very soon.
Jahn: The Rachmaninoff settings?
Hvorostovsky: No, Philips have already recorded the Vespers.
My recording will be of some pieces from the Liturgies, and
some pieces written for the stage but with Orthodox
influences. Again, it used to be well-known music at the
beginning of the century, but the last recording was made
by Boris Christoff in the 1950s.
Jahn: So at the moment you still prefer to sing solo?
Hvorostovsky: Iam aLibra, so I'm always trying to get the
balance; when I'm tired with my recitals, I'm always very
happy to move to the opera.
Jahn: It must be difficult to make the transition, with so many other
influences upon you: the producer, the conductor, and other singers.
How do you manage to retain your interpretation?
Hvorostovsky: They almost never try to change too much.
The worse Ihave are discussions, arguments, fights—but it's
part of our job, and we have to communicate personally with
our colleagues. We have to be nice.
Jahn: You've already sung with some very distinguished artists on
record—Kin Te Kanatva in La Traviata (Philips 438 238-2), and
Jessye Norman in Cavalleria Rusticana (Philips 432 105-2). Were
these pleasant experiences?

Hvorostovsky: In my experience, Iusually prefer to perform first; but Cavalleria Rusticana Ihadn't performed—
probably never will! It was arequest from Philips at the
beginning of my career, so Imade my role by mistake, Iguess.
Iwouldn't do it now. But it was fun to work with Jessye, and
Giuseppe Giacomini—one of the last of that generation of
tenore diforza. After that, Isang Pagliacci with him on stage,
and Iwas so shocked by his acting—he was acting so good,
Inever expected it.
Jahn: Of course, you have to be able to act as well!
Hvorostovsky: Well, I'm the greatest actor, you know.
[smiles] As an ideal, Iam making my recitals aone-man show.
It doesn't matter if you're on the stage with your colleagues
or if you're just on the stage alone.
Jahn: What are yourfuture projects?
Hvorostovsky: My next recordings, at the end ofJuly and
the beginning of August [1994], are Tchaikovsky's Yolante
with Gergiev, then the Russian Orthodox music. In October,
I'll do aprogram of some Sviridov, and probably some Rachmaninoff and Shostakovich songs. Then, in my vacation, I
have two programs to make: Ihave to learn some Brahms,
and Mahler's Fahrenden Gesellen. In May Ising IPuritani in
Vienna, and in July, Il Barbiere in Berlin. [In 1995] I'm going
to do Le Nozze in the Salzburg Festival.
Jahn: How far in advance is your concert schedule booked?
Hvorostovsky: Five years.
Jahn: That's quite daunting, isn't it?
Hvorostovsky: Yeah!

DMITRI HVOROSTOVSKY
MASCAGNI: Caoalkria Rusticana
Jessye Norman, Giuseppe Giacomini, Martha
Senn, Rosa Laghezza; Chorus 8c Orchestra
of Paris, Symyon Bychkov
Philips 432 105-2
MUSSORGSKY: Songs & Dances ofDeath
Valery Gergiev, Kirov Orchestra, St. Petersburg
Philips 438 872-2
'PCHAIKOVSKY: Eugene Onegin
Nuccia Focile, Neil Shicoff, Olga Borodina,
Sarah Walker, hint' Arkhipova, Alexander
Anisitnov, Francis Egerton, Sergei Zadvomy,
Hervé Hennequin; St. Petersburg Chamber
Chorus, Orchestra of Paris, Symyon Byalcov
Philips 438 235-2 (2 CDs)
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ON DISC

TCHAIKOVSKY/VERDI: Opera Arias
Valery Gergiev, Rotterdam Philharmonic
Philips 426 740-2
VERDI: La Thmiata
KiriTe Kanawa, Alfredo Kraus, Olga Borodina,
Silvia Mazzoni, Barry Banks, Roberto
Scaltriti, Giorgio Gatti, Donato di Stefano;
Orchestra & Chorus del Maggio Musicale
Fiorentina, Zubin Mehta
Philips 438 238-2 (2 CDs)
BEL CANTO ARIAS
Songs of Love and Desire by Bellini, Donizetti,
Rossini
Ion Marin, Philharmonia Orchestra
Philips 434 912-2
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RUSSIAN FOLKSONGS
Nikolai Kalinin, Ossipov Russian Folk
Orchestra
Philips 434 080-2
RUSSIAN ROMANCES: Volume One
Songs by Rachmaninoff, Tchaikovsky
Oleg Boshniakovich, piano
Philips 432 119-2
RUSSIAN ROMANCES: Volume The
Songs by Borodin, Rachmaninoff, RimskyKorsakov, Tchaikovsky
Mikhail Arkadiov, piano
Philips 442 536-2 (to be released in fall 1995)
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While we could compromise, we just don't. Pure
musicality is the result of our pursuit of perfect
music reproduction. It has been said that when
the music starts our components disappear.
And they do.
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seriously contemplated (products withomponents listed here are ones
out reviews should therefore be treated
that have been formally rewith more caution)—many salient
viewed in Stereophik and have
characteristics, peculiarities, and caveats
been found to be among the best available in each of four or five quality
appear in reviews, but not here. To
obtain back issues of the magazine, see
classes. Whether acomponent is listed
in Class A or Class E, we highly recthe advertisement in this issue. (We
regret that we cannot supply photoommend its purchase.
copies of individual reviews.)
Each listing—in alphabetical order
within classes—is followed by abrief
Components, in general, do not
remain listed for more than three years
description of the product's sonic characteristics and a code indicating the
unless at least one of the magazine's
Stereophik Volume and Issue in which
writers and editors has had continued
experience with it. Discontinuation of
that product's report appeared. Reamodel also precludes its appearance.
views that appeared in our companion
In addition, though professional comStereophile Guide to Home Theater are
indicated by "SGHT.1 No.1"; ie, the
ponents—recorders, amplifiers, monicomponent was reviewed in the Stereotor speaker systems—can be obtained
phile Guide to Home Theater, Volume 1 secondhand and can sometimes offer
performance which would otherwise
Number I, which was published in
December 1994. Some products listed
guarantee inclusion, we do not generally include such components. Apart
have not yet been reported on; these
from that exception, Stereophile's "Recare marked (NR), for "Not Reviewed."
ommended Components" listing is
We recommend that any product's
almost exclusively concerned with proentire review be read before purchase is
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995
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ducts currently available in the US
through the usual hi-fi retail outlets.

How

RECOMMENDATIONS

ARE DETERMINED

The ratings given components included in this listing are predicated entirely
on performance—ie, accuracy of reproduction—and are biased to an extent
by our feeling that things added to
reproduced sound (eg, flutter, distortion, colorations of various kinds) are
of more concern to the musically oriented listener than are things subtracted
from the sound (eg, deep bass or
extreme treble). On the other hand,
components markedly deficient in one
or more respects are downrated to the
extent that their deficiencies interfere
with the full realization of the program
material.
We try to include in "Recommended Components" every product that
we have found to be truly excellent or
that we feel represents good value for
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you sell or install specialty audio or
home theater products, you're invited to come see and hear the latest
in the industry at CES® Specialty
Audio & Home Theater—exclusively for the trade, and perfectly
timed to the autumn selling season.
Besides acomprehensive workshop program, you'll discover a
wealth of exhibits 100% devoted
to high-fidelity audio and video
products, including:
Specialty audio hardware & software
Home theater systems
Audio hardware & software
Video hardware & software
Custom installation products
Cable & accessories
Furniture
Plan now to be apart of the ultimate
experience in sight and sound:

CES°

June 1
719 ,1995
The Palmer House Hilton
Chicago, Illinois USA
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& HOME THEATER

FAX NOW FOR A REGISTRATION BROCHURE:
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tions—or, preferably, one of the Class C turntables
money. Bear in mind that many differand their variants—as the essential basis of amusient tastes are represented. The listing is
cally satisfying system. An in-depth audition as part
compiled after extensive consultation
of apreferred turntable/arm/cartridge combinaamong Stereophile's reviewing staff, edition before purchase is mandatory. The point
should also be made that these are lean times for
tors, and publisher, and takes into
manufacturers—Larry Archibald's advice
account continued experience of a turntable
is, 'Buy while you can." If an inexpensive turntable
product after the formal review has
has not made its way into Class D or is not listed in
been published. In particular, we take
Class K, do not assume that it is recommended by
default. Underachievers are more common in the
account of unreliability and defects that
world of turntables than in any other area of hi-fi.
show up after extended auditioning.
The fact that a product received a A
Forsell Air Force One Mk.II: $20,500
favorable review cannot therefore be
Sophisticated two-chassis, air-bearing Swedish
regarded as aguarantee that it will con'table with thread drive and parallel-tracking, airtinue to appear in this listing.
bearing tonearm. JS enthused over its 3-D image
The prices indicated are those cursolidity, tight, deep bass, super-plush midrange, and
"enormous palpability factor!' Very similar Forsell
rent at the time the listing was comAir Reference ($12,500) lacks the separate airpiled (February 1995). We make no
bearing Flywheel drive system, using an internal
guarantee that any of these prices will
motor and asilicone-rubber belt. (Vol.17 No.1)
not have changed by the time this issue
Linn Sondek LP12 with
Lingo power supply: $2645-$2745
of Stereophile appears in print.
(depending on finish) $$$
Where we have found aproduct to
Compared with the Valhalla model, the Lingoperform much better than might be
equipped version minimizes the LP12's propensity
expected from its price, we have drawn
for aslightly fat midbass, subjectively extending the
low frequencies by another octave. The Lingo
attention to it with a special symbol
upgrade alone costs $1295.The Trampolin suspennext to its listing: $$$. We also indicate
sion reduces the effect of the support. Cirkus bearwith a* products that have been on
ing/subchassis, now fitted as standard, costs $495
this list in one incarnation or another
inc. labor as upgrade kit, and further extends and
since the "Recommended Compotightens the turntable's bass, leading to aClass A
rating,
according to MC, JA, and LG (as long as a
nents" listing in Vol.15 No.4 (April
good support is used, adds MC). Though CG feels
1992). Longevity in ahi-fi component
that the LP12/Cirkus loses a certain something
is rare enough that we think it worth
compared with the original version, he still concluded that "the LP12 ranks as one of the finest
indicating (although it can also indicate
high-end audio products on the market today." "A
that the attention of design engineers
deeper, more profound silence," enthuses WP over
has moved elsewhere).
the Cirkus mod, adding that what stunned him was
We are not sympathetic toward let"the extent to which surface noise receded into
insignificance." Superbly low measured rumble and
ters complaining that the Symphonic
excellent speed stability reinforce the feeling of
Bombast A-123 Mk.V1a, which we
maximum musical involvement offered by this clasrecommended heartily two years ago,
sic belt-drive turntable. Good isolation from shock
no longer makes it into "Recommendand vibration. While the felt mat doesn't offer the
greatest degree of vibration suppression within the
ed Components" at all. Where delevinyl disc, what absorption it does offer is uniform
tions are made, we endeavor to give
with frequency. Despite flirtations with other
reasons (there are always reasons). But
decks, IA remains true to the basic design he has
remember: Deletion of acomponent from
used now for more than 17 years. (Vol.14 No.1,
this list does not invalidate abuying deciVol.16 No.12,Vol.17 No.5)
sion you have made.
Individual reviewers mentioned by
Basis Ovation Mk.11: $5400
their initials are: Larry Archibald, John
This well-engineered turntable combines ahighmass platter with asuperb suspension and apreciAtkinson, Amis Balgalvis, Martin Colsion drive system. According to DO, the Ovation
loms, Anthony H. Cordesman, Robert
offers awesome bass definition, incisive spatial resoDeutsch, Jack English, Gary A. Galo,
lution, and an exceptional feel for recorded hall
Corey Greenberg, Larry Greenhill,
ambience. DO'S reference. Works nicely with the
Graham 1.5t tonearm, but requires ashim (available
Robert Harley, J. Gordon Holt, Ken
from Basis) for properVTA range. Just fails to reach
Kessler, Guy Lemcoe, Lewis Lipnick,
Class A due to its lack of avacuum hold-down sysPeter W. Mitchell, Thomas J. Norton,
tem. (Vol.16 No.7)
Russell Novak, Dick Olsher, Wes
SOTA Cosmos: $4400 *
"Does it boogie?" asks MC, adding that "very few
Phillips, Markus Sauer, Donald A.
of the big turntables do."TJN thought very highly
Scott, Bill Sommerwerck, Steven
of the Cosmos, however, feeling that it offers a
Stone, Sam Tellig, Stephen W. Watkinmore contrasty sound than the SOTA Star, and
son, and Peter van Willenswaard.
with greater inter-transient silence. The subjective

TURNTABLES

Editor's Note: Any audiophile worth his or her
salt should (unless exclusively committed to CD)
consider at least one of our Class D recommenda-
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result was that small details were better resolved
with the more expensive turntable. The low end,
too, betters the Star in detail and clarity. TJN did
feel, however, that purchasers might want to experiment using the Cosmos without SOTA's supplied
"Groove Damper" mat. In systems that lean toward
warmth, the mat led to "a slightly more closed-in
sound that tempered the feeling of the unrestricted
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How TO USE THE LISTINGS
Read carefully our descriptions here,
the original reviews, and (heaven
forbid) reviews in other magazines to
put together ashort list of components to choose from. Carefully evaluate your room, your source material and front end(s), your speakers, and
your tastes. With luck, you may come
up with a selection to audition at
your favorite dealer(s). "Recommended
Components" will not tell you just what
to buy any more than Consumer
Reports would presume to tell you
whom to marry!
Class A

Best attainable sound for acomponent of its
kind, without any practical considerations; "the
least musical compromiser A Class A system is
one for which you don't have to make aleap of
faith to believe that you're hearing the real
thing.

Class B

The next best thing to the very best sound
reproduction; Class B components generally
cost less than Class A ones, but most Class B
components are still quite expensive.

Class C

Somewhat lower-fi sound, but far more musically natural than average home-component
high fidelity; products in this class are of high
quality but still affordable.

Class D

Satisfying musical sound, but these components
are either of significantly lower fidelity than the
best available, or exhibit major compromises in
performance—limited dynamic range, for example. Bear in nùnd that appearance in Class D
still means that we recommend this product—it's
possible to put together amusically satisfying
system exclusively from Class D components.

Class E
Applying only to loudspeakers and phono cartridges, this "Entry Level" classification includes
products that may have obvious defects, but are
both inexpensive and much better than most
products in their mid-fi price category.

Class K

"Keep your eye on this product:' Class K is for
components that we have not tested (or have not
finished testing), but that we have reason to believe may be excellent performers. We are not
actually recommending these components, only
suggesting you give alisten. Though the report
has yet to be published in certain cases, the reviewer and editor sometimes feel confident enough
that the reviewer's opinion is sufficiently wellformed to include what otherwise would be
aClass K entry in one of the other classes, marked (NR).

A NEW TYPE OF PANEL LOUDSPEAKER
Panel speakers, at their best, offer great sound quality; however this does not come without compromise. Panels
are big, expensive and being dipole radiators cannot be placed in close proximity to a rear wall. That is -until now!
The Gradient Revolution offers a totally new approach to the panel speakers.

NO BOX COLORATION
is achieved by acardioid radiation
pattern in an acoustic resistive enclosure.
POINT SOURCE
PERFORMANCE
using coincident
driver technology
for superb phase &
frequency properties.

DIPOLE BASS UNIT
with two 12" longthrow drivers, which
can be rotated to
minimize room
resonances.

EXCELLENT
IMAGING
and midrange detail
Back radiation is only
1/100th of the
forward patterncausing no early
reflections.
AGAINST WALL
POSITION
and control of standing waves possible
due to rotational
design of bass unit.

Grodienrt

Itimo'Arnim
SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE $ 3995 PER PAIR
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Loudspeaker design is unforgiving.
It is not enough to have esoteric
parts, or brilliant ideas because a
single fault will ruin an otherwise
great speaker.
The Gradient Revolution is engineered for the best "freefield"
response
as
well
as
energy
response. Its controlled dispersion
allows
for
excellent
off-axis
response for typical listening angles,
both vertical and lateral.

AGAINST THE WAN

The sound? Gradlient Revolution is
an ideal combination of a two way
monitor and a large panel. The
sound stage is accurate with full
information of depth, width and
height. Listening to the Gradient
Revolution is to experience the
recorded musical event.

Gradient also manufactures if,
the Quoi Liecitostots.
Audio Consultants
Audio Encounters
Hi Fi Earn
Evanston, IL
Columbus, OH
Roanoke, VA
708-864-9565
614-766-4434
703-772-4434
•

Audio Connections
Verona, NJ
201-239-1799
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Sunshine Audio
Miami Beach, FI
305-864-0715

ubwoofers
Audio
Columbia, MO
314-875-8099

Dislibuted by PRO AUDIO LTD.
Ill -South Drive, 86rrinwort, ft 60011

;708) 5?6-1646
FAX (708) !.526-1669
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top end that is one of the Cosmos's principal
strengths." In leaner-sounding systems, however,
the overall balance with the mat might be preferred. A high-gloss black finish adds $600 to the
price, and a dustcover adds $250. (Vol.13 No.7,
Vol.15 No.3; see also TJN's SOTA Jewel review in
Vol.15 No.4.)
VPI TNT Jr.: $2800
Capable of being upgraded in easy stages to frill
TNT Mk.Ill Plus status (review forthcoming), the
high-mass Jr. uses a simple Navcom suspension
and, according to SS, is "absurdly simple to set up."
A "blacker soundstage" than VPI's popular HW-19,
he found, commenting that it had excellent lowbass extension and definition. West Coast price is
$2900. (Vol.18 No.1)

Linn Sondek LP12 Valhalla:
$1745-$1845 (depending on finish) ez
The standard against which newer turntable
designs have been measured for almsot two
decades, the Linn is felt by some to be more colored than the other Class C 'tables, particularly in
the upper bass. Latest version has alaminated armboard and Cirkus bearing/subchassis ($495 inc.
labor as upgrade kit), which result in aconsiderably
more neutral sound. Certainly it's harder to set up
and is more likely to go out of adjustment, though
with the latest springs,Trampolin suspension, glued
subchassis, and Cirkus mod, it's now much better in
this respect. (Low-bass extension suffers when the
LP12 is not set up correctly.) A version with aBasik
power supply is available for $1395-$1495,
depending on finish. (Vol.7 No.2, Vol.13 No.3,
Vol.16 No.12)
VPI HW-19 IV: $1800 tr
The Mk.III version of the VPI 'table (still available
for $1200) was cosmetically more elegant than the
original, and achieved astandard of sonic neutrality
that put it close to the SOTA Star Sapphire-and at
asignificantly lower price. Borderline Class B. The
Mk.IV version is better still, the music arising from
avelvet-black background, thought GL, with significant improvements in soundstaging and resolution.
An upgrade with a standard Mk.IV platter from
older HW-19s costs $750; with aTNT Series 2platter, the upgrade costs $850; an acrylic armboard for
the ET 2costs $50, while the special 1"-thick armboard for the ET 2when the TNT platter is used
costs $100. The HW-19 readily accommodates a
wide range of tonearms-the ET 2 air-bearing
design, in particular-and is very stable. The $450
Power Line Conditioner (seeVol.12 No.2) is an essential accessory. The '19 can be upgraded to TNT
status. (Vol.8 No.4,Vol.9 Nos.4 8c 9,Vol.12 No.11,
Vol.15 No.8; see also Vol.13 No.7, p.112, and GL's
ET 2report inVol.14 No.10.)
Well Tempered Classic Thrntable:
$2495 (inc. arm and Black Damped Platter) *
An integrated belt-drive turntable/tonearm cornbination featuring an acrylic platter and aunique
four-point wobble-free bearing. Lacks a suspension, but is designed with attention to detail, particularly concerning the maximizing of speed stability and the rejection of motor noise. Most obvious sonic characteristic is stability, both in speed
and harmonic structure, coupled with cleaned-up
sound quality: "The quiet between the notes is
suddenly more silent," said AB in his review. In
addition, dynamics seem to be enhanced, though
the sound is more lightweight than that of, say, the
VPI. The Black Damped Platter is now standard,
and is also available for $330-$440, depending on
vintage of turntable. GL feels that the new platter
will go along way toward alleviating the WTT's
lightweight balance. "It should bring pleasure to a
lot of record collectors-borderline Class B," was
his conclusion, though he finds the Well Tempered
Arm's cartridge clips rather fragile. RH recommends the various Mango Audio Labs modifica-
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tions for both arm and turntable: Well Damped
Arm Clamp ($299), Micro Suspension System &
Motor Terminator Kit ($239, now heightadjustable), and, for those with the old platter, the
Platter Interface System ($239), which can also be
used on other turntables-see RH's review in
Vol.16 No.4. (Vol.11 No.3, Vol.16 No.4; see also
GL's review of the $2000 Fountainhead turntable
base in Vol.17 No.10.)

D
Rega Planar 3: $649 (inc. arm) ez
Synergistic mix of no-nonsense deck with superb
arm (included). Lack of environmental isolation
may be problematic (see "Letters" inVol.16 No.10).
Limited cartridge compatibility, but asafe Class D
recommendation nevertheless. Can be obtained in
a dedicated version for playing 78s. (Vol.7 No.1,
Vol.8 No.6)
Roksan Radius: $1050 (without arm)
Well-made and stylish belt-drive turntable with
quartz-referenced motor supply. Minimal suspension consists of three rubber spheres that separate
the two halves of the plinth. While not as coloration-free as the Well Tempered Record Player,
the Radius has abetter-defined bass register, with a
good sense of rhythmic vitality. Matching Tabriz
tonearm lacks midband transparency, though CG
found that damping the armtube with Sumiko's
ArmWrap helped enormously in this regard.Works
best with Roksan's own Corus Black cartridge.
Borderline Class C, says KK. (Vol.16 No.8)
SOTA Comet: $579 (inc. arm) $$$
Bare-bones, belt-drive turntable relies on highmass plinth for environmental isolation, but, when
used with the Blue Point Special cartridge, captures
what GL defined as the "soul" of the music, with an
uncolored midrange, excellent detail (except at
high playback levels), good depth, but only fair
stereo imaging, using the Blue Point Special cartridge. Price includes LMT-I1 tonearm. Reflex
Clamp ($179) an essential accessory. (Vol.16 No.8)
VPI 11W-19 Jr.: $650 $$$
Well-constructed belt-drive turntable featuring an
excellent disc-clamping system. No suspension, due
to upgrade path to fully fledged HW-19 being
incorporated into design. GAG therefore recommends awall-mounted isolation shelf (such as the
Target) to get the best performance from the Jr.
Available for $1050, ready-fitted with AudioQuest
PT-6 tonearm. West Coast price is $25 higher.
(Vol.12 No.10)
Well Tempered Record Player: $1495 *
Somewhat fussy to set up, but when done right, the
WTRP 'table/arm combination produces coloration-free sound with a clarity and resolution
that belie its price. Possesses amore laid-back, more
musically natural balance than the Linn Axis, but
does not achieve this by suppressing recorded
detail. Low-bass performance is intrinsically alittle
soft, but can be fine-tuned by playing with the
damping arrangement. Borderline Class C performance with the latest platter, according to CG.
(Vol.14 No.7,Vol.16 Nos.2 & 10)

Immedia RPM-1, SME Model 20, Kuzma Stabi,
VPI TNT Mk.Ill Plus.

TONEARMS
A

Clearaudio/Souther Tri-Quartz Improved: $2200
(See SS's review in this issue.)
Eminent Technology 2.5:
$2000 with standard air pump 17
The ET 2 features a host of ingenious extras,
including adjustable VTA during play. More important, it has "an extraordinarily live and open sound-
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stage," according to AHC, and gets the best results
from awide range of cartridges.Very fussy to set up
and use, and needs a very stable subchassis
turntable-VPI, for example-to give of its best.
MC also reports excellent performance with the
ET 2 mounted on the Roksan Xerxes. Surpassed
overall by the Airtangent, and by the SME V, which
has as neutral amidrange and significantly better
bass definition and extension. Latest version, ET
2.5, incorporates aviscous damping trough ($95)
and arevised, large-diameter manifold ($400 with
return of original manifold) to take advantage of
the higher pressure offered by the Airtech Wisa air
pump ($375) and surge tank ($200). (The Airtech
pump and tank cost $500 if bought together.) GL
reports excellent results from this combination on
the VPI HW-19, and also recommends the Teclock
Al-911 VTA dial indicator ($36.70), for which ET
provides amounting bracket ($25). Price without
standard pump is $1500. (Vol.8 No.7,Vol.13 No.3,
Vol.14 No.10)
Graham Model 1.5: $2350 *
Beautifully engineered unipivot design using an
SME-type armboard cutout that offers interchangeable armwands and easy adjustment of VTA,
azimuth, and geometry. Superb bass definition,
though not as much ultimate weight as the SME;
but astonishingly good retrieval of midband information due to a very low resonant signature,
exceeding even the performance of the SME in
this area. Standard finishes are gold matte and
chrome matte. The "t" version costs $2750 and
includes tungsten side weights ($250 as upgrade)
and AZ-1 Azimuth Alignment Box ($150 as
upgrade). New SW-3 progressional-casting ceramic armwand is now available as a $650 upgrade.
Both arms feature arefined counterweight-decoupling mechanism; otherwise, the arm is the same as
reviewed. (Vol.14 Nos.3 & 8; see also TJN's SOTA
Jewel review in Vol.15 No.4.)
Linn Ekos: $2495 et
Cleaner-sounding than the Ittok, upon which it
loosely based, the Ekos rivals the SME in overall
neutrality while offering a somewhat brighter,
more energetic presentation of the music. The treble is nevertheless superbly transparent. The Ekos
also provides amuch better match with the Linn
LP12 than the English arm, which loses control of
the bass when mounted on the Scottish turntable.
MC also found the Ekos's bass to be more tuneful
and "open" than that of the original Ittok.Azimuth
adjustment is not possible. Some users have reported long-term problems with the bearings; the sample JA bought has been okay in this respect. (Vol.12
Nos.3 & 4,Vol.13 No.3,Vol.16 No.6)
Naim ARO: $1850 $$$
"An inner balance and harmony consistent with
the musical message," says MC of this unipivot
design. MS found the ARO to offer superb timbral
accuracy, soundstaging, dynamics, and rhythmic
integrity. He also found it less bright than the Linn
Ekos, and better balanced in the bass than the SME
V. Additional arm tops cost $1000. (Vol.16 No.6)
SME Series V: $2550 tr
This beautifully constructed pivoted tonearm has
an extraordinarily neutral midrange, with one of
the lowest resonant signatures in this region
(though DO feels the Graham offers slightly more
midrange detail). Easy to set up, VTA and overhang
are adjustable during play, but there's no azimuth
adjustment-something that DO feels to be asignificant drawback. "The best bass performance on
the market," said SWW. LA concurs, having auditioned the V on aVPI TNT, but JGH, JA, DO, and
LL feel that the whole bass range is somewhat
exaggerated. Not recommended with the LP12.
Some compatibility problems with cartridges having low height. A less versatile version, the IV.Vi
(which uses Series V bearings and Magnan Vi
wiring), appears to offer the V's sonic virtues and
more at a lower cost ($1995 $$$). (V01.9 No.6,
Vol.14 No.8,Vol.16 No.6)
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Wheaton Triplanar IV Ultimate:
$2375-$2550, depending on termination
Superbly finished, hand-made pivoted tonearm
allows for VTA adjustment during play, and comes
with Cardas internal wiring, decoupled counterweights, and silicone cartridge damping. A"robust,
rollicking, Rabelaisian" sound, found SS, who also
commented on its dynamics and drive. A richer
balance than the Clearaudio-Souther Tri-Quartz
Improved, but less well-defined imaging than the
Graham. (Vol.18 No.2)

Well Tempered Classic Arm: $995 $$$
One of the most neutral-sounding arms, according
to JGH, this odd-looking arm is hard to fault on
any count. Superb highs, stereo soundstaging, and
midrange, plus excellent compatibility with MC
cartridges that put alot of energy back into the
arm. Some deficiency/softness in the low bassand, according to some listeners, an undynarnic
sound-keep it from Class A, but virtually no other
problems. Good value for money. The Black Classic armtube, which is currently being supplied with
new Well Tempered Classic Turntables, is available
as an upgrade for $330. Removing the armrest,
which adds a thickening in the lower midrange
when the arm is mounted on the Well Tempered
Turntable (see Vol.11 No.6), firther improves the
sound, as does replacing the standard counterweight with one of more mass nearer the pivot.
RH recommends the LP Lab carbon-fiber armtube
modification for the WTA (Vol.15 No.1), which
costs $395 including UPS return shipping, as well
as the Mango Audio Labs Well Damped Arm
Clamp ($299). (Vol.8 Nos.4 & 7,Vol.9 Nos.3 & 5,
Vol.16 No.4)

AudioQuest PT-8: $650 tr
TJN got excellent results from the PT-8 fitted with
Signet OC-9 and AudioQuest 404i-L phono cartridges on aSOTA Jewel turntable. Soundwise, the
balance is abit more forward in the midrange than
the Graham arm, but with excellent dynamics. The
armtube is dead, there's no play at the pivot point,
and friction seems very low, he found, summing it
up as "a gem" Otherwise identical AudioQuest PT7($550) and PT-6 ($450) differ from the PT-8 only
in having less highly specified AudioQuest arm-topreamp cables. (Vol.15 No.4)
Rega RB300: $425 $$$
The Regs offers very good detail, depth, midrange
neutrality, ambience, and precision of imaging,
almost creeping into Class B. Works well with the
Regs and Roksan 'tables, but also recommended by
ST as an ideal substitute for the arms that come
with the AR and Sonographe 'tables. The Audio
Advisor also offers it as apackage with the VPI
HW-19 Mk.III and Jr. and SOTA Sapphire turntables. Lacks any form of height adjustment, however-VTA can only be adjusted by adding spacers
under the base. (Vol.7 No.7,Vol.10 No.1)

_Kuzma Stogi.
Deletions
SME 309 not auditioned in too long atime.

PHONO CARTRIDGES
A

AudioQuest AQ 700Onsx: $1795 it
RH's auditioning, confirmed by RD, DAS, JE, LA,
and AB, suggests ahighly musical performance for
this sophisticated low-output MC manufactured
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for AudioQuest by Scan-Tech in Japan. Superb
rendering of depth, astonishing retrieval of recorded detail, and "razor-sharp" transient leading edges
are coupled with aslightly emphasized top octave
(that becomes sweeter after significant run-in) and
asomewhat lean overall balance. DAS adds that "its
detail credibility, staging, and natural warmth make
you want to smash your CD player against the
wall" Auditioning by RH of the latest 700Onsx
version suggests Class A performance, RD adding
that the 700Onsx has amore neutral treble than the
earlier version. (Vol.14 No.6,Vol.15 No.1)
Benz-Micro Ruby: $3000
Some disagreement between JS and JE over this
European, wooden-bodied MC, which has an
unusually low output. With ahigh-gain preamplifier that allows its dynamics to fully develop, the
Ruby favors accuracy over the spectacular, neutrality rather than immediacy, but might be considered
too self-effacing overall. Tracking ability was excellent. Price with qualifying trade-in cartridge is
$2000; retipping costs $500. (Vol.18 No.1)
Benz-Micro Reference: $2500
Gutsy reproduction of the lower mida and bass
octaves. Non-resonant LP signature with remarkable bass punch and control; atrue reference in this
regard. Exemplary retrieval of low-level detail. DO
noted aslight brazen or synthetic quality through
the upper octaves that traded grain for smoothness
in its portrayal of harmonic textures. Price with a
qualifying trade-in cartridge is $1750; retipping
costs $500. (Vol.16 No.2)
Ikeda Kiwame: $2495
Difficult to set up and happier at aVTF of 2.3gm,
when trackability is still only adequate, the Kiwame
manages to light a fire under the soundstage.
Remarkable transparency, spatial resolution, and
palpability coupled with adisarmingly liquid textural voicing, says DO. (Vol.16 No.2)
Linn Arkiv: $2195
This Scan-Tech-sourced, tonally neutral, threepoint-mounting MC cartridge has aless incisive,
more soft-sounding presentation than the Troika it
replaced, but excels in its feeling of musical communication. Some sample inconsistency, however.
(Vol.16 No.11)
Lyra Parnassus: $3495
Though neither JS nor JE felt the Parnassus was a
champ at detail retrieval or dynamics, they both
unhesitatingly gave this Scan-Tech-sourced lowoutput MC a"Class A" rating. "A music-lover's cartridge...immediately musically satisfying but never
offensive-sounding" was Mr. E.'s conclusion;
"delightful midrange textures" and "it conveys
emotion" summed up the sanguine Mr. S. (Vol.18
No.2)
Surniko Transfiguration AF-1: $3600
A truly compelling sound, proclaimed JS of this
Japanese low-output MC, while JE found that it set
a new standard for bass reproduction, surpassing
even his long-term reference Koetsu. JE commented that its overall presentation was "extended, powerful, articulate, and airy" while JS was taken with
its rich yet detailed balance, its imaging palpability,
and the bloom to its soundstage.The best cartridge
JE had heard as of February '95. The Kobe earthquake raises some doubts over availability-see
Sumiko's Manufacturer's Comment in this issue.
(Vol.18 No.2)
Symphonic Line RG-8 Gold: $5000
What's so endearing about the handmade RG-8,
according to DO, is its rare mastery over music's
finesse and brawn: The effortless detailing, the
smoothness of expression, and the purity of texture
are combined with the bass impact and dynamic
power of asteam locomotive.Works best into highimpedance loads. JE and JS were also mightily
impressed, the latter with the precise delineation of
images, the former with its pace, drive, slam, and
rhythmic integrity. Not kind to sizzly recordings,
however. (Vol.16 No.2,Vol.18 No.2)
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Audio-Technica ART1: $1300
Eminently musical sound with a lyrical upper
midrange that DO found to sing on female voice.
Excellent grip on treble transients, but less control
at the bass end of the spectrum. Not as tonally convincing or as well-integrated top to bottom as the
original Lyra Clavis. (Vol.16 No.2)
Blue Oasis: $2250
Though its top end is alittle softened in absolute
terms, JE liked the Oasis more than JS did, the latter finding it to sound too mellow. Needs to be
used with ahigh-gain, low-noise phono preamp,
with which its retrieval of detail can be heard to be
excellent.The bass is extended, tight, and powerful.
(Vol.18 No.1)
Clearaudio Signature: $2100
While both JE and JS liked the neutral sound of
this high-output German MC, neither felt it to
quite scale the heights of Class A performance. The
highs are extended and open, but this may have
contributed to asensitivity to disc surface noise.
"An immediate, vibrant perspective," commented
JS, who, like JE, preferred the Signature loaded with
47k ohms. JE felt it to not sound quite as lush in
the midrange as he would have liked, but also commented favorably on the sense of air and space it
produced. (Vol.18 No.1)
Clearaudio Veritas-S: $1880
(See SS's review in this issue.)
Stuniko SHO Reference High-Output:
$1800
(See WP's review in this issue.)

Stuniko Blue Point Special: $295 $$$
CG enthused about this nude, P-Mount-less version of the standard Blue Point MC, pointing to its
lack of bass bloat, tonal honesty, and cleaner, more
extended highs. It also offers excellent detail and
focus. A touch of StyLast applied to the underside
of the cantilever optimizes the bass. High output.
(Vol.16 Nos.4 & 12)

D

AudioQuest MC-5: $395
Borderline Class C for this high-output MC cartridge, thought CG, who deemed it "Clean, crisp,
and dynamic...with alittle sparkle on top." But he
thought it had less-focused soundstaging than did
the Blue Point Special. (Vol.16 No.5)
Benz-Micro MC-20E H: $150
A master in the bass, with excellent soundstaging,
but less smooth than the standard Blue Point, with
somewhat wiry highs. (Vol.16 No.4)
Roksan Corns Black: $400
The best moving-magnet design CG has heard, the
Black is more forward-balanced and less refined
overall than the Blue Point Special, but has tighter
bass and better-focused soundstaging than the standard Blue Point. Fussy aboutVTA. (Vol.16 No.5)
Sumiko Blue Point: $150
Rather awoolly bass, due to the P-Mount/adaptor
configuration, but a sweet balance, lacking any
nasality, thought CG of this high-output MC.
(Vol.16 No.4)

E

Grado ZTE+1: $30 *
The best buy in areally cheap cartridge, this MM
has excellent trackability and sounds rather like a
good MC. Stereophile readers should consider
spending more than $30 on acartridge, but when
asked by friends what they would recommend for
an old Dual or Garrard, this "system saver" is the
one to mention. Will hum if used with older AR
decks (an "AR" version is available); lack of suspension damping can lead to woofer pumping,
even flutter, with high- or even medium-mass
arms. (Vol.7 No.8; actual review was of the earlier
GTE+1.)
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Roksan Shiraz, Lyra Clavis De Capo, AudioQuest
MC-200, Dynavector XX-11, Denon SI, BenzMicro M0.9, van den Hul Grasshopper IV, Blue
Oasis Signature, Clearaudio Insider.
Deletions
Ikeda 9R not auditioned in along time; Kiseki
Blue Goldspot 8c ShureV15 TypeV-MR no longer
available.

PHONO ACCESSORIES &
RECORD CLEANERS
A

DB Systems DBP-10 Protractor: $30 u>
Fiddly but accurate guide for setting cartridge tangency. JA's and JGH's preferred alignment protractor. (NR)
LAST Power LP Cleaner: $30/half-oz bottle
This small bottle of Freon-free cleaner is enough to
treat 75 LPs. JE found just three drops sufficient to
remove dirt, dust, and grime from garage-sale
records, though he found that ásubsequent wash
with his VPI HW-17 was still required to reduce
the level of groove noise to acceptable levels. "A
worthwhile companion to LAST'S wonderful
Record Preservative." (Vol.17 No.5)
LAST Record Preservative: $30/2-oz bottle ei
Significantly improves the sound of even new
records, and is claimed to make them last longer. A
2-oz bottle contains 60 treatments. (Vol.5 No.3)
Nitty Gritty Mini Pro 2record-cleaning
machine: $775 tr
This semiautomatic wet cleaner cleans both disc
sides simultaneously. Slightly less rugged than the
VPI '17, but both do an excellent job, and the
Nitty Gritty Pro 2 is faster. Significantly better
design than earlier Nitty Grittys.You may be surprised that the main sonic effect of cleaning LPs is
not primarily areduction in surface noise, but a
cleaning-up of midrange sound. (Vol.8 No.1)
Nitty Gritty 2.5Fi record-cleaning machine:
$555 *
Instead of avacuuming "tonearm," as on the professional Keith Monks machine, the NG cleaner
uses a vacuum slot. Cleaning is efficient and as
good as Nitty Gritty's Pro, at asignificantly lower
price, though it takes twice as long, cleaning each
side of an LP in turn. (Vol.7 No.5,Vol.8 No.1)
QR/DNM Design Ringmat Mk.II turntable
mat: $64.95
RD found this paper/cork mat to both reduce
groove noise and increase detail resolution when
used on his Lingo'd Linn. Some initial difficulties
with the cork rings detaching, says ST, but he
found the Ringmat to turn his AR into amore
detailed, more neutral-sounding 'table. Some difficulties with US delivery, reports RD, but the Ringmat can also be ordered directly from the Canadian magazine Andrew Marshall's Audio Ideas Guide,
175 Sherwood Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4P 2A9,
Canada; $75.00 US or Canadian. (Vol.17 No.5,
Vol.18 No.1)
Shun Mook record weight: $1200
The best record weight JS has used on his Forsell
turntable, "bar none." Ridiculously expensive, however. (Vol.17 No.2)
VPI FIW-17 record-cleaning machine: $800 tc
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring
quality, the VPI cleans one side at atime, semiautomatically, and is slower than the Nitty Gritty. "A
highly functional and convenient luxury," said
AHC. Latest version has a heavier-duty vacuum
system. (Vol.8 No.1)
VPI HW-16.5 record-cleaning machine: $450
Manually operated version of HW-17 (above),
noisier motor, less money. Adjusts automatically to
thickness of record. Gets hot quickly. Works well.
West Coast price is $470. (Vol.5 Nos.7 & 9, original HW-16;Vol.17 No.5, HW-16.5.)

Gruv-Glide II: $21.95 *
Record de-staticizing agent that ST found to give
better sound. Apparently doesn't grunge-up the
stylus or leave afilm. (Vol.9 No.8)
LAST StyLast Stylus Treatment:
$25/ '/.-oz bottle tr
StyLast won't make adifference every time you put
it on, but it will help provide smoother high-end
sound, and is claimed to extend stylus and cantilever life. (NR)
Nestorovic Labs Moving-Coil Cartridge
Network: $300 *
Passive network intended to optimally load an MC
cartridge. An "Audiophile" version is available for
an extra $250. (Vol.13 No.9)
Nitty Gritty 1.5Fi MIc.II record-cleaning
machine: $489
While the vacuum-cleaning Nitty Gritty does a
similar job to dusty albums as the similarly priced
VPI HW-16.5, CG felt that the VPI's hard-bristled
brush did better with really dirty LPs than the does
NG's velvet one. He found the effect of both was
to produce aless-colored, more detailed midband
sound from LPs, as well as the expected reduction
in surface noise. (Vol.17 No.5)
Nitty Gritty Model 1.0 record-cleaning
machine: $249 $$$
Audio Advisor Record Doctor II: $190 SU tr
Both of these machines (the latter is manufactured
for Audio Advisor by Nitty Gritty) are manual units
that offer the least-expensive way to effectively
clean LPs. The Record Doctor Il differs from the
original in that it has aroller bearing to make turning the LP easier when the vacuum-cleaning
motor is on. The earlier model can be fitted with a
roller-bearing accessory-available for $16 inc.
S&H from KAB Electro-Acoustics, P.O. Box 2922,
Plainfield, NJ 07062-2922-which fits beneath the
existing platter. The Nitty Gritty 1.0 is also available as the oak-finished 2.0 for $305. (NR)

Sumiko Analog Survival Kit: $50
"On agood 'table, makes kilobuck digital processors cry in their EPROMs!" was CG's verdict of
this set of turntable and arm tweaks consisting ola
paper-thin mat and ahigh-tension plastic strip to
damp tonearm resonances. (NR, but see CG's Follow-Up on the WTRP in Vol.16 No.10.)

D
Decca, Hunt-EDA, Goldring, or Statibrush
record brush *
Properly used (held with the bristles at alow angle
against the approaching grooves and slowly slid off
the record), these are the most effective dry recordcleaners available. (PH disagrees, feeling that they
leave the dust on the record.) No substitute for an
occasional wet wash. (Vol.10 No.8)
Discwasher record brush tr
If you don't have arecord-cleaning machine, the
DW system will do an adequate job on relatively
clean records, but won't get out the deep grunge. If
you begin to accumulate lots of gunk on your stylus after cleaning your record with an older DW
brush, the bristles are worn out; send it back for
resurfacing, or buy a new one. A high-torque
turntable is required. (NR)

Combak Harmonix TU-812 Tuning Record
Clamp, A.R.T. Graphite Record Clamp.

CD PLAYERS

Editor's Note: The class ratings are alittle different in this and the following two sections. Whereas the phrase "state of the art" can be interpreted
literally for other categories, here it means the best
CD sound available as of the time of writing. With
every advance in digital replay, we realize that the
goal still seems to be just as far away in that the analog LP still gets closer to the real thing. As with
computers, aCD-replay system becomes effectively obsolete as you drive it home from the store. We
urge caution to someone about to purchase an
expensive "state-of-the-art" CD player. Perhaps the
wisest strategy these days would be to buy separate
transport and DAC units, eventual replacement of
the latter being the best way to stay abreast of continuing development. (Note that the class rankings
in CD players and D/A processors are not necessarily directly comparable.)
Deficiencies in the A/D converters used to master CDs may well be the limiting factor in CD
sound-see RI-I's interview with Doug Sax in
Vol.12 No.10, and compare the sound of the industry-standard Sony PCM-1630 with Chesky's 128xoversampling ADC on the appropriate tracks on
the first Stereophik Test CD.
However, even though there are only a few
HDCD* recordings available-recent Reference
Recordings releases and the forthcoming Neil
Young back-catalog remasterings-the digital playback waters are changing fast due to the availability of the Pacific Microsonics PMD-100 HDCD
decoder/digital filter chip. There is no doubt in
RH's mind that the advent of HDCD recordings
and players represents asignificant step forward in
digital playback quality, providing sound more like
analog, with deeper, better-defined soundstaging
and amore accurate rendering of instrumental and
vocal timbres.

A

Accuphase DP-65: $5995
"The natural warmth of recording after recording
shone through, suffusing the sound with an expansive glow and bloom," enthused TJN about the
relaxed tonal balance of this Japanese player, which
uses Burr-Brown PCM1702 DACs in abalanced
configuration. "Musically complete." (Vol.17
No.10)
Krell KPS-20i: $9000
MC's reference. (See RH's review in this issue.)
Linn Karik CD transport 8c
Linn Numerik D/A processor: $5790 tr
Two-box system in which the DAC clocks the
transport via aseparate link. Current version of the
Karik transport ($3395 if bought separately) incorporates aCrystal D/A section to enable it to be
used as astandalone CD player. Though each on its
own is ahigh Class B contender, the Karik forms a
synergistic match with the Numerik to give true
Class A sound. A laid-back presentation, which
MC finds offputting, but excellent truth of timbre
and improved sense of pace and timing, enthuses
WP. The lastest version of the Numerik has a
switch-mode power supply, which RH felt to give
a significant improvement in sound quality, and
Burr-Brown PCM1702 DACs, which give abetter
sense of LF pace. (Vol.15 No.1,Vol.17 No.10)
Nairn NA CDS: $7000
The sound of this expensive two-box player
(unusually, it has a separate power supply rather
than an analog section) offers asuperb sense of pace
and rhythm without being overly incisive. Smooth
and easy to listen to, thought RH, though he ultimately felt this didn't offiet resolution of low-level
detail that wasn't to the same standard. He preferred
the same-priced Theta Data/DS Pro Generation III
combination. However, as some whose ears we
trust prefer it to the Linn player, we advise you to
listen for yourself to see whether the CDS's balance
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Most Power Conditioners Make aDifference.
Only One Makes aDramatic Improvement.
Although most AC power conditioners have an impact on audio system
performance, that effect is not always an improvement.
But there is an exception. API's power management system—including
the famous Power Wedge—profoundly improves every aspect of
musical quality ... and sacrifices nothing.
If you haven't been convinced by three years of favorable
reviews, audition the Power Wedge, Power Enhancer
and Power Link at your Audio Power dealer now.
You'll hear more than just adifference.

AUDIO

PowEr

INDUSTRIES

Tel: 714.545.9495

2624 S. Rousselle St., Santa Ana, CA 92707

Fax: 714.545.4607

ABSOLUTE PURITY
IN DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
Using the purest operating mode
possible to deliver the most natural
reproduction achievable: the singleended Class A Aleph 0 power amplifier
from Pass Laboratories.
21555 Limestone Way, Foresthill
California 95631
(916) 367-3690 Fax (916) 367-2193
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of virtues fits your tastes. (Vol.15 No.8)

Meridian 508: $2495
Very similar to Meridian's 500 transport/563
processor combination. "Detail, air, more of asense
of musicians' palpable presence," coupled with
"crystalline clarity" and "harmonic richness," was
how ST summed up this English player's sound. A
basic remote control is supplied; Meridian's System
Remote costs $99. (Vol.17 No.12)
MSB Technology Silver: $2795
TJN declared the MSB afavorite of his, observing
that this Philips-based player is "tube-like" in that it
combines aslightly warm, but not loose, bottom
end with an immediate, "alive" midrange and lower
treble and asoft extreme top. No digital output,
although one can be added at the expense of the
player's analog section. Includes MSB's 32-113 "Electromagnetic and Acoustic Isolation Plate," which is
attached to the bottom of the player. (Vol.16 No.3)
Sony CDP-X707ES: $2000 $5$
Actual model reviewed was the almost identical
Sony CDP-X779ES, which JGH enthused about,
feeling that it offered an excellent balance between
hi-fi virtues and the ability to involve the listener in
the music. "Detailed without being analytical, alive
without being aggressive, sweet without being
veiled," he concluded. (Vol.16 No.6)

stressed, he felt it lost some of the subtlety and delborderline Class A performer, JA feels. (Vol.18
icacy of complex music. Both agree that it makes
No.3)
Mark Levinson No.30.5: $15,950
an excellent transport (it has a coaxial digital
S/PDIF output), SS feeling it to be as good as the
The original No.30 was Stereophile's "Product of
PS Audio Lambda. (Vol.17 Nos.11 & 12)
the Year" for 1992. The No.30.5 update, which
TEAC Esoteric VRDS-10: $1250
consists ola new data-receiver board incorporating
Massively built player that uses the clamp/transport
an "Intelligent FIFO" memory buffer, is "a true refsystem first seen in the Esoteric P-2 transport and
erence quality product," says RH, and is almost
Philips Bitstream DACs. Excellent sense of reprogood enough to redefine Class A. HDCD upgrade
duced space coupled with good dynamics, found
is free for units purchased after 11/1/94; for units
SS, but sound let down by aslightly exaggerated • purchased before that date, cost is approximately
top end (audible and measurable) and adegree of
$100 plus labor. (No.30,Vol.15 No.2,Vol.16 No.6;
midrange grain. Makes an excellent transport, he
No.30.5,Vol.17 No.10,Vol.18 Nos.3 & 4; see also
found. (Vol.17 No.11)
RH's Follow-Up in this issue.)
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II: $5295 $$$
RHi favorite D/A processor, offering what he felt
to be Class A performance at avery competitive
Editor's Note: There are currently no Class D
price. The Mk.1 was Stereophile's "Product of the
CD players listed.
Year" for 1994. The Mk.II features some minor
upgrades to the analog circuitry, but, most important, replaces the Burr-Brown digital filter with the
Pacific Microsonics PMD-100 HDCD decoder/
Wadia 16.
filter chip. The result, RH found, is asound that
Deletions
beats anything out there other than the Levinson
Proceed PCD 3, Ratel RCD-955AX and RCDNo.30.5-which is now fitted with the same
965BXLE, and Radio Shack Optimus CD-3400
HDCD chip, and which also has greater LF extenportable CD player discontinued; Micromega Trio
sion and authority.Where the Mk.I Sonic Frontiers
upgraded significantly since review, mandating rehad avery upfront balance, the Mk.11 is more laidaudition.
back, but still has a huge, spacious-sounding,
superbly defined soundstage; smooth, liquidsounding midrange; superb retrieval of musical
detail; and tighter image focus. RD is excited about
the HDCD-equipped SFD-2 Mk.II's ability to
Editor's Note: The sound of any particular CD
make ordinary CDs sound as if they were new
transport/digital processor combination will be
audiophile remasterings. (Mk.1, Vol.16 No.12,
dependent on the datalink used.
Vol.17 No.1; see also the Timbre Technology TT-1
review in Vol.17 No.4; Mk.11,Vol.18 No.3.)
Theta DS Pro Generation V: $3795
Price is for single-ended version; version with fully
Audio Alchemy DTI Pro: $1295
balanced DAC and output stages costs $5595.
A dual-PLL data-receiver system reduces jitter,
Much better than the Generation Ill processor that
while a"resolution-enhancement" program runit replaced in that it has aless-hyped-up, more
ning on aDSP chip can be set to 16-, 18-, or 20refined-sounding, more musically natural treble
bit operation; which will be found to sound best
balance, the Gen.V still features Theta's traditional
will depend very much on the user's DAC. (The
terrific sense of dynamics and low-frequency slam
popular NPC 5803 and 5813 digital filter chips, for
and extension. Not quite as smooth-sounding as
example, will pass only 18-bit data, while the older
the Mk.II Sonic Frontiers D/A, and alittle less
Yamaha data-receiver chip will pass only 16-bit
image depth. (ST-optical input adds $300; singledata.) RH found the DTI Pro to increase his sysmode input adds $800.) (Vol.18 No.2)
tem's presentation of musical detail, space, air,
depth, soundstage layering-you name it. He feels
that most of the improvement can be laid at the
feet of the DSP, not the reduction in jitter. New
v2.7 software will allow HDCD-encoded program
Denon DA-S1: $7000
to be passed transparently to the DAC. Runs very
TJN liked this Japanese processor (which synthehot. (Vol.17 No.11)
sizes information below the LSB) a lot for its
Digital Domain VSP Model S: $1495
midrange palpability, musically natural timbres, and
Intended as asample-rate converter, this slim unit
overall relaxed balance. "A combination of clarity,
also reclocks digital data and virtually eliminates
warmth, and three-dimensionality rarely encounjitter. The sonic result is to render digital sound
tered at the same time in digital playback," he
much closer to analog, JA decided. RH found it to
enthused. MC demurs, however, finding its sound
"snap the bass into tight focus:' with bass guitar
rather slow. (Vol.17 No.5)
acquiring more dynamics, better pitch definition,
Meridian 563: $1395 $$$
and more detail. Some, however, will find that the
With a bass that's weighty, extended, and conbass balance will become more lean as aresult.The
trolled, an open-sounding, spacious soundstage, and
VSP in its SRC mode rewrites each data wordasmooth, liquid-sounding midrange, this inexpenwhich will, of course, render it non-transparent to
sive unit with ajitter-rejecting dual-PLL receiver is
HDCD-encoded data. Six digital inputs and four
"the best-sounding processor in its class," according
outputs-all on AES/EBU, ST, coaxial, and
to RH. Not as much bass slam as the Sonic FronTosLink. (Vol.17 No.11; also see Industry Update,
tiers SFD-2, and some slight midrange and treble
Vol.17 No.1, p.39.)
grain. (Vol.17 No.4)
Jadis JS1 Symmetrical: $11,990
PS Audio Reference Link: $4795
JS's reference D/A, the beautiful two-box Jadis JS1
A full-function, remote-control digital control unit
Symmetrical processor features aPhilips Bitstream
with balanced and single-ended outputs that's
DAC section and tubed analog circuitry. The
intended to drive the power amplifier direct.
Jadisian soundstage is, in JS's words, "airy, layered,
Includes an excellent A/D converter for analog
enormous, and truly enveloping." The bass is alsources (though no input level control is provided),
most state-of-the-art, the midrange sumptuous, and
and features the UltraArialog DAC-20 D/A conthe crisp highs "offer an (almost) perfect blend of
verter, which includes a digital-domain volume
clarity, extension, and harmonic integrity" when
control. RH felt the overall sound to be somewhat
the processor is driven by the matching Jadis J1
better than the PS UltraLink in that it was more
Drive transport. Some questionable aspects of the
vivid, more incisive, with better detail resolution
JS1's measured performance make the processor a and soundstaging. Highly recommended, agrees

D

DIGITAL PROCESSORS

California Audio Labs Icon Mk.II: $895
A full-featured American player with apowerful
upper bass, with excellent soundstage depth and
imaging, thought JE. Midrange alittle grainier and
leaner than the other Class C recommendations,
but the Icon still manages to effectively communicate the music's message. "Few players at or near its
price offer as much," summed up JE. (Vol.15 No.7)
JVC XL-Z1050TN: $800 *
"Gets the midrange right," noted CG, finding that
the JVC also offered atransparent, sweet, grain-free
treble, but asomewhat lightweight bass. ST recommends this player highly for its smoothness and
low-level resolution. (Vol.15 No.2)
Marantz CD-63: $399 $$$
ST'S budget reference: astonishingly detailed,
smooth, clean, clear, sweet, non-fatiguing. Lacks
dynamic drive, however, as well as ultimate bass
extension and resolution. But "a bit special," confirms MC. Maranta CD-63 Special Edition costs
$499; ST decided that it was worth the extra 100
bucks for its smooth, sweet balance and greater
openness and resolution. Sounds more airy than the
Quad 67, but has aleaner balance overall. "A killer
$500 player," he concluded. (Vol.17 Nos.1 & 8;
Vol.17 No.12, Special Edition.)
NAD 502: $299 $$$
The first production run of this basic deck suffered
from reliability problems, due to the lack of atransit screw; but we are told this has been fixed. "A
clear, open, and unrestrained sound quality," raved
CG, with a "lively, powerful bottom end...but
slightly soft on top." "Makes life very difficult for
players in the $500-$1000 range," he concluded.
Class C, agrees PWM. (Vol.17 No.4)
Pioneer Elite PD-65: $800
Less lean-sounding and more forgiving than the
same-priced JVC, but also less transparent. Nevertheless, the Pioneer, with its "Legato Link" D/A
conversion and upside-down platter, impressed the
heck out of ST. "More dynamic, dramatic, and
atmospheric [than the JVC]," enthused he. (Vol.16
No.1)
Quad 67: $1495
Expensive for Class C, but opinions are divided on
this British player, which uses the Crystal 1-bit
DAC. ST loved its "truth of timbre," its "smooth,
sweet, creamy-textured" presentation; while SS
found that the Quad's sound was never frazzled or
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FOURIER COMPONENTS PRESENTS...
The SANS PAREIL
MK III
OTL TUBE AMPLIFIER

"Here was a clear-cut case of having to abandon the
usual spatial descriptors.
Stuff 'holographic' and
'palpable' in your mouth and blow them out your
nasopharnyx. Instead, pack a lunch and get yourself
ready for a hike! Walk among the performers, reach
out and touch someone... This was as close as I've
gotten to accepting the {gestalt} of breathing
musicians in the confines of any listening room."
"... 'SANS PAREIL' is the French equivalent of
'Without Equal'. As far as Iam concerned, the SANS
PAREIL has earned that moniker."

250 WATTS PER CHANNEL
@ 8 OHMS

COMPONENTS
P.O. Box 31661
Des Peres, MO 63131
Tel: (314) 946-4232
Fax: (314) 925-0800

rOLIRIER

— Dick Olsher
STEREOPHILE Vol. 15 No. 6June 1992
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MC, nominating it for aborderline Class A rating,
though he points out that using the Reference
Link with an external preamplifier leads to asignificant drop in sound quality. (Vol.16 No.10)
Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug: $699
Basically the UltraAnalog data receiver module
used in Sonic Frontiers' SFD-2 Mk.II D/A processor packaged as astandalone low-jitter datastream
processor, the UltraJitterbug made RH's system
sound smoother, less "chalky" in the treble, with
tighter bass and a better-defined soundstage. JA
found it even improved the sound of the mighty
Mark Levinson No.31 transport! (Vol.17 No.11)
Timbre Technology TT-1: $3295
Good-sounding, says RH, but expensive for sound
quality offered. Roughly comparable to the Meridian 563, but with better spatial definition and
tighter image focus-"stunning," said RH in the
review-and amuch nicer chassis. A well-balanced
performer, thought JS, with asmoother, darker balance than the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, with powerful low frequencies. Balanced version costs $3895;
adding balanced outputs and an AES/EBU input to
an existing TT-1 costs $800. Unbalanced, buffered
outputs have avery high level. (Vol.17 No.4)

Adcom GDA-600: $750 $$$
Offering asmooth treble and excellent bass, detail,
dynamics, and soundstaging, the inexpensive Adcom still has atrace of hardness in the mida, says
RH. "Lacks refinement," says ST, who nevertheless
recommends it highly, adding that it is "a bargain."
LL "couldn't believe how good it sounds...a
remarkable valuer (Vol.17 No.3)
Bel Canto Design Aida: $1790
A DO favorite, this solid-state processor is broadly
similar to the Meridian 563 in that it uses the Crystal one-bit DAC and receiver chip set, with aproprietary jitter-reduction circuit. Excellent soundstaging, and "gloriously pristine" upper mida are
coupled with aforceful bass presentation. (Vol.17
No.11,Vol.18 No.1)
California Audio Labs Alpha: $1495
Again using the Crystal chip set but with atubed
analog stage, DO found the Alpha to excel at the
retrieval of musical detail, "midrange magic," and
low-level nuance.The balance is alittle bright with
the stock Chinese 12AX7 tubes; Yugoslav substitutes significantly smoothed the sound. Highish
output impedance rules out the Alpha's use with
passive control units. (Vol.17 No.12)
Counterpoint DA-10: $1895 plus DAC card
Well-made mainframe processor that accepts interchangeable DAC cards. The AD1862 DAC card
costs $325, offers excellent sense of pace, agrainfree treble, atransparent soundstage, and is the bestvalue card. The UltraAnalog card costs $1295 and
has the sweetest sound, according to MC; RH
found the bass to be too warm and full, however.
The Crystal 1-bit card ($395) sounds smooth and
easy on the ear, but lacks immediacy and pace.
There's also aBurr-Brown card at $655, but this
wasn't auditioned. AES/EBU and AT&T connectors each cost $200. Current production features
new, low-jitter data-receiver module-$495 as
upgrade; price includes HDCD digital filter
upgrade-that JA feels sweetens the sound considerably. (Vol.17 No.2)
McCormack Digital Drive DAC-1: $995 US
Well-made 1-bit DAC using high-quality parts and
the Crystal chip set. Soundstage sounds open with
good clarity, and more immediacy and less topoctave energy than the Meridian 263, but the unit
as awhole shares the British processor's laid-back
dynamics. (Vol.16 No.11)
Meridian 263 D/S: $895 $$$
Unique double-PLL data-input receiver circuit
reduces word-clock jitter to very low levels. The
sound of this delta-sigma, Crystal-based processor
may not suit all listeners, points out RH.The 263's
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bass is less powerful and tightly defined than that of
the Cobalt, and the overall presentation is less
transparent and softer in the treble than the original Sumo Theorem. Very musical overall balance,
however, and its absence of treble hash lifts the 263
into Class C. (Vol.16 No.6)
Micromega Duo BS: $895 $$$
Needs to be used with agood transport, notes MC
of this French Bitstream processor-something that
was confirmed by ST, who got excellent results
with aMelior CD-D. "Sweetness, smoothness, and
delicacy. free from edgy, irritating sound," was
ST'S description of the Duo's character. (Vol.15
No.6)
The Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-1:
$449 $$$
(See WP's review in this issue.)

D

Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box: $259 $$$
Sets anew standard for sonic performance per dollar. "Avoids the worst faults of inexpensive digital,"
said RH. Excellent articulation in the bass, with
excellent soundstaging but slightly grainy treble.
Borderline Class C. says CG, held back by its weak
low end and slightly wiry highs. Perfect for upgrading the sound from laserdisc in ahigh-end Home
Theater, or for getting high-end sound from a
mass-market CD player (provided it has adigital
output). Benefits from use with a bigger Audio
Alchemy power supply and aDTI or better jitterreduction box, found JA. (Vol.17 No.3)
Cobalt 307: $599
"Punchy, clean, clear," says ST."A big, gutsy, powerful quality," says RH, though alittle "thick"-sounding overall. Less lean than the original Sumo Theorem, but doesn't have as focused imaging or as
deep asoundstage. Borderline Class C. according to
RH; the best under-$1000 processor CG had
heard. (Vol.16 No.4)

Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-7000 Mk.III,
Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-1000, PS Audio
UltraLink Ili, Accuphase DC-91, Sonic Frontiers
SFD-1 Mk.II, Theta DS Pro Basic Ill, Theta DS
Pro Prime II, Ensemble Dichrono, Forsell, Meridian 618, Mark Levinson No.36, Spectral SDR-2000
Pro.
Deletions
Krell Reference 64 too expensive for sound quality when compared with Krell KPS-201; Altis Audio
DSP-5t now too expensive for sound quality offered; Audio Alchemy Digital Transmission Interface, Mark Levinson No.35, and Proceed PDP 3
discontinued in favor of new products not yet auditioned.

CD TRANSPORTS
A

C.E.C. TL 1: $4950 SU
Unusual, beautifully constructed belt-drive transport with amore laid-back, easeful sound than the
Levinson No.31, and less forceful in the bass.
Sounds sweet and extraordinarily musical, however,
with alush midrange. (Vol.16 No.7, Vol.17 No.5;
see also RH's response to areader's letter in Vol.16
No.9, p.25.)
Denon DP-S1: $8000
Though MC found it abit laid-back in the pacen'
rhythm department,TJN was very impressed by this
Japanese transport. Using both Denon's own DA-S1
processor and the Mark Levinson No.35, he felt it
had a warmer, fuller balance than the Levinson
No.31, similar to that of the C.E.C. (Vol.17 No.5)
Esoteric/TEAC P-2S: $7000 tr
The latest version of one of the first "CD
superdecks" gave a wide, deep soundstage with
"scads of detail" and adeep, controlled bass when it
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was used with JS's Timbre DAC. He felt the
AES/EBU connection got the best from the Esoteric. (P-2,Vol.13 No.12,Vol.14 No.4; P-2S,Vol.17
No.5.)
Forsell Air Bearing
$8500
With this "upside-down" Swedish transport, the
user places the CD on the turntable and lowers the
laser pickup assembly onto it. The result, according
to JS, is atrue Class A sound, especially when using
its coaxial data output.The lows were extended and
tight, the highs airy and open, the soundstage
gigantic and unbounded; "palp factor" was the
highest JS had experienced in his system. (Vol.17
No.5)
Jadis Ji Drive: $12,500
Very expensive but stunningly beautiful, the Jadis
was somewhat sensitive to datalinks, found JS, who
got the optimal sound with lumber's AES/EBU
Illuminati cable when the transport was paired with
the Jadis Symmetrical processor. Dynamics, pace,
and transparency are the Jadis's strong suits. (Vol.18
No.3)
Mark Levinson No.31: $8495
Astonishingly well-constructed transport offers
spectacular presentation of recorded detail and
superbly extended, well-defined low frequencies,
summed up RH. While the No.31 is the natural
partner to the Levinson No.30.5, it also gets the
best from inexpensive processors, such as the
Meridian 263 and even the Audio Alchemy DITB.
JA's reference. (Vol.16 No.6; see also RH's response
to areader's letter in Vol.16 No.9, p.25.)

Enlightened Audio Designs T-8000 Universal
Disc Transport: $3950
A laserdisc player-based CD transport, the superbly
finished T-8000 proved asynergistic match with
Enlightened Audio Designs' DSP-7000 processor II
(since replaced by the Series III). Superb error correction. Price is for black finish; the T-8000 costs
$4250 in gold. (Vol.18 No.1)
Meridian 500: $1795 $$$
This British transport's bass was not as tight as that
of the Theta Data Basic, found RH, but its treble
was smoother. MC adds that he finds it not as good
as the discontinued Meridian 200 when it comes to
pace. But it formed amusically synergistic combination with the excellent Meridian 563 processor,
striking just the right balance between immediacy
and ease. (Vol.17 No.4)
Museatex Mellor CD-D: $1749 $$$
ST heard lower distortion and hash, afirming up in
the bass, and increased resolution of detail, air, and
ambience with this nicely finished transport fitted
with acoaxial data output. RH confirms that high
Class B is the appropriate rating. (Vol.15 No.6)
Nakarnichi 1000mb: $6000
Stunningly finished transport is expensive, but
you're paying for the Japanese company's "Music
Bank" seven-CD changer mechanism. CD drawer
door provides acoustic seal against external airborne vibration. Sound driving the Theta Generation III or PS Audio UltraLink is mellower than
that of the Theta Data, RH found, with ageneral
sense of ease. (Vol.15 No.6)
PS Audio Lambda: $1795 $$$
"Tremendous punch and dynamics," decided RH,
though less liquid-sounding than the C.E.C."Wellbalanced, afine value," adds MC. "A workhorse,"
according to SS. Price includes AES/EBU and
coaxial outputs; AT&T ST output adds $300 to
price. (Vol.16 No.10)
Theta Data Basic: $1750 $$$
Similar in many ways to the PS Audio Lambda, the
Theta has powerful bass, alittle more clarity, but
less-forward, smoother highs. Excellent tracking
ability. A superb value. ST-optical output adds
$300; single-mode output adds $800. (Vol.17 No.3)
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"Audition one of the most frequently mentioned products at CES 95."

We think you will agree.
These are very special
speakers at very special
prices.
FirstAudio offers acomplete
line of loudspeaker systems
starting at $399/pair.
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A new vision in loudspeakers
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Artech Electronics Ltd.
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California Audio Labs Delta: $895 $$$
The little Delta offered a smooth, detailed
midrange and an excellent sense of pace when it
was used to drive CAL's Alpha processor via an
AES/EBU balanced datalink, found DO. Superb
error correction. Borderline Class B, overall.
(Vol.17 No.12)

D

t.

JVC XL-Z1050TN: $800
We have found this JVC CD player to make agood
transport from its coaxial data output, even though
that output is taken before JVC's proprietary K2
Interface jitter-reduction circuit. (Vol.15 No.2)
Pioneer Elite PD-65: $800
"Makes asuperb transport," notes ST, who likes the
Pioneer CD player's ergonomics. (Vol.16 No.1)

C.E.C.TL 0, Accuphase DP-90, Audio Alchemy.
Deletions
Proceed PDT 3, Theta Data Series II, and Radio
Shack Optimus CD-3400 discontinued.

CDPLAYER ACCESSORIES

AudioPrism CD Stoplight: $15.95 *
Green, water-based acrylic paint for coating the
edges of CDs. The green color, which absorbs the
laser's infrared wavelength, is presumably significant, but at present we have no idea why this tweak
should so improve the sound of CDs. That it does
so, however, seems to be beyond doubt to anyone
with ears to hear (though no one single product has
raised greater guffaws from the mainstream press).
"This stuff works!" report JE, PvW, and JA, all of
whom feel that it increases soundstage definition,
improves the solidity of bass reproduction, and usefully lowers the level of treble grain so typical of
CD sound. PvW and MC report that awater-based
poster pen, the Uniposca from Mitsubishi, has a
very similar effect. MC also notes that the CD
should first be destaticized and its edges degreased
before the green paint is applied. (Vol.14 No.11; see
also DO'S and TJN'sWCES reports inVol.13 No.3,
and ST'S and RH's articles on CD tweaks in Vol.13
No.5.)
AudioQuest LaserGuide: $20
"If you're into glossing up your CDs, this is the best
stuff I've come across," says CG. (With all CD treatments, take care not to scratch the surface.) (NR)
CD Greenbacks: $1.98 each plus $1.50 S&H
for first 5, $2 for up to 10
Green plastic disc that sits atop aCD's label side; JE
called it "the real steal of the digital age Improves
the music's microdynamics, with alowering of the
apparent noise floor; also rescues discs that have too
many errors to play without dropouts. (Vol.16
No.2)
CD Saver tr
Eliminates scratches from CDs and laserdiscs, rendering the unplayable playable. Discwasher and
Radio Shack market similar products. (Vol.10
No.8, Vol.11 No.8, Vol.14 No.11; see also Vol.13
No.9, p.11.)
Compact Dynamics CD Clean!:
$9.95 treats 250 CDs
The essential accessory for those who frequent
used-CD huts. (Vol.17 No.11)
Compact Dynamics CD Magic:
$14.95 treats 200 CDs
Rescues badly scratched CDs. "For damaged CDs,
this stuff really is magic!" says JE. (Vol.17 No.11)
Compact Dynamics CD Upgrade:
$15.70/ten, $49.95/fifty
Self-adhesive polyester disc with centering system
that's stuck to the CD's label side to produce subjective improvements similar to those from CD
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Stoplight and CD Greenbacks. Note that the disc is
not removable. (Vol.16 No.2)
Discwasher CD12 CD Laser Lens Cleaner:
$21.95 *
PvW found this CD fitted with six tiny brushes in
aspiral to be effective at improving the sound of his
18-month-old Maranta CD-80. (Vol.14 No.11)
Finyl CD treatment: $11.95 (treats 100 CDs) er
This surface treatment made CDs sound more
"open, direct, and dynamic," determined PvW. A
larger bottle ($23.95) treats 200 CDs. (With all CD
treatments, take care not to scratch the playing surface.) (Vol.14 No.11)
ASM Labs Spatial Filter: $45
Basically an optical aperture disc that fits over the
laser lens in aCD player-it comes in nine different sizes-resulting in lower measured jitter in the
recovered datastream. Both RH and CG found that
the improvement in sound quality was offset by the
player becoming much more fussy about which
discs it would read. Fitted as standard in the PS
Audio Lambda and Theta Data Basic transports.
Originally called the "Laser Illusions" Spatial Filter.
(Vol.15 No.6)
Sumiko Reference Band: $17.95/dozen
Molded, non-adhesive Navcom band that fits
around the periphery of aCD to produce the same
aural benefit as CD Stoplight, including an increase
in the amount of reproduced reverberation and
improved bass quality. Similar Allsop product
appears to work as well. (Vol.14 No.11; see also
ST'S column in Vol.13 No.9.)
Taddeo Digital Antidote line-level CD filter:
S170
A patented passive analog circuit that fits between a
CD player's output and the preamplifier. Rolls off
the highs and adds aslight phase lead in the top
octave; however. JE found asignificant improvement in soundstaging palpability. The manufacturer's claims that the Antidote performs time-domain
and jitter correction were found to be exaggerated,
however. (Vol.16 No.9)
Theta Optigue: $50
Refractive-index-matching goop which LL recommends for use with ST-type glass-fiber datalinks. "Must be used on the Theta's internal connections to get the full benefit," he advises. (See LL's
Theta review in Vol.15 No.10.)

PREAMPLIFIERS

Editor's Note: Apart from the Jadises, YBA, Air
Tight, and CAT, all the Class A preamplifiers offer
both balanced and unbalanced outputs.

A

Air Tight ATC-2: $5400
DO'S reference tube line-stage, the ATC-2 excels in
its ability to allow the listener to suspend his or her
disbelief that they're listening to reproduced music.
While it doesn't have quite the startling soundstage
transparency of the SFL-2 or the tonal neutrality of
the Jadis JP-80, the ATC-2's sound was "downright
sexy," summed up DO in his review. DO points out
the authoritative yet romantic mids. The preamp's
12AU7 tube is best sourced from Gold Aero or
RAM Labs; DO found that the best 12AT7 to use
was an N.O.S. Telefunken, followed by aGolden
Dragon. The matching ATE-1 phono preamplifier
has severe measured performance problems, including aseverely unflat response, and is not recommended. (Vol.17 No.10)
Audio Research LS5 Mk.B: $4995
The Mk.II version of the all-balanced, all-vacuumtube preamp is smoother and quieter than the original LS5, and the earlier version's one Achilles'
heel-a trace of treble hardness-is alleviated.
Warmer- and richer-sounding than the hybrid
LS2B. In order to be used with unbalanced sources,
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this unit needs to be accompanied by the Audio
Research BL2 single-ended-to-balanced converter
($1495), which is awkward, adds significantly to
price, and drops the sound quality to high Class B.
(Mk.1,Vol.17 No.8; Mk.II,Vol.17 No.12.)
Audio Research IS2B Mk.11: $2995 et
"The most transparent yet-love it!" said MC of
the unbalanced version of this line-level-only preamp, which RH also found to have almost no editorializing effect on the signals it passes. DO
demurs, however, feeling that the FET/tube '2 was
bettered by the Jadis JPL in that the more expensive tube preamp threw amore palpable, betterdefined soundstage. Current version has balanced
inputs and outputs; an upgrade is available to owners of the original LS2 for 8695. (Vol.14 No.10,
Vol.16 Nos.1 & 4)
Audio Research LS3/LS3B: $1695/81995 $$$
A line-level-only all-FET preamplifier, the '3 offers
Class A quality at an affordable price-"impossible
but true!" enthuses MC, who prefers it to the
hybrid LS2B."You could not ask for more at twice
the price!" Superbly spacious soundstaging and
punchy dynamics are coupled with excellent transparency and avery neutral midrange. The "B" balanced upgrade for aplain LS3 costs $695. (Vol.16
No.8)
Cello Palette Preamplifier: $6500
As well as superb transparency across the band and
holographic imaging, the Palette Preamplifier
offered "a musical quality Ididn't know existed,"
according to LL, though JE is less convinced.
Extremely high input impedance, but only 6dB of
gain. Incorporates superb graphic equalizer that
differs from the norm in having alarge amount of
interaction between the bands. In combination
with the fact that the maximum amount of boost
and cut decreases toward the center of the
audioband, this actually results in very fast optimization of program material by ear. Note that the
response with the controls centered but not
bypassed is not quite flat, which will invalidate listening comparisons to pin down the sound of the
EQ circuitry on its own. Optional phono stage
adds $2000 to price. (Vol.15 No.6)
Convergent Audio Technology
SL-1 Signature: $4950
JE's reference, the tubed CAT is both harmonically
accurate and able to endow the music with "glorious midrange splendor." JS finds the CAT to be
vividly balanced and ruthlessly revealing. RN
demurs, feeling the CAT to obscure information.
Both JE and JS enthuse that it excels in the reproduction of dynamics and of apalpably real soundstage. Phono stage is quiet enough to work with
the AudioQuest 700Onsx."Magic," summed up Mr.
E., "still the one to beat when price is taken into
consideration." "A great preamp," adds RD. RN
demurs, feeling the CAT'S presentation to lack
pace. Stereophile's 1993 "Product of the Year."
(Vol.15 No.12,Vol.17 Nos.1, 9, & 11)
Jadis JP-80MC: $13,990-$15,500
While it refuses to play the expressionistic "Van
Gogh" trap that so many tubed preamps fall into,
the Jadis's combination of tonal neutrality, velvety
harmonic textures-"lush," agreed JS-extraordinary timbral accuracy, and astounding microdynamics lead DO to strongly maintain that it,
above all else, is the premier full-function preamp
of the decade. A gateway to sonic heaven, says DO.
(Vol.17 No.9)
Jadis JPL: $5395-$6200
The tubed Jadis offers timbrai accuracy and consummately defined soundstaging, and sets anew
standard in the delineation of dynamic contrasts,
thought DO. Fleshes out the flail spectrum of shadings from soft to very loud with the greatest of
ease, says DO. MC would like greater transparency,
however, while RN feels it has been surpassed
overall by the Sonic Frontiers SFL-2, compared
with which it sounds too polite. (Vol.16 No.1,
Vol.17 No.11)
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Krell KRC: S6900
LL loves the ergonomics of this remote-controlled
solid-state preamplifier. MC the "confident, clean
deep bass," TJN the combination of instrumental
weight and body, clarity, and openness. TJN also
enthused about the open-sounding, grainless highs,
marginally preferring balanced operation. TJN's
reference for (lack of) preamplifier sound. Standard
phono stage ($500) is of high Class B quality compared with the line stage's Class A, thought TJN.
Internal Reference Phono stage, not yet auditioned, adds $1000. Current version has adifferent
volume control than the sample auditioned, but is
otherwise identical. (Vol.17 Nos.1 & 3)
Mark Levinson No.38S: $6495
Borderline Class B for the standard No.38 line
stage ($3995), which RH feels is not resolving
enough for Class A. While agreeing with RH that
the No.38 has a laid-back nature, JA enjoys its
ergonomics-including the best-thought-out
remote volume-control-and its lack of treble
aggression/grain. Preliminary auditioning of the
more expensive No.38S suggests that it's a true
Class A performer. (Vol.17 No.8, No.38; see JA's
review in this issue.)
Melos MA-333 Gold: $4895
($5795 with balanced inputs)
Versatile tubed, three-chassis, dual-mono full-function preamplifier with separate power supply. Price
includes separate phono stage. Line stage alone
costs $2895 with power supply, $3695 with balanced inputs. Phono stage costs $2495 with power
supply. The line stage has astrong bass, an excellent
sense of pace and power, and an outstanding ability to re-create dynamic contrasts, found JE.Though
he felt the top end to be alittle softened, he was
impressed by the absence of grain.True Class A, he
summed up. The MC phono stage is very quiet but
overall Class B, however, due its foreshortening of
image depth and an over-soft HE "Dark-sounding," agreed RN, adding that the 333 "is the preamp of choice for those relishing aslightly romantic sound!' Current version of the line stage differs
from that reviewed in having the Porzilli"Pho-tentiometer" volume control, which should increase
overall transparency, all other things being equal.
(Vol.17 No.11)
MFA MC Reference: $12,850
The preamplifier to replace the CAT Signature in
JE's reference system, this immaculately engineered
tube preamplifier combines an "uncanny" sense of
spaciousness with superb retrieval of low-level
detail and an excellent sense of pace. A more powerful bass than the CAT, but amore distant soundstage perspective overall. High phono-stage gain
and low noise optimize its use with low-output
MCs. Inverts polarity from inputs to outputs."Joyously musical and tirelessly entertaining," summed
up JE in his review. (Vol.17 No.1)
Sonic Frontiers SFL-2: $3795 $$$
Tubed line-strige with separate power supply that
RH and RN feel to be up there with the best in
most respects, and excelling in some, such as its
huge, open, transparent soundstaging; lack of
midrange grain; and superb treble extension. "A
feeling of harmonic wholeness and rightness," said
RN, who prefers it to the CAT and the Jadis JPL.
"A slightly weightier character" compared with the
Audio Research LS5, said RH, adding that the
Canadian preamp clearly excels in treble smoothness and overall liquidity. (Vol.17 No.11)
YBA 2preamplifier: $2750
With its MC transformer module ($600), this ultraquiet French preamp gave the best sound from
vinyl JA had experienced in his system since he
retired his Audio Research SP-10. The line stage is
merely good. While it has great clarity, aliquidsounding midrange, and excellent low-frequency
weight and definition, it sounds abit lean overall,
and has less image depth than, for example, the
Classé Six. Both line and phono stages invert polarity, meaning that what will be an optimum setup
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for LP playback will require an additional polarity
inversion for CDs. (Vol.17 No.7)

Classé Six Mk.II: $3295
Borderline Class A, with avery dynamic sound, a
tight, well-defined bass, lots of pace, but asomewhat forward midrange and adarker, less open presentation than the original Mark Levinson No.26,
felt LG. Offers balanced and unbalanced outputs
and one set of balanced inputs. Line-stage-only
version costs $2995; aremote control costs $300.
(Vol.17 No.2)
Conrad-Johnson PF2: $1795 $$$
Marginal Class A performance, sums up MC of this
modestly priced, full-function, solid-state preamplifier, commenting in particular on its sense of pace,
uncompressed dynamics, and musical involvement
(once it was fully warmed-up). Don't change cables
with the unit turned on, warns MC. Price includes
"reference-quality" MC phono stage; price without is $1395. (Vol.17 No.11)
Counterpoint SA-5000: $3995 tr
Superb transparency, coupled with aslightly forward presentation and ataut, robust bass. A slight
reduction in soundstage "air" and depth and a
somewhat bright presentation keep this versatile,
well-made, all-tube preamplifier from scaling Class
A heights, however. "Worth the extra bucks over
the SA-3000," said GL. Separate (tube) power supply. Note that the inverted position of the polarity
switch slightly increases the gain, which will invalidate any "Absolute Phase" listening tests. High
output impedance from better-sounding "Direct"
outputs mandates care in system setup. (Vol.15
No.1)
Exposure XVII preamplifier: $1495 $$$
This modest-looking British preamplifier "has a
fundamental musical rightness," felt RH, who also
found it to have "a rhythmically powerful, tight, and
coherent sound." Only atouch of hardness in the
mids and treble keep it from Class A status.The MC
phono stage is very quiet, and, while abit laid-back
in overall balance, was one of the best-sounding
RH has used. Recommended to those of whose
lives LP playback remains an important part.
(Vol.17 No.4)
Krell KRC-2: $3700
Remote-control, solid-state line-level preamp
offers asimilar mix of balanced and unbalanced
outputs to its big brother, the KRC. Requires significant break-in, found MC, but then offers agood
combination of midrange neutrality, treble purity,
and wide, deep soundstaging, losing out to the
KRC in midrange dynamics and low-frequency
"grunt." Sounds more open set to its higher gain
mode. FET input switches overload much above
5V R.MS, meaning care will need to be taken with
CD processors from Kinergetics, Theta, and Timbre. (Vol.17 No.6)
McCormack Line Drive TLC-I: $995 US
This modest control center's buffered FET outputs
are unity gain or less, meaning that it will be
unsuitable for use with insensitive amplifiers or
with components that have avery low output.With
atypical CD source, however, it offers superb transparency, very low noise, and an almost undetectable
sonic signature. Ultimately, however, its balance is a
little lightweight and lacking in dynamics, which
might make it worth checking out the external
power supply ($295). Passive outputs sound even
more transparent, but only in the context of an
appropriately matched system. (Vol.17 No.7)
Melos SHA-1 headphone amplifier: $1095 US
"Class A," according to CG, who prefers it to the
LS2B; "borderline Class A," according to JA; both
use this modest FET/tube device primarily as a
line stage. Excellent soundstaging, aneutral,"utterly transparent" (says CG) midband, and powerful,
driving low frequencies are only offset by aslightly dark overall presentation with atouch of upper-
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midband brightness (says JA). Price is for silver finish; black front panel adds $100; now has three
(unbalanced) inputs. (Vol.15 No.10)
Perfectionist Audio Components
CPR 111B/TEPS line stage: $3100
Class B for the battery-powered line stage, RD
judged, due to a lack of editorializing, a wide
soundstage, and excellent presentation of detail. But
Class C for the optional phono module. AC-powered line stage costs $1550; AC-powered line stage
with MM stage costs $1950;AC-powered line stage
with MC stage costs S2350;TIPS rechargeable battery supply on its own costs $1550. (Vol.15 No.10)
Sonic Frontiers SFL-1: $1395 $$$
"This Canadian line-level preamplifier kicks butt!"
exclaims DO, noting that it competes effectively
with units costing much more. A hybrid tube/FET
design from the pen ofJoe Curcio, it features lavish
selection of passive parts and careful attention paid
to power supplies. Dynamics and spatial resolution
are strong suits, though its reproduction of harmonic textures is strongly affected by choice of
12AT7A tube. DO found Chinese tubes to sound
bright and grainy, the best tube being the Yugoslavian Tesla (Gold Acto), which is now supplied as
standard, and which had the smoothest-sounding
treble. Review sample had high output impedance.
Current production has improved midrange clarity
and treble smoothness compared with earlier version due to changes in wiring and board layout, as
well as areduced output impedance. GL enthusiastically agrees with DO'S characterization of the
SFL-1 as "a giant-killer." (Vol.15 No.8,Vol.16 No.2)
Woodside SC26: $3495
This British, all-tube, well-engineered, full-function preamp has "a lovely, warm string tone.. with
no strain or distortion," found LG, who also noted
the good dynamics and excellent LF extension and
power. Superbly natural presentation of instrumental timbres places the SC26 firmly in Class B,
summed up Mr. G., who notes that the Classé Six
has better dynamics, overall. Price includes MC/
MM phono stage with integral transformers; line
stage only costs $2495. (Vol.18 No.2)

Conrad-Johnson PV10: $1195
All-tube, full-function preamplifier that CG found
very appealing, particularly for LP playback. Balance is on the warm side, but there's apalpable
sense of musicians being in the room that adds to
the listener's enjoyment of the music. An MC
favorite, who would place it in Class B. Version
without the phono stage costs $995. (Vol.16 No.6)
Home Headlioom: $599
Although primarily a headphone amplifier, the
Home Headroom makes an excellent single-source
preamp, found WP, with power, accuracy, and
finesse. "Bass response was excellent and there were
gobs and gobs of gain...performs on an unusually
high level," he enthused. (Vol.18 No.1)

D

Editor's Note: There are currently no Class D
preamplifiers recommended. Those with restricted
budgets should investigate our recommended passive control units.

Audible Illusions Modulus 3, Audio Research LS7,
Boulder L-5AE, Cello Encore, Perfectionist Audio
Components PAC-1.
Deletions
Coda Technologies FET-01 and B&K Sonata Pro
10MC, not auditioned in too long atime.

PASSIVE CONTROL UNITS

Editor's Note: While many audiophiles feel that a
passive control unit has the potential for offering
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the highest possible sound quality from line-level
sources such as CD, it must be noted that the entire
responsibility for driving the interconnects, the passive unit, and the power amplifier input is handed
over to the source component, which may not be
up to the task. Careful auditioning will be essential
in putting together a musically satisfying system
around apassive unit.

A

Electronic Visionary Systems Attenuators:
$230-$450
RH enthused over the transparency offered by
these passive control units, sold only by mail order.
The dual-mono Ultimate Attenuators, which plug
either into the power amplifier's input sockets or a
CD player's output sockets, cost 8230/pair with 12position unbalanced attenuator, 8305/pair with 24position unbalanced attenuator, and 8450/pair with
24-position attenuator. Those primarily interested
in CD replay should investigate these well-made
units. (Vol.13 No.7)
McCormack Line Drive TLC-1: $995
Although the McCormack does have buffered
active outputs, its passive outputs are the most
transparent JA has heard, if a little laid-back in
absolute terms. Highly recommended, says he.
(Vol.17 No.7)

Purest Sound Systems Model 500: $315
RN feels its Bourns pot to lose alittle transparency, but confirms that this inexpensive, dual-mono,
four-input device "will get you most of the way
there as far as acontrol center is concerned." "A
humdinger," says ST "It's basic, it's simple, the parts
quality is high.. everything else messes up the
sound of my Meridian 508 by comparison...I use
it in my main system." Very similar Model 1000
($435) adds more inputs and is more versatile.
(Vol.17 No.8)

M OVING-0011 STEP-UP
DEVICES/PHONO PREAMPS
A

Expressive Technologies SU-1 transformer:
$3500 er
A 35-lb step-up transformer that offers "utter
transparency" and "exquisite resolution," according
to RH. JA agrees, finding his LP sound with the
SU-1 feeding the Mod Squad Phono Drive's MM
input to be deliciously transparent and musical.
Unless used with Expressive Technology's own
interconnects, however, it may be impossible to
avoid excessive hum pickup. Needs also to see a
47k ohm load impedance with low capacitance.
Otherwise, the sound quality will be overly dependent on the preamp's MM-input characteristics.
(Vol.15 No.7,Vol.18 No.1)
Mark Levinson No.25: $3990 s>
Available in High- or Low-Gain versions, this
MC-line-level phono preamp features identical
circuitry to the phono section of the No.26. Above
price includes PLS-226 power supply. Price without, for those who want to power it from their
No.26 power supply, is 82495. Needs careful positioning to avoid hum being induced into its circuitry fiom the power supplies of other components. (NR)

American Hybrid Technologies
phono preamplifier: $2500
Very quiet solid-state MC-line-level RIAA equalizer/preamplifier with separate power supply. Can
be set up for optimal gain/impedance match with
the user's MC phono cartridge. JS was impressed
with the unit's transparency, neutrality, and pace,
though he decided to keep his CAT SL-1 Signa-

ture overall. (Vol.16 No.12)
Audio Research PH1: $1495
"Remarkable in its sense of focus, delineation of
individual instruments within the soundstage, and
transparency," said RH of this phono preamplifier/RIAA equalizer. He did point out asomewhat
lean, too incisive balance that keeps this unit from
Class A performance overall. Requires careful system matching. (Vol.15 No.11)
Krell KPE: $850 $$$
Borderline Class A, says MC of this add-on phono
preamplifier/equalizer for the Krell KRC-2, offering "a precise, tightly focused soundstage, an unusually fine dynamic range, and crisp, expressive, and
spacious sound." Can only be powered by the
KRC-2's DC outputs. (Vol.17 No.6)
Sonic Frontiers SFP-1: $1095 $$$
Tubed unit with what RH called "a delicious
midrange bloom," acomplete lack of grain, etch,
and hardness, and stunning soundstaging, particularly in its MM mode. (MC mode adds aclass-A
FET gain stage ahead of the tube circuitry.) First
review sample had ashelved-down treble due to an
out-of-spec RIAA stage capacitor. The second
sample had aflat RIAA response, which ameliorated RH's earlier criticisms of an "overly soft
sound" and alack of "air, immediacy, and detail."A
terrific bargain," was his final verdict. Borderline
Class A. (Vol.16 Nos.9 & 10)

Audio Research PH2, FM Acoustics FM-222,
Rotel RHQ-10, Sonic Frontiers SFP-1 Signature,
Naim Prefix.

POWER AMPLIFIERS

Editor's Note: Due to the disparity between typical tube and solid-state "sounds," we have split Class
A into two sub-classes. Nevertheless, even within
each sub-class, Class A amplifiers differ sufficiently
in character that each will shine in an appropriate
system. Careful auditioning with the user's own
loudspeakers is therefore essential. Note that,
except where stated, output powers are those measured into an 8ohm resistive load. All amplifiers are
stereo models, except where designated.

A(Tube)

Air Tight ATM-2: $7295 *
An 80Wpc classic stereo tube design from Japan
that eschews the use of printed circuit boards in
favor of point-to-point wiring. "The most refined
[push-pull] tube amplifier money can buy...a magical midrange," according to DO. Though its highs
are free from grain or hash, the Air Tight does have
arather shut-in high treble when compared, for
example, with the Audio Research Classic 60, a
point which bothered ST "Sounds like a more
refined Quicksilver," said RH. Its low bass, too, is
less-well-defined than the other Class A amplifiers,
and it really needs to be used with speakers having
8ohm impedances. As of 10/93, DO lays problems
at the frequency extremes squarely at the feet of the
original Chinese KT88 tube complement. "No
longer arefined Quicksilver," he reports after his
experience with the Gold Aero KT99A: "The
extreme treble opens up, harmonic overtones are
even more liquid, and the deep bass tightens up
considerably." Note that the KT99A requires at
least a 20-hour break-in. (Vol.13 No.5, Vol.16
No.10)
Air Tight ATM-3 monoblock: $10,795/pair
This Japanese amplifier's midrange is pure and liquid in the classic tradition, with full-bodied lower
mids and the speed and spatial precision audiophiles have come to expect from modern tube

designs. Reproduction of dynamic and rhythmic
shadings is outstanding, even with difficult loads
such as Sound-Lab A-Is. The best-sounding ultralinear output stage DO has heard to date-he
prefers the sweeter sound of the original KT77 to
that of the stock EL34s. Note that the KT77 does
not work in triode mode, drastically curtailing distortion-free power delivery. With EL34s, the triode
mode carries the midrange performance anotch
forward, sounding abit more sweet and suave, but
sacrifices about half the available power: 60W vs
135W. (Vol.16 Nos.6 & 10)
Audion Silver Night 300B monoblock:
$3900/pair
"A beautiful, refined sound, asuper, sweet midrange, and rather good bass, too, for a20Wpc tube
job," feels ST of this push-pull, 300B amplifier.
"Not at all flabby," has alittle more je ne sais quoi,
"truth of timbre:' he says, than the Cary CAD
300B. (Vol.17 Nos.2 & 6)
Audio Research VT150 monoblock:
$11,990/pair
The finest yet from ARC, this 130Wpc power
amplifier is smooth, liquid-sounding, and grainfree, with an accuracy of timbre and alevel of detail
that RH found "astonishing!' While it doesn't have
the punch of aClass A solid-state amplifier such as
the Krell KSA-300S, RH felt the VTI50 to give a
more palpable impression of there being an
acoustic double-bass in his listening room, with a
greater sense of openness, bloom, and space in the
lower registers. "Sets the standard in liquidity,
soundstaging, and sheer musicality. Deep, layered,
and very transparent soundstage-truly transcendental" is how he sums up his feelings, just in case
you misunderstood. "Magnificent, big-hearted,
truly Class A Plus," enthuses MC. Output impedance from the 4ohm taps is alow 0.3 ohms, minimizing any response interaction with the speaker
loads. SE version (not yet auditioned) costs
814,990/pair. (Vol.17 No.8)
Bel Canto Design Orfeo 5E2 monoblock:
$7590/pair
Exquisitely sweet and refined mids coupled with a
slightly laid-back perspective are this single-ended
tube amp's most compelling sonic suits, says DO.
Unusually for an SE amp, no excuses need be made
at the frequency extremes. Its sound is spatially
impressive, yet it lacks the dramatic vividness of, say,
the Cary 805. The output is limited to about 25
clean watts, which dictates its use with aspeaker of
at least a 90dB/W/m sensitivity and a benign
impedance. Sovtek I2AX7WXT dual input triodes
are now supplied as standard. (Vol.17 No.7)
Cary Audio Design CAD-805 monoblock:
$7995/pair
A classic single-ended design, the 805 squeezes
some 30 clean watts out of asingle 211 power triode driven by a300B. There are weaknesses at the
frequency extremes, but the real glory of this amp
is its reproduction of the core of the musical message. Midrange textures are vivid, and the sense of
space and time is so believable "you'll embrace
instrumental outlines with outstretched arms:'
opines DO, who feels that this return to "our audio
roots" has redefined for him what high-end audio
should be all about. Used full-range, the 805
requires aloudspeaker with abenign impedance
magnitude and at least a90dB/W/m sensitivity.
(Vol.17 Nos.1 & 2)
Cary Audio Design 300SE monoblock:
$3695/pair
"These are the magic Carys!" exclaimed ST "They
have away of making the music come alive that I
have not heard from any other amplifier.. Palpable
presence in spades!" Bass, while not in Krell territory, is still tight and tuneful. However, at just 12W
power output, it will be very hard to find amatching loudspeaker. (Voll 6No.11)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight monoblock:
$15,990/pair
Massively powerful all-tube amplifier-measured
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Introducing the amazing ES25.
The new floor standing speaker from Epos.
For more information visit your nearest Epos dealer or call 516-487-3663.

EPOS. WE JUST SOUND BETrER.
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T
ELEFUNKENS OS OVEZ. Specially Selected Tube Sets
OUR MOST POPULAR COMPUTER GRADED TUBES
REG.

SALE

12AX7 SLN (
Y)
12AX7 LN (
H)
12AX7 SG (
F1)
12AX7 LN (
C)
6922 SLN

$50
S20
$22
$20
$60

$30
$15
$7.50
$15
$39

6922 LN
6DJ8 LN
6DJ8 SG
EL34 (
C)

$35
$35
$12
$25

6550 (
C)
KT88 (
C)

$40
$50

6L6 (
C)
6BQ5

$30
$25

TUBE

TUBE

5881 Sylvania
ELM Siemens
6LF6 GE

REG.

SALE

$45
$50
$80

$35
$40
$60

SLN =Super Low Noise. The Industry's quietest
tube. LN =Low Noise. A surperior tube especially
suited for today's finest line stages. SG =Standard
$19
Grade. A tube that competes readily with other
$16
companies BEST tubes. (Y) =Yugoslavian Smooth
$7.50 Plate. (H) =Tungstram from Hungary. (C) =China.
517.50 All prices are per tube. Power tubes will be matched
in quantities consistent with the actual number
$25
of tubes in y

$35
$18.50

charge.
at no additioon
u
al amplifier'

REG.

SALE

$190
$120
$370

$116
$78
$295

$120
$190
$135

$78
$120
$69

$205
$385
$180
$140
$260

$131
$211
$105
$76
$126

$100
$155
$310

$70
$78
$210

Quicksilver ICT88
Quicksilver GLA

$490
$180
$170
$170

$350
$108
$98
$98

Sonic Frontiers SFD- 2
Sonic Frontiers SFS-40

$120
$240

$78
$146

Music Reference RM- 5
MR RM-9/ EL34
MR RM- 9/ KT88
Quicksilver 8417

$10

Quantities are Limited
Avf- Now, Gall or fax aS.
Don't M k‘

Call: 805-250-1825
11. =

MODEL Description

Audible Illusions Modulus 20/3
Audio Research LS-26
CAT SL1 Signature
CAL Audio Aria
Conrad Johnson PV10A
Counterpoint SA-1000
Counterpoint SA- 3000
Counterpoint SA- 5000
Counterpoint SA220
Counterpoint SA12/100
Dynaco ST- 70
Moscode 300

All RAM Labs Tubes sets are precision 'notched
to your specific product for unequaled performance.

Mastercard F
.VI t
SA and COD
,d
•Call about our other rare tubes...
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clipping point was 193W into 8ohms-that occupies pride of place in JE's system. "A tube-lover's
dream come true": electrifying dynamics and the
best bass JE has heard from atube amplifier are
coupled with superb soundstage air and presence.
Output tubes are 6550As. (Vol.17 No.12)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven: $3295 $$$
Though this beautifully made 70Wpc tube amplifier failed to light ST'S fire-despite its "pleasant"
sound, he preferred the McIntosh MC275 and the
Sonic Frontiers SFS-80-MC feels that, while its
strengths may be subtle, the Eleven should not be
underestimated. "True Class A," MC decided, an
opinion reinforced by WP, who sums up its sound
as "warm, articulate, true to the music." (Vol.17
Nos.2 & 10)
Fourier Sans Pareil OTL Mk.III monoblock:
$3895/pair plus freight
Available only directly from the manufacturer, this
audiophile-grade reworking of the NYAL Futterman OTL-3 requires careful load matching, preferably with highish-impedance speakers, its measured
output power of 160W falling off rapidly below 8
ohms. Surprisingly strong bass for an OTL design,
while DO noted,".. in concert with all great tube
amps, it breathes life and drama into the midrange."
And the soundstaging? With the amplifier driving
Sound-Lab A-ls, this literally had DO dancing for
joy in his listening room. To alarger extent than
any amplifier in this listing, the Fourier will
demand aspecial relationship with its owner. The
current version features improved font-end and
power-supply circuitry, and screen regulation; DO
reports that it sounds purer than the original.
(Vol.15 No.6; see also "Letters" in Vol.15 Nos.8 &
9.)
Jadis JA 200 monoblock:
$18,990/pair-$20,500/pair
A superb tube amplifier offering an honest 130W
that, according to DO, outdistances its competition
primarily in the area of soundstaging, where it
unfolds apanoramic and rock-solid spatial impression of the original recording venue. Although harmonic textures are fluid in the best tube tradition,
DO obtained the sweetest mids by substituting
good EL34s (Gold Aero E34Ls) for the stock
6550s; JS likes Tungsol 6550s, but with N.O.S.
AEG 802S input tubes to displace the Gold
National 12AU7s. This amp does not sound
romantic, cautions DO, who finds that the lack of
flash through the lower mids argues for amating
with awarm-sounding front end. Although DO
tried various line conditioners, JS found the Jadises
to give of their best when plugged straight into
dedicated wall outlets. Read his Follow-Up for the
fill tweaking route. (Vol.16 No.11,Vol.17 No.3; see
also JS's review of the Timbre TT-1 inVol.17 No.4.)
Jadis Defy-7 MI(.11: $7500 tr
Super dynamics, says ST, perhaps at the expense of
Jadis's traditional subtlety. MC adds that this physically massive, 100Wpc stereo tube amplifier has the
ability to drive awkward loads to high levels, with
authoritative bass reproduction. "Musically, it has a
heart of gold," he enthused, adding that its sound is
superbly coherent, grainless, and detailed. (Vol.14
No.9,Vol.16 No.4)
Music Reference RM-9 Mk.II: $3440 $$$
Though DO felt the alternative KT88 output tubes
made the sound too vivid, when equipped with
less-expensive EL34s this 125Wpc stereo amplifier
is the best to come from Roger Modjeski. "Harmonic textures are sweet, liquid, and imbued with
remarkable timbrai accuracy.. imaging is incisive,"
DO notes when the negative feedback control is
set to its lowest, "An authentic American classic," he
concluded. (Vol.12 No.12,Vol.17 No.10)
Valve Amplification Company Renaissance
Seventy/Seventy: $9800
This beautifully made, 35Wpc, dual-mono pushpull amplifier uses 300B output triodes run in
class-A, and features user-selectable loop negative
feedback. (The best measured performance was
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obtained with no feedback, but output impedance
is then avery high 2.1 ohms, which will give major
response modifications with almost all speakers.)
Still,"TheVAC's poetic beauty lay in its stunningly
realistic midrange," enthused JE, also noting the
remarkably accurate and precise soundstaging. The
bass is alittle boomy, however. (Vol.17 No.12)
Vacuum Tube Logic MB 225t monoblock:
$5490/pair
RH's long-term reference amplifier; in its
EL34-fitted form, he feels it has a detailed and
unfatiguing presentation, aharmonic righmess, and
an unparalleled midrange liquidity: "There is something magical.. in the ¡nids that is unmatched by
any other amplifier I've auditioned." CG, however,
prefers the version with VTL's own KT90 output
tubes (seeVol.14 No.6, pp.128-142 & 289-299) for
its "more kick-butt balance and tighter bass." Maximum power output is around 190W. Available in
tetrode (EL34) or triode (KT90/6550) versions.
(Vol.13 No.1,Vol.14 No.10)

A (Solid-State)
Krell KSA-300S: $9500
The finest-sounding Krell yet, this 330Wpc powerhouse runs significantly cooler than previous Krell
amplifiers due to its "Sustained Plateau Biasing."
Sounding less lean than the KSA-250 and more
palpably real in the midrange, the '300S offered
grainless, three-dimensional reproduction, with a
well-focused soundstage and asilky treble, noted
TJN. (Vol.17 No.1)
Krell KSA-200S: $7500
Although it has apowerful presentation very similar to that of the larger '300S, the 200Wpc '200S,
which shares the "Sustained Plateau Biasing" output topology, is alittle more laid-back overalVery
good transparency, however, with excellent image
focus and natural depth perspectives, noted MC,
adding that it sounded more musically natural than
the earlier KSA-250. LG enthusiastically agrees
with the Class A ranking. (Vol.17 No.6)
LAMM Model M1.1: $13,380/pair
(See JS's review in this issue.)
Mark Levinson No.20.6 monoblock:
$15,950/pair
LL would like alittle more power, but agrees with
JA that the hot-running 100W No.20.6 offers abig
improvement over its predecessor. The sound preserves the No.20.5's effortless dynamics and stunning bass impact and extension, and couples them
with asignificantly more transparent midrange and
airier high frequencies. Whereas the No.20.5 lost
on points to the newer No.23.5, the No.20.6 sets a
new standard, in JA's opinion. Upgrades are available-see your dealer for details. (Vol.12 No.9, No.
20.5; Vol.15 No.4.)
Pass Labs Aleph 0monoblock: $7000/pair
With the exception ofJE, the magazine's reviewers
were pretty much unanimous on the virtues of this
single-ended, 90W, MOSFET-output Nelson Pass
design: true Class A. Neutral-balanced rather than
euphonically sweet in the manner of aclassic single-ended triode design, the Aleph 0offers superbly
transparent, musically natural detail retrieval and
superb dynamics. "A breakthrough product," concluded DO. SS bought apair to use with Avalon
Eclipse speakers. Low input impedance mandates
careful preamplifier matching. (Vol.18 No.3)
Symphonic-Line Model RG-7: $5600 tr
"Musically refined, wonderfully transparent and
detailed without even a hint of edginess and
aggression," proclaimed DO of this well-made
150Wpc German design. He adds, however, that its
presentation is on the dry side compared with the
best tube models. (Vol.15 No.2)
Threshold T-200: $4200
Price is for black finish; gray finish adds $100. (See
RD's review in this issue.)
YBA 2HC: $3750 $$$
Well-engineered, slim-line 110Wpc dual-mono

amplifier from France features short signal paths,
high parts quality, and "a superbly transparent view
into the soundstage," found JA. Lows sound alittle
soft in absolute terms, but well-defined, combined
with an excellent sense of pace. Overall, amusically natural presentation-ultrafidde. (Vol.17 No.1)

Aragon 4004 Mk.II: $1850 $$$
This well-made 200Wpc solid-state amplifier provided TJN with what he thought was the best lowend control of the Apogee Stages he has yet heard
in the Stereophile listening room. Sounding less forward than the Threshold 5/550e, the 4004 is overall not quite up to Class B's highest performers in
high-frequency purity. Nevertheless,TJN notes that
he prefers it to the similarly priced McCormack,
which, by comparison, has asomewhat softened
treble focus. CG also enthuses over the 4004: "This
is aKILLER amp and one of the best values in
high-end audio, period.. my favorite affordable
muscle amp." (Vol.15 No.9; see also TJN's Hafler
review in Vol.16 No.4.)
Boulder 500AE: $4650 tr
DAS feels this well-made, 150Wpc solid-state
stereo amp, based on the late Deane Jensen's discrete op-amp topology, is "the most natural-sounding amp I've used," though he points out that, to
get the best fions it, you need to use it with apreamp lacking dryness. LL, SS, and JGH would all
argue for aClass A rating for the 500AE, JGH feeling the Boulder to be the most accurate amplifier
he's heard. While "...there was nothing reticent
about the top," the highs being "smooth but not
sweet," he found the Boulder's presentation of
midrange detail "was nothing short of remarkable.. Highly recommended!" Says LL: "Some will
claim that it sounds too vivid, too forward, but I
think it sounds so much more real than Ithought
possible." Though he agrees with JGH that the
500AE has superbly powerful, well-defined, and
extended bass, RH does find its overall sound too
vivid and forward. So JA decided that high Class
B/borderline Class A is about right. LL, DAS, and
JGH found the 500AE's sound to be significantly
improved in that it becomes smoother and less dry
when apair are used as bridged monoblocks. XLR
sockets are wired opposite to IEC/AES recommendation with pin 3 hot, leading to inverted
polarity. Optional handles are $325. The otherwise
identical Boulder 500 adds meters and other ancillaries and costs $5800. The 500M ($5450) is also
identical to the 500AE, but features metallic satinchrome cosmetics. (Vol.9 No.5, Vol.14 No.10,
Vol.15 No.4)
Bryston 7B NRB monoblock: $4390/pair
Borderline Class A for this very powerful (500W in
series mode, 156W in high-current parallel mode)
solid-state amplifier from Canada, felt TJN.A rather
full, warm low end is allied to a very neutral
midrange and sweet, clear highs. RD prefers the big
Brystons to the Krell KSA-100S. THX-approved
version costs $2395 each. (Vol.16 No.10)
Bryston 4B NRB: $2095 $$$
The revision of the highly regarded 250Wpc 4B
improves on an area that was very good to start
with: bass, where it equals the Krell KSA-250. The
4B NRB displays generous amounts of bass "slam"
and "snap," notes LG, but falls short of the Krell's
rich midrange and ultra-smooth highs. THXapproved version costs $2295. (Vol.15 No.5,Vol.16
No.1)
Cary Audio Design CAD 300B: $3295
Classic 300B sound from this push-pull amplifier: a
smooth, sweet midrange, with triode purity. ST
found the bass to be surprisingly tight, tuneful, and
well-defined. Lowish power-30Wpc-means the
matching loudspeakers must be relatively sensitive.
(Vol.16 No.11)
Counterpoint Natural Progression
NPS-400A: $4395
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TIN was left unmoved by the first version of this
powerful-250Wpc-hybrid stereo amplifier, but a
revised sample (reflecting the sound of amplifiers
made after the first 50) had him shouting its praises.With its expansive soundstage, lack of grain, and
tight bass. "it combines the best of tubes and solidstate," he wrote. Borderline Class A in the right system, though aslight lack of low-bass slam and topoctave air keep it from ranking right up there.
(Vol.18 No.3)
Crown Macro Reference: $3995
This very powerful (760Wpc) solid-state stereo
amplifier has Stereophile's reviewers and readers
divided. Sounding rather dry overall, with athin
treble, the Crown's lean balance will lead to care
having to be taken in system matching. A "clear,
clean, quick" character, according to ST, who stands
by his recommendation. DO found it to work
quite well with Sound-Lab A-1s. PWM adds that
the Crown does "an amazing job of causing midlevel dynamic loudspeakers to sound more musieal,
involving, and three-dimensional than they have a
right to:' LL, however, found it to be the least musical-sounding amplifier he had ever heard in that it
lacked harmonic accuracy and dynamic shading. JA
was also not impressed. RN summed it up best:
"The real question is, can the Crown Macro Reference survive the zealotry of its followers?" (See
"Letters," Vol.17 No.2, pp.15-25, and No.4, pp.
11-13.) Fans can be noisy. (Vol.15 No.12, Vol.16
No.11)
Forté 4A: $1790 $$$
An amp that sounds really great, decided CG,
adding that it goes much louder, with greater
authority, than any 50W solid-state amplifier has a
right to. He also praised the sweet but vividly
detailed high frequencies and terrific pitch definition in the bass. Added RH:"A remarkable absence
of grain and glare (Vol.15 No.11,Vol.16 No.7)
Krell RSA-100S: $5500
While MC and RD find the 100Wpc Krell less
dynamic and detailed-sounding than the larger Sseries amplifiers, RD did comment on its rounded,
natural midrange quality. "Bland," choruses ST. JA
also felt the '1005's bass to somewhat lack the traditional Krell strength of slam and extension, but
comments on its sweet midband and forgiving
highs. Borderline Class A for an amplifier whose
performance will probably be more system-dependent than is usually the case with aKrell design.
(Vol.17 No.9)
Manley 175 monoblock: $4800/pair
While still the finest David Manley-designed
amplifier DO has heard, the 175's superb soundstaging is let down by arather laid-back midrange
and overripe lows, thought DO. Though the Manley's liquid midrange textures were languidly
seductive, this was associated with areduced sense
of pace. Output tubes are 5881/6L6WGCs; worth
experimenting with alternatives, concluded DO,
but be sure to check with the factory first. Specified clipping power is 145W but actually measured
closer to 130W. (Vol.18 No.1)
McCormack Power Drive DNA-1: $1995 $$$ *
Beautifully made with premium parts, this relatively inexpensive 175Wpc solid-state amplifier had
RH waxing lyrical about its sound: "...warm,
sweet, punchy, and eminently musical:' With a
more laid-back, less dry balance than the Boulder
500AE, the DNA's soundstage presentation featured asuperb sense of palpability, noted both RH
and JA. A pair wired for bridged-mono operation
costs $4595. "A strong Class B product that is
knocking on the door of Class A."-RH. Deluxe
Edition ($2355) has premium parts quality and gets
¡even closer, making it one of the best bargains in
audio. (Vol.15 No.4, regular;Vol.18 No.3, Deluxe.)
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5: $1295 $$$
Smaller-120Wpc-sister to the DNA-1, the
DNA-0.5 floated TJN's boat in abig way: apalpable midrange, crisp transients, air and detail to spare,
and plenty of punch to percussive bass. "An Aladdin

among amplifiers," he proclaimed; "a diamond in
the rough!" (Vol.18 No.2)
McIntosh MC275 Commemorative Edition:
$3995
A well-made reissue of aclassic 75Wpc tube amplifier, with a forward balance and very dynamic
sound-"punches out the music"-and excellent
overall clarity. Bass is a"bit wild and out of control," said ST (Vol.16 No.11)
Meridian 605 monoblock: $3500/pair
Excellent sense of pace, notes MC of this 150Wpc
solid-state design. ST says there's aliquid-sounding,
tube-ish midrange, though it's perhaps not as fully
developed asense of space as he would like. (Vol.15
No.12)
Parasound HCA-2200 II: $1795
This reworking of an initially disappointing
250Wpc design from John Curl succeeds in spades,
offering "Class Bsound at aClass C price," according to SS. While its treble is alittle on the tizzy side
and not as grainless as that of the Boulder, and the
midrange is not as liquid as the VTL 300's, the big
Parasound offers an otherwise neutral sound, with
great authority and a prodigious, effortless bass.
(Vol.17 No.3)
Sonic Frontiers SFS-80: $2895
Well-thought-out 80Wpc tube design with much
use made of premium parts. JE said it sounded typically tubey, slightly softened on top, but with a
warm, rich midrange character. He also felt its
soundstage depth was slightly foreshortened. While
ILK prefers the McIntosh MC275, ST thought the
SFS-80 has great bass for atube amp, but lacks ultimate resolution. He found it worked much better
with Czech Tesla EL34s than with Serbian KT99s
from Gold Aero."A good, solid performer." (Vol.16
No.4,Vol.17 No.2)
Sonic Frontiers SFM-160 monoblock:
$5495/pair
"Classic tube sound on steroids" is how DO characterized the sound of this high-powered (160W)
tube amp-but only when configured with Sovtek
6922s in the front end, which Sonic Frontiers confirms is now standard in production.WP agrees that
the sound with the earlier standard 6DJ8s is uninvolving. A rare blend of brawn and finesse: lots of
"palpable" tube watts coupled with warm, liquid,
and sweet harmonic textures. Very high output
impedance requires care in speaker matching.
(Vol.17 No.6)
Woodside MASO monoblock: $4495/pair
A spacious, three-dimensional sound, a wellfocused soundstage, arich midrange, and an opensounding treble, but more neutral-/cool-sounding
than the buttery character of classic tube amplifiers,
notes LG of this British 45W tube design, descended from the classic '60s designs by the late Arthur
Radford. He recommends it for use with Quad
electrostatics. (Vol.17 No.6)

B (Integrated Amplifiers)
Acurus DIA 100 "Direct-Input Amplifier":
$995 $$$
Combining apassive preamp section with asolidstate 125Wpc power stage, CG says the DIA 100 is
"the best $1000 you can possibly spend on apower
amplifier/line-stage combination:' Its basic character is "gutsy and upfront, with abright, forward
character and abutt-kickin' low end," according to
CG. While the Acunas can handle difficult loads
like the Thiel CS3.6, JA found it to sound alittle
lean overall, with a slightly grainy mid-treble"Chalky," said CG-which will mean careful system matching. But, at the price, superb value for
money. "Recommended U-Bet!" summed up CG.
(Vol.16 No.11)
Arcam Delta 290: $899 inc. remote $$$
It was this British amplifier's phono stage that first
caught CG's attention: when he sent his Modulus 3
preamp back to the factory to be updated, he didn't
miss it.The Arcam"allowed the music's natural flow

of rhythmic excitement to groove freely out of the
speakers," quoth he, commenting on its open, clean
midrange and treble.Though he felt the Delta 290's
bass was good rather than great, he summed up: "A
hell of afine piece, with areally nice MM/MC
phono stage to boot!' Optional MC/MM phono
board costs $99. (Vol.17 No.7)
Exposure XV: $1295 $$$
Modest-powered (40Wpc) English integrated
amplifier with unusual regulated power supplies for
its output stages. Got athumbs-up from RH for its
excellent sense of dynamics and soundstaging, its
smooth, natural midrange quality, relatively grainfree treble, and good sense of bass weight-all provided the amplifier wasn't asked to work too near
the edge of its power envelope. (Vol.16 No.2)

Audio Electronics Supply SE-1: $1050
This modest-powered (8Wpc) single-ended amplifier from asubsidiary of Cary Audio sounds somewhat like the more expensive, more powerful Cary
300SE, thought ST, due to its palpable presence and
truth of timbre. No dynamics to speak of, however.
The price is for the version supplied assembled and
fitted with Cetron 300B output tubes ($899 in kit
form). With Cary 300B tubes, it costs $950 assembled. (Vol.17 No.11)
NAD 208THX: $1649
Very powerful-almost 320Wpc-solid-state
design with excellent bass extension, authority, and
control, decided TJN, but not as liquid-sounding
in the mida as the similarly priced McCormack
DNA-0.5. Highs sound surprisingly soft, perhaps
even alittle dark, leading to alack of pace in ultimate terms. (Vol.18 No.2)
Nobis Cantabile: $1695
This reworking of the Dynaco Stereo 70, with discrete FET input and driver stages, offers 35Wpc,
reasonably good bass, and superb midrange transparency. "Price alittle high for the watts," decided
CG, but "a very musical, capable, thoroughly modern Millie of atube amp." High output impedance
will give asound that's more than usually dependent on the loudspeaker with which the Nobis is
used. (Vol.15 No.9)
Perreaux MC-6100: $2995
This six-channel, 120Wpc power amplifier is
intended for Home Theater use and offers borderline Class B sound quality, decided TJN. A tight,
detailed midbass is allied to an open, airy treble and
"remarkably fine rendition of image depth:' Runs
hot; not intended for 2 ohm loads (4 ohms in
bridged mode). (SGHT.1 No.1)
PS Audio 100 Delta: $1295
Main sonic characteristics of this 120Wpc solidstate design are a somewhat softened bass and
slightly closed-in high frequencies, thought TJN.
He liked the excellent midrange presentation,
however, with its "clear, naturally rich immediacy"
Good value for money. (Vol.15 No.9, SGHT.1
No.1)
Rotel RB-980BX: $600 $$$
Excellent value for money, this modestly priced
120Wpc amp was designed in England but is made
in the Far East. Kind to difficult loads, said MC.
TJN noted aslight grain or crispness to the highs,
some midbass leanness, and asomewhat soft low
end, but these were offset by alively overall presentation and an excellent sense of soundstage
depth. (Vol.15 No.11, SGHT.1 No.1)

C (Integrated Amplifiers)

AMC CVT-3030: $900 $5$
"Attempts to do for tubes what the venerable
NAD 3020 did for solid-state," said JE of this
30Wpc amplifier with MOSFET preamp circuits
and amodular tube output stage. With sonic errors
mainly of omission, the '3030 largely achieves that
goal, only really falling short in its shallow repro-
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...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!
SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
203 Flagship Dr. — Lutz, FL USA 33549
PH: 813-948-2707

Fax: 813-948-2907

REWARD! US$40,000 & $10,000
The best speaker system in
the world: JOLY J-501

Competition Rewards
To those who can prove that the "sound" quality
of our patented Joly Speakers:

Look closely. Put Omni under the spotlight
and you'll appreciate Omni quality, con-

1. US$40,000: Model J-501 (5" speaker) is not better
than any "loud" speakers with the same size and price
on the USA market.

struction and contemporary styling that is
second to none. Their exquisite appearance
and streamlined design elicits praise and

2. US$10,000: Model J-501 (5" speaker) is not better
than any others up to 5times larger in size.

conversation before asingle note is heard.

3. US$1,000: Any models are not better than any others
at any size with same prices.

Enhancing audio technology that delivers
the finest sound reproduction on the market! Omni speakers are speakers for life!

N./1-1FN

EVERYTHINI

FOR INFORMATION OR THE OMNI

Waiting for you!
Only you can prove that the Joly Speakers are not
the best in the world.

World invention medals awarded in Germany and the USA. The real sound is
stereophonic. One single speaker cabinet is just like astereophonic system.
The conventional speaker systems sound plain. They use many speaker cabinets to
produce asense of direction and false sounds to hurt the brain nerve.
Don't you believe in it? Please defeat Joly. You are welcome to bring your speaker
systems to our Show room and enter our exciting competition.
Come visit our room at the Stereophile High-End Show and enter our exciting
competition. It will be unusual!
April 27-30, 1995—Los Angeles at the Doubletree Hotel /LAX
Room No. 433
Taiwan Factory Fax: (886) 2365-2009

DISTRIBUTOR NEAR YOU,

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

The high -end car speaker exhibit.

CALL 1-800-888-OMNI.
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duction of soundstage depth. "A great buy at the
price," summed up JE. Note that the response is not
flat with the tone controls engaged and set to their
center positions. (Vol.16 No.6)
Audiolab 8000A: $849 IC(
Well-made British 75Wpc amplifier, with afullbodied, clean sound, aclean midrange, and aquick,
clean, detailed bass. In absolute terms, the Audiolab
sounds perhaps abit too clean for its own good; CG
preferred the more vivid presentations of the Acurus DIA-100 and the Arcam Delta 290. Still, "no
major shortcomings," he concluded. JA feels the
Audiolab to be an amp for all reasons—it will disappoint no one to whom you recommend it. (Vol.9
No.1,Vol.12 No.9,Vol.17 No.7)
NAD 304: $379 $$$
The bass may lack alittle slam, but "The spirit of
the 3020 returns!" according to CG, who nominates the inexpensive 35Wpc NAD as one of his
favorite components! "Every civilian who's steered
toward the 304 instead of a cheap receiver is a
planted seedling for the High End," he cries. An
excellent MM phono stage. (Vol.17 No.4)

D (Separates)
Editor's Note: There are currently no Class D
power amplifiers listed.

D (Integrated Amplifiers)
Arcam Alpha 5: $399 $$$
"An audio Clark Kent," decided WP of this modest 50Wpc British design. A safe recommendation
to any non-audiophile who loves music. "Nothing
serious offends." Not an MC favorite, however, Mr.
C. finding the Alpha 5 too dull-sounding. Sold
with the matching Arcam 5FM tuner as the "Britceiver" package for $749. (Vol.17 No.12)
Creek 4240: $595
"Smooth, too smooth," decided CG about this
modestly powered (35Wpc), laid-back-sounding
British design, feeling that the less-expensive NAD
304, with its more detailed phono stage, outpoints
it. WP disagrees, feeling that there's definitely a
place for aproduct that favors abalanced presentation over extension at the frequency extremes—
he'd buy aCreek for his mom! Phono boards cost
$95 MC, $50 MM. (Vol.17 No.7)

Forsell The Statement, Proceed Amp 2& Amp 3,
Krell KAS-2,YBA 1Alpha, Carver Lightstar Reference, Jeff Rowland Design Group Model 2.
Deletions
Valve Amplification Company PA90C I, Nestorovic
NA-1, & Muse Model 100 not auditioned in too
long atime to be sure of current rating; Berning
EA-2101, NAD 2400THX, & Coda 2.5 discontinued; Mark Levinson No.23.5 and No.27.5 about to
be replaced by new 330-series models not yet auditioned.

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
Editor's Note: Class A "Loudspeakers" are sufficiently idiosyncratic and differ enough from one
another that prospective customers should read
Stereophile's original reviews in their entireties for
descriptions of the sound. Ihave therefore just listed every system or combination that at least one of
Stereophile's reviewers feels, as aresult of his experience, to approach the current state of the art in
loudspeaker design. (Note that, to be eligible for
inclusion in Class A, the system must be fullrange—je, feature bass extension to 20Hz. They
must also be capable of reaching realistic soundpressure levels without any feeling of strain.)
For those unconcerned about the last few hertz
of low-bass extension, we have created "Class A
(Restricted Extreme LF)" for those speakers that
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are actually state-of-the-art in every other way.
Candidates for inclusion in this class must reach
down to at least 40Hz, below the lowest notes of
the four-string double-bass and bass guitar.
In addition, such has been the recent progress in
loudspeaker design at amore affordable level that
we have an extra class: E, for "Entry-Level." Someone asked me recently why Stereophile bothers to
review inexpensive loudspeakers at all. In effect,
aren't we insulting our readership by recommending that they buy any of these inexpensive models?
Remember: It's possible to put together amusically satisfying, truly high-end system around any of
our Class D and E recommendations. That's why
they're listed—and why you should consider buying them.

A
B&W Matrix 800: $15,000/pair
(Vol.14 Nos.6 & 10)
Genesis Technologies 11.5: $21,950/pair
Price includes servo woofer amplifier. (Vol.18
No.1)
Meridian DSP6000: $16,000/pair
Active system offers digital data inputs only and
uses delta-sigma D/A conversion. (Vol.14 Nos.9 &
10)
ProAc Response Four: S18,000/pair
(Vol.17 Nos.3, 5, & 6)
Sound-Lab A-1: $13,250/pair
"Wings" to reinforce the lows are $1450/set of four
in oak, $1750/set of four in walnut; "SALLIE"
backwave attenuators are $895/pair. (Vol.15 No.11)
Thiel CS5i: $12,300/pair
LA's auditioning of the new "i" woofers suggests
that the original's one weakness—limited bass
dynamic range—has been eliminated. (Vol.13
No.6,Vol.14 No.10)
Wilson Audio Specialties
X-1/Grand SLAMM: $67,500/pair
Some consider the X-1 to be in anew Class on its
own. For now, we're giving the other Class A
denizens the benefit of the doubt. (Vol.17 No.12)

A—Restricted Extreme LF
B&W John Bowers Silver Signature:
$8000/pair (stands included)
Expensive two-way minimonitor with outboard
crossover uses silver throughout and successfully
pulls off the trick of persuading its listeners that it's
much bigger than it really is—at least at moderate
spis. Useful bass exists down to 32Hz, with a
delightful combination of weight and articulation.
The uncolored presentation is astonishingly transparent, soundstaging is superbly palpable, and tonal
balance is alittle on the polite side, but the Silver
Signature is, overall, the most musical-sounding
design to come from B&W that JA has heard.
(Vol.17 No.6)
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-IV: $4995/pair in
American Oak (black or golden) $$$
$5495/pair in dalwood rose or dalwood teak
"This is afabulous speaker...but misses full Class A
ranking by ahandful of hertz," says RD of this
large, three-way, time-coherent design. The soundstaging is precisely defined; the level of coloration
is non-existent; the sensitivity is high; the impedance is atrue 4ohms; dynamics (both macro- and
micro-) are superb; RD bought the review pair!
(Vol.17 No.4,Vol.18 No.3)
Infinity IRS Epsilon: $14,000/pair
inc. servo control unit
Missing full-range Class A by awhisker, this elegant
Cary Christie design combines monopole planar
drivers with aservo-controlled woofer. (Needs to
be driven by two high-power stereo amplifiers.)
Absolutely stunning bass, enthused TJN, "combining tightness and extension in an extremely rare
manner," coupled with an extremely neutral midband balance and grain-free high frequencies. Top
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octave a little subdued but overall "an E-ticket
ride," concluded TJN. (Vol.18 No.1)
MACH 1Acoustics DM-10 Signature:
$10,995/pair
Superb driver integration combined with an
exceptionally inert cabinet make for remarkable
clarity and resolution. This, together with aknack
for revealing music's rhythmic nuances, empowers
the MACH 1to fly at the speed of sound as few
dynamic speakers can. Reproduction of the upper
registers is distinguished by the use of the Accuton
ceramic tweeter; an unusually sweet-sounding
tweeter which earned high praise from DO.
Optional spiked, non-resonant platforms add
$250/pair. (Vol.17 No.1; see also Martin Colloms's
comments in "Letters," Vol.17 No.4.)
Magnepan Magneplanar MG-20: $9200/pair
The best speaker yet to come from Jim Winey, the
MG-20 impressed the heck out of DO, who notes
that "image outlines were remarkably lifelike within a spacious soundstage." The "tonal center of
gravity" is firmly rooted in the lower mids, which
get the best from orchestral music, though slightly
recessed upper mids give the speaker a"back-ofthe-hall" perspective. Needs to be bi-amped with
an electronic crossover to get the best it is capable
of, but optional XO-20 passive crossovers (8695/
pair) are available for those who want to use asingle stereo amplifier. (Vol.18 No.2)
Sonos Faber Extrema: $9890/pair
(stands necessary)
"I admire the commitment, dedication, and craftsmanship which have gone into this effortlessly
musical transducer:' says MC of this well-constructed two-way speaker from Italy. MC emphasizes that the Extrema, with its remarkable sense of
timing, superbly transparent, spacious treble, and
naturally generous midrange, would be rated in
Stereophile's Class A were it not for alow-frequency response that doesn't quite reach 20Hz."Always
musical:' says KR. LG agrees with both writers, saying that "The Extrema has it all: speed, transparency, imaging accuracy, and midrange richness."
Unusually, the crossover does not use capacitors,
and tuning of the rear-panel ABR is adjustable to
optimize the low frequencies for the owner's room.
Matching stands cost $1100/pair, but should be
regarded as essential to get the best from this gem
by designer Franco Serblin. (Vol.15 No.6)
Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage: $9000/pair
(stands included)
The moving-coil speaker MC has found to sound
closest to the Quad ESL-63, this handmade, limited-edition Italian miniature was reputedly designed
by ear. Nevertheless, its response is flat, its balance
neutral and, in MC's words, the Guarneri is all
about "purity, unmistakable sense of liveness, scale
and sense of presence of real sounds in the listening
space.. time and time again, the reproduction had
the ring of truthrThe standard 39" stands are alittle too tall for use in small rooms; custom heights
can be ordered. (Vol.17 No.7)

Editor's Note: Imake no apologies for the wide
variety of loudspeakers listed in the next two
groups. Polling Stereophile's reviewers resulted in a
total lack of consensus, implying that all of the following speakers will, in the right room with the
right ancillaries, give true high-end sound. Following pressure from JGH that small speakers should
automatically be denied any recommendation
because of their lack of LF extension, Ihave split
Classes B and C into two sections:"Full-range" and
"Restricted LF."To be included in the latter class, a
small speaker has to be at least as good in every
other area as the full-range competition. (Note that
all the full-range Class B recommendations, with
the exception of the Apogee Stage, B&W 801, and
Spendor S100, are floorstanding models.)
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B—Full-range
The Dvorak Series

Your
Room
Is Our
Canvas.

The new Dvorak Series
loudspeaker from Audio
Artistry will paint your
room with vivid, realistic
imagery. Experience the
master strokes of acoustic
energy, rhythm, tonality
and timbre. Let Audio
Artistry show you the full
aesthetic power of realistic
expressionism. Call (919)
319-1375 or fax (919)
319-1416 for the Dvorak
Series dealer nearest you.

CS4teiie)
. Cçeeatel
ei
Pardue Your Wald We Said

8312 Salem Dove, Apex, NC 27502

What's so special about this DAC?

In aword, everything. Introducing the Model Two digital to
analogue converter developed by Muse Electronics. Utilizing
our radical new analogue section, the Model Two is capable of
extracting the finest performance from all digitally encoded
sources. This uni-block differential® stage is capable of resolution that will change your expectations
of digital music forever. If you are in
the market for aDAC, look no further;
your search is over.
Muse Electronics •PO Box 2198 •Garden Grove. CA 92642-2198 •
Telephone (714) 554-8200 •FAX (714) 554-5643
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Acarian Akin IV: $3500/pair
With abass response that was as tight as it was deep,
a"huge" soundstage, and excellent dynamics, the
three-way Alón IV impressed the heck out of RD.
Sonic residual upper-midrange brightness can be
alleviated by careful system and room matching. A
slight nasality could still be occasionally bothersome, added TJN. Needs to be tri-wired for best
performance. A rosewood finish adds $900/pair.
(Vol.16 Nos.2 & 12)
Apogee Acoustics Centaurus Slant 6:
S1995/pair SSS
The best hybrid yet to come from Apogee, the
Slant 6features the sanie ribbon. midrange/tweeter
as the Stage, married to a6.5" cone woofer. The
speaker's balance is a little on the bright side of
reality, found RH, which made :he speaker sound
lively and immediate. Once carefully set up, particularly regarding vertical axis and rake angle, the
Slant 6's midrange was open, transparent, and
uncolored, allied with superbly delineated transients, a stunningly expansive soundstage, and
grain-free highs. (Vo1.18 No.3)
Apogee Acoustics Stage: $2995/pair $$$
(stands optional)
Apogee Acoustics Mini Grand: $5595/pair
Die Stage, now with astyling matching the grand
Apogee Acoustics Grand, has one of the most neutral, seamless midbands around. Recorded voice is
reproduced with an uncannily lifelike quality.
Imaging, too, is superb—"In ternis of soundstage
transparency, it rivals any loudspeaker money can
buy," says DO—as is the speaker's presentation of
recorded dynamics. There's a lack of deep-bass
extension, but the midbass is actually very generous, which both upsets LA and leads to matching
problems in some monis. Prospective purchasers
should be prepared to experiment with room position and toe-in to get the optimal sound. Matching
stands ($695/pair) are also available for those who
prefer a higher listening seat. "A real honey...an
eminently musical transducer," said MC. Stereophile
agreed sufficiently with that conclusion to buy the
review pair. With the dedicated Mini Grand subwoofer and DAX crossover (52595/pair), the combination knocks on the door of Class A: "a bigsounding, top-class three-way—what a bass wallop!" cries MC. (Vol.13 No.8, Vol.14 Nos.2, 3, &
1
0,Vol.15 No.4, Vol. 1
7 No.3)
Audio Physic Tempo: 52995/pair
Easy-to-drive two-way from Germany that
impressed Stereophile's listening panel. Excellent
dynamics, very good bass extension, transparent
soundstaging, good image focus, uncritical vertical
listening axis, asmooth overall balance, and clean
highs are offset by aslightly lean lower midrange
and too-forward upper midrange. RD found that
the matching DSP digital equalizer (expensive at
$2995) does exactly what's claimed, improving
overall performance with no sonic downside that
he could hear. It significantly flattens the Tempo's
response, but the sound is still not quite to the Class
A level. (Vol.17 Nos.8 & 11)
Avalon Eclipse: 85900/pair ea
A warm balance, aflat on-axis response, astonishing
midrange transparency, beautifully delineated,
almost holographic soundstaging, and a relative
freedom from coloration combine to generally
allow the music to communicate most effectively.
However, this is only true when the Eclipses are
driven by good tube amplifiers, the sound with
even good solid-state amplification—Mark Levinson, Jeff Rowland—being too bright. The Eclipses
also have somewhat limited dynamics which can
lead to hardness at very high playback levels. Price
refers to aNextel finish; anon-rain-finest veneer
finish adds $1700/pair. Current production has "an
inexpensive tweeter revision" which AB felt to significantly improve the sound; earlier samples are
upgradeable. (Vol.14 Nos.1 & 10,Vol.15 No.8)
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B&W Matrix 801 Series 3: $5500/pair
(stands optional)
A complete redesign of the classical recording
industry's standard monitor loudspeaker—aluminum-dome tweeter and B&W's patented
"Matrix" enclosure, whereby the cabinet is effectively transformed into asolid body—has resulted
in a moving-coil speaker capable of competing
with the best planars. As LL put it, "a true musician's reference transducer." Strengths include
excellent low-frequency definition and weight, a
highly detailed midrange, and unrestrained dynamics. B8cW's bass-alignment equalizer gives true
20Hz extension, but is not included in the purchase
price. The best sound, however, is to be had from
one of the after-market models, such as those from
Anodyne and Denver dealer Listen-Up (the
MaughanBox). Best used with stands—we've had
good results with the Sound Anchors and with the
wooden, sand-filled Arcicis. (Also see Vol.12 No.10,
p.45, and Vol.13 No.2, p.217, for discussions of a
crossover modification that improves the sound of
the original 801 Matrix.) Current version has a
revised tweeter, a non-detachable head, an improved crossover layout, and has done away with
the APOC protection circuitry. (Vol.10 No.9)
Energy Ventas v2.8: $6000/pair
This tall, "hi-tech"-looking three-way/four-driver
design from Canada uses adome midrange unit
and has aflat midrange/treble response, impressive
dynamics, and near-textbook horizontal dispersion.
Borderline Class A sound and imaging are the
result. However, the bass is balanced to be rather
generous in all but very large rooms, found TJN.
"The mida and highs are exceptionally articulate,
balanced, and accurate," adds WP.The v2.8 can be
tri-wired or tri-amped; some owners recommend
reducing the midrange level by wiring a 1ohm,
10W resistor in series with the "hot" terminal.
(Vol.17 No.6)
Flatline Design Model 175: $3995/pair
This hybrid speaker's ribbon tweeters give its
sound a"shimmering, lush, lifelike quality," notes
RN, adding that the speaker gives atransparent
window into the recorded performance. Careful
setup is mandatory, and RN suggests that tube
amps will get the best from the Flatline's rather
laid-back balance. The cabinet has been more
rigidly braced since the review. Price is for oak finish; cherry veneer adds $500/pair. (Vol.17 No.12)
JPW Ruby 4: $2895/pair
Well-finished two-and-a-half-way design from
Britain that uses metal-diaphragm drive-units.
Excellent transparency and well-focused soundstaging are allied to tight but light low frequencies,
avery clean midrange, asweet-sounding lower treble, and fast, open, and alive highs. Can sound alitde too sibilant, however, and dynamic range is relatively restricted. (Vol.17 No.8)
KEF R107/2: $5900/pair
The latest version of KEF's flagship speaker features
anew tweeter and arevised KUBE equalizer. JA
felt strongly that its bass performance (within
dynamic limitations set by the use of EQ to extend
the response below the design's natural LF limit)
was among the best he has experienced in terms of
definition and authority, as was its presentation of
image depth. While the treble sounds dark, leading
to apolite tonal balance (which might also be a
function of the KUBE's solid-state electronics), the
107's midband is neutral and free from resonant
colorations. Auditioning of current "Raymond
Cooke Signature" version confirms Class B ranking. (Vol.9 Nos.4 8c 7, Vol.10 No.2, original version; Vol.14 Nos.5 & 10, Mk.II.)
Martin-Logan Quest Z: $3995/pair
Martin-Logan's most successful and intensely musical hybrid to date, according to DO, blending a
world-class electrostatic midrange with good
dynamic bass. Soundstage transparency and reproduction of image size are superb. As with all
hybrids, the optimum tonal balance requires afair-
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ly close listening seat. Even so, there are some residual tonal-balance deviations from neutrality. The
upper bass is on the lean side of reality, while the
lower treble is overly polite. Even though the rnids
benefit from the imaging magic of tubes, the best
deep-bass definition is to be had with solid-state
amplification. The Z version (said to be sonically
identical to the older Quest) offers amore benign
impedance. (Vol.16 No.10)
Martin-Logan Aerius: $1995/pair $$$
Once broken-in, this hybrid speaker offers superb
integration between electrostatic panel and dynamic woofer, and very good LF extension for what is
basically asmall speaker. In terms of speed, truth of
timbre, absence of coloration, and reasonably good
imaging and soundstage focus, ST feels the Aerius
is hard to beat, though he would like more highs,
in absolute ternis. MC points to arather ragged onaxis response, but JA states that, within the restriction of its necessarily limited dynamic range
(which will rule out its use in large rooms), the
Aerius is the best speaker yet to come from M-L.
"It's the exceptional balance of its strengths that
makes it such asatisfying component!' agrees WP.
Oak side panels and bi-wiring each add $100/pair
to the price. (Vol.16 Nos.6 & 10)
Mirage M-lsi: $5500/pair
Large bipolar design from Canada with asmooth
yet precisely detailed sound. A large, spacious
soundstage—both in width and depth—a clean,
low-coloration midrange, and silky, detailed highs,
according to TJN. Bass is deep and extended,
though it leans toward warmth; at its best with
solid-state amplifiers having tight low-frequency
control. Capable of first-rate sound in Home Theater applications. (Vol.16 Nos.6 & 10)
Mirage M-3si: $2800/pair $$$
"An unqualified success," said GL of this unusual,
floorstanding bipolar design,"...which, in the right
system, can re-create amusical experience with all
the richness, finesse, power, and majesty [of] afullrange speaker!' Flattest response is to be found on
the woofer axis (32" from the ground), though the
full-bodied bass might be too much in some systems or rooms. (Vol.15 No.11)
NHT 3.3: $4200/pair
Unusual four-way dynamic speaker, deep but narrow, goes against the front wall to optimally load
the woofer but still get rninimonitor-like imaging
precision. TJN was impressed with the NHT's
sound, commenting on its extended, powerful,
well-defined bass, the sweet, delicate high frequencies, and well-focused soundstaging. He did find
the last less expansive than with some other speakers, however, the imaging restricted to the space
between the speakers. "I'd choose the 3.3 over any
of the speakers in Class A," says CG, however,
enthusing over the NHT's neutrality and ability to
play very loud without strain, and adding that he
finds himself "without asingle area of performance
[he's] heard bettered by any other speaker!' (Vol.16
No.12,Vol.17 No.3)
Nelson-Reed 8-04/CM: $3650/pair
Very sensitive, with a wide, compression-free
dynamic range. Rather forward midrange balance,
but aclean, transparent treble that opens "a gorgeously clear (and alive) window on the recording!'
said JGH in his review, The review samples' out-ofspec woofers resulted in the overall sound being
too lean; JGH's later audition of apair with the
proper woofers convinced him of the design's
musical worthiness. (Vol.15 No.3,Vol.16 No.1)
Nestorovic Type SAS
$4500/pair
Nestorovic Type SAS Mk.IV Signature:
$7000/pair
A four-way dynamic loudspeaker that features a
patented bass alignment wherein adriven second
woofer also behaves somewhat as an auxiliary bass
radiator. DO felt that the Nestorovic's midband had
avelvety, non-resonant texture, especially on female
voice, and that its highs were free from sizzle and
tizz, though he did find that soundstage depth did
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Harmonic Precision

"The positive aspects
of this speaker could
consume volumes..."
The Echelon 3-way
loudspeaker by
Harmonic Precision
is based on aseries
crossover that is
truly phase-coherent.
The results are
spectacular.
"Component of
exceptional merit"
Martin DeWulf
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not develop as fully as he'd expected. JA finds the
balance alittle forward in the treble, which might
be afactor here, though it does lead to asynergistic balance with tube amplification rather than
solid-state. Nestorovic's own NA-1 monoblocks
gave liquid-sounding midi and abold, sweeping
soundstage, reported DO, who summed up his feelings thusly: "In terms of tonal balance. LF extension, and dynamic scale, this speaker allows one to
fully explore orchestral music without trepidation,
congestion, or any form of attendant harshness."
The Signature version pushes forward the performance of its sibling to the threshold of Class A. Bass
definition, low-level detail resolution, and lowermidrange transparency are all improved-but at a
price! (Vol.9 No.5, original version; Vol.14 Nos.9 &
10, Mk.IV; Vol.17 No.5, Signature.)
Oracle Mentor Studio: $3895-$4995/pair
depending on finish
The Mentor Monitor is aclean- if rather mellowsounding Class C minimonitor that costs $1800/
pair. Add the Studio woofer and the result is the
Mentor Studio system, which has avery small footprint. "Everyman's WATT/Puppy," joshes the jovial
JE.The woofer doesn't high-pass-filter the satellite
feed, so the system's dynamics are limited by the
Mentor Monitor's. Nevertheless, while having a
balance on the lean side of neutral, the Oracle
proved to be an uncolored performer, with extended, grain-free highs. Soundstaging was distant
rather than vivid, felt JE. (Vol.17 No.9)
PSB Stratus Gold: $2100/pair $$$
A large three-way design, the Stratus Gold offers a
fundamentally neutral midrange balance coupled
with very low levels of coloration, alively yet unfatiguing treble, and agenerous, powerful bass. The
treble is less prominent when the speaker is used
with the grilles on, the sound taking on an appealing accessibility. Excellent value. (Vol.14 Nos.2 &
10; see also PWM's Industry Update in Vol.14
No.4.)
Ruark Crusader II: $3300/pair
This moderate-sized British three-way features a
superb-sounding dome midrange unit, but lean
balance usefully benefits from near-wall placement.
The tonal balance is forgiving, the imaging excellent, coloration levels very low. Optimal listening
axis is quite low, but RN felt the Crusader's sound
to be unfailingly musical. (Vol.17 No.8)
Snell Type B minor: $3699/pair
A full midbass and good LF extension are combined with a clean, transparent, uncolored midrange and asmooth, detailed treble. Overall balance
is alittle forward in the midband. This trim, floorstanding, three-way five-driver is one of the best
speakers yet to come from Snell designer Kevin
Voecks. (Vol.17 Nos.4 & 6)
Snell Type C/V: $2599/pair $$$
One of the most neutral, naturally balanced midranges around, coupled with extended, well-defined bass and agrain-free treble, but aslight lack
of top-octave air and somewhat restricted image
depth. Needs to be driven hard, but then really
comes alive. Superb value for money. (Vol.17
No.11)
Spendor S100: $2990/pair * (stands necessary)
Somewhat self-effacing quality compared with
"audiophile" loudspeakers, and only fair imaging,
thought ST, but the outstandingly tight, extended
bass, fun, rich balance, overall smoothness and lack
of coloration through the midrange, and treble
sweetness make this beautifully constructed British
three-way astrong Class B recommendation. "No
significant flaws," say both Mr. T. and MC, the latter regarding the S100 to have "hidden depths." JA
emphatically agrees, feeling the Spendor to be one
of the best buys in high-end audio. The $195/pair
speaker stands from Chicago Speaker Stands are
normally supplied, though Spendor intends to
introduce its own stands. (Vol.13 No.6, Vol.14
Nos.10 & 12)
Swans Cygnus: $5995/pair
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A provisional rating for this beautifully finished
three-way design, as the woofer alignment has been
changed since JE's review. (JE's review samples
lacked integration between the woofer and the
D'Appolito-configured midrange drivers.) The balance is mellow rather than incisive, but the soundstaging precision is impressively spacious. "Not
ideally neutral," comments PWM, but the Cygnus
"makes lots of gorgeous, musically involving
sound." (Vol.17 No.7)
Thiel CS3.6: $3990/pair
Remarkably transparent, extraordinarily uncolored
floorstanding three-way speaker, with first-order
crossovers and truly time-coherent performance.
Very revealing of source imperfections and bass on
the edge of the generous side, both of which will
mean extra care needs to be taken in system matching. Easier to get good results from, however, than
the Genesis III, notes RH."A terrific bargain" at its
price, he concludes: "The more Ilisten to them, the
more Ilike them." Needs amuscle amplifier to
cope with its very low impedance; CG found the
Aragon 4004 Mk.II to drive it with aplomb,
though he noted its limited loudness capability
compared with the NHT 3.3. (Vol.16 No.5,Vol.17
Nos.3 & 5)
Thiel CS2 2: $2750/pair $$$
Smooth, civilized, "buttoned-down" sound with
good soundstaging, excellent presentation of detail
and dynamics, and superbly controlled and nicely
extended bass. "One of the best speaker values on
the market today," states ST. JA agrees, choosing to
use the Thiels as his long-term reference, though
it's fair to note the '2 2's reduced transparency
compared with the larger '3.6. He also points out
to habitual party-throwers that there's a limited
dynamic range in the bass, and notes that aresidual
brightness will mandate careful system matching.
The speaker was launched as the '2.2, but has been
renamed due to Bose's copyrighting of decimal
numbers such as "2.2." (Vol.15 No.4,Vol.16 Nos.1
& 10)
Unity Audio Signature Pyramid: $5895/pair
Unity Audio Signature 1: $3295/pair
Well-finished three-way design, with adownwardfiring woofer, that RD enjoyed immensely. He
noted its superb soundstaging and exceptional
transparency. Treble is alittle crisp and the midbass
somewhat exaggerated, but the overall performance
is better than the sum of its parts. "Superbly musical" was how RD summed up his review findings.
The Pyramid is fundamentally similar to the Signature 1, but replaces the wooden enclosure with one
constructed from artificial marble. The results are
improved dynamics, less of aboxy signature, and a
more solid, three-dimensional presentation, though
the upper midrange becomes more revealing, less
forgiving, noted RD. Bi-wiring option adds $250
to the Signature 1, is standard with the Pyramid.
(Vol.16 No.5, Signature;Vol.16 No.12, Pyramid.)
Vandersteen 3A: $2595/pair SSS
Sound Anchors rear brace costs $200/pair. (Vol.16
Nos.3 & 4,Vandersteen 3; see TJN's review in this
issue.)

B- Restricted LF
B&W 805 Matrix: $1600/pair
(stands necessary)
Borderline Class B, according to LG, but full Class
B, according to MC. This well-finished two-way
features an exceptionally rigid "Matrix" enclosure.
The highs sound effortlessly open, the lows reasonably extended for aminimonitor, and the imaging
is well-focused. The speaker goes loud without
strain. "A winner at its price," judges JA. Optional
800 Series Variable High-Pass Alignment Filter
equalizer costs $250. (Vol.16 No.4)
Celestion SL600Si with DLP600: $2798/pair
(stands necessary)
Celestion's DLP600 digital-domain loudspeaker
processor ($699) fits between the CD transport and
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DAC; with it, the SL600Si's soundstage snaps into
focus to an extent that JA hadn't heard from any
speaker other than the Wilson WATT, Avalon
Eclipse, or Quad ESL-63. The speaker's darksounding treble also becomes more natural/
airy/spacious. The lower-midrange congestion remains unimproved, however. (Vol.15 No.8)
Ensemble PA-1: $3250/pair
Ensemble Reference: $5150/pair
(stands necessary)
Two almost identical-looking expensive minimonitors from Switzerland combine an excellent softdome tweeter with an unusual laminated-cone
woofer and arear-facing passive radiator. Both are
sensitive to being overdriven by subsonics, but, provided agood high-pass filter is used, the Ensembles
generate a neutrally balanced, if bass-shy, sound
with better imaging ("...spatial resolution was outstanding," according to DO) and less upper-bass
congestion than the standard Celestion SL600Si.
The Reference betters the PA-1 in every way-at
acost. A "remarkable midrange:' notes MC of the
Reference, but adds that its sound is something of
an acquired taste. Both speakers require considerable break-in periods' to reach their optimal performance levels. Matching Landmark stands cost
$1280/pair; bi-wiring option adds $150/pair to the
cost of either speaker. (Vol.13 No.6,Vol.14 No.10,
Vol.15 No.12)
Martin-Logan CLS LIZ: $3500/pair
(stands optional)
"A very special speaker," sums up JE about the
fourth iteration of this stunning-looking, pure electrostatic design, though he notes that it will not be
for everyone. "Remarkably coherent, sonically," he
notes, with a"magic immediacy" to its sound. LIZ
has amuch kinder impedance, though it still drops
to 1.5 ohms. (Vol.9 Nos.6 & 7,Vol.10 No.1, CLS I;
Vol.14 No.12,Vol.15 Nos.2 & 3, CLS !IA; Vol.17
No.6, CLS LIZ.)
Monitor Audio Studio 6: $1999/pair
(stands necessary)
High-performance two-way design with aunique
metal-cone woofer mounted in a small, standmounted reflex enclosure. A little lacking in the
pace'n'rhythm department, thinks MC, but anatural if forward balance, superb transparency, excellent
soundstaging, and amusically involving sound, felt
JA. A slight mid-treble glare will mandate careful
system matching, however. Beautiful black and
rosewood piano-lacquer finishes add $500/pair.
(Vol.17 No.2)
ProAc Response TWO: $3000/pair
(stands necessary)
"Solid Class B," decided CG, "but only when the
Response Twos are used with the matching Target
stands ($665/pair) coupled to them with Blu-Tack,
or the RoomTune Torture Clamps." A slight tendency to woodiness in the lower midi is exacerbated by the wrong stand, JA found. While the massively constructed Response Two doesn't have
quite the image focus of the Wilson WATT, the
SL600/DLP600, or the Acoustic Energy AEI, it has
amore accessibly even tonal balance, with asmooth
yet detailed treble, enough bass to be very musically satisfying, and much better dynamics than either
the Celestion or the Acoustic Energy. "A stunning
product that delivers a quality of sound most
audiophile speakers only hint at:' summed up CG.
(Vol.15 No.7; see also Vol.15 No.9, p.162.)
ProAc Response 1S: $1800/pair
(stands necessary)
A tiny sibling of the Response Two, the Response
IS blew WP away with the sheer musical immediacy of its presentation. No deep low frequencies, of
course, and even adegree of midbass MIA, but the
overall sound is "open and flail.. .sporting arare
1A tip from TJN for breaking-in speakers: Place them
face to face, but wired out of phase.You can then drive
them hard with pink noise from aTest CD, but there's
less sonic pollution to annoy the other members of your
family. To alarge extent, the speakers' outputs cancel.
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degree of uncolored coherence," he noted, with a
realistic body to its imaging. Benefits from good,
rigid, open-frame stands like the Targets. The baby
ProAc "does right by the music," WP concluded.
(Vol.17 No.9)
Quad ESL-63 USA Monitor: $5995/pair
(stands necessary)
Very musical sound, with very low midrange coloration, natural, precise imaging, excellent soundstaging, and very good resolution of detail when
listened to on the optimal axis. The highs roll off
considerably off-axis, which can lead to adull, lifeless sound in overdamped rooms. The low treble is
alittle resonant (perhaps due to the dustcover),
which bothers some listeners (LA, MC) more than
others (ST, LG, DO, JA). Low frequencies are tight
but not very deep, while maximum volume capability is somewhat limited. (At Santa Fe's 7000' altitude, this is astrict 97dB on peaks.) Later models
sound less dry than early production models. Can
really come alive with the right amplifier, and benefits from modifications, most especially suitable
stands (we've found Arcicis to work well). Works
well with such dipole subwoofers as the Finnish
Gradient SW-63 (see "Subwoofers") and the
Celestion System 6000, while LG has achieved an
excellent match with both the omnidirectional,
servo-controlled Velodyne ULD-18 and the Muse
18. The current version, the USA Monitor, has a
stiffer steel frame, arevised protective grille, and a
reduced plate gap for higher sensitivity. (Vol.6
Nos.4 & 5, Vol.7 Nos.2 8c 7, Vol.8 No.3, Vol.10
No.1,Vol.12 Nos.2 & 6; see also LG's review of the
Gradient SW-63 subwoofer system in Vol.14
No.10, and "Editor's Choice," Vol.15 No.12, p.17.)
Sonus Faber Electa Amator: $5000/pair
(including stands)
"The Amator has the Extrema's wonderful imaging
and huge soundstage, without that loudspeaker's
dynamic range, bass, or transparency," says LG,
though JA and TJN agree with JE that it's still a
superbly natural-sounding, if very expensive, minimonitor. "A powerful and involving sound," adds
MC. (Vol.15 No.10)
Thiel CS1.5: $1990/pair $$$
"Among the most exciting speakers I've encountered in years!" exclaimed the occasionally occupationally jaded Mr. Tellig about the baby Thiel,
adding that, "If you're after truth of timbre, resolution, superb soundstaging...midrange magic and
clarity...the CS1.5 may be just what you want."
Dynamics are naturally limited; while the tiny Thiel
goes lower in the bass than you might expect, it's
still a"wonderfully sane" speaker"that's about quality, not quantity" in the words of ST. (Vol.17 No.8,
Vol.18 No.5)
Totem Acoustic Model 1: $1595/pair
(stands necessary)
Astonishing LF response for such asmall speaker,
found LG, with smooth, sweet highs, excellent
dynamics, and palpable, well-focused imaging, particularly in the depth plane. Some midrange prominence, however. A GL favorite. Suggested stands are
the Target Model R4 ($665/pair), HJ ($2158250/pair), or HS ($140-$150/pair). (Vol.16 No.4)

Acarian Alón I: $1590/pair
Our initial review samples had aseverely flawed
midrange that precluded recommendation. Redesigned second samples sounded much more neutral, allowing this floorstanding three-way's superb
soundstaging, well-controlled and weighty (if exaggerated) bass, and lack of boxy colorations to be
appreciated. Rosewood finish adds $400/pair.
(Vol.16 Nos.9 & 12)
Audio Artistry Mozart: $2795/pair
A speaker possessing a classic tonal balance and
excellent dynamics, the Mozart was particularly
adept at preserving the rhythmic drive and pacing
of live music, said DO. JGH was impressed by the
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Mozart's lively, vivid presentation and big bass, but
both aspects of the speaker's balance tended to outstay their welcomes, he found. DO also felt the
upper registers to be lively and abit metallic. Investigate atube amp, he says; works well with the Cary
805. Review sample had some resonant problems
in the lower mids, said to have been fixed in production. (Vol.17 Nos.1 8c 8)
Eminent Technology LFT-VIII: $1500/pair
Combining push-pull planar-magnetic drive-units
for the treble and midrange with aconventional
moving-coil woofer, the LFT-VIII's bass is alittle
rich-balanced, and the full complement of high frequencies is only to be obtained when the listener
sits level with the center of the tweeter and to the
inside of the tweeter midrange ribbon. The speaker's midrange smoothness and lack of boxiness
impressed the heck out of CG, however. (Vol.16
No.2)
Linn Keilidh LS300: $1295/pair
(stands necessary)
Borderline Class B, according to RH, who enjoyed
this Scottish speaker's tuneful, "fast" bass, smooth,
uncolored midrange, generally clean treble, andmost importantly-seamlessly musical and involving overall presentation. Treble can be abit sibilant,
however, and the lower midrange lacks ultimate
transparency. One of the few high-end speakers
that works best near the wall behind it. RH says he
would choose the Keilidh over all other loudspeakers currently in Class C. Polymer/granite basesessential-add $200/pair. Performance can be
taken even further by bi-amping and bypassing the
internal crossover. (Vol.16 No.9)
Mirage M-75i: $1300/pair $$$
Floorstanding dynamic dipole design-not abipole
like the larger Mirages-that throws abig, deep
soundstage with aconvincing sense of image size,
but is rather generous in the midbass. The clean,
grain-free treble, however, is competitive with the
best, states TJN for the record. (Vol.18 No.2,
SGHT.1 No.1)
Mission Cyrus 753: $1800/pair
Unusual floorstanding design uses four small
woofers-two reflex-loaded, two in sealed enclosure-to give good balance between bass extension
and definition when speaker is used, as intended,
near the wall behind it. Intrinsic treble balance is
on the lively, incisive side; but with the speakers not
toed-in to the listening seat, the clean highs are in
good balance with the uncolored, very transparent
midrange. A JA favorite. Price is for black finish;
rosewood adds $200/pair. (Vol.16 No.9)
NHT SuperZero/SW2P active subwoofer:
$930/system $$$ (stands necessary)
The active SW2P woofer (its -6dB point is 35Hz)
turns the bass-less SuperZero-see later-into an
impressive, almost-full-range speaker system, preserving the tiny speaker's virtues. CG got the best
sound using Y-adaptors and simple, passive firstorder filters in the satellite amplifier signal path (see
"Subwoofers"). (Vol.17 No.1)
PSB Stratus Silver: $1500/pair $5$
A detailed and clean, slightly midrange-forward
presentation, with asurprisingly potent bass but a
touch of crispness in the highs, was how TJN
summed up the sound of this elegant Canadian
two-way floorstanding speaker. Borderline Class B,
adds PWM, feeling that the Silver is not quite as
uncolored in the midrange as the more expensive
Stratus Gold. (Vol.17 No.7)
Snell Type D: $1799/pair $$$
A very transparent, open, and unmuddled presentation, said TJN, adding that this three-way tower
speaker's low-frequency performance was "amazing." An astonishing lack of coloration at the price,
confirms PWM, adding that the Type D has an
impressive ability to remain open and transparent
with large-scale orchestral recordings. Borderline
Class B, though an occasional edge in the lower
treble will mean careful system matching. (Vol.17
No.7)
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Vandersteen 2Ce: $1295/pair $$$
(stands optional)
The latest version of Richard Vandersteen's classic
three-way design has alarger cabinet and arevised
drive-unit. The intrinsic balance is alittle on the
warm side, with aforward midrange and rather limited transparency and image focus. However, while
there may be other loudspeakers that perform better than the 2Ce in one or more areas, there is not
aspeaker in its price range that does so little wrong
across the board. TJN wrote that it spreads its compromises so that there is no particular area of weakness; DO was impressed by the 2Ce's tonal balance
and sense of pacing; JA noted that it offers more
extended lows than its competition. A great value
for the dollar. The Vandersteen bases for the 2Ce
cost $125/pair. (Vol.16 Nos.4 & 9)
Whatmough Monitors 202 Leadline:
$2500/pair (stands necessary)
Well-made, large, Australian two-ways with, as the
name suggests, lead used to add mass to and damp
the enclosure walls. Good low-end weight, definition, and dynamics are married to good imaging
and avery clean upper treble. The lower midrange
sounded thickened, however, while atendency for
the low treble to sound hard restricted overall
dynamic range, thought JA. Matching stands cost
$200/pair. (Vol.17 No.8)

C-Restricted LF

Acoustic Energy AEl: $1595/pair
(stands necessary)
Tiny reflex box with metal-dome tweeter and
metal-cone woofer. Redefines the art of miniature
speaker design, according to JA, due to its relatively high dynamic range, electrostatic-quality treble,
and hear-through, if somewhat forward-balanced,
midrange. Bass is perhaps the weak point, with
rather a slow-sounding character that keeps the
AEI from Class B. Now supplied ready for biwiring with gold-plated binding posts. Price is for
satin-black finish (other finishes are available on
request); matching stands cost $795/pair. (Vol.11
No.9,Vol.15 No.7; see also Vol.15 No.9, p.162.)
Audio Physic Step: $1395/pair
(stands necessary)
Well-made reflex-loaded minimonitor from Germany that, when listened to well below the tweeter axis, will get the best from high-quality electronics and sources, as long as it is not played too
loud. Soundstaging is excellent-well-defined and
deep. Useful bass extends down to about 60Hz.
Matching Sound Anchors stands-essential to tilt
the speaker back at the right angle-cost $250/
pair. (Vol.17 No.10)
Celestion SL600Si: $2099/pair
(stands necessary)
Though lacking the bottom octave-and-a-half of
bass extension, and possessing slightly depressed
mid- and extreme-treble ranges that make system
optimization difficult, the SL600Si combines
lower-midrange transparency and holographic
imaging (areas where it badly beats most of the
moving-coil competition) with amusical, if darksounding, balance unique for abox speaker. Worth
using with high-end electronics. Latest Si version
has revised crossover layout to allow bi-wiring, and
is more transparent in the treble, though atouch of
midband congestion remains. Sound quality significantly improved by $699 DLP600 DSP engine.
Good stands, such as Celestion's own $299/pair
18 - Sis, are mandatory. (Vol.10 No.2, original version;Vol.12 No.5,Vol.15 No.8.)
Celestion 100: $1199/pair (stands necessary)
While not as inherently musical or as sweet-sounding as Celestion's SL600, or as transparent as
Acoustic Energy's AEI, the well-finished 100 offers
low levels of coloration, excellent imaging, articulate if not particularly extended low frequencies,
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Premium tubes developed specifically for audio by British audiophiles and engineers.
'Judging by the quality and sonic superiority of the Golden Dragon 12AX7 and EL34, this venture is the best thing to have happened to tubes since the
heyday of the likes of M-0 Valve and Mu!lard ...the Golden Dragon goal of premium tubes rivaling the best ever made appears to have been realized:'
- Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 14, No. 11, November 1991
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and very clean-sounding if slightly uptilted highs.
Low treble gets alittle grainy at high levels, with an
occasional touch of congestion in the lower mida.
Price is for walnut or black oak; apair in mahogany
costs $1299. (Vol.15 No.6)
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-I: $995/pair
(stands necessary)
Its lean, somewhat overdamped LF balance and
somewhat bright mid-treble will make careful system- and room-matching essential. But in the right
context, the little Dunlavy's clean, clear midrange,
grain-free HF, and well-defined imaging will give a
lot of musical pleasure. Needs alot of break-in, JA
found.The speaker also works very well in aHome
Theater setting, points out RD, adding that the SC1both makes an excellent center-channel speaker
and benefits from agood subwoofer. Sounds best
with its grille on. (Vol.17 No.12)
Duntech PCL25: $1995/pair (stands necessary)
Rather alightweight balance and some untidiness
in the highs are offset by good articulation, excellent image focus and depth, and good dynamic
range. Current production has a slightly revised
crossover, said to improve the treble presentation.
Matching stands cost $295/pair. (Vol.17 No.8)
Epos ES14: $1395/pair IC? (stands necessary)
A speaker that has long been an ST favorite, the
ES14 seems to be typical of small British speaker
designs in that it features ametal-dome tweeter in
a well-braced, rigid cabinet with a minimal
crossover and the capability of bi-wiring.The result
is asuperbly coherent sound that TJN found kept
drawing him into the music. MC agrees, feeling
that the E514 gets at the musical meaning better
than most speakers in its class. Stuffing the ports
with the supplied foam plugs makes the bass very
tight but somewhat lightweight; the ported bass has
decent extension but is alittle soft. The upper bass
and midrange are very low in coloration, however,
and the speaker offers excellent midrange and treble transparency. Matching stands cost $250.
(Vol.11 No.6,Vol.13 No.1,Vol.18 No.1)
Harbeth HL-P3: $1100/pair (stands necessary)
Excellent imaging and very musical, well-balanced
sound from this neutral, LS3/5a-sized English
miniature. JA's reference minimonitor! Exotic
veneers add $250/pair. (Vol.16 No.12)
JM Labs Micron: $695/pair
(stands necessary)
The original version of this French minimonitor
had apeaky and fatiguing lower treble which could
be laid at the feet of its Kevlar-domed Focal tweeter. Current production features a new titanium
inverted-dome tweeter which is significantly
smoother and less colored, leading to an enthusiastic recommendation from DO. "The upper mids
are sweet and texturally smooth," quoth he.Though
it lacks bass extension, it gets the tenor region
right, the sound of the cello being timbrally correct. Price is for black vinyl finish; auburn, black
satin, and walnut veneer finishes cost $795/pair.
Auditioning of 1995 samples confirms the rating.
(Vol.14 Nos.9 & 10)
Monitor Audio Studio 2: $1199/pair
(stands necessary)
WP found this tiny sibling of Monitor's Studio 6to
offer the qualities he values highly in reproduced
music: articulation, grace, communication, and
truth. Low frequencies are missing in action, however, and the speakers won't play loud in alarge
room. Price is for pair in "black ash" finish; rosewood adds $200/pair. (Vol.18 No.2)
Oracle Mentor Monitor: $1800/pair
(stands necessary)
See the Oracle Mentor Studio. (Vol.17 No.9)
PSB Stratus Mini: $950/pair $$$
(stands necessary)
Well-finished, well-engineered two-way with a
neutral balance, low level of coloration, and superb
soundstaging. Bass is intrinsically lean, but careful
room placement can result in well-defined but reasonably well-balanced lows. Review sample had a

rather congested lower midrange due to asevere
cabinet resonance, said to have been minimized in
current production by arepositioning of the internal bracing. Matching stands-essential-cost
$150/pair. Preliminary auditioning of latest version
confirms rating; aFollow-Up is under way. (Vol.16
Nos.6 & 7)
Sonus Faber Minima Amator: $3000/pair
(stands necessary)
A large measure of the larger Electa Amator's performance at two-thirds the price, says MC, with a
rigid curved cabinet sculpted from walnut compared with the more conventional Minima FM2.
With the speakers pointed at the listening position,
the treble is excessive in level; toeing them in to
cross well in front of the listener gives amore neutral balance. Upper bass is alittle exaggerated in absolute terms, though not unpleasing; soundstaging
is superb. (Matching stands cost $950/pair) (Vol.16
No.12)
Sonus Faber Minima FM2: $1800/pair
(stands necessary)
Beautifully finished but tiny Italian speaker has no
bass worth speaking of.That didn't stop LG enthusing: "The midrange is the Minima's strength.. the
first speaker I've auditioned that reproduced the
human voice as naturally as the Spendor BC-1."
Excellent soundstaging and sweet but slightly
downtilted treble complete the picture. Matching
Sonus Faber adjustable stands cost $950/pair;
Sumiko "Franklin and Lowell" sand-filled stands
are $395/pair. (Vol.16 No.4)
Spica TC-60: $795/pair $$$
(stands necessary)
This descendant of John Bau's classic TC-50 combines holographic imaging with decent low-frequency extension (as long as it's not played too
loud). A freedom from midrange grain and coloration is coupled with sweet highs (though some
find them too sweet). A winner, summed up JA.
Price is for pair in oak; price in black is $839/pair;
price in oiled walnut is $895/pair. (Matching Gravity stands cost $250/pair.) (Vol.17 No.12)

D
Epos ES11: $895/pair $$$ * (stands necessary)
Borderline Class C sound, said JA, if it weren't for
arather congested lower midrange and restricted
dynamics. But above that region, this sophisticated
little English two-way from Robin Marshall gets
everything right: instrumental textures and timbres,
imaging and soundstaging, a seamless blend between woofer and tweeter, and grain-free highs.
Matching stands cost $200/pair. Highly recommended. (Vol.14 Nos.7 & 10)
Joseph Audio RM-20ti: $2099/pair
A wide soundstage, good bass extension, and a
clean, transparent sound were offset by a rather
"harmonically thin" balance in the review samples.
A crossover integration problem has been said to
have been fixed, as has avery low ultrasonic impedance characterJE is accordingly working on aFollow-Up. (Vol.17 No.8)
NHT 2.3A: $1100/pair
Borderline Class C for this good-value floorstanding design, according to TJN. It falls short of those
heights because of asomewhat unsubtle, slightly
too-crisp treble. But it has fine soundstaging, good
low-end control, and aclean, relatively uncolored
midrange. (Vol.16 No.9)
NHT SuperZero: $230/pair $$$
(stands necessary)
Not just limited bass, but no low frequencies at all,
leading to athin balance that fails completely on
orchestral music. If, like SS, you play alot of largescale classical music, you'll miss the point of this
tiny speaker. With the right kind of music, "the
best-sounding speaker under $1000!" sez CG, who
was impressed by the resolution of detail, accurate
midrange balance, and incredibly spacious soundstaging. The treble is atouch exaggerated, how-

ever-the SuperZero uses the same tweeter as
NHT's 2.3A-which is further emphasized by the
speaker's lack of bass. (Vol.17 Nos.1 & 9)
Harbeth LS3/5a: $1100/pair
(stands necessary)
Spendor LS3/5a: $896/pair
(stands necessary)
A major 1988 revision of its crossover was meant
not so much to "improve" this venerable BBC
design (first seen and heard in 1975!) as to bring
production back on target. Still somewhat compromised in overall dynamics, HF smoothness, and
clarity when compared with Class B and C miniatures such as the Acoustic Energy AEI, Genesis
IM-5200, Harbeth HL-P3, and Celestion SL600Si
and SL700, and having adistinctly tubby midbass,
the 1993 version of the LS3/5a still has one of the
least colored midbands around, throws a deep,
beautifully defined soundstage, and has aslightly
sweeter top end, with less nasality than it used to
have. Works well on classical orchestral or operatic
music. The sound, however, is sometimes not as
musically involving as it could, or should, be. CG
hates the speaker; MC blames its lack of pace on
the current woofer's modified-vinyl surrounds (see
Vol.15 No.11, p.89) compared with the original's
rubber surrounds. Originally manufactured by
Rogers, who discontinued it at the beginning of
1993, the LS3/5a is still manufactured by Spendor
and Harbeth: The former has one pair of input terminals; the latter is bi-wirable with four gold-plated Michell connectors-see Industry Update, Vol.15
No.2-and is available in "exotic" veneers for an
additional $250. (Vol.3 No.12, Vol.4 No.1, Vol.7
No.4, Vol.12 Nos.2 & 3, Vol.14 No.10, Vol.16
No.11.)
ProAc Studio 100: $1400/pair (stands necessary)
A slight excess of HF energy didn't prevent CG
from liking these descendants of ProAc's successful
Studio 1, particularly when they were driven by
tube amps. Bass is atad woolly but dynamics are
excellent. Require careful system matching, however. (Vol.17 No.10)
Sonus Faber Minuetto: $1500/pair
(stands necessary)
Italian minimonitor with smooth, polite balance,
precise imaging, alively agile bass, and good articulation. Very sensitive to vertical listening axis.
Require careful system matching. Matching stands
cost $395/pair. (Vol.17 No.10)

E
Dana Audio Model 1: $199/pair $$$
(stands necessary)
One of the least expensive loudspeakers listed in
"Recommended Components," Dana's Model 1is
only available via mail order. The original sample
had arather warm bass and arather depressed treble, which led to aforgiving balance offiet only by
adegree of resonant coloration in the low treble.
Latest version is more forward-balanced.Works best
away from room boundaries, when it "...squeezes
the most music out of the least money" according
to RH, while JE adds that it offers "a very fine level
of performance for the price." (Vol.13 No.9,Vol.14
No.10,Vol.15 No.7)
Mirage M490: $600/pair (stands necessary)
Extended bass lacks definition but is offset by lush,
transparent midrange, good overall clarity, and
highs that are non-fatiguing, if alittle excessive in
absolute terms. Inexpensive loudspeakers for the
music-lover rather than the audiophile, said GL.
Matching stands cost $110/pair. (Vol.15 No.5)
Paradigm Atom: $169/pair $$$
(stands necessary)
A tiny speaker that gets the midrange right, according to SS, with reasonable dynamic contrast and
some upper-bass bloom but polite highs. Matching
C-70 stands cost $89/pair. (Vol.17 No.9)
Paradigm Titan: $209/pair $$$
(stands necessary)
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is the other reason for investing in asubwoofer);
hence, the Class D rating. Port is now flared. Supplied passive low-pass filter can be set to aturnover
frequency from 40Hz to 100Hz, with 12dB/octave
slope. An electronic crossover with 24dB/octave
slopes costs $450. (Vol.16 No.3)
NHT SW2 passive subwoofer: S375 $$$
NHT MA-1 crossover/mono amplifier: $325
$$$
Small, well-made woofer featuring a10" drive-unit
in avented box; doesn't go as low as most of the
other recommended subwoofers-its measured
-6dB point was in the mid-30s. Therefore, aClass
D ranking seems appropriate. Available With apassive low-pass filter-when impedance drops to 2
ohms in the upper bass-but better used with
NHT's matching MA-1 crossover/mono amplifier. Although the 80W MA-1 has high-level high-pass
filters for the satellite speakers. CG found these ta
interfere with the sound's purity when using NHT
SuperZeros (see "Loudspeakers"). The best sound
was obtained using Y-adaptors and simple, passive
first-order filters in the satellite amplifier signal
path-seeVol.17 No.1, p.149. JA found the SW2 to
be alittle one-notey, overall, but not excessively so,
provided care was taken in setup and room, positioning. Excellent value. (Vol.17 No.1, SGHT.1
No.1)
Paradigm PS-1000 active subwoofer:4519
Uses a10" driver in abandpass enclosure. Intended
for use in Home Theater systems. Crossover frequency is continuously adjustable from 50Hz to
150Hz. Includes adjustable polarity control to optimize room setup. SS found it to blend well with
Titan satellites. (SGHT.1 No.1)
PSB Subsonic II active subwoofer: $699
Intended for use in Home Theater systems with
PSB Alpha loudspeakers, the reflex-loaded Subsonic II gave useful response down to 30Hz without
strain in SS's room. SS had difficulty integrating it
with the Alphas, however. (SGHT.1 No.1 .

HOME THEATER
SURROUND-SOUND
COMPONENTS

Editor's Note: Although BS has argued cogently
in his Dolby decoder reviews against the use of a
Dialog-channel center speaker, JGH points out
that, when several listeners are involved-as will
often be the case with movies-a center speaker
will be essential if those well off the central axis are
to receive dialog correctly localized at the screen
position. (The Center speaker should not be placed
nearer to the listener than the Left and Right
speakers-see Peter W. Mitchell's "Ground Floor"
article in Vol.17 No.9-while TJN generally recommends setting the Center channel's level about
3dB lower than the Left and Right.) Although this
section contains dedicated Home Theater products,
other suitable amplifiers and subwoofers can be
found in their respective listings. Regarding the
THX loudspeaker issue, we feel that audiophiles
shouldn't abandon the idea of using in their Home
Theater systems conventional loudspeakers whose
sound they like on music recordings.
Regarding the appearance of laserdiscs and electronics offering discrete surround channels using
Dolby's AC-3 data-reduction algorithm, these will
muddy the waters for Dolby Pro Logic processors.
See this issue's Industry Update for adiscussion on
where things currently stand.

A

Proceed PAV surround-sound control
center: $4195
By far the best-sounding surround-sound processor/preamplifier for high-end Home Theater use,
the PAV also has the easiest system setup, with an
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interactive on-screen display and alearning remote
control. "The PAV is the turning point when
Home Theater got High End:' says CG."A Class A
surround processor, with state-of-the-art Dolby
Pro Logic and THX processing, combined with a
Class B preamplifier," says TJN. (Vol.17 No.9,
SGHT.1 No.1)
Reference Recordings LD-101, A Video Standard: $69.98
LaserVision disc (one side, CAV) produced by Joe
Kane that contains video and audio test and
demonstration tracks to optimally set up aHome
Theater system. "No one who is seriously into
video can afford not to own this disc," says JGH,
relishing the opportunity to double-up negatives.
(Vol.12 No.11)

B&W Home Cinema THX loudspeaker system: $7000 (with two subwoofers, but without amplification)
Consists of three FCM-8 Front THX Cinema
Monitors ($1000 each, stands necessary), two wallmounted SCM-8 THX Surround Cinema Monitors ($1500/pair), and two PCS-8 Cinema THX
subwoofers ($1250 each). Somewhat mellow-balanced-the B&W system sounds less open than the
McIntosh equivalent-but high dynamic range,
clean midrange, good dialog articulation, and welltuned bass impressed the heck out of the usually
sanguine TJN. "Remarkable:' he said, "and fin,"
referring to its ability to sound musically satisfying
as well as to work well in aHome Theater context.
Surrounds blend quite well timbrally with the front
speakers-something that in general is rarely the
case. (Vol.17 No.10, SGHT.1 No.1)
Counterpoint HC-808 Dolby surroundsound processor: $1495
"The sound had much of the clarity, transparency,
dynamics, detail, and openness that are the hallmarks of agood preamplifier line stage," enthused
RD, though he was less enthusiastic about the unit's
ergonomics and remote control. Expensive, but
sound quality justifies the price. Slight leakage of
rear channels to front keeps the Counterpoint from
Class A. (SGHT.1 No.1)
Fosgate/Audionics 3A THX processor:
$2799
Both JGH and LL prefer the Fosgate to the Lexicon CP-3, though JGH hates the remote control.
JGH also found the rear-channel steering to be less
enveloping with music recordings than with the
Lexicon. CG, however, feels that Fosgate's proprietary "70mm" decoding circuit is both faster in its
logic steering and cleaner in its audio quality than
any Dolby Pro Logic processor he's tried. About to
be discontinued; supplies are limited. (Vol.17 No.4,
SGHT.1 No.1)
Fosgate/Audionics 7AT Home THX loudspeaker system: $13,799 (with amplification
and two subwoofers)
Consists of three Fosgate/Audionics 4125 fourchannel power amplifiers ($999 each), three MC220 THX LCR loudspeakers ($1599 each, stands
necessary), two SD-180 wall-mounted THX surround loudspeakers ($1850/pair), and two FS-400
THX subwoofers ($999 each). If the full THXspecification amplifier power is not required for
the surrounds, the user can get by with two
amplifiers. Fosgate speakers need significant
break-in, found JGH, but then combine aflat, if
rather lean-sounding, response with an up-front
balance that JGH feels is nevertheless true to the
demands of both music and movie soundtracks.As
with the B&W and Snell THX speakers, the front
Fosgate speakers feature comb-filter effects in the
vertical plane which critics of THX-spec speakers
point out as being potentially problematic. The
surround speakers have user-selectable dipole/
bipole radiation patterns when the Fosgate/
Audionics 3A processor is used. High Class C is
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probably the appropriate rating for the Fosgate
amplifier. Harman, Fosgate's parent company, is
replacing the Fosgate/Audionics brand name and
products with Citation and Citation equivalents.
(Vol.17 No.4, SGHT.1 No.1)
Lexicon CP-3 Plus: $3200
Similar in concept to the older CP-1 Plus, the '3 is
bigger, better, and incorporates aTHX mode to
optimize its performance in Home Theater systems.
LL finds the Lexicon "an ergonomic nightmare,"
but JGH enthusiastically recommends it-he found
that he mainly used the surround modes rather than
the ambience synthesis for the extraction of recorded concert-hall space. Bypass testing revealed a
slightly veiled sound, according to JGH.This loss in
overall resolution-as well as acold, edgy character-is laid by CG at the feet of the internal
ADC/DACs, and keeps this otherwise excellent
unit out of Class A. Review was of the original CP3. Plus version said to offer improved sound quality
and more versatile features; aFollow-Up by JGH is
underway. (Vol.15 No.12, SGHT.1 No.1)
McIntosh C39 THX surround-sound
audio/video control center: $3000
Early production samples of this processor/preamplifier had aproblem with the Dolby Pro Logic
chip's power supply, which led to unstable image
steering. Later samples seemed fine in this regard,
foundTJN.While the C39 offers versatile surroundsound effects, it appears to be intended more for the
fit'n'forget customer than for those who like to
endlessly diddle with controls. Optional THX card
adds $425; RCT-1 universal remote control adds
$275. (Vol.17 Nos.5 & 8, SGHT.1 No.1)
McIntosh THX loudspeaker system: $9500
(with amplification and one subwoofer)
Consists of the McIntosh MC7106 THX six-channel power amplifier ($3000), three HT-1 THX
LCR loudspeakers ($1000/each, stands necessary),
two HT-3W wall-mounted THX surround loudspeakers ($2000/pair), and one HT-2 THX subwoofer ($1500 each).Though their directivity is to
the THX specification, the McIntosh front speakers
are free from vertical comb-filtering effects. The
overall system sounds "stunning" if somewhat sweet
on movie soundtracks, found TJN, who preferred
the HT-1's fall-bodied balance to those of the Snell
and Fosgate front speakers. The Mclntoshes also
sounded rewarding and involving with music
recordings, the HT-1's midrange being immediate
and palpable without being thrust in the listener's
face. The amplifier, as might be expected from
McIntosh, is also a worthy performer. (Vol.17
No.5, SGHT.1 No.1)

Lexicon CP-1 Plus: $1595 tr
Dolby Pro Logic decoding is performed in the digital domain, making what's basically an ambience
synthesizer also an excellent buy for home-video
surround-sound use. A rather brash, "transistory"
coloration is noticeable. Unique in being able to
compensate for the effects of tape-azimuth errors.
As a surround-sound sythesizer, offers versatile
choice of reverberation parameters, although less
flexible overall than the now-discontinued Yamaha
DSP-3000. Current version has upgraded software.
(Vol.12 Nos.1 & 8)
Lexicon CP-2: $995 et
Less-well-featured version of the CP-1 that keeps
the auto-balancing circuit and the all-digital processing of the Dolby surround information. (Vol.12
No.12)
Mirage MC-si center loudspeaker: $600
Mirage MBS surround loudspeaker:
$350/pair
Coupled with two Mirage M-7si L/R speakers,
these Canadian Home Theater speakers gave a
sound in TJN's media room that was open, spacious, even grand. He did find the MC-si's off-axis
response to sound hollow compared with its on-
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Basis Gold Debut Standard turntable

axis balance-Mirage owners should make sure
they sit in the center seat! (SGHT.1 No.1)
NHT VTIA Home Theater loudspeaker
system: $2125
Consists of two NHT VT1A L/R loudspeakers
($725/pair), which can be switch-selected between
"Music" and "Audio" modes; aVT-1C center loudspeaker ($320 each); and two HDP-1 surround
speakers ($380/pair). Can be used without asubwoofer, but then lacks dynamic range. RH used an
NHT SW2P (see "Subwoofers") to good effect,
achieving good integration with the front speakers.
System balance is alittle on the bright side, but the
midrange was smooth. Imaging, as expected, was
better defined in the "audio" mode. RH singled
out the surround speakers for special mention:
"They disappeared into the soundfield-exactly
what surround speakers should do!' (SGHT.1
No.1)
Paradigm ADP-150 surround loudspeaker:
$399/pair
Worked well with Titans as the front speakers,
found SS. (SGHT.1 No.1)
PSB 100C center loudspeaker: $179
A smooth midrange response allowed the 100C to
blend well with PSB's Alphas, noted SS, who also
commented that it added an immediacy and palpability with music as well as soundtracks that
enhanced the musical experience. (SGHT.1 No.1)
Rotel RSP-960AX Dolby surround-sound
processor: $599 $$$
Versatile processor with digital delay for surround
channels that impressed RD with its ability to present a clear soundstage but without sounding
"ruthlessly revealing." He did find the optional 8dB
bass boost excessive, however. No leakage from
front to rear, which is excellent performance for
the price. A winner. (SGHT.1 No.1)
Snell 500 Home TI-IX loudspeaker system:
$5593 (stands necessary)
Consists of three MC LCR-500 front loudspeakers
($899 each), two MC SUR-500 surround speakers
($899 each), and aSUB-550 at $549 (the review
was of the no-longer-available SUB-750). Matching STA-500 stands cost $149 each. "I was blown
away. The sound was as good as anything I've ever
heard in amovie theater:' proclaimed JGH of this
system when he used it to play back video soundtracks. On music program, however, he found that,
while the Snell had an "awesomely extended low
end" and excellent image definition and soundstage
depth, the overall sound was too polite/veiled/
uninvolving. CG and LL agree, the latter pointing
out aresidual brightness that's less noticeable on
soundtracks than on music. RH loves the SUB550. (Vol.15 No.12, Vol.17 No.4; SGHT.1 No.1,
SUB-550.)
Snell Type CC-1 center loudspeaker: $499
Snell Type K/11v: $249/pair (stands necessary)
The shielded K/1Iv is otherwise identical to the
excellent K/II (see "Loudspeakers") and matches
the CC-1 center speaker, found RH, dialog
remaining intelligible.The CC-1 is best used limited to frequencies above 100Hz to avoid restricting
the system's dynamic range. (SGHT.1 No.1)
Rane THX-44 Home THX Audio Equalizer:
$1299
Offers one subwoofer channel and three hill-range
channels, each of the latter with amix of 'A-octave
controls below 1kHz and two parametric controls
above that frequency. Lacks transparency, decided
JGH, though he found it an excellent tool for getting the most neutral tonal quality from a fullfledged video Home Theater system. (Vol.15
No.12)

D

Atlantic Technology 250 Home Theater
loudspeaker system: $1476
Consists of the 251LR left/right speaker ($299/
pair), 253C center speaker ($279), 252PBM active

subwoofer ($569), and 254SR surround speakers
($329/pair). Optional 156ST stands cost $99/pair.
Price is for black finish. White-finish 251LRs and
254SRs available for an extra $20/pair. (See JGH's
review in this issue.)
Denon AVR-2500 A/V receiver: $1000
Powerful (85Wpc L/C/R; 25Wpc Surrounds)
receiver with excellent Pro Logic performance,
decided RH, the Denon's surround performance
giving aslightly better sense of envelopment than
the Sony '800ES.The ergonomics were also excellent, the remote control and on-screen display
making setup asnap. (SGHT.1 No.1)
Mondial MAGIC video ground isolator:
$69.95 tr
Provides effective antenna and cable-feed isolation
for those whose video systems have hum problems.
(Vol.15 No.2)
RF Systems RC-8-PS
power sequencer: $1250
Automatic turn-on device recommended by JGH
to Home Theater owners who like to press just one
switch. Two sensing outlets; current version will
switch up to 40A and will turn on/off up to 16
remote devices. (Vol.16 No.10)
Sony STR-GX800ES A/V receiver: $700
Well-built, powerful (90Wpc L/C/R; 30Wpc Surrounds) receiver lacks on-screen display, but makes
up for it with arich, smooth sound quality lacking
any hardness, and awide, deep soundstage, found
RH. "A terrific bargain:' he summed up, even
though he found the ergonomics confusing.
(SGHT.1 No.1)

Adcom GTP-600 surround-sound processor,
Audio Power Industries 1118 power-line conditioner, Snell Music & Cinema Reference THX
loudspeaker system, Meridian Digital Theater System.
Deletions
AudioSource SS-Three/11 surround-sound processor discontinued.

HEADPHONES &
HEADPHONE ACCESSORIES
A

Sennheiser Orpheus HE 90/HEV 90:
$12,900
Stunningly beautiful, limited-edition system consisting of Bitstream DAC, tube amplifier, and electrostatic headset. A quick, clear, transparent
midrange and apristine, airy treble, but arather
lean, laid-back lower midrange, found TJN. He also
found the internal DAC to be less good than the
rest of the package. Diffuse-field equalized. Additional HE 90 headsets cost $6900 each. (Vol.17
No.2)
Sennheiser HE 60 headphones/HEV 70
headphone amplifier: $1695
Developed from the expensive Orpheus, the HE
60s offer much of that system's transparency at a
much more affordable price. "A clear, transparent
sound with aslightly lean bass, some emphasis at
the very top end, but anonetheless pristinely clean
presentation," said TJN, who also commented on
the Sennheiser's striking rendition of detail and
complete lack of midrange coloration. (Vol.18
No.3)
Stax SR-Omega headphones: $4500
"Nothing less than stunning," concluded TJN.
Though there is aresidual brightness and the lows
could be overloaded with extreme material, these
'phones set anew standard for transparency/clarity.
The low frequencies, too, were exceptional. "The
SR-Omegas got the mid- to upper-bass balance as
close to right as you're likely to hear," said TJN.The
price listed is with Stax's top-of-the-line SRM-

T1S balanced-input tube amplifier, which costs
$1600 on its own. The price with the SRM-T1
tube amplifier is $4000. The headphones alone cost
$3000. (Vol.18 No.3)
Stax SR-Lambda Pro Signature: $2000 *
A diaphragm 'A thinner (lum) than the Lambda
Pro, and adrive amplifier (SRM-T1) with atube
output stage distinguish what BS termed in his
August 1988 review "the best headphones around."
As good as the Pros are, the Signatures better them
in terms of air and space around instruments, having a more forward midrange and less of a
"mechanical" quality. Still, somewhat "etched"sounding compared with the state-of-the-art
Omegas. (Vol.11 No.8,Vol.15 No.12,Vol.18 No.3)

Grado HP 1: $595 SU *
Beautifully made but rather uncomfortable dynamic headphones with asmooth, transparent, well-balanced sound. The midrange-to-treble transition is
seamless compared with the Stax Lambda Pros,
though JA feels that the extreme high end lacks air,
and the bass is a little generous. Highly recommended, though it must be pointed out that, to get
the best from the Grados, you need adedicated
headphone amplifier such as the Melos tubed unit,
the HeadRoom, or Grado's own battery-powered
device. (JA got excellent results driving the Grados
with apair of VTL Tiny Triodes!) The otherwise
identical HP 2lacks the absolute-polarity switches
and costs $495. (Vol.14 No.5)
HeadRoom portable headphone amplifiers:
$299-$399 $$$
Small, beautifully made, battery-powered solidstate amplifier based on a proprietary surfacemount module, and available in two versions: Premium and Supreme. (The module by itself costs
$89.) Both versions feature switchable intrachannel
cross-feeding and time delay to render headphone
listening to stereo program less artificial-sounding.
The effect of this is surprisingly subtle in A/B
comparisons, but proves much less fatiguing in
long-term listening sessions. The Premium uses
high-quality parts, while the Supreme uses heavierduty output transistors and adds a treble-boost
switch. Drives dynamic headphones (though not,
it's reported, the low-impedance AKG 1000s) to
high levels with authority and excellent clarity,
without this being associated with any brightness.
JA bought aSupreme to drive his Sennheiser HD
580s, with which it makes avery musical-sounding
combination. (Vol.17 Nos.1 & 2)
Home HeadRoom headphone amplifier: $599
This AC-powered sibling of the portable HeadRoom amplifiers impressed WP no end. "Performs
on an unusually elevated level," he concluded,
agreeing with other Stereophile writers that the
HeadRoom crossfeed process, while subtle in its
effect, significantly reduces listener fatigue. (Vol.18
No.1)
Koss ESP/950: $799.99 $$$
Class A because of its "ravishing midrange," said
TJN of the '950 electrostatic at its original price of
$2000-though he did point out alittle euphonic
softening at the frequency extremes, and awarmer
balance than the Stax Lambda Signature. At the
reduced price, it's asonic bargain. (LG has even
seen the '950 advertised for as little as $499!)
(Vol.15 No.12)
Melos SHA-1 headphone amplifer: $1095
Three line-level inputs and two low-impedance
headphone outputs. Combines tube (Sovtek 5922)
voltage gain stage with FET-follower outputs. Gets
the most from good dynamic cans, such as the
Sennheisers and Grados, with iron-fisted bass control and superb transparency See "Preamplifiers."
(Vol.15 No.10)
Sennheiser HD 580: $349 $5$
Ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed open-back dynamic
headphones with full, extended low frequencies.
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AG found the HD 580s to be "too civilized," but
WP comments that some audiophiles miss the
grain and other "hi-fi" signifiers that the Sennheisers simply do not exhibit. Comfortable. JA's
dynamic headphone reference. (Vol.17 No.12; also
see Industry Update,Vol.17 No.1, p.41; and TJN's
headphone review inVol.17 No.2, p.114.)
Stax Lambda Pro 3: $1200 tr
When used with Stax's SRM-1 Mk.II dedicated
class-A solid-state amplifier (Stax's passive interfaces
add some hardness, veiling, and brightness), the Pro
3features atotally transparent sound with, according to BS, "oodles of detail." Unlike most 'phones,
the listener gets a true idea of the surrounding
ambience on arecording. Balance is laid-back and
bass is abit fat, not quite blending with the rest of
the range, but distortion levels are astonishingly
low, and the Pros have aremarkable dynamic-range
capability. As delivered, the Lambda suffers from
upper-midrange suckout, which becomes less
bothersome after some hours' use. The low treble
still remains alittle isolated, however.Very comfortable. (Vol.7 No.5,Vol.10 No.9; see also headphone
reviews inVol.12 No.4,Vol.14 No.5.)
Stax Lambda Pro Classic: 5850
Supplied with the SRM-Xh amplifier, the Lambda
Pro Classic has aslightly thicker diaphragm than
that of the Class A Lambda Signature. Excellent
bass extension, image focus, and clarity, but arather
cool, distant balance overall. Headset alone costs
$475. (Vol.17 No.2)

Grado SR60 headphones: $69 $$$
An inexpensive cousin to the Class A Grado HP 1
and HP 2, the SR60 offers asimilar, rather darktoned balance, with afull bass and excellent resolution of detail. A more forward midrange, however.
Uncomfortable. (Vol.17 Nos.6 & 10)
Stax SR-34 Professional: $200 $$$
A new 4pm diaphragm gives these inexpensive
electret headphones a liquidly transparent
midrange without any trace of grain or dryness,
offset by asometimes slightly hard edge to their
sound that BS felt was due to the SRD-4 step-up
transformer. (Vol.14 No.3)

D

Beyerdynamic DT990 Pro: $159 tr
Excellent dynamic headphones, with a neutral
midband balance and extended low frequencies.
Borderline Class B performance. (Von() No.9,
original version; Vol.14 No.3, DT990 Pro.)
Sennheiser HD 540 II: $199 *
Sennheiser HD 560 II: $279 er
Slightly less neutral than the Beyerdynamic
DT990, being more laid-back with a"wispy," even
bright, high end. The HD 560 II has amore musical balance, lacking the HD 540's top-octave
brightness, notes PWM. Now supplied with
Kevlar-wrapped OFC leads rather than the steel (!)
originals, which make the HD 560's treble balance
more neutral. (Vol.10 No.9, HD 540)

Etymotic Research SR-4 in-the-ear headphones;
Grado SR125.
Deletions
AKG K-1000 discontinued; Stax Gamma and
Gamma Professional, JVC HA-D990 Digital Reference, and Nakamichi SP-7, all not auditioned in
along time.

FM TUNERS

Editor's Note: LG recommends that those interested in purchasing agood FM tuner read JGH's
and DAS's discussion in Vol.7 No.7 (pp.54-57) on
reviewing and measuring FM tuners. (See the
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advertisement elsewhere in this issue for information on ordering back issues of Stereophile.)

A

Accuphase T-109: $2995
With similarly excellent soundstaging but more
midrange presence, warmth, and palpability than
the Fanfare and Magnum Dynalab tuners-"on the
fullbodied side of neutral"-the Accuphase noses
its way into Class A, decided SS, adding that it was
the finest tuner he's heard. Superb clarity. (Vol.17
No.11)
Audiolab 8000T: $1150 $$$
Excels in ergonomics, RF sensitivity and selectivity, and its hash-free audio signal. Excellent sound
quality, if not quite matching the low-bass reach of
the Day-Sequerra. "I know of no other tuner that
has the quality and performance of the Audiolab,"
says LG.Very sensitive AM section. (Vol.17 Nos.5
11)
Day-Sequerra FM Reference: $5300 tr
Using aclosed-circuit comparison setup in which
the sound from CD could be compared with its
sound via the tuner under test, LG found this
superbly made tuner to be the most neutral he's
heard, offering amusically satisfying sound with a
highly defined bass response and a"total absence of
white FM haze." RF performance was also excel-'
lent, if not quite matching the Rotel RHT-10.The
FM Reference pulled in more FM stations with
acceptable or better sound quality than did any
other tuner LG had tried. His verdict? "Redefines
the state of the art in FM tuners" with respect to its
tuning ability, FM signal display, and sound quality.
DAS has doubt about the tuner's four-gang frontend performance in areas of very high signal
strength, however. The $13,800 FM Reference
Panalyzer is identical apart from adding an FM
spectrum analyzer. Now back in production at
International Jensen's Illinois facility. (Vol.14
No.12)
Rotel RHT-10: $1500 ea
A superbly transparent sound that allowed DAS to
identify the brands of compressor/limiter used by
his favorite stations. "Extraordinary fidelity to the
broadcast waveform." High output level-3-4V on
peaks-may be aproblem in systems using very
sensitive preamp line stages or loudspeakers.
Superbly well-made, says LG, and beats both the
Magnum Etude and the Nains when it comes to
sound quality. (Vol.16 No.10,Vol.17 No.11)

Fanfare FT-1: $1195
SS raved about this remote-control tuner's transparent sound quality, RF performance, and
ergonomics, concluding that it was the equal of his
long-term reference tuner, the Magnum Etude,
with strong-signal stations, and sounding less hashy
on stations with poor signal strength. Borderline
Class A. (Vol.17 No.6)
Grundig Fine Arts T-9000: $1199
Excellent stereo sensitivity and sound quality are let
down by brightness due to the German Grundig's
de-emphasis not being changed from the European
50tts time constant to the 751.is required in the US.
Limited selectivity means that agood directional
antenna will be needed in regions that have overcrowded FM bands. (Vol.16 No.2)
Magnum Dynalab Etude: $1350 tr
Based on the well-established FT-101A, the Etude
features amachined faceplate, WBT output jacks,
audiophile-quality passive components, and two
extra hours of component selection, matching, and
testing during its manufacture. The result is atuner
that sounds only slightly noisier than the extraordinarily expensive Day-Sequerra Broadcast Monitor
with the same antenna and station, and features a
distortion-free midrange with strong dynamic contrasts. "The sound was wonderfully free of hash,
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distortion, grit, and glaze," said LG, though he feels
that it's now borderline Class A due to the DaySequerra FM Reference setting anew standard for
sound quality, and the Rotel RHT-10 setting one
for RF performance. Nevertheless, he felt the
Etude to "represent one of the better balances of
price and performance you can find in FM tuners
today." (Vol.13 No.8)
Magnum Dynalab FT-101A: $875 tr
An analog tuner, the FT-101A is superb from an
RF standpoint, particularly in quieting and sensitivity. Selectivity is bettered only by the Onkyo T9090, Denon TU-800, and Citation 23, but the
'101A consistently sounds superior on most stations. Latest version has instant-on feature, defeatable stereo blend, and new board. A JE favorite.
(Vol.8 No.4, Vol.10 No.3, Vol.13 No.10, Vol.17
No.10)
Meridian 504: $995 US
Unusual clarity and wide, deep soundstaging,
decided LG, coupled with an excellent sense of
musical pace, an uncolored midrange, and deep,
powerful low freuqencies. No selectable IF bandwidths, however, and neither hi-blend nor muting
can be switched off. Meridian system remote costs
$99. (Vol.17 No.10)
Nains NAT 01: $3100
Excels in natural sound quality-"The Naim's ability to involve the listener in the music is remarkable," stated LG-but full automation of tuning
parameters to optimize sound quality will annoy
DX hounds. DAS was so frustrated that he was driven to uncharacteristic hyperbole: "It will not get
stereo stations unless the tower lights are in sight!"
Only its average RF performance keeps this otherwise excellent tuner from Class A, feels LG. (Vol.15
No.9)
Quad FM-66: $995
"A must-listen for those with aQuad system," says
LG. Can really only be controlled by the Quad system remote control, $225. (Vol.17 No.1)
Rotel RT-990BX: $750
Offering much of the performance of Rotel's Class
A RHT-10, the RT-990BX has apowerful, solid
bass performance, impressive soundstaging, and a
good sense of pace, but less good transparency
overall. Excellent RF selectivity and sensitivity.
(Vol.17 No.11)

Magnum Dynalab FT-11: $545 US tr
Borderline Class B tuner, according to DAS in his
review, that lacks transparency when compared, for
example, with the more expensive FT-101. This is
perhaps due to its having asingle, narrow IF bandwidth. Has good selectivity and avery effective
high-blend circuit for receiving weak stations in
acceptable stereo. (Vol.12 No.10)
Pioneer Elite Reference F-93: $900
An optimal tuner for those along way from the
transmitters. Loaded with sensitivity, selectivity, and
elaborate "space-age" tuning displays. Sonics display
anatural timbrai quality, but are acut below the
best British tuners. Costs more than the similarperforming Onkyo T-9090, but sounds better than
most of the digitally synthesized competition LG
has heard. DAS recommends trying the less-expensive Pioneer F-449 ($285), which he has found to
have asimilarly good sound. (Vol.15 No.9)

D

Arcam Alpha 5: $399
Alternate-channel selectivity not good, nor is adjacent-channel selectivity, while SCA-subcarriers
will degrade the audio somewhat. But for those
who live in cities and suburbs where there aren't
too many stations crowded together on the dial,
and for those who want reasonably clean sound
quality from stereo signals at alow price, the Arcam
is agood value. Sold with the Arcam 5integrated
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amplifier (see "Amplifiers") as the "Britceiver" for
$749. (Vol.17 No.12)
AudioSource TNR One: $249.95 tr
A basic, no-frills tuner that DAS felt offered abasically good sound for its price in areas where FM
signal strength is moderate to high. (Vol.14 No.3)

Yamaha TX-950.

FM ANTENNAE

Editor's Note: No indoor antenna can compete
with agood roof or mast-mounted outdoor antenna, but as apartment dwellers often don't have a
choice, we list the following indoor models.
AudioPrism 8500: $499 et
63"-tall, remote-controllable, vertical phased-array
passive FM antenna for indoor use, offering amore
directional pickup than the less-expensive 7500.
(Also offers an omnidirectional pattern.) Will prove
optimal for those who desire to receive relatively
weak stations competing with stronger stations on
similar frequencies broadcast from other directions.
(Vol. I
4No.6)
AudioPrism 7500: $299 et
Low-VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio), vertically polarized, omnidirectional indoor passive
design that will prove optimal in urban, high—signal-strength areas. 89W high. (Vol.12 No.5)
AudioPrism 6500: $125 (wood cabinet) tr
If you don't have the room for an external antenna, then the diminutive 6500 could be agood substitute, offering good reception except for DX-ing
purposes.A lot more effective than the small, active,
omnidirectional antennae offered by some companies, thought BS.Vinyl-covered version costs $99.
(Vol.13 No.9)
Magnum Dynalab 205 FM Booster: $279 *
Excellent RF amplifier to optimize selectivity and
reception in areas of poor signal strength. (Vol.10
No.6)

Antenna Performance Specialties FMQ-1.

HOME RECORDING
EQUIPMENT

Editor's Note: With the exception of the Fostex
and the Crown SASS-P, none of the microphones
listed below has been formally reviewed. However,
RH has had extensive experience with many professional models, and has compiled most of the
thumbnail sketches of their sonic signatures. Other
professional models to look out for on the secondhand market are cardioids from Sony (C37P 8c
C500), Milab, and Calrec (AMS), figure-8 ribbons
from B&O and Coles, omnis from Schoeps and
B&K, and PZM mikes from Crown (though it's
very easy to get arather colored midband with the
PZMs). The Shure SM81 cardioid is also reported
to have a quite flat response. Anyone about to
undertake serious recording should ignore all
"amateur" microphones; as arule of thumb, you
should spend as much, or more, on agood pair of
mikes as you do on your recorder.

A

Brüel & Kjaer 4006: $1660 tr
Omnidirectional, 48V phantom-powered, e
capacitor microphone with high dynamic range,
extended bass response, and abasically flat response
marred only by a small peak in the top audio
octave and arather depressed lower treble. Comes
with both diffuse-field and free-field grids. A calibrated sample is used by Stereophile to measure
loudspeaker responses. (NR, but see Follow-Up in
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Vol.14 No.10, and audition track 5, index 7on the
first Stereophile Test CD.)
EAR 824M stereo microphone preamplifier:
$3350 tr
Extremely neutral, very quiet, all-tube, balanced
stereo preamp from Tim de Paravicini, with switchable level controls and 48V phantom mike power.
Used by Water Lily Acoustics and also to make
Stereophile's first two commercial recordings. We
also use it in conjunction with aBriiel & Kjaer
4006 omnidirectional microphone to make all our
loudspeaker measurements. (NR)
Manley Reference A/D converter: $7000
After using this solid-state, UltraAnalog-based twochannel converter to master Stereophile's Intermezzo
and second Test CDs, JA felt it to be one of the
best-sounding around. One of the winners in the
October 1991 AES Sound-Off. Offers DC trim
controls, balanced and unbalanced analog inputs,
and AES/EBU and S/PDIF data outputs. Analog
peak meters with "0" set to —12dBFS are an
anachronism, however; you're better off using a
Dorrough or Sony AES/EBU meter or the LED or
LCD peak meters on the DAT recorder (or whatever you use to store the data) to avoid running out
of bits on peaks. (NR)

AKG C414B/UIS: $1199 tt
A popular, large-diaphragm condenser mike, the
414's extended bass and flat frequency response
make it ideal for avariety of applications. Switchable polar patterns, variable pad, and selectable LF
rolloff add to its versatility. Transformer-less TL2
version costs $1499. (NR, but audition track 5,
index 11 on the first Stereophile Test CD.)
AMS SoundField Mk.V: $8500 et
Having used both Mk.11l and Mk.IV versions, JA
feels that the highly praised variable pickup pattern
of this stereo/Ambisonic mike is let down by an
overall "grayness" and lack of midrange detail, coupled with aslightly hard lower treble. Nevertheless,
it's excellent at capturing atrue stereo image with
width and depth. Price includes recording kit,
windscreen, 20m of dedicated multiconductor
cable; 100m of cable on areel adds $450 to price.
(NR, but audition track 10 on the first Stereophile
Test CD, and track 13 on Test CD 2.)
Audio Engineering Associates 360M stereo
microphone preamplifier: $1700
JGH's reference mike preamp, the 360M is very
quiet, super-portable, and features M/S matrixing
circuitry to adjust soundstage width and depth in
real time. (NR)
EAR "The Mic": $4500 et
Using asingle 6DJ8 tube and afist-sized output
transformer, this very expensive rectangular-capsule
(sourced from Milab), switchable-pattern (omni,
cardioid, figure-8) mike is somewhat noisier than
average and is shut-in in the highs, but has extended low frequencies and amidrange that's extremely true to the original sounds. "No trace of edge or
glare:' says RH. Borderline Class A. (NR, but audition track 5, index 19 and tracks 11-18 on the first
Stereophile Test CD.)
Neumann U-87A microphone tr
A perennial favorite among recording engineers.
Wide, flat response gives it asimilar balance to the
AKG 414, but with more "reach" in stereo miking
applications. Used extensively for vocals. (NR, but
audition track 5, index 12 on the first Stereophile
Test CD.)
Panasonic Pro 3700 R-DAT recorder: $1599
According to PWM, the 3700 clearly outperforms
most mass-market DATs with its MASH oversampling encoders and pretty good analog circuitry. A
best-buy storage device when used with an external ADC such as the Pygmy or Manley. Offers better sound with redesigned filters, easier head cleaning, ajog/shuttle control knob, more flexible con-
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trols, and alower price tag than its predecessor, the
3500. Includes useful error rate, headlife, and
SCMS status indicators (SCMS can be switched
out when recording from the AES/EBU data
input). Analog inputs/outputs are all balanced
XLR. Only inconvenience is that arear-panel DIP
switch is used to select between AES/EBU and
S/PDIF data inputs/outputs. (NR)
Sony DTC-2000ES SBM DAT recorder: $2500
Well-made, versatile machine features Sony's Super
Bit Mapping, which will result in more than 16-bit
resolution in the midrange. "The best-sounding,
all-in-one 'prosumer' deck available:' notes JGH,
adding that it "is the recorder of choice for the serious amateur who can't afford a Nagra." (Vol.17
No.11)
Sony TCD-D7 DAT recorder: $700 with case
Tiny portable machine that makes excellent location recordings, provided you use an external A/D
converter. Built-in mike inputs have non-defeatable bass rolloff. Short internal battery life is aproblem. A company called Eco-Charge (P.O. Box 956,
Boulder, CO 80306) makes an external lead-acid
battery pack ($119.95) that SS highly recommends.
AC-powered Sony RM-D3K "system adaptor kit,"
which includes digital input/output, is mandatory
for serious use. (Vol.18 No.1)

AKG C460B/ULS/CK61: $649 et
A small-diaphragm condenser mike with removable cardioid capsule (omnidirectional, hypercardioid, vocal, and shotgun capsules are also available). Sound is very detailed, but the tonal balance
leans toward the thin and bright, and it has some
off-axis peakiness, making it aless than optimal
choice for realistic two-mike stereo. Good on
drums, however. The C460/CK61 is said to be
much improved over its predecessor, the
C451 /CK1. (NR)
AKG BlueLine microphones: $438—$618
Super-compact capacitor microphones that use a
common powering module ($259) with interchangeable twist-click capsules ($179—$359).
"Extraordinarily clean, well-balanced sound at
ridiculously low prices," notes JGH. (NR)
Arcam Delta 100 Dolby S cassette deck:
$1800
High-quality, three-head machine with excellent
transport, integral bias calibration, and Dolby S
noise reduction. Superb sound quality, but expensive. "A doozey of a deck!" according to JGH.
(Vol.17 No.10)
Crown SASS-P Mk.II microphone system:
$950 tr
This is astereo pair of mini PZM microphones in
ahead-sized foam block that produces ORTF-like,
superbly natural stereo imaging. Extended bass
response, unlike most directional mikes. Weighs
only Ilb., making it very easy to hang from cables
or mount on atall stand. "One SASS-P unit, one
stand, and aportable DAT recorder make acomplete but amazingly portable recording system with
very satisfying performance," reported PWM. BS
found the original version to sound very dry and
rather grainy, but the MU' is said to be much
improved in these areas. (Vol.15 No.7)

D

Sony WM-D6C Pro Walkman cassette deck:
$400 tr
A pocket-sized stereo recording system of surprising quality and versatility. Alvin Gold feels that to
spend more on acassette deck would be awaste of
money. Less expensive WM-D3 ($270) is half the
size, but keeps most of the quality. Higher wow and
flutter, however. (Vol.7 No.6,Vol.10 No.6)

Pygmy AD1 A/D converter, Dorrough AES/EBU
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"...the Premieres were nevertheless the only
loudspeakers Iheard at the show which raised
goosebumps."
-Tom Norton, Stereophile July '92, Vol. 15, No. 7
Send me information about Cello's Palette Preamplifier,
35OPower Amplifier, Stradivari Premiere Speakers and associated
1111111111"u.et..e
components which comprise the Cello Baby system. I
I Name:

ICity:

Address:
State

Zip:

Phone:

IJoseph Cali, Director
9080 Shoreham Drive, Suite 5
ILos Angeles, CA 90069
•
Tel: (310) 273-2203
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& Film Systems
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Fax:

Mark Levinson, Director I
112 East 71st Street
New York, NY 10021 I
Tel: (212) 472-5016
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peak/average level meter. AMS 250 SoundField
microphone, Manley microphone preamplifier,
Sennheiser and Shure MS microphones, Bryston
BM-P2 microphone preamplifier.
Deletions
TandbergTD-20A-SE open-reel tape recorder and
Fostex M22RP/S M-S microphone not auditioned
in avery long time; AKG The Tube microphone 8c
Sony TC-D5M cassette deck discontinued.

TEST EQUIPMENT

AudioControl Industrial SA-3050A
Spectrum Analyzer: $995 er
Portable (battery-powered) and inexpensive 'Aoctave analyzer with pink-noise source, ANSI Class
Il filters, accurate calibrated microphone, and six
non-volatile memories. Parallel port can be used
with any Centronics-compatible printer to print
out real-time response. Factory update increases
both resolution to 0.1dB and maximum spl capability. (Vol.11 No.6,Vol.12 No.3)
George Kaye Audio Labs Small Signal Tube
Checker: $549
The essential companion for the dedicated
tubeophile, this well-made device tests voltage
gain, noise, and microphony with the small-signal
tube used in typical preamp circuits. Tests both
6.3V and 12V types. As well as ameter, aheadphone jack allows users to hear what's right and
wrong with their favorite tubes, as well as to look
at the output and the distortion+noise waveform
with an oscilloscope. (Vol.17 No.6)
Gold Line DSP 30 Spectrum Analyzer: $1500
Portable (battery-powered) A-octave analyzer with
higher dynamic range and better signal resolution
than the ubiquitous AudioControl. Features six
memories and avariety of post-processing options;
can also be controlled by an external PC through
its RS-232 port (though the supplied software is
clumsy). A review is under way. (NR)

M ISCELLANEOUS
ACCESSORIES

Audio Advisor Elfix AC Polarity Tester:
$29.95
Components tend to give the best sound with the
lowest potential between their chassis and signal
ground. JGH found using the Elfix to be an easy,
non-contact method of optimizing this aspect of
performance, in conjunction with AC "cheater"
plugs. (Vol.15 No.6)
Combak Harmonix RF-413 Tuning Cable
Rings: $140/four
Rings fit over RCA plugs and speaker-cable terminations, and offer small improvement in clarity and
dynamic contrast, found MC. (Vol.16 No.7)
Combak Harmonix RF-56 and
RF-57 Tuning Bases:
$220/eight and $240/eight, respectively
It's hard to see how these little rectangles can affect
the vibrational behavior of anything to which
they're attached. MC, however, found them to significantly clean up the sound of speakers when
attached to the drive-unit mounting-bolt positions.
He also recommends trying them on the circuit
boards of electronic components. SS found that
they improved the sound when he applied them to
the pcb of his beloved Dennesen JC-80 Mk.II preamp. "If you have acomponent that you wish to
extract every iota of performance from, you should
seriously think about Combak dots, no matter how
silly they seem," he says. (Vol.16 No.7)
Cramolin Preservit/Deoxit
Contact Conditioner: $24.95 et
The right stuff for cleaning up dirty and/or oxidized plugs and contacts. Available from Old
Colony Sound Lab. Tel: (603) 924-5626. (Vol.10
No.6)

Dynaclear Postman Binding-Post Wrench:
$7.95
The ideal way of tightening five-way binding-post
connections without over-torquing. The reviewer's
friend. (Vol.17 No.11)
Ensemble Tubesox: $68/pair with "therm°
indicator"
Small one-size-fits-all sleeve made from aweave of
Kevlar and copper wire that's said to both lower a
tube's operating temperature and minimize microphonics. DO confirmed the latter, but not the former. (Vol.16 Nos.2 & 5)
Gryphon Exorcist system demagnetizer: $150
Small device that plays alkHz tone through your
system, the loudness of which drops to nothing
over aperiod of 35 seconds, thus eliminating any
residual DC magnetism in your components
(loudspeakers excepted). "A quieter, wider presentation coming from ablacker, more velvety background," is the result noted by JS. RD agrees. JA
points out that if you want to do A/B testing, you
should wear ear defenders to prevent your hearing
from developing anotch at the same 1kHz frequency, which will make things sound different.
(Vol.17 Nos.6 & 9)
The Original Cable Jacket: $90 each
Purple cloth bag, filled with aproprietary compound, that's intended to be hung over interconnects, speaker cables, and AC cords and grounded
via aflying lead to the wall socket. Who can say
whether it's due to the elimination of RF interference or of mechanical vibrations in the cables? But
all the magazine's staffers who have tried the Jackets report that they clean up asystem's sound, making the silences more silent. "Embarrassingly
tweaky-looking but they work," says RD. The
largest effect is on the•AC cords of source components. JE also reported asignificant improvement
when he hung aJacket on his preamplifier's separate ground wire. (Vol.16 No.11)
PEARL Tube Coolers:
$5.50 each (small), $11.25 each (large)
Finned metal heatsink available in two sizes to cool
both small-signal and power tubes. (Vol.16 No.5)
Purist Audio Design System Enhancer: $150
ST, JS, and RD found that this CD-R, when played
through asystem for 24 hours, improved the overall sound, is noting that "the entire presentation
seems quieter, background noise is reduced...and
the soundstage seems wider and definitely deeper."
RN, however, found that it made his system sound
worse! Expensive for aCD, said RD, but it's "a bargain in terms of what it does."lt works!" expostulated JS.Yes, it works, says ST, but he points out that
you can get the same effect from the less-expensive
XLO/Sheffield Lab CD. (Vol.17 Nos.3, 6, & 9)
Shun Mook Mpingo Disc: $50
Shun Mook Spatial Control Kit: $450
Shun Mook Spatial Control Quartet: $2080
for four stands and 32 Mpingo discs
The Mpingo Disc is an ebony disc just over 1.5" in
diameter and 0.5" thick. Three Discs bonded to a
wooden L-bracket make up the Spatial Control
Kit, which can be used to "tune" asystem's imaging. Read JS's review carefully to get the full scoop
on how to use the Discs, but JS is convinced that
they effect a major improvement in the sound.
"Yup, they work," agreed ST; "they make my $78
AR turntable sound like JA's Linn!" ("Ssh-yeah,
right," pouts JA.) Though he's not sure why the
Shun Mook Discs have any effect, ST does point
out that they can make the sound worse if not used
correctly. "Try one or three. Never, never two."
(Vol.17 Nos.2 & 12)
Sumiko Kontak: $50
Far and away the best contact cleaner CG has used.
"The gains in transparency and purity are startling," gusheth he. (NR, but see Industry Update,
Vol.15 No.5, and "Manufacturers' Comments,"
Vol.15 No.9.)
Sumiko Week Contact Enhancer: $19 tr
This contact enhancer for use on plugs and termi-
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nals actually does improve the cleanness and resolution of the sound of an already excellent system.
Keeps freshly made contacts fresh by excluding air.
(Vol.10 No.6)
TDK NF-009 Digital Noise Absorber:
$14.95/pair
ST found these ferrite rings to improve the sound
from CD when clamped over the interconnects
between player and preamp. He also found the
sound improved-less grit-when a ring was
clamped over the coaxial data lead between transport and processor, though we would have thought
that this would increase jitter. Best used with AC
power cords, JA feels. Cheaper equivalents can be
obtained from Radio Shack. (Vol.14 No.1)
WBT RCA plugs: $82/set of four tr
The best, although original steel locking collett,
now replaced by brass, gave rise to neurosis. (NR,
but see Industry Update,Vol.12 No.9.)
XLO/Sheffield Lab Test & Bum-in CD: $29.95
This otherwise conventional test disc, which features the usual soundstage definition tracks as well
as musical examples, offers "system demagnetizing"
tracks with asignal similar to that from the $150
Gryphon device, as well as a"burn-in" signal like
that on the much more expensive Purist CD-R.
The idea is that you program these tracks to repeat,
go out to do some shopping, and when you return,
your system will sound better. "Highly recommended," said JS. (Vol.17 No.6)

Versalab Red Rollers 8c Wood Blocks, Caig ProGold contact enhancer, Synergistic Research Shakti Audio Innovations "electromagnetic stabilizer:'
Deletions
Signet SK-302 Contact Cleaner Kit no longer
Microscan TM-8 & TM-6 vibration
dampers, as we're unsure of availability.

POWER-LINE ACCESSORIES

Adcom ACE-515 AC Enhancer: $180 er
Effective AC power-line filter with RF and spike
suppression, five accessory outlets (300W capability), and two heavy-duty outlets (1500W). Doesn't
seem to limit current demands of power amplifiers.
(Vol.11 No.4)
Audio Power Industries Power Wedge
Model 116 AC-Line Conditioner: $639 et
Featuring RF filtering, three isolation transformer,
with dual secondaries feeding six AC outlets, and
MOVs to absorb voltage spikes on the AC line, the
Power Wedge also offers four filtered outlets in
which to plug your power amplifier(s). Highly recommended."Makes the silences more silent," says JA
(though LL cautions that, in some systems, it may
detract from overall dynamics). Actual model
reviewed was the very similar Model 1. Other
models are available with fewer outputs-eg, the
Power Wedge 112, which DO reviewed in Vol.17
No.12. Audio Power's $279 Power Enhancer
(Vol.17 No.12) and Power Link AC cords ($159/6')
further enhance the performance of the Power
Wedge, found JA, the Power Enhancer increasing
the solidity of his system's bass performance.
(Vol.14 No.11,Vol.17 No.12)
Bob Young Audio BYLUX AC-line filter: $585
Formerly sold under the Wave-Perfect name, the
BYLUX allows through just the 60Hz AC fundamental, and is recommended as an essential add-on
for the Audiostatic ES-100 electrostatic loudspeaker. Versions of the line filter are available for other
electrostatic speakers. (Vol.17 Nos.3 8c 12)
'Umber Power Kord: $165/6'
ST uses Kimber Kords throughout his system, and
noted tremendous differences with aJadis Defy-7.
However, try before you buy, he warns. (NR)
Music & Sound POWER masTER AC cord:
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definition of virtually any loudspeaker when used
to couple the speaker or stand to the floor.Version
with thread or screw costs $16.50 each. (Vol.9
No.1)
Vibraplane Model 2212 Active-Air
Self-Leveling Air Table: $1995 inc. S&H
Air-suspension isolation support for electron
microscopes was found by is to work well with
CD players and transports. The Passive-Air version,
which needs to be pumped up manually, costs
$1695 inc. S&H. (Vol.17 No.5)

Townshend Audio Seismic Sink.
Deletions
Arcici Lead Balloon Turntable Stand replaced by
"Leadless" version not yet auditioned; Monster
Cable Footers no longer available; Microscan TD24 Transfer Deck, as we're unsure of its availability.

Room ACOUSTICS
TREATMENTS

ASC Tube Traps:
$189-$579, depending on size and style tr
Relatively inexpensive but remarkably effective
room-acoustics treatment. Tube Traps soak up lowto-high bass standing-wave resonances like sponges.
The $315 Studio Trap provides easily tuneable
upper-bass absorption that JE found to be aboon
with the Martin-Logan CLS IlAs. RI-I recommends
the Tower Traps ($235-$355, depending on size),
which proved very useful at eliminating side-wall
reflections. (Vol.9 No.3, Studio Traps; Vol.15 No.2,
original Traps; Vol.16 No.12,Tower Traps.)
Combak Harmonix RFA-78 Room Tuning
Devices: $595/16
Quarter-sized metal discs which the user fixes to
the ceiling and floor of the listening room. The
(surprising) effect was to improve the sound's
dynamic shadings, cleaning up reverberant decays
to the benefit of intelligibility. MC found that this
was apparent on live speaking voice as well as on
reproduced sound. (Vol.16 No.8)
Roomihnes (Deluxe floorstanding): $239/pair
RoomTune CornerTunes: $89/set of four
RoomTune EchoTunes: $45/pair
Idiosyncratic and effective "less-is-more" acoustic
treatment for your listening room. GL was highly
impressed, though others point out that care should
be taken to not overdo things. The "Basic Tune
Pak" room-treatment set of four TuneStrips, four
CornerTunds, and two EchoTunes costs $285. Four
TuneStrips cost $179. A Mini-Tune Pak (same 10
pieces, but smaller) for small- to medium-sized
rooms costs $199. (Vol.15 No.3,Vol.16 No.1)
RPG Diffusor Systems "Acoustic Tools for
Audiophiles" 1Cr
Effective method of adding diffusive and absorptive
treatment to alistening room. RPG Diffusor Systems offers complete room-treatment packages,
called "Acoustic Tools for Audiophiles I8c II,"
which can be installed in amatter of hours. RPG
also offers its "SoundTrac" package for no-compromise Home Theater installations, working directly
with the client, architect, and/or acoustic consultant. (Vo1.11 No.4,Vol.16 No.5; see also TJN's article on listening rooms in Vol.14 No.10.)
ASC Shadow-casters.

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES &
I
NTERCONNECTS

Editor's Note: Rather than classify cables into the
usual four "Recommended Components" classes,
we've just listed those cables that members of the
magazine's review team either have chosen to use
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on along-term basis or have found to offer good
value for money. They are therefore implicitly recommended. Where acable has been found to have
specific matching requirements or an identifiable
sonic signature, these are noted in the text.
Jack English supplies acogent essay on the whole
subject of cables in Vol.14 No.10, but bear in mind
that, to afar greater degree than with any other
component, the sound of cables depends on the
system in which they're used. Before parting with
possibly large sums of money for acable, it's essential to audition it in your own system. "Drinking by
the label" is always abad thing to do in hi-fi, but it's
both unforgivable and unwise when it comes to
speaker-cable purchases. In addition, what's the
"best" in absolute terms may not necessarily be the
best for your system. "Try before you buy" is
mandatory with cables; many dealers have aloaner
stock of cables to make this easier.
AB points out that mixing'n'matching interconnects and speaker cables is awell-worn route to
sonic disappointment. His advice: Always use interconnects and speaker cables from the same manufacturers. PWM strongly makes the point that less
is more when it comes to speaker cable, recommending that amono power amplifier be placed as
close as possible to the speaker it drives. This does
pass the buck, however, to the preamplifier, which
must then be capable of driving long lengths of
interconnect. PWM uses Canare Star Quad microphone cable for interconnect-a cable available
from pm-sound outlets that CG feels to be the best
of its type for live-balanced recording work.

I
NTERCONNECTS

Acrotec 6N-A2010: $400/1m terminated
with 6N copper RCA plugs with direct 24k
gold-plated pins
"Very, very good," according to LL. "Amazing clarity," reports DO. (NR)
AudioQuest Topaz: $60/1m pair
Slightly lean midbass, according to RH, but otherwise uncolored at an affordable price. Great value.
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Lapis x3:
$495/1m pair terminated with RCA plugs,
$575/1m pair with AQ custom XLRs and
direct gold-plated FPC sockets and pins tt
Tonally, the latest version of Lapis (which uses
RCA plugs made from Functionally Perfect Copper, or FPC, with the gold plating applied directly
to the copper) seems to fall midway between the
"mellow" cables-MIT, Monster-and those that
are rather up-front in the treble, such as Madrigal
HPC and Straight Wire MaestroJA feels, however,
that its outstanding virtue is alack of grain that
allows correct instrumental textures to flow freely
and adeep, well-defined soundstage to develop.
Auditioning of current-production Lapis (as of
2/91), which uses Teflon insulation and long-grain,
solid-silver conductors, suggests that this is the best
AudioQuest interconnect yet, apart from their
even-more-expensive Diamond x3. Auditioning of
identical lengths of Lapis fitted with Neutrik XLRs
and AudioQuest's own custom XLRs suggests that
the latter represents auseful step forward in sound
quality (!). (NR)
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Diamond x2:
$695/1m pair tr
Superb resolution of detail coupled with amusically natural midrange and excellent low-frequency
weight. New Diamond x3 ($950/1m pair) awaiting
audition. The x2/x3 nomenclature refers to the
number of conductors. (NR)
Cardas Hexlink Golden Five C:
$650/1m unbalanced pair tr
Golden-section-stranded, PTFE-insulated interconnect needs an interminable break-in period, but
then has aglorious bass and an excellent sense of
pace and dynamics. JE found that upper mids can

be abit forward. (Vol.15 No.12)
Cello Strings:
$320/1m pair terminated with RCA plugs
$388/1m pair terminated with XLRs
$476/1m pair terminated with Fischers
"Remarkably good for the price," said LL, "and
'faster'-sounding than the Acrotec interconnect."
(NR)
Expressive Technologies IC-1:
$600/1m pair terminated with RCA plugs tr
RH gets excellent results from this interconnect
with the same company's SU-1 step-up transformer. "Despite the fact that these cables are bigger around than agarden hose, ridiculously bulky,
unwieldy, and stiff, the musical rewards they offer
are well worth the trouble," he says. Also aDO
favorite. Less cumbersome IC-2 is close in sound
quality. (Vol.15 No.7)
Finestra Argento Signature Mk.II:
$1795/1m pair
Unbelievably expensive cable uses "six-nines" silver
conductors, each insulated with Teflon. JE found
that it offered exceptional clarity with line-level
signals, though he couldn't eliminate hum when
using it as aphono lead. (Vol.16 No.5)
Kimber KCAG: $350/1m pair
RCA or XLR termination XLRs
Unshielded but astonishingly transparent, and
offering improved image focus and even better
clarity when compared with Kimber's PBJ. A JE
and TJN favorite. (NR, but see Vol.16 No.7.)
Kimber KC-PBJ: $66/1m pair
RCA or XLR termination $$$
Unshielded cable that CG found to come very
close to KCAG in his system, citing its HF detail,
air, clarity, and tonal accuracy. For those with RFI
problems, Kimber's KC1 ($79/1m pair terminated)
is the same cable with agrounded shield, but doesn't
sound quite as good. (Vol.16 No.7)
Magnan Type Vi: $595/4' pair unbalanced,
$695/4' pair balanced
"A masterful ability to simultaneously achieve
state-of-the-art levels of both musicality and accuracy" said JE. Combines arich, full-bodied sound
with excellent retrieval of detail. (Vol.15 No.12)
Magnan Type BB:
$195/m unbalanced, $295/4' pair balanced
Bearing astrong family resemblance to the more
expensive Type Vi, the Type Illi is less impressive at
the frequency extremes, according to JE. (Vol.15
No.12)
Monster Cable MS2K Sigma:
$750/1m pair terminated with RCA plugs tr
Used by both LG and AB, the latter said that the
Sigma interconnect, when used with Classé and
Rowland electronics, gave low frequencies "proper
weight and extension, the overall sound being very
open and detailed" and with excellent timbres. The
Sigma cables also threw asoundstage of "vast proportion, the results being alive and musically
involving." AB also noted that the Sigma works
superbly with awide range of equipment. (NR)
NBS Signature: $1600/4' pair
Very expensive, heavy, and only marginally flexible
cable that JE made his reference due to its complete
lack of any sonic signature. He did break three of
the Neutrik RCA connectors used, however.
(Vol.16 No.11)
Siltech 4-24S:
$410/first meter with WBT 0101 RCAs,
$225/additional meter or unterminated
Astounding transparency and imaging, said JA of
this silver-conductor cable, now distributed by
Fanfare. (NR)
Siltech 4-80S: $1050/first meter with WBT
0150, $578/additional meter
Even better than Siltech 4-24, the very expensive 480 competes with AudioTruth Diamond with its
combination of smoothness and retrieval of detail,
JA found, but its balance is alittle brighter overall.
(NR)
Straight Wire Maestro H: $275/1m pair ter-
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es stunning—the new 2-CD set from Stereophile
featuring famed Canadian pianist Robert
Silverman. Enjoy afull-length recital, including
Schumann's seldom-recorded Sonata No. 3in f;
Op. 14—the so-culled "Concerto without
Orchestra."
Piano recordings are among the hardest
to get right—but thrilling when they are!
Produced, engineered, and edited by
Stereophilès John Atkinson, with Robert
Harley, this recording captures these
magical performances in stunningly
lifelike sound—rich, warm, natural
timbres and plenty of ambience.
The release includes aBonus
Track— "Mapping the Soundstage" —
to help you check your system's
soundstaging and ability to reproduce image depth. Best of all, the
price is just $15.95 for two CDs.
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minated with RCA plugs (MSI) or balanced
with Neutrik gold XLRs; $80/additional
meter
Less laid-back than AudioTruth Lapis or MIT 330,
with superb presentation of detail. May be too
bright in some systems. (NR)
Synergistic Research Alpha Sterling:
$150/1m pair
One of the best-sounding interconnects GL has
tried; he also notes that it's easy to handle and is fitted with excellent RCAs. Available shielded or
unshielded. (NR)
TARA Labs Rectangular Solid Core "Master" Generation 2: $395/1m pair terminated
with RCA plugs
An RD favorite, with a clear, open, uncongested
quality. The Generation 2 revision preserves the
clarity of the original but has eliminated the stiffness that RD hated about the earlier version. GL
notes that it comes with equipment-friendly locking RCAs. (NR)
Transparent Audio MusicLink Ultra:
$850/1m pair terminated
Similar in broad terms to the MITs that Transparent Audio used to distribute, the Transparent interconnect works well in aWATT/Puppy-based system, says JA. (NR)
Transparent Audio MusicLink Reference:
S1900/1m pair single-ended
Very pricey, but very right at capturing acorrect
sense of timing, says WP. Not even to be considered, however, unless you've dealt with the basics in
your system, he warns. (NR)
van den Hul The First:
$300/0.5m pair, $400/1m pair, $500/1.5m pair
Unique cable with carbon-fiber conductors. MC
enthuses about its detail and linearity at low listening levels, and rates it very highly overall:
"rhythmic, dynamically impressive, pure, and
transparent." Very mellow balance, however, may
be aproblem in some systems. High impedance
can result in terminal hum problems in some systems—try before you buy. (Vol.15 No.11, Vol.16
Nos.3 & 5)
XLO Type 1:
$200/1m pair plus $75 termination
JE found that, in the right system, XL0's Type 1
can sound marvelous, with an improved sense of
dynamic contrasts. Soundstaging is alittle flattened,
however, compared with Cardas and Magnan Vi.
(Vol.15 No.12)
XL0 Type 4: $150/1m, $50/additional 0.5m
LL's reference: "Very transparent, slightly smooth,
harmonically honest." (NR)

er

Straight Wire Virtuoso, Wireworld Eclipse, Discovery interconnect, Mapleshade Electronics Omega
Milcro solid-core.
Deletions
van den Hul D-102 Mk.III substantially revised,
not yet auditioned.

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES

Acrotec 6N-S1030: $19/m
This "six-nines" pure-copper cable is recommended by DO as good value for money. The strong bass
and low-level detail resolution are exemplary. LL
feels it's clearly the best speaker cable he's heard.
(NR)
AudioQuest Argent: $40/ft US plus $95/pair
spade-lug termination
Many of the sonic attributes of AudioTruth Dragon, RH's reference, at afraction of the price. Excellent dynamics, articulate bass, and good soundstage
depth. Musically coherent and natural, sez RH.
(NR)
AudioQuest Indigo: $5/ft SSS plus $75/pair
spade-lug termination

Neutral, clean sound with excellent resolution of
detail, says RH. "The bargain in affordable cables?'
(NR).
AudioQuest Type 4: $2.50/ft $$$
"The best cheap speaker cable on the market, and
much better-sounding than F14," sez CG. "Try this
stuff before laying down long green for expensive
cables." (NR)
AudioQuest F14: 95¢/ft $5$
Inexpensive flat-twin solid-core cable that RH
enthusiastically recommends as excellent value for
money. (NR)
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Clear Hyperlitz:
$1395/10' pair terminated, $1135/8' pair
terminated (most common length) et
Very expensive, but solid bass reproduction with a
clear (ha!), open midband and treble. Can sound
rather lightweight in some systems, but almost
defines the term "neutrality," says JA. Uses
"6N"-pure copper bundles in acomplex lay that
brings every conductor to the surface to the same
extent. (NR)
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Midnight
Hyperlitz: $345/10' pair
Almost as good as Clear at a much lower price.
(NR)
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Sterling:
$2095/10' pair terminated,
$1695/8' pair terminated *
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Dragon:
$3595/10' pair terminated,
$2895/8' pair terminated er
Two silver-conductored speaker cables that are
maximally smooth and transparent, according to
RH and JA. JA also finds the powerful bass performance of Sterling to be its strongest suit. (NR)
Audio Research Litzline 2:
$520/1m pair, $640/3m pair
JE found this under-promoted speaker cable to
perform well in adiverse variety of systems, working especially well with ARC'S own amplifiers.
(NR)
Cardas Hexlink Golden Five C:
$840/1m pair, $1360/10' pair tr
Very similar in character to the Cardas interconnect. AJE reference cable. (Vol.15 No.12)
Dunlavy Audio Labs DAL-Z8: $300/8' pair,
$375/12' pair, $420/16' pair
An inexpensive cable that SS recommends highly.
While it doesn't warm up or harmonically enrich a
speaker's sound, neither does it emasculate or
whiten it, he notes. A nice ergonomic touch is the
use of interchangeable screw-in terminations
(optional, $30/set of four). (NR)
!limber 4AG: $100/ft
An expensive hyper-pure silver cable that can offer
aglimpse of audio heaven. Significant system sensitivity, points out DO, so be sure to check for compatibility before you buy. (NR)
!Umber 4TC: $5/ft $$$
Kimber 8TC: $9/ft $$$
A double run of 8TC greatly improves the sound,
feels DO. Excellent bass. (NR)
Kimber 4PR: $1/ft SU tz
Least-expensive cable from Kimber was found to
have good bass, but a "zippy" treble and poor
soundstage, according to DO. With inexpensive
amplifiers, however, its good RF rejection, compared with zipcord or spaced-pair types, will often
result in abetter sound. (NR)
Monster Cable MS2 Sigma: $1000/12' pair
terminated, $750/8' pair terminated *
Excellent detail, attack, and delineation of space,
found All. Not as transparent as XL° Type 5, but
takes the honors for presence, pace, and harmonic
integrity. (NR)
Monster Cable M1.5: $285/5' pair;
$400/8' pair; $600/15' pair;
$1000/25' pair; spade-terminated
TJN recommends this inherently lean-sounding
speaker cable for use in over-warm systems. (NR)
Naim NACA5: $12.95/m $$$
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Inexpensive cable that ST found to work well with
the Spendor S100 loudspeaker.Worth investigating
as agood-value cable, thinks JA. (NR)
NBS Signature: $900/3' pair
JE's reference. (Vol.16 No.11)
OCOS cable: $10/ft plus $75/pair
termination $$$
Distributed by Sumiko, this idiosyncratic cable was
found by LG to have aspeed and clarity he hadn't
heard from other cables. He found the bass to be a
little lightweight, but votes it a"three-star" design.
(NR)
Purist Audio Colossus:
$1180/1.5m pair, $200/additional 0.5m
The famed "water" cable with afluid-filled insulating jacket. AB found "resoundingly open staging
with aremarkably distinct lower-midrange/upperbass presentation which lends music agreat sense of
pace." (NR)
Radio Shack 18-gauge solid-core hookup
wire: 7r/ft, $3.99/60' spool $$$
Ridiculously cheap way of connecting speakers, yet
ST reports that this cable is okay sonically.You have
to choose for yourself whether to space or twist a
pair for best sound (or even whether to double up
the runs for less series impedance). (NR)
Siltech FT-12: $595/first meter with spades,
$327/additional meter
MC's reference cable, but high inductance mandates careful amplifier choice. (NR)
Straight Wire Maestro II: $560/8' pair with
gold spade lugs or pins; $30/additional foot
The cable that LA found to work best between the
Krell KSA-250 and Thiel CS5s. (NR)
SYMO LS5SX:
$30/ft with gold-plated spade connectors tr
Distributed by Apogee Acoustics, this relatively
inexpensive cable works well with, you guessed it,
Apogees. TJN's reference for use with the Stages.
(NR)
TARA Labs Space & Time Rectangular
Solid Core "Master" Generation 2:
$45/ft plus $90 termination
RD found that these cables have wonderful lucidity and a top-to-bottom coherence that's truly
heavenly: "The Almighty sure knows His cables."
AB found it to have an endearing smoothness, "but
without obvious loss of detail due to softness."
DO'S favorite speaker cable: "Quite spectacular in
its resolution of spatial information," he says. The
latest Generation 2 has greater top-end air and is
more flexible, notes RD. (NR)
TARA Labs Space & Time Phase II:
$6.95/ft $$$
Featuring twisted solid-core construction and
"Australian copper?' this inexpensive cable is DO's
workhorse speaker cable. (Vol.11 No.3)
Transparent Audio Music Wave Reference:
$3900/4' pair, $4100/8' pair, $4300/10' pair,
$4500/12' pair; spade-terminated
Hideously expensive, notes WP, but this speaker
cable is the most uncolored he's tried. More importantly, it's fundamentally better at resolving the timing involved in music—not just at the level of overtones relating to the fundamentals, but also at the
global harmonic/melodic level. (NR)
van den Hul Revelation:
$840/6' pair, $1030/8' pair
The best speaker cable MC has used at any price.
(Vol.16 No.5)
7CLO Type 5: $55/ft, plus $100 termination
"This is the real gem of the XL0 line."—JE. "Very
transparent and detailed"—AB. Perhaps atouch of
midrange prominence makes it less suitable for
speakers that are already balanced too forward in
this region. Not as expansive as TARA RSC or
Monster Sigma; works well with tube amps. (Vol.15
No.12)

et

Straight Wire Virtuoso, Wireworld Eclipse.
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DIGITAL DATA
I
NTERCONNECTS

Editor's Note: Extensive auditioning by RH suggests that all the coaxial data cables listed below are
better than conventional, TosLink-fitted, plastic
fiberoptic cables, which in general don't give as tight
abass or as focused asoundstage."You don't get that
essential sharpness of image outlines, the sound becomes more homogenized," quodi he, which is why
we no longer recommend any of the TosLink interconnects. JA feels that coaxial interconnects generally fall short of the sonic standard set by the
"AT&T" ST optical data connection. He also points
out that the specific character of any particular cable
will depend heavily on the transport and processor
it connects.
Acrotec D5010 digital datalink: $200/1m
Mapleshade/Insound Omega Mikro digital
datalink: $295/1m
The Acrotec and Mapleshade cables join the
Ensemble Digiflux 75 as the absolute best datalinks
DO had auditioned as of early '94 in his Thetabased CD playback system. System-dependent factors, however, dictate careful auditioning of any
datalink. (NR)
Altis Altimate Glass Fiber:
$150/1m, $55/additional 0.5m
"Four stars," says JE of this ST-type datalink, finding it to endow his Mark Levinson-based system
with awide, deep soundstage and asmoothly liquid midrange. (Vol.16 No.11)
Audio Alchemy Data Stream Transceiver
digital datalink: $259
Although it comes as standard with lm of interconnect, the neatest thing about the active DST,
notes SS, is that it can drive almost any length of
cable. You want the transport at your listening
chair and the D/A in the rack: the DST will be
there for you. The best way to convert alaserdisc
player's TosLink output to coaxial or AES/EBU,
he adds. ST found that it significantly cleaned up
the sound of his digital playback system. (Vol.17
No.7)
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) OptiLink Pro 2:
$295/1m with AT&T-ST termination
Expensive ST datalink that JA and JE recommend
highly. Excellent bass performance, with power,
clarity, and dynamic contrast, says JE. A more rich
sound than the Altis ST link. ST terminations can
be fragile, adds JA. (Vol.16 No.11)
AudioQuest Digital Pro: $150/1m
single cable with welded RCA plugs
An excellent coaxial datalink, though alittle behind
the Kimber KCAG in absolute terms. DO feels it
sounds alittle forward. (Vol.16 No.11)
AudioQuest Video Z: S85/lm
single cable with welded RCA plugs *
RH felt that the tonal balance was tilted upward in
the treble, while midrange textures were less velvety-smooth than some of the other data cables,
with asoftened soundstage focus. DO found this
relatively inexpensive cable to work well with the
Bitwise One D/A, though warns that its soundstage is somewhat veiled compared with AudioQuest's Digital Pro. (Vol.16 No.11)
Aural Symphonies Digital Standard:
$257/1m, $379/1.5m single cable et
Neutrik RCA connectors with a sliding shield
make ground before signal connection. Vivid and
forward rendering, with sharp soundstage focus.
(NR)
Ensemble Digiflux 75:
$210/1m with RCA or BNC connectors
"Positively the best-sounding 75 ohm digital interconnect I've found," writes DO. Smooth, good
focus, and harmonically correct. "A digital link that

does it all, from top to bottom, without skimping
on focus or harmonic integrity," he summed up.
(Vol.16 No.11)
HAVE (Canare) DigiFlex Gold T 75 ohm
Digital Interconnect Cable: $39.95/3' $$$
Before you try any of the expensive coaxial links,
you should try this inexpensive, true 75 ohm cable,
advises CG, who rates it as his first choice in adigital cable at any price, even preferring it to the
Kimber AGDL. (Vol.16 No.7)
Kimber AGDL DigitalLink:
$175/1m with RCA or XLR termination et
Best coaxial datalink ST had tried until he heard
the expensive Goldmund. JE found it to excel in
the retrieval of detail, while it also featured an
extended and powerful bass. (Vol.15 Nos.2 & 6;
see also CG's HAVE/Canare review in Vol.16
No.7.)
Madrigal MDC-1 AES/EBU balanced digital datalink: $285/1m
Excellent soundstaging and image focus, reported
JE, when used between the Mark Levinson Nos.30
and 31, as well as an open-sounding, extended treble. JA concurs. (Vol.16 No.11)
The Mod Squad WonderLink Digital I:
$195/0.5m, $225/1m single cable,
$275 balanced tr
Exceptionally transparent presentation, thought JA,
with excellent soundstage depth and natural
midrange. Clunlcy gold-plated RCA plugs are
actually old-fashioned RF connectors with RCA
and BNC adaptors. (NR)
NBS Signature AES/EBU balanced digital
datalink: $600/1m
"A midrange with amagical combination of body
and clarity," found JE in his Mark Levinson system,
though not as much clarity as the AudioQuest
Optilink Pro 2. (Vol.16 No.11)
Parasound DataBridge: $89.95
Coaxial datalink that RH finds to give smooth treble, deep soundstaging, and tight bass. Not as
resolving as the TARA Labs Digital Reference or
Aural Symphonics Digital Standard, but a good
value. (NR)
TARA Labs Space & Time Digital Reference:
$195/1m terminated et
Laid-back, relaxed presentation, excellent resolution of soundstage depth. Smooth treble adds to
pleasing analog-like warmth. Silver-plated RCA
plugs slightly undersized, making connection difficult. (NR)
TARA Labs RSC Digital Generation 2:
$295/1m
Very stiff and awkward to handle, notes RD, but
it does sound exceptionally transparent, especially in AES/EBU form between his PS Audio
transport and processor. RH also recommends it
highly. Current version is less stiff than its predecessor. (NR)
XL0 Type 4 Reference Series digital interconnect: $150/1m, $50/additional 0.5m et
JE found this unshielded cable to excel in soundstage presentation, while being warmer and fuller
than the Kimber AGDL. "The best digital cable I
have yet heard in re-creating abelievable soundstage with layers upon layers of width and depth,
ample ambience, and pinpoint localization," he
announced. (Vol.15 No.2)

Mod Squad Wonderlink II, Kimber Illuminati
datalink.
Deletions
Cardas 300-B Micro digital datalink discontinued;
van den Hul D-102 Mk.III substantially revised.

BOOKS &
COMPUTER SOFTWARE

CALSOD loudspeaker system optimization
program, version 3.00N: $269 with on-disc
manual (5 1
/" or 31
2
/" disks) et
2
User enters measured drive-unit response,
impedance and sensitivity, and target response;
program designs appropriate crossover filter networks. Latest version handles double-ported
bandpass enclosures, and can calculate the effects
of LF room gain, enclosure leakage, and absorption losses in sealed-box, vented-box, passiveradiator, and bandpass systems.Thiele-Small parameters can be calculated from two impedance
measurements, and data can be imported from
the IMP PC-based measurement system. Standard 1.30N version costs $69.95. Available from
Old Colony Sound Lab, P.O. Box 243, Peterborough, NH 03458.Tel: (603) 924-6526. Fax: (603)
924-9467. (Vol.13 No.11)
LEAP 4.5 Loudspeaker Enclosure Analysis
Program: $395-$1195
Highly recommended by DO and much used by
professional designers, LEAP imports raw driveunit data (it accepts Audio Precision and MLSSA
files as well as data produced by Audio Teknology's
own LMS system) and optimizes aspeaker system's
crossover network to meet the user's target specifications, either on- or off-axis. (It also averages
responses to give aspeaker's power response.) The
fully loaded LEAP 4.5, which includes aSPICEtype passive network analyzer and an Active Filter
Library, costs $1195; abasic version, to which modular upgrades can be made (each one is $175), costs
$395. Available from LINEARX Systems, Inc.,
7556 SW Bridgeport Rd., Portland, OR 97224.
Tel: (503) 620-3044. Fax: (503) 598-9258. (Vol.13
No.11)
The Listening Room: $47.50 tr
Inexpensive but excellent computer program for
PCs and Macs that allows an audiophile to move
simulated loudspeakers and a simulated listening
seat around a simulation of his or her room (in
three dimensions) to find the position that gives
optimal performance below 200Hz or so. The suggestions made by TJN in his review have been
incorporated in the latest version, which can also
store different setups as separate files. Upgrades are
available for $15 inc. S&H. The Macintosh version
($67.50) requires 1Mb RAM and allows local optimization of listener and/or speaker positions. It also
models the woofer's LF limit and slope. Available
from Sitting Duck Software, P.O. Box 130,Veneta,
OR 97487.Tel: (503) 935-3982. (Vol.13 No.12)
SPEAK loudspeaker design program: $395
DOS program effectively calculates loudspeaker
low-frequency performance-frequency response,
impedance, excursion, even pipe resonances-for
sealed-box, reflex, and even transmission-line alignments.Available from DLC Design, 24166 Haggerty Rd., Farmington Hills, MI 48335.Tel: (313) 4777930. (Vol.16 No.3)
The Complete Guide to High-end Audio:
$29.95 (softcover) plus $4.95 S&H
Written by Robert Harley, one of Srereophile's two
consulting technical editors, The Complete Guide to
High-end Audio offers explanations of how to listen
critically, how to optimally set up your system, and
how to get the best sound for your buck. It will also
give you the background and technical information
you'll need to get the most from reading Stereophile.
Beginning audiophiles should read the appendices
first. Deluxe, signed hardcover edition costs $39.95
plus $4.95 S&H. Available from Acapella Publishing, P.O. Box 80805, Albuquerque, NM 871980805.Tel: (800) 848-5099. (Vol.18 No.3)
$
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Cable Stot
No NBS Dealer In Your Area?
Call Us To Order
1-800-

-0204.

Otherwise

In/Between Audio-Lake Oswego, OR (503) 638-5767
Audio Calssics-Oklahoma City, OK (405) 842-3033
Audio Perfection-Minneapolis, MN (612) 866-0083
Front Row Center-Boca Raton, FL (407) 241-1767
Precision Audio-Moorpark, CA (805) 523-3005
Sound by Singer-New York, NY (212) 924-8600
Audio Excel-Guaynabo, PR (809) 790-1182
Overture-Wilmington, DE (302) 478-6050
International Distribution:
N.S.W. Australia-The Audio Connection
Bangkok, Thailand-Master Audio
Golden String International Ltd.
Dubai-Audiotech Electronics
Dusseldorf, Germany-Impuls
Japan-Tokyo-HA. Hi-Fi.
Path Group-England
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KRELL KPS-20i CD PLAYER
Robert Harley
CD player with remote control and digital inputs/outputs. Analog outputs: balanced
on XLR jacks, unbalanced on RCA jacks. Digital inputs: two S/PDIF on RCA jacks,

sions: 19" Hby 5" Hby 15" D. Shipping weight: 5411x. Serial number of unit reviewed:
G2950I249. Price: $9000. Approximate number of dealers: 46. Manufacturer: Krell

one TosLink optical, one AT&T ST-Type optical, one AES/EBU on XLR jack. Digital
outputs: S/PDIF on RCA jack (TosLink and STType optical outputs optional). Dimen-

Industries, 45 Connair Rd., P.O. Box 0533, Orange, CT 06477-0533. Tel: (203) 799-9954.
Fax: (203) 799-9796.

T

he Krell KPS-20i (KPS stands
for "Krell Playback System") is
essentially aCD transport and
digital processor in one chassis. What
make the KPS-20i different from aCD
player are the unit's five digital inputs,
which allow the KPS-20i to function as
adigital/analog converter for external
digital sources.
A CD player offers the potential of
giving asimilar sound quality for less
than the price of atransport and outboard processor combination: with only
one chassis, packing carton, power cord,
and other items, aCD player costs less
to build than acomparable pair of separates. More importantly, putting aCD
transport and digital processor together
in the same box is ahuge benefit when
trying to achieve low clock-jitter. In a
well-designed outboard digital processor, most of the clock jitter is introduced
by the interface between the transport
and processor. The S/PDIF or AES/EBU
interfaces are inherently flawed methods
of transmitting digital audio. A CD player
has no S/PDIF or AES/EBU interface,
thus offering the potential for lower jitter.
Krell has taken this idea astep further in
the KPS-20i by using asingle master
clock for the transport and digitalprocessor sections—the processor is
slaved to the transport's clock.

reinforced by pushing the front-panel
"Open" button, which causes amotorized cover to slide back, revealing the
top-loading Philips transport mechanism.
The front panel is packed with buttons
for controlling the transport and selecting external digital sources. A directaccess keypad (which allows you to enter
atrack number directly) greatly adds to
the front-panel button density. In addition to the usual transport controls, the
KPS-20i has some unusual features. An
index forward/backward control lets you
search index points on adisc. Krell's Disc
Management System can remember
which tracks you've skipped on adisc,
then skip those tracks (if so instructed)
the next time you play the disc—a feature similar to Philips's Favorite Track

Selection (F'TS). The transport control
section also provides an A-B loop, shuffle play, repeat track, repeat disc, introduction play, and direct time access. Two LED
displays indicating the track number and
elapsed/remaining time can be turned off
from the front panel or remote control.
All these transport control functions
are duplicated on the large, machined
remote control, which will also control
Krell remote-controlled preamplifiers
and power amplifiers.
The rear panel is as packed with input
and output jacks as the front panel is
filled with buttons. Analog output is via
apair of XLR jacks, and single-ended
output is from RCAs. Digital inputs include two coaxial on RCA jacks, AES/
EBU, ST-Type optical, and TosLink. One

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The KPS-20i's styling is something a
futurist may envision amusic playback
system to look like. The unit is sleek, looks
high-tech, and gives the feeling that it's
built like atank. These impressions are
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995
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digital output (an RCA jack) is included
as standard. If you want more digital
outputs, the KPS-20i can be ordered (or
retrofitted) with ST-Type, TosLink, and
Time Sync optical outputs. When using
the KPS-20i as atransport to drive a
Krell processor, this optional output
board must be present to use the "Time
Sync" function, which locks the processor and transport to the same clock via
aseparate link. A front-panel LED marked
"Sync" illuminates to indicate when the
transport and processor are locked to the
same clock. This LED also illuminates
whenever the KPS-20i is playing aCD:
because the transport and processor are
in the same chassis, they're automatically
driven by the same clock.
A pair of rear-panel jacks is included
to provide intelligent communication
between different Krell products in the
future. A rear-panel power switch turns
the unit on and off; the power switch on
the front panel controls only the transport
section. By leaving the rear power-switch
on, the KPS-20i is always warmed up.
The KPS-20i is also available as the
KPS-20iL, aremote-controlled linestage preamplifier that uses aresistorladder volume attenuator and relays, and
adds $1000 to the price—not much more
than you'd spend for agood pair of interconnects between aprocessor and alinestage preamplifier.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Inside, the KPS-20i is packed with electronics, with aheavy emphasis on the
power supply and analog output stage.
The supply is fed from alarge (100VA)
transformer, and features 11 separate
regulation stages. Of these, the +18V
analog supply and the DAC supplies use
cascaded regulation (the output of one
regulator is re-regulated by another
regulator). These circuits use acombination of discrete devices and three-pin
chips. The heatsinks for this massive supply are bolted to the chassis, thereby converting the entire unit into ahuge heat
dissipator. As with other Krell components, the KPS-20i runs very hot—
particularly the left-hand side,. where the
heatsinks are bolted to the chassis. The
main filter caps are very large electrolytics, and many small distributed electrolytics (which are bypassed with film
types) are located next to the circuits they
supply.
The digital input receiver, the ubiquitous Crystal CS8412, is used only when
the ICPS-201is decoding the signal from
an external digital source. When used as
aCD player, the ICPS-20i needs no input
receiver, and doesn't suffer from S/PDIF
202

interface-induced jitter.
This is agood time to point out afundamental limitation of outboard jitter
attenuators: After creating alow-jitter
signal internally, they must then output
that signal through an S/PDIF interface,
which adds jitter. A CD player, which
has no need for the S/PDIF interface or
clock-recovery circuits, doesn't suffer
from this problem.
Krell has long been an advocate of
custom, software-based digital filtering
rather than relying on off-the-shelf digital filter chips. In asoftware-based filter,
the digital filtering is performed by
general-purpose Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chips, which are run by instructions (the software) contained in amemory chip. The designer can change the
processor's sound simply by changing
the software code. In addition, higher
oversampling rates can be created in the
custom filter. In the KPS-20i, asingle
Motorola DSP56002 chip performs the
digital filtering, running at a16x-oversampling rate. Most digital filters run at
8x-oversampling.
The DSP56002 is clocked at ablazing
66MHz, and has more computing horsepower than the DSP56001 used in previous Krell processors. Consequently, a
single DSP56002 does the work of two
DSP56001s. The digital filter section is
located on the main printed circuit board,
with the DAC and analog output stages
mounted on aboard stacked above the
main pcb.
The digital-filter output is converted
to an analog audio signal by four BurrBrown PCM63 DAC chips. Four DACs
are used for true differential operation:
the digital signal is split into positive and
negative phases in the digital domain,
then converted separately by the four
DACs (+L, -L, +R, -R). This method
of using four DACs for balanced operation is much better (and more expensive) than simply putting aphase splitter
in the analog output stage to create the
balanced signal.
Unusually, Krell hand-trims the PCM63
for the best low-level linearity. Although
the PCM63's "co-linear" architecture confers inherently good linearity without
trimming, Krell says they get better sound
from the DACs by trimming them. Current-to-voltage (I/V) conversion is handled by PMI 2131 op-amps. The gain of
each 2131 is hand-set at the factory by
adjusting trim pots, ensuring exact gainmatching between the two halves of the
balanced signal. Ihaven't seen this technique used in any other processor.
The analog output stage is arefinement of Krell's previous analog stages—
pure class-A, fully discrete, and all direct-
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coupled. Note that four analog output
stages are required for the ICPS-20i's fully
balanced topology. In addition, the singleended output signal is created from the
balanced signal with adiscrete differential amplifier, which converts abalanced
signal into an unbalanced signal. Consequently, users of the unbalanced outputs still get the benefit of the balanced
DACs. The other technique of creating
asingle-ended analog signal from abalanced signal simply connects the positive
phase of the balanced signal to the center
pin of the RCA output jack, obviating
any advantage of balanced DACs. Krell
did it right in the KPS-20i, both in making the circuit fully balanced, and by giving single-ended users the benefit of the
balanced digital topology.
The transport section of the KPS-20i
is based on aPhilips CDM-9 Pro mechanism. The laser-pickup assembly is
mounted in abrass casting weighing 7
lbs. This casting is machined to accept
amechanical isolation mounting that
holds the laser pickup, spindle, disc, and
disc clamp. This assembly sits on additional isolation mounts attached to the
chassis bottom. The entire chassis is further isolated by the unit's external supporting feet, which are designed neither
to store energy nor transmit it to the
transport mechanism. The ICPS-20i has
the most extensive vibration-isolation
system of any Krell transport.
Krell throws out the spindle (the small
turntable on which the CD rests) supplied with the CDM-9 Pro and replaces
it with acustom-machined type. Krell
has found that they can reduce the tracking servo activity by reducing the effective disc eccentricity (out of round) with
their custom spindle. Each spindle is
installed with the aid of adial indicator
to assure accurate positioning. Krell
claims atwofold reduction in disc eccentricity with their spindle compared to the
stock Philips unit.
A unique star-shaped clamp, which
extends to the CD's outer edge yet has
very low mass, holds the CD to the spindle
magnetically. The large, lightweight damp
is adeparture from the small, heavy
clamp used in previous Krell transports.
The CD and transport mechanism are
bathed in the light of green LEDs, which
you can see when you open the motorized door which covers the disc-playing
chamber. Krell claims the presence of
green light helps the laser recover the
data from the CD, and improves the
sound quality.' Further, the disc-playing
chamber is sealed from outside light by
the motorized sliding door.
The transport, display, and other functions are controlled by aMotorola microSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

processor running Krell's own code. The
circuit boards are all four-layer and
densely packed. Passive parts quality is
very high, with 1%-tolerance metal-film
resistors and high-quality film bypass
caps used in the power supply.
The KPS-20i's build quality is awork
of art in itself. The chassis is made from
very thick extruded aluminum that gives
the KPS-20i its very solid look and feel.
From the mounting feet to the motorized
top cover, the KPS-20i exudes solidity.
On the down side, Ifound the transport control buttons small and difficult
to use, particularly in the dark. Putting
the clamp over the disc correctly also
took abit of getting used to. The owner's
manual could have been better written,
and would benefit from larger and dearer
call-out diagrams. Ialso found that, when
entering atrack number directly, Ihad
to make sure Ireleased the button immediately. Otherwise, the unit would mistakenly search track 22 rather than 2, for
example. Finally, the first review sample had no audio output—a relay problem that was not present in the second
sample.

SYSTEM

Iput the Krell KPS-20i at the front of my
playback system, playing discs on the
KPS-20i's integral transport. The KPS20i also saw time driven by the Mark
Levinson No31 transport via AES/EBU
cable, using the KPS-20i as adigital processor. Further, Idrove the Mark Levinson No.30.5 (fitted with the HDCD°
decoder/filter) and the Sonic Frontiers
SFD-2 Mk.II from the Krell's digital
output to assess the KPS-20i as atransport. Of course, having these superb
Class A processors on hand made them
natural points of comparison for the
KPS-201.
Ifound that the KPS-20i sounded best
when used as aCD player—its primary
function. Itherefore performed almost
all the auditioning in this mode, except
for brief periods to examine the processor
and transport sections separately. Also
note that comparisons with the No30.5
and SFD-2 Mk.II were made with these
processors driven by the Mark Levinson
1Iam not sure why this should be so. The infamous
green ink treatment has been shown to absorb the
infrared laser light, thus reducing common-mode light
that may or may not affect the operation of aCD
pickup's photodetector, which is usually aduffoitially
operating device. Idon't understood how bathing the
disc in green light, which represents astrong commonmode signal, albeit one with avery different wavekngth,
will have an effect on the recovered FM data signal. Perhaps Krell would like to go into this subject in their
Manufacturer's Comment. But please note that, as light
rays do not interact with one another—a tenet of modern physics—the green LED light has no effect on the
pickup laser's emission. It sure looks pretty, however.
—JA

No31 transport. The 30.5/31 combination costs $24,445, and the SFD-2
Mk.II/No31 pair is $13,790 (plus $300
for the AudioQuest Diamond x3 AES/
EBU cable)—both considerably more
than the KPS-20i.
The processors under audition drove
an Audio Research LS5 Mk.II preamp
(which has fully balanced topology) via
AudioQuest Diamond x3 balanced interconnects. The power amplifiers were
Audio Research VT150 tubed monoblocks driving Genesis 11.5 loudspeakers.
The long interconnect between the preamp and power amplifiers was AudioQuest Lapis x3, and loudspeaker cables
were AudioQuest Dragon II. Power to
the digital front-ends and preamplifier
was conditioned by aTice Powerblock,
and an MIT Z-Stabilizer was plugged-in
to the AC wall outlet. The KPS-20i was
mounted on the sand-and-lead-shotfilled Merrill Stable Table.

LISTENING
Iwent into the auditioning expecting the
KPS-20i to sound like alower-quality
version of Krell's $14,000 Reference 64
processor and $7900 DT-10 transport
(see my reviews of both units in January
'94, Vol.17 No.1). Although Iliked the
Reference 64 and DT-10, Ithought they
were eclipsed in sound quality by the
similarly priced Mark Levinson Nos30
and 31. To be frank, while I've found
previous Krell Digital products to be
excellent, they were not better than the
very best digital-playback components.
Imagine my surprise, therefore, at discovering during the first evening's auditioning that the KPS-20i not only beat
the performance Iremember from the
Reference 64 and UT-10, but also that
this $9000 transport/processor combination held its own in many respects
with the processors Ihold in the highest
regard.
One area in which the KPS-20i clearly
beat the No.30.5—and especially the
SFD-2 Mk.II—was bass reproduction.
The Krell had unbelievably deep, tight,
powerful, and authoritative bass. In fact,
Iwould characterize the improvement
in bass performance rendered by putting
the KPS-20i in my system atransformation. The entire bottom end was big and
powerful, making listening to music
more of aphysical, visceral experience.
Bass drum had an extension and impact
Ihadn't heard before from the Genesis
II.5s. The bottom end seemed to extend
another octave lower, and the power in
the lower registers was awesome.
Even though the bass was powerful
and forceful, Iheard an amazing amount
of articulation and finesse. More bass
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isn't necessarily better, but when combined with excellent agility, pitch resolution, and detail, the result is agreater
involvement in the music. Ifound myself
thoroughly enjoying the music through
the KPS-20i in anew way—particularly
music with strong rhythmic drive. One
disc that serves as areference for acomponent's ability to express pace and
rhythm is Robben Ford's Robben Ford and
the Blue Line (Stretch STD-1102)? Some
products tend to make the rhythm drag,
as though the bass and drums are slightly
out of time. But through the Krell, the
rhythm locked-in with asnap and speed
that made this music so much more
involving. The KPS-20i's ability to convey musical energy, pace, and drive was
extraordinary by any measure. Igreatly
enjoyed this aspect of the KPS-20i.
This remarkable bass performance was
heard when playing CDs on the KPS20i's transport. Driving the KPS-20i
with an external source (the Mark Levinson No31 transport) resulted in the bass
becoming less tight and defined, and
softer and alittle bloated. This isn't
knocking the No.31; it's aresult of the
jitter introduced by the necessary S/PDIF
interface.
It wasn't just the bass performance that
made the KPS-20i so rhythmically involving. The Krell had atransient crispness and snap that imparted atight, rhythmically incisive quality to the music.
Snare drum had awonderful sense of
pop and weight, with just the right balance between the drum and chains? The
music had an overall rhythmic coherence
and upbeat quality Ifound captivating.
The KPS-20i's overall tonal balance
was warm and full, but slightly brighter
than that of the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2
Mk.II and the Mark Levinson No30.5.
The KPS-20i had some midrange and
lower-treble grain that was revealed in
comparison with these other processors.
The mids and treble were rather less liquid, smooth, and refined through the
Krell. Consequendy, instrumental textures
were alittle less palpable and realistic. I
also heard abit of an edge and hardness
2This disc features the great Roscoe Beck on bass and
Tom Brechtlein on drums. Their frequent live shows in
Los Angeles are areal treat—sometimes with Vinnie
Collaiuta on drums and Russell Ferrante on keyboards.
3Snare drum is achallenge to record. Getting enough
of the drum itself without ringing or fatness is difficult,
as is making the snares or chains on the bottom skin cut
through the sound without sounding like trashcan lids.
A well-recorded snare drum should have an explosive
pop, combined with some sense of the drum's pitch. Too
many snare drums today sound like nothing more than
bursts of white noise, with no indication that the sound
was made by astick hitting adrum head.
My three favorite snare sounds all happen to be on
the Sheffield label: James Newton Howard and Friends
(Sheffield Lab 23—the direct-to-disc LP, in particular);
Michael Ruff's Speaking in Melodies (Sheffield CD-35);
and The Sheffield Drum Record (Sheffield Lab 14).
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in the upper mids that was manifested as
glare on horns, hardness on the transient
attack of high piano notes, and aslightly
synthetic quality to woodwinds. This
character was heard more easily on naturally miked classical music than on jazz
and blues. The treble also lacked the delicate, finely filigreed quality I've come to
associate with the UltraAnalog DACs
used in the No.30.5 and SFD-2 Mk.II.
Imust stress that these characteristics
were very slight, and only noticeable
when compared to the smoothness of the
SFD-2 Mk.II and HDCD-fitted No305.
Ispent many enjoyable hours with the
KPS-20i; it was only after analytical listening and direct comparisons to characterize the KPS-20i's sound that these
traits became apparent.
The KPS-20i's soundstage was spacious, deep, and had excellent transparency. The overall spatial perspective was
more up-front and incisive than that of
the No.30.5, but alittle less immediate
than the SFD-2 Mk.II. Although the
soundstage didn't have quite the degree
of depth and width as the No.30.5 or
SFD-2 Mk.II, Iheard aremarkable clarity, and was able to hear deep into the
soundstage. The KPS-20i was the antithesis of veiled, murky, or clouded. The
Ry Cooder and V.N. Bhatt A Meeting
by the River CD (Water Lily Acoustics
WLA-CS-29-CD) was reproduced by
the KPS-20i with astartling immediacy,
clarity, and impression that the performers were in the listening room.
A comparison of the three processors
when playing HDCD-encoded discs was
no contest: the HDCD decoding provided by the No.30.5 and SFD-2 Mk.II
elevated these two processors far above
the KPS-20i. How significant afactor
this should be when making apurchasing decision will be determined by how
many record companies adopt HDCD
encoding. It's just too soon to tell.

M EASUREMENTS
The KPS-20i had amaximum output
level of 6.6V from the balanced outputs,
and 3.3V from the unbalanced jacks.
Output impedance was avery low 16
ohms (unbalanced) and 32 ohms (balanced) at any audio frequency. This combination of low output impedance and
high output voltage means that the
KPS-20i should have no trouble driving any preamplifier or even apower
amplifier directly through apassive level
control. The review sample had no trouble locking to 32kHz and 48kHz datastreams. The balanced outputs conform
to the pin-2-hot standard, meaning that
the ICPS-20i won't invert absolute polarity when used with other pin-2-hot

products. The Krell didn't invert absolute
polarity from its single-ended outputs.
Fig.1 shows the KPS-20i's flat frequency
response, with the de-emphasis error
shown below. The de-emphasis circuit
has half adB of negative error at 20kHz,
which will be audible as aslight reduction in air when playing pre-emphasized
discs. Channel separation in balanced
mode (fig.2) was excellent, measuring
better than 110dB across the band, and
120dB up to 2kHz. (The unbalanced
crosstalk was nearly identical.)
Playing data representing a 1kHz,
-90dB dithered sinewave and plotting
the spectrum of the Krell's output produced the plot of fig.3. The linearity
looks good, the overall noise level is low,
and there's acomplete absence of powersupply noise in the audio circuits. This
is superb performance.
Fig.4, the KPS-20i's linearity plot, was
highly unusual. The sharp changes in
linearity at low levels are something I've
never seen before. Usually, the plot follows the OdB division to about -100dB,
then slowly ramps upward as the processor's noise floor intrudes on the verylow-level test signal. The Krell's plot isn't
poor-the linearity is virtually perfect
to well below -100dB-but different. I
suspect this odd performance has something to do with the MSB trimming of
the PCM63 DAC. Perhaps in their Manufacturer's Comment Krell can explain
what's going on.
The KPS-20i's reproduction of a
lalz, -90dB undithered sinewave (fig5)
was excellent. The quantization steps are
uniform and symmetrical, and the noise
level is low.
Fig.6 shows the KPS-201's noise-modulation performance, made by driving
the processor with five signals ranging
in amplitude from -60dB to -100dB in
10dB steps, and plotting the output spectrally. The 41Hz test toue is filtered out
to leave only the processor's noise floor.
Ideally, the traces should overlap, indicating that the processor's noise floor
doesn't change in level or spectral distribution as afunction of input level. The
KPS-20i's performance on this test was
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Fig.6 Kre IKPS-20i, noise modulation, -60 to
-100dBFS (10dBivertical div.).
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good, with nearly perfect overlap. This
is one of the better noise-modulation
plots I've seen.
Driving the KPS-20i with afull-scale
equal mix of 19kHz and 20kHz tones,
then performing an FFT on the output,
produced the plot of fig.7. The lkHz
difference component (20kHz minus
19kHz) is very low in level, and the other
intermodulation products are either
nonexistent, or very low in level. Again,
this is superb performance.
Assessing the KPS-20i's word-clock
jitter performance was tricky. When the
top cover was removed to gain access to
the word-clock signals that time the
DACs, the KPS-20i wouldn't play the
test CD on its integral transport. Consequently, the only way to measure the
KPS-20i jitter was when it was driven
by an external source (in this case, a
Meridian CDR machine). The following
measurements therefore reflect the KPS20i's jitter performance with the jitterinducing Crystal CS8412 and S/PDIF
interface in the signal path. When playing
CDs directly on the ICPS-201's transport,
the jitter performance is likely to be
vastly better.
At any rate, here's what Imeasured on
the 16x-oversampling (705.6kHz) wordclock signal with the Meitner LIM Detector. Fig.8 is the clock-jitter spectrum
when the ICPS-201was driven by a1kHz
full-scale sinewave. The jitter spectrum
is quite.spiky, indicating that the jitter is
composed of periodic jitter components
rather than the more benign random jitter. The RMS jitter level, measured over
a400Hz-22kHz bandwidth, was 375
picoseconds.
With an input signal of all zeros, the
jitter spectrum was much cleaner (fig.9),
and the RIvIS jitter level decreased dramatically to 90ps. This large difference
in jitter performance indicates that the
KPS-20i's jitter is dependent on the input
signal characteristics—not agood thing.
When driven by alkHz, -90dB sinewave, the ICPS-20i produced the clockjitter spectrum of fig.10. The RMS jitter level jumped to 575ps. Note the very
high levels of period jitter at the testsignal frequency and its harmonics. The
presence ola spike in the spectrum indicates that the clock is being jittered at the
spike's frequency. These signal-correlated
periodic-jitter components are more
sonically detrimental than is random jitter. The S/PDIF or AES/EBU interface
inherently creates signal-correlated jitter;
the digital processor should attempt to
reject this jitter at its input rather than
pass it to the word clock, where it degrades the processor's sonic performance.
Imust reiterate that this relatively

Because most users will use the KPS-20i
as aCD player, Iwouldn't be concerned
about these jitter measurements. This is
particularly true in light of the ICPS-201's
otherwise superb bench performance.

CONCLUSION
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Fig.7 Krell KPS-20i, HF intermodulation
spectrum. DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS (linear frequency scale.
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Fig.8 Krell KPS-20i with external data source,
word-clock jitter spectrum, DC-20kHz,
when processing 'kHz sinewave at OdBFS
(linear frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.,
OdB =I
ns).

Fig.9 Krell KPS-20i with external data source,
word-clock jitter spectrum, DC-20kHz,
when processing digital silence (linear
frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.,
OdB= Ins).

The KPS-201's build quality is outstanding. The thick, beautiful metalwork,
motorized disc-chamber door, transportisolation mechanisms, and custommachined disc clamp suggest ahigh
degree of mechanical refinement. The
KPS-20i has the look and feel of aproduct that will last forever.
The $9000 ICPS-201is the best-sounding digital product yet from Krell, in
many respects offering world-class performance. Iwas particularly taken by the
KPS-20i's powerful bass, stunning
power and extension, wide dynamic
contrast, and its physically involving
sense of pace and rhythm. The KPS-20i's
soundstaging was also superb, with a
great feeling of transparency and clarity.
In relation to the much-more-expensive Mark Levinson No30.5/31 combination, or the No.31 driving the Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II, the ICPS-20i had
some shortcomings. Specifically, Iheard
some grain and hardness in the upper
mids that affected instrumental timbre,
and the treble somewhat lacked the
smooth liquidity and refinement heard
from these two other reference processors. Ishould add that the KPS-20i's
bass, rhythmic coherence, and dynamic
slam were anotch above the performance
offered by the No30.5 and especially the
SFD-2 Mk.II. Note that the KPS-20i
sounded considerably better when used
as aCD player, and less good when fed
from an external digital source.
Is it possible to call a$9000 CD player
abargain? Yes, when you consider how
much it would cost to achieve the KPS20i's sound quality with aseparate processor and transport.

Fig. I0 Krell KPS-20i with external data source.
word-clock jitter spectrum. DC-20kHz.
when processing I
kHz sinewave at
—90dBFS (linear frequency scale,
I
OdB/vertical div., OdB= I
ns).

mediocre jitter performance was measured with the KPS-20i driven by an
external digital source. When playing
discs on the KPS-201's integral transport,
the jitter levels and spectrum will likely
be much cleaner. Indeed, Iheard asignificant difference between the ICPS-20i
used as aprocessor and as aCD player.
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ILIKE IT LIKE DAC !
Wes Phillips listens to the
Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-1 DIA converter kit
Digital/analog converter kit. Frequency response: DC-20kHz, +0dB, -0.25dB. 5/N
ratio: 105dB unweighted. Crosstalk: <100dB, 20Hz-20kHz. THD+noise: <0.01%.
Digital inputs: coaxial on RCA jack, optical on TosLink jack. Analog output: one stereo
unbalanced output on RCA jacks. Maximum output voltage: 1.969V. Dimensions:
9.5" W by 2" Hby 7" D. Weight: 4.5 lbs. Warranty: 2years parts and labor against

defects; 30-day money-back guarantee if not satisfied; 30-day assembly guarantee. Serial
numbers of units reviewed: 9437L0011, 94390064. Price: S449. Approximate nurhber of dealers: factory-direct only. Manufacturer: The Parts Connection, ADivision
of Sonic Frontiers, 2790 Brighton Rd., Oakville, Ontario L6H 514, Canada. Tel: (905)
829-5858. Fax: (905) 829-53::. Technical support: (800) 769-0747 (US &Canada only).

„
D

inner's fried chicken,
honey."
"And Ihay-ulped!"
Gap-toothed and demented-looking,
the Shake'n'Bake urchin comes to mind
every time Iregard the Assemblage
DAC-1—which Ibuilt. Like that insanely
happy child-actor, my true participation
was rather limited: the DAC-1 comes
with afully assembled circuit board,
requiring only that the AC filter, three
LEDs, three RCA jacks, and the feet be
attached. Oh yeah, you also have to screw
the top down and plug it in. Which
brings us to acouple of key questions:
Why akit? and Why so basic akit?
Kits may seem exotic to us now, but
there was atime when you couldn't buy
hi-fi equipment, and when hi-fi really
was ahobby. Folks would construct their
own systems, coming out of their solderfume-filled basements only to play their
reference recording of asteam locomotive, shake their heads, and trudge back
downstairs to modify the circuit. As hi-fi
became aconsumer product, many companies continued to pay homage to its
tinkerer roots by offering easily assembled kits of amplifiers, preamps, tuners,
and speakers. These all tended to utilize
basic circuits, and they generally sounded
good and were easily modified. They
were popular with folks who liked to
work with their hands—or whose tastes
exceeded their budgets—and they were
intensely gratifying to build and own.
So why did kits go away? In one sense,
they never did. If you read Audio Amateur, Positive Feedback, or Speaker Builder—
or any of the British magazines, for that
matter—you've seen ads for kits all along.
Most of them, however, are designed for
the very knowledgeable, electronically
savvy audio hobbyist. Where are the
Dyna, Heath, and other idiot-proof kits
today?
They're ba-ack. Think of the Assemblage unit as astarter kit—it's simple,
teaches the most basic kit-building skills
(reading the instructions and soldering),
and can be built in less than two hours
206
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The Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-1 DIA processor

(by anybody—even me).' When you're
done, you have aunit that looks very
professional and works extremely well?
You also have an insanely fierce pride in
the DIA converter you "built."

I
FYOU BUILD IT. ..
Assemblage is the brand name of The
Parts Connection's kit products—the
DAC-1 is just the first in aprojected
series of DIY components. As apreeminent source of high-quality electronic
parts, tools, guides, and even tubes,
The Parts Connection is in agood position to gauge the health of the builder/
tinkerer market. They're also adivision
1Compare this to the approximately 50 hours it took
me in 1987 to put together and calibrate Stereophile's
Heath digital oscilloscope kit, where all the parts had
to be soldered to the board!
—JA
2Outside North America, the Assemblage DAC-1 is
sold assembled as the Sonic Frontiers TransDAC.—RH
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of Sonic Frontiers, so they ain't new to
the concept of designing good-sounding
stuff, either.3
What they've accomplished with the
DAC-1 is to reach out to the more passive audiophiles—those used to buying
and plugging in components rather than
sticking their mitts into the guts of their
hi-fis. Thus, the unit is dead simple to
construct—but simultaneously just begging to be modified Their hope is that,
3Ishould note that the parts quality in the kit is exceptional, as you'd expect thorn acompany built on the
demand for high-quality audio jewelry.
4Please note that altering the DAC-1 in any way voids
the warranty. Assemblage has constructed it to make
it acinch to modify—ICs are attached to the board via
sockets, and there's lots of room ir,get tostuff—but they
insist that if you do so, you're on your own. Isuggest
that you build it stock and get used to its character before
changing anything. That way, they'll guarantee that it
works—and they'll even finish constructing it for you,
if you can't handle it.
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once you've experienced the pleasures
of constructing your own equipment,
you'll be fired up for more ambitious
projects—such as the line-level tubed
preamp or the single-ended triode power
amp they have in the pipeline. If my experience is typical, then they're right—
bring 'em on, right now!
You need only afew tools to assemble the DAC-1, but they should be good
ones. You'll need asoldering iron capable
of achieving 700° F—which means a
solder-station, not a$3.98 wand; otherwise, you'll tend to heat-stress the board
or de-solder pin sockets from it before
you get agood flow from the Wonder
Solder provided by Assemblage. You'll
also need #1 and #0 Phillips screwdrivers,
needle-nose pliers (angled are best), one
12mm or 1/
2"wrench, apair of cutting
pliers, awire stripper (you can always
substitute ahobby knife and carefully
peel away the insulation, but c'mon—
everybody should have one of these),
and—this is very important—a good
ruler, preferably metal and marked in
inches and centimeters. Also, Iwould
suggest direct lighting and apadded surface to work on, 'cause Assemblage provides apretty case, and it would be a
shame to scratch it before you even build
the unit. Ihave aroll of yard-wide rubber
flooring that Ilay on top of my table
whenever Iopen acomponent—it's easily stored and costs me bupkis.
The manual is ajoy to use: clear illustrations, both photographs and line
drawings, show you what to do. Each
stage is simple, well-described, and logical. Itook my time, taking tremendous
pride in the fact that my solder-joints were
just as pretty as theirs.5 Iwould change
only two steps in the procedure. When
you solder the leads of the AC EMI/RF
filter to the circuit board early in the
assembly, you're left with aheavy weight
dangling off your project as you turn the
board over to solder the LEDs. I'd just
reverse the steps: attach the LEDs, then
the power filter. Additionally, when you
solder the twisted pairs of Kimber Kable
to the circuit board (and to the RCA
jacks), the process goes aster and smoother
if you've tinned the wires first; it's also
then easier to feed the wires through the
little holes in the board and the ground
lug tab. This is the sort of thing that anyone experienced with asoldering iron
would do instinctively; but this project
should also teach the basics to firsttimers.
Normally, it would be considered a
breach ofjournalistic ethics to allow a
reviewer to evaluate aunit that he built,
5No, really! Well, almost.

but that's what the head office wanted
in this case—although they did draw the
line at my referring to it as the Phillips!
Assemblage DAC-1. Pride of accomplishment aside, Ithink it's akiller unit
—one that performs far, far better than
its $449 price tag would indicate. Ilistened to it in avariety of systems, and
compared it with similarly priced components as well as with DACs that are
ridiculously more expensive. The DAC1acquitted itself well in every circumstance, although I'm not going to suggest that it handily beat all comers. Even
if Idid build it, it's not magic!

inputs/outputs and tape monitoring, and,
of course, allows you to invert polarity.
The Assemblage, by contrast, accepts
only TosLink and coaxial inputs, and
doesn't offer polarity switching (which
Isorely missed). Further, it can be stressed
with high-amplitude, complex material
to the point where it flattens the soundstage audibly. On the other hand, unlike
the Krell, it allowed rhythmic drive and
a sense of the melodic line to pass
through remarkably uncompromised.
Am Iurging you Krell owners to trade
down? Get real! I'm merely pointing out
that the ultimate test of the DAC-1 rests
upon its reproduction of music, and in at
HEARING AIDS
least one area it's hard to beat.
Metaphor 5loudspeakers, the Valve AmHow'd it stack up against real-world
competition? Mighty well, thank you.
plification Company's PA 80/80 power
The stock Audio Alchemy DITB ($199),
amp, and the McCormack Micro Line
Drive or Audio Alchemy's DLC prewhen used with its wall-wart power
amps were used for all evaluations. I supply, lacked abit of sweetness and
compared the DAC-1 to Krell's Referdetail in comparison. Adding the Audio
ence 64, McCormack's DAC, MicroAlchemy Power Station One power supmega's DAC, Arcam's Black Box 50, and
ply ($69) began to change the equation,
Audio Alchemy's DAC in the Bea (DITB)
as the DITB's authority was greatly
improved. But Istill preferred the sweetand DDE v1.1 D/A converters, as well
as to the internal DACs in the Audio Reness of the Assemblage unit overall.
search CD-1, Arcam Alpha One, NAD
Audio Alchemy's equivalently priced
DDE was another matter entirely—here
504, and MicroMega Stage 2—using the
transport sections of those units to make
we have areal-world competitor that
the comparisons.
matched the DAC-1's strengths, while
A McCormack Digital Drive supported
sounding nothing like it. Both units were
by aTownshend Seismic Sink drove the
very articulate, although the Audio Alcoaxial input, and aMarantz LV-510
chemy seemed atad faster. Icouldn't deride
which Ipreferred, since each played to
laserdisc player was attached via TosLink.
Digital cables utilized were Transparent
different strengths. While the AssemAudio's coaxial Digital Link and MIT's
blage does offer an alluring tweak-factor
Terminator 2. My usual assortment of for the audio experimenter, the DDE has
reference cables includes Transparent
acouple of power-regulation upgrades
Audio Music Link Reference and Magthat you just need to plug in. You'll need
nan 4Vi interconnects, as well as Transto listen to both.
While Idefinitely consider the DAC-1
parent Audio Music Wave Reference and
OCOS speaker cables. That's alot of to be afine D/A, it's not going to siphon
stuff, but Iwas so fascinated by the reoff alot of sales from its $1000-and-up
sults that I
just kept going.
competitors. Truthfully, it emphasizes
midband warmth and has afew tonal
irregularities: it "whitens" high-ampliTo COMPARE IS
tude pitches, causing the coloration to
NOT TO PROVE
wander. Iwasn't particularly bothered
I've already intimated that the DAC-1
isn't perfect. But neither are any of the by this, since so much of the information
other units used in this comparison—not
that Ivalue passed through compreheneven Kre.11's $14,000 Reference 64. In fact,
sibly and coherently. In its strengths, it
the Krell was perhaps the most instrucoffers competition to all comers; but I
tive as to the DAC-1's weaknesses and
must also say that such units as the
strengths.
McCormack, MicroMega, and Arcam
Now, only acrazy person—or an audio
DACs all added unwavering focus, more
reviewer (but Igrow redundant)—would
uniform tonal response, and image stacompare a$449 unit to one costing thirty
bility to the equation. Which they really
times as much and expect to find them
ought, dontcha think?
competitive. In many senses, they
Iwas fascinated by comparisons beweren't. The Krell, atwo-piece unit with
tween the DAC-1 and ahost of other
apower supply even more massive than
components—this review has given me
the digital processor, cannot be flustered,
alot to consider, as my experiences didn't
no matter how complex asignal you always mirror my expectations. Take, as
throw at it. It's extremely flexible as to an example, the issue of improving a
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stand-alone CD player by the addition
of an outboard DAC. While Iwas able
to hear improvements in many aspects
of performance, Ialso heard added distortions when going outboard—distortions which were similar no matter which
DAC Iused. This leads me to suspect that
the extra connections and cabling add jitter that's not present when the signal
stays inboard. So while Istill think that
adding an outboard DIA can be acosteffective upgrade to an inexpensive (or
outmoded) CD rig, anyone desirous of
doing so would be well advised to listen to the tradeoffs carefully—or else
consider anti-jitter or reclocking devices
anecessity.
GOOD SENTENCES &
WELL-PRONOUNCED
At this year's WCES in Las Vegas, Iheard
PopeMusic's Unlikely Silhouettes CD (PM
2002-2)—a pairing of Shchedren's Carmen Ballet and Shostakovich's Bolt. Iwas
impressed by the disc's transparency and
dynamic differential. Playing through an
all-Cello system, it gave me the fantods—I'd never heard anything like it.
Naturally, Ibrought it home. The DAC1preserved the transparent nature of the
recording nicely; Iwas especially impressed with the sheer depth of the
soundstage. The midbass was rich and
lustrous—oh, those cellos!—possibly a
touch too warm. In the tuttis, though, the
unit began to sound amite confused—
both less articulate and more shallow.
Rather than feeling limitless in possibility, as in real life (or even through the
Krell), the music got smaller and more
tangibly canned. On the other hand, the
pace, the progression of note to note in
the music, was magnificent.
This is an area where our understanding
of what's going on in music reproduction collides directly with the limitations
of our current measurement system.
Music moves—there's no way to get
around it; if you just have one note, you
don't have music. "Music moves only in
time," Eliot wrote in "Burnt Norton";
but he got it only half right. Music moves
in pitch as well—one note repeated over
time does not meet our idea of music,
either.
6 So here we have one of the most
organic components of music, and we
lack any means of measuring or quantifying it. "The technology of rhythm
is not in the textbook," wrote Martin
Colloms in these pages in November '92
(Vol.15 No.11). He's still right.
Rhythm and articulation are inextrica6Actually, /think that if you repeat that one note long
enough it stops being boring and becomes rather interesting; but I've lost enough roommates to realize that my
fascination with repetition is hardly universal.
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bly linked in ways that directly affect the
manner in which we comprehend information—whether we're dealing with
music or speech. Last night, immediately
after writing the preceding paragraph,
Iattended The Merchant of Venice at the
Public Theatre. Despite fine portrayals
of Shylock, Portia, and the buffoonish
Lancelot Gobbo, it was an unsatisfying
production—not least because most of
the actors were uncomfortable with
Shakespeare's language. They delivered
the lines, but the rhythms were off, and
Iwound up having to work awfully hard
just trying to comprehend what they
were saying—frequently sussing out
their meanings asentence or two later,
and then having to struggle on ahead.
This from aplay that Iknow pretty well.
The more convincing performers
communicated meaning better, but it
wasn't because they spoke more clearly.
If that information wasn't conveyed
through the clarity of the delivery, then
where did it originate? In the rhythm,
that's where! As they spoke, or ranted,
or downed, there was arise and fall that
pulled our comprehension along. Harold
Brodkey's lovely description of logic as
"the movement in language toward a
coherent argument—the melody line of
meaning. .:' recognizes this. It's in that
sense of meaning that the DAC-1 excels.

perhaps. Despite this, Ifelt that the DAC1did aremarkable job of giving "body"
to the notes, letting them grow out of the
resonance of the instruments—a separate phenomenon from the bow's excitation of the string itself.
Then there was my "cognitive-dissonance test," during which Ilistened to
Junior Brown's "Guit Steel Blues:' from
his Guit With It CD (Curb D2 77622).
Now there's atest of nuance and intelligibility—the song is no less than Hendrix's "Red House Blues" rendered as
deep-country wail. It remains true to the
original, even as it radiates acow-piekidcin' country sensibility—a trick as complex as successfully translating poetry
into adifferent language.
The Assemblage got the details right:
the ringing of the strings, the articulation of the cascading runs of notes, the
bite of pick against heavy-gauge string.
All of that was expected and present.
What was far more important was the
DAC-1's ability to portray all of the truly
subtle signifiers—the microtonal inflections and phrasings that designate
"country," "blues," and "rock." The Assemblage rendered each of them distinctly, neither confusing the issue nor
further blurring the boundaries. Yet, at
the same time, it refused to make them
more distinct than they are.

THE QUALITY OF MUSIC ...
Dick Hyman's From the Age of Swing CD
(Reference RR-59) is acruel test for any
processor. The soul of this disc lives in
the relationship between bassist Milt
Hinton and drummer Butch Miles. They
create agroove far too complex to be
reduced to awritten part, comprising a
perfect blend of relaxation and precision
—it's absolutely propulsive, but never
forced. The DAC-1 captured this in a
way that many of the other units Icompared it to didn't. It also revealed the
extremely low-level details that are so
wonderfully present on this disc: the
inner voicings of the woodwind choirs;
the different overtones of the ride and hihat cymbals; and the distinctive hallacoustic of the recording venue, Concert Hall A at SUNY Purchase (not a
recording studio).
Il Giardino Armonico's Four Seasons
CD (Teldec 4509-97671-2) is aperformance which depends on the ensemble's
precision dynamic and metric changes;
ultimately, the charm of this performance
relies upon the éclat with which these
changes are rendered. Score another victory for the li'l guy. Here again, Iwas
conscious of aslight warm emphasis in
the lower mids—the cellos had abloom
that was very appealing, but overdone

D'ACCORD!
This is what ultimately impressed me
most about the Assemblage DAC-1: that
when confronted with extremely subtle distinctions, it conveyed them in ways
that had real meaning for me. Iwould
value it even if it cost substantially more.
The DAC-1 isn't without flaws—no
unit is; but when you add up its virtues,
you end up with along list. Ifound its
biggest drawback to be its inability to
sort out complex, dynamic passages, and
its associated sensitivity to high-level signals in general. But now that Assemblage
has turned me into acomponent-building son-of-a-gun, I'm even pretty sure
that the problem with high-amplitude
congestion lies in the power regulation.
Hey, I'm allowed to have an opinion—I
built the sucker!
Now, where's that parts catalog?
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MEASUREMENTS FROM RH
The Assemblage DAC-1's maximum
output level was 1.96V—just under the
CD standard of 2V. Output impedance
was alow 77 ohms at any audio frequency, and Iwasn't able to measure any
DC offset at the analog output jacks. The
DAC-1 doesn't invert absolute polarity,
and had no trouble locking to 32kHz and
48kHz datastreams.
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

Fig.1 shows the DAC-1's frequency
response and de-emphasis error. The.
response is down 0.35dB at 20kHz-a
slightly greater rolloff than the 0.25dB
specified in the data sheet. The de-emphasis error was negligible, and about as
good as you can get with resistor and
capacitor tolerances. The crosstalk performance (fig.2) was also excellent, measuring below -110dB at lkHz. The leftchannel separation decreased to 95dB at
20kHz-not quite as good as the specified 100dB of channel separation across
the audioband.
A spectral analysis of the DAC-1's
output when decoding alkHz, -90dB
dithered sinewave (fig.3) revealed very
low noise, good isolation of the audio
circuits from power-supply noise, and
excellent DAC behavior.
The DAC-1's linearity (fig.4) was
about as good as DIA converters get. A
very slight negative error starting at
-70dBFS is inconsequential. Note that
the Burr-Brown PCM 1702 DACs don't
need MSB trimming? and will thus offer
this excellent linearity over time and tem-

perature variations. The DAC-1's reproduction of alkHz, -90dB undithered
sinewave (fig.5) shows good DAC behavior at this low signal level, but with a
slightly high level of audioband noise.
The noise-modulation performance (fig.6)
was excellent, with tight trace groupings.
This performance isn't quite as good,
however, as that seen in the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II (see fig.8 in my
Follow-Up on the SFD-2 in March,
Vol.18 No3, p.138). There's also an odd
peak in the noise floor at 2kHz.
The intermodulation spectrum, generated by performing an FFT on the
DAC-1's output while it decodes data
representing afull-scale mix of 19kHz
and 20kHz tones (fig.7), shows very few
IM products. The lkHz difference product is very low in level, as are the sidebands around the test signal.
Looking next at the DAC-1's clock jitter (measured at the 8x-oversampling
word-clock input on the PCM 1702
DACs), Imeasured an RMS jitter value
7See my Follow-Up on the Linn Numerik processor
in Vol.17 No.I0 for atechnical and musical comparison of the Burr-Brown PCM63 and PCM 1702 DACs.
-RH

(over a400Hz-22kHz bandwidth) of
175 picoseconds with alkHz full-scale
input signal. The jitter spectrum, shown
in fig.8, isn't that clean, with many periodic components (including strong
signal-correlated components apparent
at lkHz and 3kHz). With an input signal
of all zeros, the RMS jitter decreased to
110ps, and the spectrum was much
cleaner (not shown). With alow-level
test signal of alkHz, -90dB sinewave,
the spectrum was moderately clean
(fig.9), with only strong jitter components at lkHz and 2kHz. The RMS level,
however, increased to 285ps. These measurements suggest that the DAC-1 will
be sensitive to transport quality.
The DAC-1's bench performance was
excellent for any processor, let alone one
costing $449.
-Robert Harley
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VANDERSTEEN 3A LOUDSPEAKER
Thomas J. Norton
Four-way, bi-wirable, floorstanding loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1", critically damped,

26Hz-30kHz ±3d8, 30Hz-22kHz ±1.5dil. Sensitivity: 88d1P/Vim. Impedance: 6ohms
nominal, 4ohms minimum. Amplifier requirements: 100Wpc-200Wpc into 8ohms.

dual-chamber metal-alloy dome tweeter with fernofluid cooling; 4.5" midrange unit
with patented, low-diffraction magnet, curvilinear polycone, and ferrofluid cooling;
8", long-throw woofer with curvilinear polycone; 1.5", two-layer voice-coil, and 40oz

Amplifier should be stable into 4ohms. Dimensions: 48" (1220mm) Hby 16" (406mm)
W by 10.25" (260mm) D. Weight: 89 lbs net. Serial numbers of units tested:

focused-gap magnet structure; 10" long-throw Acoustic Coupler (sub-bass driver)

5458A/5459A. Price: 52595/pair, 52795/pair with Sound Anchor braces. Approxi-

with dual spider, critically damped cone; 1.5", four-layer voice-coil on aventilated

mate number of dealers: 108. Manufacturer Vandersteen Audio, 116 W Fourth St.,
Hanford, CA 93230. Tel: (209) 582-0324.

aluminum former. Crossover frequencies: 35Hz, 600Hz, and 5kHz. Frequency response:

H

igh-end-audio manufacturers
are both more and less adventurous than their more mainstream contemporaries. While mainstreamaudio manufacturers will almost invariably change their models every year, the
changes are more often than not cosmetic
—at least in between successive models.
High-end manufacturers, on the other
hand, will keep the same model in the
line for several years, but make cosmetically invisible refinements along the way.
Vandersteen has been one of the most
conservative companies in that respect;
the original Model 2underwent only
one significant cosmetic change in over
adecade, yet was sonically updated several times in that span. Now, two years
after its introduction, we have the first
modification to the Model 3(originally
reviewed by JA in Vol.16 No.3, p.140):
the 3A.
In most physical respects, the Vandersteen Model 3A is identical to its predecessor. A cutaway photo reveals four
drivers and three separate sub-enclosures
—the bottom of which is the largest, for
the rear-facing 10" driver that Vandersteen refers to as an "Active Acoustic
Coupler." It is, as the name implies, actively driven [though it shares some of the
characteristics of apassive radiator—Ed.].
Since the AAC is designed to cover primarily the range below 35Hz, Iwould
be inclined to call it an integral subwoofer; but perhaps Vandersteen chose
to give it another designation to distinguish it from the company's dedicated,
outboard subwoofers.
Stacked atop this acoustic-coupler
enclosure are one enclosure for the 8"
woofer, and another for the midrange
and tweeter. The baffles for each of these
front-facing drivers are individually sized
to minimize diffraction problems. As in
other Vandersteen designs, the 3A has
arelatively solid top piece above the
tweeter to complete the external cabinet
design and anchor the four dowel
corners that give shape to the grillecloth
210

Vandersteen 3A loudspeaker

"sock" covering all of this internal cabinetwork. Though the large cutout in this
top is clearly designed to minimize cavity
resonances, Icontinue to be concerned
—as Iwas with the 2Ce—that this top
piece might be reflecting energy from the
tweeter (thus defeating some of the care
that went into the anti-diffraction efforts
elsewhere). Nothing in my listening,
however, indicated to me that this might
be aproblem.
Vandersteen's 4.5" midrange driver is
the same as that used in the earlier Model
3, and is designed specifically to minimize reflections from the driver's sup-
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port structure—the magnet and frame—
at the back of the cone. The magnet is
made of neodymium, which, because of
its magnetic efficiency, can be very small
relative to its strength; the basket, or
frame, is as small as possible, while still
providing adequate support for the magnet and cone. Both this midrange driver
and the 3A's metal-alloy dome tweeter
are assembled for Vandersteen by Vifa
in Denmark.
Consistent with Vandersteen's design
philosophy, the 3A uses first-order crossovers throughout. Since the correct vertical
listening axis is invariably more critical
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

with such adesign, detailed instructions
are provided to enable the user to tilt
back the loudspeaker by an appropriate
amount—a function of both the listener's
distance from the loudspeaker and the
height of his or her ears. A brace extends
from the back of the cabinet to allow the
user to properly set the tilt-back by adding spacers to the furnished spikes. The
3A is furnished with astandard brace; we
were also sent aheavier-duty, optional
Sound Anchor brace ($200), which attaches not only to the bottom of the cabinet but to the rear as well, just above the
acoustic coupler. It may therefore also act
to further brace the cabinet, though no
such claim is made in the owner's manual.
Dual-input, screw-type barrier terminals, for either the recommended biwiring or for bi-amping ;are located at
the rear of the enclosure, along with level
controls for both the midrange and
tweeter. These level controls are limited
to auseful range of +2 to -3dB.
So far, the description of the 3A tracks
that of the 3almost down the line. But
the 3A incorporates anumber of those
invisible refinements. The woofer/acoustic coupler interaction has been modified for amore extended bass response
(though the specs don't reflect any change
here). The acoustic coupler itself has
benefited from development research
conducted for the soon-to-be-introduced
Model 5, and now has an aluminumalloy cone and an altered magnet assembly. It also has anew, shaped pole-piece
with copper end-rings. The latter are said
to result in alonger linear excursion and
consistent impedance throughout the
driver's range of movement.
The midrange driver is unchanged
from the Model 3, but now undergoes
an extended factory break-in period. Following this break-in, the drivers are
calibrated into matched pairs. Though
the 3A's tweeter is essentially the same
as that in the 3, modifications are said to
improve its transparency and resolution.
The 3A's crossover uses the same qualitylevel parts (and internal cabling) as the
3, but has been reconfigured physically,
and modified for better phase compensation.
As was the case with the original
Model 3, the 3A has LED overload indicators wired across the woofer terminals
that become visible through the grillecloth when the loudspeaker is being
overdriven. They never illuminated for
me—I guess Ididn't drive the 3As hard
enough to energize them.
Finally, the maximum thickness of the
3A's cabinet has been increased from
1.25" to 2". Overall, however, the 3A is
only spec'd at one pound heavier than the
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

3, so the increase in cabinet density
appears to be minor.
Owners of older Model 3s can have
their loudspeakers upgraded to current
specifications for areasonable $650/pair,
which includes freight costs from the
manufacturer to the owner.

and sweeter than life. Sibilants, even on
recordings on which they're relatively
pronounced, were softened. The best
description of the overall sound would
be pleasant and polite. Details were present, but never intrusive—as they sometimes are in real life. There was alack of
snap and of microdynamics—the crisp
definition that conveys reality. Depth
SYSTEM
The Vandersteen was auditioned with a and imaging were respectable, but not
Krell ICPS-20i CD player used as atransparticularly riveting. In short, Iwas enport and feeding aMark Levinson No35
joying an easygoing sound, but Iwasn't
D/A converter through aKimber AGDL
being drawn-in to the reality of the perdigital coaxial cable. TARA Labs Master
formances.
The sound of the 3A was not entirely
RSC (unbalanced) connected the Levinson
at odds with my impression of Vanderconverter to aRowland Consummate
steens in the past—a little warm and forpreamp. The primary power amplifier
giving rather than analytical and detailed
in the system was the Krell KSA-300S.
—which is why Ididn't immediately
Preamp-to-power-amp interconnects
look for solutions. But after acouple of
were Monster M1500s or AudioQuest
days of this, Iwas certain that something
Diamonds (both unbalanced). Loudspeaker
had to be done. My first reaction was to
cables were either aMonster M1.5 birearrange the listening room and try
wire or an AudioQuest Midnight/Sterother setups—the diagonal setup I'd
ling Hyperlitz bi-wire set (Midnight on
the bass, Sterling for the midrange/treble).
chosen didn't allow me to try the setup
guidance suggested by Vandersteen in
their excellent owner's manual. Iwasn't
SOUND
concerned about the tilt-back of the 3As,
Iset up the Vandersteen 3As in my (apas Ihad carefully adjusted that aspect of
proximately) 26' by 18' by 11' listening
the setup. The 3As were also spiked with
room firing on asemi-diagonal—a setup
the furnished cones, and, prior to doing
which has produced fine results with at
any listening, Ihad run them in with
least six pairs of loudspeakers. (It not
moderate-level pink noise for more than
only appears to result in asmoother
75 hours.
room bass-response, but results in the
Before rearranging everything, hownearest side walls slanting severely away
ever, Itook careful stock of the rest of the
from the loudspeakers, minimizing adverse side-wall reflections.) The floor of system—most especially, the Pioneer
player/transport and DTI interface. Ihad
the room is acarpet-covered slab founused the Pioneer with the Levinson
dation, and the room itself has anumNo.35 in another room with another
ber of absorbent panels, ASC Tube Traps,
system, and had found it asurprisingly
and ASC Shadow Casters strategically
good, if unlikely, combination. But it had
arrayed.
There's also a4' by 8' assemblage of erred then in the direction of warmth—
unlike the Krell KPS-20i, either by itself
Diffusors and asingle 4' by 4' Abffusor
or driving the No.35. Fortunately, the
—both from RPG—on the short wall
KPS-20i became available to me again,
farthest from the loudspeakers. Three
so Ireinserted it into the system, replacadditional acoustic panels are hung from
the ceiling just out from the opposite
ing the Pioneer/DTI combination.
short wall (which has the largest window
What happened will not be easily
in the room—covered with closed, cloth
accepted by those who don't accept the
vertical blinds). The ceiling of the room
proposition that transports can have an
is composed of wood planking on round
important effect on the sound. My
shaved-log beams (known in New Meximpression of the system—and of the
ico as vigas); the walls are of Sheetrock.
3A—was transformed. On asliding scale
When Ibegan my listening, the Krell
of values, one could say that the differplayer cum transport was not available to
ence was small. But it was much like, if
me, so Isubstituted aPioneer PD-65 and
Imay use avideo analogy, the difference
used its digital output through an Audio
between correct flesh-tones on ateleviAlchemy DTI to drive the Levinson No35.
sion and those that are very subtly gleeti.
Kimber AGDL cables were used for both
It takes only aslight adjustment of the
tint control to correct such an error, but
digital links.
These early listening sessions—during
this makes the difference between somewhich Ialso used the Monster M1500/
thing which is enjoyable and something
M1.5 cables—proved somewhat disapwhich is vaguely irritating.
pointing. The sound wasn't "bad" on an
The initial entry in my listening notes
absolute scale, but it sounded much softer
following the reinsertion of the Krell
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transport reads, "Wow. All kinds of
things are happening right now that
were wrong before. Voice is in tighter
focus. ..
kettle drums are tighter, with
more power and snap. There's asubtle
but noticeable increase in depth. More
life. ..
better sense of microdynamics.
Still aslightly forgiving sound, and Pa
like abit more snap and air on top, but
now the lights are on, and the motor is
running." Any thoughts Imight have
had about needing to rearrange my listening room receded into the background.
The improvements were audible across
the spectrum, though Isuspect that the
real improvements were in the uppermidrange/treble region—which translated into asubjective impression ofbetter performance everywhere. The 3A was
now cranking on all cylinders. The sound
still sounded abit warm and sweet—
very much in that Vandersteen tradition
—but now there was real detail and darity to go along with it. The top end was
pristinely clean. Sibilants remained generally sweet and inoffensive, yet now
there was no question of their differences
from recording to recording.
The character of asinger's voice was
clearly presented—for example, the gravelly edge to the vocal in "Superman's
Song," from the Crash Test Dummies'
The Ghosts That Haunt Me (Arista ARCD8677). The sound was now open and
transparent, and while Imight still have
liked abit more air at the very top (even
after turning the tweeter level up to +1,
where Ileft it for most of my listening),
neither did Iparticularly miss it.
The 3A proved to be asolid performer
at the bottom end as well. Ididn't find
the speakers to extend as low into the
bass as their specs indicated—somewhere
in the low to mid-30Hz is my estimate
of the extent of their lowest useful
response. Still nothing to sneeze at. The
bass had both punch and weight—if it
couldn't match my recollection of the
performance of either the Infinity Epsilon
($14,000/pair) or the NHT 33 ($4200/
pair) in either of these categories, remember that the 3A, at $2595/pair, is the leastexpensive loudspeaker by asignificant
margin (dramatic, in the case of the Infinitys). If it lacked the subjective weight
of the Ventas v2.8 or even the Mirage
M-7si in this same room, it also lacked
some of the subjective mid- and upperbass rise of both of those loudspeakers.
The 3A nonetheless handled with
aplomb everything from the bass drum
on Enya's "The Long Ships:' from Watermark (Geffen 924233-2), to the deepest
bass passages on "Napalm for Breakfast,"
from The Apocalypse Now Sessions (Ryko
RCD 10109) (originally released on LP
212

by Wilson Audio).
However, the introductory drumstrokes
on the Jurassic Park soundtrack (MCA
MCAD-10859) did cause the speaker to
break up at realistic—though not unreasonable—levels. The drumstrokes didn't
cause the woofer to bottom, but did result in adistorted, fluttery sound until
Iturned down the volume to alevel that
degraded the sheer visceral impact of the
piece. Iwouldn't expect this to be aproblem in asmaller listening room (mine has
avolume of about 5000ft 3). Ihave found
this particular passage to be aproblem
for other loudspeakers—including the
Infinity Epsilons when they're driven
with insufficient bass power.
The slight warmth Inoted in the sound
of the 3A didn't intrude in any way on
its midrange performance. Initially (and
with the original setup), Ithought Iheard
atrace of midrange nasality in the speaker,
but turning the midrange level control
back to -1dB, combined with the change
in transports, rendered it inaudible. Solo
voices were timbrally right. Chorus had
enough inner definition to make it clear
Iwas listening to acollection of individual voices. There was also aprecise rendition of depth and image placement. On
the new All Star Percussion Ensemble II
(Golden String GSCD 013), the instruments were precisely positioned in both
width and depth. Ishould also add that
those microdynamics were now rewardingly precise.
The "Mapping the Soundstage" tracks
both from the new Stereophile Concert CD
(STPH005-2) and the Sheffield Lab/XLO
Test & Burn-in CD (Sheffield Lab 100412-T) were precisely handled, though I
obtained little sense of imaging outside the
boundaries of the loudspeakers. This is
not an unusual occurrence for me—only
rarely have Iachieved it, and only then
on select recordings. Perhaps this is
because Iprefer atightly defined central
image, and tend to set up asystem accordingly. The recommended positioning for
the 3A is firing straight ahead; for me,
this resulted in insufficient soundstage
focus. So Iused aslight degree of toe-in
(the inside faces of the cabinets remaining
clearly visible at the listening position,
however).
The 3A remained just abit on the sweet
side of neutral throughout my auditioning
—even after Isubstituted aset of AudioQuest cables, which were more crisply
detailed than the softer-sounding Monsters. The 3A never had quite the "jump
factor" of the Energy Ventas v2.8, or the
sheer soundstage size and overall dynamics of either the Ventas or the Mirage
M-7si—two loudspeakers which have
recently spent significant time in my
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listening room. But the 3A made up for
that in sheer listenability—a self-effacing
quality which, with the proper selection
of associated equipment, does not compromise the reproduction of natural
detail and dynamics. And you shouldn't
assume that only expensive transports
and processors will bring the 3A to this
level of performance. Iwould, however,
recommended that you avoid combining
the 3A with associated equipment that
in itself sounds overly warm or rich.

AMPLIFICATION
In addition to the Krell KSA-300S, I
drove the Vandersteen 3As with the
McCormack DNA-05 Ireviewed in February (Vol.18 No.2). Though the Krell
has more inner detailing and sheer clarity
than the McCormack, the latter doesn't
sacrifice much. In trade, it also sounded
more forward and immediate than the
Krell through the Vandersteens, providing amore "palpable presence" (pardon
the cliché) than was evident with the
Krell. And the bass slam with the McCormack would have been astonishing had
Inot heard it before on other loudspeakers. The McCormack's lows were
extremely satisfying—perhaps even
more so than that of the Krell, which
reins the bass in under tighter control.
The Krell was more accurate, perhaps,
but less gutsy-sounding than the DNA0.5 with the Vandersteens. Vandersteen
more often than not uses McCormack
amplifiers at shows—it's apparent that
the choice isn't merely one of convenience.

THIEL COMPARISONS
Since the original Vandersteen Model 3
wasn't available to me, it would be adicey
proposition for me to comment on how
great an improvement the new model
is—especially since it's been nearly two
years since Ilast heard the Model 3, and
in adifferent room. Vandersteen's track
records on improvements in their other
models—particularly the Model 2—has
been consistently good, however, which
at the least would seem to make an audition of the new model mandatory for
owners of the original design.
What Idid do, however, was compare
the Vandersteen Model 3A with one of
its most popular competitors, the $2750/
pair Thiel CS2 2. In most respects, the
two were different in the expected ways.
Vandersteens have always struck me as
sounding warmer and richer than Thiels,
and so it was with the 22 vs the 3A. The
midrange of the Thiel was alittle more
laid-back. Its top end was crisper and
more tightly focused, but also less forgiving of mediocre program material.
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

While the Thkl's bass was tighter than
that of the Vandersteen, it also appeared
less extended. The bass drum on Enya's
Watermark didn't energize the room in the
same shuddery fashion as it had on the
Vandersteen. But it was hardly anemic,
and, at the same time, was subjectively
"faster" than that of the Vandersteen.
The Thiel also had similar problems
reproducing that bass track from the
Jurassic Park soundtrack.
Which loudspeaker did Iprefer? Don't
pin me down. Iliked the bass and the
relaxed, forgiving nature of the Vandersteen, but also the crisper, tighter focus
of the Thiel (I like detail as long as it isn't
thrown at me with ashovel). Both are
superior performers, but even in this
price range you have to choose your
compromises. And if size is aconsideration in your listening room, the Vandersteen is considerably larger and more
visually dominant.

M EASUREMENTS

JA measured the Vandersteen 3A and
provided me with the results after Icompleted my listening tests and wrote up
the results.
The Vandersteen's sensitivity measured lower than specification at an estimated 85dB/W/m (B-weighted). Its impedance is shown in fig.l. The magnitude
remains below 6ohms for much of the
range, and dips to aminimum of 2.8
ohms at 35Hz—this, Iassume, the tuning
of the active acoustic (bass) coupler. This
is amoderately demanding load, though
the phase angle is low, except in the low
bass. The moderate changes due to the
various settings of the midrange- and
tweeter-level controls can also be seen
in fig.1. Also visible are small ripples in
the magnitude plot between 300Hz and
400Hz—possibly due to cabinet resonances—and aripple just above 25kHz
indicating the tweeter resonance.
1Other than impedance, all acoustic measurements
were made with the DRA Labs MLSSA system and a
calibrated B&K 4006 microphone.
—JA

Fig.2 shows (from left to right) the
nearfield responses of the active Acoustic
Coupler, the woofer, and the midrange
unit, the latter two spliced to quasianechoic measurements taken at a50"
microphone distance.' (The axis was 39"
above the bottom of the cabinet.) The
output of the Acoustic Coupler peaks at
32Hz. It has some rough-looking resonances in the upper part of its range, but
they're 15-20dB down in level, and, of
course, directed to the rear of the loudspeaker. The main woofer has agenerally
smooth pass-band response, though it
has anumber of small peaks in its upperrange response as it rolls off above its
upper crossover frequency. The general
trend of the midrange and tweeter response is quite linear, though some clearly
visible response ripples—particularly
from lkHz to just above 2kHz—would
appear to be due to reflections from the
cabinet top and its support rods? The
sharp peak at about 26kHz is the ultrasonic tweeter resonance.
Fig3 shows the overall response of the
Model 3A averaged across a30° horizontal window (again, measured at 39"
from the bottom of the cabinet, 50"
2To minimize reflections from the test setup, the measuring microphone is flush-mounted inside the end of
along tube. Reflections of the speaker's sound from the
mike stand and its hardware will be sufficiently delayed
not to affect the measurement.
—JA
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away). The bass is down by 6dB at 23Hz,
and very flat up to about 500Hz—both
excellent results. There is amild suckout
on this axis just below lkHz, presumably
due to less-than-perfect integration
between the woofer atkl the midrange
units at this microphone distance. The
slight roughness just above lkHz may
be the cause of the slight midrange coloration Inoted prior to backing off a
notch on the midrange level control, but
Iwouldn't run too far with this supposition. The general response trend of the
3A is admirably flat.
The effects of the midrange- and
tweeter-level controls set to their maximum and minimum positions, after
subtracting out the actual response of the
loudspeaker, are shown in figs.4 and 5.
Both controls have asmall effect on the
range below their primary-response
region—and opposite in direction to the
primary-response change. But the limited
effect of the controls results in ausable
range of operation, and no setting of
the controls is likely to seriously degrade
the 3A's performance.
The horizontal response family of the
Vandersteen 3A, with any on-axis response deviations subtracted out so that
the on-axis response appears as flat, is
shown in fig.6. That response notch at
just below lkHz deepens at extreme offaxis angles. The overall dispersion through
the midrange and top end—making allowances for the small ripples caused by
cabinet reflections—is otherwise excel-
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Fig.2 Vandersteen 3A, acoustic crossover an
optimal axis at SO", 39" from the floor,
corrected for microphone response, with
nearfield woofer and bass-coupler
responses plotted below 300Hz and
850Hz, respectively.
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Fig.4 Vandersteen 3A, effect of midrange
control set to maximum and minimum
settings ref. the "Od13" setting
(5(18/vertical div.).
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Fig.1 Vandersteen 3A, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) with tone
controls set to maximum (top at 0kHz)
and minimum settings (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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Fig.3 Vandersteen 3A, anechoic response on
optimal axis at 50" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
of nearfield woofer and bass-coupler
responses below 300Hz.
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Fig.5 Vandersteen 3A, effect of HF control set
to maximum and minimum settings ref.
the "OdB" setting (SdB/vertical div.).
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Guide to Home Theater

Available
Now!
The best guide
to Home Theater
ever written!
Edited by Lawrence B. Johnson.
Articles &reviews by J. Gordon Holt,
Tom Norton, and Peter W. Mitchell.
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Fig.6 Vandersteen 3A, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on optimal axis,
from back >to front: differences in response 90 0-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-90° off-axis.

lent. The vertical-response family (fig.7)
indicates that listeners are better off
slightly below the optimum axis than
they are above it. Translated, that means
that it would be better to err on the side
of aslightly too-great cabinet tilt-back
than not enough.
The impulse response on the tweeter
axis, shown in fig.8, is very good, with
a time-coherent shape and a small
amount of damped ultrasonic tweeter
ringing. The time-coherence of the 3A
is even clearer from the step response
(fig.9), which reveals avery good step
shape. The small plot wrinldes just below
and above the 6millisecond mark in fig.9
are probably reflections from the cabinet
structure, and are also visible—though
less obviously so—in fig.8.
The cumulative spectral-decay, or
waterfall, plot is shown in fig.10. There's
some delayed energy in the midrange—
again, possibly reflections rather than
resonances. The high-frequency response
is, however, very clean (the ridge at about
15kHz is due to the computer monitor).
All told, this is avery fine set of measurements of avery well-designed loudspeaker.

CONCLUSION

Fig.7 Vandersteen 3A, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on optimal axis 39"
from the floor, from back to front: differences in response 30°-5° above optimal axis;
reference response; differences in response 5°-15° below optimal axis.
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Fig.8 Vandersteen 3A, impulse response on
optimal axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

1.61 in nu

Fig.9 Vandersteen 3A, step response on optimal
axis at 50" (Sms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).

The Vandersteen 3A certainly is deserving of the same praise that's been given
to its predecessor, the Model 3. The 3A
sounds terrific with awide range of program material. If it does this by sounding
just abit sweet and forgiving, it doesn't
go so far in that direction that it's insensitive to the equipment feeding it. As
with all good loudspeakers, it will repay
careful system-matching.
Vandersteens have long been the sort
of loudspeakers that, once you hear them,
you start figuring out away to buy them.
If you audition them and go home $2600
lighter in the wallet, don't come crying
to me.

111111111111111iiillliilli
Fig.I0 Vandersteen 3A, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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LAMM AUDIO LABORATORY
M 1.1 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER
Jonathan Scull
Hybrid vacuum-tube/solid-state monoblock power amplifier with one 6912 tube
and 12 output MOSFETs; switch-selectable bias/voltage settings for 1-6 or 6-8 ohm
operation. Continuous output power: 100W into 8ohms (20dBW); 100W into 4
ohms (17d8W); 200W into 2ohms (I7dBVV); 300W into Iohm (15.7dBW). Frequency

from 20Hz-20kHz), equivalent to an output impedance of 0.2 ohms. Dimensions:
20" D by 17" W by 8'4" H. Shipping weight: 91 lbs. Serial numbers of units re-

range: 4Hz-I50kHz. Slew rate: 32V/µs. Damping factor: 40 into 8ohms (constant

(718) 382-9093.

viewed: 10049110050. Price: $13,380/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 5. Manufacturer. LAMM Audio Laboratory, Inc., 185 Avenue S, Brooklyn, NY 11223. Tel./fax:
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hat is it about acomponent
that makes the blasé High
Ender sit up and say, "Hey,
this is special!"? What elements of its
reproduction reach out to you and won't
let go? How does the intrepid audio
reviewer find away to describe these
hopefully recurring moments of musical
discovery which define the high-end
experience? How many times, after all,
can you say, "O0000, ahhhhh, that's the
best [insert some part of thefrequency range
LAMM Audio M1.1 monoblock power amplifier
here]," ad nauseam? How much difference
is there, anyway? Therein lies the tale.. .
point, and told me that "Sometimes,
Our LAMM Audio experience began
when I'm trying to explain this, people
auspiciously enough. The door buzzed.
think I'm alittle crazy!" Ireminded him
Iopened it to find two smiling individthat I'm the guy who writes about Shun
uals—one of average height, the other
Mook. He reminded me that he used to
tall and gangly. The tall one looked like
play percussion in asymphony orchestra!
abona-fide bomb thrower to me. MoloIguess we're even!
tov cocktail, anyone? The hallway was
In Vladspeak, then: "Due to its direct
chockablock with two large wooden
contact with the environment, the body
crates. Ilooked at the guys expectantly.
is able to perceive the finest of vibrations
"Hah-lo, Iam Vladimir One. ..
thees,
—or musical information, so to speak."
Vladimir Two' the average-height one
He went to great pains to explain that the
said gesturing to his tallish companion.
human "hearing mechanism" is far from
Iput my head out the door and glanced
perfect—especially from the standpoint
left and right to see if any KGB were
of high-end audio requirements. Vladiabout. Seeing none, Ibade them enter;
mir is not uninformed on the issue: he's
after suitable introductions, we set about
done extensive research and mathematinstalling the amplifiers.
ical modeling of how we hear. That's
Vladimir One turned out to be the Prinwhy he believes that those electronics
cipal LAMM, V. Shushurin. I'd first heard
engineers who try to create equipment
the LAMM 1.1s when they were prewith perfectly flat and ideal parameters
sented at the 1993 Summer CES under
are doomed to failure.
the Madison Fielding marque, and was
This in spite of having been, in apast
among many impressed by the sound
they were making driving apair of Wilson
life, an engineer in the military industry,
designing electronic equipment for the
WATTs/Puppies. The LAMM Model 1.1
space program. "You know, rockets and
is essentially the same amp as the Madimissiles!" Subsequently, he became the
son Fielding, but is now presented by its
chief designer of alarge audio company
designer rather than by athird party.
in Russia. When Itold him Ihad no idea
Isomehow appreciate Vlaclimir's very
there even was such abeast, he told me,
Russian way of looking at things. He
"You didn't lose anything not knowing
believes we listen to music not only with
about this company!" He's designed a
our ears, but with our entire bodies. "The
body reacts to sound in some kind of roomful of high-end audio equipment,
emotional way," he explained, "producincluding amps and preamps—many pf
ing involvement on many different levels."
them tubed—even aturntable. His ultimate system in Russia had single-ended
He looked at me suspiciously at this
STEREOPFIILE, APRIL 1995

tubed midrange and tweeter amplifiers,
with push/pull on the bottom end.
So, the measurement/best-sound paradox was difficult for him. "If the amps
measure as they should from my point
of view, it creates asound with soul. You
find musical ecstasy from sound, not
measurements. Therefore, although my
amps may have acceptable if not perfect
measurements, they do conform to the
criteria of my design!' For instance, there's
no negative feedback in his amps, because
"Our hearing mechanism doesn't know
anything about feedback." Good point,
Vladimir.
Look for the Model M2.1, a200W
hybrid monoblock for those who feel
they need more power; the Model DM1,
a125Wpc class-A/AB all-MOSFET stereo amp (no tubes, somewhat less costly);
and the Model Ll line-stage preamp,
which uses tubes (as voltage regulators)
and has an overall MOSFET topology.

A TREE

GROWS

IN BROOKLYN

The M1.1 is neither overly large nor too
petite; rather, it's ..well-proportioned
—properly sized for function. They run
hot, as any design with aclass-A output
stage will do, but not too hot. They are
hefty, but, at 64.5 lbs each, aren't excessively so. The Ml.ls are conservatively
rated at 100W into 8and 4ohms in pure
class-A. Maximum output into either
load hovers near the 140W mark. The
amps will pop 200W into 2ohms, and
300 big ones into 1ohm. The generously
illustrated, very complete, and technical manual calmly states, "The M1.1 is
capable of driving impedances below 1
ohm:' Ibelieve it.
On the rear panel of the amp is aLoad
Selector switch, which is meant to be set
to the corresponding impedance of the
speakers they're to be used with, with an
LED signaling the choice (1-6 ohms or
6-8 ohms). This switch was set for 1-6
ohms throughout the test period. (My
Avalon Ascents have arelatively benign
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via the Forsell." Digital. ..
lush ...
in the
same sentence? A watermark has been
reached! Break out the Veuve Cliquot!
"The soul of the music comes through!
Very Russian, dahlink!"
MEASUREMENTS FROM TJN
A full set of measurements of the
LAMM Audio Laboratory M1.1 was
made in the unbalanced mode. Ialso
checked the input impedance, gain, signal/noise, frequency response, and THD
vs frequency in the balanced mode. All
of the 8ohm measurements were made
with the impedance switch in the 6-8
ohm setting; the 2and 4ohm readings
were made in the 1-6 ohm position,
except as noted otherwise. Following the
/-power, one-hour preconditioning
2
1
test, the M1.1's heatsinks were very
warm, but Icould touch them comfortably for an extended period without
experiencing discomfort.
The M1.1 is noninverting in its unbalanced mode; in the balanced, pin 2is
configured as the positive leg, pin 3the
negative. The M1.1's input impedance
measured 41.5k ohms (unbalanced) and
111011000.1•0 tNlI /1••••••, Namur
LOOM

100
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84.9k ohms (balanced). Its output impedance was under 0.17 ohms at either
lIcHz or 20Hz, increasing to amaximum
of 0.18 ohms at 20kHz. Voltage gain into
8ohms measured 31.8dB unbalanced,
and virtually the same balanced. DC offset was 16.2mV. Signal/noise (unweighted,
ref. 1W into 8ohms) measured 75.9dB,
unbalanced and balanced.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of
the M1.1 at 1W into 8ohms, unbalanced.
The balanced response, as well as the
response at 2W into 4ohms, was virtually identical, and is not shown. The MIA's
10kHz squarewave (fig.2) shows an
excellent result, with afast risetime and
very little rounding of the leading edges.
The lkHz squarewave, not shown, was
close to perfect, except for aslight rearward tilt of the tops of the waveform
indicative of avery-low-frequency rolloff in the response.
The LAMM's THD +noise vs fiequency
curves are shown in fig3. The distortion
is virtually free of the typical rise at
higher frequencies (with only atrivial
rise into a2ohm load), and changes little
with decreasing load impedance. The
balanced distortion, not shown, is marginally higher than the unbalanced (by
less than 0.002%). The lkHz distortion
waveform (fig.4) shows primarily secondharmonic content plus noise-a characteristic that was independent of load.
The spectral response to a50Hz input
at an output level of 67W into 8ohms (4/3
the rated power of 100W) is shown in

1110

fig.5. All of the distortion artifacts are
reasonably low; the largest is the second
at -61.7dB (about 0.08%), with the
higher harmonics descending in order
into the noise floor. [This characteristic
almost always seems 16 correlate with amusicalsounding ampeer-Ed.] Fig.6 shows the
amplifier's output spectrum reproducing
acombined 19+20kHz signal-the intermodulation products resulting from an
input signal consisting of an equal combination of these two frequencies-also
at 67W into 8ohms. The largest artifacts
here are at 18kHz and 21kHz (-56.5dB,
or about 0.15%), and at lkHz (-59dB,
or about 0.11%). Into a4ohm load at the
same power (not shown) the distortion
was slightly higher at some frequencies
(0.25% at 18kFlz and 21kHz) and slightly
lower at others (0.06% at lkHz), but the
trend of the artifacts was very similar.
The M1.1's lkHz, THD+N vs output
power curves are shown in fig.7. The distortion curve has features reminiscent of
both tube and solid-state amplifiers.
While the knee of the curve is relatively
well-defined, there's agentle but noticeable rise in the THD+N levels from IW
to 100W output. In this figure, it's clear
that, with the impedance switch set to
the most appropriate setting, the MI.1
puts out almost identical power into both
4and 8ohms. The M1.1's discrete clipping
powers (at 1% THD +N) were 140W
into 8 ohms (21.5dBW) (115V line);
138W into 4 ohms (18.4dBW) (114V
line); and 230W into 2ohms (17.6dBW)
(115V line). Leaving the switch at the 1-6

Fig.I LAMM M .1, frequency response into 8
ohms in unbalanced mode (0.5dB/vertical
div.).

Fig.4 LAMM M1.1, I
kHz waveform at 2W into 4
ohms (top); distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
Fig.2 LAMM MI.1, 10kHz squarewave.
1110110011.111.0

Fig.6 LAMM M1.1, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 67W
into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.3 LAMM M1.1, THD+noise (%) vs frequency
at (from bottom to top): IW into 8ohms,
2W into 4ohms, 4W into 2ohms.
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Fig.5 LAMM M1.1, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-I kHz, at 67W into 8ohms (linear
frequency scale). Note that the second
harmonic at 100Hz is the highest in level at
-61.7dB (0.08%).
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Fig.7 LAMM MI.1, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top at 1W): 8
ohms (impedance switch set to 6-8 ohms),
4ohms, and 2ohms (both with impedance
switch set to 1-6 ohms).
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"...its presentation is so outstanding that
the speakers just disappear as the source of
the soundfield."
—The Audiophile Voice

Audition Them at The Bay Area's Newest Listening Room.

Sound Perfection
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415-323-1000
700 El Camino Real • Menlo Park, CA 94403
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ohm setting with an 8ohm load, however, gives the result shown in fig.8—
clearly ahigher power output.
This curve cannot show all of the possible ramifications of using this switch
setting, however; LAMM clearly must
have had areason for making the choice
they did. If you choose to ignore the recommended settings in hopes of obtaining greater power output, you should at
least watch for signs of amplifier distress
—such as overheating. There are, however, very few loudspeakers with impedances which remain above 6ohms—even
those rated at 8ohms. The 1-6 ohm setting is likely to be optimum with most
real-world loads.
These test-bench results leave no room
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Fig.8 LAMM M1.1, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top at
100W): 8ohms with impedance switch set
to 1-6 ohms; 8ohms with impedance
switch set to 6-8 ohms.
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for criticism. The LAMM M1.1 is an
unusually large amplifier considering its
power rating, but its design goals clearly
lie elsewhere. The measurements in no
way contradict JS's positive assessment.
—Thomas J. Norton

CONCLUSION FROM J
S

Reviewers and audiophiles of every stripe
always search for that lunatic moment
when, sitting in the dark and listening
to your favorite music, you find yourself in aproto-cathartic state—totally
involved, the music filling your mind and
body (as Vladimir would have it). This
happened almost at will with the
LAMM MIAs—the soundstage would
swirl about me, and Ifound it easy to lean
right into the essence of the music.
A word or two regarding the inevitable comparison with our tubed reference
amps, the Jadis JA 200 monoblocks:
Although Ido prefer the Jadises for all
they so stunningly do, the LAMMs actually suffered very little when measured
against the 200s' standards. The Ml.ls
are the first (mostly) solid-state amps that
Icould easily live with for any length of
time you'd care to mention.
Yes, the Jadises do image more threedimensionally and palpably. Their midrange and highs are, in the final analysis, ola more refined quality—which

turns us on no end. The natural bloom
of music is also better served via the
Jadises—the overall sound is certainly
more beautiful. No way do the 200s do
bass like the LAMMs, nor are they as
ultimately transparent—a big plus, as we
say in recruiting. They also are unable to
focus like the LAMMs. Idon't think anything else can! To this point, Ihaven't
heard it.
Let me tell you, reviewing often
becomes ahigh-speed chase of singlecut record and CD swaps. But when a
component has that special quality that
keeps you in your seat and involved—
when it's got soul, baby—we're talking
the magic that makes it all worthwhile.
The LAMM Audio M1.1 is certainly
such acreature. Make sure you take the
time to hear apair. —Jonathan Scull $
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Atlantic Stereo
445 E. 17th St., Costa Mesa, CA 92627
Phone: (714) 764-8417 •Fax: (714) 642-3613
Audio FX
3019 D Street, Sacramento, CA 95812
Phone: (916) 448-3779 •Fax: (916) 448-1536

Digital Ear
17602 E. 17th St., Ste 106, Tustin, CA 92680
Phone: (714) 544-7903 •Fax: (714) 544-0757

Audio Specialist
4381 Tujunga Ave, Studio City, CA 91604
Phone: (818) 763-3009 •Fax: (818) 763-9157

Evolution Audio Video
5236 Colodny Dr, Ste 101, Aguora Hills, CA 91301
Phone: (818) 879-1312 •Fax: (818) 879-0416

Audio Video Mart
917 W. Valley, Alhambra, CA 91803
Phone: (818) 282-1600 •Fax: (818) 282-1778

GNP Audio Video Inc.
1254 E. Colorado Blvd., Pasadena, CA 91106
Phone: (818) 577-7767 •Fax: (818) 584-6994

Audio Video Today
14306 Beach Blvd., Westminster, CA 92683
Phone: (714) 891-7575 •Fax: (714) 893-8835

Wilson Audio Video
20051 Ventura Blvd., Ste J, Woodland Hills, CA 91364
Phone: (818) 883-2811 •Fax: (818) 716-8917

Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way, Scottsdale, AZ 85251
Phone: (602) 946-8128 •Fax: (602) 946-9923

Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro, Nashville, TN 37215
Phone: (615) 297-4700
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My thanks to

The Cable Company for their assistance

in my struggle to find acable which sounds
best with these amplifiers. This company, by the way,
is unique. Ihighly recommend their services.
They will let you experiment and try any wire on the market and
help recommend the right wire for your specific system.
The Cable Company manages adata base of customers' (and
reviewers') experiences with wires, speakers, and electronics;
compiles this data, and makes it available for its customers.
For information,
call

Hubbell "Audio Grade" duplex outlet$14.95 each/2 for $25.

Resonance Control
Products
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Roomtune
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FREE*
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*For
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DON'T MISS the world's largest
used/demo cable SALE at the L.A.
Stereophile Show, APRIL 28-30

only $199
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215.297.8824
Fax 215.297.8661
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THRESHOLD T-200 POWER AMPLIFIER
Robert Deutsch
Solid-state stereo porter amplifier. Output power 100W into 8ohms (20dBW), 200W
into 4ohms (20dBW), 350W into 2ohms (19.4dBVV). Full power bandwidth: DC80kHz, +01-3da Distortion: <0.1%; typically <0.02%. Voltage gain: 27.1dI3 balanced,
28(113 unbalanced. Input sensitivity: 1.2IV balanced, I.13V unbalanced to produce 100W
into 8ohms. Input impedance: 50k ohms unbalanced, 2k ohms balanced. Current

F

, ounded by Nelson Pass in 1974,
Threshold is one of those companies audiophiles tend to take
for granted. Best known for the muchimitated Stasis (sliding bias) amplifier
designs, Threshold became one of the
industry leaders during the early 1980s.
Since then, they've been upstaged somewhat by such rivals as Krell and Mark
Levinson, and the public's impression of
the company's stability wasn't helped by
the departure of several of its principals,
including Nelson Pass! Although Threshold experienced success with some of
their products in its lower-priced Forté
line (notably the Forté 4A amplifier,
much admired by Robert Harley), the
perception in some parts of the industry was that Threshold was "in trouble."
Then, early in 1994, an announcement
came of the acquisition of Threshold Corporation by agroup of investors headed
by Randy Patton, co-owner of PS Audio.
Randy is known as ashrewd businessman and adedicated audiophile; PS Audio
became asignificant force in the marketplace under his leadership? According
to Randy, Threshold is far from being "in
trouble:' and has "a reassuringly solid
financial base to work from. We have a
dedicated workforce in place, and anew
line of products." One of these products
is the T-200 amplifier, designed by Michael Bladelius, the Swedish engineer
responsible for the Forté 4A?

consumption: 2amps, idle; up to I2A full output in mona Dimensions: I8'h" W by
9%," Hby 16" D. Weight 61 lbs. VVarranty: 10 years, parcs and labor. Serial number
of unit tested: 10494. Price: $4200, black; $4300, gray. Approximate number
of dealers: 100. Manufacturer Threshold Corporation, 7325 Roseville Rd.,
Sacramento, CA 95842. Tel: (916) 348-0600. Fax: (916) 348-0678.

between stereo and mono operation.
Rated at 100Wpc into 8ohms, the T-200
can be bridged for mono operation, in
which case it puts out 350W into 8ohms.
Although the amp is quite heavy, the
front and rear handles make it easy to
move around. The T-200's four nonspiked feet didn't provide enough clearance for heat dissipation when the amp
was placed directly on the thick carpet
of my listening room, so Iput alarge
butcher-block type cutting board on the
carpet, and placed the amp on the cutting
board. This allowed for the requisite ventilation (the T-200, as aclass-A design,
runs quite warm), and for reasonably
firm support.
The T-200 is the second from the top
in anew line of four amplifiers whose
claim to design fame is the use of adevice
called the Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT). As Iunderstand it, the
IGBT—also used in the Forté 4A and by
Counterpoint in some of their Natural
Progression amplifiers—is a sort of
hybrid between the conventional bipolar
transistor and the MOSFET. Like the
bipolar transistor, it has ahigh-current,
low-impedance output, and ahigh input
impedance like the MOSFET. The IGBT
device is also said to have ten times the
MOSFET's forward-transfer admittance, which sounds like it's agood thing
to have. (The result, sez Threshold, is

lower crossover distortion, which is a
good thing to have.)
Manufactured by Toshiba, IGHB have
been around for awhile, but only recently
have become available in carefully matched
complementary pairs specifically designed
for audio use The T-200 uses 16 matched
IGBTs per channel. Threshold admits
that, as with any device, IGBTs have disadvantages as well as advantages. The
disadvantages in this case include high
sensitivity to temperature change, and
much higher cost than even the most expensive transistors or MOSFETs. They've
dealt with the potential temperature problem by using aproprietary thermal biastracking circuit, and as for the cost—
well, hang the cost, it's only money!
According to Threshold, the same basic
circuit was built with bipolar transistors,
MOSFETs, or IGBTs during the development phase, and the IGBT-based design
was clearly preferred in listening tests.
Of course, an active device does not
an amplifier make, but the T-200's design
and construction has all the other good
things one expects in an amplifier of its
pedigree. It operates in class-A, employs
only minimal feedback, is direct-coupled
input to output (the circuit apparently
has so little DC drift that no servo correction is needed), and utilizes closetolerance metal-film resistors, alarge custom toroidal transformer, 128,004F fil-

DESCRIPTION &DESIGN
Except for the binding posts, which
appear to be your standard-issue plasticknob variety, the T-200 has the quality
look and feel of atrue high-end amplifier.
Fit and finish are excellent, and the Ye thick faceplate sports sculpted handles.
Inputs are switch-selectable between
unbalanced RCA and balanced XLR.
Another switch (safety-locked) selects
1Nelson Pass subsequendy founded Pass Laboratories,
which produces the Aleph 0and OS single-ended transistor amplifiers.
2PS Audio is now asubsidiary of Threshold Corporation.
3Michael Bladelius now works for the Canadian Classé
company, commuting from his home in Sweden. —JA
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ter capacitance, and separate power supplies for voltage and current gain-stages.
The T-200 is protected from overload
and short circuits by fast-blow fuses,
accessed by removing the cover. Imanaged my usual trick of shorting the
speaker cables, and one of the fuses did
blow—andfast—so there was no damage
to the amplifier. The type of fuse is sufficiently exotic that the guy at my neighborhood Radio Shack just shook his head
in bewilderment when he looked at it.
Threshold quickly Fed-Exed me afull
set of fuses; they might consider including aset with each amp in case consumers are as butterfingered as reviewers.

SYSTEM &SETUP
Ihad the Threshold T-200 in my system,
on and off, for more than eight months.
For me, this is an unusually long evaluation period, necessitated by avariety of
interruptions, including doing Home
Theater reviews (for the Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater, natch), and some FollowUps on other equipment. During this
time, components in my system kept
changing, with consequent need to "recalibrate" my ears. Unlike most amps I've
had experience with, the T-200 didn't
seem to require abreak-in period—perhaps because the review sample had been
listened to extensively at the factory.
There was also very little warm-up effect, the sound quality stabilizing within
minutes of the amp being turned on.
(That thermal-bias tracking circuit must
be doing agood job.)
The analog front-end throughout was
the trusty Linn LP12, updated with the
Lingo power supply, Trampolin suspension, and Circus bearing/subchassis, with
the stock felt mat replaced by aQR/DNM
Design Ringmat 330 (Mk.11 version near
the end of the review period 4). Cartridge
was an AudioQuest AQ700Onsx mounted
in aLinn Wok. Digital source was aPS
Audio Lambda transport initially combined with aPS Audio UltraLirdc II, then
aSonic Frontiers SFD-2 via aSonic
Frontiers UltraJitterbug. A Convergent
Audio Technology SL-1 Signature and
aSonic Frontiers SFL-2 served as preamps. Interconnects, digital links (AES/
EBU), power cables, and speaker cables
were mostly the latest generation TARA
Labs RSC, with some use also made of
Dunlavy Audio Labs' Z-8 speaker cable.
Speakers included the Audio Physic
Tempo, later with its companion DSP
4Sam Tellig scooped me on this one (see Vol.18 No 1)
He's right in his assessment of the It..4k.11 as an improvement on the original, but he's mistaken in referring to
me as afollower of the Linn Church. In matters audio.
I'm strictly an agnostic, even ill do use acertain loudspeaker cable that's said to be the favorite of the Supreme
Being (and Idon't mean Ivor Tiefenbrun).
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box, and the Dunlavy SC-IV—first the
original, then the revised version. My
room is equipped with two sets of dedicated AC lines. The Threshold T-200
was plugged directly into one of the two
dedicated AC outlets in my 14' by 16' by
71
/'listening room; the rest of the equip2
ment was plugged into the other, with
the digital equipment plugged into aTice
Series H Power Block line conditioner.
Itried both balanced and single-ended
connections between the Sonic Frontiers
SFL-2 and the Threshold T-200 (the CAT'
SL-1 Signature is single-ended only),
and, to my surprise, found that the bass
response was much weaker with the balanced connection. This was confirmed
with some simple measurements: in the
balanced mode, the voltage at the speaker
terminals was down about 9dB at 25Hz
compared to lkHz; in the unbalanced
mode, there was no significant difference.
Checking with Tom Norton, who had
already done the full set of measurements
on another sample of the T-200, revealed
the reason: in the balanced mode, the T200 has ameasured input impedance of
under 1000 ohms—much lower than the
typical 30-50k ohms—and the Sonic
Frontiers SFL-2 was simply unable to
drive such alow input impedance properly. (The T-200's unbalanced input
impedance is 49.3k ohms.)
This is an incompatibility, not adefect
or design error in either piece of equipment; preamps designed for alow-impedance load would work fine, and the
SFL-2 has no trouble driving the more
common high-impedance loads, including the T-200 in the balanced mode.
However, it does mean that anyone who
wants to use the T-200 in the balanced
mode had better make sure that their
preamp is comfortable with a lowimpedance load.6

Perhaps it's ironic, given the difficulty
Ihad driving the T-200 in the balanced
mode, but the best word Ican think of
to characterize the amplifier's performance is balanced. Through changes in
associated equipment and in listening to
awide range of music, Iwas continually
struck by the T-200's ability to present
music in acoherent, everything-inproper-proportion manner. This is not
to imply that the amp sounded bland or
uninvolving—when the recording itself
was exciting, the T-200 allowed all the
excitement to come through, neither

sharpening nor softening timbres or
dynamic contrasts.
Midrange neutrality, as judged by the
lack of coloration in the reproduction of
voices, was excellent. This was especially
true when Iwas using the Dunlavy SCIVs, which are themselves sufficiently
neutral and transparent that they do
very little to obscure any problems that
may exist upstream. Sylvia McNair's soprano on Sure Thing: The Jerome Kern
Songbook (Philips 442 129-2)—one of my
1994 "Records To Die For" picks (Vol.18
No.2)—had acreamy smoothness and
arounded presence that was reminiscent
of the real thing.
Spatial and timbrai definition were
superb, so it was easy to follow the interplay between voice, piano, and doublebass in "Till the Clouds Roll By." The
Bryston 7Bs (used in the high-current
parallel mode) had aspecificity of imaging that matched that of the Threshold,
but on this recording, the 7Bs evinced
aslight electronic edge that made the
voice sound less real, more canned. The
Krell KSA-100S had the same sort of
"rounded" midrange quality as the
Threshold T-200, but Ifound its dynamics
somewhat lackluster in comparison. The
T-200 also had better subjective bass
extension and drive than the KSA-100S,
very nearly matching the Bryston 7Bs
in this area. (I have yet to hear an amplifier in my system whose bass performance surpasses that of the Bryston 7B.)
Another of the T-200's major strengths
was its reproduction of the treble range.
Again, the word that occurred to me in
this context was "balance." Iwant an
amplifier to deliver highs that are clean,
crisp, smooth, detailed, and extended,
but without sounding etched, hard, or
clinical. It's not an easy feat, and designers sometimes compensate for the tendency of solid-state equipment to veer
toward the hard side by deliberately softening the sound, losing some transparency in the process.
The T-200 managed this delicate balancing act exceedingly well: it sounded
smooth, transparent, and extended on
top, without sounding in any way hard
or "ruthlessly revealing." 6 Clarity Recordings' recent release of chamber music
by Schubert (Trio for Piano, Violin, and
Violoncello in E-flat, Op.100; Sonatina
in g, Op.134; CCD-1007) illustrated this
nicely. In the past, I've felt that some of
Clarity's classical releases have not featured musicianship of the highest cali-

5The other amplifiers that I'm familiar with that feature
alow-input impedance are the ones from the Jeff
Rowland Design Group, but the latest versions of these
amps have aswitch that allows selection of low or high
input impedance. Threshold might consider asimilar
scheme to ensure broader compatibility.

6 If Lew Lipnick, who coined this expression, had
copyrighted it and charged $5 every time aStereophile
writer used it, he'd have enough money for anew contrabassoon by now.
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ber (their Petrushka comes to mind); but
Ihave nothing but admiration for this
recording, which features masterful performances by Edward Auer, Arturo Delmoni, and Nathaniel Rosen. [Me toa—Ed]
Played through the Threshold T-200
and Dunlavy SC-IVs, each instrument
retained its distinctive timbre and maintained its position in space, and there was
agood sense of hall ambience. Arturo
Delmoni's violin had that characteristic sweetness and suppleness familiar to
those of us who've heard him play at various Stereophile Hi-Fi Shows. Rosen's
cello had warmth and body, and Auer's
piano rang out with bell-like clarity in
the upper octaves.
I'm no headbanger, but Ido think that
some kinds of music have to be played
loud in order to be effective; one of my
favorite test pieces of this type is Mickey
Hart's Planet Drum (Rykodisc RCD10206). This recording—analog-mastered, but none the worse for it—has
startlingly realistic drum sounds and
some serious low bass. Iplayed "Temple
Caves" at increasing levels until my ears
were crying "Under without ahint of
protest from the amp or the speakers.
(Don't try this at home, kids!) At spl levels
measuring above 100dB (Radio Shack
spl meter, fast response, C-weighting),
the higher power available from the
Bryston 7Bs and the Carver Lightstar
Reference (review in the works) did demonstrate the benefits of sheer muscle,
sounding dynamically more effortless.
Audiophiles with large listening rooms
and/or insensitive speakers (the Dunlavy
SC-IV has 91dB sensitivity), as well as
those who routinely listen at high levels,
may find that the Threshold T-200 doesn't
have quite enough power for their purposes; they would be better off with
these other amps—or apair of bridged
Threshold T-200s.

M EASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N

A full set of measurements of the Threshold T-200 was made in the amplifier's
unbalanced mode, with selected measurements made in the balanced mode.
Unless otherwise noted, the results presented are for the unbalanced configuration. The sample tested (SN 10926)
was diffèrent from the sample auditioned
by RD. Threshold submitted asecond
sample for measurement, to expedite the
completion of the review by minimizing shipping and customs delays between
Santa Fe and RD's abode in the Great
White North of Toronto, Canada.
Following the 1/
3-power, one-hour
preconditioning test, the T-200's heatsinks were very warm, but could be
touched comfortably for an indefinite

period. The T-200 is noninverting in the
unbalanced mode; in its balanced configuration, pin 2 is configured as the
positive leg, pin 3the negative.
The T-200's input impedance measured 49.2k ohms unbalanced, 926 ohms
balanced. The latter figure is not atypographical error—the balanced input impedance was under lk ohms. This probably reveals an attempt to ma3dmizepower
transfer by closely matching the output
impedance of the preamp with the input
impedance of the power amp. The only
other manufacturer Iknow of who does
this is the Jeff Rowland Design Group,
and they provide aswitch that allows the
user to select ahigher balanced input
impedance.
Ihave serious reservations about this
design philosophy; suffice it to say that
the input of apower amplifier responds
to voltage, not power. In any event, only
apreamplifier capable of performing
properly with this low aload impedance
(it can put unusual current demands on
apreamp; check with your preamp's
manufacturer)—or, alternately, one with
avery low output impedance (at least
under 100 ohms; better yet, under 20
ohms)—should be used with the balanced inputs of the T-200. For general
use, the T-200's unbalanced inputs
would be the safer bet.
The output impedance of the T-200
was 0.02 ohms at either lkHz or 20Hz,
increasing to 0.026 ohms at 20kFlz. Voltage gain into 8ohms measured 28dB
unbalanced, 26.9dB balanced. DC offset
was moderate at 7mV in the left channel,
19.5mV in the right. Signal/noise (unweighted ref. 1W into 8ohms) measured
89.2dB.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of
the T-200. The results shown are for 1W
output into 8ohms (at 2W into 4ohms,
the results were virtually identical).
There's little difference between the
balanced and unbalanced modes here.
The amplifier's reproduction of a10kHz
squarewave is shown in fig.2. There's
only avirtually imperceptible degree of
rounding at the leading edge, and afast
risetirne. The lkHz squarewave response
was close to perfect, and is not shown.
The crosstalk shown in fig3 indicates
nearly identical performance between
channels. The increased crosstalk at high
frequencies is typical of many twochannel products, and is simply the result
of capacitive coupling between the
channels.
The T-200's THD+noise vs frequency
curves are plotted in fig.4, with the
balanced result at the top, the unbalanced
result at the bottom. Both are extremely
low—in fact, the result here is primarily
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Fig.1 Threshold T-200, frequency response into
8ohms in unbalanced mode (top) and in
balanced mode (bottom) (0.5dB/vertical
div., right channel dashed).
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Fig .2 Threshold T-200, 10kHz squarewave.
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Fig.3 Threshold T-200, crosstalk: L—R (top at
10kHz, bottom at 100Hz), R—L
(I0dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Threshold T-200, THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at (from bottom to top): IW
into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 4W into 2
ohms, unbalanced: IW into 8ohms, 2W
into 4ohms, 4W into 2ohms, balanced.
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noise. There's aslight rise at the highest
frequencies into a2ohm load (4W), but
it's relatively insignificant. The distortion
waveform at alevel of 50W into 2ohms
is shown in fig.5—at the levels we normally use to obtain this result, the distortion was impossible to pick out of the
noise. The distortion is heavily secondharmonic, with some higher-level har-
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AUDIO NEXUS

STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC

PROUDLY INTRODUCES THE

MHOS SHA GOLD

Big brother to the famous SHA-1 Amplification Component of the Year for 1992 in
Stereophile Magazine and highly praised in the pages of The Absolute Sound. The SHA Gold
sets even higher standards for versatility and performance.

The SHA Gold features:
• Remote control volume and balance! • Optional balanced outputs
• Full headphone amp! • Full preamp controls with tape loop!
Come audition the SHA Gold as well as the other fine brands below including Melos amps,
preamps and DIA converters!

EXPOSURE Extraordinary technology dispels the
myth that stunning sound quality is always costly. Rarely
are such affordable components included in Stereophile's
Class BRecommended Components.
ROTEL Better sound best buys. Starting with the 965LE
CD player they crafted an entire line of superb audio and
home theatre products!

EAD The word is out! The DSP9000 D/A Converter
and T-8000 Transport are contenders for best sound at
any price! They have been joined by the lower cost DSP
1000 Converter and T- 1000 Transport with standard
AT&T glass interfaces. These have been artfully combined
to produce the bargain CD-I000 single chassis CD player.

VANDERSTEEN Superb values, outperforming competitors twice their price. The awesome model 3must be
heard to be believed, as well as the fabulous model 2Ce!
Building a home theatre system? The VCC- Icenter
channel speaker is the best in the industry!

CARY Beautifully crafted tube amps and preamps from
$999 to $12,500 possessing exceptional sonic performance. Come hear the single ended CAD-805 amplifier
and find out what everyone is raving about!

APOGEE Frequent "best sound at show" awards.
Come hear the acclaimed Minigrand system! Subwoofers
are available for all Apogee full range planar speakers.

JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor
conscious enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers
the full sound of much larger designs.

AMC An entire line of groundbreaking tube designs
for less than the cost of solid-state! You simply must hear
them!

FRIED Superb loudspeaker values featuring classic transmission line and tunnel designs. Fried speakers possess
clarity and openness far in excess of their cost!

Allis •AMC •Apogee •Audio Alchemy •Audioquest •Audiostatic •BEL •B&K•Chang Lightspeed •Cordes •Cary •Celestion
Counterpoint •Dynaco •FAD •Eminent Technology •Epos •Esoteric •Exposure •Fanfare •Fried •Forte •Grado Headphones
Jamo •Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Kimber Kable •Kmergetics •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Melos •Nakamichi
Nitly Gritty •Power Wedge •PS Audio •PSB •Rotel •SME •Sony ES •Sota •Sfax •Target •Tube Traps •Vandersteen •VPI

* Trade-ins Accepted * Audio hile Quality Home Theatre Systems *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901—We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
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ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM 250
HOME THEATER LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
J. Gordon Holt
25ILR stereo/front-channel speakers: two 4" polypropylene-cone woofers, one
dome tweeter. Frequency response: 80Hz-20kHz ±3dB. Impedance: 8ohms.
Sensitivity: 90dB1W/m. Recommended power 10-150W. Dimensions: 13" Hby
6" W by 8X" D. Weight: 9.1 lbs. Serial numbers of units reviewed: 25ILR10902/03.
Price: 5299/pair, optional stands, $99/pair.
253C center-channel speaker two 4" polypropylene-cone woofers, one %" dome
tweeter, midrange and treble tone controls. Frequency response: 80Hz-20kHz.
Impedance: 8ohms. Sensitivity: 90dBIW/m. Recommended power 10-150W.
Dimensions: 15" W by 6%" Hby 7%" D. Weight: 10 lbs. with base. Serial number
of unit reviewed: 253C10557. Price: $279.
254SR surround speakers: two 3X" polypropylene-cone mid-tweeters, one 4"

W

hen something called "high
fidelity" assumed fad status
during the 1950s, many manufacturers climbed on board by the simple expedient of adorning their last year's
product with aHIGH FIDELITY label. The
Home Theater bandwagon is alittle
harder to jump on, because loudspeakers
for use with television sets require something "ordinary" stereo speakers don't:
magnetic shielding (or, more accurately,
magnetic cancellation). Without it, placing
the speakers within afew feet of alargescreen set does psychedelic-type things
to the color.' However, adding magnetic
shielding, usually in the form of asecond
magnet glued to the rear of each loudspeaker's motor magnet, is the only thing
that some loudspeaker manufacturers
change before slapping aHome Theater
label on last year's stereo speakers.
Atlantic Technology's 250 system, on
the other hand, actually looks as if it was
designed from the ground up to address
all the requirements of asystem intended
for listening to movie soundtracks, while
retaining as many as possible of the
things deemed important by high-end
audiophiles. That's atough order. (In fact,
there are many who claim that the two
are inimical—that the best soundtrack
reproduction can only be obtained to the
detriment of music reproduction, and
vice versa. Ithink Idisagree, but Iwon't
go into that now.) So, how close does the
System 250 come to those lofty goals?
Read on.
1For the technically curious, what it does is redirect the
picture-tube's electron beams, causing them to strike
the wrong phosphor dots. Thus, the green gun hits the
red and blue dots, the red gun hits the green and blue
dots, and so on. [If extreme, the tube's shadow mask could
become magnetized, rendering the discoloration permanent, even
though aturn-on degaussing sweep is supposed to eliminate this
problem—Ed.]

polypropylene-core woofer. Frequency response: 80Hz-I2.5kHz ±3d11 Impedance:
8ohms. Sensitivity: 90dB1W/m. Recommended power 10-150W. Dimensions:
by 10X" Hby 31
/
4
"D; 6%" Dwith grille. Serial numbers of units reviewed:
25410011639140. Price: $329; optional stands, $99/pair.

9r w

252PBM active subwoofer. 12"-cone, reflex-loaded woofer and three-channel
40W amplifier (bridgeable to 90W). Frequency response: -3dB at 30Hz, built-in
crossover at 80Hz or 120Hz. Controls: high-pass volume, low-pass volume. Dimensions: 19%" W by 14%" Hby 13y.," D. Weight: 40.5 lbs. Price: $569.
Common to all four Price of 250 System: $1476. Approximate number of dealers:
200. Manufacturer Atlantic Technology, 343 Vanderbilt Ave., Norwood, MA
02062. Tel: (617) 762-6300. Fax: (617) 762-6868.

The six-piece 250 system consists of
apair of satellite front left and right
speakers, acompact, low-profile center
speaker, two surround arrays, and a
powered-subwoofer module that does
double duty as astereo power amplifier
for the whole system and as adedicated
subwoofer driver.
The 251LR left and right speakers are
slim two-way units with adome tweeter
centered between avertical pair of 4"
polypropylene-cone woofers. This
arrangement delivers wide dispersion
through the tweeter's range, anarrower
vertical pattern through the woofer's
upper range, and an increasingly omnidirectional pattern toward the low end.
The effect sort of resembles the controlled vertical-dispersion pattern called
for by the THX standard.
The 253C center channel is asimilar
array, but arranged horizontally for
unobtrusive placement on top of or in
front of avideo monitor. It features two
"timbre-adjusting" contrcils, which are
essentially midrange and treble tone controls. Because the center speaker will be
placed in close proximity to the monitor
—even on top of it—it's much more susceptible to unpredictable cancellation
effects than the stand-mounted left and
right speakers, which operate essentially
in afree field. The difference is conspicuously audible when you listen to the
circulating pink-noise test signal generated by Dolby Pro Logic surround decoders, because you get side-by-side A/B
comparisons between the sides and center with each circle. The 253C's controls
don't completely eliminate the difference,
but Ifound they were able to reduce it
to quite an astonishing degree. A unique
feature, Ibelieve, and avery useful one.
The surround speakers, like the lefts
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and rights, are also sort-of:MX; but this
time it's the midrange and higher frequencies that are bidirectional and the
woofer that's not. The idea of adipolar
surround is that, when it's placed to the
side of the listening area, it directs the
surround signal along the side walls of
the room, but places the listener in the
dipole's cancellation "null" zone, so that
he hears the surround in the room more
loudly than he heard the speaker directly.
The effect is that the speaker seems to
vanish. (The first time Iheard this system, in adarkened room at Hi-Fi '94, last
year's Stereophik High-End Hi-Fi Show
in Miami, Iwas completely unable to
locate where the surrounds were. They
were about 5' from where Iwas sitting.)
The 252PBM powered bass module
is aneat idea. Its three built-in 40W
amplifiers can be used separately to drive
two surrounds and the subwoofer, with
an external amplifier or receiver driving
the front speakers; or you can use external amps for all the upper-range speakers
(including the center speaker). This offers
areally painless way to upgrade from an
existing, modestly priced stereo system
to basic surround, and then to afullblown Home Theater surround system,
in two steps. Iopted to skip the first step.

I
NSTALLATION
Iput the satellite left and right speakers
on their optional stands, about 2' in front
and slightly flanking the edges of a31"
monitor screen—so as to yield an included angle from the listening seat of
about 70°. Iplaced the center channel on
the midpoint of the arc between them,
right on top of the monitor, and the surrounds directly at the sides of the listening
area, as recommended—each was about
7' from the center of the listening area.
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Atlantic Technology 250 Home Theater loudspeaker system, from left: 254SR surround loudspeakers, 25ILR left/right loudspeakers, 252PBM active sub woofer, and (top) 253C center loudspeaker.

The subwoofer was acouple of feet from
the front wall, offset by roughly h the
width of the listening room, to minimize
standing-wave response irregularities.
All of the speakers except the subwoofers were driven by aParasound
HCA-1206 six-channel amplifier and the
latest "Plus" version of the Lexicon CP-3
surround decoder Ireviewed in December '92 (Vol.15 No.12). Other equipment
included aPioneer LDS-97 combination
laserdisdCD player, aSony DTC-2000ES
DAT recorder, aSOTA Cosmos turntable
with vacuum hold-down, The Well Tempered Arm, and an Ortofon SL-3000 cartridge and step-up transformer.
Software included recent laserdisc
releases, several of the incredible Classic Audio RCA Living Stereo LPs, some
recent CDs from Koss Classics, Reference Recordings, and afew other less
distinguished labels, and some liveperformance DAT recordings of symphonic and chamber music made locally
by Steven Stone and me.
Iused the CP-3's Dolby Pro Logic test
signal to set the output levels of all channels to 75dB SPL at the listening position. (Radio Shack's el cheapo soundpressure-level meter is ideal for this.)
Much to my surprise, the CP-3's output
levels needed hardly any tweaking at
all—the front channels were precisely at
75dB level with the Parasound's input
level controls wide open.
l

SOUND
When Ifirst fired this system up, Ihad
just concluded along love affair with
FosgatelAudionics's pricey home-THX
system? Iwas quite prepared to be singularly unimpressed with the Atlantic
Technology.

Iwas definitely not unimpressed. This
puny-looking system made such abig
sound in my room that it was almost
laughable. As usual, it was necessary to
tweak the surround level to afew dB
over what the measurement indicated,
and the bass also needed some lifting (see
below); but after Idid that, Ispent weeks
almost dizzy with astonishment at what
this system could do.
For example, it occasionally shook the
floor with bass from noisy film soundtracks, yet it never boomed or sounded
as if the low end was getting away from
it. It had remarkable speech intelligibility,
yet it didn't squawk, spit. or sizzle on
vocal sibilants. It had more than passable
definition and inner detail, an amazing
degree of invisibility (with the lights off,
Icould not localize any of the speakers,
except from memory), and asurprising
degree of freedom from midrange colorations.
And it could play well into the 90dBs
without pooping out on heavy bass.
That's not THX-loud, but it's more than
enough to impel your neighbors to
pound on your apartment walls.
Unfortunately, the Atlantic Technology system wasn't perfect. (Perfection
costs more!) Its most serious shortcoming, as far as I'm concerned, was its lack
of—if you'll excuse the language—balls.
Because of aweakness through the lower
midrange, it lacked the stentorian authority and power that symphonic music,
rock, and soundtracks need to make you
sit up and take notice. Bass trombone, for
instance, sounded emasculated and blatfree, and the delicious dirtiness of arock
2Harman has discontinued its Fosgare/Audionicb brand,
replacing the products with ones branded "Citation."
—JA
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guitar sounded more like aspinster trying to talk naughty. It didn't quite come
off. Then there's alittle matter of the
midbass.
Imentioned the need to raise the subwoofer level afew dB over its calibration
setting. This, it turned out, was because
it was second-guessing the subwoofer
output from the Lexicon. The processor's sub-out has an 80Hz crossover,
which is the defacto (and THX) standard
for Home Theater. But the 252PBM also
has alow-pass input filter, and it's undefeatable. As aresult, the range of frequencies around 80Hz was being attenuated
by about 3dB too much.
During system calibration, the SPL
meter was measuring the subwoofer's
maximum output across its passband,
not its average level in each frequency
band. A depression in the 80Hz region
would not register, therefore, but as alot
of musical bass information lies in this
range, the subwoofer sounded as if it
wasn't set high enough. Jacking it up by
1.5dB added the necessary midbass body
without making the 40Hz range too
prominent. But it would be nice if you
could switch out the 252's crossover and
not have to compromise the bass. [Either
that, or Atlantic Technology should make it
more clear that the system's owners should not
use their Home Theater receiver's or processor's dedicated subwoofer outputs.—Ed.]
What did the Atlantic Technology
250 system do best? Music or soundtracks? This was, as always, adifficult call,
because it's so hard to know what most
recordings really sound like. Iwill say
that it didn't sound as gorgeously sumptuous on music as some audiophiles
demand, and its deficiencies were exacerbated by listening without the distrac233
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tion of any accompanying picture. But
the Atlantic Technology system's reproduction of my own recordings elicited
astrong recognition response, suggesting that this system is more "accurate"
than "musical!'

M EASUREMENTS FROM J
A

The Atlantic Center and Left/Right
speakers have similar B-weighted sensitivities at 88dB/2.83V/m and 90dB/
2.83V/m, respectively. This is usefully
high for such small loudspeakers, but has
been achieved by restricting their lowfrequency responses. As shown in the
impedance plots of the loudspeakers
(figs.1, 2, and 3), the enclosures àre tuned
to frequencies at the top of the upperbass range—around 140Hz for the 251LR
and 253C, and 108Hz for the 254S.
These plots also show that the three speakers seriously depart from the specified
8ohms. They are, in fact, somewhat demanding loads in that they all dip below
4ohms at some frequencies. While this
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shouldn't present high-end amplifiers
with problems, those people who have
been cautioned against using 4 ohm
speakers with their audio/video receivers
—in other words, those most likely to
buy the Atlantic system—should take care.
The 251LR's on-axis frequency response
is shown in fig.4? As expected, the bass
extension is limited, at 95Hz (-6dB),
which will not give an optimal match to
the subwoofer set to its 80Hz crossover,
even if aTHX subwoofer output is not
used. The midrange is smooth, but the
low treble is marred by asharp notch in
the crossover region between the woofer
and the tweeter. A measured aberration
like this is often associated with audible
nasality—particularly if there's aresponse
peak just below the suckout frequency;
but JGH didn't note anything amiss in
this region. Indeed, he noted of the complete Atlantic system that there was "a
surprising degree of freedom from midrange colorations."
Fig.5 shows the measured behavior of
the 252PBM subwoofer set to its 120Hz
crossover frequency. The trace with the
notch at 37Hz is the nearfield response
of the 12" drive-unit, the notch indicating the tuning frequency of the reflex
port. The port output itself is revealed
10
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Fig.1 At antic 25ILR, eectrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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by the trace that broadly peaks between
20Hz and 80Hz, rolling off above and
below that region. The complex sum of
the woofer and port responses (amplitudes vector-summed according to the
dictates of the phase responses) is shown
as the top trace—the one that peaks
between 60Hz and 100Hz. The overall
low-frequency response is 12dB down
at the port-tuning frequency of37Hz—
this is definitely awoofer rather than a
subwoofer—but the proximity of the
port and woofer to the floor will extend
the bass downward somewhat.
To the right of fig.5 is shown the
nearfield response of a251LR satellite
when driven from the 252's active highpass output (ignore the bumps in the
response below 40Hz). The 251LR now
rolls out below 160Hz, crossing over to
the subwoofer at the specified 120Hz.
However, as JGH points out, if this subwoofer/satellite combination is driven
from aTHX receiver/processor's filtered
outputs or if the 252's 80Hz crossover
is used, the result will be doubled crossover slopes in the first case, or alack of
energy in the upper bass in the second—
either of which will make system integration difficult. The Atlantic surround
speaker system should therefore be
driven from your receiver's full-range
loudspeaker outputs.
The 253C center-speaker's response
is shown in fig.6 with its tone controls
set to the "251" matching settings. As
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Fig.6 Atlantic 253C, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer response below 300Hz.
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Fig.4 Atlantic 251LR, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at SO" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with nearfield
woofer response below 300Hz.
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Fig.2 Atlantic 253C, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) with tone control set
to maximum (top trace at 2kHz) and
minimum settings (bottom) (2
ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Atlantic 254SR, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical
div.).
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Fig.5 Atlantic 252PBM, nearfield responses of
(from top to bottom at 100Hz): complex
sum of woofer and port responses; 252
woofer; 25ILR woofer driven from 252
high-pass outputs; and 252 port.
3Other than impedance, all measurements were made
with the DFtA Labs MLSSA system and acalibrated
B&K 4006 microphone.
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Fig.7 Atlantic 253C, effect of MF and HF tone
controls set to maximum and minimum
positions, ref. the "251" setting
(5dB/vertical division).
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can be seen from the graph, this results
in the 253C having asimilar lack of
crossover-region energy. But as the
graph (fig.7) showing the action of the
controls set to their maximum and minimum positions reveals, the 253C can be
set to have aflat response through this
frequency region.
The metal-mesh speaker grilles have
arelatively small area of transmission,
resulting in quite asignificant effect on
the measured response. The graphs in
figs.4 and 6were taken with the speaker
grilles removed. The effect of the grille
on the measured response of the 253C
center speaker is shown in fig.8. Reflections of the sound from the back of the
grille result in significant "comb filtering," as revealed by the series of response
peaks and dips above 2kHz.
Fig.9 shows the 254SR surround
speaker's response averaged across a30°
horizontal window centered on the
woofer axis. It peaks up sharply just
below 200Hz, due to the woofer and
two midranges all rolling out below the
same approximate frequency (though the
midrange units have asteeper slope).
Although there is also no top-octave
response worth speaking about, this is
not important for ambience speakers. It
would be afactor if this system were to
be used in a5.1-channel surround system, however. As expected from its design, most of the surround speaker's output is to the sides of the central axis,
1 1111111

1 1 111111

ensuring that the listener hears very little
direct sound from the unit. This is shown
in fig.10.
By contrast, the 251LR speaker (fig.11)
has superbly even lateral dispersion. The
crossover notch can also be seen to fill-in
somewhat off-axis, which is probably
why JGH wasn't bothered by its presence. Vertically, however, the 251LR features the interference effects dictated by
its dual-woofer design (fig.12). While
this increases the speaker's vertical directivity somewhat in accord with the dic-

tates of the THX standard, it does mean
using stands of exactly the correct height
to bring the tweeters to ear level.
As the 253C center speaker very much
resembles a251LR on its side, it comes
as no surprise that its horizontal dispersion (fig.13) resembles the side speaker's
vertical behavior. You'll need pretty
much to sit directly in front of the Atlantic center speaker, or at least within a30°
angle, to get the least-colored balance.
The 253C, however, features very wide
vertical dispersion (fig.14)—as expected

Fig.I0 Atlantic 254SR, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on woofer axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-90° off-axis.
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Fig.8 Atlantic 253C, effect of grille on response
assuming aflat overall response
(5dB/vertical division)
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Fig.I IAtlantic 251LR, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90*-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-90° off-axis.
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Fig.9 Atlantic 254SR, anechoic response on
woofer axis at 50" averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
of nearfield woofer and midrange
responses below 300Hz.

Fig.I 2Atlantic 25ILR, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 45°-5° above tweeter axis; reference response:
differences in response 5°-45° below tweeter axis.
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Are You Stiff Listening To Jitter?qhere Is Na Expuse!

•qfte ACD1SE uses the same laser asuf drive mechanism as the DDS 01.1, in astatufardfront
load chassis. The 'Special Edition' model of Me ACD-1 includes the following improvements:
•Audioyuat's Soraothane Cl) Peetns are instalkdfor dramatic improvement in isolation from

•ModelACD-1ST Special Edition'

Price

_ $179.95
'The chaeic De jitter Fatter
DITIt

$299. 5

DDE V2.0 List Price 8600

.D.DE
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VMPS •KLIPSCH
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POWER WEDGE •SOTA

$51V

AUDIOQUEST • SUMIKO

$3.50
5410 eaff
$40.00
ma)

COUNTERPOINT • B & K

$29.95
$59_95

fes.00

$275.00

$150.00

Straightwist 1$1-Encore Interconnect Cable, 1-Meter pair (New)

$100.00

$72.50

Straightert 5kt-connect-II Interconnect 0.5-Meter pair (new)

$33.00

$19.95

Straightwirt Yteltonnect-11 Interconnect, 1-Meter pair (new)

$39.00

$99 SO

HCM Audio, P.O. Box 7385, Chico, CA 95927

MUSIC METRE •ARCICI
NAD •STRAIGHTWIRE

LEXICON •NITTY GRITTY
STAX •TARGET •TARA
BLUE POINT • PAC IDOS
NORDOST •IMMEDIA
MUSICAL CONCEPTS

AUDIO TECHNICA •LAST
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Fig.I5 Atlantic 251LR, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
Fig.I3 Atlantic 253C, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90 0-5° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 50-90° off-axis.
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Fig.I6 Atlantic 253C, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.I4 Atlantic 253C, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 45 0-5° above tweeter axis; reference response;
differences in response 50-45° below tweeter axis.
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Fig.17 Atlantic 251LR, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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from its very shallow baffle.
In the time domain, the step responses
for the 251LR (fig.15) and 253C (fig.16)
are reasonably similar—apart from the
important fact that the center speaker's
tweeter and woofer are connected inphase, while the side speaker has the
tweeter connected in inverse polarity.
This is indicated by the negative-going
spike at the left of fig.15. In two speakers
that are physically so similar, and which
are intended to sound the same, this is
strange. Note that the 253C's step response is marred by strong reflections
between 1.5ms and 2ms after the initial
wavefront.
Finally, the cumulative spectral-decay,
or waterfall, plots for the 251LR and
253C loudspeakers (figs.17 and 18) reveal
pretty clean initial decays. The 251 has
aresonant ridge just below the crossover
notch—maybe the designer arranged for
this notch to reduce the overall énergy
in the region of the resonance to minimize its audibility—while the 253 has a
similar resonance almost an octave lower
in frequency.
All things considered, this is not abad
set of measurements for afive-speakerplus-active-subwoofer system that retails
for less than $1500.
—John Atkinson

J
GH SUMS UP THE SYSTEM

Fig.I8 Atlantic 253C, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.1 Sms risetime).
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Everything considered, Ifind the Atlantic Technology 250 system's price to
be almost beyond belief. The 250 system
delivered alot more than $1500 worth
of surround-sound quality. A fabulous
buy.
—J. Gordon Holt
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the following
brands:

Not Subtle.

Acurus &Aragon by Mondial
Aerial •AKG •Audio Alchemy
Avalon •Ayre •BO •Bryston
B&W •California Audio Labs
Carver •Celestion
Classé Audio •Crown •CWD
Faroudja •Forsell Reference
Fosgate •Genesis
Gold Aero •Grado •Gryphon
Harmonix •Jadis •PIC
Lexicon •Magneplanar
Magnum Dynalab
Mark Levinson •Melos
Mirage •MIT Cables
M&K •Monster Cable

Listening to MIT's® Reference Series MH-850" Multi•Bandwidth"

NAD •Nakamichi

CVTênninator speaker interfaces may shock you at first... especially if

NBS Cable •Niles

you thought your system couldn't be revolutionized by mere cable.

Pattern •Pioneer Elite
Premier Stands •Proceed
Proton •PS Audio •Quad

Connecting with MIT Mil-850 (for bi-wire or tri-wire speakers) will

Rega •Rockoustics

shatter the limitations that keep your system from achieving its ultimate

Runco •Sennheiser •SME

capability MIT's Bruce Brisson engineered these new speaker interfaces

Sonance •Sonic Frontiers

as ano-compromise match to the world's finest speaker systems. Unlike

Sony ES •Spectral •Stax
Stewart Screens

any previous design, the new Reference Series features CVTertninator

Sumiko •Target •Terk

networks for both input from the amplifier and output to the speakers.

Theater Design Associates

The Mil-850 Bi-Wiregri-Wire takes this new technology astep further,

Theta • Triad
Vacuum Tube Logic
Vandersteen •Velodyne
Vidikron •Vimak •VPI
Wadia •And More

using separate optimized CVTenninator networks for each path.
Lyric invites you to hear these extraordinary components, along with
their matching W-350" interconnects, in ano-holds-barred-system
that creates the sonic equivalent of holographic reality
For more down-to-earth systems, MITenninator -Series interfaces let
you experience MIT's advanced technology starting at just $59. Come
hear why we call them "More Than Just Cable."

NEW YORK 1221 LEXINGTON AVE,NYC,NY 10028 212-439-1900 800-848-4981
WHITE PLAINS

146 EAST POST RD,WHITE PLAINS,NY 10601

914-949-7500

BOTH STORES OPEN MON,TUES,WED,FRI ,SAT 10-6, THURS 10-8, SUN 12-5
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SHO TIME!
Wes Phillips auditions the
Sumiko SHO Reference MC phono cartridge
High-output (2.3mV at 5cm)s) moving-coil cartridge with reinforced boron rod cantilever,
PA (Professional Application grade) fine-line elliptical diamond stylus, and "floatingformer" generator with inside-uniform, radial flux-field. Frequency response: 20Hz20kHz ±1.5d13. Channel separation: >28dB, 200Hz-10kHz. Channel balance: <0.5dB
at lkHz. Tracking force: 2gm. Dynamic compliance: I3cu (lcu =0.00000Icm/dyne).
Internal impedance.
.107 ohms. Recommended loading 41k ohms. Weight 8gm. Mount-

CC

e're getting to the point
where you can buy a
Miata or you can buy a
cartridge?' said Sumiko's John Hunter
in discussing his company's newest cartridge, the high-output SHO Reference
MC. John was defending his use of the
adjective "affordable" to describe an
$1800 transducer. "Let's be perfectly
honest; for all our talk about this being
an affordable product, an $1800 cartridge
is aluxury. We do make an affordable
high-output moving-coil, the Blue Point
Special—and we sell aton of 'em. The
SHO is affordable only when you compare it to the other cartridges offering
similar performance.' 1
We'd been chewing on the subject of
analog playback, frequency response,
and, yes, affordability for about an hour,
as Itried to pump him for information
on this amazingly refined performer.
After all, when most of us vinyl fiends
fantasize, our dreams tend to focus on
exotic low-output designs—we've been
taught to consider them the sine qua non
of playback. Fast, detailed, with luscious
string tone; descriptions of the top MCs
seem alitany of desirable traits. Why
wouldn't you want one?
For starters, many of them are also
cursed with rising top-end responses
that—to me, at least—are the equivalent
of fingernails on achalkboard. At the
other extreme, there are many which also
have a falling bass response below
50Hz—which may not be audible on
smaller speakers, but does rob instruments and performers of body. While
I've heard many moving-coils that had
glorious midranges and fast transient
responses, I've generally preferred MMs
for long-term use. Also, as atube-lover,
Ilook at the vanishingly low outputs of
some of the highly respected MCs, and
1And while we're on the subject. Sumiko has established aliberal trade-in policy to encourage people to
upgrade to the SHO. Cartridges from $200 to $1000
will peel $300 off the retail price; cartridges costing over
$1000 will knock $550 off the price ola SHO. It doesn't
matter who orginally manufactured your cartridge.

ing system: standard 0.5" (with third hole for compatibility with Linn and Naim arms).
Supplied hardware: stainless-steel bolts: two 2.5mm by 6mm, one 2.5mm by 5mm
(third hole, Linn/Naim), five stainless-steel washers, Allen wrench. Serial number of
unit reviewed: 23020. Price: $1800. Approximate number of dealers: 100. Distributor. Sumiko, Inc., P.O. Box 5046, 3101 Telegraph Ave., Berkeley, CA 94705. Tel: (510)
843-4500. Fax: (510) 843-7120.

pon—the SHO is phenomenally welldetailed in appearance.
In any cartridge, the placement of the
generator relative to the coils (and their
formers) is the critical variable. Sumiko
postulates that gauging the flux-field of
aconventional "log" magnet, in order
to place the former, is approximate—
at best. For one thing, they claim, the
yokes attached to the log create eddy
currents, which distort the focus of the
flux. Additionally, this loss of focus
necessitates amassive magnet in order
to encompass the coil structure in the
flux-field.
The Sumiko SHO Reference
Based on the guts of Sumiko's earlier
MC phono cartridge
DTi, the SHO utilizes a "floating
former" generator driven by Sumiko's
just know that they weren't meant for the unique double-ring magnet assembly.
likes of me—Lew Johnson of Conrad- This comprises two ring magnets, which
sandwich the generator coil between
Johnson dubs these the "great cartridges
them. The main magnet, alarge ring
that nobody's ever heard?' Even when
preamps have the gain to play extremely- magnet that produces the primary fluxfield, is to the rear. Infnmt of it is asmaller
low-output MCs, they bleach dynamic
ring magnet through which the cancontrast substantially as the signal fights
tilever passes. This magnet brings the
the noise floor.
flux-field forward and focuses it on the
Finally, in superbly circular logic, we
coil former. (The former is the framecome back to that affordability problem:
work upon which the coils are wound.)
the latest cartridge to be touted as the
Ring magnets create aperfectly sym"ultimate" carries an $8000 price sticker
metrical magnetic field that's inwardly
—maybe you can't buy aMiata for that,
focused—not focused in alinear, but in
but it's distressingly close.
aradial, manner. This field is then more
precisely focused by the secondary
SHO &TELL
magnet.
Sho is aJapanese word that has connotations of purity, clarity, or precision, and
Sumiko daims that this "lens" increases
to look at the SHO cartridge is to know
output, allowing them to reduce the
that it's well-named. Cast of satinnumber of turns in the generator—an
finished phenolic, the body is globular,
effective 40% saving in the mass of the
the top flattened as though bisected by a operating system. "That's why our high
plane, and arectangular extrusion on the
outputs don't sound stupid," Hunter
bottom houses the cantilever assembly.
enthused. Stupid? Not abad description
The SHO resembles aspaceship as drawn
of the peaky, amusical, bleached-out
by the French artist Meebius, whose fusound that many high-output movingcoils exhibit—when it comes to music,
turistic technology has afunky, organic
they just don't get it.
look. When affixed to an SME arm—
There's afly in the ointment when it
hewing to science-fiction descriptors—it
strongly resembles aKlingon "Bird of comes to maximizing output, however:
the nature of the former itself. In the
Prey." No matter how you see it—as
SHO, it's square in cross-section and
techno-organic construct or deadly wea241
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constructed of ferrous material. Ferrous
compounds will saturate when confronted
with excess magnetic energy; this saturation point defines their maximum theoretical output—at least if sound quality
is an issue. It's possible to use anonferrous former—as many companies, in
fact, do. There's atradeoff (isn't there
always?) in that this tends to decrease the
sensitivity of the generator, requiring
additional windings—which means
more moving mass; and that throws away
most of the advantages inherent in
moving-coils. Or else (is this becoming
clear now?) you could be content with
avanishingly low output. High-output
moving-coils have garnered the reputation of adding that tubby and indistinct
coloration on top of the rising high end
that MCs are heir to.
Additionally, most high-end cartridges,
MC or otherwise, tend to feature some
variation on aMicro-Line or van den
Hul stylus, which further exacerbates
peculiarities in response. The reasons for
this are twofold: first, these stylus profiles
are exceedingly sensitive to setup, requiring both azimuth and rake angle to be
spot-on or the cartridge sounds shouty;
second, the extreme thinness in crosssection of the stylus demands that it track
the bottoms of the groove walls.
When Iworked at arecord press, we
would be required—on occasion—to
actually play the stampers to check for
flaws. Stampers, being physical negatives
of the record, have ridges where the
grooves would be on avinyl disc, and
require asaddle-shaped "stylus" suspended on afilm of water to play them.
Naturally, you end up playing the bottom-most part of the groove (the topmost part of the ridge).
Those experiences cured me of any
belief that the sound is better the deeper
into the groove you go—it's dark and
dirty down there, and Iwant no part of
it. To me, the decision to make the SHO's
stylus afine-line elliptical makes agreat
deal of sense—both in terms of sound
and in terms of setup.
Another departure from convention
is the SHO's dual-damper suspension.
Typically, acartridge's suspension consists of apolymer ring in which the cantilever is seated. Sumiko claims that tuning the typical suspension is where most
cartridges acquire their personality. The
SHO's front damper is ahighly compliant, very trackable element, while the
rear damper functions as amechanical
'anchor, utilizing amuch stiffer material.
The front damper is analogous to the
springs in your car's suspension—compliant, but relatively uncontrolled—and
the rear damper, which is mounted di-

rectly behind the front one, acts more like
shock absorbers: adding stiffness and
control. The SHO's progressive damping
suspension allows it to track high frequencies effortlessly—even at high amplitude—without sacrificing dynamic clout.

gle overtones to float forever. This is not
the ugly sister in the MC family; this is
Cinderella decked out for the ball! You
see, despite my rational arguments against
exotic, unplayable cartridges, as an audiophile, they inhabit my fantasies, toa I
just
knew that nothing as practical as ahighONWITH THE SHO
output moving-coil with an elliptical
One last technical point: the SHO feastylus could be magical. In alifetime of
being wrong, this one was abeaut.
tures athree-hole mounting assembly,
giving owners of Linn and Nairn toneOn Chesky's Gee Parisienne (RC110,
arms another choice. Employing the
LP only), for example, the strings had a
seductive sheen, the cellos were throaty
three-hole mounting scheme, Imounted
the SHO to my Linn LP12/Ittok, which
and full-bodied, and cymbal splashes and
the sounds of bells and triangles were
in turn was mounted on aTownshend
Seismic Sink—and listened to it through
rendered with detail and delicacy. If you
avariety of gear. Phono sections included know what any of these instruments
Creek's OB-8, McCormack's Micro
sound like, you could recognize their
Phono Drive, and the on-board phono
apparent reality in the SHO's presentasection of the Conrad-Johnson EV-20
tion. Aha! Ithought, this must be why they
SE. Amps included C-J's Premier 11a,
call it analog.
VAC's PA-80/80, and Audio Alchemy's
Feverishly pulling out another old
Overture—all driving Metaphor 5loudfavorite, Iput the needle down in the
speakers. Cables included Transparent
grooves of Maria Muldaur's Waitress in
Audio Music Link Reference interconaDoughnut Shop (MS 2194). Muldaur's
nects, Magnan 4Vi interconnect, Transvoice was much as Ihad remembered it,
parent Audio Music Wave Reference
but fully fleshed with an apparent body
speaker cable, and ÓCOS speaker cable.
to carry it. The sultry little catch in her
It must be noted, once again, that a delivery that has always appealed to me
cartridge is not an easy upgrade for an
seemed not so much to accompany her
inferior front-end. The turntable and
voice as to inhabit it (hubba hubba). "Traytonearm must be stable, mechanically
elm' Shoes," the acapella gospel number
inert platforms for the transducer, or their that closes side two, never had this much
mechanical shortcomings will overenthusiastic energy before, nor were the
whelm the refinement and performance
singers so physically there.
that you paid for in the first place It does
This voyage of discovery through my
seem unlikely that anyone would hitch
record collection would have been nigh
this thoroughbred to afarm wagon; but unto unending had Inot been working
when Iwas ahi-fi salesman, Idid run
on an installment of "Quarter Notes,"
into folks with very strange ideas about Stereophile's new survey of audiophile
system hierarchy, so I
just thought I'd
releases. This required me to listen to a
mention it.
lot of new music—much of it, fortuitously,
As to setup, the SHO is well-thoughtnew vinyl. The SHO was the perfect
out. The flat bottom of the rectangular
companion for this task; it changed its
cantilever housing makes it easy to gauge
personality with each new recording
rake angle and azimuth—Sumiko indudes venue and genre—but always, Ifelt, truly
clear, illustrated instructions delineating recovering what lay in the grooves.
the process. The height and shape of the
Much of the material was simultaneSHO's body makes the sighting process
ously released on CD and LP, and Iwish
asnap, too. It would be hard to make the
to praise the SHO when Ireport that,
SHO sound bad, but the more precisely
tonally, it was amatch for the better
positioned it is, the more resolution and
digital-playback systems Iemployed.
detail you'll perceive.
While Igenerally preferred the LPs, it
Nobody is going to be surprised to
was not because of aromantic softening
learn that the SHO, like anything with
of detail, but rather because Iperceived
moving parts, did not perform optimally
greater recovery of information. When we
out of the box. Oh, it sounded pretty
analogistas make statements of this sort,
good, but it began to really sing after
we leave ourselves open to the accusaabout 30 hours of play; when Idescribe
tion that we just prefer one mastering job
the sound, it's the fully broken-in SHO
to another, which is not entirely unfair.
that I'm concentrating on.
That said, Iperceived more ambient detail,
more placement cues, greater timbral indiSHO TUNES
viduality, andfar more specificity in articIt sounds like music. There was body,
ulation and timing. Does that sound like
presence, and rhythm—and apurity in
aloss of detail?
the high frequencies that caused trianMobile Fidelity's Blues at Carnegie Hall
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We offer
the following
brands:

Truth Is In
The Details.

Acurus &Aragon by Mondial
Aerial •AKG •Audio Alchemy
Avalon •Ayre •B&O •Bryston
B&W •California Audio Labs
Carver •Celestion
Classé Audio •Crown •CWD
Faroudja •Forsell Reference
Fosgate •Genesis
Gold Aero •Grado •Gryphon
Harmonix •Jadis •JVC
Lexicon •Magneplanar
Magnum Dynalab
Mark Levinson •Melos
Mirage •MIT Cables
M&K •Monster Cable
NAD •Nakamichi •Niles
Pattern •Pioneer Elite
Premier Stands •Proceed
Proton •PS Audio •Quad
Rega •Rockoustics
Runco •Sennheiser •SME
Sonance •Sonic Frontiers
Sony ES •Spectral •Stax
Stewart Screens
Sumiko •Target •Terk
Theater Design Associates
Theta • Triad
Vacuum Tube Logic
Vandersteen •Velodyne
Vidikron •Vimak •VPI
Wadia •And Others
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Avalon loudspeakers have earned worldwide
acclaim for harmonic integrity and transient response,
qualities that confer both the impact and subtlety of
live musical performance.
They place performers precisely on asoundstage
that extends beyond room borders. A fitting characteristic, since Avalon's zealous concern with detail itself
redefines boundaries.
All electronic parts are measured and matched for
pairing. Driver response is graphed, and the performance of each is filed for future reference. This alloy,
replacement drivers, if needed, to be meticulously
mated with the originals.
For aesthetic appeal that equals sonic merit, Avalon
entirely handbuilds enclosures in pairs. Of fine hardwood chosen for mirror-imaged grain patterns.
When selecting loudspeakers, we suggest you pay
similar attention to detail and audition the Avalon line
at Lyric. Since the recent introduction of the superb
Monitor, prices start at $2695 apair.

‘NIIATTAN 1221 Lexington Ave, NYC, NY 10028 212-439-1000 800-848-4981
V, RITE PLAINS 146 East Post Rd, White Plains, NY 10601 914-949-7500

BOTH STORES OPEN MON, TUES, WED, FRI, SAT 10-6, THURS 10-8, SUN 12-5
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ICAN SEE CLEARLY Now
Steven Stone auditions the
Clearaudio-Souther Tri-Quartz Improved tonearm &
Clearaudio Veritas-S phono cartridge
Tri -Quartz Improved TQ-1 tangential tonearm. Price: $2200.

Dynamic compliance: I5cu vertical, I5cu lateral. Weight: II.6gm. Price: $1800.

Vantas-S moving-coil cartridge widi integral headshdl for Souther amt Frequency response:

Both: Approximate number of dealers: 25. Manufacturer Clearaudio Electronk GmbH,

20Hz-20kHz ±2dB. Channel separation: 35dB at IkH4 35dB at 10kHz. Output at IkHz

Weberackerweg 10, Erlangen, Germany D-8520. US distributor Discovery Cable Co,

(5cm/s): 0.6mV. Recommended tracking force: 1.6gm-2.2gm. Stylus radii: 5/2m by 4Ieun.

28 Beardslee Rd., Millstone, NJ 08876. Tel: (908) 359-0950. Fax: (908) 359-2170.

E

very tonearm I've reviewed
recently has been the result of
one individual's exploration of
the potentialities of the analog medium
—the auteur spirit seems to still be alive
and well in tonearm design. The Clearaudio tonearm is really just arefined version of the tonearm Lou Souther made
under his own name for more than ten
years. The Souther lateral-tracking tonearm is unique in that it has no pulley systems, no air-bearings with pumps, no
electronic servo-sensors, no hamsters on
flywheels, no other hideously complex
systems to drive it sideways. With only
the record's grooves and an occasional
assist from gravity, the ClearaudioSouther tonearm tracks laterally. How
does it work? Read on.
The Clearaudio-Souther TQ-I uses
three stainless-steel bearings traveling on
apair of quartz rods to move the tonearm
across the record grooves. The mechanism is sort of like asmall, ultra-precise
ski-slope gondola, with the turning record grooves supplying the horsepower
to pull the trolley up the slope. Suspended from arail system, the tonearm
mechanism consists of avertical bearing assembly with twin Swiss-sapphire
bearings. In order for the record grooves
to be able to move it, the tonearm must
be low in mass (3gm), and balanced on
the trolley so that the three bearings share
the weight equally. This is accomplished
with atitanium rod and aset of three
weights (2, 4, and 6gm) to counter•balance the cartridge. The arm also
comes with several headshell weights to
increase the mass of the cartridge itself.
These weights adjust the resonance of the
cartridge assembly so it won't "dance"
while trying to reproduce especially low
frequencies.
• The Tri-Quartz arm can be set up in
I
two ways. The "two-point" method uses
a"spindle locator" that rests on top of
the turntable spindle, even while it's turning. On the other side, the hinged base
assembly supports the arm. This two-

Clearaudio-Souther Tri-Quartz
Improved tonearm

point method is best reserved only for
the initial setup. Even with the smoothest
spindles, where there is no friction noise
from the spindle turning within the
Teflon spindle locator, there may be noise
from the platter bearing or the motor
itself (especially with direct-drive turntables) transferred by the spindle locator into the tonearm.
Iprefer the "one-point" mounting
method, which uses apair of adjustable
columns mounted on the hinged base to
support the tonearm. This alternative
support method was developed in part
because of an article written many years
ago by one John Atkinson, who cited the
possibility of the spindle and spindle
locator creating noise. Ihave alate-model
Souther Tri-Quartz with this "onepoint" configuration, and, while the
Clearaudio version is far more suavely
executed, the final result is the same:
noise-free tonearm suspension.
The Tri-Quartz is called such because
there are three quartz rods used in the
arm. Two quartz rods, machined to
within atolerance of 0.0005 of an inch,
are the tracks on which the stainless-steel
bearings travel, while the third quartz rod
serves to ensure the lateral rigidity of the
assembly. Why quartz instead of glass?
Lou Souther found that extruded glass
has this strong tendency to twist due
to its molecular structure. Hence, it's
impossible to extrude glass tracks that
maintain proper tolerances. Quartz, due
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to its more rigid crystal structure, can be
extruded into oval rails without any
twist. Pure quartz is also much harder
than glass. Finally, Tri-Quartz sounds
way cooler than Tri-Glass.
The Tri-Quartz's tonearm wires can
also be set up in two different ways. The
"standard" connection has an OFC copper Litz wire that runs from the cartridge
connections to apair of Clearaudio RCA
jacks mounted on the tonearm. From
there you can use the interconnect of
your choice. The other connection
method is the one-piece "take-noprisoners" approach, which uses an 18"
or 40" piece of OFC copper Litz that
runs from the cartridge leads all the way
to your preamp sans any other metal-tometal connections.
I've been using asimilarly configured
silver Litz cable for about five years on
the Tri-Quartz Ihave mounted on my
VPI HW-19 Mk.IV with its SAMA
(Stand-Alone Motor Assembly). The
disadvantage of this connection method
is that the 18" wire is abit short for some
preamp hookups. The one-piece connection is also rather expensive—$180
for the 18" length, $240 for the 1m version. Some folks might argue that it's
better to have the flexibility ofbeing able
to use any standard interconnect cable,
but I've found that the sonic advantages
of eliminating ametal-to-metal RCA
connection carrying low-level signals
outweighs the "improvements" possible
from wire substitutions. Yes, it's also less
convenient; but if that's your primary
criterion for choosing signal sources, you
probably don't own aturntable.
While we're on the subject of convenience, the Tri-Quartz has one feature
that most "ultimate performance" tonearms lack: an automatic cartridge-lift at
the end of the record. This wee bit of
ergonomic whimsy is accomplished by
amagnet suspended at the end of the arm
that, when properly adjusted, grabs the
cart just after it's finished playing the last
notes of the inner grooves. It can be
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Before you make aheadphone
purchase, talk to the experts.
This whole foolishness with headphones started when we got sick, fedup, and tired with the bad sound
typical of the headphone listening
experience.
The Grado SR60 is $69.
With the Little HeadRoom
and our Premium Cable, $259.

Nobody we talked to

knew much, nor cared much, about
improving the soundon headphones.
So we took it upon ourselves to
figure it all out. The journey, and
answers gleaned therefrom, is what
built our little company.

Portable systems start at $429.
Our Supreme with Sennheiser
580's is $699; with the
Erymotic ER4S, $729.

Yeah, sure, we now build the worlds
most complete line of headphone
amplifiers, and sell only the very best
At $199, the Link HeadRoom is
our most affordable amp. With
the Grado SR80's and our
Premium Cable it's $289.

headphones and headphone listening
accessories.

But, more importantly,

with our experience and know-how
we can help you satisfy your unique
headphone listening dilemma, however unusual. We can help you put
together aheadphone listening system

The Home HeadRoom
is $599. You simply won't
be able to stand how good it
sounds. But what away to go!

that will make you supremely, and
surprisingly, happy.

Ifyou're using a
portable CD player
at all, you should give
us acall and ask about
our accessories. We have
Radio Shack 3400 bonny
holders, special cables, ear
pads to make your SR6Os
more comftrtabk. Just
call and we'll be gkid
to give you some
advice.

We're not saying you'll give up your
He-Man listening rig, but you will

o
0
•:.7 •

o

spend alot more time enjoying music
when your not near it. We sell factory
direct, world-wide, with a30-day satisfaction guarantee. Aguarantee you'll
get the very best value in headphone
listening or your money back. Call for
aFREE product information package.

HeadRoom

It's hard not to sound selfserving when we say,
'just buy the Sennheiser 580's, you won't be sorry,"
but we will. At $299 they may be the best buy in all
ofAudiophikdom. With the Home HeadRoom, $799.

1-800-828-8184

im

Call 1-800-828-8184 for our FREE 24 page white paper, 32 page manual, and color brochure. We sell factory direct worldwide.
HeadRoom Corp. is bleated at 521 E Peach Sr. Bozeman MT 59715 Overseas customers please call 406-587-9466, or FAX 406-587-9484
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tricky to set it up properly—if it picks
2A phono preamp. Power amps included
You might promise yourself after your
the Boulder 250-AE and 500-AEs.
up the cart too soon, you'll hear distorfirst setup session that you'll never
Speakers were Apogee Acoustics Fullchange cartridges again. Don't despair—
tion from the last few grooves; if it
Ranges with aBryston 10B electronic
after afew hundred cartridge changes,
doesn't pick up soon enough, you'll hear
crossover. Interconnects included Straight
you'll be quite adept at the operation. It
the all-too-familiar sound of your cart
Wire Virtuoso, AudioQuest Diamond,
now only takes me about 20 minutes to
trying to drill its way to China. One last
and Esoteric Artus and WireWorld
feature of the pick-up magnet: it makes
set up acart on the Tri-Quartz.
Eclipse, both in balanced and singleThe last operation is to set up the maga"clunk" sound when the cart comes in
ended terminations. Speaker cables were
net for cartridge pick-up. You may want
contact with the magnet that could be
8' lengths of Dunlavy Labs DLZ-8.
to wait afew days for this, or you might
far more disturbing than the sounds it's
Other accessories included RoomTunes
supposed to eliminate—especially if your just forget the magnet altogether (good
CornerTunes, EchoTunes, and Ceiling
idea).
gain is turned way up. Don't say Ididn't
Clouds; Acoustic Sciences Tube Traps;
warn you.
Arcici Levitation stand; Sumiko FB-1
CLEARAUDIO VERITAS-S
The main function of the clear plasFlwcbuster cartridge demagnetizer; The
The Veritas-S cartridge is similar in
tic plate along the top of the Tri-Quartz
Original Cable Jackets; Music and Sound
design to the Clearaudio Signature reis to keep dust off the quartz rail. It also
ferrite beads; AudioQuest ferrite clamps;
viewed by JE and JS last January (Vol.18
has asecondary, albeit unintentional,
NoiseTrapper power strip; AudioQuest
function that's rather pernicious: it's a No.1) in that its cantilever is balanced
around acenter point. In this it bears a record brush; Gryphon Exorcist system
generator of static build-up. Ifirst noticed
passing resemblance to the Tri-Quartz
demagnetizer; Nitty Gritty recordthis disruptive tendency with my
arm.
cleaning machine; Radio Shack soundoriginal Souther arm, which, prior to the
pressure-level meter; Kleenmaster BrilMost of the models in the Clearaudio
plate's removal, would build-up static
lianize CD cleaner; and Ender's Game, by
line are produced in the same facility, and
charges that would then discharge with
Orson Scott Card.
differ only in their individual specs,
random pops and crackles as the cart
tolerances, and body compositions. The
tracked across the record. The solution
only exception is Clearaudio's top-ofSOUND
to this problem is to remove the plate,
The first thing Inoticed about the Triand occasionally clean the rails with a the-line Insider, which is made from
hand-selected parts. The review sample
Quartz tonearm was the incredible
cloth. If you leave the plate on, arandom
Veritas-S is the second Clearaudio caramount of detail it dredged up from the
static charge might someday wipe out
tridge I've used that was made specifiLP's grooves. Listen to any LP you know
awoofer. Definitely uncool.
cally for the Souther arm (hence the S).
really well, and hear the wealth of new
Instead of being attached via normal
information shouting, "I'm here!"
SETUP
headshell mountings, the Souther armThis new information isn'tjust surface
Once you've gotten comfortable setting
tube protrudes from the cartridge body
detail or added sparkle, but an actual
up aTri-Quartz, you may feel that most
itself.
increase in information, especially at low
other arm setups are primitive and
My first Veritas-S cart performed
levels. The instruments on Rickie Lee
kludgey by comparison. The first setup
flawlessly for more than 5000 hours of Jones's Traffic in Paradise (German Geffen
will make you wish you had something
playing time, and was actually guaranGEF 24602) seemed to have more air and
other to do with your time—it'll take
teed by Lou Souther to last aminimum
space around them, and the miscellaages, and will probably exhaust your
of 3000 hours. While the current Veritasneous percussion instruments sprinided
patience. Although the setup instructions
Sdoesn't have such an expansive guarincluded with the Tri-Quartz are logithroughout the mix were more distinct
antee, aprudent user can expect asimilar
and better individualized.
cal and complete, you'll still need to read
life span. Iwas offered an Accurate cart
The xylophone at the left rear stage on
them several times to fully grok the techfor this review, but chose instead acart
Fritz Reiner's and the Chicago Symnique. First, mount the arm on your
with asimilar price to the others I've
phony Orchestra's performance of
turntable, which, depending on the turnbeen using lately in other tonearms.
Kabalevsky's "Festival," from Colas
table, can be as simple as ordering an
Besides, Irefuse to become addicted to
Breugnon Overture (RCA LSC 2423,
armboard (such as with the VP! TNT
carts Ican't afford to buy (or, as in this
Classic Records reissue), was cleanly
Jr.), or as complicated as having to drill
case, don't already own).
your own board (such as with my old
delineated and in its proper place within
the soundstage—no roving xylophone
Thorens/Chadwick 125 Mk.II).
SYSTEM
The next step is to fine-tune the placewith this rig. The lateral soundstage,
Analog sources included aWI TNT Jr.
while not quite as expansive-sounding
ment of the arm—if it isn't perfectly
turntable on aBright Star base mounted
mounted in relation to the spindle, it'll
as that with the Wheaton Triplanar Ultimate IV tonearm Ireviewed in Februnever work properly. Assuming you've
with the Wheaton Triplanar, Graham
ary (Vol.18 No.2,1p.163), was still fullModel 1.5T, and Clearaudio-Souther
gotten this far, next mount your cartridge
tonearms. Cartridges included avan den
and balance it with aweight. Using the
sized, with excellent three-dimenHul MC-1 Super, Dynavector XX-1L
sionality and depth. Each section in
neat little teeter-totter weight gauge that
low-output MC, Benz L04, Fidelity
Tchaikovsky's Marche slave (RCA 2423)
comes with the Tri-Quartz for horizontal
Research/van den Hul FR-1, and aDenon
was distinctly located, with real depth
alignment, and the "Souther Linear
S-1. The comparison digital source was the
and body.
Gauge" (a plastic doogie that goes over
The Tri-Quartz's bass response, while
EAD DSP-7000 Mk.II DIA processor
your spindle and enables you to make
with HDCD® connected to aPS Audio
nowhere near as striking as the rock-'em
sure the stylus overhang is right), you can
Lambda CD transport via coaxial and
zero-in the correct tracking-force, oversock-'em action of the Wheaton arm,
AT&T optical connectors.
hang, and lateral azimuth. This process
Preamps used included the Threshold
will take awhile, since adjusting any one
1That issue's Table of Contents made no mention of
T-2, Boulder L5-AE, and Vendetta SCPthe review's existence.
of the parameters will alter the other two.
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was still quite well-defined and satisfying. While Ididn't feel the urge to run
away from the approaching steel wheels
of the subway rolling under Covent
Garden on my collection of London
Bluebacks—as Idid with the Wheaton—
the subway was audible nonetheless. The
difference was sort oflike the low bass
heard through moving-coil transducers
vs that heard through large planar
speakers: the Tri-Quartz lacked the visceral impact of adynamic driver, but had
the definition and air of alarge planar
driver.
The Clearaudio combo captured all
the beauty hidden in the grooves of good
recordings, such as Music in 18th-Century
France (Nonesuch H-71371). For example, just listen to the manner in which
the upper harmonics of Sarah Cunningham's viola da gamba continuo on Jean
Philippe Rameau's "I:Impatience" are
reproduced. Also, Ann Monoyio's voice
shone like aclear, pure light placed precisely in the middle of the stage—gone
was any trace of nasality or extra chestiness. The Clearaudio rig also tracked
like achamp—even sopranos such as
Monoyio couldn't make it jump from the
grooves.
In my Wheaton Triplanar review, I
mentioned that Ifound the Tri-Quartz
atop-end-air Wunderkind. If you're into

flute or recorder music, you'll find that
this rig retrieves all the upper harmonics
and breathiness of an instrument in real
acoustic space. Sandra Miller's Baroque
flute on Rameau's "Pièces de clavecin en
concert No.5 in d," from Music in 18thCentury France, sounded right on the TriQuartz.
On the pop side, listen to Taj Mahal's
whistling, and the sweet, airy electric
guitar and chunky-thunky drum-kit
tone, on "Ain't Gwine Whistle Dixie
Anyme from Giant Step (Columbia GP
18). Ican't put this album away without
listening to the simply killer version of
"Six Days on the Road"—"Smote that
guitar, boy, smote that guitar." 2
While the Tri-Quartz/Veritas combo
might not have the dynamic joi de vivre
of the Wheaton Triplanar, it nonetheless
preserved dynamic contrasts quite nicely.
On Ito Ema's recording of Bach's Goldberg Variations (MeA Recordings MO
24AV) the subtle tonal shading ofEma's
attacks on, and every dynamic nuance of,
the 1903 Model D Steinway were clearly
rendered. Icould even clearly hear the
ever-so-faint groove pre-echo between
variations.
2Tai's exhortation to Jessie Ed Davis on Taj's first album.
Jessie, Taj's longtime guitar sideman, was among the
finest pickers to ever wield atelecaster, and died at much
too young an age

BRIO IS BETTER THE SECOND TIME ROHM
WY NOT GET IT ROT THE FIRST TIME

is very Special!
Preamplifiers, power amplifiers, and
processors possessing performance no other
components have achieved!
spectral is the last step our clients take in advancing the
musicality of their system.
ro
i_ SPeCtral

(For the fortunate ones, the first and last step.)
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111,

Serving the music lover for over 20 years, Underground
Sound specializes in spectral to advance your musical
experience. Call us for advice or visit our 10,000 square
foot store with 7showrooms!
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The initial cymbal crashes on Byron
Janis's, Fritz Reiner's, and the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra's performance of
Liszt's 7btentanz (RCA 2541, Classic
Records reissue) are guaranteed to wake
up all but the somnambulant—the speed
of the Clearaudio rig on this piece more
than made up for the combo's less-thanultimate bass slam.

CONCLUSION

In their review of the Clearaudio Signature, both JE and JS commented on the
Signature's lack of midrange romance
and its matter-of-fact nature. This seems
to be afamily trait—perhaps it can be
dubbed "the Clearaudio sound." Unlike
many audiophile cartridges of yore, the
Veritas-S had no added lower-midrange
energy to enrich the sound. With the TriQuartz, "regular" recordings, such as Led
Zeppelin I(Japanese Atlantic AMJY2000), didn't sound anything like audiophile classics, but neither did they sound
super rank. The Tri-Quartz/Veritas-S
combo, while truthful, wasn't brutally
frank or obsequious.
There are alot of things to like about
the Clearaudio-Souther Tri-Quartz Improved (TQ-I) tonearm and Veritas-S
cartridge combo. It requires low maintenance (there's virtually nothing to
break), has super longevity (you may
never need another cart), and is elegantly
designed. It also has excellent low-level
detail resolution, superb soundstage
delineation, stunning top-end air, and
accurate midrange rendition.
On the negative side, the Tri-Quartz
is daunting at first to set up, has afew silly
features (such as the plastic dustcover,
and the magnet to pick up the cart at the
end of aside), and will never make your
stomach ache from its thunderous bass.
To my mind, the pluses far outweigh
the minuses. If you're looking for atrue
classic of modern American design
(never mind that it's now made in
Germany—many of the parts are still
from Lou Souther's original parts stash)
that's the epitome of elegance, you really
need look no further than the Clearaudio-Souther Tri-Quartz tonearm,
especially when coupled with the
Veritas-S phono cartridge.

3M•A Recordings has three slightly different versions
of this recording available. The LP was done with B&K
4006 omnidirectional microphones onto aStuder A820 1/2 analog recorder at 30ips; the CD was made with
apair of custom titanium diaphragm line-level microphones into aData Conversion Systems 900-B AID
converter and Nakarnichi DAT transport; and the
481cHz DF tape was made on aYamaha 20-bit recorder
with aseparate pair of B&K 4006 microphones. Get all
three—amaze your friends.
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M ARK LEVINSON NO.30.5 REFERENCE DIGITAL PROCESSOR
WITH HIGH DEFINITION COMPATIBLE DIGITAL (HDCD®) UPGRADE
For more than three years, the Mark
Levinson No30 Reference Digital Processor has been the standard against
which other processors have been
judged. In addition to serving as areference at Stereophile—bothJA and JE have
purchased samples—countless competing manufacturers mention their products' performance in relation to that of
the No.30. Ican't tell you how many
times I've heard the boast "It's as good
as the No.30." Few products have
enjoyed such auniversally acknowledged
position of sonic superiority, beautiful
build quality, and thoughtful userinterface.
Since my original review in February
1993 (Vol.15 No.2), the No30 has been
upgraded to the No.30.5, an action that
has kept the Levinson processor competitive in the rapidly improving digitalprocessor world? When the No.30.5
upgrade was being designed, the Pacific
Microsonics PMD100 HDCD decoder/
filter chip wasn't quite acommercial reality. Madrigal made the decision to launch
the No.30.5 without HDCD rather than
to continue waiting for the HDCD
decoder/filter.
Madrigal engineers did, however,
hedge their bets on HDCD by making
the No.30.5 HDCD-upgradeable—the
modification is simply amatter of replacing two socketed chips inside the processor. A small board containing the
Pacific Microsonics PMD100 HDCD
decoder/filter replaces the NPC SM5842
digital filter, and an EPROM containing
control software is swapped for one with
updated code. The upgrade costs less
than $100 (the exact price wasn't available
at press time), plus any labor charge the
dealer may add. Because the upgrade is
so easy to install (it's about a30-minute
job), customers can buy the kit and do
it themselves. All No305s now sold have
the HDCD upgrade included.
A provision of the HDCD license calls
for 6dB of attenuation in the processor
when playing non-HDCD-encoded
discs, or 6dB of gain applied to HDCDencoded discs. Without this gain matching, HDCD-encoded discs would sound
quieter, because they have a wider
dynamic range (a higher peak:average
ratio), which is perceived as sounding
less loud. You can imagine an unin1See my Follow-Up on the No30.5 in October '94
(Vol.17 No.10), and JA's last month (Vol.18 No3.).

formed consumer comparing HDCD to
conventional playback in amass-market
store, and deciding that HDCD isn't an
improvement because it doesn't sound
as loud.
This 6dB of attenuation for standard
CDs can be performed in the digital
domain by the PMD100 decoder/filter.
Unfortunately, attenuating the signal
with this method throws away one full
bit of resolution. A better alternative is
to perform the attenuation in the analog
domain. This would have been very difficult in the No.30.5, because the towers
containing the analog audio circuits are
thermally sealed and difficult to access.
Moreover, the No.30's output stage
topology wasn't designed with gain or
attenuation in mind.
Madrigal has solved this dilemma
with a clever trick. As shipped, the
No.30.5 is similar to other processors
using the PMD100 decoder/filter chip
in that it performs the attenuation digitally, meeting the terms of the license
agreement. If, however, you use the
No.30.5 with aMark Levinson No38 or
No38S preamplifier and connect them
with the communication link, the preamplifier's gain is automatically boosted
by 6dB on HDCD-encoded discs. All
you need to do is select the "No30" alias
(the source name shown on the No38's
display), and the 6dB boost is added
automatically in the preamp. To show
you that this gain adjustment is working, the No38's display briefly shows the
legend "HD +6." This technique avoids
the sonically degrading 6dB of attenuation imposed by the filter. Owners of
older No.38 or No.38S preamps must
upgrade the No38 software for this
automatic feature to work.
If you use the No.30.5 with another
preamplifier that lacks the No38's automatic gain-adjustment function, you can
still avoid the 6dB of digital-domain
attenuation by putting the No.30.5 in the
"Manual" mode. When in the "Set-up"
mode on the No.30.5, press the polarity
inversion button until the legend "Manual" shows in the No305's display. This
defeats the 6dB of attenuation provided
by the digital filter on conventional CDs.
In theory, you're then supposed to turn
up the volume on HDCD discs by 6dB.
But if you don't, Idoubt that No.30.5
owners will mistake awider dynamic
range for poorer musical performance.
No matter what preamplifier you use,
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avoiding the 6dB of attenuation in the
digital filter is essential to getting the best
sound from the No.30.5. If you audition
the No.30.5, be certain it's been set to
"Manual."
The PMD 100 HDCD decoder/filter
has eight output dither options to
optimize the DAC's performance (see the
sidebar to the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2
Mk.II Follow-Up in last month's Stereophile). Madrigal chose not to use any
output dither in the No.30.5, perhaps
because the rest of their circuitry was
designed for asignal without dither.
Other than the filter and control software, the review sample of the No.30.5
with HDCD was the same unit that I
reviewed in the October 1994 Stereophile.
System Ievaluated the HDCD-equipped
No.30.5 in my reference playback system,
and compared it to the Sonic Frontiers
SFD-2 Mk.II, another processor that
uses the HDCD decoder/filter. The
No305's balanced outputs fed an Audio
Research LS5 Mk.II preamplifier through
AudioQuest Diamond x3 interconnects,
and Ifed the No305 with the AES/EBU
output from the Mark Levinson No31
Reference CD transport.
Power amplifiers were Audio Research
VT150 tubed monoblocks, which drove
the ribbon midrange and tweeter panels
of Genesis 11.5 loudspeakers. The II.5's
four 12" woofers were driven by the
Genesis servo amplifier. Other interconnects included AudioQuest Lapis, and
loudspeaker cables were AudioQuest
Dragon II. Power to the preamplifier,
transport, and digital processors under
audition was conditioned with aTice
Powerblock, and an MIT Z-Stabilizer
was plugged-in to the AC outlets?
Listening: With the HDCD decoder/filter installed, the No.30.5 retained the
characteristics that have made this processor along-term reference, while significantly improving the sound in several
key areas. The following impressions
were made with conventionally coded
CDs, and with the No305 in the "Manual" mode.
Replacing the NPC filter with the
PMD100 produced astartling increase
in soundstage transparency, image sped2I've found the Z-Stabilizer effective in smoothing the
midrange and treble of digital sources. The Z-Stabilizer
removes some of the coarseness overlaying instrumental
and vocal textures.
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ficity, and the ability to keep individual
lines separate. The PMD100-fitted
No.30.5 had aremarkable resolution of
quiet instruments—even in the presence
of much louder signals. Consequently,
the music had an ease Ididn't hear from
the NPC-fitted No305. It was as though
all the music was presented effortlessly,
and Ididn't have to strain to hear lowlevel detail. Further, the No.30.5 now
had aterrific sense of space between
instruments, with ahalo of air around
instrumental outlines.
Another improvement in the HDCDfitted No.30.5 was in the portrayal of
instrumental textures. The new No.30.5
produced agreater sense of realism and
palpability, rendering the sound of the
NPC-based No.30.5 slightly sterile and
mechanical by contrast. Massed violins
had more smoothness, grace, and ease
through the new No.30.5, with less edge
and hardness. It sounded as though the
harmonics worked together to produce
the beautiful, silky, liquid sound you hear
in the concert hall from the violins, rather
than conflicting with each other to produce asound that makes your ears close
down.
When playing HDCD-encoded discs
through the No30.5, these qualities were
simply staggering—and far better than
vinyl. But what surprised me was the
PMD100's ability to improve conventionally coded CDs in these important
aspects of reproduced sound.
The No30.5's bass was fabulous, with
tautness, extension, and articulation.
Although the bass wasn't quite as powerful and rhythmically involving as that of
the Krell KPS-20i (see my review elsewhere in this issue), it was significantly
better than the bass of the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II. The No.30.5 had a
leaner, tighter, deeper, and better defined
low-frequency presentation, while the
Mk.II had more midbass weight and
bloom, at the expense of tautness and the
ability to convey bass detail. The No.30.5
had better extension in the very bottom
end, with more impact and solidity. The
new No.30.5 was also more dynamic
than the Sonic Frontiers, but didn't have
quite the range of dynamic expression
Iheard from the KPS-20i when the
No.30.5 was decoding conventional
CDs.
Last month, Icompared Sonic Frontiers' $5295 SFD-2 Mk.II tubed proessor to the non-HDCD-encoded
No.30.5, and found the Mk.II sonically
superior on both conventional and
HDCD-encoded discs. With the addition of HDCD to the No.30.5, that situation has reversed, with the Levinson
processor taking the lead. Specifically,
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the new No305 had amore refined, subde,
and suave presentation. This was largely
the result of the No305's more-set-back
spatial perspective, lower midrange
grain, better resolution of low-level
detail, and slightly tighter image specificity. If price isn't an issue, the No.30.5
is the processor to own. But for $5295,
the SFD-2 Mk.II comes awfully close.
Icould happily live with either unit.
Playing HDCD-encoded discs on the
No.30.5 was absolutely magical. Full
HDCD encoding and decoding produced an amazing sense that Iwas in the
room with the musicians. There was a
real feeling of spontaneous music-

making happening right in front of me
that I've never heard from conventional
digital audio. It was as though Ifelt the
musical experience more than just hearing sound. On an objective level, the
difference in the sound may be quite
small. But HDCD produced aprofound
difference in the way Iexperienced the
music. This was particularly true on
Mike Garson's fabulous The Oxnard Sessions, Vol.2 CD (Reference RR-53CD).
The feeling of being apart of the musicmaking was stunning, and produced an
almost hypnotic involvement in the
music.
With conventionally coded digital

PEAK PROBLEMS
An interesting aspect of the PMD100
HDCD decoder/filter is that it attenuates all signals by ldB to reduce
the audible effects of the clipping
present on many CDs. Mastering
engineers set the levels on the digital master (which end up on the CD)
as high as possible for two reasons:
to get the maximum loudness on the
disc, and to avoid throwing away any
resolution. Setting the levels so that
the loudest peak reaches 6dB below
full-scale digital is identical to losing
one bit of resolution.
In this quest for maximum level,
engineers can set the levels too high
and exceed the digital format's limitations. On the Sony PCM-1630
professional mastering processor
used to encode CD master tapes, ared
"Overload" LED illuminates when
several consecutive samples are at
full-scale. What this means is that the
analog audio signal had ahigher
amplitude than the highest digital
number (the quantization word value)
available to represent that amplitude.
Consequently, the A/D converter
outputs its highest number for several
samples in arow. When that digital
signal is reconstructed, the peaks
in the analog output are clipped,
producing distortion.
This type of digital overload is particularly annoying: the musical peaks
are chopped off mercilessly. Conversely, an analog tape machine driven
into overload, or an amplifier (particularly atubed amplifier) into clipping, distorts the signal more gently
by squashing the peak and rounding
off the edges rather than acting as a
brick-wall limit.
How many CDs have digital overloads? Before joining Stereophile, I
worked with CD master tapes at a
CD-manufacturing plant, and looked

at the levels on more than 2000 CD
master tapes. A seat-of-the-pants
guess at that time was that more than
half of all CDs have at least one overload, and about 10% have repeated
overloads, such as on snare-drum
transients. (These estimates may have
changed in the six years since I've
worked with CD master tapes, as
engineers have become more familiar
with the digital medium.) [/ regularly
log peak levels on CDs, using aDorrough
AES/EBU-input peale/average meter,
which reveals levels at -3, -2, and -1
LSBs below OdBFS by red LEDs illuminating. While almost all modern discs
have transients that regularly reach
-1dBFS and many light up two of the top
three red LEDs, only very rarely do Idiscover a disc that is actually clipped.
In the six years since Bob surveyed recordings, the widespread use of accurate level
meters, such as the Sony or Doerough, and
the ubiquitous use of hard-disk editors
which also allow the engineer to keep a
careful eye on true peak levels, have, I
believe, rendered this anon-problem.—Ed.]
The PMD100 HDCD decoder/filter prevents digital overloads from
clipping the digital filter by attenuating all signals by ldB. The
PMD100 therefore lets the filter ring
naturally rather than clipping the
overshoots. Although the analog
output is still clipped, the ldB of
attenuation prevents the filter from
saturating and adding its own distortion. The result is reportedly agreater
sense of sonic ease on peaks. [Michael
Ritter ofPactfic Microsonics explained that
an HF transient, like acymbal clash, even
as low as -9dBFS but typically at -6dB,
can overload conventional digital filters.
These will then ring, with the ringing
clipped. The 1dB attenuation gives better
subjective ease with such material.—Ed.]

audio, I've experienced moments of forgetting about the outside world. With
full HDCD encoding and decoding, I
instantly slip into adeep involvement and
stay there. My wife—who also loves The
Oxnard Sessions—described exactly the
same experience. It's adifficult thing to
express in words, but if you spend some
time with HDCD-encoded music you
like (a prerequisite) under relaxed conditions, you'll know what Imean. And
when Iheard an HDCD-encoded disc
non-decoded, it sounded flat, sterile, and
uninvolving.
Iattempted to measure adifference in
technical performance in the HDCDfitted No.30.5, but found no measured
change. It's the classic case of applying
the wrong measurement criteria: Whatever's happening in the PMD100 doesn't
show up on standard tests. When all the
details of HDCD are eventually revealed,
it may be possible to devise new tests and
special test signals to quantify some of
the differences heard.
Conclusion: Once again, the Mark
Levinson No.30.5 Reference digital processor assumes the exalted position of the
digital processor against which all others
are measured. The No.30.5, now fitted
with the Pacific Microsonics PMD100
HDCD decoder/filter, is simply the bestsounding digital processor I've heard. In
fact, I'm at aloss to criticize its sound—
it'll only be when asuperior processor
comes along that the No.30.5's shortcomings will be revealed.
There's no question that No.30.5
owners should upgrade to HDCD.
Madrigal should be commended for
offering this huge increase in sound quality for less than $100—and making the
upgrade so easy to install. Moreover,
anyone who hasn't converted their No30
yet will be in for abig surprise when they
hear the difference between aNo30 and
the HDCD-fitted No.30.5. Ithink it's
wonderful that the No30 never became
obsolete in this rapidly advancing field.
It's also atestament to the quality of the
No30's DACs, analog output stage, and
power supply that these continuing
improvements in the digital section can
be resolved and are so musically significant.
At $15,950, the No.30.5 is expensive
by any standard. But if you want the
unquestioned best digital playback currently available, there's no choice other
than the Mark Levinson No.30.5.
—Robert Harley

—Robert Harley
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Audio Advisor offers the widest selection of highly recommended high-end audio and
video home theater/surround sound components and accessories-at low mail-order-direct prices.
Everything is backed by our exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Call Toll-Free
1-800-942-0220 for low prices or friendly, expert audio &home theater advice.
"Dial-In" Your Home Theater System
With The Reference Video Standard Dist
Broodcosters and video rechnicem
from Hollywood to Hong
Kong use Reference
Recording's Video Standard
loser disc to optimize front.
and direct-view video projection systems. Easy to use, with
clear instructions Reference
Recordings Video Standard
laser disc only $69.95

New ProGold Contact Cleaner
8 Enhancer From Caig Labs

Sheffield Labs/XL0 Test 8 Burn In CD

Protect, Preserve, 8 Improve Laser Discs

System sel up ond burn-in
(D. Tracks include: Channel
Balance, Phase, Imaging,
(lop Track, Demagnetizing
Sweep, Low Frequency
Demagnetizing Fade for
speakers, System Burn-in
Tones, and more.

Dust, dirt, etc ran
rouse loser mistradr
ing degrading picture
audio signal quality. (leordisc emoves
contaminants keeping discs clean and
error-free.
Discwasher
(lead's( system,
only S19.95

Contact Cleaner "Tech Kit"

Improve all your electroni«ornections
with advanced new one-step ProGold
contact (leaner and conditioner from
Coig Laboratories. Removes oxidation
and improves metal-to-metal conductivity
with one application. Crag ProGold
5.5 oz spray 514.35

Fr

New from Caig Labs, Tech Kit contains
j
foss-acting one-step DeoxIT cleaner/
conductivity enhancer spray, lint-free It.
cloths, foam swabs, and brushes for
a..
cleaning dirty R(As, speaker connecfiats, switches, relays, sockets, computer connections, etc Complete
DeoxIT Tech Kit only 512.95
Combination Sets: 4German (ones plus 4Support
Discs, choose black or brass finish, 59.95/set

Audio Selection German Cones
Highly polished German-made cone isolators with adjustable steel tip for easy
leveling. Support discs hold cone aoinis
to protect wood or tile from scratches.
German Cones If .25 -11)
Black or brass (ones, set of 4, 49.95
Germon Support Discs 11.25x.25")
Black or brass set of 6, 19.95
"Way Recommended" Grado Headphone
"Ilse clarity ond power
of these budges Gradar
is just totally unheard
ol in this price ronge,"
reports Stereophilis
Corey Greenberg, "Way
recommended!" Grodo SR-60 rtereo headphones with
6ft cord and mini-plug adapter, only 569.00
Rio-Tack Speaker
Coupling Compound
Tacky Blu Tack ira re-usable odhe
sive compound found to do on excellent job of coupling speakers to stands.
One 2.25 -by 45" slob treats oae pair
of speakers. Bin-Tack, one slats 59.95

System Enhancer by Audio Purist Design
The worlds first toral system burn-in treatment, Syriem
Enhance, was designed
os acable burn-in CDunt.l experts discovered
it improves the whole
system. "Everyone I
know who's tried the
disc has heard abig difference," reports Sam
Tellig. PAD System
Enhancer CDR SI 49.95

„

soo°

Sheffield/XL0 Test and
Burn-in CD 529.95

X-terminator Locking Speaker Banana

Audio Duster Makes Cleaning Fast 8 Easy

Tighten loose speaker
cable connections with
Monster Cable's %Terminator expanding/ locking
speaker cable banana
wnnector Monster Xterminorors: One pair: $29.95;
Two pairs: S55.00; Four pairs: S99.90

The Audio Duster from Billy Bags Designs hos o100
sheepskin duster head with o24" long black wood handle
The natural Lanolin sooting in the wool erects dust like
amagnet. Great for dusting in dose areas-like inside
racks or beiween components. Reg 519.95, now 16.95

-am

New Foculpods From England, Only $29.95

Michael Green AudioPoints

Sims Navcom Isolation Feet-Highly recommended Isolation feet made of patemed Hogan, vdth
builcin metal support collars.
Set of four, regular
575, our price, only
59.95/set

Foculpods are made of specially formulated low resilience
polymer with exceptional vibration-absorbing propertiei
formed into acomputer modeled semi-spherical shape,
Works great
under CD players, mamas,
etc. Foculpods,
reg 540, now
29.95/sel of 4

Solid milled brass with geometry to
maximize energy transfer character.
isti(s. Points come with special disc
to protect wood or tile surfaces.
AudioPoints for Ekctronicsr
549.95/set of 3; Two sets: 590.00

Best Selling Grado SR80 Headphone
Grado's SR 80 sounds
lectures alarger, more
comfortable ear piece,
than SR-60 for berm
bass and smoother
overall sound Great for
both portables or home stereo applications.
Grade SR-80 headphones with Oft cord, only 595 00

Advanced New 5R225 Headphones
Newly developed SR.
225s reportedly offer
85-90% of the perfor
mom of Grados HP
headphones for 1/3 the
price! Features high'
purity copper 8drivers matched to *0.05 dB. Highly recommended. Grado SR-225 headphones, only 5199.00

"Class B" Rated Sennheiser HD580s
"Ultra-smooth, ulao-detailed
open-bock dynamic headphones
with full, extended low frequencies, reports Siereophile,
"they're John Atkinson's reference." Sennheiser HD580
headphones, reg $349, now
only 5299.95"

Improve Digital With Elfix Polarity Tester
The Elf ix electronically senses correct electronic
grounding, so you'll hove less noise 8
(leaner sound. Recommended
by 5tereophile's J.
Gordon Hohl

Exorcise Your System's
Magnetic Demons

Studio-Style Lighting For
The Home Audio System

Gryphon Exorcist system enhancer
sends o34-second pulse through the
system removing degrading residual
magnetism "When you listen afterward,
you'll be shocked' says Stereophilis
Johnathon Scull. Exorcist $149.95

patented 18 flexible gooseneck
lamp puts light right where you need it.
The dimmer-controlled halogen bulb gives
acrisp white light.
Littlite L3-18 lamp 549,95;
Extra 05 halogen bulb $7.95
CD Stoplight Green Paint Pen

testen
llo polari
s; 9
ty5

Demagnitize CDs With Bedini
Clarifier-And Save $45!

Enhance Audio Performance With VPI
"Magic" Brick

Stop Cable Distortion With Digital
Noise Blockers

CD Clarifier removes the electrictalic chore ,
that builds up between the CD'r metal foil
8plastic layers. 1)oes it work?" In o
word, yes," reports Mike McCall in
Positive feed bark "I find the result
quite appeolina" Bedini
Clarifier was 575, now 29.95

VPI 's HY1.5db 8-lb wood.
encased ferris metal block user
acombinotion ol moss plus
magentic flux to damp vibro
fions within sensitive audio
components. VPI HW-5db
"Magic Brick" damping system, 549 95"

Reduce digital noise and RF
interference with Blankets
noise absorbers, For
oudio interconnects, digital cables, 8power cords.
Blockers: 514.95/pr;
3+ 12 95/pr

À,diopm, ho

AudioPoints for Loudspeakers:
579.95/set of 4: Two sets: $149.90

t. Ma;

w°,

cx

An easy-to-apply, cost effective way
to improve CD sound by reducing laser light leakage
Simply apply Stoplight so the edge al all your CDs.
Recommended by leading audiophile mugs.
CD Stoplight Pen 514.95 ea, 3+ 512.95 eo

No Other Source Offers So Many Highly Recommended High End Audio &Video Accessories
In the US-or Canada-Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-451-3868.

2$4
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NEW SEISMIC "CD"SINK

NEW AUDIO BOOK

NEW MISSION I
SOPLAT
New Mission
!softer
Isolation
Worm

New Low Price Seismic "CD" Sink, Only $149.95

EVERYTHING you need to know about
buying &enjoying high end audio gearfor beginners &experienced listeners dikel
Robert Harley, Editor of Pereophile, tells you what
1
.
0
.
you need to know to become abetter listener and
4\
better buyer of quality high-fidelity gear Discover
1,
how to get the best sound for your money, identify
'-wite
weak links in your system, and upgrade where it will likià
do you the most good; and how to get maximum per.
formance from equipment you already own. The
Complete Guide To High-End Audio, by Robert
Harley poperboFIF 480 urges 529 95 hardcover 39 95

it

Reviewers repon placing acomponent on aSeismic Sink is equivalent to the
"full upgrade of acomponent." Now Toward is offering olow priced CD Sink,
-for (D players, transports, 0/Ar, and preempt under 25 lbs-fepturing the
some silconelluid and air hued isolation bladders as the more expensive Sinks,
but locking the fancy electronic monitoring feature, for less than 1/2 the price!
New Seismic "CD" Sink, for components under 25 lbs, 5149.95"
New Seismic
"(T Sink

Save 530 On The New Mission IsoPlat, Only 569.95!
Thz Mission turtle!, obest-selling component isolation platform in Englund &
Eu-ope, has a17" wide by 125" deep vinyl-covered platform made of non
resonant MOP composite material, and four vibration-absorbing Sorbothone
feet. Holds up to 30 lbs. Imported from England. Exclusively at Audio Advisor!
Mission IsoPlat isolation platform ire 5130 -5-,

6
, 96 -

NEW Best Selling Digital (And Analog) Components From Audio Alchemy
NEW DDS111 CD
Transport
This outstanding new
CD transport from
Audio Alchemy features
ahighly intelligent
Sony laser drawer
assembly and low jitter output stage shock-mounted in asteel chassis Audio
Alchemy DDSIII CD transport, reg 5699, now 599 95"

uwiay uf
chemy

NEW DTI•Plus
Digital Filter,
Only $24995

NEW DACoMan D/A
S30 Off, Only S129!

This new onti-jtter luter
horn Audio Alchemy is
designed for audiophiles who want advanced jitter reduction for al players, but
don't need fancy AES/E8U or AT&T inputs or outputs. Some specs oat/renew
TITIv2.0-at 1/2 the price! Audio Alchemy DTPPlus digital ontilitter filter,
for 44.1 mHz (D player applications only, reg 5295, now 24995

the worlds lowest price outboard D/A-with built-in TARA
Lobs cables-has spew &performance bener than 5400
D/As of three years ogo.
Features the new Crystal 4330
chip Alchemy DAC.Man D/A converter, reg 5159, now 12900

•"°Ylichemy

Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box D/A Still Only $1998

NEW Audio Alchemy DTI e2.0 Digital Filter Only $499!

Alchemy's new DAC-in-the-box WITS) has 18-bit ladder-DAEDnxessor with both
coaxial and optical digital inputs, &outboard power supply Recommended far
CO player, video loser disc, &cable DMA upgrades. Audio Alchemy DITO D/A
converter, reg 5259, now 5199.00"

Experience the remarkable digital on-idler por/enmante of the DII•Pro-al o
fraction of the price! New DTI 02.0 features avery similar anti-jitter circuit, but
lacks the DTI•Pro's DSP chip. Offers 3inputs-coax, ABS/IBA, and optical, and
4outputs. Alchemy DTI v2.0 anti-jitter filter, reg 5599, now 499 -

Save S60 On Audio Alchemy's DDEv ,.1 D/A

SAVE S195 New DTI•Pro Digital Anti-Jitter Filter

NEW HDCD D/A Converter Only $699!
The new Au& Alchemy DDEv3.0 takes digital technology one step further, as
me heart is anew Pacific Microsonics110(0 digital filter which improves the
sound of ordinary (Ds, and con also process HD(D discs! ln new dual-mono
output offers unmatched clarity &focus. Coax, optical, &l'Sinputs, &both
digital &analog outputs. Alchemy DDEv3.0 D/A, reg 5/99, now 5699"

Alchemy Outboard Phono Stage Only S199!

Get next generation liner correction with DTI•Pro's incredible two-stage digital
filter and built-in DSP designed to enhance 16-bit data. Rmommended for all
the world's most advanced D/A converters. Pro features coaxial, ABS/IBA,
Toslink or optional AT&T inputs; and coax, AES/ERG, AT&T °windsAudio Alchemy DT1•Pro anti-flier filler, reg 51,295, now 51,099.95"

Designed by Peter Madruck, VAC-in-the-Box Is agreat sounding compact
-outboard phono stage with odjustoble input impedance 147kii, 101,12,
1001c111, resistance 1100 pf or 270 pfl &gain 132 dB, 53 dB, 60 dB) for
matching with kW or MC phono cartridges. S/N: >90 dB. THD: <0.1%. RIM.
AI dB. Output: 2.5V Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box only 5199.00"

Save $90 On DST Digital Coble

Upgrade Your DTI•Pro & DDEv1.1 With Power Station 3.

Audio Alchemy's new DST ik powered digital
transmission line cable wiri zero digital kited
DST adapts to work with coaxial, Tosknk, or
AES/FBU connections. You can even input
Toslink and output to coaxid OF AES/EBUI
Audio Alchemy DST 1.0M digital mole,
regulen 5219 00 now 164%5

Improve the clarity, locus, &imaging of your Alchemy DTI•Pro or DDEv1.1 components with the new Power Station 31PS3) high current power supply. PS3
delivers many times the current of the
regular power supply and has extra fillers
to remove RI &digital line noise.
Alchemy PS3 upgrade power supply,
regular 5259 00, now 169.95

Upgrade Your DDEv1.0, DDE+, or DIED D/A
With 'Alchemy PS-1 Power Supply

This extraordmory new D/A features obuilt-in WI-typeMe ¡eduction Input
Coge, the world's first Passive DAC/Integrotor stage, and unique comb naten of
lose distortion op-amps and pure (lass Adiscrete componene.10 the analog cutlet stage. Offers two digital inputs and an outboard power supply An outslanding value! Alchemy DDEv1.1 D/A, reg 5459, now 5399.Qi"

Improve the bass and imaging of the ODE-series or
DITE 0/As with Alchemy's PS-I high current
upgrade power supply. Som Tellig says "the separate power supply makes the ME] sound more
dynamic." Audio Alchemy PS-I high current
upgrade powm supply, regulorly 579, now 59.95

Jove With High-End Audio/Home Theater Cables &Power Conditioner
New Audio/Video Home Theater Calm Sale

New Monster Cable TV Spline/R!
New lice Power Block Ill For Audio 8, Home Theater

Get Your Kicks With TARA Quantum 66 Interconnects-And Sore 5491
Outstanding new unsheilded solid core audio interconnect bled for CD players,
amp-to-preamp ronnections, tube equipment-and more. Delivers precise
detail end natural harmonics Gold R(As. Pairs: G6M reg 5119, now 45.00; 1GM
reg 598, now 49 95; I.5M reg 5109, now 59.95; 2.0M reg 5119 now 69.95
New TARAVision Cable For Home Theater. TARA r.abs, for many
years oleader in superb home audio cables, onnounces.all new audio &
video cables designed for high performance home thear systems,
New TARAVision Audio Interconnects. Solid core axial construction delivers
extremely phase-linear &accurate signal for worm mids, pyrrerld lows, and
smooth highs. Features excellent shielding &gold WAs. Pon: G6M 52995;
1GM 3495; I.5M 4595; 2.0M 5695; 10M 78.95; 40M 99.95

New Power Block Ill features 16 outlets in live seperoie Molte. including one
designed specially for power amps, one for Dude gear, one for video gear,
one "unswitched" for gear that needs to be left on all the wine, and one for
large direct-view or projection TV systems. Front panel controls let you turn
circuits on or off. Front panel AC meter displays voltage. Two power input
cords allows Power Block III to deliver 2775 watts-mare than any other ti/V
line ronditioner! lice Power Block Ill, complete 16-outlet audio/video
power line conditioner, only 51,349.95". Choose black or silver face plate.

411111111111111111111111111.11111111111111\
roe Power
8/as III

New TARAVision Video Cable. Solid core transmission-lire
75-ohm cable for sharp, brilliant, and precise video images.
Features excellent shielding &gold RCM: G6M 51795; I.3M
19.95; I
.5M 24.95; 2.0M 29.95; 3.0M 39.95
New LOW PRICE TARAVision W-I Video Cable. Ailedable high-performance S-Video cable for all SVHS comities.
features 09/IC copper, excellent shielding &gold DINs: GAM
52295; 1GM 2495; I.5M 3235; 2.0M 39.95; 3.0M 55.r IG
New Premium TARAVIsion SV-2 Video Cable. Get LIN
male S-VHS performance with Teflon-insulated 5V-2 table,
featuring OFHC copper, excellent shielding &gold DINs: 06A
53495; 1.0M 3895, I.5M 49.95; 20M 6195
We ship Mall 50
states and around
the world by air
parcel post and
air freight.
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Audio Power
Power Pork Il
Power Pack II. Anew, low price way to protect and improve the performance cd audio and video gear The Power Pock II uses the some advanced
non-resonant filter technology as Audio Power's Power Wedges in ocompact,
trapezoid-shaped metal case. Six outlets including two designed for digital
geol. Power Pack II 6-outlet power line filter, reg 5229, now 199.95"

Call 11-800-942-0
WorldRadioHistory

The weak link in all home theater systems is the
«
spline's that divide video signal from the source.
Monster Cable's new premium spline's offer veanureably lower video loss &superior performance
from all incoming sources.
Monster Cable 552 RF ore-ta-flea IV spieler, 5995
Monster Cable SS3 RF one-to-three IV spline', 510. 45

mo „j
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Save On Recommended Speaker Cables
50% Off TARA Phase II w/TFA Return Speaker
Coble. (knew 6h pr was 5130', now 49.95; Ils pr ems
5160, now 59.95; 10h pair was 5190, now 69.95; 12ft at
was 5225, now 79.95; 15h pr was 5270, now 99.95; M Ipr
was 5350, now 129.95; 25h pair was 5430, now 15945

0
TARA Phase II

New TARA RSC Prime 1000 Speaker Cable Sale.
New Prime 1000 features 8patented TARA Labs RS( redactors in oremarkably flexible 1/2"-diameter cable.
Prime has superb coherency, balonce and transparency for
the price Aft pair, reg 5167, now 149.95; lift pair, reg
S204, now 185.00; 10ft pair, reg 5239, now 219.95; 12h
pair, reg 5265, now 249.95; 15f1 pair, reg 5329, now 299.95
Speaker cable prices are for stereo pairs with spade terminatbn,
unless pins oie requerted for bounce odd ITT/ser of 4
Speaker Cable
Terminations:

Spade

j

• Pi

"

'Banana

More items on
next two
pages

World's Best Selling Audio/Video Equipment Ruckus!"Oh
Standesign Audio & Video Rocks On Sole

Target USA Racks As Low As S99.95

Ultra-Rigid U Racks, As Low As $169.95

Big Savings On Extra Large Target PS Racks

Bess selling Siondesign 20'
tall big screen 1V racks
have onopiece welded steel
frames, composite wood
shelves, and caster feet.
7.5" hat between shelves.

Special lové priced audio racks
improve audio gear performance.

Strong, one-pieee welded steel
frame for maximum rigidity.

PS racks have extro Dirge 22.8
by 21 -shelves for big equipment

Target 19256: 20" toll with IS
between the 2shelves, was 5150,
now 99.95'

Target 193: 32 -- loll with 12.8"
between the 3shelves, was
5215, now 169.95'

Target PS2so:
loll with IS
between the 2shelves, was $240,
now 149.95'

Target 1735k 32-loll with
12.8 between the 3shelves, was
5190, now 149.95t
Target TT5T5A: 39 -tall with
8.1" benveen the 5shelves, was
$275, now 199.95t

Target TT5: 3T tall with 6.1 -benveen the 5shelves, was
5300, now 249.951
Target TTST: 3r roll with 8.1'
between the 5shelves, was
5325, now 269.95t

Target PS3sa: 26" loll with Il"
between the 3shelves, eau 5290,
now 199.95f
Target PS5scr 39" tall with 8.1"
between the 5shelves, was 5470,
now 269.954

RoomTunes TV Racks

Target TTF1 Amp Floor Stand

New Roomlune A/V 'mks
have adjustable composite
wood shelves, yes ore
strong and ultra rigid! All
models are 20" toll.

Strong tall
steel frame
with 14 -by
18" composite.
wood shelf F.
FTFI Amp Floor smnd
spiked feel
holds amps rigidly. Was 5100, now 69.95"

I

0w32, 32' rorlt

2s2r 11 s, 3shelves, 2811

Standesign DTV28, For
xWO, reg 5299, now 22r95f

1

28 32-

Standesign DTV32, For , 19s; three 32" Wx
20 Dshelves, 73' reg 5299, now 229.95f
Stondesign DTV35, For 35" Pls; three 35" wide by
27' deep shelves, regular 5349, now 269.951
Elegant, modern looking

,Standesign

Design"
roeks leo tore aone-piece
'tilled-back'
welded steel home with If .
18" shelves, and spiked (one
point feet Asuper-strong 2"
x3" beam supports all shelves.

Design 5Rack. 5shelves, 34"
tall with b5" between shelves.
Regular 5399, now 34995t

0, "1° 5"

Design 4Rack. 4shelves, 34"
toll with 9.5" between the
shelves. Reg 5349, now 299.95t

Cork

Model TV28, Three 28"
wide by 19" deep shelves,
reg $250, now 199.95t

e

-

oo tunes 11/32
Model P132, tar 32"
Pis; three 32" W 20" Dshelves, reg 5300, now 299.95t
Model TV35, For 35" P/s; three 36" wide by 22" deep
shelves, regular 5330, now 279.95t

Michael Green AudioPoints
Solid milled brass points come with special
disc lo protect wood or lile surfaces.
1.5" tall, 1" diameter far use with speakers. 579.95/set al 4; Two sell $149.90

RoomTunes' Racks by
Michael Green Designs
Sturdy racks wits 3/4 -support
rods 8adjustable 23.75' wile by
1575 -deep by 3/4".thick cam.
polite wood shelves. Standed finish is charcoal block. Cone point
feel are suppliec
JUSTARACK 30-30"tall with 4
shelves, reg 5349, now...299.95f e '
eln
JUSTARACK 34, 5shelves, 36" tall, reg 5399, new 349.951
JUSTARACK 47, 6shelves, 42" toll reg 5449, now 399.95t
JUSTARACK 41: 7shelves 48" tall, reg 5499, now 449W01

Low Price Audiophile Speaker Stands
New Low Price SMndesign Speaker Stands

Low Price/High Performance Target Steeds

New Target "XL" Stands As Low As $19.95

Target "T" Stands As Low As $99.95

New Stondesign BB speaker stands feature rigid, ase-piare
welded steel construction with ureihone
pods on top and spikes an bottom.

New low prise Target SP stands driver good sound at obar.
gain-basement price. SP stands !Mule one-piece welded
steel !lames with two support tubes,
steel top plate, stable-I 2
-wide by 9"
deep- "T".shaped base and (one
point feet.

New Target XL Series stands feature one center support leg
bolted to awide and stable 10 wide by 12 deep "H".
shooed base and alias steel top plate.
Spikes &(one point feet ore standard.

New Target TSuries Vann feature 3'input legs welded to
an extra wide end stohk 14.35 -wide by IT deep "1
shaped base erilly aflat steel top
plate Both top spikes and bottom
one point feel included.

Stondesign BB50:
6.5 -by 6.5 -top plate;
choose 12 -,IW, Of 20
heights, 549.95/pi•

Slondestgo
8815

Stondesign BB75:
7.5 by 7.5 -top
plate; choose from
2t heights,
569.95/pr'

8850

Target XL-30:17 tall with 9.5T x
95 top plate, reg 5100, now 79.95'

lei

Target SP40 stands: I
6" tall, 7.5
y7.5 -top plate, 569.95/pr"

Target XL-40:
loll with 75" x
7.5 top plate, reg 5100, now 79.95'

Target SP50 stands: 20" tall, 6.5
a6.5 -top plate, 569.95/pr"

Target XL-50: 20 tall Mth 7.5'
7.5" top plate, reg 5100, now 79.95'

Target SP60 stands: 24' tall, 6'
by 6
-top plate, 569.95/p,"

Target XL-60: 24" toll with 7.5 -x
75 top plate, reg 5100, now 79.95'

Target T-40: 16" toll with 7.5 -x
7.5 -top plate, res; 5115, now 99.95"
Target T-50: ZO-tall with 73" x
7.5 lop plate, only 510100 Target T-60: 24-tall sciih 73" x
7.5 -tap plate, now S109.95 Target T-70: 2B -tail with 6.3" x
63 top plate, row 5109.95"

Forget 760

Hard-To-Find Analog Accessories And Acoustic Treatments nil.
The Hunt For A Great Record Brush Is Over
FDA MR6
Irr ush Nom England
•
rn IWO types of
xuning bristles
long and short -ta
clean records twice with just one pass. the finest record
brush we can liad! Hunt RDA MK6, reg 525, now 19.95
'111111

Save On Discwasher
V.R.P. Record Sleeves

Align Cartridges Like A Pro
w/ DB Protroc

Be Sure Of Stylus Force With The Shure
Stylus Force Gauge

Save on the most recognized nome
in LP Oloser disc protection. V.R.P
sleeves are 3-ply, anti-static rice
paper sleeves. Set of 20 514.95;
Set of 60: 534.95; Set of 100:
555.00; Set of 200: 59990

DB Systems Prot= lets any amateur
do professional phono eartridge alignments. Highly accurate with any
dondord eartridge and radial tonearm.
DB Protean, reg 535, now 2995

Shure 576.2 stylus force guoge occur ately
measures the styles lone for oprimer
sound and immersed
stylus life.
Shure gauge, 514.95

gain for most musing cols." -Randall Reboos, Audio
Advisor's resident analog guru. Gain, 54
dB. S/N: -79 dB. Input sentivity:
mV.
THD: 0.01%. S/N: -79 d8. RUA deviotion:
±t1.25 dB. Output Impedeme: 750 [1.
Of
250mV, Dimensions: 4" kV, 4' 0,
2.5' H. Mode in England.
Creek AA° OBH-9 outboard MO phono
stage, rag 5295. now 249 95

Discwasher D4+ Record Cleaning System

World's Best Turntable Clamp From SOTA

Creek Outboard MC Phone Stage, $249!

New improved D4. record
(leaning system includes o
walnuthandied microliber
cleaning brush, 1.2$ on al
04+ cleaning fluid and storage box. Discwasher
D4+ Kit 519.95

lust 15 if the IOTA Reflex
Clamp larks lirmly onto the
turntable spindle while its
"reflex" action lightly bonds
the to the platter los
quieter LP sound. SOTA
Reflex Clamp S179 95

New ram Mike Creek, comes ogreatsoundmg compact stond-olone phono
stage, model 0811.9, lecturing high
grade discrete components, and outboard
power supply. "The OBH-9 sounds great,
it's ogreat compliment to my 51,500
tube preomp whi(h doesn't have enough

Save On RoomTunes Acoustic Treatments

Save $30-$60 On Easy-To-Install
AS( Flat Traps

Saneo Acoustic Panels

CornerTunes. Plain (marines in telling corners is improves highs soundstoge. Reg 579, now S69.95/sel al 4
fchoTones. Put on the side
walls to create amore coherent soundstoge. Regular 539,
now 34.9S/pr
RoomTunes. tirousiir panels
an awood base designed to
shape sound reflected off
speakers B. walls. Improves
imaging, bass, ete. Regular
5229, now 'I99.95/pair
New TuneStrip "Early
Reflection" Room
Treatment. Nee
lunestrips on the side
walls or in the comer
behind the speaker to
Improve Imaging, loos
and detail. 12" Wx48"
x3" D. Regular 5169,
now 5149.95/set

Deluxe Roam Tunes

New Hat hops from AS( ase If
by 36" by 1.5" thick, homemounted, guartz-labric-covered
ocoustie wall panels designed for
home listening rooms. Flat Traps
improve image clarity, definition
overall musicality.
The handy rear bracket
makes installing Flat Tropo as
easy as hanging aplatane!
ROC Flat Traps Reg 5200, now
only 5169.95/set of 4; or
5339.90/set ol 8

Sones "Jrs" ore 24" by 14" by
2" thick, easy-to-install acoustic
damping loom panels packaged in
an easy to ship box. Choose from
block, blue or beige.

AS( Flot hop

Room
Treated Rh
8flat Traps

Master Handbook of
Acoustics-3rd Edition

the world leader in mush( loam rile is Saner —the
patented shape absorbs sound waves to 'educe harmful
room reflections-2" Sanee absorbs down lo 1,000 Hz, 3
Sanee down to 500 Hz, and 4" Sones down to 250 Na,
Sarre is easy to Mstall with tope,
glue, or small nails.

Stem Jrs, reg 596, now only
579.95 /box of 4acoustic tiles

LET:

Save With Sonexone
Baffles Panels

in non technical language, this dassir
sour:e book on GIOUSOIS COVefi everything from the basics of sound lo the
latest in room treatments.
Paperback, 452 pgs, 519.95
Software For Acoustics
Seientilically determine the optimum room placement for you
speakers MTh dd.. high yam.
rate-no prograrrrrg experierce
required! Listening Program
for DOS 54500. New Mocimash
version 555.50

New, large size, 24" by 48"
acoustic clomping foam sheets
for many applications.
Value Baffles, 6sheets, 2"
shirk, 48 sq ft, 5243/box
SonexOne8offles, 4sheets.
3" thick, 31 Alt, 5399/box

Satellite/Subwoofer System Set-Up
Program. Dis(over optimum roam piare'
merit for 3-piece satellitevszbwoofer systems with this easy to use program,
you'll love /he improvement!
Woofer-Setellite Program
for DOS, $34.95

Established in 1981, Audio Advisor has over 90,000 satisfied customers in over 150 countries!

In US or Canada Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-451-3868
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Save With Pro-Ject/Rega Turntable Package Deals
New Improved Sumiko Pro-Ject 1.2E With Automatic Tonearm Lift!

Save $370 On Rega Planar 3 8. Sumiko's Blue Point Special Cartridge Combo

Analog is alive and well in Europe, where the Pro-Jest 11
turntable is one of the most popular models. Pro-let 1.2 leolures osleek, low profile with modern matt-black finish, hinged
smoked acrylic dustrover, 1.25"-thick non-resonant Mfg base,
four V-shaped shock absorber feet, high-torque AC-synchronous
motor, and belt-drive non-resonant platter. New model 1.21
features amechanism which automatically lifts the arm at the
end of re(ord play, and Sumiko Oyster MM phono cartridge
from the world famous Blue Point phono cartridge line.

You've probably read about, or heard about Rego's
remarkable Planar 3turntable-it's been on Stereophile's
and everyone else's "Recommended List" for years. Planar
3includes the excellera R8300 arm. R8300 has "very
good detail, depth, midrange neutrality, ombienre, and
precision imaging"- Siereophile. We add Sumiko's superb
Blue Point Special phono cartridge, which Corey Greenberg
says "comes within shouting distance of the very best".
This deal that sont he beat-by anyone-for the price!

Sumiko Pro-Ject I.2E turntable with auto-lift lecture and
Sumiko Oyster MM phono cartridge, only 5495 00'
111.11111

Surniko Pro-Jest I2f toriwob •
shown e/e ohrorove

Rego Planar 3turntable «implele with RB300 arm, 8
Blue Point Special cartridge, was $1,070, now S699 95'

ve 14
N ow On The World's Best Record Cleaning Machines And Supplie
11115

a

Now-More Than Ever-It's Vital To
Vacuum-Clean Valuable LPs
LPs ore getting harder lo lind- -and more voluuble
It's increasingly imporranl to keep records sale &clean
lard washingeven with the fanciest solutions 8
methods-doesn't
remove all the
gunk. Vacuum powered cleaning
machines, with the
right fluid, lift away
dirt, dust 8grime.
You'll be shocked at
how smooth and
noise-free vacuum
cleaned LPs sound. Re ord surface noise is reduced by
up to 90%! Clean LPs are more valuable, too

Save $100 On VPI "Professional" Cleaner
VPI I1W-17 fully aulomali«leaning machine is the world's
most thorough LP cleaner with automatic fluid application, and
bi-directional LP cleaning-to insure every bit of dust 8dirt is
removed! HW-17 nfully enclosed-no splashing and no mess.
All parts are extra-heavy duty, professional grode. The model
FIW-171” includes acooling far for continous cleaning of
hundreds 8hundred of LPs-o LP collector's dream machine!
VPI MW-I 7F (leaning machine, reg 5900, now 799.95'

Replacement Cleaning Parts

VPI 'Table Parts/Upgrades

Turntable Drive Belts

MG First mitigator brush ... I
1#5
MG Vacuum-suction strips 14111.95
VP1 6.50 17 suction tubes .19.95
VPI 16.5 fluid opplkator brush 25.00
VP1 17 fluid applicator brush 10.00
VP1 16.5 45 RPM adapter kit 59 95

MO Upgrade Kit
H3V-19 acrylic armboard
11W-19 Super armboard
One-piece Delan clamp
Regular dustcover
MKIV Pinner

AR ES-1 belt
Rego Planar 203
VPI HVI-14bell...
SOTA Belts...
VPI TNT drive bells
SOTA (orne ,Belt

M

k&

te3

Record Doctor II Includes: Record Doctor If vocuum-suclion LP cleaning machine, 4oz applicator with cleaning
fluid, fluid applicator brush, 8rt extra replacement cleaning
strips-in off aS205 value-now only 516995'

'749.95
..49.95
..99.95
59 95
”99#5
'399 95

14.95
32.00
19.95
19.95
29.95
14 95

VPI HW lit

-shown withour rover

Save now on the world's best selling record cleaning
machine, the WI 11W-16.5. Critics praise NW-16.5's rugged
build and superb cleaning power. Apowerful motor spins
LPs while she self-leveling surtion tube deep-cleans the
record grooves-your records never sounded sa sweet!
The VPI 11W-16.5, reg 5450, but order now and we'll
colude 50 high quality anti-static 3-ply rice paper retord
sleeves-in all o5490 value-yours for only S399.95!
VPI MW-I6.5 w/bontis sleeves, only 5399.95t

LAST #1. New extrastrength record cleaning
solution, 0.5 oz, S29#5
LAST 02. Vinyl-preserving
record treatment formula,
2.0 oz, 524.95

Make Records R. Styli
Last 8 Last With LAST
dean 8protect voluable LPs
and phono cartridge styli with
these highly recommended
fluid treatments. Be include
fluid and minlicator brushes

YMPK%tw.

Save $90 On VPI 16.5 Cleaning Machine

Save S35 On Record Doctor, Only 5169.951
Record Doctor II cleans like the espensive mothines-with
fluid application 8vacuum suction-but costs less because
you turn records by hand. Recommended by leading mop.

1
"
"

LAST 03. Regular every day record
cleaning fluid, 2.0 oz, 517.95
LAST 04. Stylus cleaning system vc
2cleaning brushes, .25 an, 514.95
LAST 05. SU LAM stylus preserve
live/enhancer, 025 oz, $24.95

Highly Recommended Moving Magnet &Moving Coil Phono Cartridges

World Famous Grado Cartridges
Grado moving magnet cartridges
feature an innovative 3-peice 'optimized transmission line" cantilever
that reduces retard surface noise
reveals more detail.
Grado ITEc
21.95
Grado 1F3to.
Grade ZE3E, reg 569, now .29.95
Grade ZF3E. Mmount veniaa34.95
Grotto ZHU 78-RPM model..34.95
Grad° 11., leg S180...........95.00
Signature 8MZ, reg S200 ...169.95
Ads
Signature MCZII, reg S300 .255.00
Signature TU, reg S500.....399#5
Signature KTZ, reg 5750 _599.95
Grado Signature ill

MOM

Sumiko Blue Point Cartridges

Blue Point Trade-Ins 8, Upgrades

Top Rated Monster M(s 50% Off!

Audiophiles, Baudio reviewers ore amazed by the sound
of Sumiko's Blue Point high.
output 12.061 moving coils.
Smarr, Blue Point high
output moving coil phono
coricide, fits almost any torero, reg 5150, now $119.95

If you already own oBlue Point cartridge, you can replace
it with anew one, or upgrade to the Blue Point Special at
tremendous savings. See below or roll for details.
Blue Point-to-New Blue Point trode.in.....135.00
Blue Point-to-Blue Point Special trode-up.............225.00
Blue Point Special-to-New BP Special trade-in......I95.00

many years the top-raced
MC cortridges in the world,
now ot factory-direct pri(es!
Monster Coble AG-I 000
II low output 10.3m51
was 5800, now $39995
Monster Cable Sigma
Genesis 2000, low output
10.3e MC cartridge, was
51,200, now S599 95

Gruniko Blue Point

Blue Point Mod Kit
This specially machined metol
metal cartridge mounting
bracket dramatically improves
Blue Points boss 8imaging.
Reg $25, now 519.95

Blue Point Special high
output moving coil phono
cartrdige, w/37 refinements
over the Blue Point regular
5295, now 5249.95

Blue Point Mod Ka

For

t
i

1441111111
Monster (able AG',

Speriok Trade in any older
style Monslei MC (arrridge
MC-2000 is only S450.00

World's Largest Selection Of Premium Replacement Vacuum Tubes &Tube Accessories
Save On Golden Dragon
Audio Tubes
Developed by British audiophiles and
engineers formerly w/tube greats M-0
Valve, Mullard, ens, all models have special features to make them sound great.
Now avoiloble with gold pins for
improved performance. TN' =ullrolaw noise tube for phono applications.
11/r= matched pair
lobe
S`rdrie S' P Ge Pin Goldnee
12AX74/124T7/12AU7 16.00 39.95 19.95 49.95
LN:12AX7/12AT7/12A0725.00 59.95 29.95 75.00
60.18
19 95 5995 29,00 6995
34 95 89 95 39.95 99.95
Other Golden Dragon Audio Tubes: 128117 S19.95/ea;
S49 .95/1M; 1014 513 00, 651761 519.95/ea; 691761
SI9.95/eo, S49.95/MP; EL-34 S5S.00/MP: k188 S119.95/98
S239.95/MO; 5881 549.95/MP 5109 95'HO 3008
S349.95/MP; S699.95/M0

11

Gold Aero Premium Grade
Vacuum Tubes

Rugged US-, Tesla-, And
Russian-Made Power Tubes

Using the industry's most thorough
computer testing, Gold Sera tubes
receive one of 3rankings: Premium,
Gold for tubes tested lo higher tolerances, and the best 3% get aPlanlinum
rating and are further rested by Gold
Aero's exclusive Impulse Test and FIT
computer analysis.

While supplies last, gel these higher
grade AS GE., Russian Sovtek., and
Czech-mode power amp tubes. All tubes
are precision tested in the US. Pairs ond
goods are closely matched. Russian tubes
ore copies of cony British designs-many
no longer avialable in the West.
r
gh
e
Monuforturer
Singles Pars
6550
GE
39.95 9995
6550
Savtek
19.95 5995
EL34
Tesla
14#5 3995
Soelek29.95
69.95
51181/61.6WGC Sovtek
12.95 29.95
5AR4/6234 Sovtek
14.95
6922
Sovtek
14.95 29.95
7199
Savtek
29.95 49.95
12AX7WIT
Sovtek
14.95 29 95
6350
GE
7#5

Tube

Premium M/P

Gold

Pe15? Antrum M/P

6922
22.00 68.00 3100 82.01 89,95 219.95
6018
19.00 46 00 29#5 68.03 79#5 199.95
12.601/I TATO 16.00 39#5 25.00 69.93 79.95 199.95
7308/E1813CE 28.00 74.00 39.95 98.e 89.95 219.95
Other Gold Mero Tubes: 12867 Prem 52995; 12897
Pre,' M/P 568.00; 5014 Prem $2 00; 5751 Prem 525.00;
6550A Prem 1GE) S138.00/MP; 6CA4 Prem 536.00: 6(61
Prem S613.00/MP; 7199 Prem 578.00/MP; 807 Prem
525.00/ea; 11.34 Prem 579.95/MP: X188 Pram S138/MP

Call Toll Free To Order :

Power Amp Tube Coolers:
Specify diameter with order:
1-9 511.25 each, 10. 9.95ea

Ouorls
19995
119.90
59.95
125.00
-49.95
79.95
49 95

Preomp Tube Coolers:
For 6018, 12031, etc tubes.
19S5,50 each, 10. 4.99 each
Ensemble Tubesox kevlar tube
coolers: S58/pr; 5110/quad
Dynaclear Tube Socket Cleaning Brushes. Socket
Savers nylon-bristled woe brushes ore spatially designed fo,
sole 8easy cleaning of tube sockets. Includes 2brushes
-one toc preomp-size and another for amp-size sockets.
Socket Sayers tube socket cleaning brushes, 514.95/set

o

Shipping Charges Ground UPS
Accessories: 1st item .495 Extra Items4-1.50
'Turntables/Stands.
12.95-14.95
•
•
Elearonics,amp racks, etc
8.95
Sllocks/Lg stands/Turnlables..........16.95-29.95

Charge Cards Accepted-No Extra Charge!
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Specially treated copper tins remove excess heal to double
or Tripie tube life! Cooler tubes last longer, Gsound better

Socket Seers Se

Audio Advisor: "Not aStore ... More"

1-800-942-0220

7: 1

Tube Coolers Increase Tube life!

Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00-100 EST, Sot 10:00-3:00
©1995 Audio Advisor, Inc Prices and specifications use subject to change without notice.

MERICAN
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Established in 1981, Audio Advisor Inc. is the
world's largest seller of high end audio tempo
rents and accessories by direct mail. We sell to
all 50 stales, Canada, Mexico, and over 130
foreign countries. Member of the Grand Rapid,
Better Business Bureau since 1981.
New street addresv. 4649 Danvers St, Kentwood
MI, 49512. Business phone line: 616-451-3865
International FAX line: 616-451-0709.

AUDIO

-

-

VIDEO

PERFECT BALANCE
Aerial Acoustics
Atlantic Technology
Audio Research
Bryston
Definitive Technology
Dunlavy
Egglestonworks
Exposure
Grado Labs
Lexicon
Madrigal
Magnepan
Marantz
Mark Levinson
Meridian
Metaphor Acoustics
Mitsubishi
Nakainichi
NAD
Niles Audio
Proceed
Runco
Sonic Frontiers
Stewart Fihnscreens
Snell
Spica
Thiel
Transparent Cable
Wilson Audio

It's absolutely necessary in producing the optimal MUSICAL or
HOME THEATRE experience. Peter McGrath's Sound Components can help you achieve that important balance between
product, value, aesthetics, and video and sonic performance.
For more than 20 years, Sound Components has been providing our customers with the perfect balance between products,
value, experience, and service.
You can achieve that perfect balance of owning the best Musical
or Home Theatre components available within the budget you
have.
How?
Call Peter McGrath's Sound Components today and let us provide the components for your perfect balance of Audio and
Video.

Financing Available
Hablamos Espanol
We Export Worldwide
Major Credit Cards
Accepted

1533 Madruga Avenue, Coral Gables, Florida 33146
(305) 665-4299 /FAX 663-4138
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At the beginning of the '80s, blues singer Alberta Hunter,
then in her 70s, was coquettishly waggling her hips and
praising her "handy man" at the Greenwich Village club
The Cookery. There were other signs of life The iconoclastic pianist Cecil Taylor was collaborating with the
much-cooler-sounding drummer Max Roach. A few
dynamic working groups, such as the George Adams/
Don Pullen Quintet (Live at the Village Vanguard, Soul

STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995
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Note 121094-2), were attempting arapprochement between bop and the avantgarde. Miles Davis hadn't performed in
half adecade, but the veteran bop trombonistil Johnson had returned to jazz,
and could be heard playing "See See
Rider" and "The Saints Go Marching
In" to surprised fans.
Tenor saxophonist Dexter Gordon
was riding high. Playing in front of a
young band assembled by trumpeter
Woody Shaw, he was Down Beat's Jazzman of the Year. Gordon was in some
ways asurprising choice. A tall, elegant,

I
N
WYNTON MARSALIS'S
VIEW, WHAT WENT
WRONG IN THE '
7
0S
WAS FUSION ON THE
ONE HAND, AND AN
ARID AVANT-GARDE
ON THE OTHER.

charismatic, but inarticulate man who
would answer aquestion first by waving his hands mysteriously—he was
playing his response on an imaginary
tenor sax—Gordon hadn't changed his
music for decades. Even he couldn't account for the sudden popularity, which
would peak in 1987 with his starring role
in the movie Round Midnight.
Everyone, it seemed, was looking
back. But they didn't necessarily like
what they saw: if there was one thing jazz
people of the '80s agreed about, it was
their distress at the decade that had
preceded them. "The cats went astray in
the '70s,' the young Wynton Marsalis
put it in one of his many interviews. In
his view, what went wrong in the '70s
was fusion on the one hand, and an arid
avant-garde on the other.
Some avant-gardists agreed. Tenor
saxophonist David Murray, one of the
most prolific recording artists of '80s,
told Down Beat "People don't want music
they have to suffer through—Ronald
Reagan's got them suffering enough
already!' The music, Murray concluded,
has "to start swinging again!' It could
swing in anew way, of course, as Murray
proved with his dynamic big-band
records, including Live at Sweet Basil, VoLl
(Black Saint 0085), with its vital tribute
to the New Orleans-born clarinetist and
soprano saxophonist Sidney Bechet.
The '80s was adecade in which jazz
musicians seemed particularly dedicated
to making connections—among musics
and styles, between contemporary jazz
and the tradition, between music and
other arts. Eclecticism, as well as conservatism, were in the air. Murray brought
a rough-edged expressiveness to his
playing that harked back to early jazz,
and that challenged the cleanly articulated style of contemporary bebop.
Another big-toned saxophonist, alto
player Arthur Blythe, began the '80s

2611

hawking his Columbia album, the musically interesting though atrociously
recorded In the Tradition (Columbia JC
36300). The more austere avant-gardist
Oliver Lake wanted the music of his
band Jump Up to dance: "There's awhole
new movement happening," he asserted
in 1983. "Groups are exploring the
danceable roots of African music!'
Pianist and singer Amina Myers demonstrated her blues roots in Amina Myers
Salutes Bessie Smith, and went back to a
childhood game for the melody of
the title cut of her buoyantfumping in the
Sugar Bowl (Minor Music 002). In 1983,
pianist Keith Jarrett began what has
turned out to be aseries of wildly spontaneous and original trio recordings of
standards, with Standards, Vold (ECM
1255). No one has played "All the Things
You Are" exactly as Jarrett and crew do.
Even amusician as single-mindedly
dedicated to his own vision as saxophonist Anthony Braxton felt the pull
ofjazz history. In mid-decade, Braxton
recorded Seven Standards, 1985, Vols.1 &
2 (Magenta MA-0203, MA-205), on
which he played Charlie Parker, Clifford
Brown, Thelonious Monk, and Dizzy
Gillespie in his idiosyncratic way. (These
discs didn't palliate the critics who judged
avant-garde players with the question,
"Yeah, but can he play bebop?" Iwas part
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Blue Skies (JMT 834419-2), and her career
as asoloist took off The World Saxophone
Quartet, with their bustling, dancing
arrangements, seemed to hark back to an
early jazz aesthetic—even when playing
their own compositions. Their most
celebrated disc of the '80s was The World
Saxophone Quartet Plays Duke Ellington
(Elektra Nonesuch 79137-2), aproject
suggested to them by their record company: this conservatism of repertoire, if
not of style, made economic sense.
The trend helped bring back or deflect
several careers. Tenor saxophonist Joe
Henderson spent much of the '70s and
early '80s looking for ahit record. Together with producer Orrin Keepnews,
Henderson tried boogaloo beats, bigband charts, and electrified backups. He
scored, though, when he returned to Blue
Note Records and, with aspare trio, recorded the standards that went into The
Sete of the Tenor (Blue Note CDP 746296
2). This disc, and its ensuing second volume, set the stage for Henderson's remarkable resurgence in the '90s—a resurgence
that began with adisc of Ellington and
Strayhorn tunes.
Alto saxophonist Frank Morgan, whose
buttery tone makes him sound something like abebopping Benny Carter,
returned to the forefront—after decades
of suffering from drug addiction—with
such discs as A I,ovesome Thing (Antilles
of apanel on the future of bop in New
848 213-2), which begins with awistful
York City that included Martin Wil"When You Wish Upon aStarr Morgan
liams, Leonard Feather, and Ira Gitler.
also played Ellington—everyone, it
When Ibrought up the Braxton records,
seemed, loved Ellington in the '80s.
Gitler stated flatly that Braxton couldn't
Others who got the message, or
play bop—a damning commentary—
shared the zeitgeist, included Charlie
and the others emphatically agreed.)
Haden, who alternated more far-out
Singer Cassandra Wilson made aname
projects with the standards recorded
performing, virtually as another instruwith his Quartet West (Verve 831 673-2),
mentalist, with her own groups and others
and drummer Paul Motian, who began
led by the likes of Steve Coleman. (On
in 1989 with Vol.1 of the series he calls
the Edge of Tomorrow, JMT 860005, is a Paul Motian on Broadway GMT 834 430particularly stirring example.) In 1988,
2). And perhaps the times were right for
Wilson went back to standards for her
the relative resurgence of soprano saxSTEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995
WorldRadioHistory

ophonist Steve Lacy, an American living abroad, who appeared in the States
in aseries of appearances, including some
with pianist Mal Waldron. Together they
played arepertoire dominated by the
complex pieces of Monk. Their performances, induding those on Let's Call This
(Hat Art 2038), are tart, funny, cerebral,
open-ended, and respectful.
So although David Murray may have
laughed at the Reagan era, the jazz world
reflected its concern with tradition. So
did the African American intelligentsia,
whose justifiable pride in African American cultural accomplishments coincided
with the jazz world's interest in older
jazz—and with the general public's
clinging to what are often glibly called
"traditional values."
When Dexter Gordon praised the
trumpeter Woody Shaw—then his friend
and sometimes bandmate, and certainly
one of the most interesting neo-bop
players of the time—he did so in these
terms: "The thing about Woods is he's
done his homework. He's hip to Louis
Armstrong, plays intensely, and runs
backwards, so to speak:' "Woods covers
the whole spectrum:' he added admiringly. Shaw proved his ability in aseries
of recordings for Columbia, now collected in The Complete CBS Studio Recordings of Woody Shaw (Mosaic 142). Shaw
is one of less-talked-about influences on
Wynton Marsalis. Still, running backwards might not have seemed so desirable in earlier jazz eras.
Perhaps one reason why jazz players
of the '80s were so intrigued by older jazz
is that there was more of it around. And
it could still be popular, as the long-running Broadway shows Ain't Misbehavin'
and Sophisticated Ladies had already shown.
Though we might now look on the
'80s as the decade of Wynton Marsalis,
it seems clear that future historians will
consider it the decade of the compact
disc. When this digital technology was
261
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purpose of an audio system
is to convey the magic of music in
your home. We invite you to appreciate
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There were two big news stories in the
introduced, complete with its mistaken
promise of "perfect sound forever!' a jazz world in 1982: Miles Davis and Wynton Marsalis. Davis returned to acrowd
minority of perspicacious listeners comin Boston that chanted "We Want Miles!"
plained about the recorded sound. But
avirtual chorus of experts suggested that
The record that resulted, We Want Miles
it would be the end of historical record(Columbia 38005), found Davis turnings. They reasoned that each disc would
ing an endless vamp into an expressive
be more expensive to produce, and that
version of Gershwin's "My Man's Gone
therefore only the most popular items
Now," and playing some more obviously
would be manufactured.
funky pieces, such as "Back Seat Betty!'
They couldn't have been more wrong.
That didn't allay his critics, who noted
The crux of the matter may be that one
that, for the first time, Miles came back
can economically produce asmall numfrom asabbatical without anew concept,
ber of each CD. There was aready marand who still yearned for him to play balket for already-recorded material—no
lads. He did, several years later, but his
one predicted the voraciousness with
choices could hardly have been more
which collectors would replace their
surprising: they induded Cyndi Lauper's
once-treasured LPs. One result was an
"Time After Time," which he returned
explosion of historical jazz issues, includto again and again in concert, turning
ing such indispensable series as the nowwhat could sound like asilly melody into
more-than-300 Classics discs.
aplaintive hymn.
That wasn't good enough for the young
Wynton Marsalis, who in mid-decade
said flatly that what Davis was playing
wasn't jazz. Marsalis emerged (perhaps
shot out would be abetter term) from Art
Blakey's Jazz Messengers—an important
proving ground for young players for
decades, but somehow especially important in the '80s, when Blakey's emphasis
on swing and craft helped define the mainstream. Marsalis's ascension took place
in asingle year: 1982, ayear in which he
got more publicity—before his first album
Classics, distributed by Qualiton,
as aleader was issued—than most jazz
decided to issue in chronological order
musicians can muster in alifetime.
the master takes of the giants of the '20s
Marsalis sounded pugnacious, faintly
and '30s, including Fletcher Henderson,
aggrieved even then. In 1982, the 22Jimmy Lunceford, Count Basie, and Elyear-old trumpeter told People magazine,
lington. The result was aboon for schol"I'm fighting for respect"—as if he alars as well as collectors, who could now
ready had along history ofbeing ignored
or undervalued. When Wynton Marsalis
conveniently find recordings once scattered over dozens of often unavailable
(Columbia CK 37574) was issued several
LPs. Some of these Classics discs were
months later, it won virtually every honor
made, unfortunately, by copying those
available, and made Marsalis Down Beat's
LPs. By the end of the decade, there were
Musician of the Year.
competing series and issues; and the sound
Marsalis's reputation was based on his
was improving, as afew discriminating
note-perfect technique, which he applied
engineers began paying attention to the
to both classical and, somewhat dryly to
often brilliant sound of their 78s, and
my ears, to jazz. The general public was
deciding to reproduce that sound withthrilled at this articulate, good-looking
out excessive filtering.
young star—a perfect interviewee who
There were also whole companies
could play Parker and Haydn, and who
devoted to often-exhaustive reissues. The
stood up for traditional improvisation
complete catalog of Keynote Records,
and atradition of hard work. Marsalis
with its sessions by Lester Young and
started ayouth movement as record
Coleman Hawkins, was issued in one
companies scoured the conservatories for
huge box, The Complete Keynote Collecupcoming bopsters: some, such as trumtion (Keynote 830-121-1). The nowpeter Roy Hargrove, were found in comindispensable reissue label Mosaic issued
petitions and lived up to their promise.
an even larger, more important catalog—
The '80s was agood decade for guitarthe complete Commodore Recordings,
ists. Generally thought of as afusion
in three boxes of LPs—then went on to player (he thinks he plays bebop), Pat
repackage recordings of Monk, Bud Metheny began the '80s with 80/81
Powell, Herbie Nichols, Sidney Bechet,
(ECM 1180)—a two-record set that feaand ahost of other worthies.
tures Metheny playing tunes, including

EXPERTS SUGGESTED
THAT THE CD WOULD BE
THE END OF HISTORICAL
RECORDINGS. THEY
COULDN'T HAVE BEEN
MORE WRONG.
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Omette Coleman's "Turnaround!' with
two members of Coleman's quartet: bassist Charlie Haden and tenor man
Dewey Redman. These musicians are
joined by drummer Jack DeJohnette on
this startling, often beautiful set—I'm
particularly enamored of the countryish
"Two Folk Songs!' This was anew kind
of fusion. Nor was 80/81 afluke. In 1986,
Metheny teamed up with Omette Coleman on Song X (Geffen 24096-2), and
toured with the older master. Curiously,
this tour had the result of awakening new
interest in Coleman, as well as garnering new respect for Metheny. The music
is zestful, intelligent, fun.
Metheny's horn-like approach and cool
sound are shared, with some modifications, by two other prominent electric
guitarists of the period: John Scofield and
John Abercrombie. Scofield emetged intact
from various Miles Davis groups. Miles,
he once told me, helped teach him to sing,
to leave space. Like so many jazz players
of the period, Scofield has become
deliberately eclectic, which makes the
anthology The Best ofJohn Scofield: Liquid
Fire (Gramavison GCD 79501) particularly useful. In it we hear him play the
naïve-sounding "King for aDay!' rip
through the edgy "The Nag!' and offer
aserene, otherworldly "Georgia On My
Mind!'
Scofield is often compared to John
Abercrombie, who was similarly prolific
in the '80s. All of Abercrombie's music
is worth hearing, but I'm particularly
fond of the live trio dateJohn Abercrombie
(ECM 1390), with its oblique version of
"Stella by Starlight" and the haunting
"Beautiful Love!'
Guitarist Bill Frisell has aunique sound,
which many first became aware of in his
intriguing duo album, Smash and Scatteration (Rykodisc RCD 10006), which was
made with electric bassist Vernon Reid.
Frisell's style depends on splashes of
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color rather than on carefully etched
phrases. He can throw washes of sounds
across an ensemble like acarefree painter;
he can also play asurreal country music,
as he does on "Amarillo, Barbados."
Frisell is acloset wit, ashy jokester whose
occasional quotes light up the cognoscenti.
Following his tastes, Carl Jefferson, the
president of Concord Records, recorded
ahost ofjazz guitarists in the '80s. He
made one serious find in the shockingly
short-lived Emily Remler. A guitarist
friend of mine once said that he knows
where every one of her licks came from,
but that she puts them together in afresh
It would be amistake to think of most
way. On my favorite of her recordings,
jazz musicians as, like anxious sailors,
East to Wes (Concord CCD 4356), Remstruggling to catch the winds of current
ler directly acknowledges her debt to
fads. Certainly, every decade has its figWes Montgomery.
ures, such as Hall, who keep doing what
And I'd like to recommend what must
they have been doing—in their own way
have been one of the quietest groups of
reaffirming their part in jazz history by
any jazz decade: the duo featuring guiproducing beautiful works, refreshing
tarist Gene Bertoncini and bassist Michael
their repertoires while maintaining their
Moore, two musicians so beautifully
basic techniques.
attuned to each other they could sound like
Pianist Tommy Flanagan has been one
one expansive instrument—or, at a ofjazz's treasures for decades. Fluent,
moment's notice, tug away at each other's
impassioned, adventurous within the
lines in exciting, unplanned counterbounds of the bebop he loves, Flanagan
point. Each fed the other's lyricism.
reached out in the aptly namedJazz Poet
None of their records is currently listed
(Timeless CD SJP 301), playing "St.
as available: I'd particularly look for Close
Louis Blues" on the one hand, and the
Ties (OmniSound GJB 3334).
Brazilian singer Ivan Lins's "Voce Abuso"
It's almost impossible to pick afavorite
on the other. Then there's bassist Ray
Jim Hall recording. One of his most
Brown, who came up in the '40s in Dizzy
beautiful is surely These Rooms (Denon
Gillespie's big band, was briefly apart
CY-3002), adate featuring trumpeter
of the Modern Jazz Quartet, and, for a
Tom Harrell—another discovery of the
long time, was Oscar Peterson's bassist.
'80s—and recorded exquisitely by Denon.
In the '80s Brown had arebirth as a
Hall sounds better than ever, his improvleader. The key may have been his pairing
isations featuring surprising reharmoniwith the funky, blues-driven pianist
zations of standard tunes and uplifting
Gene Harris, whose exuberance matched
originals—improvisations that are as
Ray Brown's good-humored beat. Listen
natural-sounding and lyrical as they are
to The Red Hot Ray Brown Trio (Concord
impressive. Another favorite is the 1989
CJ-315) and Summer Wind (Concord
recording All Across the City (Concord
CCD-4426). And, of course, trumpeter
CCD 4384), which has anew version of Clark Terry, to name another such vetone of Hall's most pleasing composieran, continued to make his big-toned
tions, "Big Blues."
music, once such an influence on Miles

GUITARIST GENE
BERTONCINI AND BASSIST
MICHAEL MOORE WERE
SO BEAUTIFULLY ATTUNED
TO EACH OTHER THEY
COULD SOUND LIKE ONE
EXPANSIVE INSTRUMENT.
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Davis and others. Ilike his collaborations
with bassist Red Mitchell, including To
Duke and Basie (Enja 79627-2).
The '80s saw some beginnings as well.
Pianist Joanne Brackeen started something when she approached Concord
Records about asolo recital. Live at Maybeck Hall, VoLl (Concord CCD-4409)
was the result, and it has led to adistinguished series of piano recordings. Just
as enterprising is ayounger woman, Jane
Ira Bloom, who plays amean soprano
sax, and who has designed her own electronic equipment to make it sing in new
ways—as we can hear on Modern Drama
(Columbia CK 40755).
The avant-garde didn't curl up and die
in the '80s, despite some scorn and considerable neglect. Rather, it went into the
woodshed and started to write. There
could be several reasons for this relative
emphasis on composition. A "free jazz"
group depends on the rapport among
what Dizzy Gillespie used to call his
"worthy constituents!' That rapport
develops with alot of work, and work
wasn't plentiful in the '80s. Leaders liked
to make the most of their few appearances: hence the compositions, which
organized the players and gave asense of
occasion to the concert.
Some player-composers also found it
possible to get grants for special projects
that would never be given to sustain a
working group. And some musicians I
know merely felt that the music itself
needed more structure. Pianist Anthony
Davis, whose first recordings were in
free-jazz settings, came to see composition as necessary. His idol was Ellington, whose arrangements circumscribed
the contributions of his soloists. Seen in
this light, Davis finds bop and Omette
Coleman "reactionary in their conception of form and structure," because they
go back to Louis Armstrong's (sometime) practice of using amelody only as
aspringboard for improvisation. On his
Episteme (Gramavision GR 8101), Davis,
feeling that free improvisation is a"musical dead-end," gives each improviser
what he calls aparticular musical vocabulary to work with. By the end of the
decade, Davis was working on his opera
dedicated to Malcolm X.
Others weren't so strict—there were
free-jazz performances, particularly
plenty of duos, in the '80s—but the trend
was there. For whatever reasons, Henry
Threadgill left his trio Air and began
writing for larger groups, producing
such works as Rag, Bush, and All (Novus
3052-2). Richard Abrams investigated
big-band sounds on his Blues Forever
(Black Saint BSR 0061), as did aonetime member of the World Saxophone
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Quartet, Julius Hemphill, on Big Band
(Elektra Musician 60831-2). These exuberant projects alternate massive sounds
and thick textures with free solos.
hr Carter

I've mentioned David Murray's bigband project. Murray also wrote and
played for his octet, producing such
pieces as Home (Black Saint 0055CD).
A lesser-known figure, clarinetist John
Carter, reflected the times, and created
alasting legacy with his suites entitled
Roots and Folklore: Episodes in the Development of American Folk Music. The suites
were scattered among record companies,
and only one, Dauhwe (Black Saint 1200572), is currently listed; but Iexpect Dance
of the Love Ghosts and Castles of Ghana to
be reissued by Gramavision/Ryko.
Some musicians mixed new jazz techniques with afunk beat. Omette Coleman, rather than the expected Miles Davis,
was the model for the bands ofJamaladeen Tacuma and James Blood Ulmer.
A similar eclecticism, and respect for a
dance beat, united the loosely grouped
collective of musicians called M-Base—
they included, among others, Steve Coleman, Cassandra Wilson, and Greg Osby.
Anatomy ofaGroove is auseful and attractive anthology of their work. It remains
to be seen what the impact of this move-ment will be. The electric funk bands of
Tacuma and Ulmer collapsed under their
own weight—intriguing though their
music could be, their mixture of funk
rhythms and avant-garde solos sounded
too strange for pop-music fans, and too
insistent for the average jazz listener.
In its postmodem history, the classical
avant-garde has frequently been given
over to minimal gestures and aprissy fear
of emotion. With its connections to politics and the black experience, the jazz
avant-garde has been grander, more
openly flamboyant, more impassioned.
In the '80s, it also became funny, parodic.
Musicians found equivalents in other
266

bigger-than-life forms and arts—the
movies, even the circus.
John Zorn's approach to playing saxophones is unique: live, when he gets
working with avariety of mouthpieces
and sax parts, he can sound like Old
McDonald's farm. Zom also has aspecial
repertoire: Newsfor Lulu (Hat Art 6005)
is arecording in afuturistic bop style of
the compositions of Kenny Dorham,
Sonny Clark, and others. With awidely
varied large group, he also played his versions of the music of Italian film composer Ennio Morricone—we know him
for The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly.
The Big Gundown was Zorn's 1986
recording for Elektra (79139-2)—a notable fact, because most of the more adventurous albums of the '80s were made for
independent labels, and by Europeans on
labels such as hat Hut, Enja, Black Saint,
and Soul Note. The Big Gundown features
such jazz performers as organist John
Patton; but it also features avariety of
instruments—some, Iwould guess, invented for the occasion—and programmed
sounds, bips, bops, and occasional shrieks
from vocalists. These sounds prove avital
counter to the slightly absurd pomposity
—something like the exaggerated march
of atoreador—of Morricone's compositions.

DIZZY GILLESPIE WENT
TO CUBA AND ENDED UP
WITH MANY OF THE
COUNTRY'S AND
YOUNGEST JAZZMEN:
DANILO PEREZ,
CLAUDIO RODITI,
ARTURO SANDOVAL,
GIOVANNI HIDALGO, AND
IGNACIO BERRAO.
BEST

The Europeans were creating their own,
often hilarious versions of the avantgarde, as well as producing the music of
Americans. I'm afan of the Dutch ensemble led by Willem Breuker, which
features Breuker's intricate writing, the
free-jazz soloing of his Kollektief, and
atheatrical approach to performing.
While their leader takes an impassioned
solo on soprano sax, the rest of the band
might start to yawn, look at their watches,
or wander around the stage. They'll play
amarch and stomp around the audience.
They also might play aversion of "Rhapsody in Blue some Kurt Weill, or ahost
of originals. I'm afan of their "Rhapsody
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in Blue," found on Willem Breuker Kollektief (BVHAASt 8802): but any of their
discs that one can find will be worth
having.
Ican say similar things about the more
serious Vienna Art Orchestra, whose
discs and LPs, such as The Minimalism of
Erik Satie (Hat Art 2-2005) and Suitefor
the '80s (Hat Art 1991/92), are generally
available. The ensemble plays tight, disciplined versions of Ruegg's sonorous
arrangements, with their emphasis on
dynamics and texture. The looseness
comes from the solos, the often-braying
brass, and Lauren Newton's wordless (or
at least incomprehensible) vocals.
Even as critics and some musicians
grumbled about the lack of focus in the
jazz world in the '80s, and about the
premature idolizing of its unprepared
youngsters, alot was happening. Jazz
dubs were no more prolific, but the music
itself was accepted in academic circles
and by foundations as never before. The
scene wasn't coherent, but one person's
fragmentation may be another's diversity.
Jazz had many fronts. Dizzy Gillespie
helped open another in his last full
decade as one ofjazz's superstars when
he went to Cuba, played with some of
that country's greatest jazzmen, and
ended up with many of the best and
youngest of them in what he called the
United Nations Orchestra. This orchestra, with Danilo Perez, Claudio Roditi,
Arturo Sandoval, Giovanni Hidalgo, and
Ignacio Berrao, recorded Live at the Royal
Festival Hall (Enja 6044-2).
Although the United Nations Orchestra helped launch the US careers of those
players, in one way it merely confirmed
the work of adecade, which produced
some of the most exciting African Cuban
jazz yet. The renaissance may have begun
with the late-'70s recordings on adomestic label by the Cuban band Irakere, followed by the defection of their star, alto
saxophonist Paquito Ditivera—a wildly
impassioned player who immediately
landed aColumbia contract and made
Blowin' (Columbia FC 37374). Audiophiles will appreciate his Tico! Tico!
(Chesky JD34).
Jazz reached out to Latin in the '80s,
and Latin reached out to jazz. Veteran
salsa star and pianist Eddie Palmieri
talked of his interest in jazz and its piano
stars, and then demonstrated what he
could do with what he heard in such
thrilling albums as Stiefio (Capitol/Intuition CDP 791353 2). Tempering the
sometimes raucous atmosphere of the
salsa band, adding challenging improvisations to its rhythmic energy, Palmieri
and others made Latin jazz work for
larger audiences than ever.
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

Kip Hanrahan made Latin jazz work
in different ways by hiring Latin rhythm
sections and making them part of his
(perhaps) avant-garde songs. To Hanrahan
on his Desire Develops an Edge (American
Clave 1009), arecord producer "is really
afilm director"—a concept for the '80s.
By the end of the decade, certain things
had become clear. The instrumental language, if not the spiritual meaning, of the
music introduced by Coltrane, Coleman,
and Taylor had become absorbed into a

new, flexible mainstream available to
anyone who wanted to use them. The
goal of many musicians seemed to be—
to use the title of the 1987 Omette Coleman masterpiece—to speak In All Languages (Dreams 008). The mainstream
remained dominated by what we might
call neo-bop, but there was plenty of fascmating music played around the edges of
that music—even if that meant around the
edges of the general public's awareness.
Finally, there was more to the decade

than the celebration of youthful faces and
facile techniques. There was also asignificant, sincere attempt to investigate the
roots of the music, and to guarantee its
future. One of the most beautiful pieces
to come out of the '80s was by thenexiled South African pianist Abdullah
Ibrahim (Dollar Brand). He calls this
glowing tribute to his homeland, all light
and yearning and bounce, "Water from
an Ancient Well" (Waterfrom an Ancient
Well, Enja CD 888812 2).
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AudioQuest F-14" is flat! F-14 is 3/8" wide and
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The
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of this cable is not the
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easy preparation, not
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AudioQuest F-18" is also aflat Hyperlitz, still only
1/12" thick and 5/8" wide. F-18 uses with solid
strands of 20 awg OFHC. four for positive and four
for negative, making 14 awg. F-18 is available in
white.
$1.95/ft.
INSTALLATION SPEAKER CABLES
Installation speaker cables are specially designed
to be extremely flexible. The outer jacket is a very
slippery smooth PVC which is flexible, easy to pull,
and installer friendly. The outer jacket is especially
abrasion and heat resistant. It can be used in a
variety of harsh environments.
AudioQuest Ri-1604"
uses four 26 strand
UL CL-3 Rated
OFHC conductors coded
with 4 colors. When used with 2 conductors for
positive and 2for negative, the superior 4 conductor geometry greatly improves sound quality. In this
configuration Ri -1604 is a 13 awg cable.
RI-1604 /RI-1602
$1 25/ft. /750/tt.
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yGod, Ithought, halfway
through listening to atest
pressing of Keep On Movin;
Mighty Sam McClain's second album
of killer R&B; It's better than the first
album.JA and Inamed Give It Up to Leve
Recording of the Month in October
1993—it was one of the easiest choices
we ever made, and one of the easiest
reviews Iever wrote. Every cut is so
good that, by the end of the album, the
question asked with ever-greater disbelief as the album progresses—"Can
he possibly keep up this level of quality?"—built up considerable tension.
(The answer is Yes.)
But it'd been awhile since I'd listened
to that first album. Iput it on. Yup—
every cut was just as distinctive, just as
full of heart, soul, sweat, and guts, just
asgreat-sounding as Ihadn't remembered.
So, no—Keep On Movin' is not quite
as good as Give It Up to Love, doesn't
have quite the variety or edge. But that's
like saying the Beatles' Revolver isn't as
good as Rubber Soul. Why waste time
arguing when you can actually listen to
such great recordings?
Mighty Sam is ablues/soul preacher,
exhorter, pleader, groaner, and chuckler. He interrupts himself again and
again to laugh, to mutter asides to the
band, to himself; to shout in what sounds
like the sheer joy of great music-making,
that in-the-moment, clock-stopping
clarity of creation that allows ablues
singer to transform confusion, pain,
and rage into pure delight. Aredia probably embodies this more than anyone,
but listening to Sam just makes me
grin—even more than Bobby Blue Bland
does, to whose style Sam's is most
obviously similar.
McClain's original tunes are so
soundly in the tradition of soul standards that it's hard to believe they're not
already broken-in, worn smooth by
years of being sung by athousand underpaid singers in athousand stickyfloored clubs, and fitted as closely to
the voice as solid old carpenter's tools

MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN: Keep On Morin'
AudioQuest Music AQ-1031 (LP/CD*). Joe
Harley, prod.; Michael C. Ross, Andrew Page,
Scott Gormley, engs. AAAJAAD. Th: 49:48,
54:27*

are to the hand. Quite atrick.
For instance: "I'm Sorry" (only on
the CD) is anakedly emotional confession to which McClain rises magnificently. And such asimple vehicle as
"I'm So Lonely" has amazing depths
in Sam's hands and voice. The song
starts off as astandard I'm-so-lonelyI-could-die blues, but in the closing
vamp Sam swings into flat-out existential heroics: "I'm looking out way across
the water /I'm looking across the water
this evening now /and all Isee is darkness all around me /Ican't see nothin'
but darkness out there Lord ..!' This
goes way beyond my-baby-left-me.
Brave stuff, and some of the most convincing, primal blues-singing I've ever
heard.
Mighty Sam and producer Joe Harley pretty much follow the first album's
formula: mostly McClain originals,
one highly charged Al Green cover
("Lord Will Make A Way"), and aquiet
close with McClain's unaccompanied
voice. The band is so smoothly supportive as to be well-nigh invisible.
This is acompliment, except in the case
of guitarist Kevin Barry, who just can't
play in the same league Sam sings in.
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But David Limina's Hammond B-3
organ fills and breaks are, in aword,
perfect, and the four-man horn section
is an inspired addition: trumpeter
Walter Platt's charts are in the classic
'60s Memphis soul style, but infinitely
better-recorded.
It's interesting to compare AQ's
sound to Chesky's: the latter seems
more in service to the sound. Listening
to aChesky folk or jazz recording, I'm
always aware of how amazingly detailed the sound is, how naturally the
transients decay, how plentiful the
ambient cues. Trouble is, Ialmost never
apply any of those superlatives to the
music. Chesky sonics are so real as to
sound surreal (literally, "super-real")
—so natural as to sound, well, unnatural. But perhaps that's just because the
music is never this good.
Keep On Movin' sastonishingly good
engineering, on the other hand, is typical
of AudioQuest's "house sound":
smooth, entirely satisfying and believable, but always in the service of the
music. No control-room puritans here:
The B-3 Lesley sound is panned across
the entire soundstage, Paul Bryan's bass
is plugged directly into the board, and
there's some tasteful reverb on the horns
—but even Iget tired of the dry, rattly,
horn-as-percussion-instrument sound
of some of those classic StaxNolt sides.
Keep On Movin' is available on LP as
well as CD; my vinyl copy was almost
entirely free of surface noise, and Iwas
hard put to hear much difference other
than abetter sense on CD of "hearing
the walls" of the recording venue on
Sam's vocals; but as this was obvious
only on the occasional bit of studio chat
between songs, the point seems academic. Great LP sound, great CD
sound—but only the CD has "I'm
Sorry."
This stuff is addictive: The only record Iwant to hear after Keep On Movin'
is Give It Up to Love. The only record I
want to hear after Give It Up to Love is
Keep On Movin'.
—Richard Lehnert
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CLASSICAL

BRAHMS: Serenade 1
ELGAR: In the South
Riccardo Muti, Orchestra Filarmonica della Scala
Sony SK 57973 (CD only). Marcus Herzog, eng.;
David Mottley, prod. DDD. TE 71:05

BACH: St. Matthew Passion
Peter Schreier, Evangelist; Theo Adam, Jesus; Adele
Stoke, soprano; Annelies Burmeister, alto; HansJoachim Rotzsch, tenor, Günther Leib, bass; Dresden Kreuzchor; St. Thomas Choir, Leipzig;
Gewandhaus Orchestra, Rudolf Mauersberger,
Erhard Maucrsberger
Berlin Classics 2144-2 (3 CDs only). Jürgen Regler,
eng.; Reimar Bluth, prod. ADD. TE 3:05:47

We tend to think that the best Italian opera
comes from Italian singers, the best Mussorgsky and Tchaikovsky from Russian
orchestras, the best jazz from New Orleans
—we seem to sense alittle extra authority
when people are doing "their" music. If
we apply this principle to Bach's sacred
music, we might expect something special in groups from Leipzig, where Bach
worked, and conducted by alocal Kappelmeister, not by jet-setters.
This recording credits Rudolf and Erhard
Mauersberger, conductors prominent in
German church music at mid-century.
Rudolf (b. 1889) was active mainly in Dresden, while younger brother Erhard (b.
1903) was appointed to Bach's job, cantor
of St. Thomas's Choir, in 1961. For this recording they combined their singing forces
and, according to the booklet, collaborated
on the direction. (When this 1970 performance appeared on LP, though, only
Rudolf was named as conductor.)
There's acertain "automatic pilot" aspect
to the performance's almost complete lack
of surprises of tempo or arresting moments
of especially high drama. It has the feeling of avery good church concert such as
you might stumble on in Europe. Ironically, this somewhat ordinary nature of the
performance, combined with the conviction
of the choral singing, makes it appealing,
particularly as sincere religious expression.
The recording is further strengthened
by Peter Schreier's ardent (though occasionally shrill) Evangelist; he really digs
into the role rather than floating over it.
Also moving is Theo Adam's expressive
(though wobbly) Jesus. After them, the
singing is-not distinguished. In particular, the four aria soloists do not bring
enough special qualitites to their (often
long) solos; some, like "Ktinnen Trânen,"
become tedious, and some of the most
moving arias in the entire work ("Erbarme
dich," "Aus Liebe") come up short. The
small roles (Peter, maids, etc.) are sung by
"local talent," which is fine.
The choirs, as mentioned above, sing
with sincerity and conviction (preferable
to aprofessional chorus in which no one
breaks asweat), but they aren't the last
word in precision. Chorales, by the way,
are sung fairly straight, much as agood
congregation would; they aren't romanticized and worked into the drama.
Really fine aria soloists would have
helped this production agreat deal. As it
stands, it sounds like afine representative
version of aperforming tradition that goes
back to Mendelssohn, who "discovered"
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

Klaus Tennstedt: on the eve of retirement, a
great "Eroica:'

the work in 1829. This may not be the most
desirable recording, but it carries the sense
of authority mentioned above. Sound is a
little cloudy in the bigger choruses, but
otherwise unobjectionable.
My short list of St. Matthew Passions
includes Gardiner's dramatic one on period
instruments (Archiv) or, for something
completely different, Klemperer's romantic
vision with "name" soloists on EMI.
—Paul L. Althouse
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3
MUSSORGSKY/RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: A
Night on Bare Mountain
Klaus Tennstedt, London Philharmonic
EMI 55186 (CD only). Michael Sheady, eng.; David
R. Murray, prod. DDD. TE 62:46

With his retirement having been announced,
any new release of aTennstedt performance
commands special attention. This "Eroica,"
recorded during two concerts in fall 1991,
bespeaks the conductor's sympathies for
Beethoven. If it lacks the dramatic tension
and drive of the great Toscanini accounts
or the linear leanness of those recorded by
Weingartner, Erich Kleiber, and Karajan
(his most recent effort), it has awelcome
blend of power, grandeur, and clarity, suggesting both the music's revolutionary
character and its firm ties to tradition.
The opening movement (without exposition repeat) remains taut and animated
by strong accents and well-defined textures. The Funeral March is one of the
slowest on disc, yet it never seems to drag,
and benefits from some unusual expressive touches, notably the legato phrasing
of its Trio and the subtly gauged dynamics
in the great double fugue.
A slightly more-expansive-than-usual
Scherzo permits the horns to execute their
solos in tempo. The finale features anumber of rhetorical touches, all managed without sounding mannered, both of its fugatos
being especially clear in voicing. Throughout, the sound is beautifully focused, with
accurate timbres and an exceptionally wide
dynamic range.
The Mussorgsky tone-poem makes an
odd coupling, one that probably results
from alack of more suitable material from
Tennstedt. Whatever, he gives arousing,
colorful performance without ever making
the work sound vulgar, and the 1990 inconcert recording is every bit as fine as that
of the "Eroicar
—Mortimer H. Frank
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Both Brahms Serenades were written as
precursors to his Symphonies; the First,
which started life as afour-movement
Octet, gradually developed into asixmovement work of some 50 minutes'
duration and marked symphonic intensity.
Muti and the Orchestra Filarmonica della
Scala give it with abig, meaty sound, but
their rhythms have bite and precision,
enhancing that element of rusticity at the
heart of the Scherzi, and elegance in the
Minuets, and highlighting that dichotomy
of persuasion between Romantic orchestral
textures and the strictures of Classical form
that were always at the heart of Brahms's
music.
Elgar's Concert Overture, In the South,
is an entirely appropriate coupling, for this
too was written in aclassical form and
served as something of apractice piece for
his two Symphonies. This colorful piece,
which depicts Alassio on the Italian
Riviera, where Elgar stayed in the winter
of 1903/04, is given an admirable performance Muti inspires the Orchestra to rise
and fall with the ebb and flow of the
phrases, but the notes never quite gel into
those broad, sweeping statements that are
the essence of Elgar's writing, giving away
the fact that these musicians are not playing
music of their native country. Nevertheless,
these are strong and attractive performances that have been beautifully recorded
at the Teatro Abanella in Milan.
—Barbara Jahn

CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO: 24 Caprichos de
Goya
Lily Afshar, guitar
Summit DCD 167 (CD only). Bill Pappas, Brian
Sharkey, engs.; Lily Afshar, prod. DDD. TE 75:59

This first complete recording of amonumental guitar suite by an Italian American
composer whose centenary we celebrate
this year is most particularly worth hearing
for the high quality of the music. Based on
often satirical print subjects by Francisco
Goya, which admirably and most helpfully
are reproduced as black-and-white miniatures in the booklet, together with excellent
annotations by the performer, the music
fascinates the ear.
Iwish that Icould be alittle more
enthusiastic about the performances by the
Tehran-born Afshar, who heads the guitar
department at the University of Memphis.
Though perfectly capable technically, they
simply do not offer much subtlety; one can
imagine so much more being done with
color, characterization (especially with such
subjects as the Inquisition, love, gluttony,
and witchcraft), and even such expressive
rhythmic devices as rubato. Perhaps these
faults are also aggravated through the
close-up sound, devoid of much depth or
atmosphere, and not especially brilliant on
the top end. But Iwould recommend anyone to the music itself.
—Igor Kipnis
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of cost per minute. The problem in this
regard is that Sir Colin Davis's traversal
of all 12 of Haydn's "London" symphonies is now available in two two-CD bargain sets in performances that are every bit
as good as, and occasionally better than,
Slatkin's. But Slatkin's have asonic advantage, being utterly free of the slight edginess that afflicts Davis's, the PhilharmoMa's strings boasting an exceptionally
natural timbre Slatkin observes all repeats
and (wisely) splits first and second violins.
Intelligent, too, is his use of harpsichord
in 98 only for the brief passage for which
the solo was intended near the close of the
finale. With this release, tagged "Volume
I," it would seem an impressive cycle of the
"London" dozen is in the offing.
Emanuel Ax and Yo-Yo Ma deliver extraverted readings of Chopin's music for cello and piano.
CHOPIN: Music for Cello 8t Piano
Trio for Violin, Cello, & Piano, Op.8; Polonaise Brillance for Cello & Piano, Op3; Sonata for Cello
& Piano, Op.65; Polonaise Brillante, OP (solo
keyboard version)
Pamela Frank, violin; Yo-Yo Ma, cello; Emanuel Ax,
piano (chamber works); Eva Osinska, piano (solo
Op3)
Sony SK 53112 (CD only). Bud Graham, Andreas
Neubronner, engs.; Steven Epstein, Peter Laenger,
prods. DDD. TE 72:25

This disc contains three of Chopin's five
chamber works (the remaining two are not
especially consequential concoctions from
Rossini and Meyerbeer operas), plus the
first recording of an early solo-keyboard
version of the Op3 Polonaise. By far the
most effective piece is the Cello Sonata—a
late work over which the composer labored
at length. It is uneven, but contains considerable charm and much of Chopin's later
style. It also has often been recorded.
The present performances, particularly
in the early Trio, are highly extraverted.
One feels at times that the playing, especially in faster movements, overall concentrates more on aggressive energy and
intensity than on lyric delicacy and poetic
refinement; but there is no questioning this
ensemble's technical adroitness.
The Op3 Polonaise is brilliantly played
by Ma, and hardly less so in its solo version by Polish pianist Eva Osinslca, though
she eschews some of the dynamic and
coloristic shading that the cellist invests
in the music. The reproduction, abit too
distant in the concluding piano solo, is
excellent.
—Igor IGpnis
DUTILLEUX: Symphony 2
With: Timbres, Espace, Mouvement ou "La nuit etoilee,"
Metaboles
Semyon Bychkov, Orchestre de Paris
Philips 438 008-2 (CD only). Frans van Dongen,
Thijs Hoekstra, Jan Wesseling, engs.; Hein Deldcer,
prod. DDD. T
r: 63:46

All three of these works were written in
answer to American commissions, although
their composition spans some 30 years.
The earliest here, Symphony 2, was entitled
"Le Double," as it pits a12-strong concertante group against full orchestra in order
to highlight the timbrali differences between

large and small forces. Like Metaboles, which
is shaped both spiritually and formally by
acontemplation of nature, Symphony 2
presents acommanding view of delicately
balanced tones and rhythms within easily accessible neo-classical formulae.
Timbres, Espace, Mouvement ou "La nuit
etoilee," however, given here in its 1991
revision—ie, with the addition of afourminute interlude for 12 cellos between the
first and second parts—is altogether more
unique in its voice. Inspired by Van Gogh's
painting La nuit etoilee, its aim of giving the
impression of great space is beautifully
represented, if rather obviously so, by the
use of high woodwind against low strings.
All three works are sensitively given by
Bychkov and the Orchestre de Paris, and
have been recorded with detail, clarity, and
precise focus. A fine disc for both the novice and the aficionado of Dutilleux's music.
—Barbara Jahn

HAYDN: Symphonies 94, 98, 104
Leonard Slatkin, Philharmonia Orchestra
RCA 62549-2 (CD only). Mike Hatch, Mark Vigars,
engs.; Andrew Keener, prod. DDD. rr: 78:49

None of Slatkin's previous excursions into
the music of the so-called bread-andbutter composers that Ihave heard suggested that he would prove the compelling
Haydn interpreter of these first-class performances. Using areduced complement
of strings supported by four double-basses,
he demonstrates how modern as well as
period instruments can reveal Haydn's total
mastery of the orchestra. These richly colored, texturally transparent readings are
lively and dramatic, revealing, in the broadest sense of the term, the wit that lies at the
heart of Classical style. Dynamics are carefully gauged and subtly modulated, motifs
sharply profiled, and the changes of character those motifs undergo well-delineated.
Perhaps what is most interesting about
these performances is the way in which
they prove more animated and stylish than
those recorded by such eminent Haydnists
as Beecham, Szell, and Bernstein. And certainly, with well over an hour of music on
this disc, it is relatively inexpensive in terms
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—Mortimer H. Frank

1

First-class Haydn from Leonard Slatkin and the
St. Louis Symphony.

HILDEGARD VON BINGEN: Vision
Angel CDC 555246 2(CD only). Tony McAnany,
prod.; numerous henchmen, engs. DDD. TE Too
long

There are words that Ido not use often—
words such as "genius" or "masterpiece"
or, in the case of this recording, blasphemy.
Hildegard von Bingen (1098-1179) was
one of the great mystic souls of the Middle
Ages: here her music is interpreted through
the efforts of "composer" Richard Souther
who, to establish his ecclesiastical credits,
has worked with Debbie Boone (who herself is to Hildegard as Billy Graham is to
Saint Augustine), and the result of their
collaboration is far more obscene than anything with aTipper Sticker. Not merely
content to bury the efforts of his two
respectable vocalists (Sister Germaine Fritz,
who, as an unworldly Benedictine nun, can
perhaps be forgiven; and Emily van Evera,
who ought to have known better) in awelter of reverb and flanging, Souther adds all
sorts of sampled percussion, processed
grunting and groaning, and God only
knows what else.
It gets worse In the liner notes, the perpetrators of this horror actually have the
balls to claim (not too obliquely) that some
sort of Divine intervention aided the creation of Vision. If this is the best God can
do, I'm skipping to another universe.
It gets worse There are, although not on
273
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the CD itself, dance mixes of some of this
material. That's right—you can go down
to your local dance club, do afew lines, and
shake your booty to Hildegard. Bachbusters
was the most venial of sins compared to this.
This is atrue system test disc. If your
digestive system can stand more than five
minutes of it without regurgitation, then
you have an iron stomach. Misters Souther
and McAnany, Igot amessage from God,
too. It said, "Don't buy this!" —Les Berkley

MAHLER: Das klagende Lied
Joan Rodgers, soprano; Linda Finnie, mezzo; Hans
Peter Blochwitz, tenor; Robert Hayward, bass;
Bournemouth Symphony, Bath Festival Chorus,
Waynflete Singers; Richard Hickox
Chandos CHAN 9247 (CD only). Brian Couzens,
prod.; Ralph Couzens, eng. DDD. TT 68:56

Ihave to confess, unfashionably, that Mahler's early cantata Das klagende Lied seems
to me more effective in its final form, minus
the long-suppressed Waldmarchen which
was the original Part I. Yes, Irealize that
only in this movement does Mailler present
the important motifs in pure form, rendering them clearer when they are subjected
to development later. But it throws the
work's structure out of kilter, being nearly
as long as the other two movements
together; and since Mahler never revised
its orchestration, the instrumental textures
are atypically foggy. However, Isuppose
that since the "complete" three-movement
version makes arespectable CD-length
program, we're probably stuck with it.
Unfortunately, on this occasion we're
also stuck with acharacteristic Chandos
recording: boomy and amorphous, overresonant yet lacking true acoustical warmth.
Many people greatly admire the Couzens
brothers' productions, but I
just don't get
it. With enough amplifier power, the more
lightly scored passages are robust and clear,
although the ambience is out of scale with
the apparent close pickup. But you can't
make out any inner detail in the tuttis—the
chorus-and-orchestra passages of Parts II
and Ill are bedlam—and the ear never finds
acomfortable focus.
Hickox displays afine sense of drama
and atmosphere, evident in the crisp, indsive string articulations at "der And're
konnte nur fluchen" in Waldmarchen, and
the phantasmagorical mood of the interlude in Hochzeitssmarsch (Part III) before the
bone-flute's song. His tempos, allowing
ample time to register detail, are mostly
well-chosen. Waldmarchen's motivic downward scales do droop and drag, while the
little march heralding the eponymous minstrel's arrival in Part II is oddly fast and nervous. Hickox occasionally makes tempo
adjustments in flagrant violation of the
markings. He anticipates the Schneller at
27 by four measures, at aphrase marked
poco rit.; conversely, he ritards needlessly
four bars before 75, resuming in tempo at
the indication—you guessed it—poco rit.!
The playing is characterful; the chorus
is enthusiastic, though the tenors are shouty
at the top. As for the soloists, Blochwitz
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RACHMANINOFF: Piano Sonata 2, Preludes
Opp.23 & 32
Earl Wild, piano
Chesky CD114 (CD only). Ed Thompson, eng.;
Michael Rolland Davis, prod. DDD. TE 71:08

Earl Wild provides one of two new recordings of
Rachmaninoff's Piano Sonata 2.

is musically sensitive, while Hayward's
tremulous intonation fortunately only
mars Part I. Finnie disappoints in the crucial alto part: sorely taxed by the low passages, strenuous in the high ones, and unalluring in between.
Of the recordings I've heard, Ilike Boulez (Sony SK 45841). His Waldmarchen
shows signs of hurried preparation in its
frequently inaccurate balances (Hickox is
much better here); but he brings astonishing intensity and clarity to Parts II and III,
and Grace Hoffman brings just the right
combination of rich contralto tone and
fluid legato to her solos.
—Stephen Francis Vasta

MÉHUL: Symphonies 1It 2
Marc Minkowski, Les Musicians du Louvre
Erato 45026-2 (CD only). Madeleine Sola, eng.;
Michel Bernard, prod. DDD. TE 48:34

In my February 1990 Stereophile review of
the four Méhul symphonies, Iwrote of the
composer's striking originality. Even more
than the releases discussed then, this one
makes clear why he was so much admired
by Beethoven. These two symphonies,
dating from the same time as Beethoven's
5th and 6th, are remarkable for their motivic richness and motoric energy—traits
better conveyed in this release than in any
previous. For one thing, the timbre of period instruments produces apt tonal piquancy
absent in other versions. And Minkowski's
bracing tempos, angular phrasing, and
judicious balancing animates the music
with acolor and drive that heighten its
expressivity.
Although neither work is great, both
flirt, at times, with greatness. Moreover,
hearing them helps to put acomposer like
Beethoven into better perspective, shedding light on his taste, and—as aresult of
occasional limitations—reminding us of
how much more far-ranging Beethoven's
imagination was. Erato's engineering, close
in perspective and free of harshness, is intimate yet weighty and forceful. A most
welcome release.
—Mortimer H. Frank
RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concerto 3, Piano
Sonata 2
John Lill, piano; Tadaaki Otaka, BBC National
Orchestra of Wales
Nimbus NI 5348 (CD only). DDD. TE 71:53
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English pianist John Lill has always had a
reputation for giving technically sound
performances of no-nonsense, unsentimental interpretations. In these two big
Rachmaninoff works he is as reliable as
ever. He opens Concerto 3 with slow
deliberation, expressing power and both
mental and physical weight; there is an
almost dictatorial feel to the balance of protagonists, flights of fancy never being
allowed to impinge upon his iron-fisted
control. But it is when he reaches the massive cadenza to the first movement—here
he plays the larger, more difficult, more
neglected of the two actant—that the benefits of such apowerful, architectural view
of the work become most apparent. But
it is the relentless lack of contrast in
approach that becomes tiring as the work
progresses. Otaka and the BBC National
Orchestra of Wales are fine accompanists
here, and have been recorded with as fine
an ear to detail as their interpretation is
searching, but they are never allowed anything more than asubsidiary role. Overall,
then, Imuch prefer the more persuasive
approach of Mikhail Rudy/Jansons on a
recent EMI release (CDC 54880), even
though the recording balance is not as
sympathetically handled.
As soloist in the Sonata, Lill carries the
same authority, displaying massive reserves
of power and an inimitable technique that
allows every strand of the music to be heard.
But if you want to be dazzled by the virtuosity of this piece, this may all seem alittle
dry; Isuggest Van Clibum on RCA 7941-2.
Earl Wild on Chesky plays the revised
version of the Sonata. His expansive style
is as endearing as ever, areal performance
to relax to—he "wears" Rachmaninofflike
asoft kid glove. The second movement
unfurls like anew leaf there is nothing
forced or hurried here. But then the same
has to be said of the third movement, and
this is afailing; there should be excitement
here, and Wild's lack of urgency comes
across as ponderous and earthbound.
The Preludes are amixed blessing. One
can't help marveling at Wild's continuing
technical prowess as he nears his 80th
year—the chromatic thirds and sixths of
Op.23 No.9 are virtuosic wonders—but
his performance now lacks bite and urgent
passion in more powerful passagework.
Still, his supremacy in the slower numbers,
such as Op.23 No.10, is unquestionable.
But beware—having reached 71 minutes
by the end of No.8 in the Op32 set, the last
five Preludes are not given ...
asad omission for whatever reason. —Barbara Jahn
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade
STRAVINSKY: Scherzo fannutique
Riccardo Chailly, Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra
London 443 703-2 (CD only). Andrew Cornall,
prod.; John Pellowejohn Dunkerley, engs. DDD.
TE 58:43
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The Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra, now the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam, has recorded Scheherazade three times: in 1956 amonophonic
recording for Philips with Eduard van Beinum; then in 1979 in stereo with Kiril Kondrashin conducting—a mainstay of the
Philips CD catalog (400 021), even though
it's full-price and contains no filler; and
now this recent London version led by Riccardo Chailly, music director since 1988.
With avirtuoso orchestra such as this, one
expects and receives playing of the highest
order; but Chailly takes no risks, and this
is apolite rather than exhilarating listening
experience.
The only distinctive element in this performance is an exaggerated overstatement
of the Allegro opening oldie second movement, repeated every time it appears. Jaap
van Zewden's solo violin is superb, and the
filler, Stravinsky's Fantastic Scherzo, is spectacularly played; but even with this, the
total time for the CD is less than an hour.
The Concertgebouw is one of the finest
halls in the world acoustically, but, unfortunately, the Decca/London engineers
eliminate the rich Concertgebouw sound
by close-up miking. This is not among my
preferred recordings of Scheherazade.

Boris Petrushansky: an extraordinary
performance of Shostakovich's extraordinary
24 Preludes & Fugues, Op.87.

Roberto Saccà, who gives an expressive,
clear-voiced, and assured performance. In
fact, all of the singers summon grace when
called for, and bravura when needed.
Engineer and producer Andreas Spreer
presents the listener with an extremely
natural sound, the musicians occupying
aconvincingly real space with exceptional
ambience and presence. The instruments
remain in balanced proportion to the vocalists, and there's aremarkably threedimensional quality to the recording. All
in all, adistinguished accomplishment.

playing in this variegated music is gripping
—one cannot help but be haunted by the
recall of these so often moody scores after
hearing his interpretations, and Ifound
myself playing several Preludes and Fugues
over and over after Ihad finished listening over two days' time to the entire set (for
example, the pairs in e-flat and d, Nos.14
and 24).
That Petrushansky is often markedly
slower than Nilcolaeva and, especially, Jarrett is not really important, nor whether
one interpretation is right as opposed to
the other being wrong. What counts here
is the powerful emotional impact—and
that is considerable.
The Moscow-made recordings are
exceptionally good, sonorous, and detailed.
The annotations are equally excellent, but
the booklet and tray listing of the Preludes
and Fugues by numbers only—in other
words, without referring to their keys—is
remiss.
—Igor Kipnis
R. STRAUSS: Ein Heldenleben, Metamotphosen
Herbert Blomstedt, San Francisco Symphony
London 436 596-2 (CD only). James Lock, eng.;
Andrew Cornall, prod. DDD. TT: 73:28

Blomstedt recorded Heldenleben back in
1984 with the Dresden Staatskapelle, but
this new recording, with the vibrant San
ROSSINI: Petite Messe Solennelle
Francisco Symphony and acorrespondlbolya Verebics, soprano; Annette Franz, alto;
ingly more exciting immediacy to the
Roberto Saccà, tenor:Jorge Escobar, bass; Sabine
recording, is in every way preferable. Ilike
Eberspâcher, piano 1; Matthias Hermann, piano
—Robert Hesson
Blomstedt's handling of this autobioII; Thomas Hauschild, harmonium; Kammerensemble des Figuralchors Stuttgart, Johannes
graphical work despite the fact that I've
Moesus
found his other recordings of Strauss rather
SHOSTAKOVICH: 24 Preludes 8£ Fugues,
Tacet 14 (2 CDs only). Andreas Spreer, eng., prod.
cool and clinical. His hero is confident and
Op.87
No SPARS. TT 84:59
Boris Petrushansky, piano
determined even in the fare of the wonderAvailablefrom Audio Advancements, PO Box 100, Lincoln
Dynamics CDS 117/1-3 (3 CDs only). E. Shachfully sneering and biting gaggle of critics
Park, NJ 07035. Tel: (200 633-1151.
nazarjan, Ludmilla Litvinova, engs. DDD. TT:
in the work's second section. Pauline,
3:05:11
Strauss's "companion" of Section 3, is deTruly great creative artists flourish even
picted worst-side-out, her shrewish spite
when they choose—or are forced—to work
Although the competition for these extrathe predominant characteristic delineated
under severe restrictions. Think of Shostaordinary Preludes and Fugues in all the
kovich under the thumb of the Soviets, or
here. But there are moments of finesse
major and minor keys, a1950/51 scion of
too, and an uncompromising control—
of Stravinsky's L'histoire du Soldat. In his
Bach's Well-Tempered Clavier, is fierce indeed,
Petite Messe Solennelle (Small Solemn Mass),
sample the pianissimo woodwind entry
and involves such formidable and excelover the sustained chord of Fig.41; it is
Rossini chose to set aside the forces tradilent performers as Keith Jarrett and the late
quite breathtaking!
tionally assembled for his operas, and create
Tatiana Nilcolaeva (for whom the cycle was
Ilove the San Francisco's "Battlefield:'
amass for vocal soloists, asmall choir, two
written and who recorded the complete set
pianos, and harmonium. The results of this
It's threatening, gutsy, thoroughly nasty.
no less than three times), this latest version
The offstage brass are wonderfully hancomparatively ascetic undertaking are as
is riveting enough to make me want to nomdled, and sonically the whole section has
engaging as anything he ever wrote, if less
inate it for the next edition of Stereophile's
amazing impact and credibility. From then
spectacular.
on the work winds down, and so does the
This is awork both of the altar and of "Records To Die For."
Moscow-born Boris Petrushansky, now
performance in spirit, though the orchestra
the street. The harmonium and second
46, studied with Heinrich Neuhaus and
continues to show 100% commitment:
piano produce brilliantly subtle shadings
Lev Naumov before participating in a quotes from Strauss's previous works are
of tone color, with the harmonium creating
allusions to both the church organ and the
number of international competitions; he
delicately pointed, his "escape" from the
is now based in Italy and, so far as Iknow,
world is gentle and subtly intoned, and the
hurdy-gurdy. In length, the mass is cerhas not yet played in the US. Were he to,
work ends with disarming beauty.
tainly not "small," and in mood it's not
Iwould spare no effort to hear him; based
If only the 23 strings chosen for Metaalways "solemn." But in it we hear the
morphosen had played with the same conon these performances, he has an uncominextinguishable voice of life. A beguiling
sistency of tone and expression. The speed
secular feeling characterizes many parts of mon ability as acommunicator of music—
is on the slowish side, and this seems to
at least what one hears in his Shostakovich.
the work, with marches, dramatic passages,
wear down the performers' concentration,
His touch is beautifully varied, his techand even lively rhythms. At the same time,
errors in pitch and coordination becoming
nique large, his dynamics wide in range and
amoving, sacred quality is never far from
shading, and he has aprofoundly lyrical
increasingly common as the work conthe fore.
tinues. But if you can afford to buy this disc
The musicians in this recording do a approach coupled with immense, unharshly
on the strength of the Heldenleben perforsuperb job of capturing all these disparate
produced power.
The depth, atmosphere, the intensity and
mance alone, then give it ahearing.
elements of the mass. The chorus is crisp
—Barbara Jahn
grandeur (even the flights of humor) of his
and the soloists strong—especially tenor
—Robert Benson
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STRAVINSKY:The Firebi,d, Symphonies of Wind
Instruments
Franz Welser-Most, London Philharmonic
EMI 55030 2(CD only). Simon Woods, prod.; John
Kurlander, Matthew Cocker, engs. DDD. TT
55:30
STRAVINSKY:Piano Music
The Soldier's Story, Three Movements from Pétrouchka,
Apollo
Christopher O'Riley, piano
Elektra 79343-2 (CD only). Philip Waldway, prod.;
Kees de Visser, eng. DDD? TE 58:26
STRAVINSKY:Piano Music
Three Movements from Pétrouchka, Valse pour les
Enfants, Ragtime, Piano-Rag Music, The Five Fingers,
Sonata, Serenade in A, Tango, Circus Polka, Easy
Pieces for Piano Duet*
Aleck ICaris, Robert Lubin e piano
Bridge BCD 9051 (CD only). William Daghlian,
prod.; Mike von ICurtzfrau, Jonathan Schultz, engs.
DDD. TT: 73:12
STRAVINSKY:Les noces, Russian Village Wedding
Songs
Pokrovsky Ensemble
Elektra 79335-2 (CD only). Abigail Adams, prod.;
Victor Babushkin, Rafael Ragimov, Tom Bates,
Robert C. Ludwig, engs. DDD. TT: 54:16

Franz Welser-Most and the London Philharmonic bring the requisite mystery and
foreboding to Stravinsky's original 1910
Firebird. Unfortunately, the piece's demanding rhythmic pace and dynamics sound
soft-edged, particularly when compared
to Boulez's stunning performance with the
Chicago Symphony (DG 437 850-2).
Welser-Molt takes the tempos at abelievable clip (his version is just seconds slower
than Boulez's), but he misses something
of the big picture. Call it intuition or depth
of understanding; Boulez has it, WeiserMost appears to be still searching.
Weiser-Wises rendition of the revised
1947 version of the Symphonies of Wind
Instruments is exactly the same length as
Stravinsky's own 1951 mono recording
(available in Vol.7 of Sony's Igor Stravinsky
Edition). This one is alively alternative to
the somewhat dunIcy earlier recording, but
lacks the sparkle of Robert Craft's brisk
reading on Stravinsky the Composer, Vol.3
(MusicMasters 67103-2). The 20-bit digital Abbey Road recording is fine, if abit
distantly miked.
Michel Bérofl's elegant recording of the
Three Movements from Pétrouchka (EMI
CZS 67276 2) has long been my reference
for this brilliant piano transcription of
Stravinsky's ballet—until now. Christopher O'Riley smooths the edges of the
often brittle rhythms without losing a
smidgen of accuracy or urgency. The result
is apiano reading that has all the suave
assurance of the familiar orchestral version,
but adegree of focused passion and intensity that's unique and unforgettable. It's a
marvelous performance. O'Riley gets the
phrasing just right by lingering abit here
and there—all to the music's benefit. His
Four Movements from The Soldier's Story
and Apollo are equally delightful, but the
Pétrouchka movements are what make this
CD essential. Sonics are resonant and
realistic.
Aleck Karis's Pétrouchka, if not quite a
match for O'Riley's, is nonetheless very
good. His is amore familiar approach—
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

Franz Welser-Mast and The Firebird: mystery and
foreboding.

precise, rhythmically assured, and brilliant,
lacking only O'Riley's poetry. Elsewhere,
Karis plays with assurance arich collection of Stravinsky's solo piano works. All
is recorded with bright, dynamic, digital
fidelity, and highly recommended.
The Pokrovsky Ensemble, Dmitri Pokrovsky conducting, is heard on acollection of pieces associated with weddings
that was recorded in Russia. Stravinsky's
Les noces (The Weddings) is surrounded by
traditional folk songs in such away as to
emphasize its earthy origins, despite the
obvious sophistication of the composition
itself. Though sounding more four-square
than Robert Craft's more incisive recording
on Stravinsky the Composer, Vol.2 (MusicMasters 67086-2), the aesthetic authenticity of this Russian recording is undeniable
—perhaps not what Stravinsky specifically
had in mind, but no less fascinating. The
traditional songs are less formal, of course,
but provide aspirited and thematically rich
backdrop for the Stravinsky gem.
—Carl Baugher
VERDI:II trovatore
Aprile Millo, Leonora; Placido Domingo, Manrico;
Dolora Zajick, Azucena; Vladimir Chernoy,
Count di Lunajames Morris, Ferrando; Metropolitan Opera Orchestra & Chorus, James Levine
Sony S2K 48070 (2 CDs only). Midmel Glotz, prod.
DDD. TE 2:09:04

The orchestra and engineers are the true
stars of this otherwise faceless recording.
It's loud and vivid, with every instrument
discernible and clear, it has amazing presence, and Levine leads with phenomenal
energy which could really bring this potboiler to life.
What's wrong? Opera recordings used
to have asense of occasion—specialists in
their roles getting together to record something for posterity. (Anyone who's seen the
video of the making of the Solti/Culshaw
Ring, however self-aggrandizing it might
be, comes away thrilled by the process.)
Here, the entire cast sounds as if they've
phoned-in their parts. There's no play off
one another, no sense of drama, no life. It's
apity, since all of the singing is of avery
high quality.
Idoubt whether Millo will ever sing
better than she does here. At all dynamic
levels, from top to bottom, the voice is in
fine shape. Zajick, too, is excellent; if sound-
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ing abit too young for Azucena. Chernoy,
remarkably, has no vitality whatever—
he sings gorgeously, but what's his point?
And Domingo, in his umpteenth recorded
Manrico, must be marveled at for his
potency and stamina (notwithstanding a
pathetic, spliced high C in the middle of
"De quella pira"—the only place where
it is revealed that both he and the engineers
are human)—but Lawd, he's dull. Iactually
wouldn't be surprised to discover that the
singers were not in the studio at the same
time to record much of their parts. Yipes.
How could this have happened? Who are
these people?
Up to you: astereo showcase or anight
at the opera?
—Robert Levine
WAGNER:Lohengrin
Siegfried Jerusalem, Lohengrin; Cheryl Studer, Elsa;
Waltraud Meier, Ortrud; Hartmut Welker, Telramund; Kurt Moll, Henry the Fowler; Andreas
Schmidt, Herald; Vienna State Opera Chorus,
Peter Burian, Chorus Master; Vienna Philharmonic, Claudio Abbado
Deutsche Grarnmophon 437 808-2 (3 CDs only).
Christopher Alder, prod.; Klaus Hiemann, Rainer
Maillard, balance engs.; Reinhard Lagemarm, Jurgen Bulgrin, Wolf-Dieter ICarwatky, engs. DDD.
TE 3:31:19

Unlike his Meistersinger, which still awaits
anything close to a"definitive" recording,
Wagner's Lohengrin has fared remarkably
well on disc. Even the least of the recordings—Karajan, Kubelik, Nelsson—evince
asatisfing consistency ofvocal casting and
authority on the podium, while each of the
best—Keilberth, ICempe, Leinsdorf, Solti,
Schneider—seems wholly self-sufficient,
defying otherwisejaded critical sensibilities
to wish to replace this Elsa with that, or
that the conductor had pointed up this hidden figure in the violas, really punched that
sforzando.
One thus can't help wondering why
Claudio Abbado and DG have gone to all
the trouble and expense of making yet
another nearly-perfect Lohengrin—until
one listens to it. This recording is simply
terrific, even triumphant: Abbado suffuses
an already luminescent score with aclear,
sharply delineating light quite different
from Karajan's quiet, soft-focus glow. The
Act Iprelude is as good as I've ever heard,
spiritual instead of liturgical, and there is
true excitement in the gatherings of the
German tribes in Acts Iand III. Abbado
took his time preparing for this, his first
recording of acomplete Wagner opera, and
it shows: throughout, he evinces athorough veteran's knowledge of the score and
its possibilities. He misses no opportunity
to renew the seemingly self-evident—
never sounding fussy or forced, but always
natural, gripping, dramatic.
The singing is of similar caliber. Lohengrin offers a tenor that rare choice in
Wagner: to get by mostly on sheer vocal
beauty. This is abig temptation if one has
agorgeous voice to begin with, and abig
mistake if not resisted. Siegfried Jerusalem
cannot get away with this. Like Windgassen, and unlike many of the tenors who
have recorded this role over the past 40
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years, Jerusalem's voice has no inherent
RICHARD WAGNER
beauty of tone. But also like Windgassen,
Jerusalem more than compensates in power
and insight. His heart and sheer intelligence
SIEGFRIED (RUS E
D,
(REIM STUDS
WAIIRLLID MISE
usually carry him to places in arole that
11.1811111T
111111T
others never get to—and, his voice is
ANDRAS
stronger and bigger than Windgassen's.
Jerusalem's Lohengrin is no semi-divine
crooner, but aman tmapologetically human:
strong and declarative in the military
maneuverings of Act I, harsh and angry in
the Act II confrontation with Telramund,
and heartbroken by Elsa's betrayal in III.
Go elsewhere—Thomas, King, Kénya,
Domingo, Frey—for more beautiful vocalizing; but to choose mere beauty over the
neers, and venue, the latter's orchestral
sound is so processed as to sound like avast
complex characterization offered by Jerusasynthesizer, while the sound here is natlem is to miss the dramatic point.
Cheryl Studer's Elsa is very much of a ural and spacious, neither beefed-up nor
piece with her own 1990 Bayreuth recordthinned-out. The Musikverein is as revering (Schneider, Philips 434 602-2), and is
berant as one would want (any more and
almost as good as Elisabeth Grümmer's
the sound would be swimmy), and Abbado, singers, and engineers take full
(Kempe, EMI 749017 8)—ie, almost as
advantage. The decays of sung notes—
good as it gets. The Vienna Musikverein's
particularly Studer's and Meier's—last
Great Hall is not as ideal asinger's hall as
whole delicious seconds without disapthe Festspielhaus, so there is not that luspearing into digital black or grunge. Very
ciousness of vocal tone that fills the Baysatisfying, and completely convincing.
reuth set. But again, this simply emphasizes
So—another near-perfect Lohengrin. It's
the opera's drama, which is all to the good.
aclose call between this and the Schneider
And Studer is in far better voice here than
Bayreuth recording: more beautiful singshe was in Sawallisch's recent Meistersinger.
Waltraud Meier is as excellent an Ortrud
ing between the principals on the latter
(which lacks 167 bars in Act III, the nowas one can expect to get these days in the
standard Bayreuth cut), but abit more
absences of Varnay (Keilberth) and Ludwig
drama here. Keep an eye out for Leinsdorfs
(Kempe). Like Jerusalem, Meier lacks what
exciting 1965 account (RCA LSC-6710,
anyone would call adrop-dead gorgeous
yet to be reissued), which restores another
instrument, but possesses all else in abundance: intelligence, dead-on dramatic in56 bars of Lohengrin's Act III narration cut
by Wagner immediately after the 1850
stincts, and screenworthy acting abilities.
Hartmut Welker's Telramund is vocally
Weimar premier. Winners, and still champions, of course, are ICeilberth's electrifying
muffled but emotionally committed; al1953 Bayreuth recording, in acceptable
though Nimsgern (Karajan, Sold), Wlaschiha
mono sound, with Windgassen, Steber,
(Schneider), and Uhde (Keilberth) deliver
and Vamay; and Kempe's top-of-the-heap
more turbo-powered histrionics, only
Fischer-Dieskau (Kempe) seems as appalled
1964 EMI set—simply one of the best
opera recordings ever made, with acast
by his own wife's cold-bloodedness.
that hasn't been bettered in 30 years, and
Kurt Moll seems incapable of anything
probably never will be. But Abbado's—
resembling adramatic edge. Whatever role
with John Deathridge's excellent analytihe sings—Gumemanz, Marke, Henry the
Fowler—he and his very pleasant voice cal essay—would be a. ..perfect second
seem to take infinite pains to be thought choice. Highly recommended.
—Richard Lehnert
well of. His King Henry is agentle, mellow,
grandfatherly old duffer impossible to
WAGNER: Operatic Excerpts
imagine as the strong ruler who so proudly
From: Tannhauser, Lohengrin, Die Meistersinger von
recounts his recent imperialistic exploits
Nurnberg, Die Walküre
in Act I. A far cry from Frick (Kempe),
Cheryl Studer, soprano; Waltraud Meier, mezzo;
Sotin (Solti), or even Hines (Leinsdorf) or
Siegfried Jerusalem, tenor; Bryn Terfel, baritone;
Greindl (Keilberth).
Berlin Philharmonic, Claudio Abbado
DG 439 768-2 (CD only). Christopher Alder, prod.
Strong characterization is the last thing
DDD. TT: 76:29
you want in Henry's Herald, however;
Andreas Schmidt wisely refrains, instead
Except for the singing, this is pretty much
deliveringjust what the role calls for: the
amess. Abbado goes for bigness in the
clear, ringing tones of one whose task is
orchestral selections, turning the Meisterto embody, as clearly and faithfully as possinger prelude into anoisy dirge and the
sible, the words of others.
Valkyries' Ride into afree-for-all. The TannThe chorus is lively, animated, and dishauser Overture comes out as generic, rauciplined, with good, ungimmicky dramatic
use made ofleft-right splitting of choral
cous Wagner. You'll do better elsewhere
for all three.
groups. DG seems on to something with
their 4D technology. Compare the vibrant,
The singing is better. Studer's "Dich
teure Haller and her duet with Meierfrom
natural sound here with that of Levine's
recent, non-4D Parstlál (also on DG); even
Act II of Lohengrin, are fabulous: atmospheric, filled withjoy in the first instance,
allowing for differences in conductor, engi-

lohengrin
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warmth in the second. Meier is good as
well, and even better with Jerusalem in the
finale to Act IofDie Walküre, although he
sounds abit worn. And Terfel, in Sachs's
"Fliedermonolog" and Wolfram's Ode to
the Evening Star, is magnificent—involved,
tonally lustrous, deep as ariver.
The orchestra and recording are very
loud—as if Wagner needed to be hammered home. This is fifty-fifty; unless you
need Studer and Terfel, skip it.
—Robert Levine
WEBER: Der Freischütz
Peter Seiffert, Max; Sharon Sweet, Agathe; Kurt
Rydl, Kaspar; Ruth Ziesak, iinnchen; others;
Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, Rundfunkchor Berlin, Marek Janowski
RCA 62538-2 (2 CDs only). Helge Jams, prod.
DDD. TT: 2:10:44

Considering the dearth of really good performances of this opera in good sound on
CD, one should be pleased with this new
release. One isn't.
It's time to acknowledge Marek Janowski's lack of inspiration. He is the only conductor ever to record a"serviceable" Ring
cycle (that's the most enthusiastic word one
can muster—can you imagine?); the absolute same can be said about this Freischütz.
There's nothing terribly wrong here—all
the notes are well-played, chorus and
orchestra are well-trained. Had we happened into aprovincial opera house in Germany and encountered this performance,
we would be pleased.
But on an international scale, it doesn't
cut it. The Wolf's Glen Scene—one of the
most atmospheric, daring pages in early
German opera—rarely goes by unnoticed.
Kleiber makes you think you're going
crazy; Furtwângler makes you think you're
going to hell. But this is workaday work,
all the more infuriating because the playing
is so accomplished.
The cast, aside from Sharon Sweet's
Agathe—pedestrian, innattentive, and
vocally unsettled in her second-act aria—is
good. Peter Seiffert is an excellent, musical Max, abit short at the bottom of his
range perhaps, but right-on dramatically,
and singing with lustrous tone. Ruth Ziesak's Annchen is charming, effervescent,
and beautifully sung, and Kurt Rydl's
Kaspar, while not quite black-voiced
enough, is likewise very effective and wellsung. As mentioned, the orchestra and
chorus are excellent, as is the sound.
But what difference does it make? This
goes by without note, in the blink of any
eye. Stick to Kleiber, or, if you can take the
sound, Furtwângler.
—Robert Levine
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THE PIERRE MONTEUX EDITION
Pierre Monteux, San Francisco Symphony (except
as noted below)
RCA 61893-2 (14 CDs only). Ftemastering: Ward
Masten, 78rpm disc to DAT; other sources, Marian Conathy, eng.; Jon M. Samuels, supervisor;
John Pfeiffer, prod. ADD. TT': 16:55:08
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(Also available in the following separate releases, beginning in February 1995:)
BACH/RESPIGHL Passacaglia and Fugue inc
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 48c 8, The Ruins of
Athens
RCA 61892-2. Alfred V. Frankenstein, Richard
Mohr, prods. TE 75:24
BERLIOZ: Symphoniefantastigue
With: Overtures to Benvenuto Cellini & Les troyens,
Act II; Rakoczy March
RCA 61894-2. Macklin Marrow, Harry Meyerson,
Richard Mohr, Richard Gilbert, prods. TT. 68:57
BRAHMS: Symphony 2, Schicksalslied
MAHLER: Kindertotenlieder
Marian Anderson, soprano; Stanford University
Chorus
RCA 61891-2. Richard Mohr, Alfred V. Frankenstein, prods. TT: 70:53
CHABRIER: Le roi malgre lui: rete-polonaise
CHAUSSON: Symphony in B-flat, Poeme de
l'amour et de la mer
Gladys Swarthout, soprano; San Francisco Symphony, RCA Victor Symphony
RCA 61899-2. Richard Gilbert, Richard Mohr, John
Pfeiffer, prods. Tr: 65:20
DEBUSSY: Images, Set III, Nocturnes
DEBUSSY/RAVEL: Sarabande
San Francisco Symphony, Boston Symphony,
Women of the Berkshire Festival Chorus
RCA 61900-2. Richard Mohr, Alfred V. Frankenstein, John Pfeiffer, prods. TT 60:29
LISZT: Les preludes
SCRIABIN: Le poente de l'extase
SAINT-SAËNS: Havanaise
DEBUSSY: La mer
Roger Voison, trumpet; Leonid Kogan, violin; Boston Symphony
RCA 61890-2. John Pfeiffer, Richard Mohr, prods.
yr. 66:46
DELDIES: Coppélia Suite, Sylvia Suite
GOUNOD: Faust: Ballet Music
Members of the Boston Symphony, San Francisco
Symphony
RCA 61975-2. Richard Mohr, Richard Gilbert,
prods. TT: 66:51
FRANCK/O'CONNELL: Piece herdque
FRANCK: Symphony in d
D'INDY: Istar
San Francisco Symphony, Chicago Symphony
RCA 61967-2. Charles O'Connell, Richard Mohr,
prods. TT: 59:53
D'INDY: Symphony 2, Symphony on aFrench
Mountain Air, Fervaal: Prelude
Maxim Shapiro, piano
RCA 6188-2. Harry Meyerson, Richard Gilbert,
prods. TT: 72:56
RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloe, Suite 1; Vase nobles et
sentimentales; Alborada id gracioso; La valse
LALO: Le roi ¡'Ya Overture
IBER11 Escale
RCA 61895-2. Alfred V. Frankenstein, Richard Gilbert, Charles O'Connell, prods. TM 69:31
RIMSICY-KORSAKOV: Shehenszade, Symphony
2, Sadko
RCA 61897-2. Alfred V. Frankenstein, Charles
O'Connell, prods. Tr: 77:01
STRAUSS: Ein Heidenleben, Tod und Verklareing
RCA 61889-2. Richard Gilbert, Richard Mohr,
prods. Tr: 66:28
STRAVINSKY: Pétrouchka, Le Satre du printemps
Boston Symphony
RCA 61898-2. John Crawford; Lewis Layton, rugs.;
John Pfeiffer, Richard Mohr, prods. TT 66:23
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphonies 4, 5, 6
Boston Symphony
RCA 61901-2 (2 CDs). John Crawford, Lewis Layton, engs.; John Pfeiffer, Richard Mohr, prods. TE
2:06:16

Although afew RCA Monteux recordings
have been available on CD for some time,
the majority of RCA's Pierre Monteux
treasury had remained in limbo until the
release of this almost-but-not-quite comprehensive collection, which covers the
final 11 of Monteux's 17 years with the San
280

Pierre Monteux, subject of a I4-CD retrospective from RCA.

Francisco Symphony. Also contained in
the Edition are most of Monteux's Boston Symphony recordings, along with his
legendary Chicago Franck D-minor. The
Edition contains the first releases of Berlioz's overture to Act II of Les troyens, the
Ballet Music from Gounod's Faust, and
Strauss's Ein Heldenleben. There are no "live
performances" or broadcast airchecks.
The principal essayists for the project—
John Canarina, whose lengthy article appears in the Edition booklet, and Richard
Freed, as annotator for the individual
CDs—would give readers the impression
that Monteux went unrecognized, relegated to the backwaters of the profession.
But Monteux enjoyed an exceptionally
successful career, during which he cultivated an adoring public and the respect and
admiration of his colleagues. His strong,
hardy constitution and perennially youthful disposition allowed Monteux to work
continuously as aprofessional musician to
within the last weeks of his life. He died
at age 89.
The good news is that there is aMonteux Edition at all. The bad news is that
some valuable and interesting material was
omitted. Monteux's only Darius Milhaud
recording—Protee: Suite 2—has been left
out, yet all four of his recordings of works
by d'Indy have been included. His only
Mozart recordings in America, Piano
Concertos 12 and 18 with Lili Kraus and
the BSO, have been excluded, as well as his
only Wagner—Siegfried Idyll, recorded with
the SFSO in stereo in 1960. (These performances may be issued separately.)
Good news: All of the material from
tape-mastered sources—SFSO recordings
from 1949 onward, as well as all the BSO
and the CSO Franck, mono as well as
stereo—is presented in sound quality that
would be difficult to fault. In particular,
the CSO Franck D-minor may now be
listened to with afullness of dynamic
range, clarity of detail, and asense of spaciousness as never before. Vinyl-lovers
should hope for aClassic Records LP edition of the Franck, but no Shaded Dog
original has ever sounded like this CD
remastering—certainly not RCA's earlier
Papillon CD. The BSO Stravinsky is also
much improved over the earlier Papillon
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—especially Pétrouchka, which now has real
bass again.
Bad news: In addition to wartime considerations, the 78-based material which
comprises most of the San Francisco
recordings starts off with built-in deficits.
Instead ofbeing cut on-site, the signal was
carried by Bell Telephone "High Fidelity"
lines to audio facilities in Los Angeles,
where it was transcribed at 33 Vsrpm on
16" transcription discs, which in turn were
dubbed to 78rpm 12" discs for the consumer product. Apparently, none of the
16-inches could be found, forcing the
producers to rely either on metal stampers
or actual shellac issues of the dubbings.
Dubbing was avery sometime thing in the
'40s, especially with regard to EQ and level
adjustments.
In addition to these inherent problems,
there seems to have been an effort to go
beyond the usual tick removal to the type
of noise reduction that should have been
discredited with the Chicago Symphony's
commemorative First 100 Years set. Even
more disturbing is the CEDARgate-like
buckpassing by practically everyone involved with this production on the subject of N/R. The unmistakable artifact: The
high, steady rush of shellac noise is replaced
by alow, muffled rush that gets phasey
with the music. The good news: It's amiracle the 78-based performances sound as
good as they do.
More good news: Collectors will be able
to pick and choose among these 14 boxed
discs as they're released individually. More
bad news: Purchasers of these individual
CDs will miss the set's booklet with its
photographs, essays by Canarina and Herb
Caen, and remembrances by Monteux
pupils Leon Fleisher, Eric Kunzel, Marcel Landowski, André Previn, and David
Zinman.
The good news is that the value of this
collection transcends the sonic limitations
of the 78 material, especially for musicians
and conductors for whom aseries of clear
illustrations of alost art is provided: Monteux's special gift of orchestra-building
with the enforced handicaps of an insular,
protectionist musicians' union in SF. Despite uneven abilities and approaches, especially in woodwind and brass, Monteux
succeeded—without trauma, headtrips, or
control freaking—to build an orchestra
that could project an enduring musical
experience both within their concert hall
and beyond, to the homes of record listeners then and now. Every SFSO recording
in this collection is astudy in motivation,
inspiration, and of making do with what's
available Although Herbert Blomstedt has
enjoyed the benefit oían SFSO gradually
rebuilt over recent years from open auditions to be the technical equal of any orchestra anywhere, he has yet to make arecording that can tap the emotional impact
which Monteux consistently drew from
afar lesser band of players.
There are some courageous repertoire
choices for the period: Beethoven's Ruins
of Athens, as rarely played now as it ever
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

was; Ravel's First Suite from Daphnis et
Chloé (nowhere near as obvious acrowd
pleaser as the Second Suite); and the Chausson and d'Indy works—Wagner wannabes perhaps, but the honestly achieved
ecstasy Monteux brings to these pieces is
astudy in itself.
Bad news: Vol.9 (61888-2), which contains d'Indy's Symphony on aFrench Mountain Air, Fervaal: Prelude, and Symphony 2,
is known to have been dubbed ahalf-tone
high. Good news: Vol.9 will be redone for
the separate issue later this year. Purchasers
of the set should wait until Vol.9 is issued,
and attempt to exchange the faulty one for
the corrected version. If your record store
gives you bad news on this, contact RCA,
who will make good news out of it.
As for the stereo recordings, very good
news: Montewc's Debussy Nocturnes with
the BSO is one of the treasures of early stereo. And the three last Tchaikovsky symphonies are revelations in the apparent contradiction of powerful restraint.
We can only hope that RCA, who run
hot and cold on this issue, will provide
some more good news by easing up on the
N/R in future deep-archive reissues.
—Richard Schneider

SHOW M USIC

CAROUSEL: 1993 London Cast
Music by Richard Rodgers, Lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II
Martin Yates, conductor
RCA Victor 62506-2 (CD only). David Hunt, eng.;
Chris Walker, prod. DDD. TE 79:36
CAROUSEL: 1994 Broadway Cast
Eric Stern, conductor
Angel CDQ 55199 2(CD only). Joel Moss, eng.;
Jay Landers, Tony McAnany, prods. DDD. TT:
70:10

Eerie. Mysterious. Sinister. The music of
the Prologue sounds ever so slightly dissonant. Horns enter, bringing afeeling of
foreboding. Then there's asegue to the
glorious, exhilarating waltz, and we're
swept away. But we've been warned: Carousel is not just about Virginia creepers
hugging the bejeepers out of morning
glories; it's astory of wife abuse, attempted
robbery, suicide, and, ultimately, redemption.
London's Royal Theater production of
Carousel, directed by Nicholas Hytner, has
STEREOPHILE, APRIL 1995

taken afresh look at what is arguably
Rodgers & Hammerstein's most important
work, with stunning results. The good
news for show-music fans is that, while no
recording can fully capture the theatrical
experience, the new London and Broadway cast albums come pretty close. The
best example of this theatrical magic is the
Bench Scene, which culminates in "If I
Loved You!' This is musical theater at its
best: dialog, underscoring, and songs are
interwoven to advance plot and develop
character. Listen to either recording (especially the London cast), and you'll find
yourself caring about what happens to
these hapless young people.
Although the stage productions were
acclaimed in both London and New York
(Tony Award for Best Revival), Hytner's
choice of leading man was controversial.
Michael Hayden is ayoung actor barely
out of acting school who doesn't have the
kind oflegit high baritone the role calls for.
While he sounds generally pleasant, his
vocal resources are severely taxed by anything above mf, and his G near the end of
the "Soliloquy" is more shouted than sung.
He was singing somewhat better by the
time the Broadway cast album was made,
but fans ofJohn Raitt are likely to be disappointed. However, Hayden does act the
part very well, suggesting a kind of
punlcish bravado combined with avulnerability that engages our sympathy. Of the
two Julies, my preference is for London's
Joanna Riding, who has abetter voice and
sounds less frantic than Broadway's Sally
Murphy.
Hytner has also received some flak for
his use of non-traditional casting: in London, ablack Enoch Snow paired with a
white Carrie; awhite Enoch and black
Carrie in New York. Without getting into
the whole historical accuracy vs universality
issue, just listening to the recordings makes
it clear that Hytner's choices were correct.
Clive Rowe as Enoch has the right combination of stuffiness and warmth, and his
voice easily handles the mock-operatic bits.
Imuch prefer him to the Broadway cast's
Eddie Korbich, who sounds more like a
typical comic tenor.
Then there's Audra Ann McDonald,
Broadway's Carrie—a Tony-winning performance—who's an absolute delight and
amajor find. Idon't think I've heard "Mr.
Snow" sung with more feeling or with a
more attractive sound. (I like London's
Katrina Murphy, too, but she's not quite
in McDonald's league.) Non-traditional
casting gets another boost from the choice
of Shirley Verrett as Broadway's Nellie.
The distinguished diva is perhaps alittle
subdued in "June is Bustin' Out All Over,"
but her "You'll Never Walk Alone" is quite
special.
The Broadway-cast recording has a
larger orchestra, abetter chorus, and a
fuller, more precise sound, but, as far as
musical direction goes, Iprefer London's
Martin Yates to Broadway's Eric Stern,
who seems to downplay some of the dramatic contrasts implicit in the music. The
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recordings actually complement each other,
and anyone who loves this great musical
should have both.
—Robert Deutsch
MARILYN HORNE: The Men in My Le
With: Jerry Hadley, Samuel Ramey, Spiro Malas,
Thomas Hampson; Paul Gemignani, American
Theatre Orchestra
RCA Victor 62647-2 (CD only). Sandra Palmer
Grassi, eng.; Steve Vining, prod. ??D. TE 55:04

It must have seemed like agood idea at the
time. Distinguished mezzo Marilyn Horne
has made only the occasional foray into
crossover work—a potential minefield for
opera singers—so to team her up with operatic colleagues with considerable crossover
experience, each with his own fans, would
seem the ideal solution. They've all worked
together before—hence the title—so it was
to be areunion of sorts. Add Broadway
veteran conductor Paul Gemignani and
you've got yourself ahot crossover package.
It didn't work. A major part of the problem is Horne herself, who, while she claims
to love popular music, is unable to find the
right style to sing it in. Her voice is still a
beautiful instrument, but it just sounds
wrong with most of this music. She's not
bad in the torch songs ("In the Still of the
Night:' "The Man ILove"), but when she
sings "All IAsk ofYou," it taxes one's willing suspension of disbelief to accept her
as ayoung member of the Paris Opera's
corps de ballet. Even "You're Just in Love,"
an older-woman/younger-man "friendship" duet that should work pretty well,
misses the fun of it, and there's little sense
of communication between Horne and
Hadley.
Hadley, Ramey, Hampson, and Malas
aren't much help. I've enjoyed Hadley's
own crossover albums, but he sounds illat-ease here. Ramey is his usual stiff self,
Hampson much the same. The opening
"Swingin' on aStar" has not atrace of
swing, and Home and Malas seem quite
uncomfortable with the witty, cynical
lyrics of "The Little Things We Do Together:' from Sondheim's Company.
The arrangements—by William D. Brain,
Danny Troob, and Jonathan Tunick—have
the right Broadway style, and Paul Gemignani conducts with his usual competence.
Sound quality is generally okay, but the
duets have each singer with his/her own
separate "booth" sound; there's no sense
that they're sharing the same space. Unless
you're aHorne/Hadley/Hampson/Ramey/
Malas completist, Irecommend letting this
one go by.
—Robert Deutsch

J
AZZ &BLUES
JOANNE BRACKEEN: Take aChance
JoAnne Brackeen, piano; Eddie Gomez, bass;
Duduka da Fonseca, drums; Waltinho Anastacio,
percussion, vocals
Concord Picante CCD-4602 (CD). Allen Farnham,
Paul Wickliffe, prods.; Paul Wickliffe, Hiro Ishihara, Phil Edwards, engs. DDD? TE 62:22

Since the first time Iheard JoAnne Brack281
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to shatter, the band swings so hard.
—Hank Bordowitz
TONY DAGRADI: Live at the Columns
Tony Dagradi, saxes; James Singleton, bass; John
Vidacovich, percussion; Steve Masakowski, guitar
Turnipseed Music TMCD.07 (CD). Don Turnipseed, eng., prod. DDD. TE 62:00

Joanne Brackeen swings hard on Take aChance.

een, on her 1978 Columbia release Keyed
In, one thing has been evident: she swings
fiercely. If anything, Brackeen's innate
swing has intensified with the passing of
time. Take a Chance, her latest outing,
swings every bit as hard as Keyed In, or any
of the dozen or so releases that have followed; but this one's different.
The change goes beyond the Brazilian
elements that permeate the album. Brackeen's recordings have had aBrazilian feel
ever since her days with Stan Getz in the
mid-'70s, but she swings harder now than
she ever did with him. Perhaps this has
more to do with the band. Eddie Gomez
has played with her for along time, but
with every passing record his bass chops
get sharper and harder. Percussionist Waltinho Anastado adds agreat deal of understated drive to many of the pieces, while
drummer Duduka da Fonseca does abrilliant job of splitting the difference between
the two worlds the album straddles: Brazilian contemporary music and American jazz.
Brackeen's choice of material spans both
the new and old schools of contemporary
Brazilian sounds with an acoustic, postbop context. "The Island," by more modern Brazilian composer Ivan Lins, gets an
almost samba-esque treatment. Milton
Nascimento's "Cancao do Sal" comes out
sounding abit like Vince Guaraldi. These
pieces share space with Brackeen's own
compositions, whichalso cover agreat deal
of the Brazilian musical palette. She also
delves into old-school Brazilian pieces by
A.C. Jobim, whose lyrical "Children's
Games" gets grafted to astraight American four.
Other composers, like Tonino Horta and
Egberto Gismonti, who are engaged in
their own efforts to span the musical identities ofboth Americas, get better treatment
by Brackeen than they often offer themselves. Leavened by Anastado's percussion
and astunning solo by Gomez, Gismonti's
"Frevo" takes on spark and sheen. Out of
Horta's frequently fuzak-y context, the
elasticity of "Mountain Flight" shines
through.
Of course, recording at astate-of-the-art
house like New York's Skyline Studios
doesn't hurt. Every sound has been captured with acrystalline clarity that threatens
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In the 1980s, Tony Dagradi, aNew Orleans
native, made aseries of modest recordings
for Gramavision that demonstrated his
Sonny Rollins-derived tenor chops in congenial settings. This time he's been recorded
at home, at the Columns Hotel in New
Orleans, and with his working rhythm
section of bass and drums. (He's joined by
guitarist Steve Masakowski on one number, "Body and Soul.") The recording was
taken live to two-track, and with what
engineer Don Turnipseed calls a"minimalist approach."
The results are brightly alive and realistic, the saxophone out front, the bass
recessed and softer, and the drums set back
but coming across with powerful snap and
verve. We get asense of space, but also of
vivid presence that is too rare in recorded
jazz these days. The music is by and large
energetic, intelligent, pleasing—something
more than one has aright to hope to find
at alate-night dinner club—but not startlingly original.
Dagradi's solo on "Meditations" finds
him, to my ears, deciding too carefully what
to do from chorus to chorus. The more
raucous "Limbo Jazz"—a rarely played
Ellington tune—is better. Dagradi's "Fall
Out" becomes afeature for the magnificently recorded drums ofJohn Vidacovich.
The piano-less trio doesn't lead Dagradi
to flights of harmonic fancy. He's asolid,
grounded player, heard here on agood
night in front of an appreciative audience.

Reedman John Surman: patient, thoughtful
inevitability on Stronger than Fiction—one of four
new ECM discs reviewed by Thomas Conrad.

resents the best work ofwhich an improvising artist was capable at the time of
recording.
It's natural, too, to consider ECM albums
together. because the label stands for something. Ignoring audiophile dogma, engineer Jan Erik Kongshaug uses adigital tape
recorder and reverb. (Legend has it there's
aLexicon in Oslo's Rainbow Studio, where
most recent ECM sessions have been
recorded.) Kongshaug's close miking of
cymbals, pianos, guitars creates an atmosphere of intimacy and finely shaded
nuance; the reverb and the fullness of the
bottom octave kindle an enveloping warmth.
There are other recurrent themes Barbara Wcjirisdi's starkly beautiful art direction (exemplified on John Surtnan's Stranger
than Fiction by Cristoph Egger's photo—Michael Ullman
graph of storm clouds over apier with oil
drums); the dominance ofEuropean musiPETER ERSKINE: Time Being
cians, especially Scandinavians; and the
Peter Erskine, drums; John Taylor, piano; Palle
emphasis on small ensembles rich in stringed
Danielsson, bass
instruments, light on horns. It all adds up
ECM 1532 (78118-21532-2). TE 64:23
to what has been called "chamber jazz."
JOHN SURMAN QUARTER Stranger than
Fiction
But the above adjectives do not capture
John Surman, soprano & baritone saxes, alto & bass
ECM's essence any more than do such
clarinetsjohn Taylor, piano; Chris Laurence, bass;
descriptions as "new age with brains and
John Marshall, drums
balls." Founder/producer Manfred Echer's
ECM 1534 (78118-21534-2). TT 64:41
muse inspires an intensity in this often quiet
JOHN BALICE AND THE MAGNETIC
music—an urge to go beyond, in search of
NORTH ORCHESTRA: Further
John Balke, piano, keyboards; Anders Jormin, bass;
absolutes. There's little room for humor
Audun Kleive, drums; Marilyn Mazur, percusin the ECM aesthetic; when aproject
sion; Jens Petter Antonsen, lead trumpet; Per Jordoesn't click, the result can be ponderous
gensen, trumpet, vocals; Morten Halle, alto sax;
and pretentious. But when Eicher's muse
Tore Brunborg, tenor & soprano saxes; Gertrud
Okland, violin; Trond Villa, viola; Jonas Frankespeaks—which is much more often than
Blom, cello
not—there's magic.
ECM 1517 (78118-21517-2). 'VE 42:56
Take, for example, Peter Erskine's Time
SIDSEL ENDRESEN: Exile
Being. Erskine, known for electric jazz and
Sidsel Endresen, voice; Django Bates, piano, tenor
big bands, might seem an unlikely leader
horn; Nils Petter Molvaer, trumpet; Jens Bugge
Wesseltoft, keyboards; David Darling, cello; Jon
for an ECM project. But he has become
Christensen, drums, percussion
fascinated with space in music, and also
ECM 1524 (78118-21524-2). rr: 56:04
with the contributions ofBill Evans in "the
freeing of the song form." Erskine is joined
All four: CD only. Jan Erik Kongshaug, eng.;
here by two of the most gifted, littleManfred Eicher, prod. DDD.
known artists in jazz: British pianist John
One can take as given that any four new Taylor and Swedish bassist Palle Danielsson.
ECM discs are worthy of attention; at the
Evans's trio with Scott LaFaro was
very least, one can assume that each rep- clearly an antecedent for this disc. Daniels-
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son is the dominant individual voice; his
solos are plaintive stories. Erskine implies
time with the subtlest of brushed-cymbal
accents (Kongshaug knows how to mike
cymbals), and Taylor's right-hand runs are
sublime aspirations. "If Only IHad Known"
("a story about sadness") and Staffan Linton's "Litten Visa Till Karin" ("Little Song
for Karin") are improvisations which could
not be improved; each is identical with its
emotion.
John Surman's Stranger than Fiction also
features John Taylor's piano, and shares
with Time Being the levitational quality of
Taylor's floating single right-hand notes
and hovering figures. Surman is apatient,
thoughtful searcher, and his intensities vary
in anarrow range, from ethereal as smoke
("Across the Bridge," on clarinet below
middle C) to mildly insistent ("Tess," for
Thomas Hardy's character, on achingly
pure soprano sax). The orderliness of
Surman's imagination makes even such
wholly improvised pieces as "Triptych"
sound inevitable. The austere intellectual
pleasures in Surman's music come from
flawless musical control and telepathic
group interplay. They are here brought
back from Rainbow Studio with palpable
presence.
Without ECM, the fact that many of the
world's most creative jazz musicians now
come from Scandinavia would not be
widely known. Examples include Jan Garbarek, Bobo Stenson, Palle Danielsson,
Arild Andersen, and Jon Christensen—and
such members of Jon Balke's Magnetic
North Orchestra as bassist Anders Jormin,
drummer Audun Klieve, and trumpeter Per
Jorgensen. Balke is less interested in what
he calls "overcomposing" than in "planting
seeds that can grow" in the fertile soil of
his ensemble. The written parts are open,
spare, and clean, leaving spaces for both
"collective soundscapes" and solo improvisations—such as Morten Halle's luminous
alto sax keenings on "Taraf."
One of the interesting questions about
Further is whether ECM, the label which
made its name recording hundreds of trios
and quartets, is able to handle the different engineering demands of a10-piece
band. The answer is yes. Kongshaug's
vivid specificities of instrumental texture
and placement are sustained here, although
the famous ECM reverb sometimes calls
attention to itself in the context of alarger
ensemble.
Exile, by singer/poet Sidsel Endresen, is
aproject approached with typical ECM
dedication to detail. Endresen's quintet of
accompanists provides moments of genuine beauty—especially from cellist David
Darling. But Endresen's poems are not
strong enough—in English translation, at
least—to stand on their own, and her trancelike, sung/spoken recitations are monotonous and exhausting.
Very few record producers have created
aunified body of work. Even fewer have
become artists in their own rights. Manfred
Eicher has earned both distinctions.
—Thomas Conrad

drums. Iknew him only slightly from his
work with Charles Mingus in the '60s, and
Iwasn't ready. He walked out on the stage,
put his alto sax to his lips, and erupted with
bebop like the Fourth ofJuly. For three
hours it poured from him as from deep,
inexhaustible wellsprings. Iknew then that
it was as close as Iwould ever come to the
experience of hearing Charlie Parker live.
Ihave been searching for Charles McPherson ever since. Three years ago, on atrip
to San Diego, Idrove along way up the
coast to aclub which had confirmed on the
phone that Charles McPherson was appearing there. It turned out to be Chuck Jr. with
apickup band. Neither have McPherson's
albums been easy to find. Schwann Spectrum
The late Joe Pass plays solo on his final die.
lists three recordings in print, two of which
Songs for Ellen.
are reissues from the '60s.
MARIO GRIGOROVI Rhymes with Orange
First Flight Out is brand-new, and it
Mario Grigorov, piano; Brian Bromberg, bass; Glen
brings back all of my memories. Charles
Velez, percussion
McPherson sets off wave upon wave of
Reprise 45679-2 (CD). Joel Moss, mg.; Miles Goodspontaneous, passionate lyricism without
man, Oscar Castro-News, prods. AAD. TT 47:06
repeating himself; and his saxophone sound
This fulsomely recorded disc is the first I is luminous and alive. On such uptempo
have heard of Mario Grigorov, aBulgarian
burners as Thelonious Monk's "Well You
pianist trained at the Vienna Conservatory
Needn't:' the furious filigrees fly. Ideas
who has more recently been studying jazz
coalesce more gradually on three Mingus
piano at the New South Wales Consercompositions as McPherson discovers
vatorium in Australia. Grigorov is awellforms to embody complex emotions. (Hear
traveled young man with an extraordinary
his swooping, lilting contemplation of
technique, which he here applies relent"Goodbye Porkpie Hat," the song Mingus
lessly. He's at his best on more rhythmiwrote for Lester Young on the day Young
cally powerful compositions, such as the
died.)
raggy "End of Story," the bass-driven
First Flight Out is more than avirtuoso
"Junkyard," and the whimsical "The Presalto saxophone recital. It's afully realized
ence of Absence."
work—an album. Tom Harrell shows why
On the other hand, the heavily pedaled
he has quietly become one of the most
evasiveness of his "Body and Soul" underrespected trumpet players injazz—his voice
plays the harmonic and melodic strengths
in the ensemble is commanding, and every
of the standard without substituting anysolo is woven from startling note choices
thing of equal value. Grigorov brings a which cohere into flawless asymmetries.
kind of perpetuum mobile approach to
The program of originals, blues, and stanjazz—he doesn't like to take abreath. Perdards is thoughtfully paced to keep the lishaps that's because he thinks of his pieces
tener curious.
as dances, as in "The Great Dance" and
This Arabesque digital recording could
"Bulgarian Rhapsodies:' and perhaps
almost be aChesky in its neutrality, its laidbecause he just fears silence. If! were his
back treble, its distant drum kit, and its
teacher, I'd teach him to sing.
tight stereo blend. It's not exactly my taste,
Grigorov plays solo on most of these
but I'm not complaining—Arabesque found
cuts, but is joined in several places by the
Charles McPherson for me.
beautifully recorded bass .of Brian Brom—Thomas Conrad
berg. The introductory and transitional
. Ellen
percussion parts of Glen Velez on "Bul- JOE PASS: &w.f«
garian Rhapsodies" sound tacked-on— Joe Pass, acoustic guitar
Pablo PACD-2310-955-2 (CD only). Eric Miller,
surely that's the responsibility of arranger/
prod.; Angel Balestier, eng. DDD. TT: 46:14
composer/pianist Grigorov. The engineering
is faultless: this is an exquisitely recorded
session by apianist who is perhaps too tireThere's an autumnal quality to this album,
less for his own good. —Michael Ullman
apoignance that begins with the cover
photograph of an empty chair in arockstrewn field. Joe Pass died in May 1994,
CHARLES McPHERSON: First Flight Out
Charles McPherson, alto sax; Tom Harrell, trumpet,
and Songsfor Ellen—his only solo recording
flugelhorn; Michael Weiss, piano; Peter Washingon acoustic guitar—comes from three of
ton, bass; Victor Lewis, drums
his last studio sessions. Josef Woodard, in
Arabesque Jazz AJ0113 (CD only). Charles McPherhis moving and intelligent liner notes, sugson, prod.; Adam Abeshouse, eng. DDD. rn
gests that Pass, ill with cancer, was aware
68:57
of the need for summations when he
Ifirst heard Charles McPherson five years
recorded these songs.
ago at the Village Vanguard. He was in
Ellen is Pass's wife, and the titles sugfrom California for one of his infrequent
gest the feelings over which he was lingerNew York appearances, with a house
ing: "I Only Have Eyes for You," "Somerhythm section and his son Chuck Jr. on
one to Watch Over Mer "How Deep is the
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Ocean," "Just Friends." Joe Pass could
make the guitar do his bidding (he could
play unison lines with Oscar Peterson at
warp speed), but in these performances he
distills more than he embellishes. In his
hands the guitar is wholly self-sufficent:
he implies bass lines counterpointing his
chordal accompaniments while interweaving the silver threads of the melodies.
But to reduce Pass's art to its components is to diminish it. The extraordinary
quietude ofSongsfor Ellen envelops the listener in warmth and in continuous small
revelations. lust Friends" is remarkable
for the dense tapestry of spontaneous detail
which still allows the primary pattern of
the melody to show through. Songs such
as "Stars Fell on Alabama" and "The
Shadow of Your Smile" hover and resonate like the act of remembering.
This work should have allowed its
engineer to show off—we should feel the
guitar's breath on our faces. Angel Balestier's digital recording is competent. The
sensuous timbral richness of Pass's instrument is approximated, and there's enough
detail to capture finger noises and the
creaking of his chair. But the recording
lacks those last crucial elements of air and
glisten which would have put us in the
three-dimensional presence of this particular guitar.
Still, it's much better to have Songs for
Ellen than it is to have silence.
—Thomas Conrad

POPULAR

THE BEATLES: Live at the BBC
Apple CDP 831796 2(2 mono CDs). George Martin, prod., dig. remastering. AAD. TE 2:13:36

What aband. Live or in the studio, no group
ever sounded as if they had abetter time
making music than did the Beatles. That's
half of the charm and delight of Live at the
BBC-56 songs culled from 52 radio
broadcasts (some before an audience)
recorded live in the studio between 1962
and 1965. This is simple rock'n'roll played
with ajoy, verve, and sense offun that have
not been equaled since. With the interspersed bits of mike-warming patter and
aural horseplay, these two hours of music
are so fresh, so heartbreakingly innocent,
that it's difficult to remember that any of
it could ever have been considered daring,
let alone controversial.
The big treat of Live at the BBC is that
286

no less than 30 of these songs were never
otherwise recorded by the Beatles; though
bootlegged to death over the past 30 years,
this is their first official release. There are
oddities like "The Honeymoon Song"
(Paul sings), Ann Margret's hit "I Just
Don't Understand" (John sings), Dorsey
Bumette's "Lonesome Tears in My Eyes,"
and Goffin-King's Beatles-y "Don't Ever
Change."
But mainly JohnPaulGeorgeRingo run
through the General Business Band fakebook ca 1962, cranking out rockabilly,
country, show tunes, pop, and rock'n'roll
covers, and including several songs each
by Elvis ("That's All Right (Mama):' no less),
the Everlys, Buddy Holly, Chuck Berry,
Carl Perkins, and Little Richard. In fact,
the emphasis on first-generation rock'n'roll
standards is so strong that the occasional
appearance of amore sophisticated original
such as "I Feel Fine," and especially the
mid-period "Ticket to Ride is downright
startling. And, wonder of wonders, there's
apreviously unreleased Lennon-McCartney
song: the bouncy "I'll Be On My Way."
The song actually sounds more like Buddy
Holly, and would have sounded right at
home on Beatlesfor Sale.
The playing is tight and loose, professional and inspiredly amateurish: on the one
hand, missed entrances, Paul's out-of-tune
bass, John running out of breath on an
exhausted-sounding "Johnny B. Goode";
on the other, aneat concert ending instead
of astudio fade for "Baby It's You," some
fooling around trying,/not trying to replicate another studio fade ("A Hard Day's
Night"), arewrite of "From Me to You"
("From Us to You"), John vastly improving on Ringo's (Beatlesfor Sale) lead vocal
on "Honey Don't," and Paul's triumphant
extra harmony atop "All My Loving."
What's overwhelmingly evident throughout both discs is just how well these four
spotty, spilled-up punks worked together
as an ensemble, aunit, aband. I'm not talking so much about their instrumental
chops as the amazing energy, accuracy, and
character ofJohn's and Paul's lead vocals.
The Chuck Berry (John) and Little Richard
(Paul) covers, in particular, are timeless,
authoritative performances by aband that,
as early as 1962, had already gone far
beyond the mere delivery of dutiful replicas
of their chief idols' songs.
Though Beatlemaniacs and collectors
of bootlegs will no doubt gripe that Apple
should have released all of Auntie Beeb's
Beatles broadcast tapes, one of this set's
main attractions is that, generous as it is,
it will leave most listeners as it left me:
wanting more.
My only complaint is that producer
George Martin has needlessly overlapped
the beginnings and endings of so many
tracks—an FM DJ's nightmare. Other than
that, his digital remastering sounds fine.
Given the probable state of the original
mono tapes, and the availability of such
audio emery paper as NoNoise and its ilk,
I'm sure I'd have made the same choices.
Not just for collectors, completists, and
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fanatical porers-over of Goldmine's latest
Beatles issue. For anyone interested in the
early years of pop music, the Beatles, and
how they and we got from there to here,
Live at the BBC is an education—and one
hell of agood time. What aband.
—Richard Lehnert
DUENDE: Various Flamenco Artists
Ellipsis Arts ELLI CD 3350 (3 CDs only).:Jeffrey
Charno, exec. prod.; Angel Romero, prod. TE
2:57:49

We live in an age defined largely by numbness. Assaulted by images that blur reality and fantasy, we are offered pre-packaged feelings, safety-wrapped and sanitized
for our protection. We are told that newness equals importance, and rage equals talent. Never were we more in need of Duende
and all that it represents.
Duende means soul, specifically the dark
type of soul essential to Flamenco music.
It is the soul of amusic that offers romance
without sweetness, deep sorrow and longing without atrace of the maudlin or
bathetic, and passion without apologetic
irony. Featuring 14 tracks of different
Flamenco singers, accompanied for the
most part by asingle guitar and rhythmic
hand clapping ("palmas"), disc one, Passion,
offers all of this and more. It is Flamenco
music in its purest and most powerful
traditional form.
Whether it is Diego "El Cabillero" singing tangos, Cameron de la Isla intoning the
words of the poet Federico Garcia Lorca,
or Diego Carrasco breaking from tradition by penning his own lyrics, these
singers provide awelcome sampling of
Flamenco's mellismatic, Moorish-influenced vocal style. It is astyle that derives
much of its power from having been passed
down unchanged by Gypsy patriarchs for
hundreds of years.
A number of different singing styles are
represented here, but it is the cantojundo,
or deep singing, that readily pierces even
the thickest emotional armor. As much
animal keening as human singing, it
nevertheless requires masterful control—as
is amply demonstrated by the late legendary Cameron de la Isla and his protégé,
Duquende.
The second disc, Magic, offers an overview of Flamenco guitarists, from the
famous—Paco de Lucia and Sabicas—to
the lesser-known but equally talented
Tomatito and Rafael Riqueni. Relative newcomers (the last hundred years or so) as
soloists in Flamenco, guitarists have been
adriving force in the expansion of the tradition, from Paco's performances with
McLaughlin and Dimeola, to Pepe Habichela's collaborations with Don Cherry.
Though this disc concentrates on these
performers in more traditional contexts,
it amply demonstrates that the passion and
fire of Flamenco have evolved abreed of
guitarist for whom virtuosity is agiven,
astarting place. It is duende that ensures
that technique never descends into athleticism.
The younger musicians on disc three,
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The very strange Mr. Daniel Johnston.

Exploration, have their work cut out for
them. In trying to expand on such a
powerful tradition, they find that it's afine
line between expansion and dilution. In
adding electric bass, guitar, andlceyboards,
they often end up with "fuzak" or "ethzalc." Tino Di Geraldo manages to maintain
some of the urgency of the tradition among
the overdubs—possibly due to his punkrock background. More successful are the
acoustic experiments: the group ICetama's
meeting with the African kora master Toumain Diabate and Fairport Convention's
Danny Thompson, Charm Dominguez
brilliantly incorporating sounds from his
Cadiz birthplace into his jazz piano, and
Amalgama's reuniting of Flamenco with
its Indian roots (the gypsies originated in
Northern India).
Perhaps the most successful expansion
of the idiom comes with Pata Negra's
injection of the blues—a music with a
duende all its own.
Duende is beautifully boxed, sporting
such avoluminous, informative booklet
that it's no wonder it's being sold in bookstores as well as record shops. Represented
here is aclassic case of the struggle between
the depth of tradition and the lure of the
new. One listen should convince you that
Flamenco has much more to offer the
modern age than it has to gain from it.

Finnish group JPP actually have five —don't count 'em —five violinists.

goes through asticky-fingered, groundin-dirt description of day-to-day childhood, then abruptly pulls back to aslightly
off-putting third-person chorus—"Must
have been /Must have been ahappy time"
—and you realize that this song is really
about everything that happened between
then and now.
On the other handjohnston is the only
person in America who can call agirl
"foxy" without irony. My guess is that if
you were to go through an adolescent Elvis
Costello's wastebasket, the stuff you'd
dredge up wouldn't be much different
from this: raw nerves, not much craft.
And yet there's always amelody beneath
the doggerel—which is what seems to
appeal to the artists (like Yo La Tengo)
who've covered Johnston's songs and kept
him alive as acult figure. Still, for all its
small revelations, this album isn't always
easy to listen to—Johnston's sing-songy
rhymes are accentuated by his take-noprisoners delivery (at one point he belches
for no apparent reason). Fun is something
less than fun—and something more.
POP CULTURE TOUCHSTONE:

Captain

America, The Beatles. INSPIRATIONAL VERSE:
"Sing yourself amelody, cry atear ofjoy."
THANKS TO: No one. SOUND QUALITY:
Minimalist, almost painfully so at times.
PROZAC QUOTIENT: N/A. —Allen St. John

—Michael Ross
DANIEL JOHNSTON: Fun
Atlantic 82659-2 (CD). Paul Leary, prod., eng.
ADD. TT: 45:59

Iremember hearing Billy Joel tell astory
about how he once checked himself into
amental hospital, only to check himself
right back out—there's nothing like spending acouple of days around people who
are really mentally ill to make you realize
you're not. And it only takes aminute or
two of hearing Daniel Johnston to realize
that unlike say, Jonathan Richman, he's not
playing at arrested development.
But the fact that Johnston has been in
and out of mental institutions for much of
his life doesn't mean he's not asongwriter.
Listen carefully to the way "Happy Time"
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JPP: Devil's Polska
Green Linnet CLCD 4012 (CD). JPP, prods.; Matti
Konti, eng. TT 60:25
MARIA ICALANIEMI: Maria Kalaniemi
Green Linnet GLCD 4013 (CD). Timo Alakotila
prod.; Janne Wiksten, eng. Tl 40:34

When Iwas akid, Ilearned three things
about Finland: 1) it's very cold up there;
2) they have many quaint indigenous people
whom they have unaccountably refrained
from slaughtering; and 3) it's very cold
up there.
When Igot older, my mother came back
from atrip to the not-yet-former Soviet
Union (and Finland), bringing back a
video which completed my education by
teaching me: 4) Finland has the highest per
capita population of gorgeous women in
the world.
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My knowledge of the accordion in those
days was even more limited. Iknew that
it was played by someone whose name was
apparently "Frengkie Yengkovik da Polka
Kink," and that Idid not much like it.
Maria Kalaniemi has not changed my view
of Finnish feminine pulchritude, but she
does manage to get alot more musical and
emotional range out other five-row squeezebox than I'd thought possible. Follcies who
groove on Phil Cunningham or Peter Bellamy will want to hear Kalaniemi run
through this collection of traditional and
"new folk" material. If the fair Maria does
go abit heavy on the polkas, well, no one
complains about Irish groups concentrating on jigs and reels.
Maria Kalaniemi is joined on her disc by
several members ofJPP (that's blissfully
short for Jârvelân Pikkupelimannit)—the
hottest thing out of the Finnish folk scene
JPP, which consists of five fiddlers, harmonium, and string bass, demonstrates
conclusively that excessive vowel use is not
damaging to musicianship. These guys can
rip, they can play soft and sweet, and they
can get more harmony per bar than any
fiddle band I've ever heard—except maybe
some Gypsy groups. Some of their original
compositions are abit weird to my ears, but
what do Iknow? The liner notes suggest
that JPP is even wilder live than on disc,
and Ican believe it.
Sonics are fairly good on both discs, and
the playing is better. Recommended—
especially the fiddlers.
—Les Berkley
KING CRIMSON: Vroom
Discipline DR 9401 2(CD only). King Crimson,
David Bottrill, prods.; David Bourill, Noah Evens,
Meabh Flynn, David Singleton, engs. ?DD. TE
31:00
ROBERT FRIPP: 1999/Sourulscapes—Live
Argentina
Discipline DGM 9402 2(CD only). Robert Fripp,
David Singleton, prods.; David Singleton, eng.
DDD. TT: 57:48
TREY GUNN: One Thousand Years
Discipline DR 9302 2(CD only). Trey Gums, prod.;
Trey Gunn, Bob Muller, Tim Fritze, David Bottrill, Mark Avnet, Jeff Lin, Joseph Bartoldus,
Daniel Kincaid, engs. ?DD. 'IT 43:10
AA three it availablefmnt Possible Productions, 351 Mat
noua Ave., Long Beach, CA.
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Three new CDs from Robert Fripp, who gets
around.

Before Ministry or Nine Inch Nails, there
was King Crimson. It's always tricky to
harness pure noise in amusical way, but
the many incarnations of the Fripp-led
Crimson did it as well as anyone.
Now we have anew touring group made
up of the early-'80s lineup: guitarist/vocalist
Adrian13elew, drummer Bill Brufoni, bassist/
Stick-player Tony Levin, guitarist Fripp,
and new members Trey Gunn on Stick and
percussionist Pat Mastdotto. Fripp describes
this short blast of creativity as "a calling
card rather than alove letter." King Crimson sounds as if they've never left.
Controlled energy and intricate themes
are Fripp's calling cards, and Belew's lyrics
add aliterate element that offsets the purely
instrumental impact of the aptly titled
Vroom. Except for the lovely, wistful closing track, "One Time," there's little attempt
at subtlety here—this CD bursts out of the
starting gate like an amphetamined thoroughbred. Fripp's edgy, distorted guitar
points the way, but Levin and Gunn stir
up the sonic mix with dueling Sticks'
while Bruford and Mastelotto stoke the
flames with awild array of acoustic and
electronic percussion. A track like "Cage"
is thrilling, but about as avant-garde as
rock gets.
Vroom is unlikely to appeal to the mainstream listener. But these days, when Trent
Reznor's dark, dissonant, rhythmically jagged Nine Inch Nails has become apopular
favorite, maybe Fripp's complex, noisy,
driving juggernaut deserves afresh ear.
Vroom gets better the more Ilisten to it—I
just wish it was longer.
Fripp's 1999/Soundscapes—Live in Atgentina is acollection of live 1994 solo guitar
improvisations based on his Frippertronics
concept. Essentially away to extend the
sonic potential of solo electric guitar, Frippertronics uses loops, delays, and other
electronic effects to create aslowly shifting,
evolving tonal palette. These recordings
could almost be called background music
ifit weren't for their intricate detail and
1The Stick, invented by Emmett Chapman, is along,
wide-necked instrument with 12 strings and no body.
The strings are upped with both hands on the frets
rather than plucked, allowing atwo-handed, piano-like
technique. The sound is similar to an electric guitar or
synthesizer.
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depth. Certain similarities with new-age
stylings exist, but Fripp's solo music is
more intellectual than emotional. Layered
and densely contrapuntal in nature, 1999/
Soundscapes makes no attempt at pandering to an audience. Fripp modestly proclaims that "this remains the best way I
know of making alot of noise with one
guitar." As anyone who's experienced this
music live will tell you, it's much more than
that.
Trey Gunn's 1993 solo album, One
Thousand Years, is an accomplished and
tautly original effort. If it suffers by comparison with Fripp's work, this is more due
to Fripp's excellence than to Gunn's shortcomings. Gunn's incantatory, world-music
sensibility favors ostinatos and repeated
figures overlaid in aminimalist fashion.
The approach works most of the time,
especially on the mesmerizing "Into the
Wood," where vocal chanting and instrumental momentum propel his soaring,
fluid Stick solo. The consistent high quality
throughout these original compositions
makes One Thousand Years asure bet for
Crimson fans.
Sonics are excellent on all three discs;
Fripp's solo direct-to-DAT recordings are
often stunning in their dynamic range and
detail.
—Carl Baugher
REBECCA PIDGEON: The Raven
Chesky JR115 (LP), JD115 (CD). Joel Diamond,
David Chesky, prods.; Bob Katz, eng. AAA/DDD.
TE 46:06

Rebecca Pidgeon, actress and wife of playwright David Mamet (who helps out here
on some of the lyrics), has asmall but not
completely inconsequential talent as apop
singer-songwriter. While she is unlikely
to eclipse Rickie Lee or Joni in the near (or
vastly distant) future, she could probably
have a decent career, given the right
producers and material.
Unfortunately, she gets neither on this
release. Sound for its own sake is not what
makes asuccessful record; the acoustic guitar and voice here are as beautifully natural as it gets, but Pidgeon's small voice
with its limited range needs alot more help
in the way of layered production than is
present here—the sense of space around
each instrument only serves to point up the
singer's weaknesses. True enough, the
gloriously thick and weighty LP is asonic
gem, beating out the superb-sounding
CD, but it doesn't matter. Where is Glyn
Johns when this lady needs him?
—Les Berkley
THE SUN RECORDS COLLECTION
Jackie Brenston with his Delta Cats, B.B King, The
Howlin' Wolf, Sleepy John Estes, Rufus Thomas,
James Cotton, Elvis Presley, Scotty & Bill, Carl
Perkins, Little Milton, Johnny Cash & the Tennessee Two, Charlie Feathers, Roy Orbison, Jerry
Lee Lewis & his Pumping Piano, Charlie Rich,
others
RCA/Rhino R2 71780 3CD/CAS (3 CDs only). Sam
Phillips, orig. prod.; James Austin, Jimmy Guterman, reissue prods.; Bob Fisher, remastering rug.
AAD? rn 3:08:13
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He-e-e-e-re's Johnny—Cash, that is, in his Sun
Records days, as collected on Rhino's The Sun
Records Collection.

In the 45 years since Sam Phillips first
signed his lease on 706 Union Ave., Sun
Records has achieved legendary status
among record labels. The studio itselfhad
aunique sound—often imitated, never
equaled—that imbued everything recorded
there with areadily identifiable warmth
and slap-back echo; asound that shaped
the performances that made it famous. But
who would have ever noticed the sound
if not for the intensity of the performances?
Just cast your eye over the list of artists up
top—there are more than adozen major
players involved. This three-disc retrospective also boasts aton of one-hit wonders
—and what hits. Even if none of the heavy
hitters had ever recorded there, Rhino
could have released apretty hot anthology
of Sun's second stringers.
Of course, no discussion of Sun would
be complete without noting that Elvis cut
his first sides there—an event that guaranteed that Sun would go nova. Iused to
think (to paraphrase Mark Twain) that it
wasn't remarkable that Sam Phillips signed
Elvis—it would have been remarkable if
he hadn't. Recently, though, I've begun to
wonder. After all, Presley was weird: a
truck-driving mama's boy who designed
his own clothes, wore his hair in agreasy,
exaggerated pompadour, and used eye
makeup in order to feel attractive—quirks
we tend to be far more tolerant of in asuccessful star than in some stranger who just
walks in off the street. But that's exactly
how Phillips met Presley: Elvis dropped
by the studio to record asong to give his
mother as abirthday present. The mawkish
ballad was unimpressive, but when Elvis
spontaneously burst into Big Boy Cruddup's "That's All Right," Phillips was captivated. "That's different," he said. "That's
apop song now!"
It was, indeed; but it was also ablueprint
for the most successful records that came
out of Sun. Whether performed by Elvis,
Carl Perkins, Johnny Cash, Jerry Lee
Lewis, or Roy Orbison, the songs blended
together individual musical styles into an
intoxicating gumbo comprising gospel,
blues, country, and even the beginnings of
what was later called Memphis soul. It was
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something new, something powerful.
Perhaps Memphis itself—a city with an
urban-blues tradition stretching back
beyond WC. Handy, set in the middle of
arural state—made the Sun sound possible,
but surely Phillips deserves much of the
credit. The decade defined by this box (all
but four of the tracks were recorded
between 1950 and 1960) saw the birth of
rock. It was Phillips who, in 1951, recorded
"Rocket 88:' by Jackie Brenston with his
Delta Cats—the song most frequently
cited as the first true example of rock'n'roll.
By the end of the '50s, rock had had its
avatar—Elvis—as well as its first true
flowering. It remained for the British invasion to reinvent rock in the '60s, effectively
ending Sun's hegemony.
What treasures this set contains! B.B.
King's first record, "B.B. Blues"; Howling
Wolf's classic first sides, "Moanin' at Midnight" and "How Many More Years"
(leased to the Chess Brothers in Chicago);
both the original "Mystery Traie by Little
Junior's Blue Flames, and Elvis's epochal
version; Johnny Cash's "I Walk the Line"
and "Folsom Prison Blues"; "Ooby
Dooby"; "Blue Suede Shoes"; "Great
Balls of Fire"—the list seems endless. Even
the filler is prime stuff, including fantastic
—and hitherto rare—tracks like "Red
Hot," "Flying Saucer Rock'n'Roll," "Bear
Cat (The Answer to Hound Dog):' and
Harmonica Frank Floyd's amazing
"Swamp Root."
The transfers do the material justice—
they're clear and warm, with an engaging
natural balance. In places, tape edits or age
show through; but on the whole, this is the
model of an informed reissue. Given the
dates of the original recordings, most of
the box is in mono, but it's mono at its
finest. To ears accustomed to contemporary
multichannel "stereo" mixes, this set could
be arevelation.
As always with aRhino reissue, there's
superb documentation, including session
personnel, recording dates, chart positions,
label art, artist portraits, even adiscography
and bibliography. There are essays, and a
lengthy interview with Sam Phillips. If I
have any quibble about the project, it's the
excessively—for my taste, anyway—hagiographic tone taken toward Phillips here.
Ithink that he was afarsighted man, a
talented producer, even an exceptionally
enlightened Southerner—but he was no
saint. Not included in this set—and rightly
—are his late-'70s attempts to cash in on
the "dead Elvis" craze by marketing a
masked Elvis imitator named Orion as the
"spiritual reincarnation" of the King. But
give the man his due—this box represents
alegacy that any five record producers
could be proud of.
Did Isay alegacy? For those of us raised
in the rock era, it's apatrimony.
—Wes Phillips
WAR: Peace
Avenue R1 71706 (2 LPs), R2 71706 (CD). Jerry
Goldstein, Lonny Jonian, prods.; Larry Goetz, cog.
AAA/AAD. TE 75:39
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Even though they don't look like this anymore,
WAR still sez peace on you on their new
album—on vinyl.

BOXING GANDHIS: Boxing Gandhis
Mesa R2 79086 (CD only). David Darling, prod.;
Tom Weir, cog. TT 46:33

Traditionally, Western music celebrates the
individual and fosters acult of personality.
Obvious examples abound in mainstream
pop: Madonna, Prince, Michael Jackson,
Snoop Doggy Dogg. Even in the "alternative" world of bands, it's rarely long
before akey personality rises above the rest
of his/her bandmates (quick—name Nirvana's drummer). The songs, too, have
historically leaned toward the romantic
love of two individuals, and more recently
toward awhining sort of solipsism.
Occasionally, aband will come along
that seems more in tune with the African
and Far Eastern traditions of music as a
function of community, society, and
instruction. War was, and is, such aband.
In the early and mid-'70s, hits like "Low
Rider," "Cisco Kid," "Me and Baby
Brother," and "Why Can't We Be Friends"
were snapshots of life in East L.A.—
pictures of colorful individuals which
extolled in group chants the virtues of
group loyalty and friendship. Contrary to
their name, War's music represents atruce,
where opposing sides put down their
weapons, light abig one, pop acold one,
and dance, dance, dance.
The War of '94 is still singing the same
song. "Cisco Kid" has become "Wild
Rodriguez"; "Why Can't We Be Friends"
has become "Peace Sign"—a wishful fantasy of calm in the inner city. Original producer Goldstein has updated the sound but
kept the signature cowbells, congas, and
harmonica. (The sound is bigger, warmer,
and more open on vinyl, but good luck
finding it.) More important, he's kept the
loose, party feel that was the band's most
distinctive feature.
For the Boxing Gandins, group anonymity also works as apositive thing. Like
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asmall independent film that you would
never believe with major stars (imagine sex,
lies, and videotape with Redford, Hoffman,
Streep, and Cher), these songs of peace,
love, and ecology—hard to swallow from,
say, Phil Collins—go down easier sung by
agang of unknown veteran musicians. For
all we know, they really mean this stuff.
A number of factors make palatable lines
like "all Isee are deaf ears turned towards
Natures warning bell." One is David Darling's marvelously gritty soul vocals. They
make the unrelenting "up-with-people"
lyrics of songs such as "Speak as One" and
"Again and Again" seem less like preaching
and enough like old-fashioned gospel testifying to pull an amen out of even this
jaded scribe.
Second is the minimally adorned acoustic production: polished but never slick,
it helps the music be not just funky, but
truly soulful—à la Sly and, well, War.
Third, the Gandhis temper the crusade
with cleverness: abragging love song, "For
Your Attention" (". ..I learned to talk to
lions /then Icured the common cold /I
balanced my own checkbook /Iturned
nickels into gold"), wit, and an anti-alcohol
song that says, "I just tip the bottle and I
lift the glass, and I'm interesting again."
Like War, the Boxing Gandins have been
around the block more than once. When
they sing about peace and the community
of man, it's not coming from abunch of
dewy-eyed innocents. These folks have
seen it all and see no other way out. Both
groups are worth alisten. Both also allow
you to turn off your brain and just dance.
As the original communal funkmeister,
George Clinton, put it, "Free your ass and
your mind will follow." —Michael Ross
WOODSTOCK '94
A&M 31454 1289 2IN01-2 (2 CDs). Larry Hamby,
Mitch Malcetansky, Bob Cleannountain; plus acts,
prods. TT 2:27:39

Woodstock, 1969. RL was there. Ithought
about it, but hey, the New York Thruway
was really crowded, man, and "Suite for Judy
Blue-Eyes" made me cross-eyed. So, helas,
Ipassed on Joan Baez and Richie Havens
and Sly Stone and The Who and Chip
Monck and Wavy Gravy and the Hog
Farm handing out towels (for the mud) and
karma (for the LSD), but from what I
understand from the guys in ponytails who
put up the stage, from several miles back
the live sound was awhole better by the
time it was boiled down into the classic
movie documentary Woodstock. Plus, you
got the edited highlights: the incredibly
tedious recitatives were left on the cuttingroom floor.
Well, plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose.
If you wanted mud in the summer of '94,
you got it. Saugerties antique shops
celebrated with lots of tie-dye and specials
on boots coated with "original dirt" from
Yasgur's Farm. But these days tribal
gatherings by the hundred-thousand are
old hat; spontaneous upwellings of acommon purpose are passé. These days, the
mood is "benefit concern:' the mood is
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"mosh." As if to confirm what we always
suspected, only original acts Joe Cocker
and Crosby, Stills and Nash made the
return visit, and yep, they're pretty awful
(so was Dylan). Don't know if we were
inhaling then or if they've been inhaling
since, but Tony Bennett holds up better.
Just for grins, in tribute to the special
ambiance of this live event (made for
double-CD, double-cassette, and film at
11), half the acts mixed their own; the other
half wisely left audio production to coproducers Bob Clearmountain, the mixmeister with four 48-track mobile remotes
—two for each revolving stage—audio
director Mitch Maketansky, and A&M VP
Larry Hamby. The Big Fear? That someone would break into nearby Bearsville
studios set up as an on-line dupe operation and swipe Metallica's 48-track master.
There's sure no accounting for taste—
and that was the problem, not only at
Woodstock '69, but certainly at Woodstock
'94. Crack techies and crack technology
have made adigital silk purse out ola sow's
ear of alineup—kind of across between
Lollapalooza and one of those tiresome
charity-benefits-in-the-presence-of-theRoyals right-minded Brits like Peter
Gabriel (included) are always putting
on—but it's still asow's ear.
With the exception of geezers like Dylan
cackling about the good old days, Woodstock '94 cannily replicates the lineup of
Lollapalooza founder Perry Farrell's wettest of dreams (himself with Porno for

f
i

—Beth Jacques

Woodstock 94—The Album Cover.

Pyros, plus Nine Inch Nails, Green Day,
Blind Melon). Toss in ham-sters like
Aerosinith, the Red Hot Chili Peppers, and
a—yilces!—pick-up band with Paul Rodgers
(pushing 50), Jason Bonham (son of), and
Slash (both pushing 21); sops to Culture
like the Rollins Band and the Neville
Brothers; and sops to culture like Salt-nPepa, Melissa Etheridge, and the Cranberries; and you've got all the makings ola
post-adolescent identity crisis—or the sort
of hangover you only get from mixing

Since 1972

indu, leChtl 'C. a

audioquest

drinks. More reminiscent ofbut less benign
than areprise of The Ed Sullivan Show, this
30-track double album provides one track
for everyone, plus 29 opportunities to get
up and go make asandwich. Put this on at
large family gatherings and violence is
ensured.
In short, unlike the keepers of the flame
of the original Summer of Love—secure,
however fatuously, in their possession of
the moral high ground—today's crop of
musical Power Rangers and narcissistic
image brokers tread lightly—very lightly
—the frail twin boards of style and commerce. Maybe Newt will give 'em their
very own Vietnam and they can turn their
attention to something other than Nirvana's newest angel (Kurt Cobain) and the
reveries of teenage wasteland.
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M ANUFACTURERS' C OMMENTS
KRELL KPS-20i
Editor:
We wish to thank Bob Harley for his insightful and comprehensive review of
our KPS-20i. He has done avery effective
job in communicating the design and sonic
advantages of incorporating into one chassis atransport and processor of reference
quality.
There are two points we would like to
clarify. The KPS-20i is also available as the
KPS-20t, astand-alone transport. The
KPS-20t has acomplete array of digital
outputs and ICrell's proprietary Time Sync
system. The final Owner's Reference has
been complemented and will be sent to all
KPS-20 owners.
We would like to address the jitter measurements made when using the KPS-20i
as adigital processor. We have found that
the transport or source has atremendous
effect on both sonic quality and jitter measurements. This is why such an exhaustive
effort was invested in the development of
the transport section of the KPS-20i. The
sonic performance of the KPS-20i and its
transport section verify this fact.
The design criterion for the KPS-20i
was to produce an integrated transport and
processor that would outperform much
more expensive separate components. Bob
has made very clear the performance and
value we are able to deliver with this
approach.
DAN D'AGOSTINO
C.E.O., Krell Industries
THE PARTS CONNECTION
ASSEMBLAGE DAC-I
Editor:
We would like to thank Wes Phillips for the
favorable and, as always, entertaining
review of the Assemblage DAC-1 Digital Processor kit. As the first complete kit
product from The Parts Connection, the
design goal for the Assemblage DAC-1
was to provide the budding Do-It-Yourselfer with aunit that is fun and easy to
build, and, most importantly, offers excellent
sound quality and value for money. It would
seem from Wes's comments and conclusions that we have succeeded in our goals.
To quote from Wes's review, "The DAC1preserved the transparent nature of the
recording nicely; Iwas especially impressed
with the sheer depth of the soundstage.
The midbass was rich and lustrous. ..
the
pace, the progression of note to note in the
music, was magnificent!' And "What was
296

far more important was the DAC-1's ability to portray all of the truly subtle signifiers ..." These comments indicate that,
by concentrating on sonically significant
design areas while omitting any unnecessary "frills:' we have arrived at abudgetpriced product with performance that far
outstrips its price tag. As Wes concludes,
"I would value it even if it cost substantially more," and ". ..
when you add up its
virtues, you end up with along list." Wes,
we couldn't have said it better ourselves!
We also appreciate Wes's (and our customers') comments on the completeness
of the DAC-1's assembly manual, and its
ease of assembly—an essential and often
overlooked part of any kit product. This
philosophy will continue in the many other
kit products that we have under development for release later in 1995.
A quick note on the DAC-1's jitter performance may help to put it in proper perspective. Since the Assemblage DAC-1
uses the Crystal CS8412 input receiver
chip, its jitter performance is comparable
to other units using this chip, including the
Adcom, Theta, Meridian, Wadia, McCormack, and many others costing considerably more than the DAC-1. In this respect,
the DAC-1 is not any more transportsensitive than any of these other units. It
will benefit from the use of ajitterreduction device such as the Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug, as will most D/A converters, and in fact the combination of the
DAC-1 and UJB provides outstanding
performance at aretail price of under $1200
US, with the kinds of improvements noted
in Bob's review of the UJB in Vol.17 No.11.
As noted in the review, the Assemblage
DAC-1 is sold assembled as the Sonic
Frontiers TransDAC in markets outside of
North America, but the DAC-1 is available factory-direct in these markets as well
for those who wish to do their own assembly and smell that wonderful aroma of solder fumes!
Once again, we would like to thank Wes
for his review of the Assemblage DAC-1,
as well as Robert Harley for the technical
measurements. We can wholeheartedly
agree with Wes's comment that the DAC-1
is '. .
akiller unit—one that performs far,
far better than its $449 price tag would
indicate' It seems that our goal of offering
excellent-value, factory-direct kit products
has been realized.
With the greatly increased interest in
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DIY audio, we hope that the Assemblage
DAC-1 will provide to many people an
enjoyable introduction to this fascinating
hobby. We look forward to seeing more
reviews of kits in the pages of Stereophile!
PHILLIP GRIFFIN
General Manager, The Parts Connection
VANDERSTEEN 3A
Editor:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the review of our Model 3A loudspeaker.
The distorted, fluttery sound heard on
the introductory drumstrokes of theJurassic
Park soundtrack was the active acoustic
coupler reaching its excursion limits and
hitting the rubberized stops built into the
driver. These excursion stops prevent bottoming and greatly reduce the chance of
the driver being damaged. We have found
very few pieces of recorded music with
bass levels capable of pushing the driver
to its limits. To safely and properly reproduce the thunderous sound effects of modern blockbuster films in aHome Theater
system, however, even speakers with the
superior bass capabilities of the Model 3A
must be mated with subwoofers. Undoubtedly, some will scoff at the idea of using
subwoofers with speakers as large and fullrange as the 3As, but those who know and
understand crossover theory will recognize
that large, full-range speakers are required
for alinear blend with subwoofers.
(Basic filter theory dictates that you must
have linear response at least an octave above
and below acrossover point for apredictable transition. Only large, full-range
speakers can accurately reach the required
30-40Hz range.)
A limited supply of some key components has delayed the initiation of the 3to
3A update program until June 1995. At that
time, Model 3owners can contact the factory to schedule updates for their speakers.
RICHARD VANDERSTEEN
Vandersteen Audio
LAMM MI.I
Editor:
Iwould like to take this opportunity to
thank Stereophile and JS for athorough,
insightful, and highly favorable review, and
TJN for the complete set of measurements
and their asçeçsment of our flagship design:
power amplifier model M .1
When JS noted that, "with the LAMM
S
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M1.1s... the soundstage would swirl
about me, and Ifound it easy to lean right
into the essence of the music," he just verified that our initial goal has been achieved
—a goal of creating the kind of audio
equipment which would make the listener
unaware of its presence and let the music, not
the equipment, take over the stage.
This review is also significant for us for
being the first to be published in aUS magazine. It is yet another confirmation of the
uniqueness of this country, to which
individuals from all over the world come
to realize their potential—a place that gives
achance to those seeking it, and afertile
soil for the hard work to bear fruit. Our
appreciation to the Stereophile team for
being one of the first to recognize and
acknowledge the results of our work.
VLADIMIR SHUSHURIN
President, Dir. of Engineering, Lamm
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEM 250
Editor:
Obviously, we are delighted with J. Gordon Holt's observations and conclusions
on our System 250. This system is the culmination of many years of design and
research, and we are pleased that, after several weeks of auditioning, Gordon's enthusiasm was sustained over time.
Although we obtained similar results
when we conducted our own tests, we do
have afew comments and explanations
about John Atkinson's measurements.
First, in practice we have not found the
measured impedance fluctuations to be a
problem. Over the past 18 months we have
connected System 250 to avariety of Pro
Logic receivers in all price and power
ranges. We have not encountered any
blown channels or premature shutdowns,
but we have observed that performance
with budget receivers is always acompromise. There is only so much, in electronics manufacturing, that you can do
when delivering a$249 Pro Logic receiver.
These limitations are patently obvious
when the user turns up the volume. We
have found that most manufacturers are
able to deliver decent performance with
the receivers in the $400-and-up price
range. Virtually all of these receivers have
reasonable power reserves to reproduce
demanding peaks in the newer digital
soundtracks.
Next, your quibbles about the 252 PBM
represent one valid side in an ongoing
debate. Since the majority of receivers do
not contain agood low-pass filter, we have
opted to include this in our design-to ensure
that there is virtually no leakage of voice
into the subwoofer itself. Concerning the
extreme low-frequency response rolloff,
we have found that, with good placement
(which requires some experimentation in
all rooms), the coupling effect will deliver
more than satisfying deep bass, as observed
by JGH.
Finally, in regard to some measured
anomalies in the frequency response, this
system was voiced by our listening for
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many hours in avariety of environments.
Our acoustic goals were to achieve four
specific characteristics: intelligibility at all
volume levels, smoothness in the top end,
seamless transition from channel to channel, and impressive dynamic impact.
Sometimes, adjusting our crossovers to
the technically correct curve produced less
than ideal real-world response. We continued with our turning and tweaking until
one day, while watching amovie, we became unaware of the speakers. Everything
was there, and "right."
Each ofus on the design team is now living with System 250, and, like Gordon
Holt, we are enjoying the listening experience.
PETER TftIBEMAN
President, Atlantic Technology
MARK LEVINSON NO.30.5
Editor:
Your review of the Pacific Microsonics
HDCD® conversion for the No305 marks,
Ibelieve, the fourth time the Mark Levinson® Reference Digital Processor has been
featured in Stereophile (not including its use
in reviews of other products) and judged
worthy of its "Reference" designation.
While we consciously did everything we
knew how to ensure its longevity at the top
of the competitive and developing market
of digital audio products, we could not be
certain years ago that areasonable upgrade
path would be possible as digital audio
technology developed. For this reason,
your most recent confirmation of our success at this design goal is particularly
gratifying. We at Madrigal are sensitive to
the fact that our Reference products represent asubstantial investment to even the
most affluent music-lover. Only when they
maintain their position among the highestperforming products of their type over an
extended period can we know that we have
earned the trust implicit in the purchase of
our products.
Relative to this, we would also like to
comment on the difference in our implementation of the HDCD standards represented by the "Manual" gain-adjustment
mode mentioned by Mr. Harley in his
review. Without this work-around, the
conversion of the No30.5 to HDCD capability would have been impractical. All new
No.30.5s come preconfigured for "Automatic" HDCD digital gain adjustment. In
addition, our communications bus allows
us to implement automatic analog HDCD
gain adjustment in "linked" Mark Levinson amplifiers. The "Manual" mode is a
byproduct of this capability and requires
reprogramming of the unit by the user.
Future HDCD-compatible products from
Madrigal will automate this adjustment
more elegantly without a"Manual" mode,
even for those who do not "link" them to
acurrent Mark Levinson preamplifier.
Not only the writers, but also the readers
of Stereophile contribute to the advancement
of home music-reproduction through your
critical appraisal of high-performance
audio components. We take this opportunity to thank you all for your contribution
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to this industry that we love.
J. M ICHAEL W ESLEY
V.P. Product Development
Madrigal Audio Laboratories
SONIC FRONTIERS
SFD-2 MK.II
Editor:
On behalf of Sonic Frontiers, Inc., Iwould
like to "correct" the comments made (in
the February issue) by Mr. Neil Sinclair,
president of Theta Digital, regarding our
SFD-2 Mk.II Digital Processor which
was reviewed in the March issue of your
magazine.
1) The unit reviewed by Bob Harley and
John Atkinson was not aprototype. This
evaluation unit was one of 12 from our
"pre-production" run. As with all our
products, we do apre-production run to
ensure that all changes and amendments
performed during the development and
prototyping stages were executed correctly.
If they are, we will release some of these
units to the press for review, as it means
that the pre-production products are
equivalent in evety way to the final production form.
If there had been any further changes
required which were material to the unit's
performance or functionality, we would
not have released the product to Stereophile
for review. As there were none, we went
ahead and shipped them.
2) The HDCD® chips in these 12 preproduction SFD-2 Mk.11s were infact final
production chips. As it turns out, we "literally" received the first production chips
available. As these SFD-2 Mk.Ils were
waiting for this "plug-in" part (everything
else having been completed and fully
tested), we were able to expedite several
units to critical listeners worldwide, including RH of Stereophile, within aday of
receiving these chips.
3) We will begin shipping SFD-2 Mk.11s
from our full production run starting midFebruary.
Ithank you for this opportunity to "clear
up" any confusion there may have been
regarding this matter. CHRIS JOHNSON
President, Sonic Frontiers
DOLBY ON
CODEC LISTENING TESTS
Editor:
In Tom Norton's Industry Update column
for February 1995 (p.23), there are some
points Ithink deserving of correction or
clarification. The situation regarding the
MPEG tests with IndianaJones is somewhat
different than reported. We were participants in the MPEG tests with our coder,
and we supplied many of the critical audio
test sequences used in the final tests. We
have received acopy of the full report
issued at the MPEG Paris meeting in
March 1994, with the results showing
coder performance relative to test sequence
Therefore, Ifeel we are in aposition to
comment on this matter from aposition
of firsthand involvement.
A movie soundtrack clip was included
297
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in the sequences we submitted because it
was felt that, since movies represent the
most common form of multichannel
sound, this would only be appropriate. We
asked Tom Holman to supply such aclip.
The Indy clip was included in the original
batch of some 80 sequences presented to
the committee charged with selecting the
top ten most difficult pieces for the final
listening tests. All 80 pieces were coded by
all coder proponents, but since many of the
submitted clips were not revealing of coder
artifacts, there would be little point in
spending time to grade their performance
on the various coders in the final tests. The
committee did not guess which clips
would be the worst, but by which actually
taxed the coders the most. As aresult of this
pre-screening process, the Indy clip was not
considered critical enough to be included
in the top ten pieces, but was nonetheless
included as acourtesy to ensure that the
film community would have something
in the official tests that they could agree was
representative of critical film material.
Indeed, the results from the actual tests
confirmed that Indy did not represent very
demanding material from acoder perspective compared with the other sequences.
From this, and from our own considerable
experience in coding movie sound as well
as other types of critical material, we have
concluded that movie material is, in fact,
easier to code than other types of musical
material, as we have publicly stated. This
holds true not only for AC-3, but generally
for all the coders tested by MPEG.
ROGER DRESSLER
Dolby Laboratories
HOLMAN ON
CODEC LISTENING TESTS
Editor:
There has been agood deal of hyperbole
from many parties regarding the results of
low-bit-rate-coding listening tests. As a
subject in two of these tests, and as aclose
follower of the test methods and results of
the others, yet not being aproponent of any
one system over others, Iwould like to
offer you my opinion of the current state
of affairs in this important subject area.
My first listening experience to 5.1channel low-bit-rate codees was for the
US Grand Alliance in the summer of 1993.
Listening-test material was made consisting of aMormon Tabernacle choir recording, and other material produced at KSL
in Salt Lake City, such as aglockenspiel
and bass drum playing simultaneously. The
theory of the choice of this material was
that it was at least similar to material expected to be broadcast (not specialized test
tones), yet some of it was known to be possibly difficult to code. In addition, half of
the test sequences were from IndianaJones
and the Last Crusade. Each of the test sequences was roughly 20 to 30 seconds long.
For listening, each sequence was played
first in reference form, then in unknown
form. There was no switching back and
forth possible during the sequence. The
unknown could be one of the proposed

codees, or it could be a"hidden reference
used to test the reliability of the listeners.
In my experience, the lack of an instantaneous switch meant that what Iheard had to
be rather plainly audible, since audible
memory over a30-second interval is quite
difficult. But it could be argued that this
method is more audiophile-like, without
the sequences being interrupted by switching. When the overall results were scored,
only one test item produced statistically
significant results, downgrading one codee
very substantially (this codee was subsequently found to have abug in its code).
No codee was found transparent on this
item, and the results had aparticular order.
Dolby AC-3 was in the contest at two
different bit rates, 320 and 384kbits/second,
and the higher bit rate scored statistically
higher on the most difficult sample. The
MIT codee, at over 500kb/s, scored well
generally, but its high bit rate and computational complexity made it not acandidate. The lesson for me was that bit rate
is hugely important in codees, not just
algorithm. Another finding was that if we
separated out my individual scores, Ifound
the hidden reference four-fifths of the time
on the film samples, so Iwas probably
hearing something more than showed up
in the overall test results. Still, it was extremely difficult to put my finger on what
it was Iwas hearing, and, without having
areference to the original, Ibelieve Inever
would have heard adifference (except in
the case of the "broken" codec). By the
way, what it sounded closest to on the
glockenspiel was phonographic cartridge
mistracking. The test was repeated some
six months later with arepaired codee from
the one proponent who lost the first round,
against the other original ones, but neither
the listeners as agroup nor Ias an individual could hear the difference between the
coded and uncoded material in this test
round.
Probably the most significant result of
all for me in these listening tests did not
relate to low-bit-rate coding at all. It was
the audible proof that 5.1-channel sound
has agreat deal to offer the whole world
of recording, not just filmmaking. What
did this was listening for about 10 seconds
to the first run-through of the first recording, the one of the Mormon Tabernacle.
For the first time, the usual stereo tradeoff
between having an adequate sound image
while being well enveloped by the sense
of space in the recorded room was not necessary: this system both imaged and enveloped at one and the same time. Here was
audible proof that the future of highquality audio for serious music is multichannel.
The Deutsche Bundespost Telekom/
British Broadcasting Corporation tests for
ISO/MPEG came next. Although Iwas
not alistener to these tests, Ihad heard
some of the test materials before the test
was conducted. Ithought at the time that
the recordings were franldy not very good,
not exercising multichannels in the way
that, say, the Mormon Tabernacle or Indy
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did. In fact, the people conducting the test
thought similar things. From their test
report (ITU 10C/4-E, 10-3/3-E):
"For former tests on stereo bit rate reduction codees. ..
aworldwide archive of
millions of CD stereo recordings was available from which to find critical material.
In contrast, at the current state in the
introduction of multichannel sound systems, only asmall number of recordings
in the five-channel format are available.
Even then, some of these are experimental
productions: that means that full professional quality may not be guaranteed in
every case. Therefore it is avery hard task
at present for the test material selection
panel to find an appropriate collection of
critical test excerpts of multichannel sound
that is both fair, and critical, to all of the
codees under test."
Due to these limitations in source material, Isought to get ashort clip from Indy
included, as more representative of realworld program material than that selected
on the basis of how critical the sequences
were in the test-sequence selection bakeoff. The Indy clip was added so that the
results could be more generalized to filmprogram content, as frankly stated in the
test results, not because it was thought to
be critical.
This test round was more critical than
the Grand Alliance ones, with more listeners spending more time, and allowed to
switch freely as desired among aknown
reference and two unknowns; one of which
was ahidden reference, the other acodee
under test. Ihave no doubt that this is a
more sensitive method, showing up smaller
differences than in the US test. The nonbackwards-compatible codees, Dolby AC3and AT&T MPAC, were included to see
if they offered an advantage over the
backwards-compatible (with two-channel
existing MPEG codees) one, and were only
operated at one bit rate, 320kb/s, in order
to "challenge" them.
A variety of readings can be made of the
results, and it is various interpretations of
the results that are in contention. It is true
that AT&T MPAC coded five or six (depending on the test center) of ten test
sequences transparently (within 0.5 of perfect on a5-point scale), but it is also true
that its mean results on some sequences are
worse than the Dolby codee. Iwas quoted
by Tom Norton in the February Stereophile
(p.23) as saying that Indy was the most sensitive. That's not quite what Isaid, which
was more complicated. What Isaid was
that Indy was far from the least sensitive,
and given that the other material was chosen for its criticality, not for being widely
representative of program material as a
whole, that shows that there is areal problem not with just afew musical sources, but
with other types of program material. Indy
clearly generated artifacts on most coders,
but not as severely as the most extremely
critical items (which were usually harpsichord and pitch pipe). For instance, on
the AC-3 codee at the BBC test center, the
mean score for Indy is just about tied for
299
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third worst of the ten test sequences,
whereas at the Telekom center its mean
score is tied for third best, being scored
more than ahalf-point higher overall there.
Perhaps the bottom line is not the
interpretations offered by the proponents,
but rather the conclusion reached by the
testers. It should be remembered that AC-3
and MPAC were "starved" for bit rate to
challenge them, and that these were ca
October 1993 implementations. With
picture-coding methods, when first presented several years ago, the pictures Isaw
were unwatchable, with blocking artifacts
where complex parts of the picture fell into
small squares, among others. But as time
has gone by, the artifacts have gotten very
significantly reduced to the point where
there are plenty of scenes which appear to
me to be transparently coded, while there
are still difficult scenes not yet coded completely transparently. But no scene I've seen
recently is unwatchable in the way that
many were two years ago. In other words,
rapid progress is being made in low-bitrate coding as time goes by. Iexpect that
something similar is going on with audio
codecs; although the proponents aren't
talking very frankly about this, Ithink
there is still progress being made, and yet
to be made. In fact, Dolby included a
method for updating its decoders in
projection booths around the world by
including anew code when needed on the
beginning of film prints, downloading to
the decoders as the prints are played. Here
is agood use of the idea of acomputer
virus! The bottom-line conclusion of the
ISO/MPEG test round was:
"It can be seen that no codec submitted
for these tests fulfills the requirement of
transparency. Furthermore, the generally
accepted requirement for alevel of performance better than 4.0 (on the original 5point grading scale) is also not fulfilled by
any codec for several of the test excerpts.
It is therefore concluded that, at their stage
of development when submitted for test,
none of these multichannel codecs meets
the requirements of audio quality for
broadcast purposes!'
My given is that the goal of all of these
systems is to make practical the introduction of discrete multichannel sound in a
widespread way. Ihave the feeling that
many, reading the pages ofStereophile, might
hold back on the purchase of abit-ratereduced decoder like AC-3, waiting for a
"more transparent" standard. While watching laserdiscs, for instance, they might want
to listen to the CD-coded Dolby Stereo
rather than prefer the new discrete AC-3
tracks, based on what they read. The case
has not been adequately made that listening
through Pro Logic decoding is, in itself,
although astandard, not transparent spatially when the program material becomes
complex, becoming "congested" sounding, the result of matrix encoding and
decoding.
On the other hand, those looking for
enormous improvement because the audio
channels are now "matrix free" are also
S
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likely to be surprised to find that the matrix
does acredible job most of the time, so
there may be little audible difference agood
deal of the time. So at one and the same
time Isee this advance as auseful step
toward obtaining higher transparency for
that film-program material which challenges the matrix's multichannel decoding
capability, and yet offers acaution that the
codecs are not yet perfectly transparent.
So by using codecs like AC-3 we get far
greater spatial capability, audible to everyone on the right source material, at the
expense of not being perfectly transparent all of the time. By the way, many of the
things about which audiophile reviewers
complain in film soundtracks are doubtlessly true, based on years and years of
recording practice that will not go away
overnight, but have nothing to do with
codec technology: you would hear the
same thing if you heard the uncoded original in the dubbing stage.
As time goes by, codecs are also doubtlessly getting closer to the goal of transparency, at low bit rates like 384kb/s. Probably they are already transparent at much
higher bit rates, but this has not been where
the action is, since low bit rates are required
to allow for sound accompanying apicture. I
don't think anyone would seriously propose using such low bit rates for an audioonly medium, for several reasons. First is
that there will be aresidual question of
audio quality, as seen by the results above.
Second is that such high compression is not
needed for an audio-only disc medium, for
instance, since the playing times of aCDsize coded disc would be much longer than
needed. The high-density CDs are just
around the corner, already demonstrated
last week here in Los Angeles for the medium of video. This Toshiba/Time Warner
disc carries some five gigabytes, whereas
the conventional CD has around 750 megabytes capacity. Since 5.1 channels of 20-bit
audio sampled at 48kHz for 72 minutes is
about 2.6Gb (yes, Ineglected the 1024:1000
conversion counting kilo-, mega-, and
gigabytes), such completely uncoded audio
would easily fit the new medium. Are there
record companies, player manufacturers,
and ultimately buyers for what is, to my
way of thinking, the best of all worlds:
high-bit-rate multichannel audio?
Also, many people wonder about the
relationship between discrete, multichannel
sound, such as offered by AC-3 on laserdisc, and THX electronic processing for
translation from room to room, and the
directivity of surround loudspeakers. If
THX is an enhancement of Dolby Pro
Logic, then doesn't AC-3 do away with the
need for THX? The answer is that the
THX enhancements deal with different
issues than the format. Scaling still needs
to be done for the sound from the dubbing
stage to play back at home correctly, and
in fact acode in the signal can tell adecoder
what size room and what conditions of
monitoring were employed in the preparation of the master (small room, flat monitor, or large room, X-curve monitor). And
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surround loudspeakers face the same issues
in discrete surround as they do in matrixed
surround, as is Dolby's position, which I
understand is neutral on the issue of surround loudspeaker directivity.
TOMLINSON HOLMAN
Holman & Company Sound Reproduction

SUMIKO TRANSFIGURATION
AF-I
Editor:
Please be advised that, effective immediately, the Transfiguration AF-1 phono cartridge is no longer available from the
manufacturer, Immutable Music. Due to
the tragic earthquake in Kobe, Japan, the
factory supplying the unique ring used in
the AF-1 will be unable to produce any
material for some time. There is still asmall
supply of these cartridges available in the
US from Sumiko, but when they are gone,
they are gone. There are no plans to reintroduce the cartridge in the future.
Luckily, Immutable Music and Sumiko
were going to be introducing the successor
to the AF-1 in June. The developmental
work has been done, and amajority of the
parts have been made for the new cartridge.
After some minor production of parts,
assembly on the new cartridge can start
immediately. Therefore, the release date of
the new model, called the Temper,' has
been pushed forward to the end of February so there will be no window of unavailability for Transfiguration cartridges.
The Temper is the AF-1's fraternal twin.
Significant refinements have been made on
the system. We feel that your thoughts on
the AF-1 will hold true for the Temper,
with the Temper having an even higher
level of performance. Improvements lie in
the areas of dynamics, resolution, greater
focus of the soundstage, and ease of setup.
The cartridge is housed in adifferent body
than the AF-1, hence the name change. A
full product announcement will follow in
the near future. The price for the Temper
will rise slightly, to $3800, from $3600 for
the AF-1. All AF-1 retips and warranty
replacement cartridges will be covered
with the new Temper.
Iwould like to add the manufacturer's
address here as well. It was inadvertently
left out of the information given in the
Transfiguration AF-1 review. It is as follows: Immutable Music, 11-308, 6212-3,
Izumicho, lzumiku, Yokohama, Japan.
We would like to thank you again for
your coverage of the AF-1, and if we can
supply you with asample of the new Temper, please feel free to call us any time.
STIRLING TRAYLE
National Sales Manager, Sumiko
MANGER
Editor:
We read your report of the UK exhibition
in the December 1994 issue. You also mentioned the Audio Physics Medea.
You wrote something about the Manger'
driver, p.49, that's not correct. No students
worked on the development of the Manger
driver. All improvements were made by
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GoocJwins Audio
NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST AUDIO SPECIALTY STORE

•HIGH END WITHOUT PRETENSE:
INFORMED AND SENSIBLE ADVICE
•CAREFULLY SELECTED COMPONENTS
FROM THE VERY AFFORDABLE TO THE ULTIMATE
DEUVERV FIND HOOK-UP MUM

eiR-121

TRADE NS WELCOME •HOME THEATER

•ACURUS
•A/D/S
•AKG
•AUDIO CONTROL
•AUDIO STREAM
•B & K
•B & W
•B&WTHX
•CELESTION

•CALIFORNIA
AUDIO LABS
•CONRADJOHNSON
•DEFINITIVE
TECHNOLOGY
•DYNACO
•EAD
•ESOTER 1
C

•FMS
•FOSGATE
•HAFLER
•KENWOOD
•KLIPSCH
•MUSEATEX
•MONSTER CABLE
•NAD
•NAKAMICHI

•NMI/ GRITTY
•ONKYO
•PASS LABS
•POWER WEDGE
•ROTEL
•ROTEL
SOVEREIGN
•SANUS
•SIGNET

•SONY
•SONY PRO
PORTABLE
•SOTA
•STANDESIGN
•STAX
•STRAIGHT WIRE
•SUMIKO
•TARGET

THE ULTIMATE IN HOME THEATER
Hours:

MON. -FRI. 11-8 SAT. 10-6 SUN. 12-5

NOT ALL LINES AVAILABLE

IN BOTH STORES, PLEASE CALL

870 Commonwealth Ave., Boston -Shrewsbury, Rte 9 Eastbound

617-734-8800

•Trade In's
•Consultations
•Installations
•Shipping Worldwide

508-791-8200

Áudip
- mmt
Cdnnection

RECOMMENDED

•Stands
•Cables
•Accessories

COMPONENTS

ProAc

,ittach ,Aus[ong

•Tubes

cPsr)

VANDERSTEEN

BC))

SONIC FRONTIERS
INCORPORATED

AMC

tre2ËY gem
KIM3ERKABLE epos microrne

gat

*Celestlon
* Creek
* DPA
* Dynaco
* Ear Max
* Epos
* Gradient
* Grado
* Kimber Kable

Kilmo
Magnan
Magnum Dynalab
Micromega
Morch
Music Reference
Naim
OCM

*********

V
II

Ayre
Arcam
Audio Innovations
Audlolab
Audible illusions
Audioquest
B& K
B W
Cardas
Cary

********

re

PSR§E)kKIE
DRS

Parasound
Power Conditioners
ProAc
PSB
PSE
Quicksilver
Ratel
Signet
Sonic Frontiers

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Spendor
Spica
Surniko Ocos
Sumo
Target
Tara Labs
Valve Amp. Co
Vandersteen
Verdier
VPI and XLO

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044 )

(201) 239-1799
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Josef W. Manger, the inventor of this
bending-wave transducer, who began his
research in 1968. There are 45 patents
worldwide for this Manger driver and
cabinets.
We produce the Manger completely in
Germany; further developments on the
driver are also made by Manger.
With kindly regards,
DANIELA M ANGER
Manger-Vertrieb, Mellrichstadt, Germany
P.S. I'm the daughter ofj.W. Manger. Iam
an electrical engineer and for four years
have been in charge of the distribution of
the Manger driver.
WAVETRACE TECHNOLOGIES
SILVER SEVEN
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Sam Tellig and Stereophile for the positive mention of one of
our products in arecent column. All of us
at Wavetrace Technologies were pleased to
see our Silver Seven interconnect mentioned in Stereophiles December'94 installment of "Sam's Space."
A few months ago, Imailed Sam acouple of meter pairs of the Silver Seven. In late
October, my production manager, Kevin
Johnson, asked if Ihad heard from Sam,
so Idecided to give him acall. Sam was
very pleasant to talk with, and told me
what Iwas hoping to hear: that he really
liked the interconnect and would be mentioning them in his column.
While we sure appreciate the positive
comment, it seems prudent to point out
what wasn't mentioned. Our interconnect
is handmade using 99.999% silver in an
air/Teflon jacket and terminated with Cardas
silver RCA ends. Another point worth
noting is the great review we just received
in the Hong Kong press. In the November issue of The Hong Kong Audiophile, we
received three out of four possible stars
against the likes of Transparent Music Link
Ultra and MIT MI-330 CVT Plus.
Again, thanks to Sam and to Stereophile
for the mention. Oh, and as for the Silver
Sevens we sent to Sam: they've found a
happy and permanent home in his system.
DONALD R. HILLEBRAND
President, Wavetrace Technologies

New York's Best High-End
Dealer... in NewJersey!
J
UST 10 MIN.
FRoNi‘II DTOWN MANHA1TAN

Proud to fea illre.

. .the

Best!

"THE STRADIVARIUS OF LOUDSPEAKERS!"

Dunlavy Audio Labs' six models of true reference standard loudspeakers. Unique accuracy from meticulous attention to design goals give these speakers the ability to immerse the listener in the experience. Model SC-VI on display!
DAL -Z.8 impedance -matched and pulse coherent
loudspeaker cable. Designed, to sound engineering and scientific
principles, with adocumented difference you can hear! Only from
Dunlavy Audio Labs!! New interconnect cables now available!!!
se-Iv

audio research

II.M.
LS-5MKii

LS -5MKII Line Stage Dual triode linear operation and solid state
regulation result in astartling ability to portray even the finest details and
dynamic contrasts. All tube, all triode, fully balanced! Also, affordable IS-7
preamp and VT-60 tube amp are capable of startling levels of musical
resolution. You'll love this combination!! All tube and affordable!!!

In

fiLli.

Analog -Krell
KsA-zoos

S-Series Amplifiers; Designed
with intelligence.., to deliver. KRELL is KRELL, Period!

Digital -KPS 20 in playback system; incorporates KRELL transport
with line level stage all in one. Innovative throughout!

.. and the affordable
iffI
rM4
EK MI
NIM Ella X •

Compact Disc Player CD-63SE
Exceptional performance for aplayer without the
price. The machine to beat!

Co-63SE

ANNOUNCING

ePROCEE
M

OM

D'

Come in and experience our new
PROCEED audio/video Home
Entertainment System. This system

combines the fidelity and finesse of ahigh end music system with the power
and excitement of astate of the art movie system. You can have it all!!!
FAX ORDER LINE 1.201.744.5663
FULL SERVICE AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
AMC • ARAGON •ACURUS • ALON • ARONOV • AUDIO RESEARCH • BASIS •CAL • CARDAS • CHAPMAN
DYNACO • DUNLAVY AUDIO LABS • ENERGY • EAD •ENSEMBLE • FOSGATE • GRAHAM •GRADO • HIGHWIRE

an Ano

JADIS • KEF • KOETSU • KRELL • KRELL DIGITAL • MAFtANTZ • MARTIN•LOGAN • MB QUART • McCORMACK
MONSTER • NAD • PROCEED • PROTON •RUNCO • SILTEC • SONOGY •SPICA •STRAIGHTWIRE •SUMIKO
SUNFIRE

• TARGET

• VAC

• VAN DEN HUL • VELODYNE

• VIMAK

• VPI • VTL • WELL TEMPERED • XL0

TOP DOLLAR PAID ON TRADE-INS •AUTHORIZED FACTORY SERVICE
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BELLEVUE
AVE., NJ 07043
UPPER
MONTCLAIR,

201-744-0600
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At Last! Everything you need to know about
buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fi!

The Complete Guide to High-end Audio
by Robert Harley
You know Bob Harley, Consulting Technical Editor of Stereophile magazine.
Imagine that he was your personal friend and could spend hours telling you virtually everything he knows about buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fi. Now Bob
Harley does just that, for all his friends, from beginners to experienced listeners.
With Bob Harley's book, you will discover how to get the best sound for your
money; how to identify weak links in your system and upgrade where it will do the
most good; how to set up and "tweak" your system to get the maximum performance from equipment you
already own; and, most of all, how to become amore perceptive and appreciative listener. In 13 fact-filled
chapters and 3appendices—covering everything from the basics to technical matters (in plain Englih!)—this
book helps you reap the benefits of Bob's years of experience, saving you time, trouble, trial and error.
"The Compl
must have addition
to every music lover's library. For less than the price of 3
CDs, this book is without question the best value in high-end
audio." Shannon Dickson, The Audiophile Voice
"I highly recommend this book. Harley knows how to put
complex thoughts on paper in away that interested readers
can comprehend." Harry SomerfieId, San Francisco Chronicle
"I like this book. Igive Robert Harley alot of credit for tackling apotentially daunting subject with such intelligence and
passion." John Stierriberg, Sound and Video Contractor
"Before you make amistake, buy Bob Harley's book."
Sam TelIig, Stereophile

(04
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Call toll free now for your copy!

1-800-848-5099

llave your credit card ready (8:30-`;:30 MST M-F).
Only $29.95 (softcover) or $39.95 (signed hardcover) plus $4.95 S&H ($6.95 outside continental U.S.)
Or send check or credit card information to
Acapella Publishing, P.O. Box 80805,
Albuquerque, NM 87198-0805

Unconditional money back guarantee
Dealer inquiries invited
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Dealers interested in selling Stereophile, please call (800) 446-3563. Stereophile is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores.
US. National Distributors: Austin News Agency, Bernhard DeBoer, Fine Print Distributors, Ingram Periodicals, International Periodical Distributors.

ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
530 E Benson Blvd
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Sound Advice
2230 E. Indian School Rd
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way k1
Tucson
Wilson Audio
2900 E. Broadway
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
5236 Colodny Ave #101
Alhambra
Audio Video Mart
917 W. Valley Blvd.
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
1717-B University Ave
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck Ave
The Sounding Board Stereo
2389 Shattuck Ave
Beverly Hills
ATTrade
250 N. Robertson Blvd #510
Brea
Audio Haven
1050 E. Imperial Hwy #C-3
Burlingame
Future Sound
851 California Dr #A
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Concord
The Sounding Board Stereo
1931 Market St
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
445 E. 17th St
Culver City
Armadillo 8, Company
5795 W. Washington Blvd
Dublin
Stereo Doctor
7660 Amador Valley Blvd
Encino
All American Newsstand
18001 Ventura Blvd
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fremont
The AN Room
710-F Mowry Ave
•
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Lompoc
Music First
1620 North H
Les Angeles
Robertson Magazine
Bookstore
1414 S. Robertson Blvd
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
700 El Camino Real #180
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
110 W. Olive Ave
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
383 40th St #A
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Pasadena
Canterbury Records
805 E. Colorado Blvd
GNP Audio
1254 E. Colorado Blvd

Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio &Video
Rancho Las Palmas Shopping
Center
42-474 Bob Hope Dr
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
2901 W. 182nd St
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
18456 Sherman Way
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
3627 Merrill Ave
Roseville
Dimple Records
1701 Santa Clara Dr
Rowland Heights
Audio Best
2411 S. Joel Dr
Sacramento
Audio FX
3019 DSt
Paradyme AudioNideo
1732 Fulton Ave
San Diego
Stereo Design
9240 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco
Audio Excellence
528 Washington St
San Francisco Sound 8, Vision
2074 45th Ave
Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Ultimate Sound
41 Grant Ave
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
1362 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
215 W. Mission St
Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo
1520 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News
733 Fourth St
Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
12144 Ventura Blvd
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Tustin
The Digital Ear
17602 E. 17th St #106
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Ventura
Billy Bags
4147-A Transport St
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
1919 Mt. Diablo Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
1545 Locust St
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
6201 Topanga Canyon Blvd
COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
6490 Wadsworth Blvd
Aurora
SoundTrack
15022 E. Mississippi Ave
Boulder
Analogue Audio
2525 Arapahoe Ave #E4-284
Eads News 8. Smoke Shop
1715 28th St
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe

Recycled Audio
1615 Pearl St
SoundTrack
1685 28th St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
230 N. Tejon
Sound Shop
528 S. Tejon
SoundTrack
1230 N. Academy Blvd
Denver
Listen Up #2
999 S. Logan St
Second Sound
1875 S. Broadway
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
SoundTrack
1298 W. Alameda Ave
SoundTrack
2553 S. Colorado Blvd
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
4606 S. Mason St
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
2513 Belford
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
2680 E. County Line Rd
Littleton
SoundTrack
9350 W. Cross Dr
Thornton
SoundTrack
930 E. 104th Ave
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack, Pearce Electronics
9901 W. 50th Ave

Hollywood
Holly.vood Home Theater Systems
1321 S. 30th Ave
Hollywood Sound
523 S. 21st Ave
World Book &News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Key West
Audio Video International
1436 Kennedy Dr
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
15029 Madeira Way
Margate
Stereo Shoppe
Peppertree Plaza
5446 W. Sample Rd
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Pensacola
Southern Hi-Fi 8, Video
503 Brent Lane #C
Tampa
Audio Visions South
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Hartford
Al Franklin's Music
1Civic Center Plaza
The Stereo Shop
505 Farmington Ave
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Westport
The Sound Room
236 Post Rd E.

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
3184-A Waialae Ave
Classic Audio &Video
3027 Kaimuki Ave

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
4920 Roswell Rd #12
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
Dunwoody Hall Shopping
Center
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
19 Atlanta St
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
104 Camilla Dr

IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
7736 Government Way

DELAWARE
Wilmington
Overture LLC
2423 Concord Pike
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
2882 N. Federal Hwy
Front Row Center
5030 Champion Blvd #0-8
Stereo Shoppe
279 N. Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
28901 U.S. 19 N.
Coral Gables
Sound Components
1533 Magruga Ave
Deerfield Beach
Audio Center
120 N. Federal Hwy

ILLINOIS
Champaign
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Record Service
621 E. Green St
Chicago
Music Direct
1304 W. Washington Ave
Van L. Speakerworks
5704 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
532 E. Algonquin Rd
Evanston
Audio Consu'tants
1014 Davis
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
20 W. Jefferson St
Select Sounds
1220 W. Ogden
Odand Park
Sound 8, Vision
14474 LaGrange Rd
Palatine
The Sound Lab
833 N. Quentin Rd
INDIANA
Bloomington
Campus Audio
883 S. Collage Mall Rd
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Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
7127 W. Jefferson Blvd
Three Rivers Audio
4003 S. Wayne
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
Lafayette
Sound Lab
3521 State Rd, 26 E.
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
2306-A Spruce Hills Dr
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
3702 Beaver Ave
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert St
KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
830 S. Hillside
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Burtonsville
JS Audio
15454 Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City
Gramophone, Ltd.
9005 Chevrolet
Kensington
Soundworks
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
High Tech Service 8. Exchange
14209 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramophone, Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785-A Rockville Pike
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
14446 Layhill Rd
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision q2
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Bellingham
RDL Acoustics
26 Pearl St #15
Boston
Goodwin's Audio
870 Commonwealth Ave
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
Audio lab
36 JFK St
Looney Tunes ll
1001 Massachusetts Ave
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd

Needham
You Do It Electronics
40 Franklin St
Northampton
Sound &Music
351 Pleasant St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Shrewsbury
Goodwin's Audio
196 Boston Turnpike
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
S.K.R. Classical
539 E. Liberty
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
Ferndale
Imagery
2907 Horton
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
1220 S. Stephenson Ave
Rochester Hills
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
Listening Room #2
1305 Court St
Traverse City
The Sound Room
1331 S. Airport Rd
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
6127 Ledgeway Dr
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
Needle Doctor
419 14th Ave SE
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
40 SE Fourth St
MISSOURI
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
10 W. Nifong Blvd
Petal
Brougham Audio
1133 S. Main St
St. Louis
Best Sound Company
227 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh #1
Music for Pleasure
7714 Big Bend Blvd
Theodosia
Integrative Services
Hwy 160
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
9E. Main St
Kalispell
Audio Visions of Kalispell
136 Main St
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AUDIO CABLE
&
MORE
DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!

THIEL •McINTOSH
MAGNEPAN
MARK LEVINSON

YOUR

KIMBER KABLE
PARADIGM • B&W

COMPLETE

CARVER •ONKYO

HI-FIDELITY

PROCEED •ROTEL
We have years of experience in
wire manufacturing and have
equaled the high priced brands.

DEALER

RUNCO •ZENITH

FOR B&W

JVC •TOSHIBA

Sonic equivalents of the high
priced brands at afraction of
their price. We demystify wire
technology. Ask for explanation
literature.

& MORE

COMPONENTS
(404) 729-0550
6806 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. Atlanta GA 30360

DACs
Anti-jitter Units
CD Players & Transports
Line Conditioners
Speakers

the very finest in high-end audio

& MORE

HOME THEATER

In Los Angeles
Analog:

LA Audio, Transfiguration, Well-Tempered

Decoders Dolby Prologic

most arms and cartridges

Speakers
Subwoofers

& MORE

Er

tal: Cary, Forsell, Lennart Anderson A dio
Cormack, Micromega, Sonic Fronti

Tube
Lenna

ACCESSORIES

Blue Oasis, Benz, Forsell, Grado, Klyne

lectronics:

Audion, Cary, Joule Electra

Anderson Audio, Sonic Frontiers, VAC

Solid-state Electronics:

Klyne, McCormack

NRG Control, OCM/Belles

& MORE
Send for afree, complete catalog

Speakers: Aerial, ESP, LA Audio, Sound-Lab
Speaker Art, Swans, Unity, Whatmough

of all our AudioNideo products

Cable:

that also includes wire and cable

Equipment racks and accessories

demystifying literature, or phone
800 321 2108 24 hours per day.
Fax 609 428 1832

aWW.. 4
à
l\

Forsell, Highwire, Hovland

•

i

mmgau

LA T INTERNATIONAL
317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill NJ 08034

3or,

12668 Ventura Blvd. Studio City, California 91604
phone 818-762-1501
fax 818-752-9709
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NEBRASKA
Omaha
Stereo West
7425 Dodge St
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image &Sound
3021 S Valley View #103
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
15 S. Main St
Dartmouth Bookstore
33 S. Main St
Milford
Book Ends
185 Elm St
Nashua
Audio Ensemble
419 Amherst St

NEW JERSEY

Bernardsville
Sight &Sound
King's Shopping Plaza, Rt 202
Cherry Hill
Hi-Fi Warehouse Co.
1720 E. Route 70
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
Shoprite Plaza
3585 Route 9N.
Manalapan
American Buyers Club
Comer of Routes 33 &527
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Route 73
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
1670 Hwy 35
Montclair
Cohen's
635 Bloomfield
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
'Denton
Hal's Stereo &Video
U.S. Route 1at Texas Ave

Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
West Caldwall
Woodbridge Stereo
1103 Bloomfield Ave
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
751 Amboy Ave
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul Blvd NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery Blvd NE
Sound Consultant
9517 Avenida del Oso NE
Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank Blvd NE
Santa Fe
Audio Designs
1711-B Llano Rd
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galiotes News
201 Galiotes St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd
ASound Look
301 N. Guadalupe St

NEW YORK

Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E. Main St
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
607 Degraw St
ABC International
128 Bay 34th
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Flushing
Lodestar Audio
137-72 Northern Blvd

We Are The

Great Neck
Discriminating Ear
973 Northern Blvd
Hillsdale
Audio Plus
Route 23
Lake Grove
Audio Den, Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Clark Music In Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
4974 Alexis Dr
Signature Sound
8217 Molson Way (by appt.)
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox &Sutherland
15 S. Mager Ave
The Sound Mill
115 Main St
Nanuet
Stereo Exchange
148 E. Route 59
New York
Audio Arts
101 Crosby St, 2nd Floor
Coliseum Books
1771 Broadway
Dina Magazines
270 Park Ave S.
JAR Music World
23 Park Row
Lyric Hi-Fi
1221 Lexington Ave
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th St
Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway

Union Square Magazine Shop
200 Park Ave S.
between 17th &18th Sts
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Queens, Cambria Heights
T.D. Electronics
115-36 229th St
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
3400 Monroe Ave
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
Listening Room
590 Central Park Ave
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Gordon Brothers
2739 Erie Blvd E.
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
6701-101 Glenwood Ave
Winston-Salem
Platinum Audio
133 Jonestown Rd

OHIO

Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Rd
Ohio Valley Audio
5330 Glenway Ave
Stereo Lab
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St

Stereo Lab
2244 Neil Ave
Dayton
Audio Etc....
2616 Col. Glenn Hwy
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin Granville Rd
Findlay
House of Hindenach
830 N. Main St
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi-Fi &Video
5280 Mayfield Rd
Toledo
Jamiesons'
5431 Monroe
Paragon Sound
5450 Monroe St
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
The Sound Station
601 SE Frank Phillips Blvd
Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sound
10327 N. May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
4715 E. 41st St

OREGON

Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
7733 SW Cirrus Dr
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
1557 NW Monroe
Portland
Chelsea Audio
935 SW Washington St
Fred's Sound of Music
3760 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Sixth &Washington News
617 SW Washington St

PENNSYLVANIA

Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems
1985 S. Fifth St

Ardmore
Danby Radio
120 W. Lancaster Ave
Camp Hill
Hi Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
2000 Lincoln Way E.
Doylestown
Trac Records
Doylestown Shopping Center
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W. 26th St
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
3350 Paxton St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
8010 Bustleton Ave
Pittsburgh
Audio Options
5824 Forbes Ave
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8. Stereo Shop
19 N. Market St
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
226 W. King St
State College
Wescott Audio
718 Hampshire Circle
Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
U.S. Route 220
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
101 Verdae Blvd #800

PHILADELPHIA AUDIOPHILES Choice

• ACOUSTIC ENERGY

• GRADO

• PS AUDIO

• AIR TIGHT

• GRAHAM

• PSB

• ALON

•GREEN MOUNTAIN

• REGA RESEARCH

• ALTIS

• HARBETH

• ROTEL

• AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

• HIGHWIRE

• SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY

•AUDIO ALCHEMY

•JADIS

• SIGNET

• AUDIOLAB

• KIMBER KABLE

•SOTA

• BENZ-MICRO

• KINERGETICS

•SOUNDCRAFTSMAN

• B+K COMPONENTS

• KLYNE

• SPENDOR

• CARY

• MELOS

•STAX

• CEC DIGITAL

• MERIDIAN

• STRAIGHT WIRE

• CLASSE

• METAPHOR

•TARA LABS

• CLEARFIELD

• MICROMEGA

•TARGET

• COUNTERPOINT

• MONITOR AUDIO

•TOTEM

• CREEK

• MUSE

• TRANSPARENT

• DYNAVECTOR

• NAD

• UNITY AUDIO

• EMINENT TECHNOLOGY

• ORACLE

• VAC

• EPOS

• PARASOUND

• VPI

• FANFARE FM

• PASS LABS

• WELL TEMPERED

• GENESIS

• PRESENCE AUDIO

• WHEATON

David Lewis Audio
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8010 Bustleton Avenue
°
Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802
(215) 725-4080
Fax: (215) 725-4495

TENNESSEE
Johnson City
The Soundroom
701 W. Market St
La Verona
Ingram Periodicals
1226 Heil-Quaker Blvd #31
Madison
Audio Video Environments
1719 Gallatin Rd
Nashville
Cumbedand Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Imaginary Records
5324 Buena Vista Park
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.

TEXAS

Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
200 Westgate Pkwy #J
Sound Systems, Ltd.
2502 Paramount
Dallas
Audio Home
14362 Marsh Lane
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy #G441
Home Entertainment
8414 Preston Rd
Krystal Clear Audio
2501 Oak Lawn #440
El Paso
Soundquest
6800 Gateway E. #1D
Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
6692 SW Freeway
Esoteric Ear
15219 Stuebner Airline #32-B
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289 #13
San Antonio
Audio Concepts
8474 Fredericksburg Rd

UTAH

WASHINGTON, DC

WEST VIRGINIA

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Charleston
American Audio
1833 Oakddge Dr
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
4008 MacCorkle Ave

VERMONT

WISCONSIN

South Burlington
Audio Video Authority
1519 Shelburne Rd

VIRGINIA

Abingdon
Alpine Audio
323 W. Main St
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
5720 Pickwick Rd
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
228 W. Broad St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 E. Broad St
Audio Dreamscapes
7434 Richmond Rd
Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
6477 College Park Sq

WASHINGTON
Everett
Audio Waves
607 SE Everett Mall Way
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
10100 Silverdale Way

((Music

The Gramophone
10180 101st St
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
Tower Video
2000 Pennsylvania Ave

Centerville
Ovation Audio
625 N. 1250 W. #2
Orem
Crandall Audio
1202 N. State St
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
1500 S. 15th St E.
Audition Audio
2209 Highland Dr

Cudahy
Cudahy News 8Hobby
4758 S. Packard Ave
Glendale
Sound Investments
2500 W. Silver Spring Dr
Madison
University Audio
402 S. Park St
Mequon
Sound Designs
11126 N. Cedarburg Rd
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
2551 Eighth St S.

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Rouble Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RR1

ALBERTA

Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

NOVA SCOTIA

Calgary
KW/ Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay 1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave

Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio—VVestdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
Just Hi -Fi
239 Princess St

Matters"
BECAUSE M USIC M ATTERS,
WE OFFER THESE FINE PRODUCTS:

iit
rLILii THIEL Theta
audio research Bo kY1Y
California Audio Labs

AVALON
,

j
0

1,1

S

TIC

S

WIRECOORLD

,

NAD

PS

111,1,

PLUS own 30 MORE BRANDS!
•FREE PHONE CONSULTATIONS
•30 DAY EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE
•EQUIPMENT TRADE-I
NS
•FREE SI
EPPING & HANDLING

4697 E.EVANS
DENVER, CO 80222
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Ouébec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E.
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Raul Martinez
Tel./fax: (54) 1-585-1413

AUSTRALIA

National Distributor
Hawthorne, 3122 Victoria
Audio 0Imports
Tel: (61) 3-819-0173
Fax: (61) 3-819-0161

BELGIUM

Hasselt

Ghijsens Hi-Fi
Sint-Truidersteenweg 14

CROATIA
National Distributor
Spoilt
Media Audio
Tel (385) 58-589-742
Fax: (385) 58-40-376

DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlottenlund 0K-2920
Matrix Aps
Tel: (45) 39-402-100
Fax: (45) 39-402-340
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
Rungsted
Hi -Fi Huset
Pennehave 7
Vejle
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71

QUE
BEC
Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 boul. Décade
Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Lajeunesse

Straight

Talk._

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"
AUTHORIZED DEALER
We Rock 106 brands of Audio/Video and Car
Stereo, only • kw stores in America am
make Chi. statement and virtually
all of us are located in college
town. adjacent to
ni -tech Universities
Acuru•

(303) 759-5505

WorldRadioHistory

NHT

Adcdm

Nakarnichi

a/d/s/

Niles Audio

Alon

Onkyo

Alpine
Aragon

Onkyo Integra
Phase Tech

Atlantic Tech Panamax
Audio Control Parasound
AudioQuest
B&K

sFectrai

AERIAL

London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonics Audio 8Video
1480 Merivale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Caning Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigodan
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S.

PS Audio
PSB

B&W
Rock Solid
Bell'oggettl
Sams,
Cal Audio Lab Sennheiser
Celeation

Sharp Video

CWD
Denon

Signet
Snell

Dunlavy

Sony

Esoteric

Sony ES

Forte

Sound Anchor

Haller
Straight Wire
Kimber Kable Tara Labs
KEF

Target

Klipsch

Ilyerihold

Lexicon
McCormack

Velodyne
VTL

Mirage

Yamaha

Mitsubishi
Monster Cable

& 49 More

M&K

M.T.W,TIOim-Spm

NAD

F,
S 10.m-6pro

NEAR

Lawrence. KS 66046

IJ 11:) IClb/V IID 1E0
913-842-1811
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FRANCE
National Distributor
Toulouse
Acoustic Precision Sad
Tel: (33) 61-75-0664
Fax: (33) 61-735-882
Audio Salon
Tel (33) 61-12-3366
Brest
Brazil
Tel: (33) 98-43-1188
Cannes
Vector
Tel: (33) 92-99-0720
Pads
Affirmative
Tel: (33) 47-34-1682
Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222
Creation Audio
Tel (33) 40-20-9528
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph, Martinique
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel /fax. (596) 57-96-39
GERMANY
National Distributor
Wiesbaden
Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067
6000 Frankfurt-MaIn 75
Rhein-Main
Audio/Photo Centre
RheM-Main Air Base

GREECE

National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-923-3168
HONG KONG
National Distributor
YE Audio
Tel: (852) 524-8775
Fax (852) 845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel: (852) 392-6368
Fax: (852) 392-6328

INDONESIA
Jakarta 11230
MOS Electronics
Tel: (US) 1-213-889-4185
Fax: (US) 1-231-724-2715
IRAN
National Distributor
Teheran
Gramophone Company
Tel: (98) 21-676-146
Fax: (98) 21-676-113
IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-9449
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115
JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
Tel (81) 03-5410-0071
Fax: (81) 03-5410-0622

MEXICO
National Distributor
Mexico
Heaven Sound
Tel: (52) 5-563-3187
Fax: (52) 5-563-8110
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
Amsterdam 1079 HR
Raf HIFI/Stereo
Tel: (31) 206-461-571
Fax: (31) 206-443-713
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR. Britton
Tel: (64) 4-5688-066
Fax (64) 4-5688-065
NORWAY
National Distributor
Bergen
Audio Media
Tel./fax: (47) 55-25-62-14
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Raincar
Tel./fax. (63) 2-922-1108

POLAND
Warsaw
Hifi Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel./fax: (48) 1-774-8154

THAILAND
Amans Plaza
Elite Home Entertainment
Tel (66) 2-W1-2440
Fax: (66) 2-237-3940
Focal
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajadamri Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
National Distributor
Dubai
AudioTech Electronics
Tel: (971) 4-225-233
Fax: (971) 4-228-663
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Middlesex
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Specialist Division Mercury
Centre
Central Way, Feltham
Tel: (44) 181-844-1000
Fax: (44) 181-893-1140

Belfast
Zeus Audio
2-4 Great Victoria St
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
The Listening Rooms
161 Old Bromplon Rd
Nottingham
Wollaton Audio
Tel./fax: (44) 0602-284-147
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Park End Place
Reading
Reading Hi -Fi
Broad Street Mall
Sussex
John Jeffries
Pineridge, Sandy Cross

VENEZUELA
Caracas
Arnica
Tel: (58) 2-979-1844
Fax: (58) 2-976-1204

VIETNAM

Ho Chi Minh City 010
Linh Electronics
6-53 3.2 Ave

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Amadora
Ajasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367
PUERTO RICO
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
RUSSIA & BALTIC STATES
Moscow
AT Trade
Tel: (95) 291-5086
Fax: (95) 291-5871
Neo Tek
Tel: (US) 1-408-973-0946
Fax: (US) 1-408-725-8335
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
Tel./fax: (65) 33-66-790
The Music Box
1Coleman St
#03-52, The Adelphi
Fax: (65) 33-42-106
SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Albedon 1450
Hi -Fi Excellence
tel (27) 11-907-9092
Fax (27) 11-907-8399
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sa/te Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254

Seoul
Audio Mart
Fax: (82) 2-514-2089

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Art
Tel: (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207

MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage Sdn Bhd
Tel: (60) 3-717-6969
Fax: (60) 3-717-3057

National Distributor
Geneva
Hi-Fi Porter
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904

KOREA

TAIWAN
National Distributor,
Stereophile Chinese Edition
Taipei
Audio Vertex
Tel: (886) 2-873-6635
Fax (886) 2-834-8555

SWITZERLAND
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AUDIOPHILE, LP'S, CD'S
1-10111*S
AND iNH *-:Want the BEST Products
at the BEST Price?
Here Are Just A Few:

Wescott
Audio
CEC
Music Reference
Cary
Musical Design
Purist
Sound Anchor
Atlantis
Wire World
TG Audio
Parasound
First Sound
Ensemble
Omega Mikro
Gryphon
Presence Audio
Apogee
Expressive Tech
Grado
Epos
VP'
Alema
Power Wedge
Sumiko
RAM Labs
Sound Lab
Accuphase
Audiomeca
Monarchy
Room Tune
Chapman
Mango Labs
Acrotec
Eminent Tech
Arcidi
EAD
Klyne
Coda
Audio Alchemy
Melos
Music Metre
NEAR
Micromega
Forsell
Blue Oasis
Timbre
LA Audio
Air Tight
Magnan
SoildSteel
Legacy
Brightstar
Chang
Yamamura
Creek
Symphonic Line
NSM
MAGNUM Dynalab
Iravel-anywhere custom install team

Chesky, Mobile Fidelity, OJC
011 m
Audioquest, Delos, DMP, Dorian,
Reference, Sheffield, Wilson
012"
DCC & MFSL Ultradisc Il Gold
02100
CBS/SONY & Chesky Gold
02200
Gemini, Reference, Wilson
British Pressings
Audioquest, Chesky, Sheffield
King Super Analogue
Half-Speeds & D2D's
AO DM -1000 Cartridge Demag
Nitt Gritt CD Master

high end Home Theater featuring:
EA I) TheaterMaster, T-8000 I.D/C'D
Ronco Projectors. Da-1.1te Screens.
Expert System/Cable Matching
CD Recording Service
Private Auditions. Trades Accepted
Ask about 90% tradehack policy

'17"
817"
027"

CALL
875"

03688

Catalog: s2 U.S. /s4 Intl. FREE w/order
For More Info Call, Write or Fax:

THE ELUSIVE DISC

1022 Roiling Barrel Rd. •Pendleton, IN 46064
INFO (317) 778-2715 •FAX (317) 778-2669

TO OR DER 1-800-782-3472

Call Scott in State College. PA
Open everyday 9am -It pm

800.669.7574
814.231.1234
Fax: 814.238.7890

Now visit us online!

(41

hup://ingres.,com/-tonyb/audio.httn1
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STEREOPHILE's ALMOST COMPLETE
INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Stereophile from Vol3 No.1 through Vol.18 NŒ4
(1971 through April 1995):and every component reviewed by Stereophile since Vol.1 No.1.
(Please note that an index does not include the
review or article texts) Currently available only
on 5'/4" or 311/
2"floppy disks (MS DOS, raw
ASCII only). Send $19.95 to Stereophile Almost
Complete Index, 208 Delgado Si., Santa Fe, NM
87501. Indicate disk size.

AITENTION QUAD AND SPENDOR OWNERS!
Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems. New and used Quad equipment bought/sold.
ESL/ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems available. For further details, contact Mike or
Randy: QSSO 33 Mc Whirl Loop #108, Fredericksburg,
VA 22406, (703) 372-3711, fax (703) 372-3713.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK—"To keep you
informed, entertained, and connected with audiophiles nationwide." By modem, (818) 988-0452,
featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, on-line
shopping, E-mail, newsroom, library, conferences,
and more. For brochure, write TAN, 6930 Valjean
Ave. #205, Van Nuys, CA 91406-4747. Orfor it!fonnation, call our voice/maillinfonnation system, 24 hours, (818)
782-1676, fax (818) 780-626a
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, California—Franchised dealer for Naim, Roksan, Music
Reference, ESL, Spender, Creek, Rega, Epos, Totem,
Rotel, Onix, JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Sumiko, Goldring, Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of
used gear. Established way back in 1979! (805)
658-8311.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH:' featuring: Apogee, Audible Illusions, AudioQuest, Cary Audio,
Classé Audio, Encore, Enlightened Audio, Grado,
}Umber /Cable, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Micromega, NEAR, NHT, Parasound, Power Wedge,
ProAc, Straight Wire, Swans, Target, Transparent
cables, Unity Audio, Well Tempered, WireWorld,
JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY, (315)
451-2707. Visa/MC/Amex.
AUDIOPHILES AND SCHOLARS: Special Spica
SC-30, $275; Audio Research, NHT, Vandersteen,
KEF, Snell, NEAR, Epos, JM Labs, Paradigm,
Totem, B8cK, Creek, White Audio Labs, Aragon,
McCormack, Symphonic-Line, Melos, Micromega,
Audio Alchemy, EAD, Rega, Oracle, Roksan, Magnum Dynalab, Stax, Grado, Power Wedge, AudioQuest, TARA Labs, Kimber, Purist, Fosgate, Runco,
Soundstream. University Audio Shop, 402 S Park St.,
Madison, WI 53715, (608) 284-0001.
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa—don't despair. Audio Video Logic in Des
Moines can help! Choose from Acurus, Aragon,
Audio Power, Audio Research, AudioQuest, Definitive Technology, Dunlavy, Eminent Technology,
ICinergetics, Martin-Logan, PSB, Rotel, Sanus, van
den Hui, and more. (515) 255-2134.
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RATES: Private, $1.10 per word, $22 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $335
per word, $132 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more
characters with aspace, dash, or slash on
either side.) PAYMENT? All classified ads
must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads
must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads
are credit-card only. Master Charge, Visa,
American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 9839106. FAX: (505) 983-6327. DEADLINE:
Ms are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue
in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

SME 3012-R: The latest version of this superb
medium-mass archival tonearm. Suitable for all
recorded sources, including LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME owners: Upgrade
through exchange!!! Trade-in older SME and
SHURE SME tonearrns for new and significantly
updated Series II improved, Series III, and Series "R"
models. New SME headshells, Fluid Damper kits,
damping fluid, manuals, protractors, templates, and
parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,' P.O Box 18Z San
Anselmo, CA 94979.
50% SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT OR $BACK:
Legendary Allegro Sound 12AX7B,'" finest smallsignal tube ever made (replaces 12AX7, 12AX7A,
5751, etc.) and AudioWorks'" SpkrLink,'" DataLink,'"
PwrLink,'" world's finest cables. Liberal trade-ins.
Save big on Accuphase from No.1 dealer in US. Preowned trade-up specialist since 1973. Call 24 hours:
(818) 377-5264, fax (818) 505-0149.
ACOUSTICALLY TUNED WALL PANELS control flutter echo, reduce reverberation and reflection
patterns. Fabric-wrapped, mid- to low-rangefrequency panels, all sizes with EZ mounting. Ideal
for inside comers/parallel walls. Visa/MC. Acoustical
Panel Systems, Inc., (800) 277-7978.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase,
Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Air Tight, Audiomeca,
Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro, Bitwise, Chang,
Chario, Coda, dpa, Dynavector, Eminent Technology, Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, JM Labs,
Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Meres, Micromega
Musical Design, Music Metre, Muse, Onix, Oracle,
Roksan, Sound Anchors, SOTA, Spendor, Tice,
Unity Audio, Vimak, Wheaton Triplanar, YBA, and
more. Call/faxJohn Barnes at (303) 691-3407, 2341
W. Yale Ave., Englewood, CO 80110.
FOUR TARA LABS TEMPORAL Continuum 6'
AC-power cords with switchable ground, ($295)
$150 each; four Aural Symphonic 6' AC-power
cords, ($195) $95. (206) 322-6846.
CODA FET-01, phono, balanced, ($2850) $1680;
Meridian 602CD/S, ($2750) $1500; Pioneer
CLD3080 laserdisc, ($1400) $650; all excellent and
complete. Michael, (201) 279-500a OEM department,
8:30am-5:30pm EST
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S7EREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX
indexes every record review published in Stereophik from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.18 No.4
(January 1987 through April 1995). Also
includes indices to "Building A Library" and
musician interviews. (Please note that an index
does not include the review texts.) Available on
51
/"or 3W' floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII
4
only). Send $9.95 to Stereophile Record-Review
Index, 208 Delgado Si., Santa Fe, NM 87501. Indicate disk size.

TUBES—VINTAGE N.O.S. (new old stock).
Tremendous improvement over original parts! Individually selected to meet the highest specifications
(low noise). Popular small-signal types available.
Mullard, Brimar, Amperes, Telefunken, Sylvania,
RCA, GE, Tungsol, Jan. New 6550! Superior to Soytek or Chinese! Better than NOS. at half the price.
Fast shipping, liberal exchange policy, many satisfied
customers. Special promotion for Stereophile readers!
Advantage Tube Services, (305) 746-7737.
AMBER MODEL 17 PREAMP. MM/MC phono,
headphone output, excellent condition. A great
entry-level preamp, $225. (904) 673-0695, machine.
CALL US FOR SONIC FRONTIERS, Totem
Acoustic, PS Audio, EAU Symphonic Line, CAL,
B&K, Mirage, Meridian, and excellent monthly specials. B&K EX4220M, $1330. PS Audio: UltraLink
II, $1595; Lambda, call. Totem: Model 1, $1200;
Mani-2, call. Meridian: 200, $895; 263, $595;
500/563, call. McCormack DAC-1, $695. Sonic
Frontiers, call. Audio Associates, (600 362-0474.
ORACLE DELPHI MK.II TURNTABLE, Eminent Technology arm, Monster Cable Alpha Genesis
cartridge All very good condition, original packing,
$650. Serious only. (404) 476-8736.
ICRELL KSA-2005, mint, boxes and manuals, nine
months, ($7500) $5150. Mike A.: (708) 579-9222
work, (708) 920-9315 home; leave message.
"EAR/v1AX:' the world's only miniature tube headphone amplifier, fits your palm! "PreMax": lineamp
with optional dedicated, high-tech MM or MC tube
module; "Masten" loudspeakers. High-end tonearms by Mórch (starting at $675). For information
and closest dealer: Audio Advancements, PO. Box 100,
Lincoln Park, NJ 07035, (201) 633-1151.
YAKOV ARONOV PY-100 mono-dual tube
preampifier, new in box with factory warranty,
$1699 plus shipping. (305) 861-3946 evenings.
AUDIO BEST: L.A., Orange, San Bernardino,
California. Hot components: Audible Illusion,
Sound Dynamics, NEAR M5OME, API Power
Wedge, Celestion, TARA, Counterpoint, Musical
Concepts, Mod Squad, SOTA, Spica, VMPS, Magnum, Fosgate, Music Reference, Sound-Lab, Monster, Straight Wire, Parasound, Pioneer. (909)
861-5413.
FORSELL AIR TRANSPORT, sealed, $3976; Jadis
200 amps, fully modified by Da Hong, mint,
$11,950. (905) 886-6728.
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VSP/S...THE WORLD'S MOST SOPHISTICATED jitter eliminator—Stereophile "Recommended Component:' Class A, April 1994 (Vol.17
No.4). Stops jitter cold! Improves low-level resolution, increases soundstage width/depth, purifies
high frequencies, solidifies bass. Six inputs, six outputs. Designed by Bob Katz. $1495. Digital Domain,
(800) 344-4361 or (212) 369-2932.
PSB STRATUS GOLDS, $1300; barely used Apogee Stages with Mini-Grand finish and sub
enclosures, $2100; Theta DS Pro Prime, $550; Theta
DS Pro Prime II, $1000; Prisma speaker cable, biwire, 5' lengths, $125. Brian, (814) 456-1474, leave
message.
MARK LEVINSON NO.23.5, absolute mint condition, afew months old, original owner, $4895
OBO. (413) 593-3481.
WADIA 16 CD PLAYER, five hours old, ($6750
new) $4000; Sonic Frontiers SFL-2, ($3800) $2400,
Accuphase T-109 tuner, ($3000) $1850; Legacy Focus
loudspeakers in rosewood, ($5100) $3600; Transparent Ultra speaker cables, 8', ($2000) $1200. (603)
964-7022.
EAGLE AND ELECTRON KINETICS owners.
If your Eagle amplifier still says Electron Kinetics
on the front, you need an upgrade from EKSC.
EKSC is the source for service, updates, and new
Eagle amplifiers and preamplifiers. (913) 780-4495.
KRELL KRC PREAMP with phono, $4000; CDDSP Mk.II with acrylic lid, $3500; MDA-300 amps,
$5900. All mint with boxes and warranties. (708)
358-6189.
ONICYO T-9090 II TUNER, mint, $475; Sony TAE1000ESD preamp, analog and digital. A/V controls, mint, $595. Call (219) 269-1742.
SPECTRAL DMA-180, $4895; Infinity Gammas,
$4895; Threshold S350E, $1750. All as new from
original owner. (817) 776-0879, (817)776-9953 evenings CST

GREAT SALE—EXCELLENT-CONDITION
EQUIPMENT with warranties. Used: Aragon D2A
II (with IPS), $725; 4004 Mk.II, $1350; Audio
Research DAC-1 (20-bit, AT&T), $1500; V70
(balanced), $2200; Krell Reference 64, $7000; KBL
(latest), $2250; ICRC, $3795; ICRC-2, $2400; KSA250, $3700; KSA-50S, $2300; KSA-100S, $3575;
KSA-200S, $4875; KSA-300S, $6175; Tice Power
Block and Titan, $1225; Wadia X32 (with AT&T),
$875. New (sealed): Conrad-Johnson Premier Ten,
$2600; Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, $2800. COD or
MCI Visa accepted. Eastern Audio, 133-02 41st Rd.,
Flushing, NY 11355, (718) 961-8256, fax (718)
961-8315.
THRESHOLD FET ten/e high-level preamp,
($3200) $1700; SA4E 2X100 pure class-A amp,
balanced and unbalanced, ($6300) $3150. Both black
and in mint condition with boxes and manuals. (206)
322-6846.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFD-2 D/A processor, as
new, ($4700) $3200; Well Tempered Record Player
with black platter, ($1800) $925. (216) 686-9418.
WILSON AUDIO WATT III/Puppy II, black, mint,
$5990. (914) 376-3256.
SUPER-INSULATED AUDIOZECHNICA RCA
interconnect from Japan, $100/pair. (206) 841-2358.
CLASSÉ M700 MONOBLOCKS, mint, $3950/
pair; Expressive Technologies SU -1 moving-coil
step-up transformer, mint, $2000. (206) 568-448R
APOGEE DUETTA II, gray, mint, $1250; B&K M
200 monoblocks, $1100; AudioQuest Clear II
Hyperlitz, 6', $200; AudioQuest Midnight III
Hyperlitz, 5', $150; Titan plus powerblocks, $1000.
All prices 000. (817) 860-8980, TX.
HI-FI EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality
used high-end components at huge discounts. We
buy, sell, and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 4230400, or visit our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd.,
Little Neck, NY 11363.

HI-FI '95
Stereophile's
1995 HIGH-END HI-FI SHOW
Doubletree Hot
el* •Los Angeles Airport
5400 W. Century Blvd. •Los Angeles, CA
April 27-30, 1995
APRIL 27m DEDICATED TO TRADE ONLY.
Still Available:
13' by 18' rooms and 8' by 10' booths
Contact:
NELSON & ASSOCIATES, INC.
62 Wendover Rd. •Yonkers, NY 10705
for Exhibitor Information only.
'Pk (914) 476-3157 •Fax: (914) 969-2746
*Formerly the Stouffer Concourse
HARBETH HL-P3 MONITORS, walnut, $425;
JM Labs Maghan, walnut, $400. (314) 963-0618.
THE FIRST JITTER-FREE TRANSPORT is available now! At $649, the Reference One transport represents abreakthrough in technology and price. Isolated stable clock module and new OTL transport
driver board also available. Turn your CDs into
music. G&D Transforms, (602) 650-1155.
B&W MATRIX 801 SERIES II, special light-oak
finish, absolutely perfect, complete with hoods and
boxes, $3200. (919) 542-1078.
KRELL STUDIO DAC, $2000; Vimak DT-1000
transport, ($5900) $2900; New Purist Audio interconnects and cables. (602) 376-1734, let phone ring.
COUNTERPOINT SA-4 140W monoblock OTL
tube amplifiers, black, mint condition, with spare
tubes and boxes, $3500. Brett, (801) 625-9477 work,
(801) 298-5627 home.
CARDAS GOLDEN HEXLINK interconnects, lm
balanced, $350. (801) 272-1259.
VAC CPA-1 MK.I1 with phono and balanced/RCA
outputs, all packing and papers, perfect condition,
($4950) $2800. Bill, (214) 383-1935 anytime.

ea4
Audio/Video • Compact Discs
Orange County's Leading High End Audio Dealer
Representing the World's Finest
Music and Video Systems
AUDIO RESEARCH •KRELL •THIEL •THETA •WILSON AUDIO
SONUS FABER •MAGNEPAN •AYRE •FANFARE •KRELL DIGITAL
AERIAL ACOUSTICS •B& W•B& WTHX •MERIDIAN •CAL AUDIO LABS
LEXICON •LEXICON THX •MAGNUM •DYNALAB •ARAGON •ACURUS
SONY ES •VELODYNE •PIONEER ELITE •ADCOM •AIRTIGHT
DAY SEQUERRA •ADS •ADS MULTIROOM •NILES •SOUND ANCHORS
PURIST AUDIO •PIONEER VIDEO •SONY VIDEO •PROTON VIDEO
AMPRO VIDEO PROJECTORS • VIDIKRON VIDEO PROJECTORS
AUDIOQUEST •OCOS •GOLDEN DRAGON
4 Showrooms Including the Latest in THX Home Theater Audio Systems.

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

We Offer Consultation, Design, Custom Cabinets, Licensed Construction
and Installation. Convert or Build the Media Room of Your Dreams — No

The RACKIT - System

Job Too Big or Small. Let Us Bring Fine Music or Theater Into Your Home.
In Addition, Digital Ear Features Over 30,000 CDs. You'll Find One of the

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure

Most Comprehensive Selections of Classical, Rock and Jazz, as Well as
Country, Folk and Blues.
— FINANCING AVAILABLE — OPEN 7DAYS — CONTRACTORS LICENSE #556897

Digital Ear
17602 East 17th Street • Tustin, CA 92680 •(714) 544-7903
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Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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ADCOM GFA-535 MK.II power amplifier, mint,
boxed, $240; Snell Type K speakers, black, excellent, $220. Peter, (212) 541-0545 weekdays, orfax (212)
969-9098.
VSP LABS HIGH-PASS filter, 20Hz, 24dB/octave,
Wima caps, mint, $115. (708) 537-7340.
NAIM 135 (new style), $4200; (old style), $2800;
Jadis Defy-7 Mk.III, $4500; JP-80MC, $8000.
Speaker cables: Colossus, 3m, $560; Aqueous biwire, 2.5m, $200. Interconnects: Maximus, 5m,
$350; Elementa Rev.A, 6m, $200. (305) 938-8578,
FL.

Extraordinary
Music +Video
Systems
Aerial •Aram •Audible Illusions
Apogee •Cardas •Classe Audio •(WD
Denon •FAD •Krell •Magnum Dynaloh
Martin-Logan •Meridian •Paradigm
Rotel •SharpVision •Sonic Frontiers
Spica •Thiel •Transparent Cable
Vandersteen •Vidikron •VPI •\Nadia

Ihh-lind Indio
llon. Theallir
l'usl om Installation
I Equipment
New Hampshire:
419 Amherst Street
Nashua, NH 03063
603.886.4747
Massachusetts:
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Arlington, MA 02174
617.648.4434

B&W, THIEL, LEGACY, KEF, and other owners:
Would you like to improve on the great sound you
already have? Try apair of "Golden Flutes" by JPS
Labs—a necessity for proper bass extension. Please
call or fax (716) 822-0159 anytime to drastically
improve your listening pleasure.
TWO PARASOUND MODEL HCA-2200 II
power amps, brand-new, immaculate condition,
250Wpc into 8ohms, 800W bridged into 8ohms,
$2400 for both. Bill, (516) 826-3791 evenings.
SPEAKER PADS DEVELOPED BY AEROSPACE engineer. Get the most out of your speakers.
Various isolation-damping materials reduce cabinet
distortion, provide solid sound. Stronger grip from
stand/shelf to speaker. No spike holes. Stephen, (201)
489-8325, fax (201) 489-9061, 196 Central Ate, Bogota,
NJ 07603.

ARTEMIS EOS, ROSEWOOD, call; AQ Sterling,
6' pairs, $699/pair; AudioQuest Midnight II, 10',
$249/pair; Alt model 10/20/50 speakers, call; BEL
The Wire, 1m, $129; Klyne 7LX, $1995; Meridian
206B CD, $899; Virnak Dr-moo, $2999; DS-1800
Mk.II, $2499; Esoteric P-700, $899; Sonic Frontiers SFL-1, $699; Classé 6 Mk.II with phono,
$2399; Classé 25, $2895; Classé DR-4, $699; Velodyne F-1500, $895; PSB Straws Gold, oak, $1399;
Theta Pro Basic II, balanced, $1399; VAC PA90Cs,
$3199/pair with meter; Lexicon CP-3 Plus, $1899;
Sony E-2000ESD, $749; Sony TAN-55ES, $399;
Philips CD-V600, $499. All mint condition. (301)
989-2500.
MARK LEVINSON NO.235, $4500; Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, $2700; Rowland 7monoblocks, $3500;
CAT SL-1 Reference Mk.II, $1750; Mark Levinson
No35, $4500; all mint/offer. Call E Khan, MD, (203)
464-7409 evenings.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER EIGHT 270W
mono amps, demos, two-year warranty, $7500/pair.
Call (619) 753-7208.
MONSTER CABLE M-1 speaker cables, two pairs.
71/
2'with spade ends, $120 for both pairs. (704)
862-3338.

JSE INFINITE SLOPE 1.8 speakers; Electrocompaniet Ampliwire II amp; Analog Research CD; Systemdek IIX turntable. Rob, (312) 440-9199.

NORTHEAST OKLAHOMA CLOSEOUT/
OVERSTOCK. Audio Alchemy; Adcom 5800;
California Audio Labs Sigma, Alpha, Delta; Classé;
Denon; McIntosh MC275; Nakamichi; Rotel; and
Velodyne. Also handle Thiel, Definitive Technology,
Snell, Boston Acoustics, and Sumiko. Full selection
of used gear: je, McIntosh C28, McIntosh MX100,
California Audio Labs Aria. Call us at (918) 665-1113.

B&W 802 SERIES 3, $2350; Threshold T-400 amp,
150Wpc, class-A, mint, ($5300) $3699; PS Audio
UltraLink Two, mint, ($2395) $1395; PS Audio
Lambda, mint, ($1795) $1195; Audio Alchemy DTI
Pro, mint, ($1250) $795. All virtually new. Trade for
high-end speakers. (414) 241-9438.

VMPS LARGE SUBWOOFER, walnut, new, $450;
Yamaha AVX-500 integrated amp, $250; ConradJohnson PV-1, $425; Carver TFM-25 amp, $425;
Proton AP1000 preamp, $150; one pair Duntech
Black Knights, $2800. May trade. (502) 729-2478
evenings.

4
7,6edicael

•
ec
•Sound Lab
• R.P.M. tables
•Atma-Sphere
•Audio Physics
• Lyra cartridges
AUDIO IMAGE Ltd.

_DPFCALPHA STEREO
Quality Components.
Professional Installation & Service

NADI

"We are known for the
companies we keep"
Adcom, NAD, Rotel, Onkyo,
B&W, Ortophon, Audioquest,
Monster Cable, M&K, AKG,
Stax, Polk Audio,
Atlantic Technologies,
Audio Alchemy, Beyerdynamics,
Sony, PSB, Sennheiser, Alpine,
Audio Control, Velodyne,
Boston Acoustics.
Northern NY's oldest & most
renowned dealer.
57 Smithfield Blvd.

ensemble
ex, raordlnary musn evide,;.>nt!ms

Plattsburgh, NY 12901

S.F. Bay Area
(510) 654-7235

Some lines not available in both locations. Please call

WorldRadioHistory

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961
Monday-Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex
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McINTOSH MCD 7007 CD PLAYER, $1200;
Carver C-1 holographic preamp; MIST 1200W
amp, $600. All in mint condition. (908) 534-6533.
KRELL KRC, ($6900) $4400; Reference 64,
($14,000) $7900; KSA-200S, ($7500) $5400; Jadis
DA60, ($7500) $5400. Above items two months old.
Nalcamichi 1000ZXL, mint, $1350. All have original
boxes and manuals. (718) 961-8842, NY.
CODA PET-02 PREAMP, mint with transferable
warranty, $775; Ensemble B-50 Tiger integrated,
$1300. (206) 628-8311, leave message.
JEFF ROWLAND 8 STEREO amplifier, mint,
$7500 OBO; VPI HW-19 Mk.III with ET-2 arm,
$1500. Ron, (708) 299-3628 ext. 3, days; (708) 2150705 evenings.
WADIA 15 PROCESSOR; Wadia 8transport, mint,
($7500) $4850; Musical Design D/150 with Cardas,
new, ($1600) $1100; Tice Power Block, $650. (509)
326-0566 evenings.
ICRELL STUDIO D/A PROCESSOR, $2250; Esoteric P-10 transport, $900; Proceed PDT 3transport, $1650; Seleco SVT-130 projector, new, $4250;
Pioneer Elite CD-52 LD/CD player, $750. All like
new, offers. (615) 531-3470 until 9pm EST
CARY AUDIO IN OHIO. The Music House is
proud to present Cary Audio Design amplifiers, preamps, and the new dual 20-bit Cary CD player. We
also offer musical speakers from Audiovector, Harmonic Precision, and Swans. Sonoran Audio Design
cables provide Class A sound at an affordable price,
Audio-Technica cartridges, and Sound Anchors. For
apersonal audition, call The Music House, Centerville,
OH, (513) 439-2667. Hear the difference!
NPC (NIPPON PRECISION CIRCUITS)—
authorized distributor for US, Canada, and Mexico.
We would be pleased to support your needs for NPC
digital filters, converters, and PLLs. Call (214)
437-7866, fax (214) 437-7810, or E-mail BillKeane
AOL.COMforfast response.

Meet the Stars of High-End Audio!
HI-FI '95
LAST CHANCE FOR ADVANCE TICKETS!!!
The Stereophile High-End Show
in Los Angeles
April 28, 29, 30, 1995
at The Doubletree Hotel/Los Angeles Airport.
Our fourth Show in Southern California. See
and hear the best in high-end hi-fi and Home
Theater. Enjoy live concerts. Participate in
question-and-answer sessions with Stereophik's
editors and writers. Shop from awide selection
of LPs, CDs, and accessories. Tickets by mail,
$18 until April 15; at the door, $25. EACH
TICKET IS VALID FOR ALL 3 SHOW
DAYS. Write or fax: The Stereophile High-End
Show, 208 Delgado, Santa Fe, NM 87501,fax (505)
989-8791. For exhibitor information, contact: Ken
Nelson, Nelson & Associates, Inc Tel: (914)476-3157
Fax: (914) 969-2746
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We offer the best CDs
with the best price!
Auchoquest

$12.99

Chesky

$11.99

DMP

$12.99

Dorian Recordings

$12.99

Mercury Living Presence

$ 9.99

RCA Living Stereo

$ 9.99

Reference Recordings

$12.99

Sheffield Lab

$12.99

Telarc

$12.99

Wilson Audio

$12.99

Also CDs from TAS & Stereophile

PROAC RESPONSE 3s, $3700; SME 309, $600;
Esoteric P-10 transport, $1100; Theta Pro Basic,
$900. (509) 285-6270.
CODA FET-02b preamp, three months, warranty,
mint, ($1950) $1350 OBO; Aragon 24K Mk.I1 preamp, phono, $800; IPS external supply, six months,
$150; Kimber KCAG RCA, one month, $250. (505)
281-3655.
WAVELENGTH AUDIO: state-of-the-art singleended triodes. 'Clyne 6pe: staggering phono playback
for under $2000! Also: ASC, Blue Oasis, FMS
cables, Immedia, Klimo, Klyne, Lightspeed, Lyra,
Magnum Dynalab, Mango, Maxeen, Music Metre,
Musical Design, MSB, NoiseTrapper, Reference 3A,
RPM, SimplyPhysics, Sound Anchor, Swans, Versalab, Wheaton, and many more. Ask about our unique
room-treatment solutions, meticulous installation,
and custom isolation tables. MausolfMusic Systems,
(212) 753-2042.

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP
REPRESENTING:
AUDIO RESEARCH • BM( •
B6.\X/ • BASIS • BENZ MICRO •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CARDAS • CELESTION •
CLASSE • CONRAD JOHNSON •
COUNTERPOINT • DAY
SEOUERRA • GRADO •
GRAHAM • JEFF ROWLAND •
KIMBER KABEL • LINN •
MAGNUM DYNALAB •
MARTIN- LOGAN •
McCORMACK •
MELOS • MERET
AUDIO • MERIDIAN •
MUSICAL DESIGN •
MIT • PIONEER
ELITE • PROTON •
ROTEL • RUNCO •
SOUND ANCHOR •
SPICA • STAX •
SUMIKO • TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •
TRANSPARENT •
VAC • WILSON •
Yf3A • CDS & LP'S •

CREDIT CARDS •DELIVERY
SET UP •MON -SAT 11-6

Audiophile Selections
P. O. Box 17038
Anaheim, CA 92817-7038
FAX: (714) 283-2857

1%1

Our component rack systems are the result

art

of design and craftsmanship.
"gé will even design a piece to your exact
specifications!" Our custom design department
is fast and affordable.

Audio
Racks

emus! ,

#5000

#2300

and others.

-•=re •-'n --.1.!

For more information and a FREE
catalog, send mail to:
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CDs NOW!
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Totally adjustable
shelving. UPS-able.

today for your local dealer and
of our detailed Newsletter with
product photos and specifications...

Call us
a copy

We Manufacture:
• Audio Racks
• TN. Recorder Tables
• Amp Stands
• Big Screen Pedestals
• Speaker Stands
• Turn Table Foundations
• CD Storage Racks
B M IP /BILLY BAGS

• Laser Disc Storage
• Projector Tables
• Monitor Swivels
• Wall Brackets
• Audio Dusters
• Tube Flex Kits
• Custom Designs
Available
4147 TRANSPORT ST

udiophile
elections
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MasterCard
VISA
Accepted
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4119 HILLSBORO RD • NASHVILLE, TN 3721',
(615) 297-4700
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VENTURA,

CA 93003

(805) 644-2185
FAX 644-0434
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A/V MARI' IN L.A. Call/fax for complete list.
Authorized dealer: ProAc, Accuphase, Kinergetics,
Parasound, Esoteric, Micromega, Sony ES, Dynaco,
Audio Alchemy, TEAC, Paradigm, Cardas, Monster,
MIT, and more. Accuphase DP-75, DP-65 CD, C250 preamp, A-50 power, all in stock. Krell KSA-150,
$2800; ARC D400, $1750; Muscat« AT2 turntable,
S1250; ProAc Response 3, ($6500) $3700 (U); Studio
200, ($3300) $2300 (D); Kinergetics KCD-20,
($1500) $750 (U); KCD-40, ($2400) $1650 (N);
Meridian 263 DIA, ($995) $500 (U); Sharpvision
120" television, $2500; Esoteric D-10 DIA, ($2000)
S789 (N); and more. Trade-ins welcome. 9/7 W Valley, Alhambra, CA 91803, (818) 282-0520,fax (818)
282-1778, Fred.
STATE-OF-THE-ART CROSSOVER networks.
Upgrade any speaker system. Replacing your crossovers can improve highs, increase dynamics, and create abetter soundstage. The design guide is $2
(refundable). Allpass Technologies, Inc., 2844 Charmant
Dr, Apopka, FL 32703.

Thefinest selection
and installation
ofaudio &home theater
equipment available in the
Greater Cincinnati area.

Ampro Video

NESTOROVIC SAS MK.IV SIGNATURE, black
ash, one year old, mint, Stereophile "Recommended
Component" (1986-1994), personally autographed
by the designer, (list $7000) $4500. (215)968-4773.
NEW [Uri{ MODEL 4420 amp and Pro Ten preamp, $1095; 0.5m Emerald balanced output cables,
$90 for pair. (701) 845-1523 or (701) 845-5557.
SONY CDP-X707ES GOLD, $1175; Thiel 3.6,
amberwood, $2500. Sidney, (718) 788-3794.
VANDERSTEEN 3s WITH STAND, $1700; CAL
Labs Tempest II CD player, new tubes, $1300; lm
of Kimber KCAG, $195. All excellent condition with
original boxes. (813) 856-2522.
SONY ES CAROUSEL MODEL CDP-C8ESD
($590) with WaveTrace Technologies mods, ($225)
$400 OBO; lm AudioQuest Z TosLink interconnect, ($190) $90 OBO. Both mint. Many, (305) 2528148, 6-9pm EST

McINTOSH MC2250 amp, $1100 OBO. Rocky,
(309) 557-2995 days, (309) 662-8006 evenings CST
MERIDIAN 563 DAC, $925; Mark Levinson
No.23.5, $4900, both in mint condition. Audio
Transparent Ultra, 15m balanced, $725; 15' speaker
cable, $925. (904) 398-5450 evenings.
AUDIOWEB—THE HIGH END arrives on the
Intemet.www. Free classifieds, the High-End Bazaar,
Hi-Fi archive project, Cyberspace Audio Society.
www.audioweb.cregroup.com/audioweb/default.htm.
MERIDIAN 606 D/A converter, mint condition,
$1075. (615) 435-9459 home, (615) 675-2400 ext. 2123
work; please leave message.
THIEL CS3.6 SPEAKERS, finished in amberwood.
Voted Stereophile's Loudspeaker of 1993, Vol.16
No.12. Mint condition. Sell for $3100. George, (617)
496-7583 days, (617) 484-0582 evenings.
QUAD ESL, Mac 240, good condition. Bill, (408)
432-7508 ext. 7737, (408) 244-9827, SanJose, CA.
CAT SL1 SIGNATURE/RAM, $2995; Jadis Defy7Mk.III, $4295; Fried RS, $995. (604) 658-2234
PST
McINTOSH MC2205 POWER AMPLIFIER,
$950; C32 preamplifier, $750; SCR2 speaker-control
relay, $85; Linn Linnk pre/preamp and Linn Trak
cartridge, $295. (504) 751-7227.
JOIN THE AUDIO SHOPPER, used high-end
equipment review and marketplace. A new publication to help you discover superlative audio at truly
affordable prices. For free trial subscription and free
personal ads, write to: P.O. Box 168491, Irving, TX
75016.
KRELL MDA-500 MONOS, retail $14,100, sell
$6700; Studio DIA converter, retail $3900, sell $1800;
Nitty Gritty 25FI record cleaner, new in sealed box,
retail $539, sell $345; rare N.O.S. tubes, Telefunken,
Bugle Boy, etc. Call with wants at 8am PST All plus
shipping, firm. (909) 982-2386 No call returned on tubes.

Audio Research
Bryston
Cal Audio Labs
Jeff Rowland
Lexicon
Linn
Magnepan
Mark Levinson

We don't sell
perfect systems.
After 15 years, we've learned no perfect system exists.
It has to be built—to your specifications, within your budget.
To help you, we've selected the 60 companies that offer
the finest equipment, at the best value.
We'll proceed step by step until you're satisfied that
the system you purchase is the perfec )stenl for yOU.
To get started, call us today.
sk us how.

310 517-1700
310 517-1732 fax
18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S
CÁRDENA, CA 90248

("
eel.)
AUTHORIZED DEALER: AEG •ATLANTIC TECII

LE ILLUSIONS

AUDIO ALCHEMY •AUDIO CONTROL •BEYER DYNAN

Sfr:•,* CM, .41)

CELESTION •CLEARFIELD •COUNTERPOINT •CWI) •DAHL

•

,ST
CARVER
TE ,•GENESIS

GRADO •HAFLER •HARMAN KARDON •HUGHES •INFINITY •JAMO •JBL •LEXICON
MAGNUM/DYNALAB •McCORMACK •MERIDIAN •NAD •NESTOROVIC •NILES •ONKYO
PARASOUND •PHILIPS •PIONEER •l'OWER WEDGE •PROTON •PROAC •l'SB •ROOMTUNE
SONANCE •SONIC FRONTIERS •SONY •STAX •TARGET •THORENS •TICE •VELODYNE •VPI
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PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! MIT
MultiCaps, Wonder, SCR, Black Gate., Ela, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, HoIto, Mills, etc. capacitors
and resistors. All types audio connectors, chassis
wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble, TICD, Hexfred,
Copper-Foil Inductors, tubes, vibration-damping
sheets and isolators, Deflac Panels, MIT Z-products,
hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories,
free catalog! Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA
94937, (415) 669-7181, fax (415) 669-7558.
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 8power amp, mint
condition, 250Wpc, platinum faceplate, current
model with updated power supply, list price $9800,
sell for $5000. Call Greg at (212) 228-4283.
ONE PAIR EVS SINGLE-ENDED passive preamps, $200; lm pair ART Millenium 5000 singleended interconnects, $475; Nakamichi SP-7 headphones, $75. All items mint, offers considered. (616)
554-9934.
WANTED: Rogers LS3/5A speaker. (312) 244-0750
INFINITY IRS BETAs with IRS V amplifiers,
accelerometers, and crossover. Built and modified
for, and previously owned by, the former president
of Infinity. (310) 397-0141.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellentsounding, dependable audio equipment (plus video).
We offer friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on
experience, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD,
Cary, Nakamichi, Acunas, Kirnber, KEF, Parasound,
Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Audible Illusions,
Spendor, Target, Carver, many more. Free catalog!
Read Brnthen Stereo, 591 King St., Charleston, SC29403,
(803) 723-7276.
VTL RENAISSANCE 70/70, $550; Tannoy DMT
12 monitors, $1300. (310) 320-3966.
UPGRADE FOR LESS. Offering best prices on
used audio component& Buying and selling all types.
(509) 966-4431.

most 90110111
4 II
.
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Attention High-End Hi-Fi Trade:
HI-FI '95
April 27* through April 30
*April 27th for Trade Only—closed to the public
April 28th, llam to 8pm
April 29th, 10am to 7pm
April 30th, 10am to 6pm
Tickets: $25 at the door, $18 by mail.
Each ticket valid all Show days.
Doubletree Hotel
(formerly The Stouffer Concourse Hotel)
5400 W. Century Blvd., Los Angeles, near LAX.
Thousands of Audiophiles and Home Theater
Enthusiasts, with friends from around the world,
will come to see and shop. Consumers will marvel at the latest in ultimate-performance equipment, experimental, current high-end, and new
market entries. Plus agrand selection of accessories, kits, and hard-to-find records and CDs.
Top it all off with live musical events every day,
and you can understand this classy Show's
appeal. For full exhibitor information, contact
Ken Nelson, Nelson & Associates, Inc, 62 Wendover
Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705. Tel: (914) 476-3157. Fax:
(914) 969-2746.
PS AUDIO LAMBDA with coax, AT&T, AES/
EBU, brand-new, ($2095) 81595. (602) 760-0742.
MARK LEVINSON NO38 preamp, mint, boxes,
manual, $3150; 7' bi-wire set Purist Colossus
speaker cable, $375, both $725; 15' balanced
Colossus Ftev.A, $725; lm RCA Colossus, $300;
Krell ICSA-300S amp, 1995 production, new, $7700;
Theta Gen.III D/A converter, $1900; Data II, $1500.
(504) 865-7864.
THETA PRO GENERATION III DAC plus Theta
Digital lm cable, black, mint condition, boxed,
$1100. WANTED: ARC D100, D110, D120. (404)
751-0938.

and you will hear
asmall voice. It
is not a loud
voice, but it
speaks with knowledge and conviction. The
voice conveys honesty and genuine concern,
your needs remembered.
If you are tired of the shouting and
cacophony often found in today's world of mega
high-end audio-merchants, give me acall. I
think you'll appreciate my way of doing business. Summon the small voice today.
—Galen Carol
Classe' Audio, Wilson WATT, Convergent Audio, Hales,
VAC, Basis, Acarian/Alon, Wadia, VPI, Eminent Technology, Quad, Jadis, Sound Lab, Graham, Genesis, Enlightened Audio, Spica, SOTA, CAL, Quicksilver,
Celestion, Meridian, Magnum/Dynalab, SME, Lyra,
Berning, McCormick, Arcam, Totem, Reference Line,
Bright Star, CEC, PS Audio, Creek, Day-Sequerra, Audible Illusions...and many more! We carry virtually all
cable, cartridge, and accessory lines.
Free informative Newsletter. Monthly specials on
new, used and demo equipment.
RO. Box 17562 •San Antonio, TX 78217
Voice: 210 /805-9927 FAX: 210 /805-9928

Galen Carol Audio
Audio One To One

I I,
two-spea L
ker playback
I
ve heard:

"Live At The
Columns"

'

_

"...It certainly
qualifies
for some
krnd of
best-buy
designation."
—See Peler Machell e
iversean lien 51

Tony Dagradi Trio
"Real jazz" performed live in asuperbly natural
recording. A must have reference CD with an
outstanding range of originals and standards,
uncompromised
dynamics
and
music
TMCD.07

"POWER TALK"

The Van L. Stage Two is the first production
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane.

JoAnne Brackeen Trio
JoAnne Brackeen, piano, with Ira Coleman,
bass, and Tony Reedus, drums. A sparkling
performance recorded direct to CD during a
spellbinding live jazz concert in New Orleans
TMCD.08

Available factory direct for alimited time at S899.00 apair
plus s&h 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warranty . Available exclusively from.

Van L

"Ancient Sonnbs

Srieákerworks

anb Sacre àCbants
rom t4 Americas anb japan"

f

Featuring Products from

•
Adcom •
Apogee AudioQuest •
Audio Innovations
•B&K •Cardas •Chicago Audio Group
•Counterpoint. Esotenc Audio •Grado
•
JM Labs' Kimber Kable •McCormack' NSM
•Pinnacle •PS Audio' Rogers. Spectrum •Sumiko
•
Taddeo Target Tice 'Totem •
Van Den Hul

Hypnotic sounds, never before recorded ancient
ceremonies, vocalizations and rhythms of Zen
Buddhist
and
First
American
peoples.
TMCD.09

-t

•s‘.)

We also offer

•Repairs •Pads •Kits •Recoiling
Send $16.95 each (incl shipping) to:

312 769 0773

Audio Resource, 3133 Edenbom Ave,
Metairie, LA 70002

5704 N Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659
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PRECISION

AUDIO &VIDEO,'
NOW LOCATED IN A
NEW 7000 SQ. FT STORE.
TRULY STATE-OF-THE-ART
FEATURED PRODUCTS ARE
CONTINUALLY ON LINE &
READY FOR AUDITION:

Ad111111111•MM..
.

r
r

ICRELL MDA-300 class-A monoblock amps, best
offer. Call Bruce, (208) 667-0925.
LINN LP12 OWNERS. Pink Triangle battery power
supply (includes DC motor) for LP12 is amazing,
accepting Lingo toward PinkLink. Many used
LP12s! Kiosk carbon-fiber bottom with damping
feet for LP12, $125. PT and WilsonBenesch turntables in. Dealer for Benz-Micro, Harbeth, Duntech, Graham, OCM, XL0. Used: ARC LS3, $925;
OCM phono, $650; Duntech Black Knights, $2650;
Klyne SK5A, $1300; Naim 72mm, $750; Linn:
'Cabers, $1400; ICan2s, $450; 'Cairn sps, $1850; Lkl,
$450; Klout, $2200; 280spark, $1300; Karik sps,
$2300; Ekos, $1250; Lingo, $800; Arkiv, $1100. Call
for catalog, demo in New York, New England. 30day return. Visa. The Kiosk, (802) 763-2810, VT
CARY PREAMP SLP94 oil caps, $1800; 300B triode amps, $1800; Adcom GFA-565 mods,
$1100/pair; miscellaneous tube amps, $100-$400.
(801) 226-1018.
HAFLER 110 PREAMP, Musical Concepts mod,
$525; Haller 500 amp, Musical Concepts mod, $750;
JSE model 2Infinite Slope, $1200 plus shipping. (618)
466-6978.
VANDERSTEEN 3s, upgraded at factory, boxes,
receipts, three years old, $1350. (713) 869-3909.

.

ACCUPHASE
DP-90 TRANSPORT &
DC-91 DIGITAL PROCESSOR
REFRESHING, LIQUID SOUND
YET VERY TRANSPARENT
EXQUISITE BUILD QUALITY IN
THE ACCUPHASE TRADITION.

THE KEY TO
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
WITH THESE
FINE PRODUCTS:
Linaeum
Magnan Cables
Mares Designs
Michael Yee
Musical Design
NBS Audio
NSM speaker s
Paragon
Poly fusion
Purist Audio
Stax
Stewart Screens
Sumiko
TEAC/Esoteric
Ultra Resolution
Van Den Huí
Wadia
Wireworld
Zoethecus

;(01P w,eul MIA II, ;(61
TEL
FAX

31
6

805-523-3005
805-531-0004

5140-C COMMERCE AVE.
MOORPARK, CA 93021

PS AUDIO ULTRALINK with AT&T, $1275; Stax
Lambda Pro 1, $255; SRDP, $170; M8cK VX7, $195.
(602) 435-1027.
NAKAMICHI 1000 R-DAT transport, $3900;
Finial LT-1X laser turntable, latest ELP version,
$15,000; Cedar DC-1 processor/de-clicker, $13,500.
Call (505) 662-4063 or (505) 667-1330.
FORTE LINE-LEVEL PREAMP, remote-controlled, ($1350) $800; Celestino SL-700SE loudspeakers, ($3399) $1600; AudioQuest Midnight Ill,
8' single bi-wire cables, spades, unused, $175. All
mint. (901) 278-5239 CST
STRAIGHT WIRE VIRTUOSO GOLD speaker
cable, two 8' runs, (new +$950) $475.Joseph, (602)
624-3585 days.
RE VOX A77 STEREO two-track recorder, 15ips,
recently recalibrated, $550 or best offer; ReVox D36
tube stereo two-track recorder, all original, $275 or
best offer. (801) 224-3934 evenings.
KRELL KRS-1A, four pieces, 100 lbs., warranty,
$2995; Counterpoint Solid 2A, warranty, $1395.
(716) 271-1415.
MAGNAN Vi interconnects, new, 4' pairs, RCA,
$350; balanced, $435. (817) 536-3135.

Audio

Upstate
New York's

Solutions
Atlanta'tf
Highend Source
Aerial Acoustics

NHT

Acurus

Paradigm

Atlantis

Pass Labs

Audible Illusions

ProAc

Audio Research
Clear Audio
Coda

Snell
Sony ES
Sony Video
SOTA

Grado
Graham

Sumiko
Target

Kimber Kable

Theta

Magnum Dynalab
McCormack
Micromega

Serving Los Angeles With Distinction

NEW: TWO PAIRS lm balanced Wireworld Gold,
$750/pair; Encore DL2010.2 tube preamp, ($3500)
$2200 (N). Entec 90, $1995/pair; Sonic Frontiers
SFD-2, 10 hours, $3850. Bi-wired sets: 3m Highwire, mint, $895; 5' XLO 6, $320. 5' PAD Rev.A/
Colossus, mint, $585/$375. (610) 929-7965.

VPI
WireWorld

401-804-8977
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Road
Dunwoody, Georgia 30338

WorldRadioHistory

Exclusive
Dealer For...

2314 Monroe Avenue /Rochester, NY /Monday-Fnday Noon-9 /Saturday: 10-6

Accuphase
Airtangent
Air Tight
Angstrom
Apex
Aronov
Artemis
Audio Quest
Audiostatic
Basis Audio
Benz
Cardas
Citation
Convergent (CAT)
Day Seguerra
Goldmund
Graham
Gryphon
lmmedia
Jadis

THE B&W 801/802 COMPLETE PASSIVE crossover replacement: The single most significant
upgrade you can make to your 801/802-based audio
system. Please call or write for our complimentary
literature. North Creek Music Systems, Main Street, P.O
Box 1120-B, Old Forge, NY 13420, voice/fax (315)
369-2500.

APOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURE speakers, mint,
with original boxes, $2100; Audio Research D200
amp, six months new, ($2500) $1200; AudioQuest
Cobalt, 8', $220. (206)768-1277.

THIEL •MARK Li-VINSON
CLASSÉ • MAGNEPAN
SUS FADER •APOGEE
THETA •WILSON AUDIO
ACURUS
ADS
ARAGON
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOOLIEST
GOLDMUND
GRADO
LEXICON
MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD
NAKAMICHI
PROCEED
PS AUDIO
PSB
RCAUDIO

2 Excellence /Listen 2 Excellence /Listen 2 Excellence /Listen 2 Excellence

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
TECHNOLOGY

AUDIO RESEARCH DAC20, $1275; SOTA Star,
rosewood, $1000; SME 309 tonearm, $600; van den
Hul MC-l0, $400; Aural Symphonies DS-1 digital cable, lm, $125; Nitty Gritty PRO-LIA, $125,
Sony ST-550ES tuner, new, $200. All mint, boxes,
papers. (910) 762-3368.

PROAC RESPONSE 2speakers, walnut, with Target RS2 stands, $1990; Audio Artistry Mozart
speakers, $1550. Both immaculate. (910)855-5768,
leave message.

716 •442 •6050
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ACCURATE
AUDIO

VIDEO

DALLAS' FINEST AUDIO VIDEO STORE
ADS
AMX

Pioneer
Powerwedge

Audio Alchemy
Audioci uest

Proscan
Rackusfics

B& K

Runco
Signet
Sony

BIC
Dahlquist
Denon
Forte
Jamo

Standesign
Sumo
Tice
Threshold

JVC
MB Quart

Toshiba
Vidikron

McCormack
NHT

VPI
XLO

Niles

Bryston
NAD
Fosgate
Onkyo
Hailer
Rane
IHX
Kenwood
Snell
Lexicon
Stewart
Certified Dealer
M &K
Triad
Parasound
Velodyne
Harman Kardon
Soundstream
LUCASFI-M

Consultation •Sales •Installation
Available throughout the Un'ted States.

PHONE 1-800-414-1849
2301N. Central •
Suite 182 Mano, TX 75075
1.11.0111.11.11.wat al.,. Ile

In Southern California

gria
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re41111111111
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$400 =ARCAM ALPHA 5(everybody's favorite
little amplifier). $500 = Fried Beta VI (fantastic!).
We represent best-buy products from Arcam, B&K,
Fried, Linaeum, Musical Concepts/Design, OCM/
Magnum Dynalab, NEAR, many more! Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN, (317) 474-9004, llam-7pm EST
JM LAB ALCOR SPEAKERS, ($11,000) $6000;
Rowland No.6 monoblocks, new in crates, ($10,800)
$7000; Mark Levinson No38 preamp, ($4000)
$3000; Atma-Sphere MA-2 monoblocks, ($14,200)
$6600; Cardas 5-C interconnects; RCA 1m, 0.5m
XLR 1m, 3.5m; speaker 2m. (412) 492-0418.
DOES YOUR SYSTEM HAVE what it takes to
sound better, more musically accurate, with the truly
neutral Cormorant interconnect? If so, delight in the
Joyous rediscovery of your music. Zero-risk 30-day
audition. lm pair, $124, air-shipped fret Literature
available. New: real-world-priced, high-performance digital interconnect, introductory priced at
$40/$35. Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview Ave.,
West Palm Beach, FL 33407, (407) 842-7316.
SIDEFtEALKAP—The world's most highly
reviewed audio capacitor. The SiderealKap is absolutely neutral compared to a short length of
99.9999%-pure silver wire. Call, fax, or write now
for application notes and ordering information.
SiderealKap, 1525 Brian Plate, Escondido, CA 92025.
Phone (619) 743-199Z fax (619) 743-2192.
MARTIN-LOGAN AERIUS, $1400; KSS Engineering 100/100 stereo OTL tube amplifier, $2900;
Theta Pro Basic DIA, $895; Reference Line Preeminence preamp, $900; Thiel 2.0 speakers, teak,
$900 OBO. Call Mark, (203) 328-3788 days, (203)
452-0811 evenings.
EAD 7000 BLOWOUT—all gold with warranty;
DSP-7000s: Series 1, demo, $695; Series 2, AT&T,
demo, $1295; Series 1, AT&T, new, $1050; T-7000s:
demo, $1050; demo, AT&T, $1350; new, AT&T,
$1475. Call (602) 224-9400, Box #28.

You are invited to audition

The Ayre Power
Amplifier

APOGEE FULL-RANGE THREE-WAY speakers
with active crossover and stands, $2200 plus shipping; AudioQuest demo interconnect and speaker
wire; Fosgate MC-110 Home Theater speakers, $900
for set of three; Linn Karik I, $1995; Linn
ICarik/Numerik, $3500; Linn Kairn with phono,
$1995; Marantz SR-92 AN receiver/LV-500 Gold
laserdisc player, $1298; Tandberg 1D-3014A cassette deck, $995; Vandersteen model 3speakers,
$1895; Vandersteen 2W subwoofer, $895. Call Terry,
(402) 391-3842.
GRADO HP 1000 HEADPHONES, HPA-1
AC/DC amp, power supply, AudioQuest Emerald
interconnect, four binaural CDs, $795. (904) 4268502, 9-9 EST
LEGACY FOCUS SPEAKERS, oak, $2900; Theta
Data 2transport with both AT&T and coaxial outputs, $1600. (309) 523-3168.
WADIA WD-2000 D/A converter (latest upgrade),
$2995; 1m Madrigal HPC (balanced), $65. (303)
320-3921 evenings/weekends.
SOUNDQUEST AUDIO—DETROIT, Michigan.
Alpha-Core, Arcam, Audible Musions, Audio Logic,
Bel Canto Design, Bright Star, C.E.C./Parasound,
Illuminati, Joule Electra, Mango, Muscat«, Music
Reference, Musical Design, Paragon, Pass Labs, Purist Audio Design, Reference Line, Resolution Audio,
Sound Dynamics, Swans Speakers, TG Audio,
Townshend Audio. MC/Visa. (810) 737-0005.
DEALER INVENTORY CLEARANCE! Everything 30%-60% off! All units, new and demo,
include full warranty. Products include: EM), Counterpoint, Genesis, Eminent Technology, Aragon,
Audio Alchemy, Clearfield, B&K, Straight Wire,
Tice. Call for model, pricing: (602) 224-9400, Box
#28.
MOD SQUAD DUET: Deluxe Line Drive and
Phono Drive combo, on one chassis, ($3000) $995.
(503) 292-2386.

Want it? -NOW?
You've made your decision.
You've heard the perfect
component for your system.
You want it —NOW!
One thing is stopping you —

Electronic

Accessories

Cal. Audio Labs
Counterpoint
Bryston
Fosgate
Marantz
McCormack
NAD
Denon
Bang &Olufsen
Macintosh
Lexicon

AudioQuest
CWD Furniture
Signet
Sumiko
Nitty Gritty
Kimber Kable
AKG
Beyerdynamic
Esoteric Audio

Speakers
M&K
Martin Logan
Mirage
Signet
Sonance
Vandersteen

Turntables
Pro-Ject 1
Thorens
Denon

cash -top dollar guaranteed! -for
used equipment, like yours -and we

We also Feature:
Evanston
708-864-9565
Hinsdale
708-789-1990
Libertyville

Video

708-362-5594

Proton
Vidikron

Chicago

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

(818) 781-4700
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money. We can help —now.
The Stereo Trading Outlet pays

312-642-5950

Bryston, B&W,
Fosgate, Goldmund,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega,
Pass Labs, Proceed,
Rotel, Sonus Faber,
Thiel, Threshold,
and many more.

ammo constmsanTs
the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 1967

WorldRadioHistory

pay now. Since 1984, we have
been buying and selling the finest in
new and used audio equipment.

Why not call now?

The Stereo
Trading Outlet
1-215-886-1650
24 HR FAX 215-886-2171
320 Old York Road
Jenkintown, PA 19046
Cash Paid for
Audio & AV Eqpt.

WESTERN NEW ENGLAND'S BEST

SOUND ADVICE &
AN HONEST PRICE

PERSONAL SYSTEM SALE: ARC Classic 120s,
($7500) $5000/pair; Quad ELS-63 USAs with Arcici
stands, ($5175) $3500; two powered Vanderstcen
2W subs, ($2600) $1700; Theta DS Pre Gen.III,
($5500) $4000; Meta Research (Goldmund) CD
transport, ($3500) $2000; PSE Studio III tuner,
($750) $250; ASC Tube Traps, four sections, 12" by
37" with two base stands, ($450) $200; Goldmund
Digital Cable, 15m, ($500) $225; pair MIT Shotgun
Interconnects, lm, ($500) $225; pair MIT MH-750
speaker cables, 8', ($500) $225; three pair Madrigal digital interconnects, ($260) $200 each; new Sony
75ES DAT tape deck with eight blank 120mm tapes,
($950) $500; CWD LB3075 cabinet, 47" W by 31"
H by 19" D, black, six shelves plus top, ($625) $400.
Fax/phone: (910) 392-3277.
APOGEE CENTAUR SPEAKERS, ($1595 new)
S850 plus shipping. Original boxes/packing/paperwork. Excellent condition. Call Tom, (919)990-7522,

ADCOM •AP. •AG •CAL AUDIO
DENON •WC •KIMBER •XLIPSCH
KRELL •LEXICON •MCCORMACK
NAD •
ONKYO• PREMIER •NUANC
ONKYO • PROCEED • PROTON
SENNHEISER •5HARPVISION •SNELE
UNITY •VANDERSTEEN •VELODYNE
VIDIKRON

• VPI

E.

MORE

SALES. SERVICE, & INSTALLATION
LP'S &CD'S FOR THE AUDIOPHILE

Sound0Musk

351 PLEASANT Si NCOITHAMPTON MA 01060

(4 1 3 )5 8 4 -9 5 4 7
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Announcing the

Thiel CS1.5
"Our goal with
the CS1.5 is
to provide a
very high
level of sonic
performance
in a small,
easy to place
package."

WATT II/GILBRALTARS, $3500; Entec LF30s,
53500; Conrad-Johnson Premier •
One, $2500;
Goldmund Cones, $150; Forsell interconnects, $200;
Maplenolls, +$1000. (416) 691-4319.
SONY CDP-X707ES CD player, unpacked, not
used, $1050 plus shipping. (503) 344-4690, OR.
IZOWLAND CONSUMMATE, factory-new with
latest upgrade, original crate, manual, warranty,
54500 firm; Rowland model is, perfect condition,
consecutive numbers for mono configuration, $2000
each. Bob, (516) 496-6133.
OHM WALSH 5s, rosewood finish, mint. Incredible
bass, imaging. In original boxes, $6000 list. Must
sell, $2500 or best offer. Call (908) 526-4800 days.
lIANT-KILLER D/A: Adcom GDA-600 with Mod
Squad feet, ($785) $575; Theta TLC jitter-reduction,
($200) $125; two MIT adjustable digital cable, ($700)
5150; two XL0 Type 4digital cables, (E300) $125.
lint, (619) 550-0625, San Diego.

Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
609-883-6338

WILSON GRAND SLAMM, $49,000; Forsell
transport converter, $6900; Sequerra tuner/antenna,
$3500; Jadis Defy-7, S4500; Jadis JP-80MC, $9900.
All items few months old, mint. (604) 681-1022.
APOGEE DUET-TA SIGNATURE SERIES (marble finish), two years old, $4400; Aragon D2A converter, $670; Nalcamichi Dragon cassette deck, $970;
Philips Cl) interactive with ten games, four movies,
$465. (817) 380-932a
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 6monos, $6395; Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2, $3495; Threshold T-2, $3895.
Everything black, everything new with warranty.
(303) 384-9828.
DUNLAVY AUDIO LABS Z.8 speaker cable, 8'
pair with eight banana ends and four pin ends, $175.
(217) 355-9848.
FOR SALE: STAX SRM-1 Mk.fl Class A (Skreophik,
Vol.18 No.4, April 1995) headphone amplifier, $300;
Denon DTR-2000 DAT deck, just back from factory
with new transport, $500. Call ell) 767-2125 evenings
THRESHOLD SA-2 MONOBLOCKS, black,
mint, with boxes and manual, "e" upgrade, balanced
and RCA, ($6500) $3500, split shipping. Frank, (203)
667-3576, Connecticut, 6-10pm EST mathine afterfour

rings,

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Adcom
Aragon
Arcam
Audio Alchemy
Audio Research
Audio Static
Beyer
C.E.C.
Celeste
Creek
CWD
Dunlavy
Epsilon
Grado
H/K
Janis

Lightstar
Meridian
Naim
Paradigm
ProAc
Reference 3a
Rega
Roksan
Rotel

Signet
Sonic Frontiers
Spendor
Spica
Sumiko
Target
Theta
Vandersteen
VEL

\

(--Spiçng-)

Cleaning
Sale
Overstocked and Discontinued Items
Call for prices or acomplete list of
all products on sale.
Legacy Speakers
Bang &Olufsen
Counterpoint
PS Audio
Nakamichi
Boston Acoustics
NAD
Sharpvision
Kenwood THX
Carver
Large selection of CDs &Laserdiscs

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

806/353-9625 or 800-725-4434
200 Westgate •Amarillo, Texas

2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 312.883.9500
5701 W DEMPSTER MORTON GROVE 708.581.1900

806/794-4507 or 800-329-4434
8201 Quaker •Lubbock, Texas
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NEW IN SEALED BOXES with warranty, EAD
with HDCD,* Melos triode, Audio Alchemy, Cary,
and more. Call Bob, (800) 433-6276, mailbox 23004,
leave message, all calls returned.

AUDIO /PECIALI/T/

HAL's

Alt. Rt. 1&Texas Ave.

DEMO SPEAKER BLOWOUT—all demo pairs.
Full warranty. Genesis Genills, $3250; 1M-8200s,
$695; IM-8300s, $995; IM stands, $225; Genre Is,
$795; Genre 2s, $495; Genie 3s, $325; Clearfield
Metropolitans, $3250; Continentals, $1795; Eminent
Technology LFT-6s, 81750; LFT-8s, $1050. Call
(602) 224-9400, box #28.

Profflufica

$1990.
STEREO & VIDEO

SWAN CYGNUS, $2600: Sonic Frontiers SFD2, 82775. (206) 633-4000.

WorldRadioHistory
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KRELL KRC WITH PHONO, $4200; Krell PAM3, $1100; Vendetta Research SCP-2B, $1800; SOTA
Sapphire with Lestre 801 arm, $450; AR Classic 30,
$1200; Threshold FET ten phono, $700; Mark
Levinson Na20.6, $9000; No35, $4200; H.P.C. 36'
balanced, $600; Goldmund Lineal, $275; Goldmund
Reference turntable, $20,000; Goldmund MI 10 DIA,
$3800; Goldmund MI 12, $2000; Esoteric P-2,
$2000; AR Classic 60, $1800; Wadia 64.4, $1700;
Finial turntable, $1400; Meitner PA6i, $900; PA6,
$700; Gradient 1.3, $1300. Victor, (718) 692-3926
A 99.999% SILVER, 100% MUSICAL interconnect: Silver Seven. Rated three out of four possible
stars in Hong Kong Audiophile against MIT 330CVT
Plus and Transparent Music Link Ultra! Hand-made
in the USA. $299/m/pair. As always, hybrid FET
modifications for Audio Alchemy, DDE, DITB,
XDP. Our modifications will not void factory warranty. You'll love what you hear from us or your
money back. Since 1986. Wavetrace Technologies, (813)
587-7868.
CONRAD-JOHNSON MF-200, $1095; Velodyne
VA-1012, $425; Kyocera DA710, R461, D810,
RC101 sold as set, $750. Call (704) 548-0674.
MARANTZ CD-63 SPECIAL EDITION. Used
40 hours only. With guarantee, $375. Call Robert,
(914) 778-7056
ONE MONTH OLD: Krell KRC-2, ($3700)
$2800; KSA-50S, ($3300) $2500; KSA-100S,
($5500) $4150; KSA-300S, ($9500) $6700. Mint:
Adcom GFA-555, $400; Aragon 4004 Mk.II, $1250;
Denon DCD-1520, $325; PS Audio 4.6, $315;
ProAc Studio 1, $625. All with boxes. (718) 720-4795,
fax (718) 981-6093, NY.
NAIM, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO SCULPTURE,
AudioPrism, Aronov, Eagle, 'Clyne, Totem, Harbeth,
Nestorovic, Regs, Townshend, JA Michell, Revolver,
Grado, Cardas, Prisma, Mango, High Wire, Target. (305) 891-9540.

Audioq ueS

Audi °

ca liforo

END'

A

i
a Pe.")

Car yAudi°

RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90,000,
Londonffss Bluebacics, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681,facc (212)
496-0733. Harvey Gilman, 243 W. 76th St., Apt. 1B,
New York, NY 10023.
JAZZ ON VINYL LIVES! Personally selected
factory-sealed LPs, bebop-present. Free informative
catalog ($3 overseas). LG's Jazz, 53 Bellefontaine,
Framingham, MA 01701.
28,500 LPS. PRIVATE COLLECTION, HARDTO-FIND, out-of-print, mint, most sealed, 19501990. Classical, opera, soundtracks, pop vocal, jazz,
original hits, rock, big band, religious, Latin, soul,
country, Christmas, folk, guitar. Available individually or in lots. (203) 227-8326.

•CODA
•DEMON
•EPOS
•GRADO
•JMLABS
•KEF
•KINERGETICS
•PALOS
•Hell
•NAKAMICHI
•ONKYO
•POWER WEDGE
•PREMIER
•PSB

•HAD
•ROD:SOLID
•ROGERS
•SME
•SONICFRONTIERS
•SOTA
•SUMIKO
•SOUND WAVE
•SYMO
•TANNOY
•TARGET
•THORENS
•V.PI.

and much more...
4Sound Rooms

RCA AND MERCURY SET sale. Write: Records,
104 Barrington De, Oak Ridge, TN 3783a

137-72 Northern Blvd., Flushing, N.Y. 11354

TOP DOLLAR PAID for LPs and CDs. No collection too large. Classical, jazz, rock, audiophiles
(SR/LSC/EMI-ASD), more. 100,000 LPs and 30,000
CDs in stock. Call or write for information/directions. Open 7 days, MC/Visa. Princeton Record
Exchange, 20 Tulane St., Princeton, NJ 08542, (609)
921-0881.

Tel: (718) 321-1500 •Fax: (718) 321-1078
MC •VISA •AMEX •DISCOVER Accepted

Tuning Products Support

cre ek

Counterpo int

pogo

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
mccorm ack

Rote'

there exists avery special

My Complete
Room &
System
Analysis
Includes:

place which offers only
two classes of components ...

sneH Spica

SharP vien

eee
7d/he

•Room Acoustics
•Resonance Control
•Une Filtration

Does anything else really matter?

sumi k°
Taddeo
Tra nspare nt Audi°

Vandersteen
Well Tempered

SOUNEMCRKS
V

Someday you will begin tuning
your room acoustics and mechanical
resonance in your components. When
you are ready to tune your system, expert
help is just acall away.
The best
money you'll
ever spend in
audio.

Audio & Video Components

celeste

Monitor Audi°

PRIC E!

•ACOUSTICENERGY
•ACROTEC
•ACURUS
•AWN
•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIO OUEST
•B&K
•BOSE
•CAL
•CARDAS
•CELESTION
•CHANGAUEII0

LYRITA RECORDS—FULL SET of 90 records.
Dealers sell for between $40 and $175 each. All mint,
all for $1750. For proof of dealer price list, write to:
Postal Station "Q" Box 1199, Toronto, Ontario M4T2P4,
Canada.

Labs

The Mel squad

HIGH

* Authorized Dealers for*

g&K

Grado

NOT

LIQUIDATING 30,000 CLASSICAL RECORD
COLLECTION. Catalog, $1. Most recordings
priced below $4. MITMst, Box One, Brightwaters, NY
11718.

Alcheei

B&W

HIGH

LPs/CDs/TApEs
WANTED: LONDON AND DECCA stereo analog LPs. Mint UK pressings only. Randall Goldman,
Box 3, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270, phone/fax (500)
367-2000.

V

1402 MONROE AVE ROCHESTER, NY 14618 7162640410

Send or fax your equipment list & detailed
room diagram with furnishings.

ALON
LURNE
AUDIBLE ILLUS.
MAPLESHADE
CARDAS
MARTIN-LOGAN
CLASSE
MICROMEGA
C-J
MUSE
FRIED
NSM
HIGHWIRE
SOTA
SWANS

Only $199
All major credit cards accepted
Cil 1-800-337-TUNE
Fi • 1-215-297-8661
In! J 1-215-297-5304
P44.4..4 quen,

1050 E. Imperial Hwy., Ste. C-2&3
Brea, California 92621
(714) 529-5634

Box 570
Point Pleasant PA 18950
MU GUM OEM
L
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•Equipment
•Accessories
•Cables

Cut this ad out for later reference

TUNABLE ALANC3
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MILLION+ LPs. Lotsa Shaded Dogs, Mercurys,
also popular. (412) 462-1364.
FREE LIST AUDIOPHILE CLASSIC LPs. Butch,
P.O. Box 684, Woodburn, OR 97071.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono
and stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call
Lawrence O'Took, PO Box 138, Bearwilk, NY 12409,
phone/fax (914) 679-1054.
"FREE" CD 10 DIE FOR! Roundup the Unusual
Suspects: 75 minutes, 22 tracks from the Rounder
family. Not available in stores! Charles Brown, Rory
Block, The Blazers, Mario Bauza, Holmes Brothers,
Sleepy Labeef, Bill Morrisey, many others. Send just
$3 (shipping and handling) to Roundup Records, Dept.
STP2, 1Camp St., Cambridge, MA 02140.
WANTED: MFSL LPs, Vollonar Schroth, Am Stadtpark
43, D-90409 Melberg, Germany. Far (49) 911-365-8110
WANTED: TWO-TRACK open-reel tapes (RCA,
Mercury, etc.). Volkmar Schroth, Am Stadtpark 43, D90409 Nürnberg, Germany. Fax: (49) 911-365-8110.

WANTED
WANTED: SONY PDL TURNTABLE, drawer
type, in good condition. Matt, (619) 259-7630.
WANTED: OLD, NEW, TUBE, McIntosh, Marantz, Dyna, ARC, Conrad-Johnson, JBL, EV, Jensen,
'Clyne, Mark Levinson, Cello, Wilson, Quad,
Sequerra, Altec, Fulton, Linn, Thorens, Western
Electric, EMT, 33LP, etc. (713) 728-4343, fax (713)
723-1301, Maury Corb.

WANTED: TUBE HI-FI, tube theater amps, comer
speakers, horn drivers, coax/max speakers, crossovers, Altec, EV, Jensen, McIntosh, Dynaco, Scott,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz,
etc. Some high-end ARC, Linn, Conrad-Johnson,
speakers, etc. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City, OK 73110, (405)737-3312.
GRAPHIC DESIGN FOR THE AUDIO INDUSTRY. Will create panel graphics, advertising, product
manuals, and brochures for your audio products.
Take your project from rough sketch to camera-ready
artwork. Let me use my creative skills and +20 years
as an audio enthusiast to make your product asuccess! Design Works, (415) 752-6902.
WANTED: ONE PAIR B&W DM-1400s in rosewood finish, must be in very good condition. (602)
569-2287.

COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/
stereo) old tube Marantz, McIntosh, Leak, Futterman, Quad, REL, Fisher, Tannoy, Altec speakers,
Sequerra tuners, Krell, Mark Levinson, ARC, turntables, arms, etc. Also, used wristwatches: Rolex,
Audemars, Omega, Rado, etc. (used watch parts and
tools). Traveling often, Midwest and East Coast.
Trade welcome. (718) 387-7316 or (718) 383-5352.

WANTED: TAS reviews, Dahlquist DQ-10, 198384, Issues #4 and #20. Calls reimbursed with acquisition. Tom, (817) 329-8854.
WANTED: ONE PAIR OF KEF 103.3 speakers,
black, with stands, and KUBE. Greg, (404) 432-7838

WANTED: PROAC STUDIO 3or EBS. (303) 2741886 home, (303) 331-4560 work.

Audio Images.
Audio Research
Mag num Dynalab
Classe Audio
Naim Audio
Melos
Purist Audio
Sony ES
Eastern Pa's Premier High End

Denon
Thiel

Audit) Specialists

ProAc
Day Sequerra
Vandersteen
Martin-Logan
Velodyne
Magnepan
Theta Digital

Boston Acoustics
VTL •Rotel •Snell
California Audio Labs
Mark Levinson •Pioneer Elite
VPI •PSE •SOTA •Straightwire
Cardas •Sumiko •M & K

82. more!

Fine Quafity, Affonfability

Analog Shop

"Welcomes Music Refere)wer
•AUDIBLE 1111 SIP'S •MAIM •%PI
•WIRE:WORLD •MICRO-MEGA
•MEWS
•KINIIIER •MUSICAL DESIGN
•EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
KLYNE e
MERIDIAN
•SOI ND %ADES
•NAIM ARCAhl éLYRA
•CHING
LIGHT
TARGET
•MUSIC REFERENCE
SPEED
•TADDEO
•WHEATON TILTPLVER •GRAHAM
•OCM

éBENZ-MICRO

TOTNSEND IRPM

•0C9/ART-1 •SUMIKO éSME •REGA
•AUDIOQUEST •MORDAUIff-SHORT
•SOUND ANCHOR

610-437-1200

.2 II

WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
NBS, Spectral, Theta, Threshold, and Wadia without
calling us. New store in L.A. Call Superex Products,
Inc., (310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-4356, Sennie.

1
10 01
1
1

•MAGNUM DYNAIAB

V

The
• Stereophile • • •

V

RECORD -REVIEW I
NDEX
Indexes every record review published in
Stereophile from Vol.10 No.1 (1987)
through this issue. Also includes
indices to "Building A Library" and musician
interviews. Available on 5%' or 31
/"
2
floppy disks (MS DOS, raw ASCII only).
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
208 Delgado St., Santa Fe, NM 87501
(Please indicate disk size.)

Making Their
Debut...
•Thiel CS 7Speakers
•Martin-Logan SLIII
Speakers

•Ei&K TX-4430 THX*
3X200 Amplifier

•NHT SuperzepolSW2P
Subwoofer

eThiel CS,5 Speakers
FROM $1.350/PAIR

AUDIO RESEARCH MARTIN-Mel •litel
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •ESOTERIC •DYNACO
WELL TEMPERED •SNELL •CELESTION •F-8K
THRESHOLD •FORTE •MAGNUM DYNALAD •MIT
GRADO •SONIC FRONTIERS •AYRE •PARADIGM
ROTEL •SUMIKO •PIONEER ELITE •PANASONIC
OCOS •
CWD •STRAIGHTWIRE •AUDIO ALCHEMY

ue stock Mobile Fidelity LP's.
used equipment /trades welcome

2W. MAIN ST. •_
3" 1) FLOOR
VICTOR,
NY 14564

antfEvertise With A Persona( Touch

2337 MacArthur Rd •Whitehall, PA 18052

WANTED: JANSZEN SPEAKERS, Z-65s, 130s,
300s, 600s. Pre-1975, fine shape. 'op prices paid.
Also, Dyna, Eico, Fisher, Heath tube gear, old hifi magazines. Ron Gomez, P.O. Box 2267, Orinda, CA
94563, (510) 933-4559.

OPERATOR'S MANUAL: Pioneer 5X1250 stereo
receiver. (904) 777-5354.

"YOU'VE READ THE FtEVIEWS, now own the
best." MACH 1Acoustics is looking for honest,
reliable audiophiles to act as field reps in the following areas. New York, Miami, Chicago, Dallas, Los
Angeles, and San Francisco. Must allow others into
your house for auditions. Will make commissions
on every sale. Also looking for overseas distribution, Pacific Rim countries and Europe. Contact Man McCalmont, MACH 1Acoustics, RR2 Box 334A, Wilton, NH USA 03086, (603) 654-9826.

WANTED: PAIR OF JBL Metregon speakers. Will
pay top price for excellent condition. George Fathauer,
1550 N. Bel Air, Mesa, AZ 85201, (602) 964-6920.

WANTED: Rogers L$3/5A speaker (312) 244-0750

PHONE 716* 74202860
FAX 716.742.2859
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505 S. Neil St., Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 355-8828
Weekdays, 12-6 (Th. 12-8) •Sat. 10-5
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly
accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd.,
Yonkers, NY 10705.

Acarian Systems
Accurate Audio Video
Acoustic Image
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Alpha Stereo
Ambrosia Audio
Analog Shop
Arcam
ARS Electronics
Artemis Systems
Audible Elegance
Audio Advisor
Audio Alchemy
Audio Artistry
Audio Arts Ltd.
Audio Connection
Audio Consultants
Audio Den
Audio Forest
Audio Haven
Audio Image Ltd
Audio Images
Audio Innovations
Audiolab
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Imports
Audiophile Selections
Audio Physic
Audio Plus Services
Audio Power Industries
AudioQuest
AudioQuest Music
Audio Research
Audio Solutions
Audio Trading Times
Audio Video
Audio Visions
Avalon Acoustics
Axiss Distribution
Ayre Acoustics
B&W Loudspeakers
Bay Area Audio
Billy Bags
Bryston
Cable Company
Cardas Audio
Carver Corporation
Cary Audio
Cello

46
317
306
134-135
74
312
232
320
128
290
174
314
180, 254-257
118
172
288
302
317
317
306
319
312
320
150
152
230
140-141
176
313
304
42
156
10
192
58
316
292
194
245
104
113, 115, 117
115
56-57
292
313
132
224
110
138
6-7
190

CES Specialty
148
Champagne Audio
320
Chapman Sound Company
192
Chesky Records
236
Christopher Hansen 2inc
242
Complete Guide to High-End Audio ..304
Conrad-Johnson
96
CSA Audio
303
Cumberland Audio
313
Denon America
62
Digital Ear
311
Don's Hi-Fidelity
318
Dynaco
80
Dzurko Acoustics
108
Elusive Disc
309
Enlightened Audio
18
Ensemble Music & Video
312
Epos
166
Esoteric Audio
113
Fairport Soundworks
319
FG Imports
122
Focus Audio
23
Fourier Components
158
Galen Carol Audio
315
Golden String
182
Goldmund
64
Goodwins
302
Michael Green Hotline
319
Hales
102
Hal's Stereo
318
HCM
238
HeadRoom
248
Highwire Audio
168
Hsu Research
176
Innovative Audio
274
JMLab America
164
Joly Electronics
170
Joseph Audio Corp.
154
JS Audio
228
KEF
50
Kiefs
308
Kimber Kable
126
Krell
48
LAT International
306
David Lewis Audio
307
Listening Room
272
Lodestar
319
Lyle Cartridges
293
Lyric HiFi
240, 246, 284
Madrigal Audio
38
Per Madsen
311

Manley Laboratories
44
Martin-Logan
130
May Audio
16, 152, 168
MBL
146
McCormack
70
McIntosh Labs
98
Melody Audio
14
Meridian
52
Micromega
194
Mirage
30
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
186
Mondial
2
Monitor Audio .
88
Monster Cable
100
Muse Electronics
172
Musical Surroundings
184
NBS Audio Cables
200
Needle Doctor
268-269
N.EW
139
New England Audio Resource
176
Nordost
106
Northstar Leading
The Way
14, 32. 55, 65, 106, 108
Nova USA
160
Now Hear This
26
NSM
174
Nuts About HiFi
315
Omni Audio Sound Systems .
170, 176
Optimal Enchantment
262
Overture
234, 282
Panama>
90
P&W International
174
Paradigm
8
Parasound
40
Park Avenue Audio
220
Parts Connection
267
Pass Laboratories
156
Platinum Audio Limited
94
PolyFusion Electronics
78
Pope Music
188
Precision Audio
316
Prisma Cable
160
ProAc
110
Pro Audio
150
Progressive Audio
264
Pro Musica
318
PSB
60
Quintessential Sound (PGM)
12
Rainbow Electronics
124
RAM Labs
166
Reference Audio Video
314

Reference Line Audio
Resolution Audio
Rotel America
Ruark
Sanas Systems
Savant
Schwann Publications
Select Sound
Sennheiser
SimAudio
Sonic Frontiers
Sony
Sound & Music
Sound by Singer
Sound City
Sound Components
Sound Concept
Sound Connections
Soundex
Soundings
Sound Lab
Sound Perfection
Sounds Like Music
Spendor Speakers
Stereo Dynamics
Stereo One
Stereo Trading Outlet
Straight Wire
Swans Speaker System
TARA Labs
Theta Digital
Thiel
Tice Audio Products
Tiff Electronics Co
Transparent Audio
Tubes By Design
Turnipseed Music
Ultra Systems
Underground Sound
Unicorn Audio
Valve Amplification Company
Vandersteen Audio
Vanguard Audio
Van L. Speakerworks
Wadia
Wescott Audio
Wireworld
Woodbridge Stereo
XLO

162
72
29
158
120
298
288
278
82
144
24-25, 267
76
318
294-295
178
258
316
170
244
308
173
222
300
162
300
198
317
84
168
36, 122
54
86
164
117
92
178
315
252
250
194
34
324
154
315
323
309
136
290
20

S
UBSCRIBE
TODAY
U.S. &CANADIAN RESIDENTS

Name

D 1YEAR, $35 CI 2YEARS, $60
($2.92/issue)
($2.50/issue)

Address
aty
Check/money order enclosed

D

BM me

0 VISA

0 MasterCard

Card Na

Call toll-free to order
by credit card

10 American Express
Exp
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(12.08/issue)

OVERSEAS 875/year

state

D

D 3YEARS, $75

(800) 334-8152

Or send check, money order (US dollars only),
or credit-card number to:
Stereophile, P.O. Box 469027, Escondido, CA 92046-9027
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irst, if you've been trying to get in
touch with the Academy for the
Advancement of High End Audio
to attend their Awards Banquet on April
26th (see "The Final 'Wore Vol.18 No3),
keep trying. Sue Regan, the Academy's
Managing Director, commenced amove
from Maine to southern California just
around the time our March issue came out.
(Her husband, Andy Regan, has been with
Transparent Audio but is now going to
work for AudioQuest.) The Academy's
new number is (714) 443-9395.
This month's "Letters" column highlights a number of the contradictions
which beset amagazine like Stereophile.
From Douglas Mayer and Timothy Barron
we hear complaints about the level of
enthusiasm Robert Harley expressed about
the Genesis 11.5 loudspeakers in our January issue. Mayer even went so far as to
imply that we had dismissed Corey Greenberg as awriter and given apositive review
to the Genesis speakers as sops to Arnie
Nudell. (Mr. Mayer must be into conspiracy theories. It's clear to me that if we
were under Nudell's influence to that
degree, we would never have published
CG's "old goat" allegations in the first
place. Have you noticed the satisfaction
that Nudell and partner Paul McGowan
have taken from referring to themselves as
"old goats"?)
Enthusiasm, though, is acharacteristic
that audio writers can't do without. It's
not that we're supposed to love everything
that comes our way—as some magazines
are wont to do—but when acompany
makes the best speaker you've ever heard,
you'd darned well better enthuse about it.
What reader is going to read amagazine
about perfectionist hi-fi where the writers
are yawning through their reviews of stateof-the-art equipment? It is atough job: we
have to be critical and we have to be
enthusiastic. Omission of either quality
dooms our publication to the trash bin.
Then there's the letter from John Ashman, adealer in Santa Fe and Albuquerque, who is bowled over by the amount of
influence our reviews have. Manufacturers
Italk to regularly bemoan the current state
of affairs, in which only areview in Stereophile is sufficient to get aproduct's sales life
going. Ishare their concern. There should
be many sources of opinion capable of
influencing aconsumer's buying decision,
not basically one.
322
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Nevertheless, it's John Atkinson's and
my job, and the job of our entire editorial
and circulation staffs, to extend Stereophile's
circulation and influence, increase the
number of products we review, and improve the reliability of those reviews. In
other words, it's our job to make the situation worse. We're not going to tell consumers to rely on the reviews of magazines
other than Stereophile; we don't think those
magazines are as good. If there's going to
be amore competitive marketplace of
review opinion, it's going to come from
the efforts of other magazines to increase
their circulations, regularize their frequencies of publication, review more products,
and do abetter job of reviewing them.

T

HE SIGHT OF A
FAITHFUL READER
CLUTCHING THE LATEST
"RECOMMENDED
COMPONENTS" ISSUE IS
ALL TOO FAMILIAR.
Nowhere is the situation any worse than
with "Recommended Components:' RC
started out as an inscrutable set of product
model names followed by aset of numbers.
(See, for instance, Vol.6 No.1, still available as aback issue.) The numbers referred
to different product characteristics—
"includes 78rpm speed:' "bright, very
alive sound:' "but is it worth the money
to you?"—all of which had been ingeniously cataloged by our founder, J. Gordon Holt. "Recommended Components"
in those days had the advantage of being
extremely compact: it took up four-anda-half 51
/ "by 81/
2
2"pages as opposed to
the twenty-seven 71/
2"by 10 1
/
4"pages
occupied this time around.
The disadvantage was that understanding the characteristics of aparticular component took many minutes of thumbing
back and forth between the set of numbers
listed with the component and the meaning
of those numbers as set forth in the catalog of characteristics. Even more serious,
subtle reservations expressed within the
WorldRadioHistory
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main product review couldn't readily be
conveyed by this method.
With Vol.7 No.2 (early 1984) we switched
over to the current system, in which every
entry includes acapsule summary of the
main review, plus commentary on experiences since the review. It certainly is a
popular feature. Our "Recommended
Components" issues (April and October
of each year) contain more advertising than
any other issues, and sell many thousands
of extra copies on the newsstands and in
hi-fi retailers.
But there are significant problems. The
sight of afaithful Stereophile reader clutching the latest "Recommended Components" issue and refusing to consider any
other prospects, no matter how worthy,
is all too familiar to many retailers. And the
cries of outrage from readers—check "Letters" in any June or December issue—
when their favorite products are dropped
from "Recommended Components," are
painful to hear.
We'd love to see RC accepted as apartial
guide to what's good and what's available.
We don't audition every component out
there—far from it. Stereophile would have
to do four to five times as many product
reviews as it currently does to have achance
at true comprehensiveness, and we-already
review far more products than any other
magazine. How can we comment on unreviewed products? How can we review
all worthy products as soon as they're on the
market? How can you make the best choice
without listening to many sources of
opinion—retailers, other audiophiles, other
magazines, the evidence of your own ears?
I'm astereophile (and amonophile, for
that matter) and an oenophile—a wine
enthusiast. As an oenophfle Iread almost
all thejournals of wine commentary. When
Istarted out, I'd read agreat review—usually
one awarding 94 points or more (on ascale
of 100)—and rush out to buy acase of that
wine. Some oenophiles still do the same.
Unfortunately, they end up with cases of
wine they don't like. A better course is to
buy abottle of wine, evaluate the wine and
the wine reviewer, and follow the opinions
of others cautiously. Isuggest you do the
same with "Recommended Components."
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MAINTAINING THE ART OF TRUE DEFINITION
The Wadia 23 CD Player introduces the
most affordable opportunity to access the
acclaimed reproduction standards and
attention to detail upheld by Wadia.
The Wadia 23 maintains our high standards
of incorporating a full decoding computer
with 16 times re-sampling. It also features a
high-end full disc-clamping transport, single-ended and balanced analog outputs, as
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well as four types of digital output.

The Wadia art of fine chassis rendering and
transparent music reproduction are both
addressed. For Wadia, the reproduction of
music is not just science... but art.
You can hear recorded music as you only
dreamed it could be realized ...expressed as
the artists intended it to be.
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The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS, WI
54022
PHONE 715-426-5900
WorldRadioHistory

FAX 715-426-5665
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The remarkable value and performance of VANDERSTEEN
multiple-enclosure, minimum-baffle loudspeakers are legendary.
One listen to the astonishing clarity and realism of our full-range,
phase-correct models will show you why "boxless"
is definitely better
Our innovative boxless
design reduces cabinet
reflections and diffraction. ,
The Model 3's proprietary
patentee midrange
eliminates internal driver
reflections and the
resulting distortions.

With their drivers connected in phase through

"'Awesome on both
filin and music"

transient-perfect, first-order
crossovers, our speakers
preserve the important
phase characteristics
of flue music.
"What ahigh-fidelity
speaker should be"

Model 3
Ultra high-resolution four driver loudspeaker

Model 2Ce
High-resolution, four driver loudspeaker

Our high-performance components
insure outstanding
quality, reliability

"Amazing
definition,
rocks the
foundation!"

and consieency.
"Sets the standard
for affordable
speakers"

2W
Three driver,
300 watt amplified subwoofer

In asurround system, VANDERSTEEN phase-correct speakers create acoherent

Model 1B
Full-range two-way loudspeaker

and expansive soundfield with exceptional detail and superior dialog intelligibility. Their incredible realism heightens your involvement in your films.

For almost 20 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built affordable loudspeakers
true to both science and music. If you're looking for speakers that accurately
reproduce the entire frequency range of music and recreate the full dimensions of the original performance, we can direct you to your nearest carefully
selected VANDERSTEEN dealer.
WorldRadioHistory

VA\DERSTEE\ AUDIO
116 West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230
(209) 582-0324
DIIVIHINSIONAL

PURITY®

Please write or call for abrochure and the name of your nearest dealer.

